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Deus qui beatum Ludovicum confessorem tuum de

terreno ac temporal! regno ad coelestis et aetemi

gloriam transulisti, eius quaesumus mentis et interces-

sione Regis Regum Jesi Christi filii tui, nos cohaeredes

efficias et eiusdem regni tribuas esse consortes per

eundem Dominum nostrum Tesum Christum.

{Collect from the Hours of St. Louis)
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THE COURT OF A SAINT
CHAPTER I

THE STORY OF THE AVENUE

" No man can by taking care (as the Scripture saith) add a Cubite to his

Stature in this Uttle Model! of a Man's Body: But in the Great Frame of

Kingdomes and Commonwealths it is in the power of Princes or Estates to

add AmpUtude and Greatness to their Kingdoms."

—

Bacon

ALONG the road which borders the meadows between
Paris and Montl'hery there was, on a spring morning
of the year 1227, an air of great bustle and commotion.

From the gates of the city since daybreak bands of men had
been marching out till the road was an avenue, not of the

straight poplars of the Seine country, but of armed men.
Stout burghers in imposing if unaccustomed armour lined

the way, followed by men with maces and cross - bows.
Among them moved not a few knights with shining helmets

and shields, and squires in charge of those heavy masses of

tapestry beneath which lurked the horses of the Middle Ages.

Here and there were glimpses of the ragged smocks and bright

pitchforks of peasants from the fields, the gay head-dresses

of women, the white and black cowls of passing monks. In
the foreground of these moving figures may be pictured the

prancing dogs and dignified flowers of a Botticelli or Filippo

Lippi, in the background, the white towers and the white
walls of Paris. In that eager crowd every face was turn-ed

towards the far-away turrets of Montl'hery. Above all the
noise and gossip rose one persistent rumour, of how the lord

King and his mother were returning to Paris, of how the
lords of Champagne and Boulogne, of Dreux and Brittany,

I



2 THE COURT OF A SAINT

were Ipng over at Corbeil purposing to intercept them as

they made the last stage of their journey from ]\Iontrhery

to Paris, of how the good city of Paris and all the

neighbourhood were out here upon the road to protect

their lord.

All along the line suddenly there was an added stir and
confusion. Down the avenue, to the sound of many voices,

came the long-expected procession. At the head rode, per-

haps, a few knights and men, a bishop with his cross and
his servants, some men-at-arms bearing the royal fleur-de-lys.

Round these again were more of the loyal burghers and men
who bordered the road. In the centre of all there was a

coach, and it was towards this that the onlookers pressed

forward eagerly. Within it they saw a woman of that com-

manding matronly beauty which ignores the possibility of

danger or insult to its owner. By her side, the centre of aU

this enthusiasm, sat a taU fair boy, with those clear smiling

eyes which so many chroniclers have sought to picture. He
was little more than a child, but there was already something

in his bearing which roused a sudden vehemence in the cheers

of the crowd. " Long live the King !
" they cried on aU

sides. " Down with his enemies ! May his enemies perish !

Long live the King !
" The shouts did not die away tiU the

last glimpse of the procession had disappeared and the bells

rang out from the steeples of Paris to tell the people that the

King and his mother were safely enclosed in the city waUs.

For that woman was Blanche, widow of Louis viii of

France. The boy was afterwards to be known as Louis ix.

Saint and most Christian King. This incident, which

took place in the spring of the year 1227, is so typical

and fuU of meaning that it may well serve as an intro-

duction to his life.

For the story is not only a picturesque tableau ; it is not

only a tj^pical moment in the angry confusion of a minority.

It is not only a quaint foreshadowing of the huddled escape

of another Queen and her son some three hundred years later.

There is, indeed, as many historians have pointed out, a most

piquant contrast between Blanche, austere and capable

regent, and that most feminine and inconsequent lady. Queen
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Anne of Austria ; between the child who was to be Saint ind

Crusader, and the Louis who dominates history as the Ma ,'ni-

ficent, the Grand Monarch. But the story of the Avenue
is more than all this. It is a transparently vivid allegory,

crowded with symbols as many as the lances which liu'^d the

guarded road. It is the parable of the house of Capet ahd its

place in France. And to understand anything of the posit ion

of Louis IX it is imperative first of all to consider this pla cr^

prepared for him by his ancestors. For no man enters upon

an inheritance of house or land or title alone. He is heir also

to a complex mass of traditions and consistent, if unformulated,

political ideals. There are typical moments in every one's

life, but they are in no way dissociated from the past. Those

who would appreciate Louis' reign must make their way to it

across the centuries.

In 987 the Carolingian monarchy, with its moments of

brilliant achievement and generations of puny inaction,

died, or rather flickered out slowly. That it must die was
evident, but how the house of Capet so easily took its place

is still a disputed question. This much at least is clear that

Hugh Capet, from his grey little city on the Seine, looked out

on a world of which he was acknowledged overlord and feudal

suzerain, but only nominal king. Round him he saw in

Normandy, Brittany, Flanders and the great turbulent

country beyond the Loire, his equals, if not his superiors.

There were lords with their own vassals, armies, and courts of

justice, men who could war and treat with each other, or with

him, as kings at their pleasure. If before he had been the

strongest of vassals he was now the weakest of kings. It is

all important to realise this position clearly, because in this

alone lies the dramatic interest of the alternatives which faced

the Capetian house. On the one hand, Hugh and his successors

might leave the possibilities of their position to Fate, and
concentrate their energies on their immediate demesne and
their actual belongings, or, on the other hand, they might
sacrifice the substance to the shadow, go out in quest of their

kingdom, conquer one vassal to be conquered by another,

and leave nothing to their heirs in the end but the elusive

vision of a crown. The one was the policy of the great
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Kings of Wessex, the other of the first three Ottos in

Italy.

Only in the answer to this question is it possible to appreciate

fully the greatness of the Capetian line. Dreams, they realised

very sensibly, are luxuries for those who can afford to sleep!

It was their business to keep very wide awake. With clear

sense and unwavering tenacity they adopted the pohcy of

security and economy, and, with mere temporary fluctuations,

made it the ideal of their house. Through all their appar-

ently ludicrous assumptions of regal dignity and through all

the tangled skein of their matrimonial and ecclesiastical

difficulties, from 987 to the middle of the twelfth century,

they were business men, enlarging their sphere only by
the most methodical and careful of investments. The
policy is clearly to be traced in the reigns of the first three

kings. Robert the Pious and Henry i, with small political

ability, annexed respectively Melun and Sens. Philip i,

with his shrewd, greedy insistence, added the Vermandois,

Vexin, and Bourges. But it was Louis vi who was bom
to make the day of small things a great day for France.

There was little of the heroic about the stout, busy

warrior clearing the roads between his towns of robbers,

haggling over the purchase of villages and woods, examining

and consulting with his ill-bred, hard-worked business men.

Yet the result of it aU was that by 1137 the piece of land

bounded by the Loire and the Somme, stretching from Chartres

to Orleans, and called the Isle of France, was a compact and

well-organised kingdom, a fortress, a treasury, and a standing

army all in one for the future Kings of France.

That is the first stage of the monarchy and its history, end-

ing with the reign of Louis vii. It is important in itself, but

more important in its results. Security and economy are

very good objects for any ruler, but they are the means

rather than the end. They were the provision for the struggle

that must come against one or other of the great independent,

unruly vassals who shared France with the Capetians. With
Louis VII the struggle began, in shape of the great duel

with the Angevin house. In the year 1152 Eleanor of Aqui-

taine, it will be remembered, left^this prince her husband
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after her scandalous behaviour on his crusade, and trans-

ferred herself and her titles across the seas, to become, in her

own stimulating phrase, " by the wrath of God Queen of

England." Henry ii of England, that is to say, became Lord

of Normandy, Maine, Anjou, Touraine, and Brittany by his

own right, of Poitou, Aquitaine, Guienne, Gascony, and

Auvergne by right of his wife, overlord, in short, of more

than half France. It may be said that this state of affairs

was due to chance, to the vigour of the Plantagenets and to

the folly of Louis vii. But, as a matter of fact, it was rather

the form which an inevitable climax took. From one point

of view, Henry ii was only one of those great nobles who
could heap together and scatter abroad their fiefs as fancy

took them. Against these the feudal monarchs were bound
eventually to make a stand. From another, he represents

one of the obstacles to that sense of nationality which was
just struggling into existence. Against any such violent par-

tition of the country west of the Rhone the Kings of France

were bound to protest. So the great test of the Capetian

policy begins in Louis vii's long reign of feeble campaigns

in the south and rather purposeless intrigues with Henry's

sons. But it was Philip ii who had to show what the unpre-

tentious monarchy could do for France.

It is true that at times the real meaning of thisTKing's

reign is obscured by the dramatic interest of its events.

Philip's career forms, indeed, one of the great epics or romances

of the Middle Ages. You see the bold, clear-sighted boy-

king tossed between the factions of the brigand hero, Baldwin

of Flanders, and his grasping uncle of Champagne, the old

Plantagenet Henry ii, broken-hearted, betrayed by one son

after another, dying at length on that intolerably pathetic

summer evening at Compiegne. You see the Lion Heart,

fresh from the romance of his Holy War, looking down on

the orchards of Normandy from the walls of his Saucy Castle,

and hear Arthur's dying cries in the Seine, before John,

blustering bully, strides across the stage swearing " By the

teeth of God." You see Philip, shrewd, vigilant, successful

in the pride of his early manhood. You see the bewildered

but courageous burghers, mocked as they marched out to
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battle at Bouvines, cheered as they returned victorious,

Ferrand of Flanders dragged off to prison in the market
cart among the crowd of peasants who left the fields to gibe

at " Ferrand enferre." But, nevertheless, however dramatic

the setting, Philip was above all and at all times a business

man.

The methods of the King were very simple. In the first

place he gave a direct challenge to the great rival firm in his

country. He entered, that is to say, into a hand-to-hand

battle with the Angevin house represented by John. It is

not necessary to enter here into the details of the struggle.

It is enough to summarise its astounding results. Philip over-

ran Normandy in 1204, Poitou (1204-1205), Aquitaine (1205),

Brittany (1206-1207). The victory was not, of course, com-
pleted by these conquests. At the close of 1205 Poitou was
in rebellion again ; in 1206 Phihp had once more to lead his

troops into Normandy. His son and his grandson had to

revise and re-edit his work continually. But Philip had,

nevertheless, won the precedent of homage from every fief

to the national monarch of France.

That was all the more important because Philip in his

challenge to England had indirectly thrown down the glove

to other powers. In our schoolroom days masterly sweeps

of red and blue for French and English represented the divi-

sions of the country, and recognised no further intricacies.

But Philip's work was more complex. Like D'Artagnan he

had to fight three duels at once.

John called to his aid, in the first place, the Emperor,

and did not call in vain. Otto iv was already his ally, and

in 1210 this Guelf Emperor had outraged the Pope, his

former friend, by descending upon Italy. Innocent iii

answered by nominating as anti-Emperor his ward, Fred-

erick II, son of Henry vi and representative of the Ghibel-

line party, and demanding the assistance of Philip. John
therefore could rely on the aid of the imperial army in

the north - east France. Secondly, he sought the help of

the French feudal nobility. The Count of Flanders at the

moment was Ferrand of Portugal, a prince whom Phihp

had brought from his southern country, married to Jeanne,
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heiress of the Flemish counts, and stationed by her side

to represent the royal interests. Ferrand, however, proved

a failure. Unpopular with his people, distrusted by Philip

and his wife, he was persuaded to join the great hostile

movement which John was preparing. Renaud of Dam-
martin, Count of Boulogne, was another representative of

this class opposition. England, the Empire, and the feudal

nobility joined together to answer the challenge of the great

French king in 12 15.

Out of this culmination of dangers Phihp emerged trium-

phant. The brilliant victory of Bouvines answered the three

enemies at once. Otto, stern, ineffectual Emperor, vanished

from the battlefield, " and I promise," said PhiHp grimly,

" that we shall see his face no more from to-day." John,

defeated ignominiously, cried from the shores of England

—

" I have no luck ! I have no luck !
" Ferrand and Renaud

were carried off on their carts to their fourteen years of im-

prisonment. Like D'Artagnan, again for one moment Philip

could sheath his sword. The defeat of the Enghsh and the

Empire proved him to be King of France ; the defeat of his

Plantagenet vassals and the other great feudatories proved

him to be lord of his nobihty.

That was the beginning of the challenge direct, but Philip

had still two other lines of policy. For, in the second place,

he could undersell. He could, that is to say, attract certain

classes of the realm to the monarchy. He could undermine

the position of the great feudal nobility by judicious alliance

with other ranks in the social hierarchy. It was, to begin with,

his policy to win the support of the lesser nobility. He em-
ployed them at court as his agents or lieutenants ; he made
every effort to win their direct homage. In 1209 he decreed

that when a fief was divided among many inheritors every

one of them was to appear to pay homage to himself. Philip

the Conqueror held his Court of Twelve Peers, according

to tradition, but beneath the royal robes of State was
Philip the business man, who knew the danger of his over-

mighty subjects, and chose always his agents and officers from

a class which was dependent upon himself. In the same way
he patronised and favoured the communes of his realm. Till
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his reign the French kings had looked \vith instinctive sus-

picion upon the struggle for municipal independence which

was one characteristic of the reawakening of Europe in the

twelfth centur^^ They had despised the little niggardly

bodies who gathered together in their houses and at the church

porch to discuss the possibility of bribing their lords for im-

munity from their services. The little associations of northern

France could boast of no such stately origin as the cities of

the south, of no such daring self-assertion as those of Italy.

Louis VI gave charters to Beauvais and Noyon, St. Quentin and
Cambrai, with some grudging disapproval. Louis vii, though

he originated the so-called " new towns " for escaped serfs,

had no mind to grant political privileges. It was only with

Philip II that the change came. Towards all the associations

in their different stages of development his policy was directed

by one beautifully illuminating thought. They were not

only a menace to the feudatories and the Church, though

for that alone they were valuable ; they were also a heaven-

sent means of making money, and to that appeal Philip's ears

were never closed. He saw the little friendless bodies strug-

gling into independence, small blots of resistance on those

compact fiefs which he dreaded. For the sake of winning

privileges which must weaken those fiefs they were actually

willing to pay almost any price. From 1 180-1220, therefore,

there are twenty cases of his intervention on behalf of the

communes, and many more of such free grants as that made
to Amiens in 1185. His reward was reaped at Bouvines, when
as many as sixteen boroughs sent out their militia to the

royal army.

Then again it was the policy of Philip and his house to

wdn the friendship of the Church. It is indeed dangerous to

lay too much emphasis on a policy that always varied with

the convenience of the monarch. Robert 11 and Philip i

both lived for years under the ban of the Church ; Louis vi

was described by Cardinal Humbert as " the scourge of

western France," and in turn described the Church, according

to St. Bernard, as the destroyer of the realm and the enemy
of the crowTi. In these reigns it must be remembered the

question of the Investitures had to be fought out. There
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is no need to revive the encounter here. It was an old buried

story by Louis ix's reign. It was of course one form of

the endless struggle between the Church and State. The

State, in the person of the French king, had demanded homage
for the lands he granted to his prelates. The Church, accord-

ing to the legates from Rome, demanded independent

temporal jurisdiction for her servants. Early in the twelfth

century a compromise was effected, and the moderate party

gained the day. The lasting importance of the whole affair

lay in this result, that the King obtained the moral support

of his prelates. During the years when they were troubled

by the claims of the Pope and the exactions of papal legates,

the calmer minds of the French prelates came to understand

that Rome was fighting for a theocracy, and that in no spiritual

but in a very worldly sense. Entire dependence on the

Papacy was not, save in rare instances, a popular ideal with

the French bishops. So the Abbot Suger, the right-hand

man of Louis vii, is the representative of a long line of French

ecclesiastics who were willing to serve the monarchy faithfully

in return for royal support against their feudal foes and the

excessive encroachments of Rome. The crown on the other

hand availed itself of loyal and educated servants, who had no

power to make their fiefs hereditary.

Philip II knew how to undersell his rivals. He also under-

stood how to advertise. For this the Capetian house was
ready at last. If her early rulers had been ready to sink,

they had never forgotten their highest claim to the empire

of the western Franks. From one point of view they were,

indeed, only feudal suzerains, but from another they had
pretensions as vast and apparently unreasonable as those

of the Jews who still dreamt of the lordship of the world in

the days of the great Roman Emperors. The Capetians were

heirs to the western empire of the great legend-crowned

Charlemagne. They had made no change in the insignia or

the form of documents inherited from the Carolingian kings.

And with that claim the sacrosanct idea of the kingship

began to be formulated, aided by reminiscences of the solemn

consecration and divine origins of the turbulent saints and
sinners of Israel. Out of the dim tangle of stories of
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Charlemagne, David, and Augustus, the ideal king was, by
the time of Louis vii, formulated by Suger as one " ap-

pointed by God whose living image he bears in himself."

Philip produced all these advertisements with a bolder

hand. His son, first of the Capetians, succeeded him after

his death with no preliminary coronation. First of the

kings, Philip confirmed himself all the rights and titles

of the great nobles. He was always finding excuses for

receiving homage from some new vassal. His title of Augustus,

according to some authorities, was meant to suggest the purple.

His Court of the Twelve Peers was a direct assumption of the

position of Charlemagne. The lawyers of Louis ix's reign

were to work out the theory of kingship, but Philip ii was

the embodiment of that theory.

It was the same policy which led to the rebuilding of the

capital. Philip's new possessions deserved a worthy city for

their centre, and therefore he beautified Paris. Notre Dame
was already rising into beauty on the island, and scholars

were already thronging the three schools of Paris. Round
this growing city Philip laid his great wall, the third and the

greatest of those which had shut in the city of Lutetia. For

the kings within it he built upon the island his new palace

of white stone where his royal work might be done. He
paved the street anew with cobbles, over which his soldiers

clattered and his nobles rode sullenly on their way to do

homage to the King. Most typical of all, he built a prison.

On the northern bank of the river, near the extremity of

the wall to the east, he placed his fortress of the Louvre, with

its menacing tower and prison walls. For all the beauty of

its gardens and new white buildings, for all the squalor of

many of the muddy streets and wretched houses of the old

quarters, the new city of Philip must have given first of all

an impression of vitality and strength.

So much explanation may be tedious, but it is also neces-

sary. The monarchy of the thirteenth century, from some
aspects a mushroom growth, from others hoary with tradition,

is a complex creation. But this is enough to explain the

allegory of that romantic ride which impressed itself, as he

told Joinville, on Louis ix's earliest memories. Louis started
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from the tower of Montl'hery, whose robber lords Louis vi

had brought to submission. He rode through the ranks of

the burghers, knights, and people whose loyalty his grand-

father had won, to the city his grandfather had fortified as

capital for the Kings of France. Over at Corbeil lay the

great vassals, ready to attack, and yet motionless, terrified

by the very name of the monarchy. And, lastly, those shouts

of welcome and of triumph foretold the applause which

awaited the Saint King all through his reign, and resounds

still in history.



CHAPTER II

THE CHILDHOOD OF THE SAINT

" Whenever the moon and stars are set,

Whenever the ^^ind is high,

All night long in the dark and wet,

A man goes riding by.

By at the gallop he goes, and then

By he comes back at the gallop again."

—

Stevenson

THE boy who rode do\Mi the avenue by his mother's side

was thirteen years old. It was four years since his

grandfather PhiHp ii died, and only six months since

Louis VIII, his father, followed him. Enough has been said

of Philip's character to show how great was the legacy he

bequeathed to his grandson. It is for this chapter to

show what the boy owed to his own parents, and what

was the atmosphere of the court in which he grew up to

manhood.
By the side of Philip's dominant personality it must be

admitted that Louis viii is at first sight somewhat colourless.

He moves through h^tory, a short, pale, weak figure, very

different from the brilliant, turbulent genius whom they laid

to rest at St. Denis. His chroniclers are very ready to do

him honour, but it is not easy to catch a clear picture of his

character in its conventional Latin garb. The adjectives

brave, kindly, and prudent were almost as hard worked in

thirteenth-century chronicles as gracious, kindly, and tactful

in our o^vn. To know that, according to the Chronicles of

St. Denis, he was " a lion to the wicked, a lamb to the good,"
" the hope of Greece and the dread of Syria," " mourned by

all the children of Holy Church," is not to visualise the man.
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From Philip Mousques we learn that he was of fine appearance,

middle height, pale in colouring, calm in manner. " He was
not easily annoyed but hard to appease. He cared nothing

for good cheer nor debauchery ; his wife was good enough
for him." But he was not only calm, kind, an affectionate

husband, a good father, brave, gentlemanly, pious, and hard-

working. He was also something more. The brevity of his

reign, and his respect for his father's traditions conceal, to

some extent, the possibilities of his character. He was not

great, it may certainly be admitted, as his father or his son

were great, but he had genius enough to understand and
make the most of his father's work. To some extent he

had a political programme of his own. His policy, wisely or

not, was even more far-reaching than that of his father. His
career showed a definite predilection for aggressive measures
and schemes of conquest. Louis, the inheritor of a kingdom,
seems at moments to have had dreams of an empire. He
was known in history, it must be remembered, as Louis the

Lion. Two lines of action show this ideal, firstly his attitude

towards England, and, secondly, towards the south. He
was a man with ideas, no unworthy link between the Con-
queror and the Saint. Last, and not least, he was the husband
of Queen Blanche.

It is impossible to approach this great lady's history

without a certain sense of ' awe. The same feeling is

obvious, too, in her mediaeval chroniclers. They speak of

her with that almost oppressive reverence and absence of

criticism which would have possessed a sixth-form boy at

Uppingham if he had been set down to an essay on Thring's

character. Their lightest simile for her is that of Semiramis,
Even her appearance was awe-inspiring. When she was sent

to France, a girl of twelve, she was said to be " elegantly

made in face and figure, singled out for all the noblest gifts

of nature." From a very different and profaner source, to

be mentioned later, we find that she was tall, fair, with eyes

of the fashionable mediaeval " vair " colour, and of surpassing

beauty. She is compared with a stag and an eagle ; she is

"de tel seignorie

Que sa biautez ne fait outrecuider."
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" God has so loaded her with gifts that all the world must

bow before her." Obviously the first impression was that

of her commanding and vigorous spirit. Blanche was not,

indeed, formed on any weak model. Her father, Alphonso viii

of Castile, was famed as the Noble, in a long line of illustrious

princes. His wife Eleanor, daughter of Eleanor of Aquitaine,

was noted for her chastity and admirable manners. As a

child Blanche must have come, too, under the influence of

that far-famed grandmother whose passionate amours had

thrown all Europe into confusion thirty years before. There

are moments in Blanche's career when one is vividly reminded

of the tough old termagant. It was Eleanor of Aquitaine

who arranged the marriage between Blanche and Louis viil,

which formed an episode in the long Angevin war. Blanche,

wdth a dowry of Norman estates and a papal dispensation

for her peculiar kinship to the young prince (for both, it

must be remembered, were Eleanor's grandchildren, Louis

by her marriage with the King of France, Blanche by her

marriage with the King of England), was offered to Philip

by John of England to cement one of the fragile treaties

between those two monarchs. She was chosen by the lady

who had given rise to these complicated relationships rather

than her elder sister, because, as Eleanor remarked with great

common sense, the French would find too much difficulty

in pronunciation to approve of a princess called Urraque.

The decided old matchmaker carried out the whole affair

very energetically. She took her pretty, graceful grand-

daughter herself as far as Fontevrault, and thence for-

warded her briskly to her French court.

Blanche was married in 1200 on the 23rd of i\Iay at Port-

mont-sur-Seine. Louis, her husband, only some sLx months

older than herself, was from the first an attentive and sym-

pathetic companion. There is indeed one glimpse of her as

a forlorn home-sick child. At her husband's request, Hugh
of Lincoln, on his way through France, visited the child-

queen and found her in floods of tears. But they were not

of long duration. By 1209, when her husband was knighted,

and she had given birth to an heir to the throne, Blanche

was a lady of character and importance. Her attitude to
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her father-in-law was marked by a quick appreciation of his

'deas, with an independence of her own. which must have
dehghted the old gentleman. The minstrel of Rheims, a

picturesque historian of the thirteenth century, gives so

interesting a description of the relations of the two strong-

minded characters that, however embroidered in the narra-

tion, it cannot be omitted here. Louis, as must be told later,

was in difficulties in England, on an expedition unauthorised

by Philip and condemned by the Pope.
" By the lance of St. James," exclaimed the father, in the

minstrel's narrative, " I will do nothing. I care not if he be

excommunicated." (In justification of Philip's unnatural

callousness, it must be remembered that he had borne his

own excommunication with remarkable fortitude.)

" Will you thus leave my lord," cried Blanche fearlessly,

" to die in a foreign land ? Sire, by God, he must reign after

you ; send him all he needs or, at least, the revenues of his

estates."

" Of a certain," said the King, " I shall do nothing of this

sort, Blanche."
" Nothing, sire ?

"

" No, truly."

" In God's name, then," cried Blanche, " I know what I

shall do."
" What will you do then ?

"

" By the mother of God, I have two fair children of my
lord. I will put them in pawn, I teU you, and find some one
to advance me money on them !

"

She left the King " like a madwoman." But the King
had her recalled, and said

—

" Blanche, I will give you as much as you will of my
treasure, and you shall do what you like with it. But under-
stand that in my own name I send nothing."

" Sire," said the triumphant Blanche, " you say well."

There is a very practical illustration of her political

position.

By Philip's death therefore Blanche was known as a
strong and courageous woman of unusual abilities. She was
also noted for her piety. Her orthodoxy was of that stern
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Spanish character which has impressed itself again and again

on European history. She was regular in her devotions ; she

loved the conversation of holy men. In her husband's Hfe-

time she was already leading processions for his victories

from Notre Dame to St. Antoine. To a naturally ascetic

nature the severities of a religious routine were almost wel-

come. In fastings and mortifications she saw the easiest

way to the heavenly kingdom. But there is, too, another side

to Blanche's character, which is sometimes forgotten in the

awe inspired by her austere and independent spirit. Her

affections were quite as strong as her intellect, and those

affections centred in a remarkable way round her husband.
" Never Queen so loved her lord," was the verdict of one chron-

icler. " They were so attached to each other that they were

always to be seen together." To her children, though she was a

loving she was also a Spartan mother. It was on her husband

that all her womanly devotion was expended. In her relations

with him alone she had no need to be strong or critical or

self-reliant. Like all independent natures she found a pleasure

in submission to one master, reUance on one authority. She

would rather, she declared, see her son Louis dead than let

him commit a mortal sin. Towards him her attitude was,

however affectionate, quite dispassionate. But on her

husband she bestowed that wealth of admiring tenderness

which such women can give only once in their lives. She was

a pattern mother, but she was an ideal \dfe. After his death

the less womanly virtues of independence and vigour were

fostered, of necessity perhaps, to the cost of others. She was,

in the notorious case of her son's wife, preposterously jealous

for her owti ascendancy. Into her spiritual life she threw

all the fervours and strength of endurance which made

her such a redoubtable lady to her barons. Of the fierce

battles for humihty she may have fought before the throne of

God the only visible result was a more austere and vigilant

autocracy. She may be pictured most vividly in her later

Hfe by imagining the mother of the Gracchi in a Cistercian

convent, or Mrs. Proudie at the head of a feudal army, but,

on the other hand, it must be remembered, that at one time

of her life she was womanly and loving as well. " Those are
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strong souls," says St. Theresa, " who are chosen of the Lord
to work for the souls of others." Blanche accomplished that

work bravely and successfully enough, but that does not

prove that, in those early days, it was not a heavy burden
to bear. The strong have their moments of depression and
loneliness, when no doubt they would be glad to be released

from their enforced self-assertion. Blanche has met in history

with much admiration and much criticism. She also deserves

some pity. Certainly when her severe holiness is combined
with the practical genius of the Capetian house, every one

would predict remarkable children.

St. Louis was not the eldest, nor the heir of the family

at his birth. Blanche was only twelve when she married, and
only seventeen when her first baby was born in 1205, a

daughter who, like so many first babies in mediaeval families,

died at her birth. But in 1209, among great rejoicings, the

Queen gave a son to her husband, named Philip after his

famous grandfather. Two or three years later, twins were

born to her, who were christened Alphonso and John, and
only lived till 1213. Thus when Louis was born in 1214 there

was so little sensation that there is even some discrepancy

in the dates given of the event. By the best French authori-

ties, however, 1213 and 1216 have been discarded in favour

of the year 1214. It is, however, quite typical of the Saint

that the secular date should have been uncertain, when there

is no question as to the ecclesiastical occasion. All his

chroniclers know that Louis was born on St. Mark's Day, 25th
April.

On that day in France it was the custom to veil the crosses

and altars of the Church in black, and, with solemn processions

and litanies, to bewail the people's sins. The Collegiate Church
of Poissy was thus mourning when Blanche gave birth to her

son. Louis first saw the light in the great castle of Poissy,

built by Robert i, probably in one of the low tower rooms
with squat round arches and narrow windows. The mediaeval

oracles could find no very convincing connection between the

serenity of the Saint's reign and the gloom of that spring day.

Joinville only finds a very general explanation. " The black
crosses foretold the great store of men who should die in the

2
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two Crusades, the one in Egypt, the other at Carthage, where

the King died. Great mourning was there for these in this

world, and great joy in Paradise." One far more typical story

is told of Louis' infancy. In the room where Blanche lay th

great beU of the castle sounded continually in her ears, a-

had at last to be stopped by doctor's orders. But Blanche,

so the story goes, could not bear to think that the caU to

God's service was silenced for her sake. She had herself,

her baby, and his nurse, Marie of Picardy, moved dangerously

early to accommodation without the castle, which, from its

name of " The Lady's Bam," does not seem to have b- en

too luxurious. Louis began his privations at a very

early age.

There can have been no great ceremonial at his baptism.

It was held quietly in the chapter of the Collegiate Church,

very probably in his father's absence. But it was an occasion

the Saint himself loved to recaU.
" It was at Poissy," he would say to his friends with a

pleased smile at their mystification, " that I received the

greatest honour of my life. No, that honour was not the

crown which they laid upon my head at Rheims, but the

cross they laid upon my brow at Poissy." In the same
spirit he would sign letters to his friends from " Louis of

Poissy."

It has been the custom to represent the Saint's childhood

as spent in austere solitude under the care of an inordinately

severe tutor. But that is not a comprehensive description.

The tutor was not engaged tOl his father died, and, though

Blanche was strict in his religious instruction, Louis shared

his lessons with many others. Beside the elder brother, the

family was increased by Robert in September 1216, John in

1219, Alphonso in 1220, Philip Dagobert in 1222. When
death robbed Blanche of her eldest son and the little John,

their places were fiUed by that specially beloved daughter,

Isabella, in 1224. Another child, Stephen, was bom, who must
have died young. Charles completed the family in 1227,

six months after his father's death. Certainly it was not

an empty nursery nor can it have been a very quiet one.

To judge by the later life of Robert of Artois, it must have been
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the scene of several jokes and mediaeval booby traps. Louis'

laugh was frequent enough in his early life. Alphonso must
always have had ideas of his own. So it is quite legitimate

to imagine sunny-faced riotous little boys racing down the

long stone corridors, gazing intently at embarrassed men-at-

arms in the palace yard, climbing the battlements to the

horror of their nurses, playing with the puppies or timidly

stroking the falcons in the royal stables, and wreathing them-

selves crowns of roses in the palace gardens by the river,

after the charming custom of children of the day.

The first episode in Louis' life was the marriage of his

elder brother, a child of eight, to Agnes, the baby heiress of

Auxerre and Nevers. A few months later another event

may have made a greater impression on the child-saint, the

day in 1218 when, with wailing music, they laid that brother

Philip, heir of France, in his grave at Notre Dame. Death,

according to the inscription written by Blanche and Louis

for the chapel to their dead offspring, kept their children

from being kings on earth that they might make them kings

in heaven. In 1223, five years later, Philip 11 died, and the

fair-haired, blue-eyed child was heir-apparent. The loss

of a grandfather can have caused the royal nursery little

grief but great excitement. In the hot August sunshine the

children all took part in their father's consecration at Rheims.

It was a most brilliant ceremony, and was followed by a

brilliant return to Paris along roads strewn with flowers.

At the gates of the city the bourgeois came out to meet their

King with presents, the wmdows were hung with gay tapestries,

the royal tables loaded with good cheer, prisoners were freed,

and the scholars of the university were in riotous excitement.

The chronicles stiU echo with the splendour of the scene, but

it was not to last for long. In a few months there was bustle

and confusion in the courtyard again, their father rode off

with his army, and life went on as simply as usual for the

children.

Louis VIII must remain in history as a prince not proven.

He inherited his father's policy in a duly thankful spirit.

His inclinations, as it has been pointed out, led him towards

a very wide interpretation of that policy. His lifework falls
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naturally into three divisions, that in England, in the south,

and in his relations with his nobility. In the first two may
be marked a definite note of aggression, that vigour of attack

with which the sheep-dog pursues an intruder already put

out of countenance by his comrade. The third provides a

sharp reminder of the weakness of the Capetian crown in face

of the feudal opposition crushed but not smothered by Philip.

The problem Louis' life was not long enough to solve was this,

whether he would have justified his bold forward policy,

or whether his conquests might not have led him too far for

the real interests of the monarchy.

With regard to England Louis' ambitions were shown

most clearly in his father's reign. In 1215 John, driven into

the trap of Runnymede, escaped at the humiliating price of

assent to the stipulations of the Great Charter. Maimed and

furious, he broke into threats and repudiations as soon as he

was free, and relying on the papal support won by his previous

submission, alarmed his nobles to such an extent that they

decided on the fairly frequent move of electing an anti-King.

The feeling of nationality was not recognised enough at that

date to preclude the idea of a French prince, though strong

enough in reality to vitiate any chance of that prince's success.

Philip, in a mood which would have horrified the great

Alexander, declined to listen to the project. " I have," he

announced stolidly, " land enough at home." He had

indeed enough land to show him the fatal fallacy of conquests

in England, and far too much sense not to see that the barons

really wanted a catspaw, a dummy King, who would let

them play his cards. He could see that the Anglo-Angevin

Empire had been broken at last by its lack of coherence

or any national unity. A Capetian Empire in France and

England would be doomed by even more fatal disabilities.

It is of no use to conquer an island, as many states have

found to their cost, unless you mean to live on it. It is as

criminally foolish as to adopt a baby and then keep it in

some outhouse. Philip was far-sighted enough to realise

this without experience, but Louis was not to be dissuaded.

He led an expedition into England, moved purposelessly

about the south coast till he heard of John's death, was given
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the cold shoulder by the barons who had invited him, and

finally, on Henry's coronation, only managed to return to

France by Blanche's strategic measures. From that sharp

lesson he learnt that the Capetian ideal must be to keep

the English out of France, not to put the French into

England.

But the policy of Louis' reign was none the less aggressive.

He overran Philip's conquests with surprising speed and
skill. The conquered lands were in wild confusion, the nobles,

greater and lesser, in a ferment of bewildered treachery, La
Rochelle, St. Jean d'Angeli, and Niort had fallen back to the

English. Louis swept across Poitou, summoned the great

nobles of the county. La Marche, Mauleon, Thenars, and
Chatelheraut, to his side, and marched down through Poitou

to Gascony, conquering and receiving submissions with only

a temporary check at Bordeaux. England was silenced for

the moment, large bribes and concessions pacified the nobles

and communes respectively, effusive grants were made to La
Rochelle, Louis was firm in his claim on Poitou. He insisted

on making it a French county. He installed his bailiffs in it,

and carried off the great nobles to fight for him. Beyond
a doubt, his determined anti-English policy would have been

extended, had time permitted, all over western France.

Louis' attitude towards the south is a repetition of his

interference in English affairs. During his father's life he

went out to conquer ; in his own reign, even at his death, he

was in the front of battles with the lords of Toulouse. And
at this point it is necessary to look back for a little to gain

one general picture of those ghastly scenes which mark the

Albigensian Crusade.

For the story of Toulouse there can be no better

parallel than the conduct of the pious inhabitants of

Holy Island in the seventeenth century. They would run

to their church, the bishop tells, on the first news that a

ship was in distress at sea. " O Lord," these devotional

wreckers would pray with fervent emotion, " deliver her

into our hands, deliver her into our hands !
" That is a

good picture of how Europe viewed and assisted in the tragic

ruin of this southern kingdom. The land where the wreckers
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were at work from 1208 to 1229 shows one of the most in-

teresting developments of the twelfth century. It was almost

an independent monarchy, almost an independent nation.

There the house of St. Gilles had effected a conquest analogous

to that of the Capetians in the north. Like the early

Lords of the Isle of France, the Counts had absorbed the great

southern fiefs, had amalgamated Toulouse, Narbonne, Quercy,

Rouergue, the viscounties of Foix, Agenais, Albi, Nimes, and
the Venaissin into one kingdom. They had not merely sub-

jected them to one ruler. The Languedoc lands had a law,

a civilisation, a language of their own. By such factors as

the close connection with Spain, the share of its lords in the

first Crusade, and its Roman traditions, the whole county
of Toulouse was the scene of one of those delicate premature
Renaissances which dawned in lands bordering on the

Mediterranean more than once in the Middle Ages. Knights
and troubadours crossed and recrossed the Pyrenees with stories

of the culture of Spain and the Saracens beyond ; Roman
law flourished there alone on this side of the Alps ; Roman
buildings and customs gave the communes a peculiar prestige

for political liberty and intellectual activity ; the language

boasted a more delicate development than the dialects of

northern France. It is hard to understand, at first sight,

why that gay, famous principality did not move its arms
and embrace the rough northern monarchy with its unruly

feudatories and haggling, unpretentious kings.

The answer to that problem is to be found in the Albi-

gensian Crusade. It proved that the south had great apparent
strength but no coherence, an elusive brilliance but no soli-

darity. Around Toulouse lay in wait those earnest wreckers,

the King of France, the King of Aragon, the branch of the

house of Barcelona in Provence. Within lay many dangers.

There were the great rebeUious nobles like Roger de Beziers,

lliere was a looseness of the feudal tie, a number of unruly

gentlemen adventurers, and grasping speculative churchmen
who welcomed any chance of extending their authority.

There was, too, the character of the Count himself. Raymond vi

,

whose matrimonial career almost rivals that of Henry viii,

represents all the national culture, refinement, and pleasantry
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of his country with all its weakness. He lacked as did the

south any strength of purpose, any capacity for seeing his

cause as a national resistance to the death, for a common
inspiration or methodical movement. His part in the war
is one of open aggression and sudden submission, dogged
resistance and dramatic purposeless repentances. His five

marriages had led to strained relations with two sets of his

wife's relations, the Lusignans and the Beziers. His son

was to be a braver man, but to possess little more determina-

tion or good fortune. They are the fit representatives

of a country whose enemies are waiting round her to

absorb her.

Nemesis came upon the kingdom through the two factors

which made the Albigensian Crusade. On the one hand there

was the strange, sudden spread of unorthodox doctrine from
the little town of Albi in southern France. The tenets of

this heresy varied widely, from the Gospel preaching of purity

and simplicity of life to the strange half-eastern Manicheistic

doctrines which floated about mediaeval Europe like some
dangerous germ of fever. The political import in every case

was, however, the fact that the views of the reformers were a

direct challenge to Church and Papacy. On the other hand
must be remembered the strange perversion of the crusading

spirit abroad in Europe by the close of the twelfth century.

When in 1099 the crowds called for crosses to the cry of " Dieu
le veut," therewas always a picture of Jerusalem on the horizon

of every man's mind. He might have to strike down the

enemy on his way till he waded

" to his shoon
In the blood that of them coom,"

but the city of God was the goal of his hopes. By the thirteenth

century this spirit had changed and decayed. Commercial,

national, political motives had dimmed the picture. At last

all that was left on the horizon was the preponderating figure

of the enemy himself. He was the man on whom God's wrath
was centred, and out of whom something might be made.
To God might be given the glory of his murder, but his

possessions very certainly went to men. That was the origin
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of the Crusade. To be poor and a heretic was dangerous, to

be rich and a heretic was fatal. The nobles, the Church,

and Spain watched the progress of the heresy with some-

thing like exultation. From 1193 to 1209 the attack was
deferred, but the wreckers were waiting with certain

expectation.

That first period, from 1179 to 1209, was marked by such

gentle and persuasive methods on the part of the Church as

wholesale condemnations and anathemas. Legates, bishops

and inquisitors were set to work. Everywhere the nobles

were suspected, Roger 11 of Trencavel, Raymond Roger of

Foix, Raymond Roger of Beziers, Bernard of Comminges,
Gaston vii of Beam. Raymond, that perplexing tolerant

character. Knight of the Hospital but lord of a harem, with a

son who professed the new faith and a daughter at her prayers

in a convent, bore the brunt of the papal wrath with fluctuat-

ing courage and despair. In 1209 the murder of the papal

legate, Peter of Castlenau, brought affairs to a crisis, and the

second period of the war begins. That period, from 1209 to

1218, was one of merciless and brutal conquest. With its

ghastly details this history has fortunately nothing to do.

It was a war of extermination and misery, a picture of such

horror and darkness as the minor prophets of Israel alone

could paint. Its history enters here only in connection with

its relations to the French monarchy, and in particular, with

the policy of Louis viii.

All that Philip could do in 1209, with his hands filled by
English affairs, was to play a waiting game. In some ways the

movement was favourable to him. The absence of his nobles

for war and plunder in the south was an obvious advantage ;

there was every prospect that crusaders and victims alike

would exhaust themselves and leave an opening eventually

for the intervention of a third and unwearied party. On the

other hand, it had its dangers. Peter of Aragon on the south

might manage to annex the coveted county of Toulouse to

Spain. Or, secondly, there was the danger that out of the

tangle of skirmishes and conquests some great conquering

adventurer might arise to threaten the King of France. Phihp,

however, waited, and made Louis wait. The two obvious
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dangers threatened him, but by great good fortune they

counterbalanced one another until the battle of Muret in 1213.

Peter of Aragon, and Simon of Montfort who made his fortune

and reputation out of these wars, fought a duel for their own
advantages on the bleeding battlefields of Toulouse, while

Innocent iii and the Count Raymond, the real principals in

the battle, stood neglected, almost on friendly terms, watching

this reprehensible conduct on the part of their seconds. When
in that great battle Spain was driven off the field, Philip knew
that it would soon be time to interfere with the conqueror.

Louis was ready and waiting, and marched southwards in 1215.

He was only allowed by his cautious father to go in pilgrim's

guise, to help in the conquest of Toulouse, and to take no
reward for his services but the skull of St. Vincent, which made
a valuable addition to his favourite collection of relics. He
invested Simon of Montfort formally with the Duchy of

Narbonne, on the principle that you may as well do gracefully

what will certainly be done somehow, and returned with

alarming stories of how the adventurers had conquered and

had reduced his lands rapidly to something like order. Louis,

as in the case of England, urged immediate intervention and
annexation of Toulouse. Philip prepared himself for some
more definite action than he had hitherto adopted. But
chance played into his hands. A stone shot at Toulouse in

1218 ended Simon's life and Philip's fears. The victor's son,

Amaury, was no adequate successor of his father, and in 1218

Louis was at last permitted to march south as the true

claimant of Toulouse.

From 1218-1229 therefore follows the third period of the

Capetian annexation of the south. It was of course a struggle

attended by very varied fortunes. Raymond and his son

returned at once on news of Simon's death from dallying

tentatively with the Pope, and the whole of Toulouse was in

confusion again. It was now a nation rather than a sect which

offered resistance, and the campaign of 1218 was marked
by no success, only by one of the fashionable massacres at

Marmande. On Louis' accession in 1222 Raymond was hard

at work recovering towns and castles one by one. But it was

not the confusion of 1209 or 1212 again. Those years of
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horror had broken the nerve of the south. Simon's measures
had shown the way to some similitude of order. The royal

house of France, with its resources and energy intact, was
bound on that wearied field to play a winning game. In

1225 Louis was free to carry out successfully his favourite

ideal. He marched south with a great army. Raymond,
excommunicated for the third time, and seeking forgiveness

again, was deserted even more rapidly than he had been
welcomed. Nobles and communes met Louis on his way
south, even in a few cases at Paris before he started, in un-

conditional surrender. With his father's strategical genius

he made straight for the fortress of Avignon. He was
rewarded for the privation of a three months' siege by the

surrender of most of the towns in the province and the capitula-

tion of the city itself. When he entered Avignon just before

his death you see him at the zenith of his fame as assertor

of the Capetian policy.

That is Louis victorious, but there remains that third

question as to whether the price of his conquests might not

possibly be too high for the monarchy. This is the problem
which marks the relations of the crown and the nobles. Every
one who has watched a crowd being gradually brought round
by a skilled orator to some unaccustomed point of view knows
very well the sudden moment of reaction when on every side

the old objections reawaken and the old catchwords break
out with renewed force. The nobles had just reached this

moment when they lay with Louis round the walls of Avignon.
They were beginning, as it were, to look round France, to

see their owti strength, to marvel at the concessions they had
made, the indignities they had suffered. Theobald of Cham-
pagne, Peter Mauclerc from far-off Brittany, Phihp, alone in

his great county of Boulogne, La Marche, and the hundred
other nobles who divided the confused lands of Poitou and
Aquitaine among them, all these saw their own lands in

tempting independence and isolation while the royal army
was collected in the south. The absence of the King was the

opportunity of the nobles, and the nobles saw that Louis'

reign threatened to be one long absence. Champagne, Brit-

tany, and La Marche plotted together. Their forty days'
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service exacted by their feudal dues was over. They deter-

mined to go home and forsake the King. Theobald, always

the most prominent and unluckiest of rebels, withdrew his

men, and Louis naturally had no time to deal with this dis-

obedience. So a direct insult was offered the crown and
was of necessity unavenged. It is with this note of insecurity

that the life of Louis viii was cut short at the close of the

year 1226. At Montpensier he was attacked by fever and
dysentery, and messengers had to be dispatched at once for

Blanche in Paris. For ten days he lay dangerously ill, and
on one of them was enacted that pathetically hopeless drama
by which so many monarchs have vainly sought to perpetuate

their authority beyond the grave. The Count of Boulogne,

Enguerrand of Couci, Philip of Sancerre, John of Nesle,

Ralph of Couci, the Bishops of Beauvais, Chartres, Senlis,

Sens, and Noyons were among thosewho swore by his deathbed,

at his request, to protect his son, and to crown him within

fourteen days of his father's death. The first four prelates,

with Barthelmi le Roie and the Abbot of St. Victor, he named
as executors of his will, drawn up on 7th November, the

day before his death. The superstitious remembered with

gloomy and ingenious solemnity how it had been foretold

that the Lion should die on Montpensier, the Mount of

Peace.

The news was carried northwards by Guerin of Senlis,

who had been charged by Louis to break it to the Queen.

All the prelate's valour and loyalty must have been needed,

as he rode along the muddy, leaf-strewn roads on that November
day and sighted the royal cavalcade in the distance. Blanche
was on her way to her husband with her children, and Louis,

the little King, was riding by the side of the coach as he met
them. The Queen, we are told, fainted, and only recovered

to cry, " Would to God that I could die too !
" She had set

out to meet her husband, and all she could meet was the

bier on which they were bringing the dead hero back to

St. Denis.

So ends the reign of not the least worthy of the Capetian
house. And here, too, ends the childhood of Louis ix. From
that heartbreaking scene by the wayside he was hurried off
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at once to his father's funeral, his knighting, and his corona-

tion. In one short fortnight the frightened child had to

assume the responsibilities of an orphan son, a man, and a

king. From that day the boy of twelve was a child no
longer.



CHAPTER III

THE COURT OF THE REGENCY

" He calleth to me out of Seir, Watchman, what of the night ? Watch-
man, what of the night ?

" The watchman said. The morning cometh, and also the night."

—

Isaiah

LOUIS' reign, it has been said, begins with his father's

death. It is true, of course, that until 1236 Blanche

was regent, and until her death she had a very strong

influence in affairs of State. But from this moment the

problems to be related are those of Louis' manhood. From
this day he was growing up in the monarchy and was an
integral part of it. It was Blanche who had to keep watch,

as it were, from one of the towers of the palace over the great

nobles who lay to east and west, south and north on the

horizon, but the boy-king was always by her side. The
court of the regency is also the court of the saint.

It was the marvellous self-control and statesmanship,

indeed, of the Queen alone which met the immediate
difficulties of the situation. After her first breakdown she

gave no time to mourning. With extraordinary resolution

and dispatch she had summons sent throughout the kingdom
to the coronation of her son on 29th November. It would
be a short invitation to-day for a dinner-party, but its very
abruptness was part of Blanche's policy. In the threefold

confusion around her, the danger from England, the nobility,

and the south, she knew very well she had only two things

in her favour of which she must avail herself. In the first

place, the nobles were, for the moment, scattered. She had
yet to test their strength of combination and their celerity

of movement ; both qualities were conspicuously lacking that
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November. In the second place, she knew well that her

husband's authority had died with him, but she knew, too,

that a certain prestige lingers for a very little round the graves

of the powerful. In a sudden crisis it takes most men some
little time to readjust their minds to new possibilities of

freedom. Before the nobles had quite realised that the

throne was vacant and they could turn their backs upon it,

Blanche was acute enough to fill it up again. Within three

weeks of Louis' death she had skilfully assured her own and
her son's position.

The coronation was fixed for the 29th. On the 28th the

royal party stopped at Soissons for the knighting of the future

King. That great ceremony has perhaps become somewhat
cheapened by time. On the one hand it has been degraded

by that which some author deplores as luscious sentiment-

ality, on the other, it was certainly in the Middle Ages too

commonly looked upon as a business ceremony. The Church

had, very properly of course, solemnised its rites, but in

actual life knighthood meant little to many but an ordinary

stage in a business career. But in the case of Louis these

associations can be forgotten. In him you have the realisation

of all its highest ideals. Those ceremonies, which in the
" Ordene de Chevaleric " are explained by Hugh of Tiberias to

that strange candidate, the Sultan Saladin, must have had their

true wealth of meaning to him. The new knight, we hear,

had to bathe to learn that, as in his baptism, he must leave

the font cleansed from sin. "A knight must bathe himself,"

said Hugh, " in honour and courtesy and virtue." Then he

rested himself on a great bed, " the emblem of that bed you
wiU win in Paradise, God's bed of rest for aU true knights who
follow Him." Every point of dress had its meaning. The
snow-white shirt spoke of the body which must be kept pure

to win heaven, the crimson robe of how the knight must pour

out his blood, " to serve and honour God and guard Holy
Church." The long trunk hose of brov^Ti were quaintly

reminiscent of " death and the earth where you must lie,

whence you came and whither you go." The white girdle

round the loins was to teach purity and self-denial, the two

golden spurs to remind him of the ardours and obedience
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he must show in God's service. The white coif on his head

was to image the stainless soul. After mass, when the knight

knelt before the altar in all his new armour, shield, cuirass,

gloves and gauntlet, a naked sword was presented to him,
" Receive this blade," he heard, " in the name of the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and use it in defence of yourself

and of Holy Church, for the confusion of Christ's foes and

for the Christian faith, and, as far as mortal frailty suffers,

let it wound no man unjustly." So, with the kiss of peace

and the accolade, the new knight rose, an accredited warrior.

It would be unpardonable not to recall these first impressions

of Louis' life. He was always a true knight as well as king

and saint.

The great ceremony was, in one sense, only a prelude.

That same day the court moved to Rheims, and that night

the child kept watch before the altar of the great dim cathedral.

Such was the custom of the Kings of France before their

coronation.

There is no need to describe that ceremony in detail.

Owing to the haste and mourning of the Queen the ceremonies

were somewhat curtailed. The expenses were only £4355

—

as against the grandiose sum of £40,000, the cost of his

father's. The whole affair lacked magnificence, but there

was no lack of typical incidents in the programme of the day.

In the first place, there was a conspicuous absence of great

nobles. Peter of Brittany, Theobald of Champagne, Robert

of Dreux, and Hugh de la Marche were amongst tlrose who,

with one accord, made excuse. Their mourning for the late

King was such, they declared, that they were unable to be

present. Then, too, it was noticed that instead of the nobles

who should have ridden out to the Abbey of St. Remi to

bring back with them the abbot and the sacred ampuUa,

(sent to France from heaven, it was said, by a dove when
Clovis was crowned), three hundred armed knights were

selected and sent as more suitable, in such days, for this

office. The archbishopric of Rheims was vacant, owing to

the death of the late Primate. The ceremony had to be

conducted by Gautier, Archbishop of Sens, the Bishop of

Soissons, and the Bishop of Senlis. It was Walter of Sens who
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met the child barefoot at the altar and received his oath to

keep faith to God and Holy Church, and do good justice to

his people. Walter handed him the sword, anointed him in

the seven places, set in his right hand the great royal sceptre,

which signified the defence and government of the realm, in

his left the smaller rod topped by an ivory hand to represent

clemency and justice, and took from the altar the crown

which he laid on the King's head. When the See of Rheims

was filled it was by Henry of Dreux, one of the insurgents.

It was empty, as far as any help to the crown was in question,

all the regency.

And, lastly, there was a significant incident as the ceremony

closed. The great peers present took their oaths and knelt

behind the King at mass in due decorum. Such doubtful

allies as Philip of Boulogne, John of Dreux, Enguerrand of

Couci joined in the subdued cries of " Vive le roi." As th^

procession left the Church this appearance of unity broke

down. The Countess of Flanders and the Countess of Cham-
pagne, whose husband and son respectively were, in polite

parlance, unavoidably absent, in prison and practical out-

lawry, proved their loyalty in a noisy fashion by a sudden

dispute as to which county had the right to bear the King's

sword out of Church. Neither lady was accustomed to yield

her point, and in the end Blanche had to reject both claims

summarily, and hand the disputed sword to Philip of Boulogne.

There were to be only too many difficulties in the regency

as to who should bear the sword for the King. It was with

such omens in her mind that Blanche returned with her son

to Paris next day. Three years before she had ridden that

road through gaily-decked streets of rejoicing. Now she

travelled back in the November twilight, by the gloom of

flickering torches, to the burden of her widowhood.

It is time to mount that tower, with Blanche, and to

look round with her on the France with which she had to do.

And to imagine this scene it is easiest, perhaps, to consider

it as a number of concentric circles. In the centre must be

placed the King and Queen and all the royal family. Outside

are few barons of great names and famous histories ; save

for some prelates of note, there is little but a ring of clerks
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and knights, of keen officials and business men. The great

feudatories in this reign are the outermost circle of all, such

an irregular agitated circle as a nervous child would draw for

an exacting preceptor on the blackboard without assistance of

the compasses. There is a well-known story of a would-be

actor who began his career on the stage as third murderer,

and ended as " a confused noise without." That is the best

description of the nobles of the day. They are always a

confused noise without.

In the centre itself there was clearly a new severity and

purpose. Blanche threw her faith, as far as time permitted,

into the consolations and mortifications of religion, her hopes

into the upbringing of her son. It was on his fourteenth

birthday that she appointed for Louis a strict tutor who was
distinguished by his firm belief in the efficacy of chastisement.

The Saint was beaten, according to Margaret's confessor,

every day, apparently as a preventive. One trembles to think

of the fate of an ordinary boy. He was kept diligently to

his studies, to improving conversations with holy men, to

regular attendance at Mass and the canonical Hours. He was

even superintended in his walks by the river or in the woods.

Louis' nature was fortunately sweet enough to respond even

to this treatment. He was kindly always to all, we read,

chatted pleasantly every day to his familiars and servants,

loved to give money to the poor or read holy books, and

gravely taught a little page-boy to sing one of the Virgin's

hymns as a variation to his worldly whistling. His was a

sober but not unhappy education in the craft of kingship.

The circle outside the royal family is composed, it has

been said, of lesser men. It is remarkable, too, for a peculiar

fervour of loyalty. In the drama of a falling d3masty it is

the absence of the immediate following which predicts real

danger, the empty halls and corridors, the deserted council

rooms. There was no such lack in Blanche's court. Knights,

ecclesiastics, clerks, stood in a safe business-like circle always

round her, a weightier company than all the fantastic figures

tilting on the horizon. First among these faithful servants

must be noticed a little crowd of prelates with their robes

and pastoral staffs. They were the trusted loyal friends on

3
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whom Blanche could always depend. One of the most pro-

minent of their number, for his thin dark figure, his Itahan

speech and features, was the legate, the Cardinal Deacon

Romano of St. Ange. He was of the famous family of the

Frangipani, an imperious and strong-minded man. He had

by no means the skill and cunning of the typical Italian prelate,

but he had a great store of loyalty and courage at Blanche's

service. Even after scandal had most unjustly connected their

names he was a good servant to her, till he was sent off in

1229 to the apparently never-ending process of converting

the south of France. Of first importance during the regency

also was the Bishop Guerin of Senlis. The bishop had fought

with very temporal weapons at Bouvines ; he was bold, ener-

getic, courageous, and hot-tempered. " A man of honour,

he is loyal," declared Peter Sancerreau approvingly. " There

has been no better bishop since the days of Turpin and Charle-

magne." Wherever Guerin is concerned you may expect

sound common-sense and good hard blows.

Walter Cornu of Sens would attract attention next in this

garrison of prelates for the kindly tolerance of his lined face.

All through his life he was a peacemaker, and such characters

were rare in the Middle Ages. He had taken the side of

Philip II, after due consideration, against the Pope himself.

It was he who in later life dissuaded Louis from burning the

Talmud as an open affront to the Jews. " A true cultivator

of justice, the father of the clergy," his character suggests

naturally a comparison with that kindly, tolerant, but firmly

orthodox type of theologian for which Scotland is famed

to-day.

William of Aurillac, Bishop of Paris, was another well-

knowTi character at court. Bishop and doctor of theology

in the University from 1228 to 1248, he was, one is glad to

learn, " the gem of the priesthood and the ornament of the

clergy." He was also, it must be admitted, the hete noir

of the University. His share in the disturbances which

excited all Paris during the regency and early years of the

reign, and the lampoons which greeted him throughout the

streets of his diocese, must be described later. It is enough

now to notice him as a domineering, hasty-tempered man, no
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ascetic or monk (" he drank neat always," remarked Joinville,
*' and the drink by no means water "), a man of affairs who
conducted the negotiations of the King with the clergy and
nobles of Brittany successfully, but a true lover of God and
his fellow-men. It was he with whom Louis founded a house

for the poor lost women who roamed the streets of Paris, as

Villon was to picture with brutal clearness in another century,

and named them, in defiance of a scornful world, " the

daughters of God." The quick-tempered, severe Maurice,

Archbishop of Rouen, was well known after 1229 ; as also were
the Bishop of Soissons, Walter of Tournay, who worked his way
up from the ranks as a cobbler to the bishopric of his native

town, the holy and kindly Archbishop of Bourges, and many
others. Blanche had a very natural respect for her prelates.

Among the laymen are fewer names of importance. First,

perhaps, comes Matthew of Montmorenci, the strong, vigorous

Constable, " better and wiser than any in France," according

to one chronicler. He had behind him the tradition of his

prowess under Philip 11 and in the Albigensian Crusade.

John of Brienne was another famous name in the immediate
court. He was a man whose attractions had made even
the great Phihp jealous twenty years before, and who had
therefore been sent off beyond seas to marry Mary, Queen of

Jerusalem, " for he was a brave knight and of courtly manners,

so highly praised that Philip could approve him for the lady."

John was left a widower with one daughter, whom, with high

ambition, he married to the Emperor Frederick. It was a

bad bargain. The very day of the wedding Frederick 11,

with his usual aplomb, announced that he now considered

his wife's lands his own, and calmly dismissed his helpless

and outraged father-in-law. From that moment the hand-

some, melancholy king without a kingdom, " a man of im-

mortal memory," wandered over Europe, or sought for fresh

supplies for his enterprises in Brienne. You see him in Egypt,
in Constantinople, in Europe as soldier of Gregory ix, and,

early in the regency, by the side of Blanche. Archibald of

Bourbon, one of the famous family of Dampierre, son of

Philip ii's Constable in Auvergne, was another noble whose
name was famous for loyalty in his fief and in the south. And
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after him come the lesser men, Imbert of Beaujeu, Constable,

Bartholomew le Roie, Chamberlain, that old and valuable,

if occasionally tiresome servant, Geoffrey de la Chapelle,

the de Millis, Beaumonts, Valeris, de Poissys, the two des

Barres, men who had fought at Bouvines for Philip, about

whose very names is a ring of security and loyalty. They are

like the little crowd who always surround the monarch in

mediaeval pictures, a little vague, a little characterless, but

always there. The court is always surrounded by these

indispensable, all-important nonentities.

To pass to the outmost circle is to enter at once into a

world of whispers, intrigues and cavalcades, of party songs

and flying armies, of brilliant but inefficient rebellion. Blanche

had to look out over that wide scene of France, and count

which were friends and which were foes.

Beginning with the map on the north-east she looked

towards a friend in Flanders. Ferrand, in 1226, was still

imprisoned in the Louvre. Under Philip 11 he had suffered

considerably. Louis viii, touched by the story of his

miseries, generously provided him with mental exercise by
allowing him a visit a day from two Franciscans. Meanwhile

his Countess Jeanne was governing his realm. She was the

lady who made herself conspicuous at the coronation, and
had also been noticed specially for her edifying tears at Louis

VIII 's funeral. She was a redoubtable character in many
ways. Her mother was popularly supposed to have been

the devil who came to life as a woman for the pleasure of

marrying Count Baldwin, her father, and she was revengeful

and hot-tempered enough to verify the tale. As she had

been diametrically opposed to her husband's policy at

Bouvines, and as there were unpleasant scandals abroad about

a plot for her marriage with Peter of Brittany, Ferrand's

imprisonment had, possibly, its compensations. Jeanne,

however, wanted him back. A husband in hand was better

than Peter in the bushes of Brittany, and she was probably

tired of responsibility. Blanche had a friendly feeling for the

prince, who, it will be remembered, was a Spaniard like herself.

The lesson of loyalty had been driven home emphatically

by Ferrand's imprisonment. In 1227 she released the Count
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on terms that were a distinct advantage to the crown. He
was to keep his refractory towns in order, to build no fortresses

on the French frontier, to pay 25,000 crowns for ransom.

On these conditions he was freed at Epiphany 1227, and fully

justified Blanche's policy. Till his death in 1233 he could

be counted on as a good, useful, heavy friend, ready at any

moment to keep the attention of Boulogne from the crown

by harrying the borders of that county. He and his wife

seem to have seen little of each other. He was absent a good

deal in Germany, and on his death Jeanne announced that

she meant to marry to please herself. In the fourth year

of her widowhood, therefore, she chose Thomas of Savoy, a

detrimental \vith nothing to recommend him save that he was
" biau de membres et de cors." But she was always loyal to

the French crown.

Her neighbour of Boulogne needed some such balance on

his border. Philip Hurepel was a conspicuous figure among
the barons, not only for his royal descent from Philip Augustus

and Agnes de Meranie, but also for that shock of tangled hair

which won him the title of Herisse. His loyalty carried

him to the coronation, was strengthened by the gift of the

towns of Lille and Montain and a pension, was firm as a rock

while his father-in-law, Renaud, of Dammartin and Boulogne,

remained in the prison where Philip Augustus put him in 12 14.

But when death freed Renaud in 1227, Philip began to forget

his benefits. He will figure often in the rebellions of the

nobles, a proud, self-consequent but unbusiness-like shock-

headed Peter, easily annoyed but easily discouraged. His

wife, Matilda, was, like her neighbour Jeanne, a lady of some
force of character. She bore her father's imprisonment

serenely, and later in life sat through a tournament where

Philip slew her supposed lover, the Count of Holland,

and was killed in turn before her eyes, with great pro-

priety. There is a certain calm common sense about these

mediaeval ladies in their frequent bereavements which is

inimitable.

In Normandy, next door, no great name troubled the

crown, save that of the Archbishops of Rouen. Theobald,

prelate in 1226, was, however, no traitor, though a man
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" inflexible to every prayer and of great severity." Blanche

had a tiresome skirmish with him, lasting for some years, over

the rights of the crown in the wood of Louviers, which must

have given her anxiety. His successor Maurice was also to

be a peace-breaker, but for his own, not the barons', reasons.

For the rest, Normandy, save perhaps for the coast where

the sailors had dangerous afhnities with the English, and the

west, which was liable to infection from Brittany, had adapted

itself to French rule \\ith surprising quiet. Below Normandy,
Maine and Anjou, also conquered by PhUip ii, were claimed

by the English crown, but were rapidly being incorporated

in the royal domain. Royal bailiffs and provosts were sub-

duing the local feeling, and Louis' frequent presence inspired

loyalty.

Closer to the royal domain lay the lands of Dreux and of

Couci. Here, on the very frontiers of the royal domain, were

two of Blanche's determined enemies. The Count of Dreux,

head of the family which included Peter of Brittany, the

Archbishop of Rheims, and John of Macon, was all the more

dangerous because he could trace his descent from Louis vi.

By name Robert Gatable he was a valiant and energetic rebel.

After the first rising, to do him justice, his hostility was chiefly

diverted towards Theobald of Champagne. " A friend like

Theseus," according to one chronicler, " valiant as Ajax,

and prudent as Ulysses," he was one of the dangerous rebels,

but marked like them, as will be shown, by a poverty of design

or purpose.

Enguerrand iii of Couci could claim no such great qualities.

He looks out from his little principality on the northern

boundary of Champagne like nothing in the world so much
as a cruel elderly rat, with thin, shrewd features and offensive

habits. He was known in his neighbourhood chiefly for his

brutal cruelty towards the Churches of Laon and Rheims,
" an adept in building temporal and in ruining spiritual

churches," according to Matthew Paris. His only claim to

greatness was the number and importance of his relatives,

since, by his mother Alix, daughter of Robert i, he was allied

with most of the great nobles of France. It was through such

connections that in 1229, according to a later historian of
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the Couci family, he aspired to the French crown. The
ambition seems incredible for one whose lands, Louis was to

discover, did not even rank as a barony of the crown. Yet

it is said, as of Henry iii on a later occasion, that he had
his crown made ready for the great event. If it were so, the

picture of the old man trying on the meaningless circlet in

his unpretentious fiefs must have been one of the jokes of

the Middle Ages.

From these lesser lights Blanche looked to one of the

greatest difficulties of her kingdom. Skirted on the west by
Blois and Chartres, on the south by Sancerre, and on the east

by Champagne and Brie, the royal domain lay surrounded by
the prosperous and very tempting territories of Champagne.
The danger of this great collection of fiefs had been modified

in the last two reigns by the long minority of its Count Theo-

bald, and the entire dependence of the child and the dowager-

countess on the French king. Theobald, unfortunately,

had to grow up, and at Avignon his sudden discontent and

disappearance were an ominous prophecy of his future career.

He was only twenty-four, but by 1226 he was on every side

in the deepest disgrace. Louis' sudden fatal illness at Mont-

pensier was attributed to poison. Theobald, unpopular

among the nobles and traitor to the King, was marked at once

as the probable druggist. Blanche, in the agony of her first

widowhood, forbade him fiercely to come to the coronation

or to enter Rheims " were it only for a meal." It may, how-
ever, be imagined that for this stormy notice Blanche had her

own reasons. She was, at the moment, a woman of thirty-

eight. Her famous beauty and the isolation of her position

marked her out for scandal. For some time there was a little

doubt as to where this scandal should be located. The Uni-

versity selected the Cardinal Romano for a short time, and
made themselves witty at the expense of the refined Italian

and the so-called " Dame Hersent." But it was not enough
sport for the lords to complain of a landless legate. Suspicion

fastened itself with much more avidity on the name of

Theobald of Champagne

—

"Maintes paroles en dit on

Come d'Iseult et de Tristan."
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The story of this famous amour is complicated by a con-

fusion of dates. It was used as early as 1229 in the verses of

Hue de la Ferte and the gossip of Matthew Paris, and yet,

according to another story, it was not till 1235 that " the

count," after a severe scolding from Blanche for recent in-

subordination, " regarded the Queen who was so fair and
wise that he was overcome by her great beauty." (If so,

Blanche's charms were certainly perennial. She was a mother of

twelve children and nearly fifty at the time.) " ' By my faith,

my heart and body and all my land is at your command,' he
cried. And then he went away deep in thought, and often

there came into his mind the sweet glance and fair face of

the Queen. A gentle melancholy took possession of his heart,

and when he remembered that she was so great a lady, of so

good and pure a life that he could never approach her, his

sweet thoughts were lost in sorrow." Such, according to the

fourteenth-century story, was the inspiration of those ex-

quisite love songs for which he is famed. La Ravalliere and
others have denied the whole affair, and refused to believe that

the lady " blonde et bele et colouree," whom Theobald loved

with a passion quite distinct from his interest in shepherdesses

and his matter-of-fact relations with his wives, was Queen of

France at all. Fortunately no one considers this scepticism

justified. The story remains with all the force of tradition

as a romance of French history to be judged by a considera-

tion of the characters in question.

In the first place, it must be remembered that Theobald
was partly a Spaniard, heir, by his mother, to the kingdom
of Navarre. Blanche was specially susceptible to any con-

nection with the land of her birth, and very probably showed
a kindly maternal interest in this foolish young man. And the

Spanish connection would make it probable, too, that he would
look upon her as one Athenian would look upon another in

the wilds of Boeotia. Another feature of the situation was
Theobald's character. He was exactly the kind of weak,
young literary man to be attracted by an older woman, some
star far above his reach. To come upon Theobald in the

thirteenth century is to experience that sensation which
Stevenson recounts somewhere on his discovery of a peacock
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farm in the midst of the grey and russet November woods

of Buckinghamshire. There is about him that same quaUty

of the unexpected, the brilhant, the unpractical. He is

usually exasperating, but always interesting. He must not

be judged in the conventional limelight of drama, but pictured

instead in such fresh gleams of sun as break through the spring

rains on the orchards and gardens of his own lands. Such

moments are the romance of the sky but the prose of the

earth. While Theobald is a poet, and more or less in the clouds,

he represents all the infinite freshness and charm of May.

But when he appears on earth, he brings to mind in a moment
the other part of the scene, the prosaic mud and puddles

under foot which even such charming moments cannot dispel.

The passionate, melancholy irresolution of Hamlet and the

impatient self-confidence of D'Artagnan make Theobald a

charming poet but an absurdly self-consequent, irritating and

quarrelsome king. " The world's wide enough for us all,"

was the sapient Mr. Boffin's maxim, " except for literary people.

When so, not so." Theobald possessed, in the most modern

interpretation of the phrase, the artistic temperament, and the

artistic temperament in a feudal setting was as much out of

place as a picture of Rossetti's in a drill-hall or a scene of

Maeterlinck in a book of army manoeuvres. The stout warriors

and practical priests of the IMiddle Ages found his character

a tiresome riddle, a good excuse for those forays on his tempt-

ing lands which they always enjoyed. In the graphic French

idiom, " they made long noses at him," and the noses grew

longer and longer all his life. Weak, rather affectedly

sensuous, gallant, careless, emotional, he was exactly the

man to be attracted by one as fair and stern and contemptu-

ously pitying as Blanche.

The Queen cannot have feared this amorous prince, whose

chief ambition, by his own account, was to be a nightingale

and die singing for her, but she did wish to keep him at a

distance. So Theobald is to be seen disconsolately parading

his lands, falling into foolish conspiracies with a splash and

struggling to land again in very undignified fashion, finding

out the unflattering opinions of his country as he travelled

in pompous incognito like Haroun Al Raschid. But he is
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to be seen also, as Blanche found to her relief, always eventually

recalled to abject submission to the French crown. In his

county were the lands of Joinville, the county of Rethel, the

bishopric of Soissons, all loyal to the crown, and the see of

Rheims, to which Henry, the turbulent scion of Dreux, was

appointed. Henry was hard, grasping, avaricious, of not too

good a reputation in his diocese or the court. But he was

before everything a determined enemy of Champagne, and
therefore had his time fairly well occupied.

South of Champagne lay many famous personages but

few very important personalities in the history of the French

monarchy. The Duke of Burgundy, whose fiefs lay in

such threatening proximity to the Empire, was Hugh iv,

son of Odo III, and ward in his youth to Philip Augustus,

His grandfather, Hugh iii, had been reduced to submission

by Philip, and made an obedient vassal of the French king
;

he had left his son Odo iii to be partisan of the crown in the

Albigensian wars. Hugh iv is not a very notable character.

His policy toward France was, like that of the rest of these

eastern nobles, directed by his hostility towards Champagne.

The Count of Bar was another of these eastern nobles,

inheritor of the county his ancestors had held since 958. He
was a quarrelsome man, but generously willing to come to any
really good terms. Thus at Metz in a town quarrel he was
glad to sell his help to the town against the bishop in a very

gentlemanly, reasonable way. His son Theobald is a character

of greater interest. Duke Matthew of Lorraine must be

noticed chiefly as a duke ; his interests were not really in

France. Count John of Macon was noticeable as one of the

Dreux family, and husband of a most saintly wife. None of

these nobles play a very prominent part in the story of the

monarchy apart from Champagne and the Crusade. South of

these counties lay the fiefs of Bourbon under a loyal servant

Archibald, and the mountainous county of Auvergne held by
the Clermonts, who were always trustworthy vassals.

To the south lay the great land of Toulouse and its prince,

Raymond vii, in a state of utter exhaustion. The tragedy of

Raymond vi's life fell across that of his son. Raymond vii,

brave yet irresolute, fiery yet easily discouraged, was typical
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of all his land had suffered. Blanche had seen him young,

gallant, and hopeful in 12 15, watched his desperate struggles

against Louis viii, his efforts at new vigour in the minority,

his gradual failure before the strong, steady advance of Imbert

of Beaujeu. He had stood, the pity of Europe, at the Treaty

of Meaux, barefoot in the garb of a penitent, before his own

cathedral in symbol of the submission of his land. Thwarted

of his hope of an heir, baffled and heart-broken, he lives in

history with the last Welsh princes, the last Carolingians,

the last of the Stuarts, as one doomed from his birth to a

heritage of sorrow. Of the great warriors and nobles of his

realm there is no space to speak here. They were never

connected with the court of northern France. The crown

had, however, a stronghold in the south in the four seneschal-

ships of Beaucaire, Carcassonne, Narbonne, and Montpellier,

retained by Louis viii from his conquests, and governed by

trusty servants of the Queen and child.

To the east Blanche's eye fell on dangerous confusion in

the vast irregular piece of land between the Loire and the

Pyrenees which was disputed between France and England.

It is true that in a rough-and-ready way affairs had been

settled there by Philip's and Louis' conquests. Gascony,

with its almost independent lordships of Beam and Bigorre,

was still an EngUsh duchy, and as far north as the Garonne the

English king was still undisputed suzerain. To the north

the counties of Perigord, Angouleme, and the Limousin, the

old Duchy of Aquitaine, were in a state of transition. Louis

VIII had overrun them and nominally deprived Henry iii

of this part of the duchy. In the same way the county of

Poitou had been conquered by him. All the great nobles,

La Marche, Parthenay, Aimari de Thouars, Savari de Mauleon,

Chatelheraut, Perche, held of the French king. French troops

garrisoned the important towns. " Not an inch of land,"

Louis VIII said firmly, " which my father left me shall go to

the English." But when Louis died all was in confusion.

Ever}' noble in Poitou and Aquitaine was willing to take

the side of either the French or English king as seemed good

to him. To such men as Savari or Aimari treachery to one

side or the other was a mere incident. Their names appear
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on either side alternately and with no guiding political princip]-

save self-interest. Above a confused crowd of minor villains,

amongst whom those two names mentioned already Savari

of Mauleon and Aimari of Thouars deserve honourable, or

rather dishonourable mention, rise the three more famous

names of Henry iii of England, Richard of Cornwall, and
Hugh de la Marche.

Henry's character is an affair for English rather than

French history, save for the fact that in France he always

exhibited exactly those characteristics which made him so

exasperating a king. In his genuine piety and in a combina-

tion of weakness of wiU with tenacity of purpose he has a

certain strange resemblance to Charles i, though of that

monarch's personal charm and powers of endurance he was
wholly devoid. He inherited none of John's vices, but none
also of his political capacity. He had aU a weak man's fondness

for magnificence, and just that weak, petulant, fiery temper
which involves a man in difficulties without being the least

help in meeting the consequences. He was a danger to France

because his perpetual boast was that he would recover the

lands lost by John. He would make such great preparations

and start amid such general applause that the French monarchy
might well be alarmed. But whenever he actually appears

there is nothing to be expected but a story of blundering

efforts and cowardly retreats. His brother Richard, who,

by Henry's side, suggests something of the contrast which

Thackeray painted between Rawdon and Pitt Crawley, might

have been a more dangerous enemy. In 1225 and 1226, when
he was only a boy, he was sent to recover the English lands in

Aquitaine. He was forced to tax his subjects in Gascony so

heavily, however, that he became unpopular and withdrew.

In 1230 and 1242 he shared in the English expeditions against

France, but only to be involved in Henry's follies and ultimate

failure. His crusades and his later exploits in Germany, when
in 1257 he became papal candidate to the Empire, show him
to be a man of vitality and ambition. But, fortunately, owing
to the fact that he had always too many irons in the fire, plans

for a crusade, or conspiracies with the Engli-h nobles, or negotia-

tions with the Empire, and always also too much money in his
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purse, he never became a dangerous or consistent enemy to

France.

Hugh Lusignan, Count de la Marche, is the third re-

presentative of this debatable land. He attracts attention,

too, as hero of a mediaeval love story. In his youth he had
loved Isabella, heiress of the neighbouring county of Angouleme,

and lost her through the rival attentions of the King of England.

John, in one of his raids across France, fell a victim to Isa-

bella's charms which, judging from her nickname of Jezebel,

were of a bold and showy nature. She was carried off, regard-

less of threats and protests from her kindred, and it says a

good deal for her strength of character that she emerged from

the ordeal of her marriage with a temper as imperious and
passionate as before. On John's death, with no affectation of

feminine modesty, she collected her belongings and returned

with flattering promptitude to her former lover. Hugh had
composed two very pretty love poems to her during her

absence, comparing her with a ruby and representing himself

as prostrate at her feet. That was just the attitude he was
obliged to maintain all his life, in the rather sordid sequel to

this love affair. He was restless and hasty enough to have been

a rebel on his own account, but Isabel was always giving him
fresh grievances against France and forcing him to revolt.

She claimed a dowry from Louis in exchange for the lands she

demanded as Dowager-Queen of England. She was always

ready to think herself slighted. The lands of Marche and
Angouleme together made the devotion of the countess to

the English, or rather to her own interests, a great danger

to France. The stormy, virulent, beautiful Queen, who never

crosses the stage of history but in what our nurses would have

styled one of her tantrums, and her weak, irritable, henpecked

husband could never be forgotten in Blanche's calculations.

The same was still more true of the great conspirator north

of the Loire. It was as Blanche looked towards Brittany

that she must have clasped her hands in something like fear.

There lay beyond question the villain of the piece. Peter

Mauclerc, greatest of the house of Dreux, possessed pre-

eminently his family's knack of getting on in the world. He
had married, with Philip ii's consent, no less a person than
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Alix, sole heiress of Brittany and Richmond, and at her death,

was left in ward of the two fiefs for her son John, and guardian

of her two other children, Arthur and Yolande. Under

Philip Augustus and Louis viii he was as brave and capable

and loyal a soldier as could be found. He had fought against

the English and in the Albigensian Crusade. But the minority

was too tempting an excuse for treachery, and Peter, hating

the rule of a woman, specially of a strong woman like Blanche,

and seeing that something might be made out of the English

king, became one of the leading conspirators of the realm.

In whatever he did he was wholly reckless. He was as famed

in his own county for his cruelty to the Church as Claverhouse

among the Covenanters. His title Mauclerc was won by

such escapades as the destruction of churches, the imprison-

ment of clerks, the burying alive of a priest \\dth a corpse to

whom the wretched man had refused Christian burial. And
yet like Claverhouse he was a skilful, brilliant, and a fearless

soldier. He was far the most dangerous enemy of the crown,

but fortunately for Blanche he just lacked, by ever so little,

that strength of purpose and consistency of aim which alone

could succeed against Blanche's determination and vigour.

He wanted to extend the borders of Brittany beyond the Loire
;

he found it amusing to plot with La Marche ; his greatest

undertaking in 1231 was the endeavour to secure the crown

for Henry ill. He had hopes apparently that Henry was

afterwards to be his tool, but the whole affair was badly

managed. Peter's aim was never definite enough to make him

do full justice to his abilities.

It was just in this point that aU the weakness of the nobles

lay. Blanche saw them all on the horizon, tall, menacing

figures in well-knit armour, with desperate designs, occupied

with all the ostentation and excitement of rebeUion. In

numbers, strength, and property they w^ere as formidable

foes as any monarch has had to face. And yet in some

mysterious way the denouement of their every effort was as

ineffective as the attack of an amateur orchestra. " If there

was a lion in the path," says Edward valorously in that charm-

ing children's book, The Golden Age, " ' I'd do, I'd do, I'd

do '—his voice dropped to an ignominious mumble— ' I dunno
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what I'd do !
' " That was just the attitude of the nobles.

They could bustle about bravely, but when they realised that

the lion was actually there, standing erect among the lilies

of France, their voices died away, and in a few weeks they were
making terms in an agony of nervous prostration. They
did not only fail to get anything. The real difficulty was
that they did not know what they wanted. Raymond wanted
the south, Henry iii wanted Poitou, Peter wanted a good
many things, the great lords of the west wanted to injure

Theobald. What coherent design was there about all this ?

How could unity of purpose come out of such factions ? There
were murmurs against the regency and of changing the

monarchy, but under them was the conviction that no good
could come of such a serious game of baronial musical chairs

where one of their number would almost certainly be left

without a seat.

This, therefore, is the keynote to all the confusion of the

minority. Lack of organisation, lack of purpose, lack of

unity, all these fatal defects must be remembered through the

whole history of these awe-inspiring magnificent do-nothings.

The final victory had to fall to Blanche and Louis, to those

with a policy over those who had none, to a business-like

David over an unwieldy Goliath.



CHAPTER IV

THE COURT MILITANT

" Les F§,cheux, k la fin, se sont-ils ecart^s ?

Je pense qu'il en pleut ici de tons c6tes."—MoLifeRE

THE history of a society so wonderfully far removed from

that habit of middling action, as Stevenson dubs it,

which we call common sense may be at moments excit-

ing, but must often be tedious. The early wars of the nobles

show a miserable lack of plot or originality. It must be

remembered to clear the position that, in all the tangle

and undergrowth of the political wood which this chapter

describes, there is one clear path with a purpose and destina-

tion. That path was the King's. The nobles might zig-zag

in and out as they liked, whisper behind trees, hide behind

bushes. The minute they encroached on the King's way
they were sternly met and turned off ignominiously. And
the King's way, or rather Blanche's, was simply this : to lose

not one jot nor tittle of the royal prestige, nor one inch of the

royal lands. He would make no unjust claims, but he would

never yield to any. That is why every war seems to begin

with such a trifling encroachment and end with such minute,

even fussy legislation about small towns and the fortification

of outposts. The boundaries of the royal lands were im-

measurably sacred. Belleme and St. Jacques de Beuveron

were not of such intrinsic importance as the King's insistent

bargaining over them would imply. They were important

because they represented, again and again, Peter Mauclerc's

encroachments in the neighbouring land of Anjou.

The actual events and termination of each insurrection

are not important enough for complete details. The risings
48
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of the minority were, roughly speaking, six in number, if one

can make divisions out of such a scries of broken truces and
uneventful war. The first, the coronation protest, occurs

during the years 1226 and 1227 ; the second was the sudden

futile demonstration at Montl'hery ; the third, in 1228, centres

round the intrigues of Peter Mauclerc and the siege of Belleme.

It is divided only from the really important fourth demonstra-

tion by the winter. The fourth (1229-1231) is immeasurably

more significant and deserving of detail than any other. The
remaining two in 1234 and 1236 are, as it were, merely the

wash of the great movement through which the royal vessel

had passed so successfully. And after these two, defeated

and in the dust at last, the knights marched away on their

Crusade, leaving the days of the minority behind them, and
returning to find the King very securely seated on his throne.

Of the first rebellion in 1226, the most definite thing that

can be said was that it was an effort to wreck the government.

That no one had decided what should happen next was not

a consideration to affect the noble robbers. They had their

vulgar charge against the legate, and another against Blanche

as a Spaniard. Peter of Brittany, Theobald of Champagne,
La Marche, and Richard of Cornwall, with his Welsh soldiers

in Poitou, were the chief of the insurgents. Normandy was
unsettled, Henry in was already looking across the Channel.

All the west of France, roughly speaking, seemed on the point

of breaking into flames. That is one of the regular dangers

of the minority, and one which was always, as if by some
miracle, averted. On this occasion Blanche was fortified, not

only by the loyalty of the sturdy, faithful Ferrand, but also of

Philip Hurepel, that grateful son-in-law, and Robert Gatable

of Dreux. Peter began by fortifying St. Jacques de Beuveron
and Belleme, an action which may be looked upon in the

minority as a conventional challenge. Blanche, without a

moment's hesitation, took her son and marched out with a

good following to Loudon and Tours. At the latter place,

Louis visited the three churches of St. Maurice, St. Martin,

and St. Gatien before he continued the royal progress to Chinon,

and thence sent out his summons to his nobles. For prompti-

tude, certainty, and composure of action this royal advance

4
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is a very typical one. Twice the King's summons were heard

and unnoticed. An interdict was solemnly pronounced in

February, and Louis, being as William de Nangis assures us,

nobilis iratus, sent out a third summons. A truce was made
till Easter by Theobald, a sure sign that he was growing

nervous, and was followed suddenly by his unreserved sub-

mission on 2nd March. Whether this was due to sudden

alarm, or a sudden access of love for Blanche, or possibly to

some metaphorical wet blanket incidental to a campaign

with his rough companions in February, and intolerable to a

poet, history does not tell. The nobles, who were not as yet

accustomed to his unaccountable habits and perverse artistic

temperament, were naturally disgusted. Without his assist-

ance, however, at the King's last summons from Vendome,

they fell as flat as any walls of Jericho. They came in meekly

and were well received. " The King had no wish to return

evil for evil," says a contemporary, and the Queen w^as far too

politic to provoke fresh trouble. The Treaty of Vendome
was made in March. Peter received Angers, Beaufort, Bauge,

Beuveron, and Belleme for his lifetime, under the suzerainty

of the King, in return for all his conquests in Anjou. La Marche

received a pension of £10,000 for ten years in return for the

surrender of his own and wife's claims, and the promise to

make no treaties with the King of England. On 23rd March

Richard of Cornwall signed into the peace. The treaty ended

with the favourite arrangements for matrimonial alliances.

Sons and daughters in these affairs were used as so much
stamp paper to join up treaties of a doubtful character. That

the paper was very often ineffective, and still more often

removed to be glued down somewhere else, never discouraged

the hopeful mediaeval matchmakers. A really desirable girl

might easily be betrothed four or five, and married two or

three times to suit a changing policy, and yet no one would

complain, least of all the heroine herself. In this case little

Yolande of Brittany was betrothed to John, second brother

of Louis, and Hugh de la Marche, son of Hugh and Isabella,

to Isabella, the King's sister, with no results in after life to

any of her children.

That the peace was merely temporary was clear enough
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in the next month, when the second rebellion occurred. The
barons, who were still discussing the recent affair, met to-

gether at Corbeil with that love of movement so natural in

the spring. Blanche and Louis, on their return from Orleans

to Paris, were stopped at Montl'hery by the news and forced to

wait there in a very perilous position. Paris suddenly took

the affair into its own hands, and sent out its knights and
militia to fetch the King home. That story of the Avenue,

whose details have been already given, closes the second

movement.
The third insurrection followed this undignified expedition

in a year. The nobles were really annoyed and fuller of

pretexts than ever during the summer of 1228, Philip of

Boulogne, freed from all obligations by the death of Renaud,
was beginning to claim the regency and fortify Paris.

Enguerrand of Couci was looking out of his castle and mut-
tering stories about his ancestry and his claim to the throne.

The Queen was noticed to be on particularly friendly terms

with the Count of Flanders. Theobald had just made himself

objectionable by one of his meaningless quarrels with the

Count of Bar, Peter of Brittany was already trifling with

England and trying to rouse Henry ill to win back his Norman
lands

—
" The King of France is," he represented, " a young

infant, not of age to wear his crown, and crowned, too, against

the will of the barons. No one will come to his aid, and you
can recover all your father lost." Peter meanwhile on his own
account had evolved a really charming plot with Philip. Peter

was to attack and ravage the King's lands on his borders,

a task for which he might, with no false modesty, admit him-

self well qualified. The King would presumably summon his

feudal lords to his help and they were to reply to his sum-
mons, bringing with them only two knights apiece. The
King, to his dismay, would have been left with this Liliputian

army in a very awkward place. It was a pretty scheme, and
Peter, chuckling probably at his joke, set to work to plunder
in his own conscientious fashion. News, however, came to

liim which spoilt his pleasure. Theobald, the inconsistent

and baffling, had ridden up at the last with three hundred
knights instead of the solitary two, and no one had laughed
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except the Queen, no one had looked small but the nobles.

There were two results. In the first place, Theobald after

this second treachery became the new object of the nobles'

plots and hatred. Secondly, there was, after all, an army
ready to march out that winter. The Queen and Louis led

their men against Peter of Brittany, and laid siege to Belleme.

The story of that siege is singularly vivid to all who know
the cold of northern winters and have watched their long,

snow-burdened, starry nights. The fortress with its great

stone keep was generally considered impregnable. The
insignificant troops of men and horses outside were perishing

helplessly with cold. It was then that Blanche as usual

displayed her genius by putting new life into the army. She

ordered men to cut down the apple-trees and pear-trees in the

neighbourhood and had them stacked up in the camp. She

was one of those truly economical people who know when to

be extravagant ; by her orders huge fires were kept alight by
night and day, and it is pleasant to picture their flames

flickering on the faces of the men round the circles of warmth
and on the horses behind. The comfort of the soldiers made
them vigorous. Two attempts to carry the town by storm

failed, and many were killed in the effort to undermine the

walls, but the battering rams brought up by the marshall

were successful. One huge tower in the walls collapsed,

many were crushed in the ruins, and over the breach the King's

men crowded in victorious. Just as the King occupied the

city news came of the surrender of Haiepamel, in Normandy,
to his lieutenant, John des Vignes. Peter was reduced to

impotence. " See," wrote Henry iii to him, " the young
King has more men than you and I. If he comes upon me
how can I defend myself ? I have not enough men to fight,

and it is not the weather for war." Peter therefore retired

into private life for the winter, but every one knew that

hostilities were only deferred.

The fourth rebellion of 1229-1231 was on a far larger

scale than any previous one. It was not only a civil war,

but involved the King across the water as well. It follows

inevitably that the plot is complicated, and that the action

passes from one set of people to another with the chilly incon-
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sequence of an early Victorian novel. From the first, how-
ever, the parties group themselves into two territorial divi-

sions, the cast and west of France. On the east, was the

Anglo-Breton and Norman interest, fiercely amalgamated by
Peter of Brittany and mismanaged wonderfully by Henry in.

On the west, France was sacked and ravaged by a party

with no coherence or common interest save a very general

objection to the Count of Champagne.
It was the latter party which declared itself first. Blanche

had been worried in 1228 over discussions about a truce with

England, but it was not till the autumn of 1229 that she heard

that Peter was on a visit to England and Henry iii engaged

in slow consideration of an invasion. By June 1229 the

trouble in Champagne had begun. Theobald was by this

time an extraordinarily well-hated man. There were the old

stories of intrigue with the Queen and of the famous poison.

There were new elements in the situation as well. First, and
most important of all, Theobald had three times betrayed

his party. That was undoubtedly at the bottom of every

accusation. Secondly, it had occurred to the nobles with

their usual preference for State scandal to dub Theobald an
usurper, and revive the claims of Alix of Cyprus. Alix,

daughter of Henry 11 of Champagne, the elder brother of

Theobald ill, would have been the rightful countess but for

an unfortunate defect in her mother's position. This mother,

Isabel of Jerusalem, married Henry 11 of Champagne in

defiance of a papal prohibition, and therefore, though Alix's

younger sister, Philippa, with her husband Erard of Brienne

had been struggling for years to assert the validity of the

marriage, neither Honorius ill nor Gregory ix would admit
the claims of their offspring. Alix was, indeed, little more
than a name to the barons, a cloak for their bitter enmity.

In the third place, Theobald had managed to make the position

of affairs still worse for himself by a private and particular

quarrel with Hugh of Burgundy and the Count of Bar. Two
years before he had made an alliance with Burgundy. It

was abruptly broken that summer by the marriage of Yolande,

Hugh's daughter, to the Count of Dreux, Theobald's inveterate

enemy. Theobald, with all the anger of a weak man, because
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his consent had not been sohcited, seized the Bishop of Auvergne

as he travelled across his land from the wedding ceremony,

and carried him off to a castle blindfold in the orthodox

brigand style. After a few bad hours for the prelate and some

sharp bargaining on the part of the Count of Bar, Theobald

was obliged to relinquish his prisoner. He was obliged, too,

to relinquish any idea of friendship with Bar or Burgundy. In

June he felt himself so much alone that he scraped up an

alliance with Matthew of Lorraine, his very uninterested

neighbour of the Empire. It was of very little use to him

when, in July, war really began.

The war of this summer was not a very successful dress

rehearsal for the demonstration in the next. Burgundy,

Bar, and Dreux met at Tonnerre and marched into Theobald's

lands with the pleasurable excitement of schoolboys let loose

in a sweet-shop. They marched on St. Florentin, fired Evry

and invested Chaource. Philip of Boulogne moved down
to join them from the north. Blanche interfered with the

customary vigour which ruined the dramatic effect of the

nobles' exertions so frequently. She sent Ferrand at once

to worry the lands of Boulogne and keep the duke at home.

It was a simple and favourite device of hers and never failed.

The obedient ex-prisoner marched out on Calais and Guines,

and fought against the Count of St, Pol, effecting, probably,

two small campaigns that summer and dutifully leaving

hedges and fields full of corpses wherever he went. The

Count of Boulogne moved north rapidly. Blanche marched

out from Paris to Troyes, and by nothing but this show of

authority received the submission of the three ferocious but

inefficient rebels.

Theobald might, it would be thought, have contented

himself with this revenge, particularly when, in August or

September, he was further fortified by the final decision of

Gregory ix against Alix, his rival. Unfortunately, the

Count, however cowardly in practice, was a hero in his imagina-

tion. The picture of a dramatic and glorious vengeance upon

his enemies was irresistible. So that winter he set out with

the Duke of Lorraine and Simon de Joinville, his vassal, for a

little Christmas treat in the lands of Bar. It was a tactless
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choice, for, like every other entertainment, it could not be

run upon exclusive hues. All his enemies were aroused and

active by the spring of 1231. This winter of 1230-1231 pro-

vided, too, a new alarm for Blanche. Civil war was an

inevitable evil, but a new note was struck by the imminent

invasion threatened by England. It is true that Henry iii

was not the man to give any enemy the shock of an unexpected

or fiery attack. Still Blanche heard by September that pre-

parations were really in progress, that the EngHsh king had

rebuked Hubert de Burgh, his minister, with childish petulance,

because they were not complete. In October, Henry iii

received Peter's formal homage. In January, Peter made

himself a dramatic httle scene at the French court when

he sent a Templar with a message utterly renouncing his

allegiance. By March 1231, therefore, Blanche was threatened

by the simultaneous conflagration of east and west France.

In March, at Compiegne, the nobles of eastern France made

themselves heard. In an open court Blanche had to listen

to their very outspoken complaints against Theobald and

herself. With the death of Louis viii still in use as a pretext,

they demanded that the court should meet one of their number

in fair duel to settle the dispute. Theobald, unwilling, ap-

parently, to consider this alternative, marched with irrelevant

dignity to the lands of the Count of Boulogne and burnt

Dammartin-en-Goele. All that month^and the next Gregory ix

was imploring peace among the lords of France, just as the

outraged nobles were preparing for a final and overwhelming

demonstration against Theobald. That April Henry iii,

after ostentatious charities and acts of humility in Portsmouth,

sailed to St. Malo, where he was joined by a coffer with his

silver plate, the crown and the State robes he was to assume

as King of France. It was the most dangerous moment of the

regency.

Blanche's statesmanship was magnificent. All she could

do with regard to Champagne was to summon the nobles to

their feudal service against England. Their response was

poor enough, but at least their attention was attracted for the

moment. There was more to be done against England.

The strength of Henry iii and the Duke of Brittany lay clearly
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in the fact that they could count on a hne of disaffected terri-

tory through Brittany, Anjou, Poitou, Aquitaine, Gascony,

from St. Malo to the Pyrenees. To cut that Hne as far as

possible by intersecting lines of loyal territory was clearly

the policy of the crown. Blanche was already hard at work.

In the spring at Ancenis she had had Peter banned by the

Archbishop of Sens, and called the Breton lords to the royal

standard. The Bishops of Chartres and Paris had been hard

at work among the many nobles disaffected to Peter, headed

by Henry of Avaugour of the house of Penthieve. Thus in

his owTi territory' Peter was menaced. On 30th May at Clisson

she continued the same policy by renewing an offensive and

defensive alliance with La Marche. In June she made another

such treaty with the Viscount of Thouars. There were thus

three obstacles across Henry's proposed line of march through

France. On 3rd ]\Iay Henry arrived in France, and in May
Louis led the great nobles out against him. Like kittens

attracted by a new piece of string he got the enemies of Cham-
pagne, namely, Bar, Boulogne, and the brothers of Dreux,

as far as Oudon, Champtoceaux, and Angers, where they were

willing, as it were, to give playful pats to the heavy English

force still stationary at Nantes. Then, quite suddenly, they

caught sight of the old reel of cotton again. Claiming that

their forty days of service was accomplished, they hastened

off delightedly to the well-known, dearly loved war against

Champagne. Louis and Blanche were left deserted in Anjou,

wdth their worst fears realised, in a very critical position.

Henry's progress through France could not be interrupted.

He moved safely through Anjou into Poitou. There was

nothing apparently to prevent a successful campaign and the

conquest of western France, except the character of the

English king himself and his total innocence of any special

design or policy. Throughout that whole summer Henry
wandered, a casual, clumsy figure, through central and

southern France, waiting, in the colloquial phrase, for some-

thing to turn up. He reached Gascony and looked about him

aimlessly ; he secured one victory by taking Mirambeau, an

insignificant fortress ; he squandered promises and money, and

extorted promises and money wdth alternate indiscretion.
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Finally, he sauntered back to Nantes with a fever-stricken,

partially starved army to indulge in his favourite pastime of

sitting down to think over the situation. It was a sorry

performance, more like an invalid's progress in a bath-chair

than an English march across France.

Meanwhile the nobles were not allowing the grass to grow
under their feet, or indeed anywhere else in Champagne. With
enough recent experience to make them proficient in attack,

and a long enough rest to revive their full animosity, they fell

upon Champagne in July. This attack was marked by real

unanimity of plan and purpose. The position of Theobald's

country demanded a most peaceable and blameless ruler.

His lines of defence were hardly worthy of the name. Three

entrances lay temptingly by the parallel river valleys of the

Aisne, the Marne, and the Seine, protected by no really ade-

quate fortresses. Down these valleys the attack of the nobles

was planned. Philip of Boulogne, the Counts of Couci and
Chatillon were to march from the north down the Aisne and
Marne. The Duke of Burgundy was to effect a meeting with

them at Troyes. The whole affair opened very well. Philip

and his friends took the fortresses of the Marne, Meaux,
Epernay, Chalons, Vitry, and Vertus and Sezanne with little

difficulty. The Duke of Burgundy took Chaource and St.

Florentin, and the two armies both drew near to Troyes. This

city would have been lost but for a pretty little piece of byplay.

Its burghers in alarm sent off for Simon of Joinville, who, in

his little domain on the eastern border of the county, was
famed for his hardihood and resource. Simon set out at night-

fall and galloped his men up to Troyes before daybreak.

Henry of Rheims, who was to have admitted the invaders, lost

his presence of mind and Simon secured the city. The
barons turned aside and encamped below Troyes at the tie

Aumont.
Blanche had all the courage of despair and all her usual

ability. With heroic self-command she turned her back
upon England for the moment, and with her son and the un-

happy Theobald, whom she had received in his distress, she

marched straight upon Troyes and camped a few miles from
the city, Ferrand of Flanders was at once turned loose on the
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borders of Boulogne, and from that moment Philip was looking

anxiously backward to his county instead of forward. Then
with her usual effective promptitude Blanche summoned
her nobles to explain their conduct. The nobles, indeed, in

the strength of their position were insolent. They knew it

to be the custom, they answered, for a woman to prefer her

husband's murderer to any other. Therefore, ignoring her,

they prayed the King to let Theobald refute that old weari-

some scandal by a duel with one of their number. The only

answer was a pointblank refusal from the Queen. The nobles

at this evidently became a little doubtful and nervous. They
began to murmur the name of Alix of Cyprus and to suggest

arbitration. Blanche replied firmly that she would hear of

no arbitration till they were out of Champagne. You can

see in her always that admirable talent of making her enemies

realise that their conduct really affected their own welfare far

more than hers. There was a troubled meeting in which

finally Philip Hurepel, according to the minstrel of Rheims,

suddenly awoke to a belated sense of duty, and changed front

completely.
" By my faith," cried the conscience-stricken uncle, " the

King is my nephew and I am his liege man. Know that I

am no more of your allegiance."

" Sir," exclaimed the nobles, naturally horrified by this

unprecedented outburst of family affection, " you are acting

unfairly towards us. You will make your peace with the

Queen while we shall lose our land !

"

" In God's name," said the Count, " it is better to forsake

than follow folly !

"

So Philip with his approving conscience made his peace

and marched away to protect his borders from Flanders. The
nobles whom he deserted hesitated for a moment only, and
then capitulated. There was a conference at Compiegne in

September, when the work of treaties and alliances was accom-

plished. The Counts of Boulogne and Champagne were recon-

ciled ; Boulogne and Flanders fell upon each other's necks

with peculiar grace. Philip and Theobald together negotiated

a peace between the Count of Bar and the changeable Duke
of Lorraine. Theobald was paid some indemnity for the losses
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sustained by his land. Near Christmas in 1230 there was a

second assembly in Melun where all, even the Count of Dreux,

were to be found legislating complacently together. It may
be objected that these occasions, which must have demanded

all the tact and diplomacy of Blanche, the hostess, were of

little more practical utility than some other peace conferences.

But in the year 1231, it must be remembered, the great united

demonstration of eastern France had been tried and proved

a failure. From that moment the monarchy was bound to

win. Melun was the confession of ultimate failure on the

part of the nobles.

Meanwhile life was rapidly dying out of the vast rebellion

in the west. The war dawdled on for a year, but without

energy. The Count of Chester, left in charge by Henry ill,

who had departed for England ingloriously in October 1230,

on the grounds that he was sick, that his brother was sick,

that his army was sick, executed a sharp little campaign in

Normandy, fortified Beuveron and burnt a few villages. But

meanwhile the Government was hard at work on plots and

counterplots against Peter in his own lands. Henry of

Avaugour and Guimar of Leon represented a large number

of disaffected fiefs among the Breton nobility. In 1231 Louis

marched into the county through Nantes to Le Mans. Peter

and the Count of Chester fell on the rear and did a little damage,

but the ground was cut away under their feet. They had to

beg for a peace, and be grateful for that drawn up for three

years at St. Aubin du Cormier. The Count de la Marche

was rewarded for his loyalty by the lie of Oleron. Belleme

and Angers were handed back by Peter to the King. Most

important of all, Peter was exiled for three years. If

Henry iii had seemed to get off easily, his punishment was

contained in the last clause. Peter naturally sailed straight

for England and established himself in Henry's court. The

one-sandalled man at the Court of Peleus could hardly have

been less welcome.

That is the end of the great general insurrection of the

nobles of the regency. Before the wash of these years, with

their prolonged flow of purposeless intrigue, is described, the

judgment of the nobles' contemporaries may be read on their
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wearisome performances, in the dialogue of a certain Walter

and Peter, good critics of the day.
" Walter, you are from France," begins Peter, " and in the

following of the nobles. Tell me now if you are acquainted

with any of their plans ? Do they mean to quarrel for ever ?

Do you think in all these dissensions they will ever really get

as far as to pierce a coin ?
'

'

" Why, Peter, if we can believe Count Hurepel and the

Duke of Brittany, the bold Count of Bar and the Lord of

Burgundy, before Rogation is over we shall see Champagne
do\\Ti-trodden and its pride in the dust, aye, so low, that no

King will be able to raise it up."
" Ah, Walter, these threats have meant nothing for so long !

Yes, it is true they make a vast parade of their longing for

revenge. Yet every day we watch them conspiring and

meeting in their great companies, with what result ? Only to

lose money and honour at the same moment, only to keep

silent because they dare not make a noise."

" Well, Peter, you must remember that the more haste

the worse speed. The nobles are anxious to show all respect

to the cardinal and the King. It is by Dame Hersent's

councils they have been answered so harshly and unfairly.

Now the time for defiance has come, and we all shall judge."

But Peter merely shrugs his shoulders. " It is all very

well, but these endless delays have made me lose every shred

of confidence in them. They let the fine weather slip

—

and now the time of snow and rain has come. Why, when it

would seem they are overcome by fury and when they leave the

court tumultuously, even as they go off they leave directions

with their friends to arrange for a truce, with due secrecy !

"

That was what France thought of the nobles.

There is some relief to the episodes of the rebellions in

Theobald's erratic conduct during the next year It was in

1233 that a rumour reached the court that this surprising

hero, the worshipper of the Queen, was on the point of

marriage, not to the widow or her allies, but of all people

in the world, to Yolande, daughter of Peter of Brittany, his

most bitter enemy. Yolande was, also, incidentally, the

betrothed of the King's brother.
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Blanche had been styled by Theobald his goddess, and,

with no signs of a broken heart, she set herself to play

the part of his good providence. The threatened alliance

had to be averted at all costs. She sent off Geoffrey de

la Chapelle, whose vigorous remonstrance seems to have

been more effective than the bull launched by Gregory

IX through the Archbishop of Bourges to the same
effect.

" Sire Count of Champagne, the King has just learnt that

you have arranged to take the Duke of Brittany's daughter

in marriage. The King commands you to think no more of it,

unless you wish to lose all you have in the realms of France,

for you know that the Count of Brittany has done him more
harm than any man living." That is a very good example

of the simple and expeditious nature of mediaeval diplomacy.

The Count of Champagne very properly gave up the idea,

and Yolande, who had already arrived with her maids at the

Convent of Chateau-Thierry, was hurried home. Theobald,

who, in Doctor Johnson's phrase, was one of those continually

in need of repairing his friendships, after looking round him
for a month or two, very sensibly united himself to Margaret,

daughter of the loyal Archibald of Bourbon. Alix of Cyprus

interrupted his peace, it is true, by appearing in France just

as he was about to settle down as a Benedict, but the trouble

was short-lived. King Sancho vii of Navarre died about

this time, and Theobald, by right of his mother, succeeded

to this new fortune and inheritance. Alix saw her chances

weakened even before her chief supporter, Philip of Boulogne,

ended his troubled life. In the March of 1234, too, Robert

of Dreux had been called to his presumably heavy account.

Alix had arrived too late. Her claims were formally dis-

allowed and, in September, she solemnly renounced them,

receiving in return the fiefs of Blois, Chartres, Sancerre, and
Chateaudun to be held directly of the French crown. Theobald

had not come out of the affair brilliantly, but it was something

that he had come out at all.

There was another old friend who in 1234 had still not

come out of his troubles. Peter of Brittany is hero of the

fifth scene of the nobles' war. The three years of truce had
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hardly expired when he was back again in Brittany, ravaging

the lands of Louis' adherents, ruining and robbing and burning

the lead from the roofs " till the houses looked like those of

thieves and robbers." Peter had certainly failed to gauge the

isolation of his position. Henry in was, as usual, hopelessly

impecunious, and only able to send infinitesimal help. The
nobles of Poitou and Anjou made no move. Louis was dis-

engaged and quickly prepared a royal army at Le Mans.

Three divisions from Anjou, Poitou, and Normandy surrounded

Brittany together, took Gudon and Champtoceaux and the

much debated St. Jacques de Beuveron. Even Peter realised

that affairs were looking singularly black. He got a short

truce for himself and ran back to summon Henry to his aid.

Henry, however, merely looked up sorrowfully from his debts

and sighed refusal. Peter crossed to France in something like

despair and submitted suddenly and unreservedly. Accord-

ing to one dramatic story, he entered Paris in a shirt with

a cord round his neck to put himself on the King's mercy.

Of more use to Louis than this picturesque rope was the action

of Henry in. When news reached the English king that Louis

had received the traitor's submission and promised him his

duchy on condition of faithful service and the surrender of

the three disputed towns, Henry was annoyed at last. He
confiscated Richmond, that far-off Breton dependency among
the Yorkshire dales, and thereby roused Peter's bitter enmity.

The ex-rebel settled down at once to a brisk pirate warfare

with English sailors on his coasts, and any other available

occupation which could harm England. His energies were

further occupied by the difficult task of reducing his hot little

rebellious lords to something as like order as they could

tolerate.

The tide of peace was indeed coming in, at last, to the

troubled shores of France. One last insurrection must be

mentioned before the great nobles marched away on Crusade

from the much-tried regent. In 1236 was the sixth division

of the mediaeval Fronde. As usual, Theobald and Peter

were breakers of the peace. Theobald's daughter, Blanche,

was at this date in the matrimonial market. By the advice

of La Marche, it was said, she was offered to John of Brittany,
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step-son and ward of Peter. She was to bring as dowry, the

county of Perche, and to receive in return one-third of Brittany,

The arrangement, without Louis' consent, was a violation of

Peter's treaty and a breach of all feudal etiquette. Louis

at once called a council of the nobles and summoned his army
to Vincennes. Theobald, Peter, and La Marche were inter-

rupted in their delightful confabulations. Theobald, indeed,

with a brilliant literary inspiration, wrote to ask the Pope's

protection against his insolent monarch. He was already, he

pointed out in an injured tone, vowed to the Crusade and
under special protection. All that he gained was a letter

from Gregory to Louis, commending the advantages of peace,

but that was not of very much use when the armies were in

array. Louis marched to Vincennes and awaited Theobald

calmly. Theobald, with his men at Meaux, began at once to

lose heart. One of his poems points out the folly of refusing

to change one's mind, and Theobald was true to his poetic

principles. He sent his most trusty councillors to beg for peace,

and soon afterwards came and lay down obediently in his

place at Louis' feet. This was the occasion when Blanche's

mature charms were supposed, by one authority, first to have

won his heart. It is, however, hard to imagine the Queen at

her best. For Blanche undertook the task of talking to him,

and one may be sure that she did it very thoroughly. Her
influence over Theobald was certainly of long duration. The
formal act of forgiveness was left to Louis, and with that scene

Theobald makes his exit from the regency in very sorry guise.

He left the palace, one may be certain, with all the picturesque

emotion of a newly-reconciled and poetic hero. It was all

quite charming till the King's young brother of Artois thought

fit to interfere. For Robert had no artistic temperament, and
a very sound objection to treachery. As he watched the

Count leaving the palace gallantly, he leaned out of one of the

windows and flung a cream cheese, or, in another story, some
tripe, out on to Theobald's head. At the same time the un-

happy bespattered Count observed that his horse's tail was
docked. Poor childish Theobald ! He ran back through

the palace in his pitiable condition, complained to the Queen,

and saw to Robert's punishment by Louis before he made his
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second undignified exit. It was not only an exit from the

palace, but from France.

For the Crusade was in the air everywhere. Theobald

was obliged to go as the price of forgiveness, but the Lords of

Brittany, Ma9on, Courtenay, Bar, Beaumont, and Montfort,

as representatives of the King, had all taken the Cross as well.

The reasons for that Crusade of 1239 must be given elsewhere.

Here the important point is to realise the nobles in a bustle

of preparation, entrusting their lands without demur to the

King against whom they rebelled, but whom they could

already trust. There was one alarming pause in their start,

a moment when the Pope sent messages to stop the army of

the knights. There was, he said, no Emperor to lead them.

More probably he was thinking that there was an Emperor
against whom they might be led. Fortunately it was too

late for interruption. The transports w^ere arranged, the

armies had started, and the nobles set out in two detachments

by sea and by land.

One other of their number was vowed to the Crusade who
delayed to go. That was Count Raymond of Toulouse. If

the story of the south has been isolated here, it must never be

forgotten that its difficulties confronted Blanche throughout

the regency. By 1239 the aspect of affairs had altogether

changed, there, as in the rest of her kingdom. They must be

noticed before the troubles of the regency change to the

troubles of the monarchy.

Blanche, on the accession of her son, had been pressed to

continue her husband's Crusade. She could not and she

did not. From 1226-1229 she could only trust to the steady

advance of her small forces under Beaujeu and the Montforts

in Toulouse, and to the general exhaustion of the province.

By that time the south was indeed filled with the concentrated

essence of Jingoism. The desire for peace at any price was

satisfied by the Treaty of Meaux, drawn up in 1229 by Theo-

bald of Champagne, who, being for the moment in Blanche's

service, was very willing to provide for others the peace he

could not keep himself. By this treaty the French crown

received the lordship of no less than Castres and Albec, Melgueil,

Lodeve and Agde, Lautrec, Narbonne and Mirepoix. The
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Roman Church, in return for its noticeable services in Christ's

cause, gained the Comte Venaissin. All the lands granted

away by Simon ]\Iontfort in the Statute of Pamiers were

to be restored. R^vymond, directly after the treaty, made
his humiliating peace with the Church. By a certain irony

of ecclesiastical discipline he was further forced to dedicate

himself to the Cross, that symbol from which, one might have
thought, he had suffered enough during his life. Optimists

in the south might almost perhaps have imagined that all

might now be the same again. But there was a more funda-

mental condition which was to change the whole nature of

the south. A marriage was arranged between Raymond's
only child, Jeanne, and Alphonso, the second surviving

brother of Louis. With Raymond's death, that is to say, his

remaining lands were to pass to the family of . the King.

Toulouse was to be absorbed in the monarchy of France.

Raymond's protests have yet to be recounted, but they were
unavailing. Blanche could look south as well as east and
north and west to see the lasting effects of her regency.

So she may be imagined, in conclusion, looking again from
her tower to see the armies march away and know that the

crusading sails were vanishing on the blue horizon of the

Mediterranean. Could Philip 11 have come back from his

grave at St. Denis, he would surely have applauded the work
of his son's wife and her child.



CHAPTER V

THE KING OF THE COURT

" PCnow for certain that thou oughtest to lead a dying life."

—

Thomas
X Kempis

" They know undying things, for they

Wander where earth withers away."

—

W. B. Yeats

IT may have fallen to the lot of some conscientious sight-

seer to leave the brilliant stir of a Parisian cafe for his

regulation visit to the Sainte Chapelle. This is the con-

trast which awaits the reader who turns from the piquant

irregularities of the early court to the spiritual heights of the

King himself. And if it may seem to him that the Sainte

Chapelle excites undue enthusiasm, and the Cafe de la Paix

is preferable after all, he must at least realise that he is in

the presence of something marvellous and unique, something

which has impressed all the ages.

There is one great difficulty in discussing the character

of such a man as this King of France. Every saint and hero

has to suffer in history from the mistakes of his admirers,

and Louis is no exception. The chroniclers who attempted

to describe his character, were one and all inspired by the

knowledge that everything they said would be used in the

enquiries made for Louis' canonisation by the Pope after his

death. With that certainty they set to work happily to crowd

their canvas with every deed of self-mortification and devotion

they could call to mind. Such men as William of Nangis,

William of Chartres, Geoffrey of BeauHeu, and the anonymous

monk of St. Denis, produced therefore a very neat and imposing

catalogue of virtues, symmetrically arranged and well-illus-

trated, but they gave no sort of picture of the man himself.
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In their firm determination to omit no single detail in the

seemingly puerile discipline of his life, they have often managed
effectually to conceal his charm. His halo is hidden beneath
the profusion of sackcloth and ashes which they display.

They give no more inspiring picture than that of a shrivelled

ascetic or a monk-ridden King.

And this unhappy result is all the more annoying because

it is diametrically opposed to that which they sought to present.

If there is one thing which every chronicler alike tries to make
clear, it is the adoration Louis inspired amongst his people.

The brilhant heretic, Frederick 11, respected him ; Charles of

Anjou, the harsh, reserved conqueror, wept like a child by the

side of his corpse ; Henry iii loved him as a brother, those of

his household adored him. His valet, Gaugelm, could not die

till his master had visited him at Mansourah. His clerk and
his cook each built a chapel in his memory ; his Saracen gaolers

were touched by pity and sympathy as they watched him.

By the charm of his presence he could bring one of the un-
happy Magdalenes of Paris to repentance. Even in his illness

as a young man, his people wept and prayed incessantly for

him ; when he died, the army fiercely refused to let his sacred

remains be taken from them. " For twenty years," says his

confessor, " I was in his service, and never knew him to commit
a mortal sin ; there was about him something so divine, that he
gave calm to the most troubled spirits and edified the holiest."
" His good deeds," says William of Chartres, " lit up and
warmed his whole realm like the rays of the sun," " Like
glowing embers," according to Wilham of St. Pathus, " burnt
the King's love for God." The Sire of Joinville, his most
famous chronicler, his most frank, familiar, and loyal courtier,

cannot restrain himself in his hero's praises. He tumbles out
anecdotes with the boundless faith of a man who feels he
cannot but impress the reader by his own conviction. In all,

Louis' life gives a picture of a man who was not only loved
but worshipped and adored.

There can be no doubt that, in a sense, this charm belonged
to Louis the man, quite apart from the beauty of his spiritual

life and the force of his convictions. His was one of those

fine, clear-cut, delicately adjusted natures, which are practically
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ignorant of the petty weaknesses and grievances of ordinary

men. To the merest stranger passing through the court he must
have seemed extraordinarily attractive. In looks alone, he

began life with the equipment of the hero of mediaeval romance.

He was tall and slender, quick in his movements and naturally

energetic. He had the fair hair and complexion of his grand-

mother's house, and those blue " dove's eyes " whose serenity

his subjects loved. In later life he was bent and frail, but

he had always that magnetic quality of attracting men. " The
King was frail and slender," said Friar Salimbene, " \\dth an

angelic expression, and dove's eyes full of grace, a monk,
indeed, rather than a King for his devotion of heart." Join-

ville saw him riding out amid the trumpets to battle, his

fair hair crowned by his helm, a great two-handed sword in

his hand, " the finest knight that ever was seen," inspiring

prodigies of devotion. In those contrasting pictures some-

thing of the diversity of the Saint's charm is handed down
to posterity.

And to these personal attractions Louis added many of

those popular virtues for which men very far from canonisa-

tion have been adored. He was brave, recklessly, attractively

brave. His long wars with the barons taught him to disguise,

if ever he experienced, alarm or anxiety. He was first of

his men, as they were disembarking on the coast of Egypt,

to leap from his boat into the water, breast-deep, in his eager-

ness to charge the enemy. He forced himself to ride with

his army when he was utterly prostrated by fever. " Count

of Anjou ! Count of Anjou ! I will not desert my people," he

cried with foolish heroism. He showed no kind of alarm

when the infidels brandished bleeding swords above his head

and told him to prepare for death. He courted death in his

second Crusade, against all advice, as a man who had never

attempted to understand why his body was particularly

valuable to him. That was no unimportant point. Had he

avoided every opportunity of putting his life " in mortal

adventure," as JoinviUe would say, his sanctity would have

lost some of its attractions in those days. He had also another

popular virtue in his pleasant sense of humour, and that

familiar, even affectionate, mode of address which dispels
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so many clouds of reserve and misunderstanding. The King

would chat pleasantly every day with his household, tells

Margaret's confessor. Many monarchs would have avoided

any reference to the Crusade in Egypt, with its failure and

disgrace. Louis loved to talk and smile over every detail. In

Joinville's chronicle his laughter still sounds across the centuries.

He would call his friends to his side and invite them to talk

with him freely, " for there's no such good book as Quolibet,

or say what you please." He loved to set the knight and the

self-consequent Master Robert of Sorbonne by the ears over

some such question as whether it was better to be a gallant

or a monk. And when once the discussion grew too hot, he

ended it by taking Master Robert's part and explaining with

a smile to Joinville later
—

" I was not in the right when I

defended poor Master Robert just now, but I saw he was

so overcome that he needed my support." When Joinville

remarks, as he ushers in a party of pilgrims intent on the

sight of the holy King in Palestine
—

" Well, sire, I hope I

am not expected to kiss your sacred bones yet awhile," when
he entraps the King into a promise not to lose his temper

with him for a year, or when the King recounts to him how
he snubbed (for there is no politer word for it) his reverend

prelates, you can hear the ready laughter of a man who is

easily amused. And when Joinville beheld him after his

death in a vision, his master was laughing at his words as

he had laughed on earth.

A catalogue of virtues is always suggestive of the sonorous

dulness of an eighteenth-century tombstone, so here for the

sake of contrast may be noticed the virtues of which these

monuments take so Httle account, a happy simplicity of mind

and sincerity of taste. Louis was a natural ascetic apart from

his religious views, because his nature would never have

allowed him to find any attractions in worldly expenditure

and ceremonials. His dress was almost painfully simple to

his wife. As a young man he wore the usual brave and gay

colours, and all his life at great festivals and ceremonies he

was dressed in becoming majesty of gold or scarlet or purple

taffeta. But after his first Crusade he adopted a severely

plain attire for every day. He would wear always green or
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brown or black cloth or cotton . He never bought the expensive

furs, but chose lamb's wool or rabbit or hare with a pertinacity

which disgusted Margaret his wife. " Madame, you wish me
to wear costly stuffs ? " he said to her. " So be it, but since

the wedding law holds that the wife must please the husband

and the husband the wife, you must, in your turn, be kind

enough to put off all your fine attire. You conform to my
ways and I to yours." His plain steel spurs were ungilded,

his saddle was always white. " So dress," he said to his son

and his son-in-law, Theobald, " that your wife will love you
the better and your people think well of you. As some
philosopher says, one must dress and bear arms in such a way
that the wise men of one's time do not say one cares too much,

nor the young men too little." He was always impatient of

ceremonial and empty display, and loved simple meals. " Why
should I be blamed for spending so long in prayer," he asked,
" when no one would criticise me for wasting as much time on

hunting or dice ?
" The King had that rare sense of honesty

which sees wherein its real enjoyment consists, irrespective of

the standards of others.

From this virtue came, on the one hand, his keen, quick

interest in the unknown and strange. The mysterious tales

of the Tartars excited him and led him to send an embassy
to the other end of the world. He was deeply interested in

every journey and place in the Holy Land, and ready to

listen with Joinville to every tale of travellers from the un-

known corners of the world. He liked to search out relics of

the saints ; he and his court puzzled long over a mysterious

fossilised fish picked up on the shore at Sidon. His interest

in architecture was well known in his realm. He had, indeed,

a mind quite free from the fear of boredom or depression.

And,^on the other hand, his simple honesty made him in some
degree, like his Master, the example of a great discrimination.

Even the elementary morality of copy-books records that

honesty is the best policy, and in Louis' case it can be seen

how the maxim can apply to the initial advantages as well

as the results of that virtue. In him absolute sincerity made
for efficiency. He was seldom puzzled over his course of

action, because he was never blinded by prejudice or self-
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interest. His fame as an arbitrator was European, his inde-

pendence of the conventions of his nobles and clergy most

embarrassing to these potentates. His good sense is illus-

trated by Joinville in endless stories, and must appear in every

page of his histories.

It is unnecessary, surely, to add that purity and truth

and unselfishness sprang from the character of this King as

inevitably as flowers from a healthy plant. As a set-off to

these virtues it may be noticed that Louis had undoubtedly

a quick, even a fiery temper. His fault troubled the King
greatly, and was well known to his intimates. When his

wife gave birth to a girl, no one dared at first inform the father

who was longing for an heir. He was stammering with rage

when he found Charles of Anjou playing dice on deck during

the voyage to Palestine, and flung the board into the sea. A
servant who brought round his horse late was severely rated.

" You are always angry when any one troubles you with

questions !
" Joinville dared to say once. The sins of

blasphemy and self-indulgence more than once roused him
to sudden fury. Several times, however, Joinville records

how Louis restrained himself. His chamberlains, who should

have been ready to help him to change his robes after a long

morning in Parliament, were not to be found on one occasion

in palace and garden. The palace was evidently alive with

the eager, horrified expectancy which attends any exhibition

of royal displeasure, but all the King said to the truants

was, " Come, come, you are sorry for your fault. I will

pardon you, but don't let it occur again." When a clumsy

servant let the burning wax of a candle fall on the leg his

doctor was treating, he only murmured with humorous resigna-

tion, " John, John, my grandfather would have dismissed

you for that !
" He took no notice of an insolent knight who,

when half intoxicated, ventured to insult him at supper. He
was always ready to admit himself to be in the wrong. The
fault had also its advantages. Louis was imperious and firm,

and therefore feared as well as loved. " There must be only

one King in France," he declared to Charles of Anjou. " My
lord, I shall do nothing for you till my dues have been paid,"

was his firm answer to the Bishop of Chartres. He was by
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no means one of the meek Enids of the world, who tempt the

Geraints to boorishness and violence. He was a man with

whom no one took advantages.

In this way it would be possible to load the canvas with

many more of Louis' gifts as a man, before the spiritual side

of his character comes into prominence at all. And perhaps

to some people that would be enough. Most men, as Stevenson

pointed out, are in favour of that lady whom Mrs. Hannah
More described, as " having about as much religion as my
William likes." They can admire with no effort the brave,

upright, fearless King with the drawn sword and sceptre of

justice in his hands, but they have no particular desire for

the other side of the picture. To see the same man walking

barefoot in a shirt through the streets of his city, kneeling

till he fainted before the altar, or feeding a beggar with his

own hands is to spoil the manliness and strength of the portrait

in their eyes. They cannot understand how so serene, so

healthy and strong-willed a man could submit himself to the

endless trivialities of a routine of self-sacrifice and penitence,

such a passion of austerity and prayer. " Live as on a

mountain," said Marcus Aurelius, that great soul with whom
Louis has been so often compared. They look to find Louis

upon a mountain, and instead they see him kneeling at the

feet of a leper. Louis' was not a life of carefully considered

morals and fastidious self-respect. It was a life of voluntary

suffering and self-surrender spent upon the King's highway

of the Holy Cross. And to understand something of his

religious life it is essential to remember always very clearly

three aspects of the faith of the Middle Ages.

In the first place, that faith was, as Dr. Illingworth has

pointed out, above all, the faith of the Incarnation, and that

aspect alone involves far more than this chapter could attempt

to appreciate. It was the age when men realised more clearly,

perhaps, than has any other the truth that, because God of

His infinite condescension had come to man in human flesh

and made Himself known to him in human forms, it was

through the flesh and through outward forms that man in

his turn must worship God. God became man without reject-

ing any human restrictions or disabilities. It was through
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the trivialities of human hfe, therefore, through all the details

and forms of an appointed ritual, through every tiny weakness

and opportunity of the human frame that man must reach up
to God. The detailed ceremonies and excessive elaborations

of ritual were so dear because they were the translation of

God's own words and meaning, the perfection of the way He
had appointed Himself, Then again, in the Middle Ages,

such men as a St. Francis or St. Louis found in their

religion the expression not only of the spiritual but of the

artistic temperament. That enthusiasm and singleness of

purpose which other men have put into their art these men
put into their religion. No one accuses a musician of affecta-

tion when he forgets food and drink in pursuit of his ideal,

or a lover of insincerity if he watches all night beneath his

mistress's window. To men of that day, for the most part,

this intense vitality and self-forgetfulness illuminated not the

mind or heart but the soul. They w^ere the makers of dreams,

world-losers and world-forsakers of the spiritual, not the

intellectual world. In his religion Louis possessed the artistic

temperament ; in it he was free of the great company of poets

and lovers. He did not attend lengthy ceremonies and
apportion long hours to prayer because he expected thereby

to gain inspiration. They were the necessary outcome of all

he beHeved and hoped, the lines he ruled gladly to guide the

writing of his soul. The true monk (and Louis was ever in

heart a monk) submitted his life to definite rules because

they were suggested by God and the Church, but his own
overwhelming love made them not a series of regulations but

a series of opportunities.

So, therefore, every day Louis naturally gave more of his

time to God than to the world. From his boyhood he was
a young Josiah to his chroniclers, and was accustomed to hear

daily Mass and the canonical Hours. All his life he loved to

enter churches and pray alone before the altars of the saints.

By the age of twenty he had come to realise that his time in

this world was not long enough for the prayers and vigils

demanded by another. At midnight he would rise to lie

prostrate in prayer before the altar, or kneel, his elbows on a

bench, till he was so faint that he hardly knew where he was.
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After Compline every night he loved to stay behind, praying

and genuflecting before the altar. After his mother's death

he heard two Masses every day, and three in Lent. Those

were his daily acts of devotion. Besides these his confessors

crowd their works with descriptions of his rules of life. Louis

fasted every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, on the least appe-

tising fish to be procured. His wine was very weak, and on fast

days he drank only water. If anything particularly tempting

was put on his table, he set it aside for the poor. In Advent
and Lent he fasted rigorously, on Fridays on bread and water

alone. For a fortnight before Whitsuntide he fasted, " as

they do only in the diocese of Chartres." He never drank

before he went to bed, as was the custom. Besides such rules,

his overflowing love found many special opportunities for self-

mortification. He loved to walk barefoot in procession, clad

in special soleless shoes which concealed the penance from his

companions. After his return from the East, he wore a hair-

shirt every Friday in Advent or Lent, till his very confessor

begged him for his health's sake to discontinue the practice.

Every Friday, and every Monday also in Lent, he confessed

and received discipline from a scourge with five cords. He
even, it is told, begged one confessor, who struck too lightly,

to increase the force of his blows. On Good Friday, after hear-

ing through the Psalter before the sun rose, he woidd walk

barefoot through the streets of Paris, if he was in the capital,

while the poor swarmed round him, entreating his blessing.

Still fasting, he went to his chapel to hear sermons on the

Passion, and kneel far from the Cross, barefoot, and in his

shirt like some beggar, with a deep sense of his own unworthi-

ness. On his knees praying, the earthly King would come
forward to kiss the symbol of another King's shame. Only
bread and water passed his lips that day and the next till

Easter dawned upon the world. On that great festival, and
five other times in the year, the King made his communion.
His confessor tells with how many prayers and tears he pre-

pared himself, and how he would advance on his knees to the

altar, " there with great devotion to receive the greatest gift

of God." On every Friday he kept himself from laughter,

and forbade his children to make themselves wreaths of roses.
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Margaret's confessor tells, too, how he loved to attend Royau-

mont for Christmas Day. There in the cloister all the monks
assembled before midnight, and knelt together till in the

solemn hush of the dark hours one of them cried aloud

—

" Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is born in Bethlehem of Judaea !

AUelujah !
" So, too, he would attend St. Denis for the patronal

festival, hear the midnight Mass, and join in the procession

which moved with the Cross round the church and the chapels,

singing matins with such solemnity and devotion that they

were not finished till dawn. Every detail of worship was as

dear to him as each trait of his mistress's features or character

is dear to the true lover. He took a tender interest in the

candles and ornaments of his chapel. He loved to have a

bishop to celebrate in his chapel at high festivals. No one

was allowed to speak or whisper during the services, as was too

often the custom. It was he who made general the practice of

genuflection at the Incarnatus in the Creed, making the same

reverence at the Expiravit in Holy Week. He loved to have

crosses restored and repaired in cloisters and chapels. Above
all, he loved to direct the building and administration of new
houses of God and hospitals. No less than sixty or seventy

foundations claimed him at his death as their patron and

founder, and in every case his care provided for each detail of

their needs. At Royaumont, on the Gise, he would labour

with the monks at the walls with his own hands, and make his

nobles and knights take a hand too. " The monks do not

speak at their work, neither should you," he said when they

attempted to treat the affair as a jest. " The monks do

not rest at their work, neither need you." " As a writer

illumes his books with gold and azure, so the King illumined

his realm with the noble abbeys which he founded."

All these ceremonies, it must be noticed, were due to no

complacent love of ritual or ignorant trust in the efficacy of

mechanical exercises. Louis was not by any means without

his intellectual difficulties. " The devil is so subtle," he

told Joinville, " that when he sends any temptation you must
say, ' Depart, never shall you so tempt me that I fail to believe

firmly all the articles of the Christian faith. You may tear

me limb from limb, but I shall live and die in my belief.'
"
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Joinville, he said, believed his mother when she told him his

father's name was Simon. So he must believe the testimony

of the Apostles in the Creed he heard every Sunday. He
quoted once, perhaps rather wistfully, a case of which he heard

from William, the good Bishop of Paris, of a priest whose

heart clung to the faith while the devil tempted his intellect.

The priest, so the bishop said, was like the knight to whom
the King entrusted the ward of Rochelle, that dangerous fort

on the borders of the English territory ; he himself, free from

all temptations to doubt, was but the guardian of Montlaon,

in the heart of the King's land. That heart was surely dearer

and more precious to God which had borne the darts and
assaults of the devil. So Louis consoled himself for the

temptations which must assail all specialists in the spiritual

world. He met them bravely, too, ^^dth reading and prayer.

He loved to read the works of Christian theologians, and founded

a little library, connected with the Sainte Chapelle, in imitation

of the Saracen libraries. He read every night by the light

of a candle from one of the Fathers. More than one story

reveals the triumph of the scholar who proves his point,

" The disciples certainly left Christ at the moment of His

Passion in body and soul," he interposed in a dispute on the

subject between a great ecclesiastic and a monk, and gave

the chapter and verse of St. Augustine to verify his point.

He availed himself of every opportunity to hear the able

exposition of the faith. He listened to. so many sermons

that the saintly Henry iii was stung to jealousy. When he

was at Ro^-aumont or Compiegne he would, if a master of

divinity happened also to be staying wdth the monks, go with

them to the schools when the bell rang, and listen with them,

seated on the ground by their side. Of the inmost struggles

of his spiritual life, his long prayers for the gift of tears and
true devotion, of the times when he fainted before the altar

after long hours of oblivion to the outer world, his confessors

give certain sacred glimpses. His is the story of St. Francis,

St. Theresa, St. Elizabeth, and all the mystics upon earth.

" The King knew the way to be strait," says Margaret's

confessor, " which leads to the kingdom."

There is yet a third aspect to be remembered of the religious
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life of Louis' day. To men who had grown up in the first

enthusiasm of the friar movement the rehgious hfe imphed
a direct contradiction to all the ideas of the outer world.

The world was covetous ; therefore he who would follow Christ

must worship poverty, " that celestial virtue by which all

impediments are taken away from the soul, so that she can

freely unite herself with the eternal God." The world was
proud ; therefore the Christian must live in a humility which
courted blows, hatred, and privation. The world was easily

contented ; therefore the Christian's life must be one of suffering,

his highest reward to receive the marks of the agony of the

blessed Redeemer, his everyday life marked by the Cross

above him, below him, beneath him, before him. The world

(and this is the special point here) courted the rich and the

successful ; therefore the Christian must love and live for the

vile things of the earth, the poor, the miserable, the sick and the

outcast, because in these Christ was manifest. As Louis'

belief in the Incarnation and overflowing devotion of heart

were expressed in outward ceremonies and in many forms of

self-denial, so the ideal of poverty and humility was expressed

always in his charity, his devotion to the poor, his hatred of

sin, and his ardent love for souls.

In his charities, indeed, he would have been convicted by
the Charity Organisation Society as a criminal of the deepest

dye. There was no stint to his bounty. There were the

daily largesses to the crowds when he went through the streets
;

there were additional benefactions on fast days, especially

Good Friday, when he went out among the poorest streets

looking for beggars to reheve. There were gifts to the crowds
of poor round the church doors, wherever he travelled. In

1234 he spent over £2000 in this way alone. At fes-

tivals great bags of bread were carried about before him to

be distributed. Every day in later life he gave a hundred
pittances to a hundred of the poor. Even more attractive

was the way in which he sought out cases to help with
his personal care. There was a poor woman at Anet to

whom he gave 100 sous to help towards her daughter's

marriage, another girl at Nogent to whom he gave £15 for

the same purpose, a woman whom he freed from a debt of
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40 sous. He left £150 in his will for orphans and widows.

He gave, according to Joinville, to every one, " to the

destitute, to hospitals and almshouses, to poor gentlemen

and women, to fallen women, to poor children, to those

with child, to poor workmen who through old age and
sickness were debarred from their occupations." The fact

that during the years 1256-1257 he spent no less than

£5099 on almsgiving, and only /132 on his own dress, shows

how truly charity was the ruling motive of his life.

Nor was his devotion to the poor restricted to mere bene-

factions or such gifts as would rouse general admiration.

The Franciscans did not see poverty as a remediable evil

;

they saw in the poor man the image of the Christ, saying, " In-

asmuch as ye did it unto one of these, ye did it unto Me."

Poverty was something to be reverenced, fellowship with the

poor was fellowship with Christ. Therefore Louis insisted on

choosing daily three of the most disreputable of the crowd

who fed at the bottom of the hall, to come and eat at his own
table. He loved to walk through his streets collecting the

starved and miserable round him for relief, to wash the feet

of the poor every Saturday in three buckets of water placed

for the purpose privately in his wardrobe closet. In the

monasteries of Royaumont or Maubuisson he would wash the

feet of the poor on Maundy Thursday, too, in a passion of sym-

pathy and devotion. " Do you not wash the feet of the poor ?
"

he asked Joinville once, and was grieved at the knight's blunt

negative. " Truly you are wrong," he said, " to despise

that which God Himself did for our edification. I pray you

by your love for God and me that you will accustom yourself

to do so." There are endless records, too, of how he would

tend lepers who were too repulsive from their disease for

others to touch. One very typical tale tells how he knelt by
the side of such a man, begging him to thank God for the

sufferings in this world which must surely save him from

purgatory in the next. The confessor of Margaret spares no

detail of how the Saint sprinkled rose-water on the fever-

stricken in his hospitals, wiped the noses of the poor, fed

the sick in such a way that the salt did not hurt the

sores on their mouths, or how patiently he bore the rebuke
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of one beggar, whose poverty made him domineering,

and washed his feet again to remove a stain which he had
neglected.

This ardent charity and love was mingled, however, with

another characteristic of the friar movement, with that deep,

stem hatred for sin which only the saint can feel in full force.

And it is that which must explain later in his life why
Louis was so keenly devoted to the idea of a Crusade, and
why he allowed the introduction of the Inquisitors of the

Pope into France. The great principle of the mediaeval saints

was that which they illustrated by their own lives, that hands

and eyes must, if necessary, be cut off and cast away, that bodies

must be buffeted and crucified, if in the end through infinite

labour one soul might be saved. Sin was not ignorance

but moral degradation. It was infectious and destroyed

other souls besides that of the sinner. And therefore to slay

the infidel for Christ's sake, to extirpate heresy with fire and
sword, and by bitter suffering here to save the heretic, even

against his own will, from the pains of heU, was the duty of the

State. The stern laws of the Saint against blasphemy, by which

a man might be pilloried or branded if he offended God with

his lips, were the outcome of the same idea. Sin was a horrible

evil in the bodies and minds of men, and what happened to

these mattered nothing if the great enemy could be put to

flight. " The soul in mortal sin is like unto the devil," said

Louis to Joinville. " No malady of the body can bring a man
to such a pass as that." But to his hatred for sin Louis

united, it must be remembered, the true saint's love and pity

for the sinner. This is not a matter for generalisation, but for

notice through his whole life. When the sinner stood before

him, his first aim was not to torture his body but to save his

soul. He went out to slay the Saracens, but in Egypt he

tried to convert even his gaolers, and in Palestine all whom
le could reach. He made stringent laws against those who
nocked at Saracen converts or apostates who wished to

eturn once more to the faith. His dreams of converting

the great Khan of Tartary and the Sultan of Tunis were
as beautiful as they were impracticable. He neglected no
opportunities for mission work. Even on board ship he
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would spend his time in urging the sailors to come to Mass

and confession. " I will gladly take a rope in their place or

anything else," he explained soothingly to the irate captain.

Again and again he would urge Joinville and the nobles and
knights of his court to consider their lives in the sight of God.

Every word of his letter to his son shows how deeply, sincerely,

and tenderly he desired the welfare of his subjects' souls.

" A marvellous tenderness," as William of St. Pathus said,

distinguished all his dealings with souls for whom Christ had
died.

That love for the souls of his subjects leads naturally to

the last aspect of Louis as King of France. Those who read

of him in his contemporaries as Saint and man are led naturally

to ask how he fulfilled his duties as King. He seems too far

above the littlenesses and intrigues and brutalities of his own
time to influence them, to be isolated before some favourite

altar, far from the busy sounds of life. Across his history

also, like two deep scars, lie the two Crusades, with all their

losses and miseries. The hopes and ideals of his reign, from

one aspect, seem to centre round the Cross and were doomed
to failure. It would seem, therefore, as though his whole life

must be tinged by the gloom of ill-success.

That is a wholly false impression. When Louis is on

Crusade he may, indeed, be criticised from almost every point

of view as pioneer, strategist or general. But on those ex-

peditions he was not, in his own eyes, the King of France,

but the eager pilgrim of all time, Louis the "sergeant of Jesus

Christ crucified," as he loved to call himself. Ordinary care

and precautions he neglected in his zeal for that service. But
apart from this preoccupation, Louis in his realm held no

poor conception of the monarchy, and showed no weak saintly

self-surrender to the will of others. He was inheritor of the

great traditions of his grandfather and father, the heir to

his mother's vigour and common sense. Luchaire condones

the failure of the Crusades on the grounds that France was

able, by his reign, " to afford the luxury of a prince with

ideals." But it must be remembered that Louis by his good

government at home helped himself to pay for his own ideals.

His political theories were manifold ; they can better be
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exemplified in his whole Hfe than in general terms here, but

three guiding principles may be seen rising always above the

others, like the spires above the roofs of a certain Warwick-

shire town. Roughly speaking, all his ideals can be referred

to his love of his people, his love of order, and his love of law.

These were the principles which dominated his reign.

His love of his people was not by any means a mere general

kindly philanthropy. It involved in him a fiery passion of

self-sacrifice and impatience of oppression, a preference appar-

ently for that last of evils, " a King from Scotland to rule

this realm, rather than you," as he told his son, " if you govern

unjustly." It was that love which sent him out to the palace

gardens or the famous oak at Vincennes to hear justice done

by his officers. " Be silent, all of you," he would say to his

court, " and we will hear the cases in turn." " Give your

judgment on this case," he would add to his officer, that he

might know for himself how his people were protected by
the law. " Be always on the side of a poor man rather than

the rich until you know the truth," was one of those maxims
which showed his care for the oppressed. His anxiety to

ransom Christian prisoners in the east, his refusal to desert

his ship and his people in danger of shipwreck, his grief for

the losses in his army, were all the expression of this love.

In his eyes, as William of Chartres points out, the monarchy
was always the sacerdotium regale, the priestly kingship. He
stood between his people and God, and would spare no effort

for their well-being. " The nobles feared him," says William,
'' because he was just," but the people loved him as men love

God and the saints.

His love of order is to be seen in the actual administration

of the realm, his commissions of enquiry over the royal domain,

the confirmation of doubtful charters, the lists of trades and

privileges drawn up by Stephen Boileau in Paris, the equitable

taxation and careful legislation of his later years. Order

was a necessity to be ensured regardless of pains or cost.

His methods were those of an unbiassed and simple mind,

but they were wonderfully successful. He came in contact

with every sort of usurpation of power and illegal privilege,

among the nobility, the Church and the royal officials, and

6
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in every case he met them by stern reprimands and direct

legislation for reform. It was for this reason that he never

truly could be styled a priest-ridden King, and that the engross-

ing character of his spiritual Ufe never interfered with his duty

to the State. There is no trace in any one of his confessors'

\mtings that they had any influence in the affairs of the

realm. It would have been unsuitable and out of place to

his quick perception of the duties of a King. His duty to

God was simply to inculcate true rehgion and order and

justice in France.

His love of law was remarkable even in an age of legis-

lators. It is partly expressed in the fine sense of justice which

made the case of Enguerrand de Couci a cause celebre in

later days. But, besides all this, his mind had naturally a legal

bent. All through his reign he is asking the questions

—

What is the right of this ? What is my claim to Normandy ?

What is my legal duty to the Empire ? How far am I legally

justified in assisting the Pope ? Whd.t legal rights has he

over my prelates ? What is my own position in the eye of

the law ? In his reign the work of the legists is of prominent

importance. WTiile in the East Philip of Navarre and John

and James of Ibelin were drawing up logical treatises on

feudahsm, Beaumanoir and Peter des Fontaines were working

out the feudal theory of kingship to its logical conclusion.

The result of their investigation wiU be seen in the view set

forth in the arbitration between Henry iii and his nobles.

Every jot the law could give him Louis would take, but not one

tittle beyond. This preoccupation, naturally, has its notice-

able effect on the ideal of the monarchy. The identification

of the King and the law must be the inevitable sequence of

such a premise. At one moment in Louis' reign he was con-

sidering the restitution of Normandy to England owing to

the flaw in his title ; at another, a sHght mfraction of his rights

by his brother Alphonso in the matter of royal justice met

with a stem reprimand. There is a very typical example of

Louis' attitude in the story of ]\Iargaret's confessor. Louis

and a large congregation in the cemetery of the parish church

of Vitry were disturbed, as they listened to a Friar Lambert's

sermon, by shouts from a tavern hard by. The King, even
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in his annoyance, asked in whose justice was this land. Till

he heard for certain it was his own he took no steps to remove

the obstacle to his favourite recreation. It would have been

illegal. And this love of law, with his love of his people and

of order, provided him, it must be admitted, with no mean
conception of kingship.

Words are, after all, very poor affairs with which to try

to convey the dignity and charm of this Saint-King. To
dwell too long upon each individual virtue is the error of the

man who gazes uncomprehendingly at each dot of paint in

a famous picture, and candidly remarks that he sees very

little in the thing after all. He must stand back and see

the whole in its proper light and proportion, before he can

be brought to retract his criticism. In the same way, the true

admirer of the Saint must stand back and gaze upon him, not

in the black and white of mere words but in the vivid colouring

of his life.



CHAPTER VI

THE QUEEN AND THE ROYAL FAMILY

" WTien thou w-ishest to delight thyself, think of the virtues of those who
live with thee ; for instance, the activity of one, and the modesty of another,

and the liberality of a third, and some other good quality of a fourth."

—

Marcus Aurelius

BY nature Louis was undoubtedly something of a hermit,

but it must be admitted that the circumstances of

his Ufe allowed him few opportunities of developing

this side of his character. Few Kings of France have had a

more imposing circle of relatives at court and none a more
uninterrupted experience of married life. For Queen Margaret,

who must be presented first in this chapter of Louis' associates,

lived with him from his twentieth year until his death.

The opening of the thirteenth century was no less than

a paradise for match-making mothers with marriageable

daughters. From the years 1220 to 1240 there was quite an

unprecedented number of eligible princes compared with the

supply of suitable princesses. The Emperor, an undesirable

connection in any case, had no female relations, England had

only two bachelor princes in the royal family, there were no

Spanish ladies of considerable dignity. The only noticeable

princesses in Europe were, indeed, the four daughters of

Ra5nnond, Count of Provence. Raymond Berenger iv and

Beatrice, his wife, were well bom and fairly wealthy. They
were not exactly influential, but they might certainly be

useful connections. The history of their country east of the

Rhone presents incidentally one of the best kaleidoscopic

effects of the Middle Ages. Part of the shadowy kingdom of

Aries and, as such, a nominal fief of the Empire, on the borders
84
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of France, under the actual suzerainty of the Spanish lords

of Barcelona, attacked, in all their less occupied moments, by
the Counts of Toulouse, its story was one of endless warfare

and rivalries. Just at this moment, when the attention of

the Emperor was naturally diverted and Toulouse was con-

siderably weakened, it was a real advantage for Louis to gain

the alliance of this country on his borders. So Blanche looked

with favour upon Provence, and in 1233 sent off a certain Giles

of Flageac on a private and informal visit of inspection. The

messenger brought back the best accounts of the looks and

education of the princesses. Margaret, the eldest,was described

as " beautiful in her appearance and still more beautiful in

her faith, adorned by good manners and piety." (That the

princesses had received a good religious education was a matter

of course when the tastes of the bachelor Kings of France and

England are considered.) Early in 1234 Peter, Archbishop

of Bourges, was sent formally to demand Margaret's

hand.

Raymond Berenger, who appears to have been a lazy, and

rather casual father, demurred a little at the cost of the

dowry he would have to pay. However beautiful and religious,

his daughter was not expected to come empty-handed, but

with a dowry of 100,000 crowTis. He was brought to the

mark by Romee, his chief minister. " If you marry your

eldest girl so well, the prestige of the alliance alone will help

you to marry the others all the better," was the representa-

tion of that practical statesman. Romee was certainly

justified b}'- events. Each of Margaret's three sisters became

a Queen in turn, Eleanor of England, Sanchia of the Romans,
Beatrice of Sicily. In addition, the Count gained the patron-

age of France to aid him in a treaty with Toulouse, and in his

wars against the over-independent towns of his duchy all his

life. More than half the dowry, it may be noticed also, was

never paid ; it was a worry to Margaret for half a century.

In the spring of 1234 Walter, Archbishop of Sens and

John of Nesle arrived at the court of Raymond to fetch

the princess. It was on 28th May that they brought her

to Sens with her uncle, the Bishop of Valence, and a retinue

which included a Proven9al minstrel and six troubadours. As
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Margaret rode into the to\Mi, with its splendid cathedral and
wide river, she saw signs of great rejoicing. Blanche had
indulged in every suitable luxury. Special lodgings were

arranged for the whole court. There were little rustic shelters

covered with branches and leaves for holiday-makers. Round
the cathedral rose elaborate decorations on scaffolding,

for which Louis paid as much as £27. Through the

streets the knights were walking in gay clothing under

houses hung with tapestry and ht with candles. From these

streets of admiring crowds the girl was led, presumably, to the

presence of her future husband and his redoubtable mother.

No historian has recorded the meeting of the timid little

princess with the tall, kind-eyed boy of twenty, and the stem,

superb Queen-Mother, whose jealousy probably concealed

itself beneath an additional severity of manner. Whatever
forebodings of future trials may have assailed her on the next

day, ^largaret was solemnly crowned by the Archbishop of Sens,

and on the next, before as brilliant a crowd, she was married

to Louis at the high altar. Her crown of gold, presented

by Louis, cost no less than £58. Beneath it her dark hair

was embroidered with jewels. Her dress, made of cloth of

gold, was cut tight to the hips, and then flowed in loose pleats

to her feet. The gown and its long hanging sleeves were

embroidered with ermine. It was from such magnificence that

the half-frightened, half-triumphant girl looked out to the long

life of difficulty before her. In the feast which followed she

could complain of no initial want of welcome. The royalties

sat under great canopies, \\dth the pleasing knowledge that

£2526 had been spent on their feast, and with entertainment

from minstrels who were paid £112 alone. The Bishop of

Valence went home with £236 for his duties as chaperon ; the

gold cup at the table was worth ^^62. There was, however,

a more typical side to this first day of Queen ^largaret at court.

The King touched and gave presents to those suffering from

scrofula (the so-called King's evil) ; with his ready consideration

he made compensation to a poor man whose horse had been

killed in the bridal procession. Odo, Abbot of St. Denis, was
present as witness to the sterner life of asceticism she was to

know. And when the crowded day was over, she must have
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known that her husband knelt all that night, and the next two
nights as well, in prayer to God.

The festivities were continued when a week later the two

rode to Paris together. Margaret first entered the city in its

festival garb, riding beneath the flowers and tapestries which

decked the long, narrow streets. It was, too, in the festival

brilliance of a June afternoon that she first saw the great

front of the cathedral, the smiling river round the island, the

white waUs of the palace, and the pricking spires of the

churches in the city which was to be her future home. For

the next few days great tourneys were held, doubtless in the

meadows near the Church of St. Germain, and the court

enjoyed its somewhat cumbrous feasts and entertainments.

And after these brilliant and unaccustomed efforts, Margaret

had to settle down, like so many other brides, to the difficulties

and troubles of her new hfe.

Now here at once may be stated the problem of the court

in after years. No historian can deny or conceal the fact that,

in a few years' time, Louis and his wife were as far separated

from each other as it is possible for a virtuous husband and
wife to be. At some time in their lives it cannot be denied

that they discovered some complete incompatibility of tempera-

ment. At first everything went weU. The Queen imitated

the austerities of her husband, the two loved to be together.

There is the famous story of how well they were pleased to

stay at Pontoise, because the King was below Margaret's

room, and they could, by means of a private stair, communicate
with each other unknown to Blanche. The warders, who were

bidden to knock hastily at the approach of the Queen-Dowager,

to give the boy and girl time to part, were guardians of a timidly

happy pair of lovers. Why did the two fall apart in later life ?

Why did JoinviUe have to complain of the " bad manners "

of the King, who, in five years of the knight's service, " never

mentioned his wife nor children to me "
? Why, when the Queen

joined her lord at Acre after her heroic defence at Damietta,

was it Joinville and not the King who ran out to greet her ?

Why, in the confusion of a threatened wreck at Cyprus, did

Joinville find poor Margaret in agonised search for her husband,

afraid to vow an offering to St. Nicholas for safety, because
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" the King is so contrary, that if I promised anything without

his consent, he would never let me pay my vow "
? Louis'

attitude towards her was always cold and repressed, his later

life showed open want of confidence. Here is the semblance

of a mystery in the court for which some explanation must

be attempted.

At first sight one's sympathy is perhaps with Margaret.

To begin with, the contrast with her past life was hard enough

for a girl of fourteen. In her old home may be pictured,

during the intervals of war, a life that approximated, probably

more closely than any other, to the favourite artistic con-

ceptions of the Middle Ages. Her land was famed for its cities

of marvellous architecture and Roman tradition, for its happy
vineyards and gardens, its orchards and roses. For these she

had in exchange the grey cities and the long winters of the

north. Her land was the home of the great literary refine-

ments of human passions and chivalry. There flourished, in

their finest development, the courts of love, those marvellous

institutions of the Middle Ages, where no merely intellectual

or abstract questions were discussed, but the most intimate

and delicate relations of the sexes. There was the favoured

home of the troubadours, those aristocrats of the Uterary

world. They occupied about the Queen, the young princeses

and their ladies, a position for which there is, perhaps, no

literary parallel save that of the poets in Patience. It was
the inevitable fashion for every lady with any pretensions to

style to have her poet lover. Madame Beatrice, the countess,

was sung by Bertrand of Alleman and Blacasset, as the flower

of all merit ; Aimeric of Bellinoi was the professed adorer of all

four princesses. Beatrice, the youngest and fairest of the four,

had something of the immortal Helen's talent for breaking

hearts. Many poets were to succumb to " those eyes shining

with the fire of youth," and " the gracious figure and the

smiling eyes," which deprived Siraud of Toulouse and Bremond
of Noves of their reason. Few girls can have moved in

such an atmosphere of beauty and admiration and the

poetic passions. The political and religious austerities of

northern France were far enough removed from all this.

In the second place, that comparative freedom and desire
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to rule men, which Margaret brought from her home, was

repressed mth bitter severity by her jealous mother-in-law.

How much Margaret suffered in her early Hfe can be imagined

by that one story Joinville tells of her dangerous illness. Louis

was visiting his wife, after the birth of one of their children,

and as he stood by her side Blanche came upon the scene.

" Come away," she exclaimed, with more of the virulent old

campaigner than the Spanish Queen in her tone, " you are

wasting your time here." " Alas," cried the poor girl-wife,

" alas, you will not leave my lord to me, living or dead." That

Blanche's severity nearly cost Margaret her life cannot have

made her any more affectionate towards her daughter-in-law.

Margaret, too, for many years, was without a child or an heir

for her husband. In the hfe of Theobald, Abbot of Vaux, is

a touching story of how, when already there were rumours at

court of a separation, Margaret came secretly to the abbot to

implore his prayers. " Only keep up your courage," was the

monk's advice ;
" wait still a little longer. God will be entreated

to show mercy to his children." So, in due time, in answer

to his prayers a baby was born. Her first, a little girl, Blanche,

who arrived in 1240, onl}^ lived for two years ; her second was

named Isabella. In 1244 she gave her husband an heir at last.

This boy, Louis, only lived to the age of sixteen, and the future

King was a second boy, Philip, who was added to the family

in 1245. By that time the sad girl-queen could hold up her

head in the French court. And lastly, Margaret perhaps

deserves a certain sympathy on account of her husband. It

cannot be easy to be the wife of one who, " of his heart's veil,"

like Dante's Beatrice, is never really divested. Tact and

sympathy and self-suppression were the essential virtues for

one who was wedded to a Monk-King.

Unfortunately these were just the virtues which Margaret

lacked, and her conspicuous want of them makes the pendulum

of sympathy swdng back to the King's side. Margaret was

a generous and a brave woman. In a moment of crisis her

behaviour was admirable. At Damietta, in a woman's most

terrible predicament, she shamed her knights by her valour.

In great danger of shipwreck she speaks for a moment as a

saint or heroine. " Madame, shall we wake the children ?
"
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the nurses asked in a moment of hideous confusion. " Why,
no," was the Queen's royal answer, " let them go to their God
sleeping." Margaret was brave and truly religious ; she had
great energy and high ideals. But, nevertheless, she was

obviously one of those people who are the despair -of their

friends and relatives. She had great ambition but no sense

of proportion, a love of interfering in other people's affairs

but no sort of diplomatic skill, a love of power but no know-

ledge of how to exercise it. Possibly had Blanche given her

outlets for her energy, and trained her carefully in statecraft,

she might have developed into a useful Queen. But as it

was she became, as any such woman will, fussy, restless,

intriguing, making a great parade over little plots and silly

secret policies, a woman, like Lewis Carroll's Queen, with a

passion for creaking doors and unnecessary daggers. She had

always too many irons in the fire and was always being burnt

by them. She did not wait for emergencies, but was always

discovering in everyday life emergencies which never existed

at all. As early as 1235 she was worr3dng about her sister

Eleanor's marriage to Henry iii as if she were alone responsible.

Eleanor, she declared, was not to stay too long with her in Paris,

" because, in spite of the pleasure we experience in having

our dear sister with us, we fear that if she tarry too long you
may in the meantime marry some one else." That is very

poor diplomacy even for a girl, and when Blanche's restrain-

ing hand was removed, Margaret's follies were innumerable.

She will be seen after the Crusade wrangling with Charles of

Anjou and Alphonso, sending secret embassies to the courts of

Rome and Aragon, fussing over Gaston of Beam and Thomas
of Savoy, even, worst of all, occupied in an ugly little plot to

obtain complete control over the policy of her eldest son on

his father's death. As a Queen she was as annoying and in-

capable as only a well-meaning person can be. And it is clear

that hers were just those sordid and irritating little sins which

to a man of Louis' nature were almost intolerable. The
saints in this world can forgive the seven sins nobly but it

needs superhuman strength to forgive the seventy times

seven. Probably Margaret did not ever expect or wish fo

forgiveness. She must always have been ready with som
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fussy self-justification, to explain that she had only been acting

for her husband's good. She was the sort of woman who
would harass not only a man's conscience but also his nerves.

She can be imagined perpetually moving about the palace

with a frown, always in a hurry, a finger on her lips, and always

self-engrossed. It is possible to pity Margaret, but almost

impossible to love her.

To turn with Margaret, the bride, to look at her new sur-

soundings is the next duty of this chapter. And among the

royal family, as regarded her talent for intrigue, disappoint-

ment awaited Margaret at once. For here she found an

unanimity which left no room for the wiles she might have

exercised in division. While Charles of Anjou was still a boy

there were no reactions from Blanche's strict upbringing.

His later life was not conducted on Blanche's model, but

in 1234, when he only appears as Master Charles of eight years

old with a nurse or man in charge, Margaret may well have

felt, like more than one despairing bride, as if she had married

into the calendar of the saints.

Robert, the second of Blanche's sons, was undoubtedly

Louis' best beloved. He was two years younger than his

brother and only attained his majority in 1237, when he was

knighted and, in accordance with his father's will, made
Count of Artois. When, in addition, he was married to Matilda

of Brabant, a neighbouring heiress, his fiefs were a very

attractive heritage. And Robert himself, tall and strong,

handsome and imperious, is an irresistibly attractive person.

His love of sport and minstrels, his ready laughter and devotion

to the mediaeval form of the army " rag," his reckless valour

and ignorant self-confidence in war, are perpetually suggestive

of that most modern product, the young British officer. Like

him he was considered extravagant. His clothes in the royal

accounts hint at a far higher standard than Louis'. On one

occasion he indulges recklessly in as many as eight pairs of

shoes at once. He distributes £z20 among his favourite

minstrels at his knighting. His falcons, hounds, and horses

figure largely in the royal accounts. Like the young officer,

Robert's follies and heroism were the despair and admiration

of his countrymen. Like him, too, Robert, the hero and the
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rain of Louis' first Crusade, lives in the glory of his death.

And there is also another side to the prince's character. He
was not only a soldier, he was also the soldier of Christ. He
is not only to be pictured leaning out of the palace window
in fits of laughter over the departing form of the drenched,

unhappy Theobald, or taunting the English and Templars for

their cowardice just before he rushes to a glorious and un-

necessary death. He must be seen, too, barefoot, carrying

with his brother the CrowTi of Thorns to Paris, kneeling with

him in deep devotion before the altar of St. Denis, declaring

that before all things he desired to win martyrdom for Christ.

The poetry and fervour of his nature were expressed not only

in his love of life, but also in his love for God. He w^as adored

by Louis and loved only next to Louis by Blanche, whose
affections, like those of all strong natures, incHned to the

fearless. Robert was evidently both an affectionate son and
husband. " The Countess of Artois," he writes, with charm-

ing pride and intimacy, to Blanche from Cyprus, " has just

given a little son to the world here. He is extremely pretty

and very well made, you will be glad to hear. She intends

to leave him here, probably, to nurse." Not even for her

baby could JMatilda leave her splendid young husband. Every
one adored the Count Robert. Even his hasty temper made
him extraordinarily few enemies. There is something about

his light-heartedness and youth that gives him, if the com-
parison may be permitted, the strange charm of that famous

boy who never would grow up. His advice and behaviour all

through the Crusade, when he was a man of thirty, is as heroic-

ally impracticable as could be imagined, yet through it all,

he somehow retains the brilliance and promise as well as the

folly of youth. When you see him flinging away his life in

desperate ill-judged valour on the sands of IMansourah, you can

almost hear that boy's voice saying :
" To die ! Well that will

be a most awfully big adventure !
" Life and death appeared

always as a great adventure to the good Count of Artois, whom
the minstrels mourned, " for that from his cradle he scorned

all slothful delights, and joyed in largess and honour and
knightly deeds all the days of his life."

The contrasts in this family are remarkable. The two
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younger brothers, Alphonso and Charles, were extraordinarily

unlike Louis and Robert. They were also extraordinarily

unlike one another. Alphonso is almost always to be seen

as a quiet, apparently motionless figure at work over endless

acts and charters in a silent room of some castle near Paris.

The very name of Charles suggests the beat of horses' hoofs,

the rattle of arms, the conquering standards of the squadrons,

which were the dread of southern Europe, Yet both were

among the great men of the house of Capet.

Alphonso was the administrator of the family. He was
from his youth quiet, studious, deeply religious, and wholly

moral, but cold in manner and lacking in the charm of his

elder brothers. An infinite energy in little things and a great

business aptitude were his most striking characteristics ; in

his dealings with Margaret a vein of quiet sarcasm is also

apparent. His life was spent in work as hard as that of any
king of the day. In 1241 he was knighted and made Count
of Poitou and Auvergne, lands whose history and English

sympathies presented endless problems alone. By his marriage

in 1241 to Jeanne, sole daughter of Raymond, Count of Toulouse,

he became heir to the great southern country, and in 1249,

on Raymond's death, co-ruler with her. To this inheritance

Alphonso returned in 1250 from the Crusade, whither his

piety, rather than his inclination, had led him. How he

managed that work, and all that he did for the French monarchy
in the south, must always be the admiration of historians.

To read of his quiet life, spent very largely in negotiation

and legislation from the Isle of France, is to imagine him, in

Victor Hugo's phrase, one of those " who govern too much
and reign too little." But that is a false impression. By
steady diplomacy and amazing insight he annexed a practically

foreign kingdom, with a rebellious nobility and great municipal

difficulties, to the French crown. It was work for its own
sake and not work for his successors, for he and his wife,

though most tenderly attached, had no children. At this

period, of course, before the first Crusade, all his future was
unknown. Alphonso was chiefly famed at court as a quiet,

sedate, methodical youth, who made himself something of

a reputation over his accession to the county of Poitou.
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If Louis was the saint, Robert the hero, Alphonso the

administrator, Charles is the conqueror and adventurer of the

family. His career is one of the epics of the Middle Ages,

a crescendo of importance and mighty deeds. No younger

brother in a fairy tale ever rose from insignificance to fame
in a more startling fashion. In appearance big, harsh, solemn,

\%'ith a bronzed face and " a manly nose," he showed very

early the somewhat incongruous passion for grandeur and
power which his exploits were to gratify. By his father's

wiM he was to inherit Anjou and Maine, but that was not

nearly enough for a man of his vitality and ambition. In

1245, like some knight-errant, he descended upon Beatrice

of Provence, Queen Margaret's youngest sister, when she was
left an orphan heiress to her father's lands, rescued her from

the ver},' violent demonstrations of mediaeval fortune-hunters,

married her and ruled her county. His love, we hear in one

of his poems—for this prince liked to dabble in literature

—

was such that not the empire of Persia itself was worth any-

thing to him compared with her smiles. Nevertheless, he was
hardly popular in her kingdom. His energetic legislation

and taxation roused the ready hostility of his great cities,

especially ^Marseilles, and it was the work of his early manhood
to subdue them. He was involved in the great Flemish

rising of 1253. It was a real advantage to France when, in

1264, he accepted the Pope's offer of the kingdom of the

Two Sicilies and went out to conquer the descendants of

Frederick 11. The great story of these great deeds does not,

however, belong to the early years of Louis' reign.

There were two other children at court before Margaret

began a nursery of her own. There was another boy among
the royal princes, Alphonso of Portugal, or Messire Alphonso
the nephew, as he appears in court records. He was the

motherless son of King Alphonso of Portugal and Queen
Urraque, sister of Blanche. Adopted by his aunt, he was
married by her to Maud of Boulogne, sole heiress of Phihp
Hurepel, and knighted and endowed with her county by the

King, before he succeeded to his own kingdom. His allowance

of clothes and knights and minstrels is remarkably handsome,
but he was not altogether, it must be admitted, a worthy
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protege. He let his wife help him to win back his kingdom
in 1245, and then, when he was at a safe distance in Portugal,

repudiated her for the sake of Beatrice, natural daughter of

Alphonso of Castile. Poor Maud wrote complaining bitterly

to her husband and the Pope, but received no satisfaction

save a brutal letter from Alphonso, in which he assured her

that nothing she could say would keep him from marrying

a second or third wife if he pleased. He was by no means
a credit to the French court.

But if Charles and his cousin Alphonso showed a falling-off

from the family standard of piety, to read of Isabella, the

only surviving daughter of Blanche, is to have a haunting fear

that the alarming children of nursery story-books, with their

tedious piety and inscrutable diseases, may really have existed

after all. This French princess could certainly have out-

stripped every one of them. When Margaret was newly married

the little girl of ten was already famed for her holiness. She

would, it is told, refuse on occasions to eat anything until her

mother promised her money for the poor. She loved to sit

apart and read and pray and do Church needlework. She

was very ill more than once, and bore her sufferings with

exemplary patience. On one occasion when Margaret was
left in charge, in Blanche's absence, Isabella nearly loosed

her hold on life altogether. The holy man who, at Margaret's

request, came to visit her, declared it his conviction that she

was not long for this world. That indeed was true. Isabella's

heart was already centred in another, but, as in Louis' case,

it is foUy to write down her spiritual preoccupation as priggish-

ness or affectation. She seems to have been one of those

naturally sweet and saintly souls, who never have to find

through evil that good is best, but are, as it appears to their

weaker brethren, born half-way up the perilous path to heaven.

Hers was not the life of a great princess or a famous martyr,

but rather that of the dearer, more familiar saints of whom
the world knows little, to whom it owes so much. She was
never married, though there were negotiations for her alliance

with Hugh le Brun, son of La Marche, and later with Conrad,

son of Frederick 11. But Isabella's heart was indeed " souded
in virginitie," and by good fortune neither suitor ever claimed
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her. Her girlhood was spent among her family with all the

beautiful simplicity which distinguished the Princess EHzabet

her descendant, in another very different world. Late,

when she was thirty-six, she employed herself in the supreme

happiness of founding the Convent of Longchamp. " The
Humility of Our Lady " was the dedication chosen by the

Princess of France. She drew up herself a list of rules,

subject to St. Bonaventura, for the Order. It was an active,

useful establishment. There was some kind of workshop in

the convent, and there are pictures of the mediaeval working

parties the princess held where the nuns sang hymns as they

worked for the poor. Agnes of Harcourt, a Sister, WTote a

life which gives some impression of the peace, the order, the

happiness of the convent removed from the bustle of Paris.

There Isabella lived in great tranquilhty from the year of its

foundation in 1259, ^^^ there she ended her beautiful life.

There is no need to picture her the stem, gaunt-eyed shadow

of her holy mother. Rather she smiles from her convent

window, like some saint of Fra Angelico's, on a world she pitied

and prayed for, but hardly knew.

One other member of the royal family may be noticed,

a third Queen, wholly dissimilar from the other two. For in

the care of Blanche there lingered the poor despised Inge-

burgha of Denmark, whom Philip 11 had repudiated with such

mystery and cruelty thirty years before. Most of her time

was spent in neighbouring convents, but occasionally her

sad, ugly, wrinkled old face can be seen in court functions

and processions, a jarring note in the correct relations of the

existing court. It is, however, consoling to remember that her

tragic, empty life ended in comfort and kindly treatment.

The ring of knights and prelates who surrounded the royal

family must be remembered always, as they were described in

a previous chapter. To them one or two new friends may be

added here, through the medium of one important courtier,

who made his first appearance in 1241. For in that year the

Sire of Joinville, hereditary seneschal of Champagne, came

to the court he was to immortalise. Crusader and friend of

the King, he was fortunately inspired to open, in Mr. BeUoc's

phrase, a little window in the past, through which we can see
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living men and women moving in another century. In his

old age, at Phihp ill's court, this famous lord, with his shrewd

simplicity and genial humour, sat down to write the Memoirs

of St. Louis' life which, one may judge, had been told and

retold in anecdotes, till they had crystallised in the priceless

historical and literary form we possess. His is no mere record

of events, but a moving, coloured picture of the court. In it

you come to know the good Joinville himself and look upon
him as a friend. He was a man of endless courage and good-

humour, of a straight-forwardness which made him stoutly

declare that he would rather commit a mortal sin than become
a leper (an alternative the King loved to propound), but with

a faith that carried him out to the Crusade and through all

the miseries of the imprisonment. He was no saint but a very

human man, a great eater and drinker " of as good wine as I

can get," occasionally boastful, self-important, and quarrel-

some, with a hearty self-confidence, a little conceit, and a great

love of hard blows. None the less, his stainless loyalty, his

genial humour, his cheerful contempt for his opponents, were a

perpetual tonic for his friends. By the side of the Saint he

appears always as some huge, cheerful, good-humoured school-

boy in the society of a subtle, mystical recluse. The two loved

each other, naturally, through their very differences, and if

JoinviUe was never entrusted with State affairs by the King,

he was nevertheless his confidant and good comrade all through

Louis' stay in the East 'he friend whom Louis hailed with

such joy after a short pai ig, " that aU who stood by mar-
velled." Joinville could t stately and severe gentleman

on occasion, but for the mo. .it he stretches out his hand as

friend and good fellow to us across the centuries.

If you can criticise so good a friend, it is for a certain self-

importance which inspired him to present a living picture of

the King and of himself, but let few of his contemnoraries

escape with him from oblivion. StiU he is kind € jgh to

introduce a few new names at court. There was John of

Beaumont, Knight of Picardy, one of the King's chamberlains.

He was a " gruff, surly fellow," according to Joinville, famed
for his rude remarks, and his cruelty in the south in 1240-1241.

Doubtless he enjoyed very thoroughly his ofifice as " chucker-

7
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out " of the badly behaved in the King's dining-hall. His own
bad temper was not indeed subdued by any sense of propriety,

William, his nephew, was apparently one of his frequent

victims. This William was himself a bold and loyal knight,

who clung to the King's side all through his campaign and
was in his turn King's Chamberlain. Robert of Sorbonne was
another figure at court, though not indeed familiar till after

the first Crusade. A clumsy, self-consequent man of lowly

origin, he worked himself up to the position of Canon of

Cambrai and eventually Canon of Notre Dame. His interest

in the Parisian schools induced him to found a house in 1258

for the comfort of theological masters. It was doubtless the

details of dormitories, lights, and libraries which Louis loved

to discuss with him. Joinville and he were not on the best of

terms. The canon considered himself a superior being to

the order of knights and soldiers. Whether it was better to

be a monk or a knight was a question they often disputed

hotly, one which was all the more annoying to Joinville because

Robert could never have risen to the position he affected to

despise. " What right have you to wear a fine linen shirt ?
"

he was driven to remark once. " Your father certainly never

wore them !

" And, lest it should seem that the good knight

was subject to jealousy, must be recorded his affection for

Peter the Chamberlain, another loyal servant of the Court,
" the most loyal and honest man that ever I saw there."

From 1250 onwards Peter was in the service of Louis, rejecting

the bribery of foreign ambassadors who knew his influence, a

man of a most stubborn devotion. On Louis' death he served

Charles of Anjou and Philip iii for a little, but his heart was
never in their service. When he died he was buried at the

feet of the master he loved.

The two sons of that Count of Soissons who died in 1237
were also well-kno^\Tl figures at court. The good Count John,

the elder, is to be seen at the feast of Saumur ; he did good

service on Louis' Crusade. The younger, Ralph, had also an

interesting life. He went on the nobles' Crusade in 1239, ^.nd

after this was married through the blandishments of Theobald

of Champagne to Alix, Queen-Dowager of Cyprus, who was at

least ten or fifteen years older than himself. Alix, daughter of
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Henry of Champagne by Isabella, heiress to the kingdom of

Jerusalem, and aunt of that Yolande who was married to

Frederick 11, and brought to him the crown of Jerusalem, has

appeared already in this history. There was little room for

her and none at all for Ralph in that island kingdom of many
claimants, so, " as it seemed that he was only like a shadow
there, it happened in despite that he left his wife and went

away to his own country." Six years later Alix died, he

married a girl-wife, wrote her some charming poems, and then

set out with Louis on his Crusade. He was very ill at Man-
sourah in 1250, and returned in 1252 to his lands and his wife,

afflicted by very bad gout, which obliged him always to use a

stick. He and Theobald of Champagne were great allies, and
before Theobald's death in 1253 we can imagine the two,

Theobald very old and fat, discussing their past conquests like

two old generals at Leamington or Bath over their waters. In

1269 Ralph, though very old, bravely went out on Crusade

again and so disappears from history.

Odo, Abbot of St. Denis, must be also mentioned here.

He became abbot in 1229, and, as abbot, friend and adviser of

all the royal family. He was the first abbot to use the privi-

lege of wearing the dalmatic under the chasuble and to give the

benediction, in sign of extra-episcopal authority. Under him
the rebuilding of St. Denis was begun. It was said that this

was a profane step, that it was tampering with the work of

St. Dionj^sius, the Areopagite, himself. As Louis, however,

very sensibly pointed out, the building had been tampered

with in this way at least four times, and the work began,

though not till the whole abbey had been thrown into mourn-
ing by the loss of one of the holy nails treasured there, an

accident which for some reason was considered a sign for the

enlargement of the premises. Odo himself was apparently

a man after Louis' heart. He baptized the royal babies,

received Louis as guest, and was sent for in illness or distress.

His name appears again and again in all court chronicles.

These were some of the characters amongst whom Margaret

spent the first few years of her married life. There were to

be many changes and reforms in Louis' surroundings, but

from the first may be seen in these years such vitality, courage.
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faith, and hope as never illumined the court of a young king

before. The King and his brothers, the knights and priests,

move in it with all the splendid vigour of those who know
themselves to have this world, and the next, opening out before

them. It was a court of hope and promise for France.



CHAPTER VII

THE COURT TRIUMPHANT

" I have seen wicked men and fools, a great many of both, and I beheve

they both get paid in the end, but the fools first."

—

Stevenson

" A FTER these things," says Joinville of the year 1241,

J^\^
" the King held high court at Saumur in Anjou. There

was I present and bear witness to you it was the finest

array that ever I saw. For at the King's table, near him, ate

the Count of Poitiers whom he had just knighted, and Count

John of Dreux, newly knighted too. After him came the

Count de la Marche and next the good Count Peter of Brittany.

Opposite sat my lord the King of Navarre, in coat and cloak of

samite newly trimmed with fur, and coronet of gold. Opposite

was the Count of Artois, and there, too, the good Count John
of Soissons plied the knife. To serve the table were my lord

Imbert of Beaujeu, Constable of France, my lord Enguerrand

of Couci, and my lord Archibald of Bourbon. Behind these

three nobles were thirty of their knights in silken surcoats

to wait on them, and behind these again long lines of sergeants

who bore the arms of the Count of Poitiers blazoned on taffeta.

The King wore a tunic of blue samite, a surcoat and cloak of

crimson samite, and on his head a cotton cap which suited so

young a man badly enough. So the King held high festival

in the halls of Saumur. They say the great King Henry of

England had them made for his feasts in imitation of the

cloisters of the Cistercians, and none on earth could, I think,

be vaster. And here is my reason for thinking it. At the part

of the cloister where the King ate, and the knights and sergeants

around him, who filled no small space, was a table of thirty

bishops and archbishops. And in a line with their table
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again was that of the Queen-Mother Blanche, at the end of the

cloister opposite the King. The Count of Boulogne, who was

afterwards King of Portugal, the good Count of St. Pol, and a

German of about eighteen years of age, served the Queen.

This German was, they said, the son of Saint Elizabeth of

Thuringia, and there was a story, too, that Queen Blanche

kissed his forehead most devoutly, because she had heard

that his mother had often kissed him there.

" And on the far side were the kitchens, the butteries, and

the pantries. From each cloister they served joints and bread

and wine before the King and before the Queen. In every

passage and on the grass in the midst were seated knights,

in such crowds that I could not number them. Many men
say they never saw so many surcoats and robes of cloth of gold

at any feast before,—that there were present as many as three

thousand knights."

There is Joinville's picture of the King's early court, a

vision of scarlet robes and blazoned arms, set in such high

dim cloisters and midsummer meadows as William Morris

would have loved to paint. It is as if the quaint stiff figures

of some thirteenth-century manuscript had taken life and

expression, and were jostling in and out of their little citadel

at the foot of some cypress-crowned hill. But the occasion is

not only picturesque, it is also typical. It is true that the

ordinary life and conduct of the court were not up to the

standard of this regal moment, that here its guiding principles

were very much dressed up in ermine for a gala day. But this

moment is indeed typical in Louis' history. Here were focussed

aU the troubles of the long minority and early reign, and here

the dauntless spirit with which those difficulties were to be

faced. For this feast of Saumur was, as it were, a majestic

reprisal on the part of the King, his first great challenge to

his enemies. All the previous years his nobihty had been

threatening him, and now it was his turn for menaces too.

On this great occasion the King challenged three classes in

his realm, invoking opposition from three separate quarters.

In the first place, it was a challenge to England. The

title of Count of Poitiers, bequeathed to Alphonso by Louis viii,

was also assumed by Richard of Cornwall. This reassertion
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of Louis' conquests was bound to irritate the very susceptible

nerves of the EngHsh. But Louis was ready now to come
to an understanding with the Enghsh in France.

In the second place, it was a challenge to the south. It

was all very well for diplomatic purposes to dwell upon the

advantages to Raymond's daughter, Jeanne, of her marriage

with Alphonso, a prince of the blood royal. But every one

had seen since 1229, and was to see more clearly as years

passed and brought no male heir to Raymond, that the alliance

meant the annexation of the county of Toulouse to the French

crown. Raymond, too, was specially annoyed by the alliance

of France with Provence, his old enemy. Trencavel, the famous

bandit of the south, son of Raymond Roger of Beziers, was

back in the valley of the Aude, colloquially speaking, spoiling

for a fight. When his outrages forced the King's seneschal,

William of Ormes, to shut himself up in fear of his life at

Carcassonne, Raymond wholly refused to interfere. When John
of Beaumont and the Marshal Ferri Paste were sent by Louis

to ensure order, and ensured it with considerable cruelty,

Raymond must be imagined in a state of outraged indignation.

The challenge by the future lord of the south at Saumur was

all he needed to make him join any rebellion available. So

far, too, was it a national resistance from the south, that the

Kings of Aragon and Castile, under some pressure, and all the

southern nobles, under no pressure at all, are to be seen

turning out against this great encroaching monarch of the

north.

In the third place, it was a challenge to the great nobility.

The personnel of the feudal opposition had changed, it is

true. Peter of Brittany, having learnt his interests at last,

was comparatively loyal in this rebellion and kept his son

and ward John, now Duke of Brittany, loyal as well. Theo-

bald, newly returned from his Crusade, was in a chastened

and poetic frame of mind. Philip of Boulogne, Hugh of

Burgundy, the old Count of Dreux, and others of the old op-

position had gone to a land whence there was no return. But
Hugh Lusignan, Count de la Marche, and his shrewish wife,

Isabella, ex-Queen of England, were very typical feudatories.

The Count and his wife were outraged, first and foremost, because
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they had to do homage to Alphonso, a degradation to vassals

who, even as traitors, were accustomed to deal with the Kings
of France and England in person. They were angry, too, that

the territory of Aunis, which Blanche had granted to La Marche
in the treaty of Clisson, had, by that will of Louis viii which
was so sacred to Louis ix, to be handed over to Alphonso as

part of his inheritance. Isabella, again, had a private and
particular insult to avenge, of which more must be heard later.

And lastly, the Lusignans realised no doubt that Alphonso's

government in Poitou might well mean embarrassing attentions

to, and superintendence of, themselves. It was more than
enough to make a really promising feudal disturbance. That
was how Louis challenged his nobility.

The festival at Saumur was held in June, and in a few
months the rumours of rebellion were flying with the autumn
leaves aU over the south and west of France. The insurrection,

as usual in this reign, promised exceedingly well. As usual,

however, it had a fatal defect. There were three different lines

of attack, and unfortunately these three lines were parallel

;

they never met, that is to say, however far they were produced
in any direction. In the winter of 1241, the Lusignans set

up the standard of revolt. It was not till four of the border

fortresses had fallen, and one of the young earls had submitted
to the King, that Henry iii arrived from England early in 1242.

The June of that 3^ear saw the fall of Henry's hopes, and July
saw the submission of the whole La Marche family. Nor was
it till the whole affair was over, and Henry was seeking an
opportunity to return home, that the southern insurrection

began. By October this in turn had proved futile, and the

January of 1243 saw the close of the whole revolt with the

Treaty of Lorris. The King never, or very seldom, had to

meet all his foes at once.

If the crises of these civil wars are lamentably tame, there

is at least nothing to criticise in the dramatic effects with

which they often begin. The opening of the first rebellion

with the defiance of the Poitevin nobles and the Lusignans is

marked by splendid vigour. Blanche, it must be noticed, had
so secure a hold on the government that, at the first hint of

revolt, a burgher in La RocheUe wrote off to inform her of the
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current agitation and its causes. He must have been a worthy

and charmingly dramatic man.
" The Dame de la Marche," he writes, " in her fury had

the flags, the coffers, the mattresses, the seats, the vessels,

even the image of Our Lady, and the ornaments of the chapel

carried away and taken to Angouleme. The Count, in his

distress at the sight, came to her humbly and submissively

for an explanation. She could, he suggested, buy fine enough

furniture for herself at Angouleme if she needed anything.
" ' Get out of my presence,' she cried, ' you, you who have

knelt to your disinheritors. I shall see you no more from this

day forward !

'

" At Angouleme she shut the door on him for three days.

Then at last she spoke, weeping bitterly :
—

" ' Worthless man, did you not see at Poitiers that I had to

wait three days to pay my court to your King and your Queen ?

Did you not see, when I was admitted to the presence, that the

King was sitting on one side of the bed, and the Queen on the

other, with the Countess of Chartres and her sister the Abbess

of Fontevrault, that they never even invited me to sit down,

that they degraded me before everybody ? They did not

even rise, nor make any sign of it, when I came in or when I

went away. Such is their contempt for me and for you. Grief

and rage will madden me, even more surely than the loss of

my possessions, if, God helping me, they do not repent and

lose their lands !

'

" The Count was utterly overcome (you know how kind

hearted he always is) at her words and her tears.

" ' Madame,' he said, ' order me as you will. All that I

can, I will do, you may be sure.'

" ' That indeed you will,' she said, ' or you shall never

more lie by my side again.'

" And he swore solemnly that he would do her will."

The result of Isabella's gentle remonstrance was a great

conference at Parthenay that autumn. La Marche and his

sons, Hugh, Guy, and Geoffrey, were present, the Count of Eu,

Renaud of Pons, William of Parthenay, and other prominent

nobles of Poitou. " The French," one of these heroes declared

at the meeting, " have always hated us men of Poitou. They
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mean to ravage all our lands and treat us even worse than the

Normans or the Albigensians. Any valet of the King to-day

can do as he pleases in Champagne or Burgundy. The nobles

do nothing without the King's leave, they are like slaves in

his presence. I would rather be dead than in such a condition.

Let us make up our minds to a brave resistance, or we shall

all perish together." Here was a very fine testimonial to the

government of the minority and King Louis. The meeting

was continued at Pons, where a league was made to include

not only the Poitevins but also the English and Anglo-Gascon

interest in France. The English seneschal of Gascony, the

Mayors of Bordeaux, Bayonne, St. Emillion, and Reole, the

Count of Bigorre and the Lord of Saintonge, with all their

private and public grievances, came into the league. It was
decided that patronage should be asked from Henry iii, the

Count of Toulouse, and the Kings of Castile and Aragon.

There was even some mention of Frederick ii. All the in-

surgents were evidently terrified by the presence of the French

royal authority in or on the borders of their domains. It was
one thing for the English king to acknowledge Louis, vaguely,

as overlord of Aquitaine, quite another thing to have his

deputy actually present in Poitou.

Could so vast an affair have been conducted secretly, could

the insurgents have waited patiently till all their allies were

collected, Louis might have had to face a formidable opposition.

As it was, neither of these advantages was contemplated.

The league, or that Poitevin part of it which may be looked

upon as an overworked executive committee, determined to

besiege Rochelle, and from Rochelle detailed descriptions of

their tactics reached Blanche. As for Frederick's help, the

faithful agent and reporter of the town assured Blanche that

was only a rumour. La Marche and his friends meant to

take Rochelle for the sake of communication with England.

The houses, grain, and wine all round were to be bought up
and burnt. That the city should be garrisoned at all costs

was his advice. " For the peace, madame, is a great good if

you can keep it, and there is mortal sin in war. For your

land of Poitou is, by God's grace, in a better state now
than ever in the times of the English kings, and I think the
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judgment of God will fall upon them, because they are not

loved by the people." Here again was a testimonial to the

regency.

Louis knew and La Rochelle knew all the rebels' move-

ments. If they had not, Christmas would have enlightened

them. Alphonso in solitary splendour summoned all his new
vassals to pay their homage at his Christmas court. La
Marche refused at first, and appeared later only to offer

defiance. He set fire to the lodgings set apart for him, sent an

insolent message to Alphonso, and marched away with flying

colours in battle array. The Kings of Aragon and Castile,

the Viscounts of Lautrec and Beziers, the Counts of Toulouse

and Foix were all in the league already. English help was

expected in the spring. No wonder that the executive com-

mittee felt triumphant.

Louis showed in this, as on previous occasions, his lament-

able lack of dramatic sensibilities. In answer to a letter

from Alphonso describing how Hugh, " like a rat in a wallet

and a serpent in his benefactor's bosom," had rewarded the

hospitality of Saumur, Louis summoned his great feudal

council. The peers of the Count Hugh in solemn conclave

declared that he had broken his treaty and forfeited his lands,

and that Louis was justified in regaining his submission by any

means he chose to employ. That of course was, so to speak,

all in the piece. But instead of waiting after this in an attitude

of haughty inaction until the conspirators had massed their

forces, Louis had the bad taste to march out in April before

people had begun to think about action at all. He sent a

fleet computed at as many as eighty vessels to Rochelle to

guard the coast, ordered out Breton ships to harry the English,

and with an army of four thousand knights' and twenty

thousand men-at-arms, including the Count of Dreux and

Count Peter of Brittany, who displayed throughout the ex-

pedition the ostentatious penitence of the new convert. Count

John, his son, and the Counts of Vendome and St. Pol, he

marched at once towards Poitou. He made straight for La
Marche's defence, took Monstreuil, Vouvent, Mervent, and then

laid siege to the castle of Fontenay I'Abbatu, the great fortress

of the Lusignans in Saintonge. In fifteen days he had received
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its submission and that of the neighbouring forts ; Geoffrey,

Hugh's son, was also forced to submission for the moment,
and had to promise not to serve his father against the French

king. All this was achieved, it must be noticed, before Louis'

enemies had done anything at all.

Meanwhile Henry iii, the most active member of the

general committee, was coming to play his part at last, in spite

of the remonstrances of his English nobles and ministers.

He began with a majestic memorandum to Louis. The French

king, he pointed out, had provoked him by his attack on his

(Henry's) subjects, the Lusignans. Louis is to be seen clearly

here, as the peacemaker, the respecter of law, but also most
emphatically as king. He offered Henry peace and certain

concessions ; he was willing, as always, to consider his legal

claims, but, as he pointed out, Henry was in the wrong. As a

matter of fact, the Lusignans were not Henry's but Louis'

vassals. Then again, it was they who had provoked, not

retaliation, but just punishment from their peers in France.

Louis had no desire for war, but Henry had. On 20th May,
however, disregarding these representations, the English

king arrived with an inconsiderable army at Royan, where

La Marche and his party awaited him. In his greeting Henry
must have experienced all the pleasure with which a failure

at home welcomes adulation abroad. " Fair son," said

Isabella, his mother, royally, " you are indeed of noble nature

that you come to help your mother and your brothers, whom
the sons of Blanche of Spain are seeking with the utmost cruelty

to debase and trample under foot." If you forget for how many
years mother and son had been parted wdth most unaffected

resignation, Isabella and all her relations appear in quite

an interesting and impressive light. There Henry knighted

the sons of La Marche in a glow of amity and step-brotherly

feeling.

With Henry's arrival came the climax of the rebellion in

the union of the Poitevins and English. It is one which, from
the English point of view, makes the memories of Cressy and
Agincourt peculiarly welcome. For this expedition was only

marked by the same blunders, the same incapacity, and the

same treachery which had distinguished the long wars of the
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minority, and by the same degrading absence of success. In

Louis, on the other hand, were visible all the vigour and courage

and good-feeling which were endowing the monarchy with

such prestige. His generalship and no mere good fortune

decided the event almost immediately. The two armies lay,

the French on the north, the English on the south bank of the

river Charente. Henry, having marched through Pons and
Saintes, massed his forces with those of La Marche at Toumay.
Louis, having invested a few less important forts, marched on
Taillebourg in his usual prompt fashion and invested the town,

which hes, with its castle and bridge, at a point where the

Charente is unfordable. Henry and La Marche came up on

the opposite bank with some sixteen hundred knights, and
seven hundred bowmen, to find Louis' overwhelming forces

lying on the other side. Their aim was, of course, to stop

those forces from crossing to their bank into English territory,

but how to do this was a problem which needed greater military

skill than any one in Henry's army possessed. They could

guard the bridge, of course, but Louis' boats were also waiting

on the river to carry his men across, and it is quite impossible

for sixteen hundred men to guard a bridge and a long line of

river bank at the same moment against superior forces. There

was none of the heroism in the army which the speeches

of the leaders had implied. Henry merely stationed his

men forlornly at the bridge, looking across to the little town
and the meadows round it gay with innumerable tents and
fluttering French pennons, and then indulged in a free expres-

sion of his sentiments.
" Where are all your letters and promises," he called to

La Marche, " those promises that you would get together

soldiers enough to attack the King of France without danger,

and that we had only to find the money ?
"

" I never promised," answered the Count.
" But you did," retorted Richard of Cornwall. " Why,

here is your letter !

"

" I never wrote nor signed such a letter." Hugh was
obviously driven into the last comer.

" What do you mean ?
" exclaimed the King. " Why,

you know well how often you have written and sent messengers
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to urge me on, and blame me for my delay. Where are all

your promises ?
"

" I never promised," replied Hugh, driven to oaths and
abuse which must have pained his saintly step-son consider-

ably. " Blame your mother, my wife, and not me. By
God's throat ! it is through her that we have all come to this

pass."

Whoever was responsible for the battle something had to be

done. Louis, as was inevitable, sent a detachment to keep the

guardians of the bridge occupied, and then with the rest of the

army crossed easily by boat and fell upon the French line.

Henry showed none of that splendid effrontery which has

more than once redeemed the follies of the English in France.

Richard of Cornwall, even as the French were landing, was
sent hurriedly across the bridge to demand a truce. Louis,

with his imperturbable generosity, granted it for twenty-

four hours.
" Lord Count, Lord Count," he said, " I grant you a truce

and time to deliberate on what you had best do. Night is the

mother of counsel."

That counsel was not foolhardy. Henry left the Lusignans,

and retired hastily in darkness upon Saintes. There next day
Louis followed, to find the French in hopeless confusion,

straggling among the vineyards and lanes into the city walls.

There was a short, confused, and bloody battle ; of its result

it can only be said that the English were still left inside, and
the French outside the city. That was result enough for La
Marche. With his customary readiness he began to make
overtures at once, the medium, of all people in the world,

being his old, newly-converted friend, Peter of Brittany.

Matthew Paris represents how Peter, in his stainless, almost

priggish, respectability^ enjoyed the job, with how many winks

he suggested to the King that there was a good deal to be

made out of the Count. He and the Bishop of Saintes won
the King's attention easily enough, and La Marche received a

message which led him at once to break off all communications

with the English king. Henry was just sitting down in deep

depression to his supper within the city when the news reached

him. It was followed by two more messengers to this un-
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happy, deserted Job. Not only had La Marche decamped,

but the townspeople, he heard, were about to betray him, and

the French army about to overwhelm him. It was too much
for Henry. Sudden commands were given, the soldiers were

ordered out, waggons loaded with what jewels and portables

could be seized in a hurry, and the great English invasion

hurried off ignominiously down the Garonne to Blaye, making

up for their lost supper by what berries or fruit they could

snatch*in the darkness, and leaving horses to die and waggons

to be plundered in the haste of their escape.

The Anglo-Poitevin alliance was indeed at an end. That

July La Marche, his wife, and sons came to throw themselves

at Louis' feet. " Have pity on us, sire," they prayed, as

Wilham of Nangis relates unctuously. " Pardon our sins

according to the greatness of your mercy !
" They were for-

given at a heavy price. Hugh had to surrender all his con-

quests in Poitou for three years, and three of his own castles.

He forfeited the yearly pension promised his wife in a former

treaty, did homage to the King for her lands, and to Alphonso

for his own. He swore to serve the King at his own cost for

three years with two hundred knights. Isabella had the

humiliation of hearing Geoffrey of Rangon, who for hatred of

La Marche had sworn not to cut his hair till he was avenged,

call for a barber to shave him before the court. Then she

could depart with her husband and her family, who, no doubt,

had good cause to regret the rebellion in the privacy of the

domestic circle. The other Poitevin nobles were as swift in

handing in their submission, with varying conduct. William

of Parthenay, for example, begged men and money from

Henry iii, and then went quietly over to Louis. Hertold of

Mirabeau, on the other hand, refused all help, and rendered

up his castle to the King only in the last extremity, with red

eyes and dishevelled hair. All alike were ready and desirous

for peace.

Meanwhile Henry was waiting about in Bordeaux, whither

Louis advanced upon him in August after fortifying Saintes.

The entire collapse of the English army was probably only

prevented by the illness which attacked the French king

and his nobles. The heat and exhaustion of the campaign,
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bad food and bad water led to an epidemic amongst the nobility.

As many as eighty died, and Louis was attacked by the fever

and dysentery which were his family's worst enemies. The
idea of besieging Bordeaux had to be abandoned, and the King
returned to Paris for the winter. No enemy could, however,

be more safely left to his devices than Henry iii. He might

have laid waste the lands of Poitou, but he was almost certain,

as events proved, to waste nothing but time and money. He
made no effort to join the rebellion which was just coming

to a head in the south. He merely took money and flattery

from the Gascons all that winter, and was robbed by them in

return. Fate had, however, one suitable discipline for him, in

the presence of the Vicountess of Beam in his army. This

lady, who, we hear, was of surprising size and stoutness,

quartered herself, her son, and sixty knights upon the

English king, calling loudly for his incessant praises and more

substantial help, too, in return for her loyalty. By January

1243, Henry was willing to make a truce at all costs, and in

April this truce was arranged for five years, until Michaelmas

1248. It was not, however, till October that he had scraped

together enough men and money to get home, after an eighteen

months which had only served to disgrace the name of the

English in France. " Do not mock him," said Louis. " His

pra3^ers and alms protect him from harm or shame." It is,

however, to be feared that few of the Gascon or English

nobility shared the Saint's charitable tolerance. Henry
himself, with surprising skill, managed to give an elusive

respectability to his expedition. In the first place, he was

welcomed on his return by the ovations he had thoughtfully

ordered before his start. In the second place, he no less thought-

fully pro\aded an explanation of his performances in a letter

to Frederick 11. In this he explains that the truce had
originally been broken by the King of France, that at Saintes

a battle took place where several of the French and a few of

Henry's men were wounded, that the failure of the expedi-

tion was due solely to La Marche and Renaud of Pons and

their accomplices, " who offered to us the kiss of Judas."
" An insignificant battle when the imbecile Henry let himself

be defeated," is Professor Oman's comment on Henry's chief
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effort at Taillebourg, but Henry had fortunately some share

of the much-vaunted British quahty of not knowing when
he had been beaten.

The last period of the rebellion only opened when the

climax of the other two was past. It was in the year 1242,

indeed, that two inquisitors were suddenly murdered at

Avignonet, and Raymond assumed the title of Duke of Nar-

bonne. He was joined by the young Count of Foix, the Count
of Comminges, and the Counts of Rodez, Lautrec, Lomage.
Trencavel was at his back, and for a moment the old Albi-

gensian spirit seemed ablaze. But the armies were only out

after the July of that year, when La Marche had sworn himself

to Louis' service and Henry was scurrying away to Bordeaux.
It was indeed a royal army under the penitent La Marche
which hovered on the borders of Toulouse and Spain to guard
against a possible Spanish reinforcement. Another, under
Imbert of Beaujeu, was in the heart of Quercy and Agenais.

The Spanish kings, those august members of the general

committee, made no more movement than had the Emperor.
The news that Louis, in his horror at the murder of the

members of the Inquisition, was contemplating another Crusade
in the south against heresy had a magical effect. The Count
of Foix went over to Louis at once ; the other allies began to

desert quietly ; by 20th October Raymond was imploring a
truce. " After God," he wrote "to Louis, " it is the clemency
of Your Serenity in which alone we can put confidence." In

January 1243, accordingly, while Henry was still sending

pathetic messages for help from his headquarters at Bordeaux,
a treaty was drawn up at Lords. Raymond and his nobles

promised to stamp out heresy and give up all claim to Nar-
bonne. Three southern fortresses passed into the King's
guard. The Count of Foix was made Louis' immediate vassal.

On these terms, with the renewal of the Treaty of Paris, the
fellow-conspirators were pardoned. Raymond again took the
Cross, a ceremony to which he was, by this time, well accus-

tomed, and apparently resigned himself to insignificance.

From that time both Poitou and Toulouse appear to have
settled down with resignation to the prospect of the joint

rule of Alphonso and Jeanne.

8
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" From that time also," it is said, " the nobles of France

attempted nothing more against the King, the anointed of the

Lord, seeing clearly that the hand of the Lord was with him."

That was the result of Louis' challenge at Saumur. The
opposition of the nobles was broken finally, their attention

henceforth diverted to other objects. The south was quiescent,

and from England there was little to fear. It is true that

Henry's obstinacy hindered the permanent settlement Louis

desired until the year 1259. His feelings towards the French

king were grudging and unfriendly. He greeted any sugges-

tion of peace with bombastic demands for the restitution of

aU Normandy and Aquitaine to the English crown. But,

practically speaking, he was powerless. His nobles were

tired of his futile expeditions ; all his aUies in France were

bound to Louis by self-interest, and were soon to follow him
awa}^ on his first Crusade. And, finally, Henry was well

occupied in winning the distrust of his subjects at home.

From 1243 to 1254 England was by no means a notable factor

in the politics of the French crown.

In all these wars and settlements Louis is to be seen as

the practical King and statesman. You admire his energy,

his foresight, and his common sense. You come to regard him
as the diplomatist who may achieve the union of France and

the politician who can meet his nobles on their own ground.

And just because of this, the end of this chapter must show
that other side of Louis' character which can never be left

out of sight. Often in later life, it was said, the King would

appear at court functions in robes of suitable grandeur, while

underneath, unknown even to his servants, a hair-shirt was

tormenting his skin. In the same way, in those years, beneath

all his admirable conduct of affairs, the thought of Christ's

cause and His faUing kingdom beyond seas was tormenting his

soul and urging him to new spiritual efforts. It is a wholly

false position to admire Louis for what he did in France and to

ignore the stor}- of his mistakes and failures in the East, or

pardon the whole affair of the Crusade as a mere temporary

lapse from sanity. It is impossible to understand the King

at all without realising how much more he thought of this

duty, as he conceived it, to God, than his duty to his subjects.
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Everything was calling to him. Since the year 1220, in the

first place, Europe had lived under the shadow of an approach-

ing Tartar invasion. In the year 1241 these dreaded lords of

the desert had made their way through Bohemia, Hungary,

and Poland to the very borders of the Empire. " Let us

hope, my mother, in the help of Heaven," Louis had said then

placidly. " If the Tartars come to us, or if we go to meet

them in their deserts, they will send us to Heaven." By
1243 and 1244, however, the danger was threatening the Holy

Land, and the report of the terrible battle of Gaza was to

reach Europe at the close of the latter year. That was news

to horrify the King, as no sudden raid upon Europe could.

Another inducement was the return of Louis' nobles after

their Crusade in 1239, a campaign so inglorious and so lacking

in results that, if only from a spirit of competition, all Europe

would, one imagines, have been spurred on to go and do very

differently. All his life, of course, Louis had heard the cries

for help from the Holy Land through such crusaders as John
of Brienne and the pilgrims who passed up and down France.

They were emphasised now by the summons of the Pope to a

Crusade as the danger from the Tartars came nearer to Europe.

Then, again, in 1239 France received, as it were, a direct and

visible message from Heaven. It was in that year that the

Crown of Thorns came to Paris.

That crown, the most sacred relic of the Middle Ages,

treasured since the days of the great Empress Helena, was the

gift of Baldwin, young unhappy Lord of Courtenay, and heir

to the barren magnificence of the Empire of the East. Bald-

win was no better off than any of those great adventurers who
some forty years ago won Constantinople from the Greeks and
put Baldwin of Flanders into the throne of Constantine.

Baldwin of Courtenay was indeed discovered by Louis in the

act of pawning his French lands without the King's leave, and
was reproved, but also helped considerably both with men
and money by the Saint. In return for this help Baldwin offered

Mm the greatest treasure he possessed. Louis, it was quite

clear, received the relic as a thank-offering for help already given,

and the transaction was therefore not actually a sale, though

apparently the simple and practical mind of the mediaeval
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worshipper would not have been shocked if it had. The
two Dominican friars sent by Louis immediately to bring back

the crown, were indeed only just in time to rescue it from the

Venetians, who held it in pawn from Baldwin at £10,000 for a

few months, and were just about to become its legal owners.

One must forget these rather sordid details as the ship brings

back the successful messengers, " no storm hurting them,

and no rain falling upon them." It was one of the moments
of Louis' reign when in 1239 the King, his mother, wife, knights,

and bishops, led by the Archbishop of Sens, marched out to

meet the inexpressibly sacred treasure at Villeneuve, some five

miles from Sens. There, with great solemnity, the friars

presented to Louis a wooden coffer, within which lay a silver

box bearing the seals of the Barons of Constantinople and the

Doge of Venice. Within this again lay a golden coffer, and,

when this was opened, men saw at last the Holy Crown lying

raised a little in its shrine. " What devotion, what tears and
sighs, broke from the King and Queen and their follo\\dng can

hardly be described. They knelt in devotion with such full

hearts as if they saw before them the Lord Himself crowned

with thorns," That mysterious power of the Middle Ages to

materialise without necessarily debasing an ideal is never

clearer than at this moment.
As the coffers were closed and the procession to Sens

marched forward, it was met by another band of knights and

clergy, who bore with them the cathedral's relics of holy men,

"as if the saints themselves desired to run to meet God."

Singing praises, they entered the city, where the streets were

ringing v\dth the sound of bells and organs from the churches,

where the houses were hung with tapestries and hghted with

candles as at the wedding of the Queen five years before. In

the Church of St. Stephen the rehcs were exposed to the eager

audience. Next day the procession went on to Paris, led by
the King and Prince Robert, who carried the reliquary high

on their shoulders, walking barefoot in the humblest garb.

As they went the crowd sang together, " Blessed is He which

cometh in the name of the Lord ! Hosannah in the highest !

"

Clergy in vestments, carrying wax candles and surrounded by

the crowd, came out from the gates to meet them. Near the
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Church of St. Anthony, in a level field outside the wall, a pulpit

was built, and for a week the clergy stood by, exhibiting and
preaching to the crowd. It was a time of such rejoicing and
whole-hearted enthusiasm as one delights to picture. In that

simple acceptance of so marvellous a gift by the crowds which
thronged those fields, bound into one common interest, over-

joyed by the revelation of God, you see something of that

spirit which won for the thirteenth century, in spite of all

critics, its description as the ages of faith. When the King,

barefoot still, and the prelates and lords carried the relic into

the city and presented it before the altar of Our Lady with

great devotion, the whole city felt itself genuinely the richer

and happier.

That was in 1237. I^ 1239, when the Holy Crown had
reposed for two years in the Chapel of St. Nicholas, Louis

acquired a second relic from Baldwin. This was a piece of the

true Cross, no less than an ell long, which Baldwin, who cer-

tainly knew how to make the most out of his portable property,

had also pawned to the Venetians for £25,000. It was for

these relics that Louis built his chapel in the palace, and
though the consecration and opening of the Sainte Chapelle

belong, by date, to another chapter, yet, as a concrete

embodiment of the spirit in which Louis received his price-

less gift, the building in which he housed it may be described

here.

There is indeed little need for description of that marvel of

architecture, when still to-day it sets its seal on the Middle Ages
in Paris. It was built by Peter of Montereau, whose refectory

at St. Germain had been specially admired by Louis, on the

site of a chapel royal which dated from 1020 and 1154. Every
detail was appointed with all the Saint's care. It was begun
in 1245, and finished in the incredibly short space of three

years. Louis made an endowment for five chaplain canons,

each with his subordinate deacon, bound by oaths of per-

petual residence. Both Philip le Bel and Philip le Long added
to the original sum. As late as 1840 the canons and priests

were still in residence. St. Louis arranged for two yearly

festivals, the nth of August and the 30th of September, the

days when the Holy Crown and the other relics, respectively.
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were received in France. A special extra - diocesan in-

dulgence was granted by the Holy See to the canons. On
the whole building Louis spent some ;^40,ooo, on the shrine

for the relics themselves £100,000, computed at its present

worth.

The building itself was divided into an upper chapel for

the King and royal household, and a lower for the people.

That beneath is dark and low with single columns in the nave.

The upper is one of the triumphs of Gothic in height and

symmetry, in light and grace. Built for its windows the pillars

and arches are of as narrow a span as the architect could con-

trive, as fragile and fantastic as a poet's dream. The ribs

were gilded, the vaults starred with blue. There were statues

and saints innumerable, besides the glory of the shrine itself.

But if those treasures are lost, still on every side blaze forth

th,e brilliant mosaic of jew^els in the glass of the windows.

Delicately correct schools of art may view these with mis-

gi\ing as tawdry or barbaric, yet even these must admit that

they are in the presence of a miracle. In them you can see

all the jewels of the Apocalypse, the sapphires and rubies, the

emeralds and amethysts, which the Saint saw so clearly in his

vision of the City of God. It is the shrine of a man whose

soul above all was certain, to whom the vision of a world

to come was as real as the air he breathed or the earth he trod.

There the King prayed before he left for the Crusade ; there

many hours of his later life were spent ; there he knelt demand-

ing of God the gift of true love and of holy tears ; there at

his death a vision of him was seen in his glory.

The chapel was dedicated in 1248, just before Louis left

for the Crusade. But the story of the vow to the Crusade

takes the story back again to the year 1244. No doubt the

King had longed to make such vows before, but it was not till

the December of this year that the opportunity came. In that

month Louis was attacked by the fever which had wasted his

frame in the pre\ious summer in the south. With all the

symptoms which had vexed his father at Montpensier he lay

very near to death in the castle at Pontoise. All that month
messengers came and w^ent up its steep ascents in the glisten-

ing frosts, and down the hard white road with its leafless trees
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to Paris and his kingdom. Everywhere their news was met
with tears and dismay. The churches were crowded with

weeping supphants for the King, processions were made, and
alms given in enthusiastic misery ; men even left their business

to pray for him. They wept not only for Louis but for them-

selves :

—
" For he was a noble lord and loved the poor, and de-

fended the insignificant against the great, and cared that right

and justice should be done to poor as well as rich." " Lord

God, what doest Thou to Thy people," they cried, as

they talked in the square before the palace or in the narrow

streets. " Why do you take him from us who guarded

and defended us like a father, who was the prince of all good
justice ?

"

Meanwhile, in the low room at Pontoise above the Seine,

the King lay dying. At Blanche's frenzied request Odo, Abbot
of St. Denis, had brought the holy relics of his house to the

King's aid, but even these seemed as unavailing as the very

moderate skill of the French doctors. Joinville's graphic

story tells how one of Louis' nurses mistook a prolonged swoon
for death. The others still hoped that animation might be

restored, but the lady who was apparently in command drew
a cloth over his face as if all were over. " Then our Lord
worked in him, he began to sigh, moved his arms and legs,

and said in a hollow voice, as one who had come back from the

grave itself :
' The dayspring from on high, by the grace of

God, hath visited me and brought me back from the shadow of

death !
' Hardly had he recovered his speech, for he had

long been silent as the dead, when he had the Bishop of Paris

and the Bishop of Meaux called into his room and demanded
from them the crusader's Cross. The bishops tried to dissuade

him even at this moment, but the good King said he would
neither eat nor drink till he had taken it from them. Seeing

then that he had such set desire, the Bishop of Paris brought
a Cross to him, and he received it with great joy and devotion,

kissing it and laying it gently on his breast." So Queen
Margaret's confessor told, and when Blanche, his mother,

heard of it she made as great mourning, adds Joinville, as if he
were lying dead before her eyes.

Blanche's mere worldly wisdom was indeed horrified at
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this move. She was filled with all that despair and annoyance
which harasses those teachers whose pupils insist upon out-

stripping them in the spiritual race. Louis held a great

assembly at Paris to announce his intentions and authorise

the legate to preach a Crusade some weeks after his illness,

and j\Iatthew Paris is full of the manner in which, either

publicly or privately, the Queen, and even the bishops who
had given the Cross, remonstrated with him and urged him to

delay, " We have to fear the power of the heretic Frederick,

the snares of the rich King of England, the treachery you have
only just subdued in Poitou, the hopeless dissensions of the

Albigensians. Germany is troubled and divided, the way to

the Holy Land is beset with such difficulties that you can
hardly be received there. Behind you, you leave the implacable

enmity of the Pope and Frederick. To whose care can you
commit your weak and desolate subjects ? " But Louis

refused to argue.
" You say I took the Cross when I was not in full posses-

sion of my senses. Well, as you desire it, here it is. I give

back to 3^ou, my lord bishop, the Cross which I took from
you. And now," he added, as the bishop took the dreaded

symbol, " now I lack neither sense nor reason, I am not weak
or on the point of death. And now I demand my Cross back
again."

That was how Louis' longings were fulfilled, and the years

from 1244 to 1249 3-re those of such bustle and preparation

for a great movement as that with which this chapter began.

It was, however, preparation of a very different kind. How-
ever Louis may be criticised for the folly and madness of his

cause, this must be remembered, that, as far as his nobility

were concerned, the Crusade was a sound policy for the King.

More than one monarch has found it expedient to lead his

over-mighty and quarrelsome subjects from wrangling with

each other or himself to war against a common enemy. Louis

was wholly unconscious of any such intention when he made
his vow, but the result would almost have justified his policy

from dictates of worldly wisdom. In Egypt the nobles, in

spite of all their dissensions and self-will, were fighting what
was not so much their own as his war. They were French
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soldiers under a French King against the infidel, instead of the

men of Burgundy, or men of Champagne, or men of Brittany

in deadly feud against one another. Louis only went out to

battle as the servant of the Cross, but he came back, more

certainly than ever before, the King of France.



CHAPTER VIII

THE COURT, THE EMPIRE AND THE PAPACY

" Heard ye the din of battle bray.

Lance to lance, and horse to horse ?

Long years of battle urge their destined course

And through the kindred squadrons mow their way."

—

Gray

"T T TARS, troubles, battles, are my onl}^ joys," sings a

Y \ troubadour of the thirteenth century, " My delight

it is to see the vanguard in war, with the Unes of

horses in battle array, and to hear the clang of mighty blows."

For such Dugald Dalgettys this period certainly offered a pro-

gramme of continuous pleasures. The last chapters have
dealt with wars and rumour of wars, the next must show the

armies of France marching away beyond seas. And on the

other side of the Rhone this chapter has to show a war which

was raging all Louis' early years, and was not to be terminated

by a few hea\'y engagements and elaborate truces. There

the Pope and Emperor were engaged in a relentless duel over

the very rights of each other to existence upon earth at all,

and in such a struggle it was ob\aous that the other countries

of Europe could not stand idly by, uninterested spectators.

In theory the temporal fiefs of the Emperor and the spiritual

fiefs of the Papacy, the Emperor was naturally appealing

to their friendship and support, while the Pope was levying

taxes for his spiritual needs from them all. The interests

of every one were at stake, and the Dugalds of France and
Germany and Italy were very happy. This chapter must,

therefore, interrupt the story of Louis' Crusade to show his

position in foreign affairs, how, on the one hand, the duel

was affected by the policy of France, and how, on the other,
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France was affected by the policy of the arch-enemies. And
for this it is imperative to understand something of the reasons

for this conflict, and to see what sort of men were standing,

the one in the crown of the Empire, the other in the tiara of

the Papacy, with drawn swords in their hands.

The struggle itself, in its actual procedure little more digni-

fied than the quarrels of children over the possession of a

sand-castle, originated from very dignified and majestic ideals

indeed. In the tenth century Europe emerged from the

confusion of the barbarian invasions and the Dark Ages through

two principal agencies. In the first place, the Saxon Emperors

revived the old prestige of the Holy Roman Empire. They
claimed to be descendants of Charlemagne, and through him
of the long line of Roman Emperors to whom as representatives

of civilisation and order their thoughts perpetually recurred. In

the second place, through the agency of the Saxon Emperors

came about the reform of the Papacy. Worthy descendants

of St. Peter once more occupied his bishopric, and Europe

was once more, in theory at least, subject to two lordships,

the temporal lordship of the Emperor and the spiritual lord-

ship of the Papacy. To Pope and Emperor, it was said, were

given the two swords of Christ, the two keys of Peter. They
were the twin halves of God, in a relation as beautiful and

impracticable as any the Middle Ages pictured.

Between the two, however, was bound to come the eternal

conflict between the things of God and the things of Caesar.

The line of demarcation was far too disputable to be settled

by the superscription of a penny. The coin might by right

belong to Caesar, but none the less the Popes were ever ready

to claim it as Caesar's due to God. The struggle of necessity

began and was carried on in a series of mutual encroachments

and resistances. In the eleventh century under Hildebrand,

Pope Gregory v, and the Emperor Henry iv, the war waged
round the question of Investitures. The Emperor was making
claims on his spiritual vassals, the bishops, for their temporal

possessions, the Pope no less eagerly refusing to acknowledge

them. The main episode of that quarrel was the submission of

the Emperor at Canossa, and it resulted in a new idea. The
papal lawyers began to speak of the sinful origin of temporal
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power, to claim that the supremacy of the world was the Pope's

alone, that the Emperor was merely his vassal. Throughout

the first half of the twelfth century, when the Emperors were

discredited by their endless wars at home and their poor share

in the Crusade, this idea developed further, and with it the

temporal power of the Popes in Italy increased. Against all

this the life of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa was a

vigorous protest. He spent his energies from 1154 to 1176 in

a fierce effort to make the Lombard cities of north Italy his

orderly feudal vassals. The Papacy, alarmed by this en-

croachment, took the part of the Lombard cities. Under
Innocent in, who became Pope in 1198, its pretensions were

redoubled. The Empire was described, in the metaphorical

language of the day, as the moon only, the Papacy as the sun.
" Kings rule only isolated and particular provinces, Peter

rules all by the plenitude of his power." The old standpoint

had changed, and under Innocent iii and his successors the

point at issue was no longer so much the respective rights of

spiritual and temporal lordships as the rights of the Holy Roman
Emperor and the Pope of Rome respectively to the kingdom
of Italy. After the death of Frederick Barbarossa and his

son Henry vi, the conqueror of Sicily, it seemed, indeed, as if

Innocent might gain the ascendancy in that much-divided land.

Henry vi left a baby son, Frederick 11, whose mother entrusted

him to the ward of the Pope ; Germany was divided between the

Guelf or Saxon party, represented by Otto iv, and the Ghibelline

or Swabian party, represented by Philip, uncle of the little

heir. The Tuscan cities of the north were in league with

Innocent, Rome submissive to the point of letting him choose

her senator. On the death of Otto iv Innocent found himself

almost a national leader, almost centre of a Latin unit in Italy.

Such was the situation when in 1212 Innocent bestowed

the crown of the Empire upon the young Frederick in return

for his promise to cede the Matildine lands, that old bone of

contention in central Italy, to the Papal See. The Papacy,

that is to say, when Frederick began his reign under the

shadow of Innocent's Golden Bull a Priest-King
—

" Emperor
by grace of God and the Pope "—seemed to be indeed the sun

that was shining over the whole of Italy. The Emperor, it
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was understood, was to be a person who governed Germany and

went away with due enthusiasm on Crusades. The Pope was

to be left as sole temporal ruler in Italy. Under Frederick 11

it was quite inevitable that the reaction should take place.

His interests, as well as those of the Papacy, were bound up
in Italy and Sicily, his claims to a temporal sovereignty were as

valid. The result was a hopeless duel. The Pope claimed to

be temporal ruler, Frederick in his turn revolted and claimed

to be spiritual as well as temporal lord of the Empire. The
sacerdotium, to use the old technical phrase, had tried to absorb

the regnum, and therefore the regnum turned to try to absorb

the sacerdotium. The Pope's ideal of a papal kingdom resulted

in Frederick's dream of a lay Papacy. The two halves of God,

so in the thirteenth century the dilemma appeared at last,

denied the right of each other to rule upon earth at all.

That is a vague outline of the history which had caused

the long duel of the two powders, and in the thirteenth century

brought it near its termination. It may serve to show, to

some extent, how hopeless was the position of affairs. A meek
and thoroughly German Emperor reigning contemporaneously

with a spiritual and wholly unambitious Pope might have

deferred the inevitable end, but for any others it was an im-

possibility. It is interesting to consider how Frederick repre-

sents the submissive Teuton, and Gregory ix and Innocent iv

the spiritual and unworldly descendants of St. Peter.

It is very easy to repudiate the idea of the meek Teuton

scornfully, but it is by no means easy to say what Frederick

really was. He is one of the most baffling, the most inde-

scribable and most often described, most many-sided and most

mysterious characters of the Middle Ages. Almost all that

can be said of him with certainty is that he is something

apart from his own day. To recall his early life is to realise

a few of the complexities of his character. He was son of a

German conqueror in Italy, grandson to the great Emperor
Frederick Barbarossa, descendant of a long line of German
princes, who century by centuries had led their armies across

the Alps to die. That means that Frederick was heir to a long

strugglewith rival factions, that hewas brave and a good soldier

by instinct, that his interests of necessity centred in Italy.
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His mother Constance of Sicily was of the south, a Norman
by race, and she bore him the day after her husband was
crowned as conquering King of Sicily with all Christmas pomp
at Palermo in 1194. She left her son the Norman tradition

of a spirit of enquiry, of determined freedom, of diplomatic

ability, of indefatigable energy, and of the fierce patriotism

of a conquered people. He was ward of the Pope, Innocent in,

Frederick, that is to say, was in the best position for fostering

a spirit of revolt against the autocracy and self-seeking of the

Papacy. He was brought up in Palermo, an Arabic city,

conquered by the Normans and inhabited by Greeks. Most

of his education was through the medium of those Arabs

who were already awakening the intellect of southern Europe

through the translation of Aristotle by Averroes. No Father of

the Church had yet tried by a charitable interpretation to bring

Aristotle's metaphysics into the fold of the Christian Church.

Pantheism and rationalism, above all a sense of freedom in

the choice of philosophy or religion were in the very air Fred-

erick breathed. A quick intellectual curiosity marked him
from his youth and bred in him, too, that careless tolerance of

all but intolerance which makes him so solitary a figure in the

Middle Ages. And, on the other hand, must be remembered
the warmer influences of the south, the Sicilian and the

Mohammedan beauties who exhibited themselves in his court,

the troubadours who, in their flight from the Pyrenees, brought

with them to Sicily and Italy those melodies and charming

passions which were to live again in the poets of a later genera-

tion. From this education no one could expect a son of the

Church of the Middle Ages, but rather some strange product

of a grace, a culture and intellectual independence wholly alien

to the world in which he lived.

And that is just what you have. Frederick is a mystery

and he stands aloof. His setting was strange and original

enough. The jewel within was as curious, fiery and brilliant

as any one could demand. Every one has done their best to

express this wonder in a phrase, and through them you get

some dim perception of the general effect they sought. " The
wonder of the world, endowed with a kind of undying youth

"

—" the child of the Renaissance "—" the genius of an Italian
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with the mannerisms of the East," so historians have tried to

describe him. Wilham of Nangis contributes a phrase short

and severely practical but serviceable enough. To him
Frederick is neither more nor less than " vir contrarius," the

tiresome, elusive, impracticable man who gave such trouble to

Europe, and a few contrasts in Frederick's career bear out his

description. In 12 13 he was crowned Priest-King ; for the

next ten years he was winning back the kingdom of the Sicilies

by quietly hoodwinking the Pope Honorius. He was keeping

a bodyguard of Saracens in his service at Lucera at the same
time that he was instituting the Inquisition at Ravenna, and
giving imperial shelter to the Dominicans. He was moving
about his Sicilian court and his harem in a Mohammedan
dress, while he was planning the foundation of a university

in Naples to civilise southern Italy. About his court there

is indeed always an atmosphere of eastern magic and mystery.

Michael Scott, the great wizard, visited it, we hear, in his

strange comings and goings. He translated for the interested

Emperor a history of animals. If he had vanished, presumably

in a cloud of smoke, Frederick could turn to discuss mathe-

matics with the famous Leonardo Fibonacci of Pisa, anatomy
with the Arabian doctors to whom he had allowed, for the first

time in the Middle Ages, a real corpse for purposes of dissection,

or metaphysics with Arabian savants of the courts of Cairo

or Cordova. In the time it took St, Louis to hear a Mass
he might decide with some philosopher that matter was eternal,

and that there was no place in nature for a creative God, that

Corinthians was mere impassioned rhetoric, that the world

soul was eternal, the individual not, or any of those problems

which he discussed with Ibn Sabin in the Quaestiones Sicilianae.

For no small part of Frederick's charm is the vision of modern
scepticism, of fierce intellectual curiosity and relentless logic

in a world half mediaeval, half Oriental, and wholly dominated

by his personality. It is a little as if Herbert Spencer had
strayed into the Arabian Nights, or as if Voltaire had come to

life again in a Dominican monastery. You can see in this

one personality a great administrator and legislator, a poet

and a scientist, a brilliant humourist and a determined autocrat,

a reformer of the Church and a bitter enemy of the Papacy,
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a man who questioned the Deity and yet in his last year

claimed himself to be divine. He does not even represent

his age in his heresies. The black-browed heretics of the

Middle Ages, who battered at the doors of the Church for

recognition and admission, have little to do with that spirit

of criticism and rebellion which flashed with the irreverent

impartiality of summer lightning into the shuttered windows

of orthodoxy and tradition. Frederick will not be typical,

will not be accountable to his descendants. A divine heretic,

a Mohammedan crusader, a pagan reformer, this man, in history

as in life, smiles at the world alw^ays with as penetrating, care-

less and mocking a mystery as that which lurks in the eyes

of La Gioconda. No wonder that centuries seem to divide

this brilliant elusive mystery in his gay eastern court beneath

the southern skies from the dim lofty chapels of the north,

where Louis worshipped the Crown of Thorns.

That was the Emperor with whom the Popes had to deal.

On the other side the Popes, with their hopeless incapacity

to understand, but their remorseless determination to crush

this enemy, can be seen most clearly as the quarrel progresses.

Innocent iii can hardly be included in the list. Frederick was

never more than a boy in his eyes. Honorius iii was a weak
old man, with whom Frederick dallied, making a gentlemanly

pretence of good intentions from 1216-1227. The next Pope,

Gregory ix, represents the period between 1227 and 1241,

when the climax came in declared war, waged with increasing

bitterness as the years passed. The last period, from 1241

and the accession of Innocent iv, to Frederick's death in 1250,

is one of a hopeless war of extermination.

With Honorius the relations of Empire and Papacy centred

round the question of a Crusade. That the Emperor should

go out as a loving son to fight the Pope's battle and leave him
in peace in Italy was the papal ideal. All that Honoruis

obtained were the continual promises thrown to him by Fred-

erick, while the Emperor occupied himself, with all his mar-

vellous ability, in building up an autocracy for himself in

Sicily. His policy and legislation there might still be a model

for despots. Till 1227 Frederick was therefore very busy and

very happy, while his preparations to fulfil the crusading vow.
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taken in 1221, chiefly consisted of some rather unorthodox

but wholly business-like negotiations with the Sultans whom
he was to strike down as Christ's enemies. Honorius was very

easily satisfied.

Gregory ix was a man of undoubtedly high character,

venerable, dignified, a personal friend of St. Francis, a lover of

the faith and of all good men. But he was also a skilful and

able lawyer, brought up in the traditions of Innocent in,

primed as thoroughly as any canonist text-book with the claims

of the Papacy against its unworthy children, full of honest

zeal, obstinately and narrowly orthodox. So, therefore,

though in Europe he appeared as a peacemaker, urging the

King of France to reconciliation with his nobles and with

the King of England, his whole heart was set on war against

the Infidels and on proper supremacy over the Empire. This

question of obedience was indeed so vital to the brave exacting

old man that Frederick's first excuse for delaying the promised

Crusade, one which Honorius would surely have accepted

without question, was too much for him. Frederick, with all

apparent zeal, had set out in due pomp for the East. He was
forced to put in to land again on account of fever, and was,

upon this, excommunicated at once by Gregory. And so

followed the strangest anomaly of the Middle Ages, the Crusade

without the Cross. Frederick, irritated by the failure of an

really unexceptionable excuse, appealing with infinite skill to

Europe against the injustice which had doubted his word, went

out, excommunicate, to the East. There, with startling

common sense, he utilised the dissensions of the East to make
an easy treaty with the Sultan of Egypt,gained for the Christians

permission to enter the Holy City, and established the rights

of his wife, Yolande, as heiress of Jerusalem. Finally he

visited the Holy Sepulchre, and there, in solitude, under the

ban of God (" for there was no prelate nor priest nor clerk to

sing, or say Mass "), the Emperor placed the crown of Jeru-

salem on his head. It is one of the ironies of history that where

the chivalry of Europe had failed for a century, success should

be achieved so easily by the man the Pope held accursed.

It is indeed a far cry from Godfrey de Bouillon refusing to wear

a crown in the city where his Saviour had worn one of thorns,

9
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to Frederick in the Holy Sepulchre crowning himself, unblessed,

with the assent of the Infidels. Before Louis and Europe
generally, however, Frederick had undoubtedly scored a

success as a crusader, and one which was sure to count for a

good deal in the eyes of the Christian King. He may not

have heard that Frederick, characteristically, \dsited a mosque
next day to discuss the virtues of the Mohammedan religion

dispassionately with some of its devotees.

A hollow truce, patched up at San Germano, was looked

upon by Pope and Emperor merely as a time of preparation for

war. Frederick had two noticeable lines of policy. His forces

had to be concentrated in Italy ; therefore his conduct to

Germany was, deliberately, that of the over-indulgent parent

to a family home for the holidays. Obedience and ultimate

developments of character were not his concern. He would
give those who could keep the unruly towns and his own
disobedient son in order all that they wanted. In the Diet

of Mainz he explained to the princes and bishops very forcibly

that they might do as they pleased and take what they liked

as long as Germany did not worry him. In the second place,

his forces spiritual, as well as material, must be massed against

the Papacy. From 1227 to 1229, therefore, Frederick was
clamouring for Church Reform. " The primitive Church had
for its bases poverty and simplicity. The clergy are too rich,

and their riches choke them," he cried with the vigour of St.

Bernard. Not quite so orthodox were his schemes of reform.

His three demands for disendowment, for a council as head of

the Church instead of an individual, and for a lay Papacy in-

stead of the dyarchy of Pope and Emperor, were too far-reaching

for any save unborn Calvins and Luthers. But the Church

was unpoular enough to win his views some support. A few

years later their effect upon the French clergy must be shown.

In 1235 the war began, just as was to be expected. Frederick

quarrelled with the Lombard cities and was crowned with

success at Cortenuova. The Pope ine\itably took the side

of the Lombards, the Guelf and Ghibelline wars raged

with all due fury, and in 1239 Frederick was excommuni-
cated again. The Pope appealed to Europe and to a council

of the Church, and began to beat up candidates as anti-
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emperors. Frederick, on his side, appealed to the princes of

Europe. Such epithets as the Beast of the Apocalypse, the

Beast of the sea whose name is written Blasphemy, as Anti-

Christ and the Old Serpent, were passed between the two for

the general edification of Europe. " Oh, ye kings and princes

of the earth, lament not for us, but for the whole Church
;

for her head is sick, her prince is like a roaring lion." So
Frederick called his fellow-monarchs to his side. The real

war had begun at last. What was Louis' share in this first

encounter with European interests ?

It was a very simple and straightforward one. On one

hand he refused to allow his brother Robert to stand as candi-

date to the Empire in place of Frederick. That was a blow
for the Papacy. On the other hand he allowed his French
bishops to set out for the Church Council Gregory had convened
to discuss the Emperor's sins. Louis would not espouse the

cause of the excommunicate. When such bishops and abbots

as ventured Frederick's wrath were captured on their way to

the Council at Genoa by a Pisan fleet in the Emperor's pay,

and kept, to the number of twenty-two, in such undignified

dirt and misery and sea-sickness in the holds of the vessels,

as Frederick must have smiled to imagine, Louis wrote at once

in serious remonstrance. To Frederick's refusal to release

the prelates (whom he was certainly weaning from over-great

luxury in his own forcible way) Louis sent back a royal

answer :
" The Kingdom of France is not," he told Frederick,

" so weak that it will let itself be pricked by your spurs."

Frederick, who always had a characteristically broad-minded
respect for Louis the Saint and the best of reasons for desiring

the friendship of France, yielded, and that episode was closed.

From the whole affair you are drawn to these conclusions as to

Louis' principles. On one hand, Louis was always a king.

His sympathies were instinctively for the monarch. Like all

Europe he felt it true that the Pope was using his powers
unjustifiably. To his law-abiding conservative mind it was
clear that the Empire, the institution of God, could not be
made and unmade lightly even by the Pope. He could not

be a papal champion. On the other hand, he was not pre-

pared to allow any indignity to be offered to the Church or
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its representatives, nor to enter into any unduly intimate

dealings with one under the ban. The Papacy, no less than

the Empire, was sacred. Louis hoped for peace, and he meant

to take no share in war. That pohcy of careful well-balanced

justice and respect for existing rights was to mark all his rela-

tions with Church and State.

Peace was far enough away. Gregory died, worn out, in

1241, to be succeeded by the short-lived Celestine iv, and,

a fortnight later, by Sinnibaldi Fieschi, a native of Genoa,

Cardinal of St. Lawrence, as Innocent iv. Sinnibaldi was a

noble and a lawyer with Ghibelline interest and imperial sym-

pathies. " No Pope can ever be a Ghibelline," was Frederick's

famous epitaph for his former adherent on his promotion.

Innocent was as determined and bitter an enemy of the Empire

as ever existed. A canonist, like his predecessor, he was

infinitely more narrow-minded and bigoted. His stern, shrewd

face still looks down on his descendants from the basilica of

St. Paul's with something of the grasping pertinacity for

which he was famed in life. Innocent iii had endowed the

aim of the Papacy for worldly supremacy with a certain

dignity. Innocent iv was to show all its selfishness and

avarice to Europe. He loved the Church indeed, but it was

with a miser's love. It was characteristically with bags of

money that this shepherd appeared more than once after his

death in visions to his flock. His one aim was always to secure

the temporal prosperity and ascendancy of Rome.

Innocent's first move seemed to admit defeat. From the

feudatories and armies of the Emperor in the Lombard cities,

in Naples and Sicily, the Pope escaped hurriedly to Genoa

and then to Lyons. " The wicked flee, whom no man pur-

sueth," was Frederick's genial and characteristic remark

before he sat down to launch upon Europe some of his well-

known circulars against the avarice of the Church, on similar

lines to those in which Innocent was imploring aid against the

son of Satan. How far sympathy was with Frederick may
be judged from the fact that the Courts of Aragon and of

England (under pressure from the nobility) both refused

shelter to the Pope. Louis, though in 1244 he received most

embarrassing requests from five hundred abbots on their
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knees at Citeaux, refused on his part also to receive this most
expensive and troublesome victim of the Emperor's wrath.

His contribution to the problem which troubled Europe was
the suggestion of a General Council to discuss this and other

burning questions. It was welcomed, as any idea was wel-

comed which seemed a definite move in the interminable

duel. The possibility of a Crusade, the invasion of the Tartars,

the reform of the Church, were mere items in the agenda.

It was to hear principally of the quarrel of the two swords
that great streams of prelates and nobles crowded the long

white roads in Midsummer 1245 for the famous Council of

Lyons.

The result of the Council was a foregone conclusion. The
proctors of the English and French kings and the two Pat-

riarchs were no judges, but were spectators of an inevitable

end. Thaddeus of Suessa appeared for Frederick, demanded
the postponement of the meeting, pleaded for another Council,

offered arbitration through the Kings of France and England,
and made an eloquent defence for his master. But his cause

was hopeless. In the very crackle of the prelate's robes he
could hear the prophecy of his master's doom, though it was
not till 17th July that the point was reached. The fault, it

was announced truly enough, lay at the root of the whole
matter. Frederick's defences, those amiable leaves and
branches, were of no avail. The tree must be uprooted, and
on the 17th Innocent pronounced the sentence of excommuni-
cation upon the Emperor in all its awful solemnity. The news
reached Frederick at Turin, and was received by him with
a dramatic exhibition evidently calculated to impress Europe.
He sent for his imperial jewels and put the crown upon his

head :
" I have not yet lost my crown then, after all," he

remarked, " nor indeed shall it be lost without bloody war-
fare. My affairs are clearing up now. I owed some obedience

to this fellow once, but now I am quit of all obligations."

From that moment it was war to the death, and the

opinion of Europe, and of France in particular, was of last

importance to either enemy. Frederick, on one side, pleaded
as one secular ruler to the kings of Europe :

" He begins with
attacking me, but he will go on to attack you," was his famous
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war-cry. He voiced an emphatic denial of the papal claims to

temporal suzerainty. Finally he promised to Louis that he

or his son would in person lead a Crusade, knowing well that

this was the only way in which he could secure the support

of that loyal son of the Church. Innocent, on his side,

claimed the moral support of all the sons of Holy Church.

He claimed, too, something more. Already Gregory ix, through

the French and English prelates, had exacted taxes from the

clergy of those lands, theoretically for the Crusade, practically

against the Emperor. A circular from him requesting for an

armed force had met at once with a protest from the nobility

of France. Innocent at Lyons was in an even more central

position for such exactions. In 1245 his incessant demands,

subsidies, and forfeits, culminating in a tax of one-tenth on the

revenues of the clergy, extracted a protest from the nobles.

In 1246 Innocent again sent out circulars for a twentieth on

the clergy for three years, and the clergy and the nobility found

themselves strangely in sympathy again. The protest which

these taxes exacted must be referred to immediately. For

the moment it must be noticed that, though the money was

in this case professedly for Louis' Crusade, Innocent none the

less appears as Head of the Church, asserting his rights to

national taxation on the grounds of his spiritual supremacy.

For the rest he occupied himself in seeking out and crowning

anti-emperors, Henry of Thuringia and William of Holland,

haggard men with short-lived honours and uneasy claims.

What was the attitude tow^ards these irreconcilable enemies,

first of Louis, and secondly of the French nobility ?

For Louis, in the first place, it was no easier to espouse

either cause whole-heartedly than it had been ten years before.

He was still a king and opposed to papal encroachments, a

crusader who desired the co-operation of the Empire. Yet he

was still also the son of the Church, and the Pope called him
to look with him across the Alps to the empty city of St.

Peter, and the blasphemous heretic who was said to have

denied his God. How could he fail to commit himself irre-

vocably in this war not of two personalities, but of two con-

flicting ideals, where the life of one must mean, by this time,

the death of the other ? Again his course of action illustrates
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the safety of an honest desire for peace and compromise.

Had Louis meant to get anything for himself out of the quarrel

he could hardly have failed to implicate France. As it was

he remained the arbitrator whose desire for peace, if it could

not be gratified, was above all suspicion. His actual inter-

vention in affairs was only as a mediator. On the one hand

he tried to win the Pope to some compromise in two interviews

at Cluny in 1245 and 1246. The latter occasion was solemn

and impressive enough to have secured a more definite result.

As the interview related also to the Crusade, Blanche and

Louis were accompanied by the Duke of Burgundy, the Princes

of Aragon and Castile, and the Emperor of Constantinople.

Lodgings were somehow provided for the whole brilliant suite

in the cells of the famous monastery. But the main discussion

as to the Empire was conducted in the strictest secrecy. The
shrewd, fierce Pope, the impenetrable Queen-Mother, and

Louis, with his anxious pleas for peace, were closeted alone

for seven days, but no word of this interview escaped them.

Two things must, however, be noticed. In the first place,

there was a very general report that Louis had reproached the

Pope on this occasion for evincing no Christian desire for

reconciliation. In the second place, Blanche made no secret

later of her opinions. Her attitude was just that which

would be expected of Philip ii's daughter-in-law. In her

regency in 1250, she went as far as to confiscate the lands of the

few French nobles who had been induced to espouse the Pope's

cause, on the grounds that they had no right, in his service,

to extort money from their French subjects. " Let those who
fight for the Pope live of the Pope," was the admirable maxim
of this fearless lady. But if, on the other hand, Louis felt the

Pope to blame, and was about as powerless to effect a re-

conciliation as a Saint from a cathedral window to patch up
a quarrel between the dean and bishop, he would make no

demonstration in Frederick's interest. In January 1247,

indeed, when Frederick's armies marched down the Rhone
valley, after hovering for two years near the borders of France,

Louis sent off an army to Lyons without hesitation, at the

request of the cardinal legate. The demonstration alone

was enough to make Frederick withdraw and return to the
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proposal of arbitration. He did not dare to provoke Louis
from his attitude of neutrality. Louis recognised his position

as Frederick's fellow-monarch, but he would never consider

himself the ally of an enemy of the Church.

The attitude of the French nobility was by no means as

guarded and diplomatic as that of Louis. How far it is

accurate to describe the feeling against the Papacy as national

antagonism is a much-vexed question. This, at least, is clear,

that when the French nobihty and clerg}^ are concerned with

the Papacy in this reign it is impossible to ignore a marked
hostility, national or otherwise. As regards the jurisdiction

of the Papacy, this hostiUty must be noticed later. As regards

the financial claims of the Pope, the history of the thirteenth

century reveals an undisguised defiance. The years 1246 and

1247, when the nobles and clergy were met by Innocent's re-

peated demands for money, represent the chmax of this feeling.

They were the years of two most important demonstrations.

In 1246, in the first place, at the instigation of Frederick 11, the

nobles of northern and eastern France held a conference to

deal definitely with the pretensions of the clergy. They re-

solved themselves into a permanent committee of four members
—the Duke of Burgundy, Peter of Brittany, Hugh de la

Marche, and the Count of St. Paul—who voted a regular tax of

a hundredth only of their revenues to be paid to the clergy

each year. It was an answer to the twentieth which Innocent

had just imposed upon the clergy for three years, and showed
exactly how far the nobles intended to help the clergy to bear

the burden of what the Archbishop of Rheims candidlydenounced
as a " damnatam exactionem." The manifesto which accom-
panied this piece of defiance was pubhshed in French and Latin,

and was certainly sealed, and, according to Matthew Paris,

signed by Louis himself. By this time of course the majority

of the nobles were sheltered by their vow to join the Crusade,

and, like schoolboys during the last few days of their hoHdays,

knew that their approaching departure would protect them
from the paternal wTath. Innocent rephed with indignant

anathemas, and a request to Louis to dissolve these insolent

assemblies.

Whatever Louis' relations towards the protest of 1246, that
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of the French clergy in the next year gave the Pope food

for thought. In 1247 ^ conference met, and a protest was

drawn up, not on this occasion by the nobles, but by repre-

sentatives of the clergy, acting with the Marshal Ferri Paste

as representative of the King, to reiterate the complaints the

nobles had raised. And this, according to the report of their

discussion given by Matthew Paris, was what the clergy had to

say for the nation :
" Recently the nobles at the Conference

of Pontoise reproached the King for looking on at the destruction

of his realm. Their feelings have won over the whole of France,

where the traditional love for the Roman Church is just about

to be extinguished and exchanged for hatred. What will

happen elsewhere if the Holy See loses the affection of France,

her most loyal land ? Already the secular lords only obey

the Church in deference to the Crown. As for the clergy, God
and themselves alone know in what spirit they bear the yoke

imposed upon them ... It is unheard of that throughout

the world you should meet with this phrase :
' Give me so much

or I will excommunicate you.' The Church of Rome remembers

no more her primitive simplicity. She is choked by those riches

which have awakened in her the sin of avarice and all its conse-

quences. The taxes are made at the expense of the order of

priests, who, even in Egypt and Gaul of old, were free from such

exactions . . . The King cannot tolerate the spoliation of

the Churches of his realm. He means to keep their treasures

for himself and for the necessities of his realm. He alone is

free to use them as if they were his own." Irregular levies,

regular subsidies, papal collections, through the secret agency

of the friars, the introduction of foreigners into benefices that

they might send Church revenues out of the land, taxation by
legates and under threat of excommunication, all these methods

were unhesitatingly condemned. " May the first of all the

Churches not abuse its suprema9y by spoiling others," was the

prayer of the clergy. The first of all the Churches replied in

answer, for the most part, with more condemnations of associa-

tions and baronial leagues, with renewed taxes on the clergy,

and a few years later with the declaration that " all lands of

the Church are the domain of the Lord Pope." The later

relations of Church and Papacy do not, however, enter into this
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chapter. The point to notice in connection with the Empire
and Papacy is the very clear exhibition of national feeling, a

sense of the line of demarcation between the French Church
and the Papal See. That this was the effect of the pretensions

of the Pope against a secular power is a significant and indis-

putable fact.

It was as Louis marched south to his Crusade in 1248 that

he made his last effort at arbitration in an interview with

Innocent at Lyons. He met, it is needless to say, with no
success. " We shall never admit any treaty of peace on the

part of Frederick, once Emperor, save to the full and manifest

glory of the Church," was Innocent's decision. " Before this

generation and generations to come I will have the glory of

resisting this tyranny, lest others who shrink from my support

should have the disgrace asweU as thegallingburden of slavery,"

he had heard from Frederick. These were the alternatives the

French King had to carry away with him to the East from the

heads of Christendom.

France had no more concern in the affairs of Frederick, but

in the East strange and tragic news must have reached Louis

of the Emperor's last years. The shadows of the end had
begun to close round him in 1247 with the revolt of the Parmese,

and something of madness seemed to awaken in the famous
heretic. He indulged in the strange blasphemous claims of

which all the world has heard. He, the sceptic and philosopher,

claimed to be the new Messiah, born to deliver his people from

the tyranny of the Church. His birthplace, Jesi, was sacred.

His mother, Constance, another Lady of Bethlehem. His

friend Pierre de la Vigne, that splendid freebooter, was the

rough passionate fisherman of Galilee, " on which rock is

founded my Church." How far such statements were the

papal inventions of the day, how far the humorous affectation

of an excommunicate Emperor, how far the inveterate attach-

ment of the Middle Ages to scriptural phraseology, it is im-

possible to tell. There again Frederick shelters himself in the

unfathomable mystery of his strange personaUty. Of his

two last years madness is, perhaps, the kindest interpretation.

Louis heard of the defeat of the imperial armies, the death of

thefaithful Thaddeus of Suessa,the imprisonment of Frederick's
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brilliant son Enzio at Bologna, and the tragic suspicions which

resulted in the execution of Pierre de la Vigne. Finally, in

1250, news reached the Saint of the end of that strange brilliant

sinner at Florentine, either as Matthew Paris, and probably

the French nobility, told in all Christian piety, or, according

to the papal story, in agonies of remorse with no sacraments

nor ministrations save those of his master the devil. Louis

was freed at last from a great and difficult responsibility.

Out of this responsibility France had come successfully.

Louis had maintained an admirably sane and consistent policy

as arbitrator. If peace was out of the question, at least he had

kept France out of war. Innocent had come out of the quarrel

successful, but branded as a persecutor, leaving to the Papacy

an indelible tradition of self-seeking and self-assertion. As
for the Emperor, dying, he won only failure for his reward, and

left the mere shadow of an Empire to Europe. And yet there

is something more. He left upon history the mark of a char-

acter so vivid, so arresting, so splendid, that his own age refused

to contemplate the possibility of its death or decay. In the

spirit of common sense his age should have recognised, with a

sigh of relief, that the worst quarrel of Empire and Papacy
was over. But rather, with that strange refusal to believe

that " even the shade of that which once was great can pass

away," the Emperor lived in men's hearts, as did another

worthier King :
" Rex quondam, rexque futurus."



CHAPTER IX

THE COURT AND THE CRUSADE

" Beau chevalier qui partez pour la guerre,

Qu'allez-vous faire

Si loin d'ici ?

Voyez-vous pas que la nuit est profonde,

Et que le monde
N'est que souci ?

"—A. de Musset

WITH the beginning of this chapter you are asked to

imagine yourself not Blanche nor Louis, but a traveller

in the year 1246 or 1247 newly come out of the storm

and darkness of a winter night's journey into the great hall of

some castle in northern France. As you sat there, shaking the

snow from your cloak and watching the fire-light in the rafters

of the roof, you would listen not only to the jests of the knights

but also to the songs of the minstrels and jongleurs. You
would hear a great deal about arched eyebrows, eyes of vair

and "mouths made to be kissed," still more about the knightly

deeds of Roland or Tristan, of Lavain or Parthenopeus of Blois,

something perhaps about the riotous and quite unspeakable

jests of Trubert with his painted goat, of stupid burghers and
clever jongleurs. And in the midst of this the note would very

probably change. Perhaps 3'ou might comment on some empty
place at the dais, perhaps you might notice a certain sign on

some neighbour's cloak, perhaps some one would murmur,
and others take up the famous couplet of Master Renard

—

"Jerusalem plaint et pleure

Le secours qui trop demeure."

And then in a moment you would be in a new world You
would hear of the cries of " Dieu le veut," when Christ first
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called Europe beyond the seas, you would hear of the white

knights who appeared from Heaven to aid the heroes of old at

Antioch. Some one might recall the great deeds of King
Richard the Lionheart, and tell how even now when a Saracen's

horse stumbled, his master would say, " What is it ? Do you
hear King Richard ? " Men would speak of the great romance
of the fourth Crusade, and the strangely won Empire of the

East. You would hear, too, of the horrible massacres of the

Christians by the Charismian Turks in the last few years, of

how these monsters captured the Holy City and lured the

Christians back to massacre there. You would hear of the

terrible defeat of Christendom at Gaza, and the misery of the

survivors in the Holy Land. And lastly, or firstly, you would
hear how Louis, " the good and Christian, the free and noble

King," had vowed to go with all the armies of France to the

rescue of God's servants beyond the sea.

If you had heard all this and many more stirring stories

you would probably, if you were young and impressionable,

go out again into the dark night and ride furiously, with a sense

of adventures half begun, to the nearest priest or prelate from
whom you could obtain la croix d'outre mer. Or if, on the

other hand, you were a calm and thoughtful man, you might
retire to your hard bed in some windy tower to try to under-

stand how it was that the crusading ideal exercised such a
perpetual spell upon the mind of Europe. Commercial,
political, national ideals had, you might vaguely feel, dimmed
the brightness of the original motives. Why had they this

undying power in the Christian world ? What, in fact, was
exactly the point of view of the thirteenth-century crusader ?

There were many reasons why an age that was conservative

in everything should be conservative in its ideals. In the

first place, it must be remembered that, in itself, the crusading

spirit had always been the right ideal in the right place. In

the early Middle Ages the aim of every life was, simply ex-

pressed, to fight, because it was the only profession for a

gentleman, to move about as much as possible, because a

mediaeval gentleman was quite as much afraid of being bored
as a modern officer in the Life Guards, and to pray, because

all the religious, philosophical, social, and scientific authorities
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of his day told him it was the only hope for safety in this world,

and one which was very certainly to come. The Crusade in

which he fought in a strange land as a condition of eternal

welfare was a very happy combination of his aims, and it was,

perhaps, in the Hol}^ Land that the feudal noble was to be

seen at his best. The thirteenth century was rather more

sophisticated, private property and government were rather

more secure, but the original point of \dew still had its attrac-

tions. For another reason also by this time the East could

not be forgotten. The first crusaders did not only leave their

descendants a tradition of empty conquests, they also left

them a kingdom. They went to conquer, to settle, and to

organise a new principality. They left one which for the future

was inevitably dependent upon the help and resources provided

for it by Europe. The Latin kingdom of Jerusalem was a

dependency, an outlying station, a unit in the commonw^ealth

of Christendom. The thirteenth century never dreamt that

it could be deserted. As late as the fifteenth century, Henry v

had thoughts of a Crusade, and IMalory dreamt that Arthur

would surely " come again and win the Hoty Cross." The

Latin kingdom was a tiresome, delicate child, but none the less

it was a child of the family of Europe and must be protected.

Then, again, itwas a unique field of adventure for all soldiers

and robbers at home. The sharp Httle powers of Venice

and Genoa knew its value, as a commercial speculation, in the

Mediterranean. You might remind yourself that, of your

neighbours, the Briennes and a branch of the Lusignans had

won for themselves the titles of King of Jerusalem and Cyprus

respectively, your neighbour of Courtenay no less than the

Empire of Constantinople. " If we conquer," an early

crusader had remarked \^•ith epigrammatic candour, " we shall

grow rich, and if not we shall go to Heaven." He had voiced

a very general sentiment in favour of the Crusade. And

there was still another sentiment as well. Though undoubtedly

it was marred and tarnished, 3^et something sur\-ived of the

religious enthusiasm which made the first pilgrims fall on their

knees weeping at their first sight of the Holy City. You may
account for this intense devotion to the holy places as in part

the childish instinct of devotion to inanimate objects, in part
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a superstition which was necessary to stimulate the deficient

imaginations of our forefathers, but as a matter of fact it was
something more, something to be remembered rather than to

be explained. It was part of that passion of conviction and
certainty which St. Louis' faith represented in his perfect life,

before, in its peculiar form, it was lost to the world. To-day

most men look away from their inanimate surroundings to

focus the vision beyond. Six centuries ago they worshipped

the vision through and as part of all the world around them.

In the story of the Holy Grail and of the Crown of Thorns

it is clear how the symbol and all that it symbolises became
one and the same thing, an indivisible, indescribably sacred

object of devotion. It may be dismissed as a difference in the

spiritual temperament of the centuries, but only if it is realised

can it be understood why for so many years, and with such

bitter pertinacity, the knights from the West held their station

on an unprofitable barren strip of alien land.

To plunge suddenly into Eastern history and geography

is a dangerous business, and one which accounts, very fre-

quently, for the mistakes and apparent madness of the

crusaders. It is necessary, at the very outset of this subject,

to have some idea of the vast strange world into which Louis

was to march with all the simplicity and unconscious daring

of some child set down by a magic carpet in a tropical jungle.

And, in the first place, to gain a general impression of the

difficulties awaiting the King, it is simplest to conjure up a

picture of the Latin kingdom as some shipwrecked sailor

clinging to a slippery rock on an island of savages. Just

above him the inhabitants of the island are engaged in a bitter

dispute. Every now and then as they are wrangling, he

has a chance to crawl a little farther up and reach the grass.

Every now and then one of the savages will run half-way to

help him in the hope of gaining an ally, while another, sus-

pecting this motive, runs to push him back. In the end,

when one party of the savages has got the others down and

trampled on them, they wiU run unanimously to the intruder

and fling him back far into the waves.

The Kingdom of Jerusalem was on a very slippery rock

indeed. To understand this two things must always be
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remembered, its position in Asia and the political condition of

Asia, In the first place must be remembered the position

of the Holy Land. It is, as every map shows, the highway

between Asia and Europe and Africa. " Here," they said

at the siege of Acre, " Europe and Asia meet one another."

The way from the Euphrates by Damascus, Galilee, and the

maritime plain of Palestine is the great highroad of the East

between Bagdad and the Mediterranean. It has always been

the trade route and the war-path of the world, from the

days when the great empires of Assyria, Babylon, and Egypt

swept over the lands of the Jewish colonists to the day when
Napoleon, looking away from the battlefields of Europe to

his early defeat at Acre, said of Sir Sidney Smith, its defender,

" That man made me miss my destiny." That is the position

of Palestine. In the second place, there was the Asia which

lay behind the Mediterranean and the pathway of the world.

There it is quite necessary, in that very hackneyed phrase,

to think in continents. For Asia lay, a vast unsettled expanse

of rolling plains and unknown mountains, where races were

swept like dust in every direction by \^dnds which blew from

unknown quarters, where the Turks in their unsettled Empire

and the Mongol peoples beyond, eddied across the great central

tableland up to the far distant walls of China which enclosed

another world and another religion. " They say," says the

Chronicle of Alsace of a Mongol invasion, " that they were

terrible giants. WTiat do we know of it ? Why had they

come, or what was their past ? We know nothing." That

is the attitude of Europe always towards this immense un-

known land. It is never possible to see the Latin kingdom

with clear definite boundaries and objects. There is always

all Asia beyond.

With regard to both these considerations, the first crusaders

arrived at a very favourable moment in 1099. The Moham-
medan Empire, reaching from the Mediterranean to the Libyan

desert and the Tigris, possessed plenty of nominal rulers and

no rule at all. There was the Cahph at Bagdad, the Sacred

Monarch of the Empire, ruler, in reality, of little but an harem.

His supreme claims were disputed by heretical anti-caliphs in

Egypt who were also in poor militar}^ circumstances. Over
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their lands an invasion of the Seljukian Turks from Central

Asia had swept at the opening of the eleventh century. These

Turks, converted to a fierce Mohammedanism, left an Empire,

nominally still under the Caliph, of several Emirates. By
the beginning of the twelfth century, the Sultans of Asia

Minor or Roum, of Damascus, of Aleppo and Kirman were

nearly as powerless in actual fact as the Caliphs themselves.

Beneath the nominal Caliph and the nominal Sultans there

were a number of warring Turkish generals and small land-

owners, who rioted in much the same state of feudal anarchy

as that which distinguished the tenth century in Europe.

The feudalism of the West, that is to say, met the feudalism

of the East in the first Crusade, and, because the initiative

and organisation of the Europeans was stronger, the Latin

kingdom was won and held with no great difficulty for half a

century. Then the inevitable reaction followed. The Holy
War of the West awoke the Holy War of the East. Zengy

(1127-1146) and Noureddin (1146-1174) conquered Syria,

Damascus, and Aleppo and then drew a net round the north

and west of the Holy Land. Saladin, the great conqueror

(1174-1193), united Egypt to this great Empire, ended the

schism in the Caliphate by deposing the claimant in Egypt,

and, always under the nominal patronage of the Caliph, ruled

the East from the Mediterranean to Mesopotamia. The
Holy Land, surrounded on all sides, was of necessity overrun.

All that the great Kings of France and England could do was
just to maintain the footing of the Latins on the coast-line.

If the East were united, the West was overwhelmed and quite

powerless.

Saladin died and his Empire was seized by his brother and
ultimately divided amongst his sons, the Ayubite dynasty.

There was a Sultan of Aleppo, a Sultan of Damascus, and a

Sultan of Egypt. On every side lay different principalities,

and the Latin kingdom, clinging to the coast-line, was able to

advance in the frequent periods of division amongst their rulers.

To the north, all across Asia Minor lay the Sultanate of Roum,
unconquered by Saladin. The Greek Empire at Constantinople

was cut off irrevocably by this territory from the Latin king-

dom of Jerusalem. The Sultan Kaikobad, who died in 1243,

10
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was a great ruler, and under him Roum was of considerable

political importance. To the north-east of the Sultanate lay

the Turkish Empire of the Charismians, who ruled the country

beyond the Oxus, roughly speaking the modern Turkestan,

from their capital at Bokhara. Their borders never touched

those of Palestine, but they must be remembered as the

outworks of defence against nomad tribes from the heart of

Asia. Between the Sultanate of Roum and the Christian

principahty of Antioch, which was the northern boundary

of the Latin kingdom, lay the strong httle kingdom of Armenia,

ruled by a line of Syrian Christian princes continually en-

gaged in warfare with the princes of Antioch. Worthy of

notice too is the domain of the sect of the Ismaelites, the so-

called Assassins, amongst their fortresses of the Lebanon on

the borders of the Latin kingdom. They formed a strange,

independent, tiresome little principality, as insignficant and

as infinitely annoying as a fly on the top of a bald head.

To consider all these disabilities is to realise that attack from

the north was an absolute impossibility for crusading armies

from Europe. To the north of the kingdom lay the Sultanate

of Aleppo, to the east Damascus, and to the south the Sultanate

of Egypt. All these three were governed by the warring descen-

dants of Saladin. They and their descendants and collaterals

are chiefly remarkable for the length of their names and the

frequency of their quarrels. The important point to notice

here is that, by taking a share in these quarrels, by balancing

one of these powers against another, by endless alliances and

counter-alliances with the Sultans, the Christians could

maintain a restricted but comparatively comfortable position

in the Holy Land for the first thirty years of the thirteenth

century.

That is the kingdom from without. Within must be seen

a monarchy weakened perpetually by widowhoods and min-

orities, an aristocracy demorahsed by long intercourse with

Orientals, a large useless class of Pullani (the equivalent to

Eurasians in India), a strongly feudal code of law and cus-

toms, and two really powerful mihtary forces, the Knights

of the Temple and the Knights of the Hospital of St. John of

Jerusalem. Upon the many causes for the degeneration of
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rulers and subjects this history need not dwell. One fact must,

however, be remembered. Reinforced from the West the Latin

kingdom could just exist in the general disintegration of the

East. The neglect of the West, or union of its enemies in the

East, meant unequivocal disaster.

The history of the first part of the thirteenth century is

unimportant in detail. It is, as was said, a continual game

of see-saw between the Christians and Sultans. Its chief

importance lies in the fact that all those years the Christians

gave up any idea of attack from the north, through Asia Minor.

They realised, moreover, after the so-called Crusade of the four

kings in 12 17, that attack from the coast-towns of Palestine

alone was a fairly hopeless task. From that date their atten-

tion was turned to Egypt, and attack by the Nile Delta became

the recognised path for crusaders. The Crusade of John of

Brienne in 1218 by way of Damietta failed rather from ignor-

ance of geography, and lack of union in the army, than any

fundamental error in strategy. In 1228 Frederick conducted

his Crusade, under the ban of the Papacy, and in alliance with

the Sultan of Egypt. He won back for the Christians the right

to enter Jerusalem. In 1239 the Crusade of the French nobles,

on the other hand, played into the hands of the Sultan of

Aleppo. Theobald and his friends were followed by Richard

of Cornwall, who veered back again to alliance with Egypt.

In 1240 the Templars and Hospitallers stood, balancing

Damascus, Aleppo, and Egypt against one another as usual.

The tangled, treacherous warfare might, one feels, have gone

on for years.

That it did not was due to the great world east of these

petty wars and rivalries. Behind them lay all Asia, and Asia

was in the throes of a vast convulsion. Beyond Bagdad and

beyond the Charismian Empire a great movement was gather-

ing, before which the Christian Kingdom and the Mohammedan
Empire seemed for a moment mere pebbles in an ocean. This

was the movement of a Mongol-Turkish race whose name
Tartar gave the mediaeval linguists such pretty inspirations

for sulphurous derivations. These peoples, under the great

conqueror Ghengis Khan, emerged from their home on the

Chinese marches, conquered China and India, extorted tribute
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in their invincible advance, and swept across Central Asia up

to the borders of the Charismian Empire. There for one

moment, but for a moment only, this outpost of the Turkish

Empire held firm. In 1220 Ghengis Khan conquered its ruler,

Mohammed the Fighter, and entered Bokhara. The results

of this great victory were twofold. The first was the battle of

Gaza, the second the raids of the Tartars upon eastern Europe

from 1220-1240.

In the first place, the Charismian Turks, driven out of their

Empire before the Tartars, made their appearance in the

pontics of Saladin's descendants. The Sultan of Egypt called

in the Charismians to his help, and, most willing Hengists,

they swept across the Holy Land, took Jerusalem with hideous

massacres, followed the survivors to Gaza, and in that great

battle destroyed the Christian army. All the Hospitallers

but sixteen, and all the Templars but eighteen were murdered,

and " these indeed were ashamed to have escaped," wrote a

survivor. That was the indirect effect of the Tartar move-

ment on the Holy Land. In the west, the Tartars themselves,

under their leader Baton and others, swept over southern

Europe, ravaged Hungary and Bulgaria and the lands round

the Danube and Adriatic, swept up to north-east Germany

and Poland, with horrors on which there is no need to dwell.

Every contemporary chronicle is haunted by these little,

short-legged, long-armed men, with their great heads, squat

noses, and obhque eyes, their marvellous horsemanship and

courage, their hideous cries, their ruthless cruelty, their endless

journeys and incredible speed. Europe was full of stories of

horror. They ate children Hke bread ; they had sworn to

destroy the churches of Europe ; they had come to recapture

the relics of their ancestors, the wise men of the East, from

Cologne ; they were the lost tribes, and the Jews in Europe

rejoiced at their approach ; they were the judgment of God

on the sins of the Church. " You will find the Tartars a cold,

insipid smouchy set," Charles Lamb wrote to Manning, but

it was just the reverse of these epithets with which the east of

Europe cried to God and the Pope and the Emperor in despair.

It is at this crisis that Louis enters crusading history.

The long careful balance of power between Christians and
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Mohammedans had to come to an end in such a crisis, and the

all-important question was what would follow, whether the

disciples of the True Prophet were capable of a splendid

resistance, or whether the Tartars would sweep the Moham-
medans off the face of the earth. During Louis' stay in the East

it is possible to see the answers to these alternatives. In the

first place, it appears in one of the most startling and romantic

ideas which ever shot across history. The Mongols were
now no mere immigration of Eastern hordes, but an Empire
stretching, roughly speaking, from the Mediterranean to the

Yellow Sea. For this Empire there were rival candidates

of the family of Ghengis Khan, each with a great imperial

policy of his own. There is no need to load this sketch with

unpronounceable names. The choice of Khoubilai, grandson

of Ghengis, is the important fact in general history. He
adopted the Chinese religion and point of view, he ruled at

Pekin and issued orders in Chinese writing as a faithful

Buddhist. The large, newly-converted court faction which
represented the Tartar-Mohammedan policy went out of

fashion. Houlagou, younger brother of Khoubilai, was made
free of a large undefined territory in western Asia to make
what he liked of it, always in accordance with this Chinese

anti-Mohammedan policy of the Empire. Houlagou married

a Princess Dokouz Khatoum, one of those Syrian Christians

who had maintained a perverted form of the faith since the

third century, granddaughter of the famous, half-mythical

monarch Prester-John (King Ouong of India), a Nestorian

Christian who was conqueror, according to Otto of Freising

and the Constable of Armenia, " of all his enemies the Medes
and Persians, and after many bloody battles ruler of all his

country." Houlagou overran Persia and Mesopotamia,
continued his conquests in Syria and across Asia Minor, and
there found himself looking across to Christianity in the West.
On the other hand, Innocent iv is to be seen sending out two
missions in 1245 and 1247, which were received, even though
it was but rudely, at the court of the Khan himself. There
came into life, through all this, the extraordinary, grotesque

idea of an alliance between the Chinese anti-Mohammedan
party in the far East and Christendom in the West, an alliance
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\\hich should crush Mohammedanism between the two joint

forces. That is the meaning in the Tartar envoy sent in 1 249
to Louis. There was in the world, civilised and uncivilised,

this suggestion, however vague and unauthorised, of extir-

pating the faith of the Prophet at the cost of as strange and
romantic a bargain as ever was struck between Innocent and
Louis, as it were, on the one hand, and the Lama and the

great Khan on the other. There was only the suggestion,

the Khan himself may never have been responsible ; no steps

were taken save the poor exchange of two envoys from one

end of the known world to the other, but this inconceivable

meeting-point of three world religions must be noticed as a

type of the extraordinary simplicity and awe-inspiring com-
plexity which so often illumine the Middle Ages. The spirit

in which Louis met the negotiation is no less astounding.

With the serene self-confidence of the successful missionary

he sent out two friars across Asia wdth a letter and a little

tent-chapel fitted \dth choice ornaments, very suitable for a

Christmas present to a monastery, with no simpler object

than this—to convert, as quickly as possible, the Khan and
all his subjects to Christianity. WTiat modern conception

could boast of such sublime audacity, such imperturbable

confidence ? The whole affair was a fiasco—the Khan pre-

ferred to remain in darkness ; the plan dies out of history

almost as it is born. None the less it may take its place,

unmasked, in the great mediaeval revel of ideas.

The Mongols had therefore no allies in the duel that awaited

them with Mohammedanism. And even by 1250 it was clear

how the event of that duel was to be decided. There was a

recuperative force in the armies of the Prophet. The Ayubite

dynasty had proved itself unworthy of the great Saladin,

and was to be superseded. The rebellion of the leaders of the

famous regiment of Mamluks, and the murder of the last

Ayubite during Louis' campaign in Egypt, to a casual reader,

seem nothing but an Eastern palace riot. They were, however,

nothing of the kind. They represented a religious and military

resistance to this new overwhelming power, a resistance

which was to stand the test in the great world battle of Ain

Talut, the Manzikert of the thirteenth century. There the
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Tartars were to be utterly defeated, the Mohammedans com-
pletely victorious. Already in 1253 the future victor in that

battle, Bondacar Baibars, was a lieutenant of the Mamluks in

Egypt. Until he had made his way straight before him in

Egypt, the Latin kingdom could still cling to its rock, but

when the armies were in array and the Tartars vanquished,

its last foothold at Acre was to be swept aside, the last sails

of the exiled Latins were to fade away on the Mediterranean.

That was not till 1290, but already by 1250 the issue was
evident, and Louis' Crusade must be seen from the first as a

mere episode, a hopeless effort for a doomed cause.

To turn from these vast movements to the preparations of

Europe for the Crusade is to discover a very different world.

A certain crusading spirit was awake, but no conception of the

new difficulties of the situation. Louis' vow was made at the

close of the year 1244, and though he did not receive the ori-

flamme of France from the altar of St. Denis till June 1248, the

intermediate years are years of orderly, and yet from an
Eastern point of view pathetically inadequate, preparation. In

1245 at the Council of Lyons those taxes were arranged which

were to arouse such opposition. A general peace was declared

and tournaments were forbidden for three years. In England
indeed Henry iii. King and Saint as he was, had no special

pleasure in the prospect. He declared, in the voice of a

philanthropist wearied by ceaseless calls on his purse, that

these crusading preachers were of no use save to entertain

people and raise money. William Longsword of Salisbury

and a few knights took the Cross, but the Bishop of Beyrout

was received in no very missionary spirit by London. In France,

on the other hand, the spirit was all that could be desired.

Louis was going about in sad-coloured clothes with earnest

exhortations to his subjects. In October 1248 the King's

three brothers, Peter of Brittany and his son John, the Dukes
of Burgundy and Brabant, Hugh de la Marche and his son, the

Count of Bar, the Count of St. Paul,the Count of Dreux, Walter
of Chatillon, as brave and reckless a knight as ever started for

the Holy Land, Ralph, son of Enguerrand of Couci, the

Count of Eu,son of John of Brienne, the Archbishops of Rheims
and Sens, the Bishops of Laon, Orleans, and Beauvais all took
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the Cross. Of the King's more immediate following may be

noticed William of Barres, John and William of Beaumont,

the Sire of Mailli, Philip of Courtenay, Imbert of Beaujeu,

Philip of Nanteuil (twice crusader already, and poet into the

bargain), Geoffrey of Sargines, Joinville, Peter the Chamber-

lain, and Erard of Brienne. The six last were those who
formed the guard around Louis in the famous retreat through

Egypt. Louis also tried and failed to press King Hakon of

Norway into Christ's service. The Cardinal Legate, Odo of

Chateauroux, Bishop of Tusculum, was the great preacher of the

Crusade. He was a man of intense \agour and true holiness.

A student in the schools of Paris, Canon and Chancellor of

Notre Dame in 1238, he had given up all these honours to

become a brother at Citeaux, and in 1243 and 1244 had won his

preferment to the Cardinalate from the Pope. " A man after

my own heart," was Innocent's comment on his appointment

in France, " of pure manners, extensive learning, and ripe

wisdom." He endured the hardships of the Egyptian campaign

courageously, went on with Louis to Acre, and wept to leave

him when all was over. Louis, by a charming trick, won
himself a few more crusaders besides those who were persuaded

by the Cardinal's v/ords. In December of the year 1245 he had

robes and cloaks made for his usual Christmas presents to his

nobility. They were adorned with fine fur of vair, and on the

back, by his secret orders, were sewn embroidered crosses.

Before sunrise the nobles on Christmas day appeared at Mass

in their new presents, each to see, by the winter dawn and the

candlelights, the sign of the cross on his neighbours' shoulders.

There was great laughter then, as they dubbed the King a new
hunter of pilgrims and fisher of men, and there were some

tears too, we hear, as the thoughts of the knights turned to their

enforced parting from France.

So the menwere chosen, and in addition Louis had to arrange

the means. He sent friars to Genoa, Venice, and Marseilles

to cater for vessels. Details of these professional transports

of the Middle Ages, as to the size of ships and the space allowed

for men and horses, all passed through the King's hands. Two
Genoese admirals were chosen ; Cyprus was appointed as the

rendezvous. In addition Louis chose, not too wisely, to
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fortify and construct a harbour at Aigues Mortes for the fleet,

in spite of the encroaching sands, the bad air, and terriblewinds

from the mountains. In an assembly at Mid Lent 1247 he

announced that the armament should start next Midsummer
year (1248). As regarded home affairs, he appointed Blanche

regent, with Alphonso to remain as her support for one year

before he fulfilled his vow. A commission of friars was sent

round the kingdom to discover and redress wrongs. Several

nobles were reconciled to one another, and Louis for the first

time arbitrated in the disputed succession of Flanders, which

was to give him so much trouble. He gave large sums in

charity, and spent his last few months in founding and endow-

ing, with his sorrowing mother, a house for Cistercian nuns at

Melun. " Our Lady of the Lily " was the name they chose

together for the convent where prayers were to be offered per-

petually for the Crusade. The nobles, too, were making treaties

and drawing up wills and swearing that loyalty to Blanche

which experience had at last taught'^them was the best policy.

By the summer of 1248 the great army was ready for move-
ment at last, and all France was echoing with the sorrow of

farewell. You hear in the minstrel's song how the knights

begged pardon of the ladies they forsook, " for the glorious

tourney beyond the seas," and how, in answer, their " fair

gentle loves " replied, " Since you would go to serve God,

I would not have you remain at home for me. With clasped

hands to God's Mother I pray instead that He will grant you
life and noble deeds." Or more plainly still you hear of Join-

ville's preparation—of how he mortgaged his land for money
and the hire of nine knights and two bannerets, how he arranged

with the Sire of Apremont for his passage from Marseilles ; of

the farewell festival he held at his castle at Easter when his

little son was born ; of the good advice he received from his

uncle the Sire of Bourlemont, that he should never leave his

men deserted and imprisoned beyond the seas ; of the farewell

present of a fine scarlet cloak trimmed with vair with which his

pious mother emphasised her good advice. And in the end

you see the knight, receiving the pilgrim's scarf and staff,

bare-footed, from the Abbot of Cheminon, starting straight

from the Abbey one summer morning for the south
—

" and
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never turned I my eyes towards Joinville lest my heart

should break for the dear castle and the two fair children I

left behind me."

All these partings lead to the farewell of the King. The
knights were in motion, the roads lined with small bands of

crusaders, the women weeping, the great bustle of preparation

at its climax, when Louis at length started out with his mother

and brothers on the road to St. Denis. It was June 13th, the

Friday after Pentecost, " the Easter of Roses," that Louis,

beneath the arches of the Abbey, by the tombs of his father

and mighty grandfather, took the scarf and staff of the pilgrim

and the oriflamme of the kings of France from the Abbot for his

great enterprise. Thence he walked back to Paris bare-foot, for

his last prayers in his Chapel and Mass in Notre Dame. It

was not till Corbeil that the parting with his mother took place.

" Fair son," cried Blanche, according to the ubiquitous

Minstrel of Rheims, " how can my heart bear this farewell to

you ? Far rather had I been cut in twain than this, for

certainly you have been the best son to me that ever mother

bore." Then she fainted, and when she came to herself she

wept as she kissed him again. " Fair son, fair, dear, tender

son, my heart knows well that I shall never see you more."

Many tears were shed besides those of that redoubtable, but

most unhappy mother, as, amidst the gay banners and shining

lances of his army, the King rode away from his domains, to

be seen no more for six years.

Three incidents of St. Louis' march to the coast are re-

corded, and each of them is very typical of his character.

At Sens, in the first place, a picture of the Saint is given by
that energetic and attractive reporter. Friar Salimbene. The
Italian monk pictures aU the excitement of the Abbey of Sens,

and the fluster of the brothers as the King and all his train

appeared. It is he who gives the description of the King's

face " as that of an angel with most gracious mien." We
hear how Louis, " in no royal pomp but still in pilgrim's guise,"

entered the chapel and knelt long and devoutly at the altar

in prayer before he turned to beg the prayers of all the monks
in the chapter. The friar dwells, too, on the feast in the re-

fectory, where his interest in the cherries and crabs, the white
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bread and the tarts, was probably far livelier than that of the

crusading company. Salimbene followed him, too, along the

road, as his own way led him to Provence, tracing the King

by all the monasteries and hermitages he visited in quest of

prayers. At Arguilly in Burgundy, where the body of the

Magdalene (one body at least) was said to be, he gives a second

picture of the King as he came in with his brothers in the early

summer morning, knelt at the altar, and sat down in the dust

on the unpaved floor, and called all the brothers of the

monastery to him. " Come, my dear brothers, hear my words,"

he said, and again he begged for the prayers of the faithful.

When he went out Charles was left at the altar praying fer-

vently and making many genuflections, while in the aisle of

the church near the door the King waited for him patiently.

Standing there in the summer sunlight, with the open door of

the dim church behind, you see Louis, as fair a vision, surely,

as that which the country priest believed to be the Blessed

St. George himself in the little mountain church where John
Inglesant sacrificed his hatred upon God's altar, the repre-

sentative of all that was fairest in the ancient world of pilgrim

warriors. Nor is the third incident of the King's journey less

suggestive of his piety. At Lyons he stopped his progress for

an interview with the Pope, in which he made one last but

ineffective plea for the peace of Europe. And lastly, hearing

how a certain robber, from his castle of Roche-de-Glui on the

Rhone, harassed pilgrims and tradesmen on their way to

Lyons, he turned aside to deal summary justice to this hero.

Such were the last offices of the Christian King before he

arrived at Marseilles.

And now, on August 25th, the day on which, twenty-two

years later, Louis left this world for another, must be imagined

the bustle and confusion of the start. Thirty-eight big vessels

were waiting for the men-at-arms and other transports for the

provisions and commoner people. The King's men were all

assembled. The harbour was opened, the horses embarked
with endless difficulty and much shouting. Then the Master

Mariner called to his sailors at the prow of each boat and
said, " Is ^''our vessel ready ?

" And each replied, " Aye, sir,

the clerks and priests can come aboard now." And as they
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came the Master Mariner cried :
" Sing, in the Name of God,"

and they all sang with one voice, " Veni Creator Spiritus."

And the Mariner cried again to his captains, " Make sail in

the Name of God," and they did so. " And in a little time,"

continues Joinville, " the wind caught the sails and carried us

out of sight of land, so that we saw naught around us but the

sky and the water, and every day the wind carried us away
from the land where we were born." So the Argonauts,

disguised by crusading banners, listening to the songs of a

clerical Orpheus, sailed away across the blue Mediterranean

again to strange adventures in unknowoi lands. The Crusade

itself has begun in good earnest, and from this moment for six

years the court is a court in motion, the moving headquarters

of a vast army of long-suffering men and women who were to

endure as many extremes of fortune as any emigres in the

French Revolution. And while it still moves in its untried

pomp, and the Genoese ships convey the party to the meeting

of the armies at Cyprus, there is time to ask in what degree of

comfort these royal voyages were made. In that island,

afterwards, must be noticed the quaint foreshadowing, as in

some detailed miniature, of all that awaited Louis in the East

before this story turns with him to the shores of another

world.

In all the voyages of the court there was, it must be

remembered, a certain luxury. Eighteen hundred vessels,

according to one computation, met at C^^prus, and a hundred

and twenty of these were the great galleys or dromunds for

the superior passengers and their servants ; the others were

either the galleys, that is to say, the mediaeval warships, or

transport boats, " huissiers," for the vast stores in prepara-

tion at Cyprus, or the smaU galleys hired privately by less

important crusaders. The big dromunds on which the court

sailed were great cumbrous vessels with two or three rows of

oars, painted beams, and gaily coloured sails. The Genoese

ships, for instance, with their green beams, bore sails with

vermilion crosses on a silver ground as the arms of St. George.

Some of the nobles probably provided their own ships with

gold or purple sails bearing their embroidered arms. The
Templars were known by their flags of red taffeta, starred
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with gold crosses, " signifying " (strangely enough when you
consider the symbol) " certain death and mortal strife to

sailors wherever they went." The boat of Louis, the esneca

regis, doubtless carried the sign of the fleur de lys. As many as

three hundred were lodged within. Down in the hold the

King's treasure was kept. In the lower decks {in paradiso)

the sailors, servants, and soldiers enjoyed those close, often

filthy, quarters and hard mattresses of which every mediaeval

pilgrim to Jerusalem complains. The upper decks were
dignified by the three towers of which such inviting glimpses

are given in mediaeval pictures, one in the centre from which

the main mast sprang, one fore and one aft. In the smaller

ships the two latter were mere galleries for bowmen in case of

attack, in the bigger they were some stories high, provided

with great catapults. Within these towers fore and after

travelled the more select passengers. The cabin room was by
no means cramped. The King and Queen each had their

separate room, and the children who had to be provided for on
the return voyage, were apparently kept with their nurses

quite apart. There was even a room on the return voyage
dedicated as a chapel and suitably furnished. The cabins

were lighted and warmed by stoves in the form of basins filled

with hot coal, very like the glowing buckets of embers which
glorify the life of the road-mender of to-day. The Queen's

stove, on one of the voyages, set light to a head-dress which
her maid, a holy and therefore excusably absent-minded nun,

had left dangerously near the coals, causing great alarm in

the night. With every convenience that could be contrived,

however, these voyages of eight, or occasionally of ten, weeks
must have been serious trials. The Countess of Anjou wisely

turned back from Marseilles, as she was expecting an heir to

her husband, but what many of these mothers of the day must
have endured on board made them as true crusaders, surely,

as their husbands. It may be noticed that no mediaeval

pilgrim indulges in any false sentiment of pleasure in sea

voyages. To sight land, or better still, to put in somewhere
for fruit or water, are the only moments for real enjoyment.

When it was fine he could waste time over dice or chess (though

it was well to indulge in this amusement behind the King's
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back). When it was stormy he made vows rapidly to his

patron saint, and no doubt repented bitterly of the crusading

vows which had led him to such miseries.

On this occasion the King's vessels made Cyprus in one

week, and there the harbour of Limasol must have been a gay

scene indeed. Besides the flash of arms and the gay sails of

the boats in the summer waters, the shores were adorned with

great bams made of stores of wine barrels and mysterious

stacks of green. The latter proved to be the straw collected

for the voyage, which, as if remonstrating against the delays

of the army, was sprouting busily above the supply of cheese

and barley it was keeping fresh for the voyage. Behind all

these were the olive groves and palms, the white roofs and red

houses, of the island, where Louis landed to receive thewelcome

of his own subject, Henry of Lusignan, King of Cyprus.

The stay in Cyprus gives, it has been said, an epitome of

the faults of Louis' Crusade. The shadow of what was to

come appeared very certainly, in the important events of that

visit, in the long delay there, in the envoy of the Tartars, in

Louis' reception of the suggestions of the Templars and

Hospitallers, in the programme of the army, in its dissensions

and in other minor details. Each of these must be briefly

noticed here.

In the first place, the dela}^ of the arm\^ was, if inevitable,

no less disastrous. Three years of preparation were not

apparently enough, for Hugh of Burgundy, the Duke of Morea,

and William of Ville Hardouin only arrived with their men on

30th May, in the next year. From August to May, therefore,

was wasted in idleness and careless living on the island. That

acceptance of the necessity of delay was to prove fatal to

Louis later. The envoy of the Tartars has been noticed

already. A certain David purporting to come from Ercalthay

(Ilchikadai), a general of Houlagou, demanded Louis' help

against the Mohammedans and announced the Khan's interest

in the Christians. How much truth there was in the message

will never be known. Louis sent out an envoy. Friar William

of Rubruck, a Flemish Franciscan, with messages and the little

tent in reply. To him the Khan denied any knowledge of the

affair. The truth of this denial must be qualified by the fact
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that David was still in the Khan's court, an accredited

ambassador, and that the Mongols may have realised by the

time William arrived that they had little need to call in these

allies of another world. All that is left as certain is the most

enthralling account of Friar William's adventures, sent to

Louis in 1255, and the grotesque, marvellous idea of a Christian-

Tartar alliance, which has been mentioned previously. The

spirit also in which Louis met the envoy, and his extraordinary

behef in the desire of the heathen world for conversion, is

typical of many of his errors in the East.

If Louis could not realise the problems of the Tartar Empire

he is more to blame for his blindness with regard to the position

of the Mohammedan powers. His reception of the policy

and schemes of campaign submitted by the Templars on one

hand, and the Hospitallers on the other, was thoroughly repre-

sentative of the ignorance of Western militarism, against which

the Latins of the East had struggled vainly for a century and a

half, just as India suffered in the days of the East India Com-

pany from the mistakes of ignorant directors at home. The

Grand Master of the Temple was, it must be admitted, one of

those ultra-Orientalists who would naturally annoy the Saint.

He was, it was said, so friendly with the Sultan of Egypt " that

when they wished to be bled they held their arms over the

same basin." His policy might have led to no very definite

results, but at least it deserved more consideration from the

inexperienced King. They brought him their report of the

Mohammedan Sultans, those warring and inefficient de-

scendants of Saladin. The tangle of their poHtics is hard to

distinguish, but must be given in outline. The Sultan of Aleppo

(Naser Saladin) had conquered and taken the lands of the

Sultan of Damascus and Emesa (Saleh Ismael). The Sultan

of Egypt (Saleh Nejermeddin) had reconquered the Sultan of

Damascus and taken from him Damascus and Emesa. The
Sultan of Aleppo, in his turn, had conquered Emesa, and won
over the Egyptian official stationed there. Therefore, hearing

of Louis' advent, this hero hastened to patch up a peace with

the Sultan of Damascus and endeavoured to arrange a treaty

with the French king. Thus, it will be seen, he would have

united all Syria and Palestine in an attack on the Sultan of
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Egypt. The Knights of the Hospital favoured this party.

The Templars, on the contrary, hand in glove with the Sultan

of Egypt and his famous Emir Fakareddin, were in favour of

a treaty with the Egyptians, who were, it must always be

remembered, the coming power in the East. By this they

said Louis might easily recover the holy cities. That is the

summing up of the position. Louis' answer was the direct

refusal to become a make-weight at all. Any alliance with

the Infidelwas, in the magnificence of his first ideals, an abomina-

tion to him. The great idea of his generals was to conquer

Egypt. The suggestion of the Hospitallers that they should

strengthen themselves by a treaty with the Sultans of

Damascus and Aleppo, or of the Templars that they should

reconsider this scheme in view of the difficulties of warfare in

Egypt, were only held in scorn by them. The army council, in

short, were wholly determined to attack Egypt, and to attack

it by Damietta and the route taken by John of Brienne in

1218. All the folly and difficulties of that route must be

discussed later. Here it is enough to notice the refusal of the

French army to learn by the experience of others.

All that year of residence, again, the quarrels of the army
were a foreshadowing of the future. The Templars and

Hospitallers, " those twin brothers," were at daggers drawn

as usual. Cyprus, taken by Richard i from the Greeks in a

brilliant fortnight's escapade, and ruled since 1191 byLusignans

who knew how to fight but not to govern, was at present

distracted by a violent quarrel between the old Greek and the

new Latin Church. From the Syrian King of Armenia and

the Latin prince of Antioch came ambassadors with news of

the enmity between these princes. The French nobles were

not over friendly amongst themselves, and lastly, continually

in the foreground, in the blazing streets of Limasol and Nicosia,

on every hillside and in every tavern, the Venetian sailors were

always lying in wait, hke quarrelsome fox terriers, for an

opportunity of a tussle with their old enemies, the Pisans and

Genoese. As during Richard I's visit to Cyprus there werr

continual uproars, in one of which a consul of the Genoese

was killed. Among other minor incidents of ill-omen were the

illness and plague rife in the crusading army. Two hundred
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and forty knights died, amongst them the young Count of

Dreux, the Lord of Bourbon, John of Montfort, Wilham of

Barres, and Patrick, Earl of Dunbar, very far indeed from his

snow-covered hills. An amusing yet sadly typical embassy

from the Empress of Constantinople may also be noticed.

This lady was thrown ashore at Paphos, after a terrible storm,

in nothing but the cap she wore and her " table overcoat," the

only articles she could discover in the confusion of the wreck.

J oinvillewaitedupon the poor ladywith commendable decorum,

bringing articles for a suitable toilet from the King. Her
arrival was hilarious, but her object was disappointing enough.

Some hundred and fifty years before, the Greek Empire had
provided a passage for the crusaders through Asia Minor.

Now the Latin Empire of the East was only asking for help

against its own enemies. The Empress entreated aid for her

son, and could promise none at all to the armies of Christ. She

had to be dismissed with nothing but promises.

Delay, cross purposes, ignorance of the East and internal

dissensions, such were the omens with which on 13th May the

army at last embarked again. There was a sinister omen on

the voyage also. The great fleet stationed about the Archi-

pelago was driven about by a storm, the King's squadron

driven back on Limasol three times, and one hundred and fifty

ships blown on to the Syrian coast. It was not till Trinity

Sunday, 30th May 1249, "that the whole fleet set out again for

Egypt. It was on 4th June, amid great confusion and excite-

ment, that the crusaders sighted at last the long lines of sand

and the great waters of the delta, behind which lay the land

they had come to conquer.

II



CHAPTER X

THE COURT IN EGYPT

" Who will lead me into the strong city ? Who will bring me into Edom ?

" Hast thou not cast us out, O God ? Wilt not thou, O God, go out with

our hosts ?
"

—

Psalm Ix.

MORE than once in their history the interest of the

Crusades is intensified by the strange and dramatic

contrasts they present. The very simphcity with

which the crusaders set out to convert and conquer the East

obscures at moments the extraordinary nature of the under-

taking, but every now and then that nature is revealed in a

lightning flash from the sudden contact of the two worlds.

One of these moments appears as the ships of the crusaders

draw near to the Holy Land.

Of the Christians there is a vivid representation on the

June day when land was sighted. Louis, standing high on the

prow of his vessel, looked across with all the fire of hope in his

eyes to the distant coast and addressed his men in the true

Roman manner of mediaeval heroes. " My faithful friends, we

shall be invincible if we stand united in love. It is by God's

will that we have come hither so speedily. Remember, it is

not I who am the King ; it is not I who am Holy Church. I

am only one man whose life will pass away, like any other's,

when God wills. All our future is secure. If we are con-

quered we shall rise to Heaven, God's martyrs. If we conquer

God's glory will be noised abroad, and that of France and all

Christendom. God who knows all has not raised me up in

vain. He must have His great purpose. Let us fight for

Christ, and He will triumph in us. It will be to His Name and

not ours that there will be glory, honour, and blessing."
162
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There, if ever, can be seen the complacent faith and con-

fident ignorance with which the army of northern Europe,

the emissaries of the Roman Church, gazed undaunted at the

colossal enterprise before them. It is a little as if some
obstinate nursery gardener were insisting on starting out for

the Sahara with a box of bedding-out plants, convinced beyond
persuasion that with these he could make the wilderness blossom

like a rose.

On the other hand must be considered the land which
awaited their invasion, not, from the crusader's point of view,

as a land which might be conquered step by step like any other,

from a king very much like any other, but as a country whose
geography, and whose history at the moment, presented

peculiar difficulties.

It was now almost a hundred years since an army of

the Latin kingdom had first, in the days when Saladin

was still a young man, marched across the desert towards
Cairo, but as yet experience had wholly failed to teach

the crusaders the difficulties of the Nile Delta. There
are three possible routes for attack upon Egypt, and, at the

very outset, Louis' army chose the least practicable. The
delta of the Nile represents a green, fertile triangle, crossed

and recrossed within by branches of the river, by their tribu-

taries and intersecting canals. The basis lies along the

Mediterranean, the apex is Cairo. Looking down the river

from Cairo was Alexandria on the extreme left of the base, an
important and well-fortiiied post. On the base too, at a
point midway between the centre and the right angle of the
triangle, hes Damietta. Avoiding the triangle altogether on
the right was the old trade route from Gaza and Palestine

across the desert by Belbeis to Cairo. Of these three routes

the two must obviously be better which could keep outside

the triangle and its waters. Louis might have landed, in the

first place, at Alexandria, and marched down on the left bank
of the Nile. The disadvantage of this route was the fact that

his army would then arrive on the opposite side of the river

from Cairo, just where all the branches join in the great main
stream. Or, in the second place, he might have landed at Jaffa,

or any of the Christian ports of Palestine, and then marched
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down the trade route upon Cairo. That was the line of the

first small invasions of Eg3^pt by the Latins in 1167, and has

always been the line of great Egyptian invasions. Its dis-

advantage is the necessity of marching for the first two or

three days through the desert. It was not even contemplated

by Louis' army, with all its heavy siege weapons and imple-

ments. The third route is to besiege and capture Damietta

and advance straight across the triangle, like some impetuous

wayfarer who decides that it is too much trouble to find a

crossing and splashes straight across the road, puddles and all.

In Louis' case the puddles represent some five branches of the

Nile, each of which would be defended by the Saracens, and

made as good a line of defence for them as could have been

devised. The fate of John of Brienne's expedition in 1218

might, it would seem, have served as a warning against this

route. John had, after an eighteen months' siege, managed
to take Damietta. He had, after a year's interval, marched
forward only to be stopped by the second hne of water he

encountered, the Ashmoun canal, and there cut off by the

inundation of the Nile waters. The Sultan had cut the dykes

of the canals, the crusaders found themselves on a rapidly

decreasing piece of land, and had surrendered on what terms

they could get. It is very hard to see what induced Louis to

follow in this hero's steps.

No doubt, as a matter of fact, the French King ignored the

fact that there were any geographical difficulties at all. Of the

historical, which were no less important, he was probably

ignorant. Yet when he landed, Egypt was on the verge of a

political revolution out of which any foe from mthout might

have secured its own terms. The Sultan, Saleh Nejermeddin,

the monarch of Saladin's line, was lying, all that summer,

dangerously ill. His son, Moadam Turan Shah, was stationed

far away in Mesopotamia, as general of Egyptian forces against

the Sultans of Aleppo and Damascus. The real power at

court was the famous military aristocracy known as the

Mamluks. These heroes, whose ancestors were for the most

part recruits of the Mohammedan Emperors from Tartary or

Kipchak, the far borders of the Eastern Empire, were by this

time feudal chiefs, or petty monarchs at the Sultan's court.
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They were a turbulent almost independent oligarchy, amongst

whom must be noticed the Emir Fakareddin Yusuf, the Emir

Aibek Azaddin, and the young captain Baibars Bondecar,

whose name was to be so well known later. Amongst them

too moved Sajareldor, favourite of the Sultan's harem, a lady

of remarkable vigour and ability, who, though faithful to her

husband and his heir Turan Shah, was always in the councils

of the formidable aristocracy. To Saleh Nejermeddin the

Mamluks were loyal. They welcomed Turan Shah, the lawful

heir of Saladin's line, as their Sultan when he arrived amongst

them from Mesopotamia. Turan Shah ruled for exactly as

long as he was polite to their leaders. When he was foolish

enough to adopt a contemptuous and threatening attitude, he

was murdered, with no respect for his ancestry. So the Ayubite

dynasty died out, and out of the political revolution that

followed rose the Mamluk Sultans, who, as the last chapter

told, were to meet the Tartars at Ain Talut and vindicate the

cause of Mohammed in the East. The general Aibek Azaddin

was the first Sultan of the Mamluks, and was married to the

clear-headed, long-suffering Sajareldor. Such were the events

that occurred during Louis' stay in Egypt. Their importance

to him was twofold. In the first place, the illness of the Sultan

and the delay of Turan Shah in Mesopotamia accounted for the

feeble opposition of the Egyptians he first encountered and

the desertion of Damietta. Had Louis reahsed this he might

conceivably have marched upon Cairo with one of those swift

lightning strokes which Richard Coeur de Lion understood

so well, or at least have taken advantage of the situation to

make an unexceptionable treaty. In the second place, the

key to aU the later fluctuations in the policy of the Egyptians

towards the crusaders was the attitude of the Mamluks.

The tentative advances and concessions of the Sultan were due

to their fear of this great oligarchy. The important people

for the French to placate in their imprisonment were the

reckless, bitterly inimical leaders of the army. Louis, in fact,

made his way into Egypt in the fall of one Government. He
hardly escaped, disgraced and defeated, in the rise of another.

But to him and the French all through the enemy were an

indistinguishable body called the Infidels. They hardly
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realised the difference between the last of the weakened
Ayubite dynasty and the first of those Sultans who were to

redeem the Turkish Empire of the East. It was in almost

complete ignorance of history or geography that Louis marched
into the land where " we Christians must conquer, provided

only that we stand united in love."

In all the later adventures of the crusaders the memory
of their first achievement was no doubt a consolation. The
army met, at the outset, with a notable success. Early on
the morning of the 6th of June, the French saw, as their ships

approached the sand, detachments of the enemy waiting to

attack them on the shore. There they caught their first

glimpse of the dark faces and the turbans, the scimitars and
swift horses ; there they heard for the first time the sound of

drums and gongs which haunted the memory of all Christian

warriors. In fine enthusiasm, with the Cross before them and
the oriflamme waving above them, the soldiers embarked in the

light galleys which conveyed them up the mouth of the

Damietta branch of the Nile to the shore. Shouts of " Mont-
joie St. Denis !

" arose, and apparently disconcerted the

enemy, who were always accustomed to be the noisier foe.

The King and many of his men, in their haste to strike for

God, leapt into the water breast-high and struggled to land

before the boats came to shore. There they quickly formed

a square of bristling lances protected by the arrows from the

boats, and sustained the charges of the Saracen cavalry with

little loss. The infidels, who had probably been scouring the

sands without a leader, fell back discouraged upon Damietta.

The Christians landed on an island in the mouth of the river

and encamped there that night.

Damietta stood opposite them in the angle made by the

sea and the river mouth, defended by a double curtain of wall

and towers towards these watersides, and a triple curtain

towards the land. It was a sight to trouble the crusaders

as they remembered the weary struggle of John of Brienne.

Within the city, too, was the great Emir Fakareddin and a

number of the Mamluks. Yet next morning the Christians

awoke to behold a miracle. The city stood strangely silent,

and from it men came running and beckoning who were no
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Saracens. A bridge of Saracen boats connected the town and

the island where the Christians lay. This too was deserted,

and the French ran to meet the freed and bewildered Christian

prisoners who had come from Damietta. Last night, they

told, some news had come which had disturbed the Emir
Fakareddin and all his men. They had on a sudden massacred

all the Christian slaves and prisoners they could find in the

confusion of the moment, set fire to the bazaars of the town,

and made off down the Nile. The Christians could cross as

soon as they pleased by the bridge of boats which only needed

slight repairs. Soldiers were sent in advance to clear the

street of corpses. Then with joyful Te Deums the whole army
marched, with Louis and the Legate at the head, into the

city. Through the low huts and the flat-roofed houses they

went in procession to the chief mosque. There, some forty-

eight hours after the Christians had first sighted Egypt, they

held a solemn service of purification and heard High Mass

sung by the Legate. There was another Te Deum and rejoicing

all that day through all the streets of the city.

The explanation of this unexpected good fortune was very

simple. Just as the Christian fleet appeared, a rumour

reached Damietta that the Sultan was dead. Turan Shah

was still far away in Mesopotamia, the action of the Mamluks
in such a crisis would be doubtful. The Mamluks in Damietta

had no idea of neglecting their interests in the crisis which

would follow, and therefore made off hurriedly towards Cairo,

leaving an open way for the Christians. They found the

Sultan suffering from a severe attack of his malady but still

alive, and waited near him at Mansourah for his closing hours.

Meanwhile they had given the Christians all the advantage of

a brilliant beginning. The army was of course in a good temper

;

the Egyptians were suffering manifestly from some nervous

crisis. The city was held as a base, with no great treasure, it is

true, but with stores which Louis wisely sent to the Legate for

distribution among the army. Only two things were needed,

it would seem, to ensure success, namely, prompt action and a

definite plan of campaign. Both of these Louis had certainly,

as a rule, shown in his wars in France, and his nobility cer-

tainly had not. Most unfortunately the influence of the latter
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seems to have preponderated, and the story of Louis' stay in

Damietta is one of a splendid and a wasted opportunity.

Prompt action was, indeed, only once in any marked degree

the virtue of a crusader. It was amongst Richard the First's

greatest gifts as a general, but except for him the European
armies never seemed to tire of wasting their time and their

opportunities in resting after an achievement. Louis was in-

deed justified in delay for two reasons. He expected Alphonso

of Poitou, Raymond of Toulouse, and other reinforcements from
Europe ; and, in the second place, for the next few months the

way across the delta would be barred by the rising of " that

river of Paradise," as John Sarrasin termed the Nile. But as

a matter of fact these were not adequate reasons for no action

at all. The fact was that the army was wholly lacking in a

definite plan of campaign. While they waited from June till

October for Alphonso and his men, two alternatives were

presented to them. In the first place, they were offered a

treaty of unprecedented attractions by the Egyptians, in July.

All the land of Palestine and all the Christian captives in

Egypt were offered to Louis if he would leave Egypt at once.

The army was, however, unanimous in rejecting any terms

with the infidels, and no doubt the Egyptians offered more
than they meant to give. Nevertheless, it might have been

clear to Louis that at the moment the Holy Land itself must
be open to attack, and that the Egyptians were in no state to

resist sudden action of any kind. As a matter of fact, the

Sultan had just expired, Turan Shah was still far away,

Fakareddin and Sajareldor were guarding the dead body of

the late monarch jealously lest the Mamluks should reject

the lawful heir and make one of their number other than
Fakareddin, Sultan of Egypt. Had Louis attacked them in

any direction their situation would have been critical, but

the Christians had no plan, and would neither make treaties nor

move at all. The second alternative, suggested by Peter of

Brittany, was to attack Alexandria, and, with this harbour

for reinforcements as well as Damietta, to march down the

left side of the delta. It was a sound scheme, but the French

army would not hear of it, and it was rejected formally in the

Council of War held in October. Robert, that clamorous
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martyr, insisted that a march upon Cairo was to be made at

once, " to crush the head of the old serpent." It was a fine

phrase, but the only strategy it suggested was, apparently, to

march on until an enemy came in view, kill him, and march on

again. In the Nile Delta this was an admirable road to

martyrdom, but not to success. And so want of speed and

want of purpose kept the crusaders inactive in Damietta

from June to November.
It was a disastrous policy. Illness broke out, the enteric

and scurvy which resulted inevitably from the summer heat

and the self-indulgence of the soldiers. Louis fell ill, and the

old Count de la Marche was freed by death from his vixen

queen. The infantry, as undisciplined as the Highland clans

at Prestonpans, fell into every sort of excess. The knights

and nobles made unauthorised raids into the Saracen lines for

booty, in spite of the protests of the King. Walter of Chatillon

was nearly lost to the army in one of these forays, and the

Saracens in the neighbourhood were roused in turn to hover

round them, cut off stragglers, and creep by night into the

camp. Often the Christians in the tents would wake to find

one of their number a ghastly and mutilated corpse, to know
that his head had, with many others, been cut off in the night

and sent as a tribute of loyalty to the Sultan. There were

continual complaints among the soldiers about the division

of the spoil in Damietta. The Templars and Hospitallers

quarrelled as usual. William Longsword and the English only

arrived in July to bicker continually with Robert, who exulted

openly, like some reckless schoolboy, when his insults drove

them to Acre until October. Altogether the army was de-

moralised before Alphonso arrived in that month with rein-

forcements. Shortly after the Council of the nobles was held,

and orders were given to prepare for the march.

On 2oth November at last the army, with its reinforcements

and with the English from Acre, moved forward. Margaret

was left behind in charge of Damietta, with that part of the

fleet which was later to bring reinforcements down the Nile

to the army. The crusaders started down the right bank of

the river, accompanied by the remainder of the fleet with

supplies. The Egyptians, alarmed at once by action, sent
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propositions for a truce again, to be refused once more. In slow

and not too orderly fashion the gi-eat host marched across the

rich, flat, silent land where bloomed those strange shrubs and
flowers whose seeds, according to Join\411e, were blown down
by the \\inds from the far off Earthlj^ Paradise. Passing

through the \dllage of Farescour they came in December to

their first crossing and their first battle. The stream was a

tributary of no great breadth, but the only contrivance of the

Christians for the crossing was cumbrously to build a mole

and thus dam up the water. The Saracens were hanging

on their rear and flanks, and at last, in defiance of orders, the

crusaders were driven to charge and beat back some five

hundred of the foe. The whole army rejoiced, but it was a

significant fact that the \actory was only won by loss of

discipline. Two weeks later, after spending four weeks over a

march of fifty miles, they reached their first formidable barrier,

opposite Mansourah, the xYshmoun canal.

The opposite map shows the tangled skein of river in which

Louis found himself. He marched down the Nile to that

place were it joins the river Tafnis, known also as the Ashmoun
canal, or rather where it is connected with tliis tributary by
the stream marked A on the map. The crusaders pitched

their camp therefore in what was practically a peninsula of

land, facing the island made by the Nile and Tafnis, on which

stood Mansourah. The Saracen arm}', with the great Emir
Fakareddin, were l3'ing in Mansourah and along the opposite

bank of the river Tafnis to oppose the Christian progress.

That was the position of the crusaders as they lay there trying

to cross the Tafnis, from the middle of December to 8th

February 1251.

For this siege of four months it is easiest to imagine one of

the Christian army, looking round the camp towards the close

of Januar3\ Behind him, if he were looking towards the

Tafnis, on the green peninsula la}- the scorched, tattered tents

of the Count of Poitiers guarding the Nile, and the crusading

boats with the supplies. On his right la}' the stream A guard-

ing the minarets, the flat roofs and feather}- palms of Mansourah.

Attack on the city from that side was impossible. On the

left lay the great entrenchment made by the King's orders on
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the land side of the peninsula, to ward off raids of the Saracens.

Straight before him lay the Tafnis, guarded on the opposite

bank by the long hne of Saracen tents. He and all the army
understood that their business was to cross the stream, storm

the Saracen camp and engines opposite and force their way,

then, over the Saracen bridges across stream A and the Tafnis

into Mansourah. What work, in view of this, was being

done ?

The one idea of the crusaders was again to dam up the

stream by building a mole, and as the spectator watched the

workmen he might shake his head. Along the bank of the

Tafnis lay the fieur de lys of the King and Count of Anjou, but

the chief point of interest was round the tents with the smaller

ficur de lys of Robert, where the engines were raised. His

eyes would light upon two huge irregular wooden towers,

called cat-castles, the famous siege weapons of the thirteenth

century. At the foot of these erections was a covered way or

penthouse to shelter the miners and diggers who were busily

heaving earth and stones into the water in construction of the

mole. Above rose galleries in four or five tiers upon which

the bowmen of the army were stationed to protect the workers

below with their arrows. These cum'^rous buildings were

matched, on the other side of the n'ver, by sixteen engines of

the Saracens, which stood out, like cranes or gibbets, against

the deep clear sky. They were the mangonnels, vast editions

of the schoolboy's catapult, whose wooden beams and thick

ropes were drawn back to shoot huge stones and missiles upon
the Christian army. Beneath the busy play of stones and
earth and arrows on either side of the river he would see the

great bank his countrymen were running out into the stream,

but he would also see a body of Saracens hard at work with

spades on the other, digging out a channel on their side for

the water the Christians were forcing from theirs. As the

Christian bank advanced, that is to say, the Saracen's was
retreating. " In one day," the Seneschal Joinville had said

bitterl}^ " they undid what it had taken us three weeks to

accomplish." Beyond the Saracen mangonnels he would see

their low tents and he might distinguish some of their army.

There were the Mamluks, to be recognised by their yellow
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surcoats, and the cavalry formed from the dark Bedouin tribes

of the Arabian deserts, who were subject in their own wild

fashion to the Sultan of Egypt. There were the dark natives

of Egypt and the negro infantry from Nubia and the Soudan.

There were the cavalry bowmen with their crossbows, or

arbalests. Even as he gazed at this noisy, busy scene among
the rich pastures and groves of the Nile, he might perhaps

hear a sudden explosion like a thunderbolt and see " a tail of

fire, big as a barrel of vinegar, long as a great lance, Like a

dragon flying in the air," shot from the mangonnels of the

Saracens, bringing fire and destruction into the Christian

camp, and hurry away shouting, " The Greek fire ! the

Greek fire !
" This deadly weapon, whose exact compounds

of oil, tar, soot, and vinegar were one of the secrets which the

Turks inherited from the Byzantine Empire, was the dread

of all Louis' men, as of all earlier crusading armies. The
castle on which Charles of Anjou mounted guard was burnt

by a shot, fortunately in the absence of Charles and Joinville

and his soldiers
—

" And I tell you," the knight Joinville

remarked afterwards, " that was great courtesy God did to

me and my men." The only answer of the French was to

erect eighteen new mangonnels, but these were of little avail

against the winged flame. All that Walter of Cureil, that

good knight, could suggest was that he and his comrades should

kneel at each shot and pray to God. Perhaps as the spectator

passed the royal tent he might have seen Louis kneeling, as

was his custom, by his pallet bed and crying, " Fair Sire

God, protect my men !

"

Such things were to be seen any day in the camp all

the January of 1250. There were two episodes to vary the

monotony, one when the enemy managed to cross the Tafnis

and were beaten back with some slaughter, the other when
Louis determined to bridge the river with boats from the

mole to the opposite bank. The Count of Anjou ran the

remaining cat-castle out to the extremity of the mole to

protect the fleet, but before the boats came up under its shelter

it was cleared of its defenders by the Saracen shot and burnt

by Greek fire. The failure left the crusaders at a complete

standstill. There seemed to be no way forward, all were in a
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state of nervous depression, the Count of Artois was known
to be in a frenzy of anxiety. Those smooth intersecting hues
of water among the spring fields and tamarisk groves were

g wearing the crusaders to madness before the climax came.

It came in a very usual manner, through the machinery of

traitors. Imbert of Beaujeu received an offer from a Bedouin
of the secret of a ford some way up the Tafnis for five hundred
besants. The King's Council met, overjoyed at the suggestion,

and arranged for an immediate attack with surprising celerity.

The Duke of Burgundy, the infantry, and the nobles of the
Latin kingdom were, it was decided, to be left to guard the

camp, bring up the fleet to the mole to bridge the Tafnis and
then cross to the help of the Christians. The Templars were
appointed to the front rank of the army which crossed the
stream, the Count of Artois to the second, the King and the
main army to the third. In that order must be imagined the
confusion and excitement of the start by night, and the eager

approach to the ford with the strange, silent guide. The
sound of the heavy hoofs disturbed some few Saracens who
were on guard opposite. They fled incontinently, and there

was no opposition to the crossing save the steep, crumbling
edge and the deep waters of the ford itself. This was the night

of February 8th, and in this way began the one great engage-

ment of Louis' campaign.

There was no very intricate strategy in the battle of

Mansourah. To recapitulate, the Christians had only to cross

the Tafnis, to march along the southern bank opposite their

own camp, storm and secure the Saracen camp, cross stream A
and the Tafnis, and storm Mansourah. The surprise of their

arrival was greatly in their favour; their position, if they could
hold both banks of the Tafnis before storming Mansourah,
distinctly good. Only two conditions were essential to victory.

In the first place, good discipline was essential to ensure that
each point should be secured firmly before proceeding to

another. In the second, it was very necessary that the cavalry
and infantry should support one another properly. Against
the horse bowmen of the East it was all-important that the
French cavalry should support the French archers who were
on foot. As long as the army was united and proceeded as it
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was ordered, the Christians were in a better position than the

Saracens. The tragedy of the whole day was due to the fatal

absence of these conditions, and the blame for their absence

must lie with one man only, Robert of Artois.

The Count had recovered all his light-heartedness and

begged in the Council to be allowed to finish off the whole

affair with the aid of the Templars and Hospitallers only.

This idea, in fact, seemed to haunt him during the whole day,

though Louis warned him against such madness with serious

annoyance. Probably the King would not have allowed him

in the van had it not been for Robert's most solemn assurances

at the crossing of the ford. " I swear to you, sir, by all the

Gospels that I will wait till you all have crossed," he protested,

as he urged his horse into the stream. So Louis let him go

on with the Templars and the English, while he himself wdth the

main army crossed slowly and more laboriously. Robert,

with the van, had hardly landed before he began to break his

oaths. As if madness had seized him he began to urge on the

Templars to charge at once, greatly aided by the deaf knight

Foucaud of Merle, who, quite oblivious of any orders, was

shouting loudly, " At them ! at them !
" to his own satis-

faction and the confusion of his companions. There was a

general charge upon the tents of the Saracens, who were only

just aroused from slumber, and Robert was so far justified

that the first shock was successful. Many of the Saracens

were killed unarmed, including the great Emir Fakareddin,

who was surprised in his bath, painting his beard in prepara-

tion for battle. The remaining defenders of the camp fled,

and Robert was left in triumphant possession of the Saracen

engines.

Had the young Count stopped here he would have gone

down to history as one of those heroic owners of conveniently

blind eyes and deaf ears who are justified by after events.

But Robert flushed by \dctory, remembering always his boast

to the Council, as careless in sight of his goal, Mansourah, as

if a mere game and not the whole French army depended on

his action, urged on his followers to charge with all the blind

brilliant irresponsibility of royal younger sons and collaterals

in war. " Oh, this old treachery of the Templars," he shouted
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to the Knights of the Cross. " They fear, of course, with

those hke them, that at last the Holy Land will be subdued to

Christ, and their lordship will perish." " You EngHshmen
with tails !

" he called across to William Longsword, in the

popular continental taunt of the day. Robert's style of

humour is open to criticism, but he succeeded in his object.

" Lift up the banner, let us go to our death," ordered the Grand
Master, while William, calling, " To-day will I go where you

will not dare to keep level with my horse's tail," led the English

on the same hard road. To reverse the story of the Light

Brigade at Balaclava, and to imagine the commander acting

deliberately against orders not to move, is to have some idea

of the brilliant impossible daring of Robert. The Count and

the cavalry swept recklessly over the bridges which the Saracens

had deserted in their haste, dashed into Mansourah in the

confusion of the moment, murdered and plundered the infidels,

and even made their way to the Sultan's palace in the corner

by the Nile. When the French army had crossed over, all

sight of them was lost.

Meanwhile Louis and the mai*'-army, composed almost

entirely of infantry, were left td resist, with no help from the

cavalry, the rally of the EgyptiaiiS--under the valiant young
captain Baibars. Charles of Anjou commanded the left wing,

including Joinville and the knights of Champagne ; the King,

Alphonso, and the household knights formed the centre. The
aim of either side was simply this. The French were trying

all through to force their way towards stream A, and thence

across the Tafnis to Mansourah to rejoin their cavalry. The
Saracens, on the other hand, were bent upon forcing the

Christians upon the Saracen engines and the river, in the hope
of driving them back across the bridge of boats over which

the Duke of Burgundy was occupied, into their original camp.

The French tried to press towards the east, the Saracens

kept their attention continually to the south. That was
the crusading position all that long terrible day. The French

army, with little cavalry, endured the repeated charges of the

Saracen bowmen with difficulty. The Saracens, as they

pressed them back on the Tafnis, began to make their way

II

round to the bridge over stream A to cut off the detachment
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of the main army under Peter Mauclerc, which had set off to

rescue Robert and the cavalry in Mansourah. That bridge

was onlyheld by Joinville's heroism, until the Duke of Brittany

and his men returned unsuccessful. In the afternoon the

Saracens laid down their bows, and charged with maces and

scimitars, in the hope of thrusting back the Christians by

sheer weight into the river. The French gave way at this

point, hundreds were drowned, the King himself was in great

personal danger. Just in the very nick of time, however,

the Duke of Burgundy effected his crossing from the Christian

camp with the Constable Imbert of Beaujeu and the remaining

infantry. The bowmen, who were fresh to the battle, did

deadly execution among the Saracens. The infidels broke

and fled suddenly, leaving the French so far masters of the

situation that they had meant to cross, and had crossed. Louis

could encamp that night among the Saracen engines in the

Saracen camp.

It was a poor consolation. By the evening news came of

the men who had been trapped in ]\lansourah. Scattered

among the narrow streets, plundering and disunited, the

Christians had been hemmed in and murdered by the infidel.

Two hundred and eighty Templars had fallen. Ralph of Couci

was killed ; William Longsword had fallen, as that very

hour a \'ision told his mother in the Enghsh twilight at home.

And lastly, they came to tell the King that Robert of Artois

himself was slain.

" If he is dead," said the King, " I pray God to pardon his

sins and the sins of the others."

" Is there news ? " the Provost of the Hospitallers asked

of him, as he rode sick at heart through the hideous avenue of

corpses to the bridge over the Tafnis in the cool of the evening.

" WTiy, there is news indeed," said the King. "The Count

is most assuredly in Paradise." And as the Provost in great

distress began with a hasty effort at consolation to repeat

that Louis had gained great honour, put the infidels to fhght

and captured their camp, the King only added, " God be

praised for the many gifts He has given us." And great tears,

Joinville tells,^ dropped from his eyes.

They were not only the tears of the Saint who bewailed
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the losses of his army, or of the man who mourned his ardent,

brilliant brother. The King and general must have known
very well that he had done little. His men had killed many
of the infidels, indeed, but half his own cavalry were lost, and
his reinforcements lay, not in Mansourah, but a thousand miles

beyond seas. He had crossed the Tafnis, but he was as far as

ever from Mansourah. The infidels were undismayed, the

Christians wholly exhausted. Reading the outline of the

battle it reveals itself as a disastrous defeat.

But if defeat is the verdict of this day, all its vigour and
excitement live for us in the pages of Joinville. There you
see all the terror and confusion of the real throb of battle,

written by no spectator but a warrior himself; you catch sight

of the hot, corpse-strewn plain, the narrow streets of the

shining town where Robert was trapped, the river darkened

by bleeding bodies and struggling horses. You hear the

screams of the wounded, and the pitiless crash of the infidels'

gongs. You see Joinville and his men crossing the river, to

fall at once on the Saracen camp, and run off-hand into six

thousand Saracens in battle array
;
you watch them taking

refuge, fighting desperately, in the walls of a ruined barn, men
all around and above them on the crumbling walls, Erard of

Sivrey with his nose flattened to his face by the stroke of some
infidel, calling with Joinville on St. James in their hot despair.

You hear Erard suggesting a rush to the army of Anjou to

fetch help
—

" if only indeed men will not mistake it for flight."

" Flight, no flight, but great honour, Monsieur Erard," cried

Joinville, " if you go to save our lives. Your own is indeed

in danger enough !
" Then, as at last help came, you feel

Joinville's thrill of intoxicating hero-worship when the King
rode up with the bodyguard from the ford—and " Never saw
I," he cries, " so fair a knight !

" An hour or two later finds

Joinville again in desperate straits, guarding the bridge over

the stream with his men, repulsing the fierce cunning enemy
again and again from the posts or in the water, noting, even

in that crisis, how the stream was shining with torn plumes
and lances, struggling men and horses. Across the bridge

you see Peter of Brittany riding back to the main army from
a sally towards Mansourah, blood streaming over his face,

12
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a wound in his mouth, from which he spat out blood as he

called, " By our Captain God, have you seen these scoundrels?
"

Soissons and Neuville by his side, Joinville just managed to

ward off the Saracens in the front and rear, thanks to the

gamboisin of a Saracen which he picked up, " of which I made
a shield, and well did it serve me." You hear Soissons shout-

ing :
" Come, Seneschal, let us cut up these beggars ! By

God's coiffe (such was his favourite oath), we shall speak of

this hour's work some day in the ladies' boudoirs !
" As

the setting sun streams down on the blood-stained dusty

men, you feel a throb of almost personal relief when rein-

forcements from the Duke of Burgundy arrived at last. And
lastly, as night falls over the plain, you lose sight of Joinville

and his friends talking over the tragic, heroic, and humorous
incidents of the day, and can comfort yourself with the

knowledge that they assured themselves, as every side in

war or sport has done since the world began, that after all

the victory really rested with them.

Yet meanwhile Robert and half the cavalry were lying

dead beneath the stars, and the sounds of the rejoicing of the

Moham.medans were borne by the night wind from Mansourah.



CHAPTER XI

THE COURT IN RETREAT

" Me repenteth, said Balin, that ever I came within this country, but I

may not turn now again for shame ; and what adventure shall fall to me,
be it life or death, I will take the adventure that shall come to me."

—

Morte
d'Arthur

FROM that moment, none the less, the defeat of the
Christians was only a matter of time. This is a chapter
of disasters, and there is about it only this consolation,

that the worse was the position of the French, the better was
their behaviour. In prosperity th« faults of disloyalty, dis-

obedience, and disunion were clear enough, but in adversity

something of the true martyr spirit was visible in the court

as well as in the King.

The battle had left the Christians in possession of the
camps on either side of the Tafnis, but that was all. A bridge

of boats was thrown from one side to the other, and they made
a brave pretence of planning an advance, but two incidents

in the fortnight which followed the battle decided their doom.
In the first place, two days later, on the first Friday in Lent,

the Saracens made a sudden attack on the Christian camp,
and were only beaten back with severe loss to the crusaders.
" The ground," says Joinville, " was so thickly strewn with
arrows that you could hardly see the soil." In the second
place, on the 22nd of February, Turan Shah, the young Sultan,

entered the Egyptian camp from Mesopotamia. He was well

received by the Emirs, who were by no means on good terms
with one another, and with his forces the Saracens were
enabled practically to smround the Christian camp. Their
boats blockaded the river, and kept off reinforcements from
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Damietta, and the Christians lay there powerless to move, a

siege within a siege.

That blockade lasted from 22nd February to 5th April,

and those who have been brought up on stories of the sufferings

of Englishmen at Cawnpore or Lucknow can have some con-

ception of what was suffered when all the miseries of an

unaccustomed climate aggravate the ordinary privations of

a siege. The air in the crowded tents was infected by the

corpses of the slain ; the dead bodies floating on the river

poisoned the water supply and the very fish the crusaders

consumed in Lent. Scurfy and blood-poisoning in their most

hideous forms attacked the army, the tents were crowded wdth

the sick and djing, the odorous air was full of flies, the very

priests fell dead even as they offered Mass. The sight of a

Flemish galley manned by Saracens showed the Christians

what was happening to the supplies from Damietta they so

much needed. At the tent doors shrivelled, famine-eyed men
were haggling for sheep at the price of thirty pounds, or eggs at

twelve pence apiece, when Easter followed that most rigorous

Lent. There were, of course, some attempts at arbitration,

but it was too late, by this time, for the Christians to expect

favourable terms. The Saracens had them in a trap, and they

knew it. They would hear of no terms which did not ensure

the surrender of the King to their mercies. There was, indeed,

more wisdom in this condition than they probably realised.

By this time the only man left with any courage or initiative

was Louis himself. His valour, faith, and patience were the

only salient features of that dreary time. It was he who
x-isited the sick, cheered the rebellious, and brought courage

to the dying. It was also he alone who preserved any hopes

of an advance. The nobility stoutly refused to leave him in

pawn, but at the same time they openly discountenanced his

aggressive designs. A safe retreat was the best they could

hope for, and as soon as Louis was attacked by the fever, and

rapidly developed its worst symptoms, the army council

decided at once to return to Damietta. On Tuesday, 5th

April, thereforebegan that retreat which had so many calamities

in store for the French army. Its story is one which can only

be told in outhne here, but hves still in all its agony, its heroism,
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and its strange exhilaration in the history of the Sire of Join-

ville.

At its outset it was marked by two criminally culpable

errors. The only possible strategy for the French army was

to mass itself on the north bank of the Tafnis, cut off the

connecting bridge of boats, and start off up the bank of the

Nile, while the transports, having received the invahds of the

army on board before the Saracens could cross the Tafnis,

were to sail up alongside of the army. That the bridge of

boats should be destroyed, and that the fleet should cling to the

shore by the army, were the two essential details for a safe

retreat. By the inexcusable carelessness which marred the

crusaders' schemes so often, .neither was fulfilled. The officer

in charge of the bridge quite unpardonably neglected his duty,

and left a convenient way for the Saracens over the Tafnis.

Louis and the army had started, and were already out of

sight, when the Christian soldiers and sailors who were carrying

the sick to the boats saw the light of their own fires on the

turbans and arms of the Saracens, and heard their shouts

of triumph as they rushed upon them in their defenceless

condition. There was a hideous massacre before the sailors

could loose their boats, and launch, panic-stricken, on the

river. In the second place, having escaped, the galleys floated

down stream with no particular purpose or order. In a very

short time the Saracen boats surrounded them, a wind sprang

up which blew them back upon Mansourah, numbers were

taken, and their crews drowned or massacred by the infidels.

Only the boats of the Duke of Burgundy and the Legate forced

their way through to Damietta. Joinville only escaped by
calling, ill as he was, from his galley

—
" I am cousin of the

King, the cousin of the King !
" and though in cold blood

the Saracens would have realised his value as a hostage, he was
twice knocked down and felt the knife at his throat. Yet he

was one of the favourites of fortune on that awful night.

On land the army was struggling forward in gloomy despair.

The van was led by Alphonso and the other nobles. The
King, almost too ill to ride, was in the rear with his own
servants, Geoffrey of Sargines, Walter of Chatillon, and his

men. " Count of Anjou, Count of Anjou," he said hotly,
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when urged to travel on a boat as an invalid, " I will not

desert the army." Nevertheless, it was a criminally heroic

effort. The van lagged behind for their King, and the march
was without hope or purpose. At last, towards nightfall,

his men brought him to a village, an uneven street of deserted

huts among the lonely fields. The King fell exhausted into

the arms of an old woman whom his servants found taking

refuge within. There he lay unconscious across her knees

in the starlight, like some picture of the dead Christ, while

outside Walter of Chatillon rode furiously to and fro, calling,

" Knights, knights, where are my knights ?
" as he beat off

the Saracens from one end of the village and then the other, till

he himself was struck down. The ^Mamluks and their soldiers

were coming up in pursuit and surrounding the Christians on

all sides, Phihp of Montfort and other knights w^ere hurriedly

discussing terms of surrender, when suddenl}- arose, no one

knew whence, the cry :
" Sir Knights, surrender ! It is the

King's orders !
" In the haste and confusion any hint of

surrender was welcome. Arms were handed over to the

Saracens, who murdered the Christians on all sides even as

they received their submission, and the gaunt, exhausted

soldiers and their King were carried off to the Saracen tents.

The retreat had begun on Tuesday. By the Sunday the

whole army was carried back into Mansourah.

From that moment the fate of the Christians can only be

understood by keeping in mijid the condition of the Egyptian

army. Turan Shah was still Sultan, but his power was waning.
The Emirs, whose hatred of the Christians was barbaric in its

intensity, did as they liked with the common soldiers of the

French army. So much the Sultan had to yield to them, but

the King and the nobles were his own affair. So, while the

former met with martyrdom, the latter were exceptionally

well-treated. The French men-at-arms and servants were
put into an open court surrounded by earthen walls. A door,

like that of the famous September massacres, led to the yard

of the Saracen executioners. The men were marshalled

through it, to be asked in turn, " WiU 3rou change your faith ?

"

Those who refused
—

" the most valiant athletes "—were

beheaded immediately. Very few gave way, and as many as
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three or four thousand died for their faith that night. Mean-
while, the nobles, in one vast tent with those who had been

captured on the boats, heard all the sounds of the hideous

tragedy in the still night air, but were left untouched, by the

Sultan's orders, and only visited by his doctors. Louis himself

was treated with all kindliness and courtesy, A Saracen

doctor was sent to him, and presents of bedding and clothing

to the French King. The Sultan sent presents also to the

Queen in Damietta, and began to suggest terms for peace.

Altogether it was obvious that Turan Shah wished to be rid of

the Christians for his own purposes. He was willing to let

them go as soon and as easily as possible. For the truth was
that this daring Sultan was burning to free himself from the

over-mighty power of the Mamluks. There were rumours
abroad that one night, when drink had made him incautious,

he struck at the candles on the table one by one with his

sword, saying :
" Thus will I do with my Mamluks," mention-

ing their names in turn. His first demands, for the surrender

of castles to him in the remnant of the Latin kingdom, were

mere bluff, and Louis' refusal on the legal grounds that they

were " in fief of the Emperor," was quite adequate for the

situation. What Turan Shah really wanted, was money to

help him against his terrifying vassals, leisure in which to

deal with them, and the prestige of getting rid of the

Christians. The ransom suggested by Louis of 1,000,000

besants, about £405,000 by modern computation, impressed

him so favourably that he even offered to remit one-fifth

of the princely sum. There was to be a truce for ten

years, all prisoners made by either party since 1228 were
to be released, and the town of Damietta was to be sur-

rendered. These were the terms suggested while Louis

and the army were still at Mansourah. The Sultan, when
this arrangement was concluded, started off with the French
for Damietta, there to receive the town from Queen Margaret,

who was still in possession, and to ratify the treaty. He
arrived outside the city on 2nd May.

The life of the French court in prison during that month
had not probably been as hard as that of the previous weeks.

The Saracen doctors had cured many, including Joinville,
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whom the Christian physicians would almost certainly have

bled to death. The nobles preserved a valiant front towards

the enemy, as befitted the companions of the late martyrs
;

they experienced apparently no great hardships save incessant

anxiety. The King himself submitted to his personal suffering

and humiliation in a manner which won for him the love and

admiration of his contemporaries and descendants ahke. The
nobles might grumble at his self-appointed mortifications in

France, but they could only admire the dignity and humility

with which he bore the disgrace of his failure in the East.

When first they brought him back to Mansourah he was very

ill with dysentery and fever. He was wasted to a shadow,

his teeth were quaking, and with the usual treatment of the

French doctors he would probably have succumbed to his

illness. Fortunately, the Saracen doctors were able to treat

his case successfully, " for their skill," admits Louis' chaplain,

" was greater than ours." He had almost no clothes, tells

Margaret's confessor, save a poor green cloak given him by
some beggar, and the keys of his coffer were lost. The Sultan

sent him a present of two robes of black taffeta, furred with

vair and adorned \\'ith gold buttons, but these were too grand

for Louis' taste, and he wore as a rule the beggar's cloak.

One servant, Isembard, was with him, who brought him his

food and served as his valet, and bore witness after his death

that he had never murmured. A chaplain was also allowed

to visit him, William of Chartres, his companion and confessor,

a kindly, if somewhat pompous, old man. A friar who knew
Arabic attended Wilham too, and by his means Louis attempted

to win his Saracen warders to the faith. Day by day in the

hot narrow prison William said Mass and all the Hours for the

King. The darker were his afflictions, the brighter, tells the

confessor, shone the King's faith and charity.

The only hope of the French army during those days was
the conduct of the remainder of the French court in Damietta.

There ]\Iargaret was holding her own with a valour and energy

which must be remembered in other less heroic moments of her

life. All her love of management and excitement were satis-

fied, she forgot herself altogether, and was the heroine she

always schemed and hoped to be.
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The report of the King's defeat and imprisonment reached

her three days before the birth of her sixth baby. In the

first horror of the news her strength failed altogether. She

lay in bed, convinced again and again that the room was

crowded with Saracens, and screaming in her terror, "Help,

help !
" With desperate self-control she begged that a knight

of eighty years of age should sit by her bed and hold her hand.

Whenever in the long, hot, wakeful night she tossed and cried,

he repeated reassuringly, " Madam, do not fear, I am at

hand !
" Once she sent every one out of her room but him,

and kneeling before him in her haggard misery she made him
promise to kill her before the Saracens could enter the town.
" Be sure, madam, that I will do so gladly," was the knight's

reassuring if uncourtly answer. " I had already decided to

kill you before they took us."

It was the Queen's only consolation before she gave birth

to the baby, who was called John Tristan for the great sorrow

in which he was borr. On that very day news came to her

that the sailors of the communes of Pisa and Genoa were on

the point of flight. Their loss entailed the loss of the fleet,

and the loss of the fleet entailed the loss of Damietta. The
next day, weak as she was, Margaret insisted on sending for

the sailors, till the room was crowded with the dark noisy

men, and resentful faces stared at her bed all around her.

" Sirs," said the Queen courageously, " for God's sake do

not leave the town—for see, my lord the King and his men
will all be lost if it is lost. And if this does not concern you,

at least take pity on the poor weak creature lying here, and

wait till I am well again."
" Madam," they answered, " how can we ? We are dying

of hunger in this place."
" Stay," said the Queen, " and I will have all the victuals

in the town bought up, and keep you all for the present at the

King's expense."

It was a desperate and expensive, but a successful remedy.

By the Queen's statesmanlike action the town was saved, and

with the town, as she observed, the King and all the captives.

The King had reason to be thankful for his wife.

The defence of Damietta was indeed that which alone
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saved the Christians in the terrible hours which elapsed between
2nd Ma}^ when the French prisoners with the Sultan halted

outside Damietta, and 8th ]\Iay, when they were allowed to

sail away. For, on the evening of the 2nd, the crisis came in

the political situation of Egypt. Turan Shah had put off his

decisive stroke against the Mamluks till it was too late. As
they saw him about to enter Damietta and establish himself

there, they were roused to sudden alarm and fur}^ One of

their generals, Faressedin Octai, voiced the general sentiments

of discontent in a mass meeting, led his companions in a frenzy

of excitement to the castle where Turan Shah was resting that

night without the city, robbed him as he sat at supper, wounded
him and chased him from the room along the corridors, to a

wooden tower at one end of the building. As he barred himself

in frantically, the Mamluks set fire at once to the tower.
" Never," says Joinville admiringly, " saw I so straight and
fine a flame." Turan Shah leapt out, calling hysterically

for help, fell at Octai's feet, jumped up and ran, like a wounded
hare, helplessly to the Nile, where among the boats he was
cut to pieces. So the A^mbite dynasty founded by Saladin

expired that night, and though the rule of the Mamluks was
to be incomparably stronger eventually, the Christians for

the moment experienced at the hands of the insensate soldiers

all the horrors of a general revolution.

y The Emirs were, indeed, in a state of madness. Octai

rushed upon Louis' tent, brandishing his sword in the air.

" What will you give me to make you our King," he cried, at

the same moment demanding the Christian ceremony of knight-

hood from Louis on pain of death. Others too came round

him with wild cries and shouts, and the King's life, as Joinville

would say, was now in mortal adventure. Louis was, however,

wholly undaunted. He refused the honour Octai demanded
with calm decision, and stood looking death in the face with all

the self-possession of the expectant martyr. It was in this

heroic guise, as an angel amidst all the wild blood-stained

demons of hell, that his subjects loved to think of their King.

His courage certainly had its effect upon the Mamluks.

They were indeed in such confusion that the question as to

whether Louis would come out of the night a Sultan or a
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martyr only depended upon the fickle determinations of the

Emirs. The fact was that no one of their number wished to

admit any of the others as his superior, and to avoid that even

such a heroic remedy as a Christian Sultan was seriously

considered. Octai was one candidate to the throne, Baibars

another, Azaddin a third, but any of the three would be in

mortal danger from the other two. Sajareldor, that wise old

woman, kept in the background all the six days of anarchy,

but she was doubtless working secretly for her candidate

Azaddin. In the end he was selected, and married off-hand to

his indispensable patroness, but that night there was no rule

save that of anarchy. The Christian nobles were roused from

their slumbers by thirty Emirs, who rushed into their prison

with bleeding swords and out again to bring others to help

them in a general massacre. There you hear how Joinville

and the nobles knelt in turn to confess to a brother of the

Trinity, and how in his confusion the knight could remember
no particular sin to recount. Nevertheless, he received the

confession of Guy of Ibelin himself and absolved him, " as

far as in me lies," because the monk was occupied—afterwards,

miraculous to tell, forgetting all Sir Guy had told him. Death

was imminent every moment, and the nobles were not greatly

reassured when the Emirs took them out of prison, still alive,

and flung them into the hold of a ship while they discussed their

fate. " There we lay," tells Joinville, " at such close quarters

that my feet were pressed against the feet of the good Count

Peter, and his feet against mine." None of his misdemeanours

had brought the Mauclerc to quite such indignity before.

Next day he and Joinville were too ill to be moved, when the

Count of Flanders and John of Soissons were taken out by the

Emirs to discuss the terms which morning reason suggested to

the Mamluks.
For two reasons, indeed, the Emirs were just dissuaded

from a general massacre of the Christians. In the first place,

Damietta still held out against them. Of the state of the

garrison within they were ignorant, and they had not the

patience to wait for its capitulation. Very naturally, they

feared a long siege in the present condition of their army.

And in the second place, the Christians, as the Romans centuries
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before, were, in spite of all, a name still to conjure with amongst
the infidels. The apparently inexhaustible stock of rein-

forcements from beyond seas still made a veil to hide from
the East the decay of the crusading spirit and the shrivelled

limbs of the Latin kingdom. Forty years had still to elapse

before they pierced through this veil at Acre, and found nothing

but a skeleton behind. For the present, the Mamluks, even

in their hatred and excitement, were always in some strange

inexplicable way afraid of their foe. It was for these reasons

that their leaders, therefore, after several stormy scenes,

decided to keep to the treaty of Turan Shah with the

Christians, exacting, however, the huge sum of £500,000 in

ransom, and demanding that Alphonso of Poitiers should be

left in Egypt as a hostage. Even then, when all the conditions

were drawn up, the treaty was nearly broken off because

Louis refused to swear to it in a manner he considered blas-

phemous. The poor old Patriarch of Jerusalem was tortured

in his presence to make him consent. The Mamluks behaved,

indeed, from first to last like savages rather than Mohammedans,
and the fluctuations in their feelings made those last hours a

hideous trial to the Christians' fortitude. At the very moment
when the treaty was concluded they suddenly turned to try

the sortes in the Koran, to see whether it would not be better

to kill the King after all.

" But we shall be shamed for ever," objected one of their

number, " if we who have killed our Sultan now kill this

King."

"It was indeed wrong," admitted another handsomely,
" to kill the Sultan, whom j\Iohammed tells us to guard as the

apple of our eye. But if we turn the page we read too
—

' For

the safety of thy faith kill the enemy of the law.'
"

Always, however, the Saracens just stopped short of such

a massacre. In the end, with electrifying change of front, they

had a sudden access of hospitality towards their prisoners, and

fed them on roast cheese and very hard-boiled, gaily coloured

eggs before they announced, on the evening of the 8th, that

they might embark next day. Even so, apparently, another

reaction was probably at hand, and certainly expected. The
escort who accompanied the King to his galley turned and
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lied as if detected on the verge of some guilty plot, wlieii 011

board the galley they saw sixty or seventy bowmen mustering

at the sound of a whistle. The Christian sick, whom the

Emirs insisted must be left in Damietta, were all massacred

relentlessly. There was cause for deep thankfulness when on

Saturday all the other Christians found themselves embarked
on the boats, maimed, disgraced, but safe at last. The Queen
and her following came out of Damietta, and all that day and
the next the army waited on the Nile while the ransom was
paid over. Louis insisted on the honourable fulfilment of his

promise, though the money was only collected with great

difficulty owing to the endless expenses of King and Queen
during the last months. Joinville had to resort to very

strongly worded remonstrances before he could force enough

money from the almost inexhaustible treasure of the Knights

Templars to make the sum complete. Philip of Nemours,

tells Joinville, came on board chuckling with the first geniune

amusement he can have felt for two months, as he told how
the Saracens had gone off with 10,000 crowns too little.

" I trod on Sir Philip's foot," tells Joinville, who noticed

that the King's attention was arrested, " and told him he was
but joking, for the Saracens are the best calculators in the

world."
" An ill-timed jest," was the King's dry answer, as he bade

the crestfallen Philip go to make sure that the ransom was
paid in full.

So on Sunday, the 8th of May, the ships were ready to sail

at last. There were partings to be made already, for Peter

of Brittany and the Count of Soissons had had enough of

adventure, and made straight for home. Peter never reached

his duchy. His wounds and privations were too much for

the old soldier, and he died at sea after a campaign which, with

all its disasters, had wholly wiped out the memory of this good
knight's earlier disloyalty. The parting with Alphonso of

Poitiers was not, however, necessary. The Saracens had, with

unexpected generosity, released their hostage when the ransom
was paid. As the boat sailed down the mouth of the Nile a

cry rose from the galley of Philip of Montfort :
" Sire, sire !

Send a message to your brother, the Count of Poitou ! He is on
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board this ship !
" Then the King cried, " Light up ! Light

up," " and the joy was as great among us," adds Joinville, " as

it could be."

That it could not be very great was obvious. As the boats

sailed away with their few worn knights on board, and the

hated sands of Egypt faded in the distance, the crusaders

had time to see all the disgrace and failure of their expedition.

Egypt was left untouched by their arms, the way to the Holy
City was barred as hopelessly as heretofore. No less than

two thousand seven hundred knights were left dead or im-

prisoned, besides all the soldiers who had perished. The
prestige of France and the King was lost, one more dismal

failure was added to the history of the Cross in the thirteenth

century. It is easy enough now to recount the failures of

the crusaders. Their ignorance of geography, their delays,

their lack of discipline, their frequent quarrels, their want of

a good general, all these are hopelessly clear to the reader.

Those faults, indeed, they never learnt from experience, but

even their own reason for their failure was final doom enough

to the crusading cause. " Peccatis nostris exigentibus " was

the epitaph they described over this, as over so many failures.

If the sins of a Louis had reaped such a harvest of sorrow,

for that reason alone the cause must indeed have seemed a

hopeless one to the European world.



CHAPTER XII

THE COURT IN THE HOLY LAND

" These thorns are sharp, yet I can tread on them,

The cup is loathsome, yet He makes it sweet.

My face is steadfast towards Jerusalem.

My heart remembers it."

—

Christina Rossetti

AS the ships of the crusaders in their six days' voyage

skirted past the sandy coast-hne of southern Palestine,

the reader's point of view must also shift and adjust

itself. In Egypt, Louis was the King who attempted and

failed to achieve a military conquest. By the time he sighted

the walls and turrets of the harbour of Acre he is no longer

the French King, but one in the long stream of pilgrims of

all the centuries. If in the four years to come he was to

find how fatally little there was for a King to do in the Holy

Land, at least as pilgrim he was in the field of great adventures.

For the pilgrim of the thirteenth century suffered from

no disillusionments in his sacred journeys. To-day students

of higher criticism, with the knowledge of the endless debates

over the authenticity of each holy place, may return with

nothing but vaguely depressing memories of squalid Oriental

towns and rude Turkish officials. But in the Middle Ages there

was no doubt with regard to traditional sites, and no lack

of impressive memorials at the sites themselves. Brocard,

a Dominican pilgrim, gives a most impressive list of all he

saw when he travelled up and down the country from Acre,

in twelve lines of march, " to correspond with the twelve

winds of heaven." He saw the exact place where the table

stood in the feast of Cana of Galilee, the ruins of the three

lenls raised by St. Peter on the Mount of the Transfiguration,
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the stone on the Mount of Ohves where Christ ascended into

heaven, and all the holy places at Nazareth. In Jerusalem

he ascended the solemn Via Dolorosa, he saw the drops of

Christ's blood on the column of the Flagellation, the true

site of the Cross, the place where Christ's body rested and

rose again in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. At Bethlehem

he had watched all night in adoration before the place where

Christ's cradle undoubtedly had lain. If you combine the

longings of the Israelites for their promised land with the

natural devotion of the Middle Ages to relics, and with some-

thing of the American passion for sight -seeing, you can

imagine the feelings of the true Christian as he neared the

shores of Palestine. To guard what holy places remained

to the Christians, and to dream of winning back others, was

happiness to the true pilgrim Louis.

^ But if Palestine could attract pilgrims, it could no longer

attract warriors or conquerors. To consider Louis' position

in the Holy Land is only to realise how near was the Latin

kingdom of Jerusalem to its inevitable end. And that

position was marked out for him, from the first, by the

physical geograph}/ of the Holy Land. That piece of land,

which makes an avenue between sea and desert from Syria

to Egypt, is divided naturally, as Professor George Adam
Smith points out, into four perpendicular zones. Down the

coast from Tyre to Jaffa runs the long maritime plain, broken

only by Mount Carmel, across which all the great conquerors

of the East have marched. Behind the plains rises a second

zone of hill country. The mountains of Lebanon, the hills

of Galilee, the high tableland of Samaria, the rough hill

country of Judsea, on one of whose rocky crags Jerusalem

is built, the mountains of Moab and the desert, these form a

long chain of hills from north to south, a natural barrier

guarding that long coast-road. On the eastern side there

is no approach to this hill country, for the third zone is the

deep valley made by the river Jordan, which cuts across

the country from north to south like the trench of some

military encampment. Beyond it lies the fourth zone of

desert land and mountains. Even from this short outline

one thing may be clear, that the second zone is all-important
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politically. It is, as it were, the wall guarding the coast-plain,

and by 1250 it can be imagined, too, as a wall with a long

line of enemies stationed on the top. It is obvious that to

storm that wall from the path along the coast alone was
almost as hopeless a task as to climb the roof of a house

when a man is shovelling down snow from the top on the

head of the intruder. The first crusaders had fought their

way to Jerusalem by coming from the north, by mounting
the wall, as it were, at an undefended extremity and fighting

their way southwards along it. Saladin only won it back
when he held the north and south of the wall and could

enclose the Christians stationed upon it. Even Richard,

that great general, was powerless to storm it from the coast

alone. All through the third Crusade Saladin had only to

shift his men along the line of hills to keep Richard raging

hopelessly below him in the plains. The Christians could

not, after the end of the twelfth century, march upon Palestine

from the north ; their efforts to win Egypt and march upon
it from the south were hopelessly futile. They could only

attack it, with desperate valour, from the coast.

So Louis and his solidiers moved in the Holy Land up
and down this coast-plain like nothing so much, to use yet

another simile, as players in the drop scene of a theatre.

Since the time of Saladin the curtain had been rung down
on all the Latin kingdom but the coast and the plain. Behind
it the Sultan of Aleppo and the Emirs of Egypt, clumsy scene-

shifters, were moving and wrangling, preparing and shifting

the stage. By the time the great Baibars was, so to speak,

ready for his part, and the curtain went up in 1290, the small

foreground of the drop scene could easily be cleared of its

distinctive features and merged in the central scene of a
wholly Eastern Empire. Louis and his men with their

fortresses and treaties were a mere interlude, while the

quarrels of the Mohammedans with each other and the

Tartars occupied the back of the stage. To the Christians

their own part seemed all-important no doubt, but to the

audience small and even tedious.

The King's stay in the Holy Land opened dramatically

enough with the Council of Acre, which was held only a few

13
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days after the ship arrived. In him and some few of the

army on that arrival, it may be noticed, hope seemed to

revive. The great harbour and the splendid fortifications of

the city spoke of the best days of the crusaders. Its gilded

steeples, its marvellously ornate houses hung with silk

tapestries and garlands in honour of the French, suggested

a wealth that would surely be dedicated to Louis' cause. The
great palaces of Templars and Hospitallers represented to

them, no doubt, the military strength still concentrated in

the Holy Land. But to the rest of the knights who rode,

gaunt and scarred, down the gay thronging streets, the omens

were less favourable. They may have seen how in places

the great fortifications were crumbling, how great forces were

necessary to defend what was left, how few were the Knights

of the Temple or Hospital who would consent in these days

to serve in the Holy Land. For the most part, Louis' men
were wholly set upon the return voyage and the end of these

miseries the}^ had endured. A passion of home-sickness was
raging among them when the King announced that he would

hold a Council. Louis himself admitted that he was needed

at home, according to messages from Blanche, but when he

added, " If I leave the Holy Land every one will depart, for

they will not dare to hold out with so few men," every one

knew that the King's zeal for the Cross was not yet satisfied.

All the week before the Council met there was hot canvassing

to ensure a unanimous vote for return to France. The Legate

and Philip of Nemours were set upon Joinville, who was known
to be one of the few of the King's mind. The King's brother

and the nobles resolved themselves into some sort of com-

mittee and appointed Sir Guy Malvoisin, apparently for the

qualities suggested by his name, as their spokesman at the

Council itself.

The details of that Council, when the great day arrived,

are of no little importance, because they show, more clearly

than any other episode, the mind of the King. There you

are forced to recognise all the folly and all the wisdom, all

the heroism and all the impracticability, all the neglect of

France and all the fiercely faithful adherence to a dying cause,

which distinguished Louis the Crusader. There, too, can be
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seen his independence of his nobihty and their poHcy in

Council. Even if he was foohsh, or mad as they thought

hira, he was always King of France.

The question was put formally by Louis before the Council,

when they met in the palace of the French King, as to whether

the army should stay, and Sir Guy Malvoisin gave the decision

which the nobles had apparently dreaded to declare to

their Sovereign. " Of the two thousand eight hundred
knights," he declared hardily, " whom you led to Cyprus
not one hundred are left." He held out hopes that a return

to France would enable the King to collect more money and
troops for a fresh expedition, " to avenge those enemies who
held you in prison," but his main point was that the King
most certainly must return at once. So clear was the feeling

of the army that the Count of Jaffa would not give his opinion.
" My castle is on the frontier " he said, " and if I counsel

the King to stay you will think it for my own advantage."

There seemed to be only one mind among the nobles.

It was at this point that Joinville's voice was heard, and
the good knight, in spite of the Legate, spoke up on behalf

of the King. The King's treasure, he pointed out, was not

yet exhausted. If the crusaders stayed no doubt knights

would come to his help from Europe. In any case he could

command a small band still " to rescue the poor prisoners

who fought for God and King beyond seas, for they will

never escape if the King depart." The memory of the
prisoners roused others in Joinville's favour, and William
of Beaumont chimed in to second Joinville's proposal that

the King should stay in spite of all.

" Vile filth," called out John, William's uncle, in a fury,
" hold your tongue !

" Sir John's very blunt manners had
certainly not improved with his hardships.

" Messire John," said the King, " you are in the wrong

;

let him speak !

"

" Sire, most certainly I shall not," called back the enraged

John, forgetful of all etiquette, and only the Lord of Chatenay
dared, in face of his wrath, to add a word in Joinville's favour.

" Sirs, I have heard you all," concluded the King, " and
I will tell you what I am pleased to do this day week." With
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that this most informal and uncourteous council of war dis-

solved, or rather resolved itself, like every excited general

meeting, into a number of little gatherings. Joinville was
attacked on all sides

—
" The King is mad, Sire de Joinville,

if he beheves you against all the Council of France." Such

was the general opinion on every side, and a very gloomy

meal followed the excitement of the Council. The King did

not speak to Joinville, and there was a general sense of dis-

pleasure in the air.

That day closes with one of the most charming incidents

in Joinville's book. The knight sauntered moodily, when
grace was said, to a barred window in the thick wall of the

King's room whither he was wont to retire after dinner, and

stood leaning against it, looking out on the streets of the city

and the sails in the harbour, and thinking bitterly that if

his hero King really deserted his men, he should go to the

Prince of Antioch, and serve him till another Crusade came.

The thought of his men and other French captives in the

terrible Eastern prisons rankled bitterly in his mind. And
as he stood there a hand was placed on his shoulder, and a

hand passed across his eyes.

" And I thought it was Sir PhiHp of Nemours, who had

given me trouble enough over the counsel I gave the King,

and I said ' Leave me alone. Sir Philip.'

" But by chance, as I was turning, the King's hand slipped

over my face—I knew it to be the King's by the emerald on

his finger—and he said

—

" ' Stay where you are ! I want to ask why you were so

bold, young as you are, as to dare to ad\'ise me to stay, against

the opinion of all the nobles and councillors of France who
urged me to return. Speak out,' he said ;

' should I be wrong

to go away ?
'

" ' By God, Sire,' I answered, ' Yes !

'

" ' If I stay,' he asked, ' will you stay too ?
'

" And as I answered ' Yes,' he went on to say, ' Well, be of

good cheer
;
your counsel was after my own heart. But do

not say so to any one this week.

A week later the Council met for the last time, and Louis

gave his decision. There were, he announced solemnly, many
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to care for France but few to care for the kingdom of Jerusalem,
" and therefore my resolution is that I must stay here for the

present." He ended with offers of good payment to those

who would remain in his service. The rest should return with

his brothers to the Holy Land. There was a good deal of

emotion over the decision, many were ashamed and many
wept, but as a whole the army decided to go. Their prepara-

tions were hurried on, and in a few weeks Alphonso and Charles

were ready to start. " Courage, then, soldiers of Christ,"

were the words they carried home from Louis to the nobles

and prelates of France. " Arm yourselves and be ready to

avenge His injuries and affronts. We have preceded you in

God's service ; come therefore to join us. . . . Do you,

prelates, and other faithful servants of Christ, aid us with the

Most High by your prayers. Ordain that intercessions may
be made in all places submitted to your care, that you may
obtain for us by God's grace those good things of which our

sins make us unworthy."

The ships disappeared on the horizon, and Louis had to

look round to see who was left to him and what there was to

do. His own following was very small, at the most never

more than fourteen hundred in number. The Legate remained

with him, the brave Count of Eu and his son, Oliver of Termes,
" one of the boldest men I ever have seen," says Joinville,

" and one who bore himself most bravely in the Holy Land "
;

Giles the Brown, that good and brave knight, the heroic

Geoffrey of Sargines, and Joinville, who was accepting the

King's pay. The Queen, too, was left with Louis, and made
Acre her headquarters. From the inhabitants of the Latin

kingdom the King could expect very little. There had been

no King in Israel since Frederick 11 had claimed the crown

by right of his wife, and his son, who was King in name, had

never visited his kingdom. The Latin nobihty as well as

the Templars and Hospitallers were exhausted by the late

campaign and the terrible massacre at Gaza in 1244. There

is hardly one famous name among these save that of the Count

of Jaffa. The inhabitants of the Christian towns and the

plains near were a strange mixture of Latins, Syrians, Jews,

and half-castes. The inhabitants of Acre may be taken as
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typical specimens, " and there," as an earlier crusader said,

" men flock, to change their names but not their natures."
" The inhabitants," said Brocard, " are the worst whom the

earth bears upon it." " No one knows as I do," was the

Legate's criticism, " how many treacherous sinners Acre

contains. God must avenge Himself upon it, until the city^

lies waste in the blood of its inhabitants." Amongst thei

Louis might say indeed, as a later crusader said bitterly,^

" God sleeps, God Who once woke for us."

If this was the military force with which Louis was left!

it is not surprising if there seemed to be little for him to do.

Those four years he spent in the Holy Land cannot be said t(

be marked by any clear policy or plan of campaign. Broadly

speaking, Louis' activity expressed itself in four ways. In

the first place, he was bound to careful negotiations with the

Eastern powers in order to recover as many prisoners as

possible. That was admittedly one of the first duties of

crusaders. " For your sake, O King," declared a crusading

song, " your people lie in prison and death. ... If you fail

them in their grievous plight, saint and martyr, apostle and

innocent wiU rise up against you in the day of judgment."

In the second place, if he could not take the initiative in con-

quest, he tried to keep intact all that was left to the Christians

by rebuilding or building new fortifications round the four

leading coast-towns of the kingdom. In the third place, he

occupied himself in earnest missionary work among all the

Saracens with whom he came in contact ; and lastly, in a little

ambulance work and one short pilgrimage. And if with these

apparently casual occupations those four years seem a mean-

ingless patchwork of events, they have, all the same, a twofold

significance in the close of the history of the Latin kingdom of

Jerusalem. They were of interest, firstly, because they showed

the uselessness of the Crusades. Louis and his army had

started with an exceptionally fair opportunity, and had failed

ignominiousl}^ The French King recovered no new piece of

earth in the Holy Land. He was used indeed as a pawn in

the game of the warring powers around him, but a pawn which

neither side would ever advance far enough to turn into a

monarch. For one wrong he righted in the Holy Land a
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hundred meanwhile went unrighted at home. Thoughtful

men could hardly fail to conclude that the crusaders had

failed finally, not as a punishment for sin, nor from a lack of

real effort, but simply from the changed conditions of Europe

and East alike since the days of the first Crusade. But if,

secondly, Louis' great enterprise was, as it were, a message

of the doom hanging over the Latin kingdom, he illuminated

it also before it passed away with something it had never

known before. It had seldom been considered worth while

to exhibit the gentler Christian virtues of patience, humility,

and love in the land of their great Incarnation, and Louis, in

spite of humiliation and failure, graced the kingdom in its

last days by these gifts. His work was akin to that of some
district nurse in a poverty-stricken home, who straightens

and cleans the untidy room and removes the last hideous

traces of disease and squalor. The condition of the patient

was, of course, hopeless, but at least there was a touch of

beauty and kindliness about its ending, for once at least

Christianity was exhibited to Mohammedanism as something

more than a drawn sword in the hand of a freebooter. The
hopelessness and the beauty of Louis' efforts are the salient

features of those four years.

The diary of their events begins with Louis' first business,

his relations towards the powers in the East. These were

bound up, from the first, with the revolution he had witnessed

in Egypt. The Ayubite Sultan of Aleppo, El-Naser, over-

whelmed with horror at the murder of the kinsman against

whom he had fought all his life, entered at once upon a

campaign against the military rebels of Egypt. He on his

side sent messages to Louis demanding his help, while on

the other hand the Mamluks wrote almost as friends

claiming Louis' assistance. It was the quarrel between Syria

and Egypt which made possible Louis' stay in the East,

and governed his policy all those years. With the object

of recovering the Christian prisoners, and, more curiously,

the heads of those slain in Gaza which were still adorning

the gates of Cairo, he kept consistently to a policy of alliance

with Egypt. He received as early as July 1250, on the

conclusion of a treaty with Sajareldor and Azaddin, who were
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now secure on the throne, as many as two hundred knights

and a large number of soldiers from their prisons.

Louis remained in Acre till March 1251, recuperating his

forces. He received there, too, an embassy from the far-

famed Old Man of the Mountains, the Sheik of Alamut. This

famous lord of the Ismaelite sect of the Mohammedans,
whose ancestors had been perched upon the mountains of

Lebanon since 1090, had instituted a secret reign of terror

among the monarchs of the world. His envoys, as devoted

as Jesuits, as ruthless in their methods as anarchists, as

inscrutable as Freemasons, were sent by him to murder
those princes with w^hom he thought the world could dispense.

They were inspired, it was said, by a drug called Hasheen,

from which came their name of Assassins, and by promises

of the Paradise to be won by their self-immolation. The
Old Man had already, it was told, sent envoys to murder
Louis in France. In Palestine he sent an embassy with all

the majesty of winding-sheets and daggers to demand freedom

from a tribute exacted by the Templars. Louis was his

equal in the game of bluff, and sent a severe message which

caused the old tyrant to change his tone immediately. He
sent Louis impassioned promises of friendship as well as a

set of crystal chessmen and an elephant, which the King sent

home to his country. The incident had little political

importance, but must have been one of the favourite stories

among the children of crusaders in all the adventures of

their fathers.

In the diary of events the March of 125 1 must be noticed,

when Louis first moved from Acre on his pilgrimage to

Nazareth. The sacred spots in Bethlehem and Jerusalem

lay inaccessible behind the hills, but pilgrims could still

make their way to Nazareth by Cana and Mount Tabor across

the marshes and stony hills of Galilee. Louis rode up the

hillsides fasting and wearing a hair shirt, and at first sight •
from the summit in the dawn, of the long white town among
its groves and spring flowers, he dismounted and knelt in

prayer. He walked down to the city on foot, and with his

following made his way to the great church where the

Christians still jealously guarded the site of the Annunciation.
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Here he heard Vespers, Matins, and High Mass in deep

reverence. " Never indeed," says WilUam of Chartres,

" had such solemn and devoted service been paid there since

the Son of God in that place took flesh of the Most Glorious

Virgin." And from the solemn incense-clouded church no

doubt the King wandered through the sacred streets and

olive groves to the spring where the Blessed Virgin must

often have led her Child, known to the Christians always

as Mary's Well. That day alone must have been guerdon

to Louis for all the miseries he endured for the Cross.

At Easter the King moved to Caesarea, to rebuild the ruins

left by the Saracens. There you see the typical life of the

small court in the Holy Land. The King's religious duties,

the Hours and the daily Mass, were performed as zealously as

in France, but Louis was freed from many of the formalities

of home life. So few nobles were left that among the remnant

was a pleasant informal friendliness. You see it in such

trifles as the general laughter when Queen Margaret knelt

down reverently at the sight of some shirts ordered by the

King under the impression that they were rehcs ; in the trivial

grudge of the Legate against Joinville who chose to fast on

bread and water on Fridays in Lent at the King's table, and

shamed the Legate into equal severity ; in the sympathy over

the trifling privations all endured. Joinville and the Count

of Eu amused themselves, like two schoolboys, in con-

structing a miniature engine of war with which each cata-

pulted stones by turns at the other through a window in

the wall between their rooms. You hear how the knights

hunted the gazelle, and how the Hospitallers interfered and

were punished after their own custom by having to sit on

the ground to eat, till Joinville won their pardon from the

Grand Master. You read of the interest excited by a knight

and his men from Norway who killed lions in a fashion

unknown to big-game hunters to-day. You realise the

general kindly feeling when you hear how Joinville, who was

living in great state with fifty knights under him, at the King's

expense, adopted, and induced three other of his knights to

adopt, the penniless sons of some adventurer who came
looking for help. There are many memories of unimportant
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but amusing episodes, recalled, no doubt, by those who
shared this life with affectionate amusement in after days.

Economy was the prevalent motive at court, and even the

Queen had no occasion for display. The great preoccupa-

tion was of course Louis' buildings and fortifications. The
thirteenth century was the age of military as well as ecclesias-

tical architecture. The men who solved the difficulty of

vaulting in the churches of northern France were the men
also to imitate and to perfect the glories of Byzantine defence.

Odo of Montreuil was the King's Master in all these buildings.

A great wall with curtains and towers was thrown round

Caesarea by Easter 1252. Jaffa was then metamorphosed
from the dirtiest and noisest of ports into one of the most

splendid. Louis erected a wall round the whole town guarded

by a moat and twenty-four towers. Within he built a church

and convent of great magnificence. For other occupations

the court had to receive the prisoners, who, in bands of

different numbers, in all over three thousand men, were

fetched back starved, scarred, and often half-wdtted by Louis'

envoys from Egypt. They were clothed and fed by royal

bounty, and each received a small sum of money to pay either

for arms in the King's service or for the voyage home. One
tragic story was told of a certain Geoffrey of Chateaubriand

rescued by the Mathurin monks from the prison where he had
languished since 1240. He was brought back to the wife

who was still waiting for him in the East, and to another

tragedy. For when her eyes met his again, after all those

years of dying hopes, she fell into his arms dead with joy.

The conversion of Saracens was another of Louis' daily

interests. Though to Joinville he declared on one occasion

that " a layman who hears the Christian faith attacked should

only defend it with the sword, and he should thrust that into

the unbeliever's body as far as he can," his own practice was
more merciful. Even before he left Egypt he gave an ordin-

ance that no one should laugh at converted, or even twice

converted Saracens. He worked with his monks among his

Saracen prisoners with some success. Many were baptized,

and other Saracens of some standing came to him voluntarily

for instruction. In 1253 he dispatched a party of boy and
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girl converts to his favourite monastery of Royaumont, with

no sense, it would seen, of the incongruity of these bronzed,

terrified Orientals among the green meadows and grey willows

of the Oise. These conversions were the King's favourite

accomplishments. In a court of hard workers and monks he

could not be unhappy.

Such were, in 1252, Louis' employments in the Holy Land.

And in that year he had to find, both from East and West, that

his days in the East were numbered. In the first place, in

that year, he fell out of Eastern politics. In 1251 the Sultan

of Aleppo had marched on Cairo to punish the murderers of

the Ayubite Sultan, and had been beaten back only at the

very gates of the city. The forces of Syria and Egypt were

indeed so equally matched that even the little crusading army

seemed of importance in the balance. The Sultan of Aleppo

again sent suggestions for a treaty with the Christians. The

Emirs of Egypt sent an offer of all Palestine this side Jordan

save four specified places, all the remains of the dead at Gaza,

and the promise of more bands of prisoners. In return Louis

was to march out from Jaffa to meet the Egyptian army and

with them fall upon the Sultan of Aleppo's army on its way
south. The expedition was planned, with all its details, for

the May of 1252. At the last moment it failed through a

rising of Bedouin tribes in Egypt, and Louis stayed quietly in

Jaffa. The Sultan of Aleppo marched south suddenly and

met the Egyptians in a drawn battle. He was driven to make
a treaty with them, in which both sides relinquished any

alhance with the Christians. Louis, that is to say, lost all

hope of a position as arbitrator.

And, secondly, from the West came news that November
which meant Louis' return to France. The reports of the

rising of the Pastoreaux, and of the wars in Flanders, were

followed in November by news of the Queen's death. Putting

aside for a moment what that meant to Louis as a man, it is

clear that politically the loss of the great stateswoman made
Louis' return imperative.

Perhaps it was because he knew his days to be numbered
that Louis made his one military demonstration against

the Sultan of Aleppo in 1253. Naser with careless contempt
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marched back from Egypt across the plain, almost touching

the coast-towns held by the Christians. Louis with his

fourteen hundred men marched out from Jaffa and fell upon
the rear of the Sultan's army of thirty thousand. It was a

daring outrage, and the French cavalry did some good work
before a band of Saracen bowmen dispersed the little force

and drove them back into the city. Louis had schemes, as

the great S^aian army marched on northwards, of marching

inland through Samaria. He sent a force inland also, to

Caesarea Philippi at the head of the Jordan, in the hope appar-

ently of piercing his way beyond the coast he knew so well.

But the Latin Christians, who knew the hopelessness of the

country, urged him to continue his march to Sidon, whither

he had sent forward some two thousand builders and soldiers

to repair the fortifications. So few soldiers therefore ,were

detached to capture Caesarea Philippi that the effort merely

ended in a purposeless foray.

The King and the main army therefore marched from

Jaffa to Sidon in the summer of June 1253, and there you have

one of the ghastly and typical incidents of the stay in the

Holy Land. As the Christian army drew near the orange

groves round the quiet harbour of the city a sudden horror

fell upon them, for they were gazing at the city of death.

Amid the rubble and trenches of the half-begun work lay three

great heaps of ghastly corpses which had lain for more than a

month beneath the summer sun of Palestine. Naser of Aleppo,

on his way north from Jaffa, had made an unsuccessful effort

to capture Acre as a reprisal to the battle of Jaffa. He had

then turned aside upon Sidon, easily overran it, and left St.

Louis' band of workers, two thousand in all, l5^ng dead. The
sights and smells were terrible beyond description, and all

but the King would have fled in horror. " Come, let us bury

the martyrs of Christ," said the Saint, undismayed if broken-

hearted. " They have endured far more than we have for our

God. They suffered death ; can we not suffer for them ?
"

He insisted that all the corpses should be collected by the

army, sewn in all their nameless horror into bags, laid upon

camels specially blessed for the purpose, and placed reverently

in the trenches dug by the workers themselves for fortifications.
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For five days the work lasted, and all that time Louis worked
without one expression of disgust, and, it was specially noticed,

without once putting his hand to his nose like the others.

At the end of that awful time the Archbishop of Tyre, who
was summoned to read the burial service, would only do so

with his nose conspicuously buried in his vestment even as he

read. Three days later he died of the disease he contracted

in spite of these precautions, a martyr of the martyrs.

Wlien this awful task was over Louis set to work with the

fortifications. Even as he approved designs and watched the

walls rising from their scaffolding all the summer and autumn
of 1253, he knew that this was his last task in the Holy Land.
Fresh news reached him of troubles in Flanders and Gascony, of

continual danger from England, of the irreparable loss to the

government in his mother's death. The ruined bridge and
the many-towered castle over the harbour are still among
the most impressive remains of the Crusades in the Holy Land,
but they were to Louis the gravestone of his great enterprise,

a monument raised in memory of his hopes. There was a

procession round the city by the King's orders early in 1254,

when the Legate prayed that God's will might be done by the

King. There was an interview with the Legate, whose results,

whispered to Joinville, caused the good knight to repeat

sorrowfully, " God's will be done." The final sentence of

departure was pronounced by the Patriarch and nobles of the

Latin kingdom when they heard of the King's predicament.
" Sire," they said, " you have fortified the cities of Sidon,

Caesarea, and Jaffa to the great profit of the Holy Land, and
strengthened Acre with walls and towers. Sire, we have taken
counsel together and we do not see how your stay can be of

further profit to the land of Jerusalem. Therefore we counsel

you to go to Acre for the coming Lent and prepare your passage,

so that you can leave for France after Easter."

So the King moved to Acre, and all that Lent not only pre-

pared for departure but added to the fortifications. There
was a certain depression at the break-up of the little partywhich
had endured so much together. The King wept and prayed
passionatelyin secret as he thought of the coming farewell to the

Holy Land. The Patriarch and barons of Palestine admitted
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sorrowfully that they would never know a truer friend, and

indeed the hundred knights whom Louis left behind to carry

on his work were a poor substitute. The Legate wept to think
" of lea\dng your holy company for the Court of Rome to dwell

\vith the evil generation there." Only as the preparations

neared completion and the eight big vessels and four galleys

appeared in the harbour did the French army begin to look

forward with half-incredulous relief to the joys of home. On
the 24th of April the King and Queen embarked at last, and on

the next day Joinville congratulated the King on this, his

second birthday. " For indeed to-day you are born again,

now that you escape from this perilous land." So on the 25th

the ships set sail and the wind bore the King from the adventure

of the Cross to his duties in France.

All that voyage the King's heart must have been full of

that adventure and its gloomy consequences. There were

indeed some distractions to take his mind from the tragedy

of his Crusades, and no doubt they were welcome enough.

Some of them may be noticed here before, hke the King,

one turns to consider the general result of the six years'

campaign.

In the first place, there was the due conduct of the services

on board. The privilege of carrying the Blessed Sacrament

was granted to Louis' vessel by the Legate's special permission.

It stood in a precious tabernacle in a consecrated cabin, hung

with cloth of gold ; there the priests daily said Mass, when the

weather permitted. Louiswent about on deck among the sailors

indefatigably urging them to come to Mass and Confession.

" I will gladly give my hand to pulling a rope or anything else,"

he explained with kingly courtesy to the outraged Master

Mariner. He \'isited the sick on board and cared specially

that they should make confession and receive the last Sacra-

ments. " More sailors," we hear, " were confessed than ever

before." To these works of mercy and religious exercises Louis

could resort, perhaps sometimes to escape from thewifewho, from

the first stay in Acre, seems to have become wholly estranged

from him in thought. The Queen, for her part, must have been

busy enough. Her family was now increased not only by the

little John Tristan, but also by a boy named Peter, and a little
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girl called Blanche after the great Queen of France ; three

babies, that is to say, under four years old.

A second very lively distraction was a sudden danger of

shipwreck. On the Saturday after their start the royal ship

ran aground in a fog near Cyprus. That affair again should be
read in Joinville's own inimitable story. There you hear the

passengers rushing frantically about the deck shouting, " Alas !

alas !
" and see the Queen searching in an agony for her husband,

so that she could win his consent to a vow to St. Nicholas, while

Louis knelt, unmoved by the confusion, before the altar,

awaiting death. There is a glorious touch of comedy when John
of Monson, who had a special affection for Joinville, hurried

after him on deck to throw an overcoat round him.
" What on earth have I to do with overcoats," cried Join-

ville, " when we are all just going to be drowned ?
"

" On my soul," answered John with stohd common sense,

which deserves him a place in history, " I had rather we were all

drowned than that you should catch a cold and die of it !

"

Part of the keel had broken away, but the mariners were
able to anchor till morning. The King was implored to change
his vessel and leave the others on the boat to take refuge in

Cyprus, but he refused. " If I leave the ship," he said truly,
" five hundred more people may have to stay in Cyprus all their

lives. Every one loves his life as much as I do, and perhaps they
will never manage to get back to their native land. I would
rather put my Ufe and those of my wife'and children into God's
hands than be the cause of such disaster to those who are in my
ship." As it was, the sailors were able to make the ship sea-

worthy, and the voyage continued.

During the quiet of the days which followed Louis' thoughts
must also have turned again and again, as he neared France, to

the death of his mother. Blanche had endured many political

troubles, but she kept them in check till Louis' return. Her
death was marked by all the loneliness and austerity of her life.

In 1252, the year in which she died, Innocent iv refused to visit

her, with marked coldness. He had never forgiven her for

neglecting to espouse his cause against the Emperor. There were
great disturbances in Flanders and risings in Gascony against

Henry III. Alphonsoof Poitiers returned to her in Julyfrom the
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HolyLand only to sustain a severe stroke of paralysis. Blanche

was worn out b}' this added trouble, and in the dark November
days at Melun those heart-attacks began which were to prove

fatal. She had herself moved at once to Paris and entered the

Cistercian Order five or six days before her death. Her heart

had long been set upon the religious life, but her countr}' and

dut}' claimed her sterner virtues to the very last. Forthosedays

she lay on a straw mattress in a simple serge habit, the sisters

watching by her night and day. The Bishop of Paris gave her

the last Sacraments. For hours afterwards she lay speechless,

but at two or three o'clock on 27th November she spoke,

murmuring, " Veni Creator Spiritus," to the nuns and priests

round her. At once they began to say the prayers for the

d3ing, and as they chanted " Saints of God succour me !

"

her spirit returned to God. She died a simple nun, but they

buried her, as she had lived, a Queen. The body, in the royal

robes, on a golden bier, was carried through the streets of

Paris. All night she lay in state by the light of the candles in

Notre Dame. Next day, after High Mass, she was carried to

the convent of Maubuisson, where she was buried with fitting

pomp in the choir of the nuns. Some years later her heart was

removed and buried in the convent of Our Lady of the Lily

which she had founded with her son. It was a fitting place for

her whose name, in the words of Philip Mousques, spoke truly

of the whiteness of her soul and body. Louis had been nearly

broken-hearted when the news was brought to him in his

Chapel at Jaffa by the Legate and the Archbishop of Tyre.
" Ah, seneschal, seneschal, I have lost my mother," he cried,

with many tears, to Join\'ille when he came from his prayers for

her soul at the altar. Margaret also bewailed her, to Join-

viUe's surprise. " It is true then that women are deceitful,"

he remarked bluntly when he was called by her lady-in-waiting

to the difficult task of comforting the Queen. " Thewomanyou
hate more than any other in the world is dead, and yet you

parade your grief !
" And ^largaret, who was just the woman

to find something enjoyable in mourning, had to admit that it

was chiefly for her little daughter she wept, left alone without

a guardian in France. Blanche was indeed, one gathers, on all

sides mourned as an institution rather than a personality.
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She had always been feared and obeyed, but very few had loved

her. Nevertheless, she left a gap in the Court circle which no

one could ever fill for Louis, and went down to her grave leaving

an unspotted fame and a record of great achievements to her

posterity. Her jealousy and severity, those lesser faults

which were themselves the defects of her virtues, can be for-

gotten. She lives in history as the Queen who made peace

and kept peace, and by her unaided genius preserved the crown

of France for her son.

But even through Louis' sorrow for his mother and the

events of the voyage one thought must have obtruded itself

upon the King before all others, and that was the result of

his great enterprise. As he sailed away from the shores of

Palestine one is tempted inevitably to contrast his departure

with the departure of another crusading King. " Farewell,

my Holy Land, to God I do commit thee ! Yet I will come
again !

" So Richard i had cried as he looked back from

his vessel, so doubtless Louis thought in his heart. In both

cases, nevertheless, the wish was unfulfilled. There were

endless contrasts between the two monarchs. Richard had

saved the Latin kingdom from extinction at the hands of

Saladin. Louis had to leave it in poverty and disrepute,

while in Egypt the future founder of the Turkish Empire was

growing up to manhood. Richard left it ringing with his

praises as a general, Louis with all the sting of failure. For

his expedition had been, he must have admitted to himself, a

failure. Jaffa, Sidon, Csesarea, and Acre were left with added

fortifications but that was all. There was no Christian force

left to march inland ; only a handful remained to hold out, as

long as they could, for their lives. Regiments of the dead

were left on the shores of Egypt and Palestine. Louis had

expended over five hundred thousand pounds in vain. The
Christian kingdom, in short, was fast losing its hold upon the

rock, and just about to fall back into the Mediterranean.

Such was Louis' failure compared with Richard's success.

The contrasts might be multiplied, but, after all, those already

mentioned are insignificant compared with the fundamental

contrast between the Europe of the twelfth and the Europe

of the thirteenth century to which Richard and Louis

14
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respectively returned. Richard's final return home was an

episode, romantic enough after his capti\'ity in Austria, but

still an episode ; Louis' was a necessity for his country.

Richard went to England to collect some money and start

off on new wars. Louis had to restore the executive govern-

ment to France. Legislation, justice, and finance all depended

on that one man who cared for nothing but the Cross and
the pilgrim's staff. England of the twelfth century could do

without her warrior lord, but France of the thirteenth century

could not do without her King. From that contrast with

Richard i history must come to the inevitable conclusion

that the day of the Crusades was over. So therefore you see

not only Louis looking back wdth eyes of longing to the land

he was obliged to forsake. You see him as representative of

all the old order, his farewell as the farewell of Europe to the

high enterprise of the Cross. The old order was changing,

yielding place to the new, and though no doubt new Arthurs

and new adventures awaited true knights in other lands, yet

the death-bed of every high ideal must have its sadness.

Your eyes may linger, like the King's, on the vanishing shores

of the Latin kingdom with an inexplicable regret as the

knights, with their crosses and lances, their cries of " Dieu le

veut " and their hymns of the Beata Urbs, vanish into the

darkness of forgotten ideals, to become only the picturesque

memory of a lost cause.
"And everywhere

The knights come back from thek great quest in vain.

In vain they struggle for the vision fair."



CHAPTER XIII

THE COURT AND EUROPE

" Redditum C}^'! solio Phraaten
dissidens plebi numero beatorum
eximit Virtus populusque falsis

dedocet uti

vocibus, regnum et diadema tutum
deferens uni propriamque laurum,

quisquis ingentes oculo inretorto

spectat acervos." Horace

THERE is, perhaps, no more striking proof of the death
of the crusading cause than the fact that Louis was
welcomed back to his kingdom with pomp and rejoicing

not unworthy of a great conqueror. When he landed at Hyeres
in Provence and marched north through Aix and Beaucaire
he was beset with congratulations on every side. Paris was
ablaze with bonfires and dances, processions and bells, when
he reached her in the brilliance of early September. A great

service of thanksgiving was ready for him at St. Denis. There
seemed to be no memory of the armies he had lost nor the

cause which was ruined. " All the world is for the living,"

as he himself said on quite a different occasion, " and none
for the dead." The crusading spirit was dead at home, and
France merely rejoiced because her King had come home
again and every one was wanting him. Only here and there

you catch glimpses of what that six years' absence had been.

Louis, so weak that he had to be carried ashore by Joinville at

Hyeres, was, a few noticed, still wearing the Cross. All the

rejoicings in Paris " he heard as though he heeded not," and
after a week of them he set off for rest and time for sorrow
in the woods at Vincennes. From that day onwards it became
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gradually known how much stricter and simpler was the

King's life even than before. Other echoes of sorrow you
catch in the mourning for those who did not return or in the

disappointments awaiting those who did. Not a few, perhaps,

came back like the poet, Walter of Argis, white haired with all

they had been through, to be mocked by their former loves

who were still fresh and gay. " This is not courteous in her,"

sang the poet of his lady, " She is fair, fair now and always

—

and the Oise rolls by for ever—but my heart is sore within me
for the loss of all I loved." But Monsieur Walter of Argis

with his white hair, the Count of Soissons with his crutch,

and poor Monsieur firard of Sivrey \^dth his flattened face,

were only so many spectres in that return. For the most
part the court was filled with all the bustle of expectancy

and the hope of new beginnings. Nobody really cared about

the last six years and their troubles. They had their King
back again.

The year 1254 marks, therefore, a new period in Louis'

reign, and one which must be considered in a rather different

way from those which preceded it. For these later years

must be seen not in detail, but as a whole, to show the true

drift of events. If you follow Louis from day to day nothing

very noticeable meets your eye. One day, perhaps, he issues

an ordinance against blasphemy, on another he reforms the

bad customs of some obscure town in Normandy. One day

he is to be seen at the dedication of some new church or

monastery he has founded, and on another he is inducing two

of his nobles, or some bishop and his town to make up a trifling

quarrel. You can only arrive at the true proportions of all

these details by looking from one class of his realm to another,

and seeing the effect of those years of energy, from 1254 to

1270, upon each of those classes individually, his family, his

nobles, his people, and his Church. It is only when the results

of those long days of peace and silence are summed up together

that it can be seen how much France owed to her King.

This first chapter after the return from the Crusade must

deal, because the fact affected home affairs so closely, with

the position of France in Europe. Even at Louis' return, in

spite of the loss of men and years and money in the East,
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France appeared to the other kingdoms of Europe, as John
RaveUn imposingly pronounces, " a hly among thorns." The
other states envied her for her peace and prosperity. Europe

indeed was in a state of disintegration, an orchestra from which

it seemed any sort of conductor had disappeared with the

death of Frederick 11. Innocent iv, his jealous rival, survived

him it is true. Conrad, the Emperor's legitimate son, suc-

ceeded nominally to his throne in Germany ; Manfred, his

illegitimate son, was ruling, a truly royal lieutenant, for

Conrad in Sicily. William of Holland, the papal candidate

to the Empire, was called by the Pope, and hardly any one

else, the Holy Roman Emperor. But there was no real master-

spirit in the situation. Notes and themes were discordant,

every one was picking out a tune for himself regardless of

others. What it all meant, indeed, was the existence of new
forces and the growth of new ideas. The struggle of Empire

and Papacy, though long protracted, was not of the first

importance. The new motif of nationality was rising and
trying to drown all others, and Louis was, as it were, on his

return, the instrument who sounded before and above the

others this new theme. France, with its conquests from the

English and acquisitions in the south, was certainly the first

nation in Europe.

Everywhere indeed the thirteenth century saw the growth

of national feeling. Spain, though still divided among her

different monarchies, had just come to the end of the Moorish

wars and was at last a Christian country. England, however

isolated, and however unheroic was the character of her ruler,

was nevertheless a nation. Neither Germany nor Italy could

be called a nation as far as that name implies any sort of

union, but from 1253 onwards, when Innocent provided him-

self with an anti-King of the Romans as his champion against

the Ghibellines in Italy, in addition to the anti-Emperor

William of Holland who was already his champion against

the Ghibellines in Germany, any practial application of the

old theory of the Empire was at an end. In 1257, when the

Empire was left vacant by the death of William of Holland,

the electors were the seven great princes of Germany without

reference to Italy. Torn between these princes and their
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nobility as Germany was, and hopelessly as Italy was divided

among her rulers, the two countries emerge from this century

as distinct nations in that their destinies were henceforward

wholly separate. And in this world, where the old theory of

Papacy and Empire as sun and moon among a number of

inferior satellites was rapidly losing its force, France with a

universally respected King had undoubtedly the leading place.

It was a nation already amongst various powers which were

all struggling, if half-unconsciously, to become nations.

From this point of \'iew Louis appears as one burdened by
a great responsibility. His influence in Europe must affect

other countries, his intervention in quarrels must be of the

last importance. How did the Saint acquit himself in this

difficult position ?

In the first place, as regarded his personal influence, he

was emphatically one who made for peace. His dealings with

Spain and England were marked, as will be shown, by a states-

manlike desire for a suitable and satisfactory readjustment

of difficulties. He was willing to give up any precarious

possessions, in a manner which shocked his contemporaries,

that he might be secure in his'claims to those of real import-

ance. Unfortunatel}^ with regard to the Empire and Papacy,

that predilection for peace brought about no results. It will

be remembered that his policy throughout his early days had
been one of non-intervention, of neutrality tow^ards Frederick ii

and the Popes alike. In 1253 he maintained this policy by
refusing to let his brother Charles go to win the crown of

Sicily from Frederick ii's son. Conrad, he declared, was
not responsible for his father's sins, and no French prince

should wnrest his heritage from him. During the years

1254-1261 his policy was evidentl}^ the same. He w^as not,

and did not mean to be, his brother's keeper. There was
indeed every reason for his policy of neutrality. France was
by no means prepared for war after Louis' long Crusade ; his

time w-as far too fully occupied at home for him to attempt

any sort of arbitration. The quarrel of Pope and Emperor
was so hopeless, and every royal family in Europe so implicated

in it through relatives who were either candidates or would-be

candidates of the Pope in Germany or Italy, that any move-
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ment would have involved him in endless difficulties with

some one. But in 1261, when once again the Pope offered the

crown of Sicily to Charles of Anjou, Louis had an opportunity

for intervention. Just then and there, one feels, he might

have stood before Europe with all his authority as a peace-

maker, and made an effort, however futile, to bring about some
settlement in the interminable quarrel. But no such move-

ment was made, and no such opportunity came to Louis again.

Charles marched away to Italy, and until 1270 the French

king made no effort to interfere with the Empire or Papacy.

During the years 1254 to 1261 France had, it has been

said, little concern with the Empire. The first year saw the

death of Innocent iv and of Conrad, son of Frederick 11,

whose life had been spent in the hopeless effort to recover

his father's possessions in Germany and Italy. Their dis-

appearance can hardly be said to clear the field, for the

number of rival parties in Germany and Italy were by this

time almost as confusing as the number of potentates of the

East. In Germany you see Conradin, Conrad's little son, left

as nominal heir to the whole Empire and representative of

the Ghibelline cause. The rival candidate to the poor baby
was still William of Holland, who was chiefly occupied in

Flanders and never left Germany for Italy. In northern

Italy the Guelf cities were traditional allies of the Papacy
against the Ghibelline aristocracy in Lombardy. In central

Italy Rome was just undergoing a drastic reformation at

the hands of the famous Senator Brancaleone. Alexander iv

had been appointed successor to Innocent iv and the papal

estates, " a kindly and a pious man," it was said, " assiduous

in his prayers and most ascetic but readily influenced by
flatterers and inclined to avarice." (It was in those days

that a minstrel sang how Christ came to knock at the Pope's

door, and was turned away at once because he was poorly-

clad and empty-handed.) Southern Italy and Sicily were

ruled by Manfred, nominally the lieutenant of Conradin, in

reality the absolute monarch. An anti-King of the Romans
had been beaten up by Innocent iv, in spite of Charles'

refusal, in the person of Edmund, younger son of Henry in

of England. This was the condition of the Holy Roman
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Empire. Alexander's pontificate saw the one hope of union

in this state of affairs and also saw its destruction. Conradin

was in the cradle, Edmund in a Sicihan fancy dress in England,

sending inadequate supplies of money to subjects he had
never seen, William of Holland was occupied in Flanders,

Alexander himself kept in Rome by the vigilant Senator

Brancaleone, who felt very properly that a Pope's place was
in his own city amongst his owti people. Manfred, on a rumour
of Conradin's death, had himself crowned King of Italy and
Sicily. He ruled the south already from his briUiant court

at Naples ; he allied himself with the Senator Brancaleone

;

he overthrew the semi-independent family of the Romanos
in north Italy, and made a treaty with Genoa and Pisa and
other cities of the north. For a moment it seemed as though
Italy were to be united ; for a moment the fear, which always

haunted the Popes, of an Italian Hohenstaufen monarchy
seemed about to be realised. Manfred was really King of Italy.

Alexander looked about him for a champion and in 1257,

on the death of William of Holland, had first to find himself

an anti-Emperor as his champion in Germany. Alphonso of

Castile was one candidate and Richard of Cornwall another.

Here occurred the first instance of French interference in the

elections to the Empire, and also a quaint foreshadowing of the

difficulties of preserving the balance of power in Europe.

Edmund, an English prince, was King of the Romans ; that

Richard his uncle should be Emperor appeared to give England
undue predominance in Europe. Therefore, it is interesting to

find, Louis supported the claims of Alphonso, and a drawn
election was the result. Neither prince withdrew his claims,

but as Alphonso never left the peninsula to \isit his Empire,

and as Richard actually crossed to Germany as many as three

times, the latter's title was certainly superior. The German
electors decided for the English prince, but nevertheless he was
not the champion needed against Manfred. That champion was
found in 1261 when Alexander died. Urban iv, a Frenchman,
became Pope, French influence necessarily predominated in

Europe, and at Urban's request that great soldier, Charles of

Anjou, accepted and won for himself the crown of the Two
Sicilies.
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Urban was a Frenchman, and his story has in it a touch of

romance . He was by birth the son of a cobbler of Troyes . The
tapestry in the Collegiate Church of St. Urban, in that city,

shows his father at work and his mother sewing and keeping

her eye on the little James as he played among the shoes and

bits of leather. James was educated at Troyes, Paris, Laon,

Liege. He became a clerk, was favourably noticed at the

Council of Lyons by Innocent iv himself, became in turn Bishop

of Verdun, Patriarch of Jerusalem, and in 1261 the supreme

Pontiff. It is not surprising that such a man was famous for

his energy and his skill . In two ways he helped to make French

influence predominate in the Empire. In the first place, he

filled up the College of Cardinals with Frenchmen. This was
due to no improper partiality but to the fact that no other

country could boast of such prelates as Ralph, Bishop of

Evreux, Simon, Treasurer of St. Martin of Tours, the generous

great-minded canonist who in 1281 became Pope as Martin iv,

Guy Fulcodi who became Pope after Urban himself, William,

Dean of Laon, Guy, Abbot of Citeaux. French influence, that

is to say, predominated in the choice of the next Pope. In the

second place, he introduced Charles of Anjou and the French

into Italy. The latter was an affair which needed all his diplo-

macy. He had, to begin with, to induce Henry in, through

the medium of the legate, Guy Fulcodi, to renounce Edmund's
worthless pretensions to Sicily, in return for the promise of

papal support against Henry's troublesome barons. And next,

Charles and he together had to win over Louis from his policy

of neutrality, and gain his consent to Charles' great enterprise.

Louis allowed himself to be convinced, and there was, it

must be admitted, every reason why he should be. Conradin,

the real heir of Frederick 11, seemed forgotten by every one
;

Manfred was illegitimate and, indeed, a usurper from Conradin's

point of view. If England chose to renounce her claims, the

throne of Sicily might be considered vacant. Manfred was
also, according to the Pope, a heretic who threatened his life,

and if he had to be removed it was certainly as well that the

Pope should find a real champion who might put an end to the

long tedious wars by bringing peace with conquest. Louis'

inclinations pointed also to Charles' acceptance of the offer.
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Up to this date the Count had been occupied in making himself

master of his ^^ife's inheritance of Provence and reducing its

great independent cities, notably Marseilles, to submission.

But that task was nearly accomplished and, unoccupied,

Charles was a dangerous firebrand in any kingdom. His

wife Beatrice, too, was a cause of trouble at court, owing to

an interminable quarrel mth her sister Queen Margaret over

their respective rights in their father's county. Louis was
certainly relieved at the idea of parting with Charles and his

wiie, his knights and his minstrels, who were an element of

disturbance whenever they visited the quiet court of France.

Then, again, no doubt Louis reflected that Sicily would, under

Charles' rule, make an admirable centre and basis for operations

in the Crusades of which he dreamed. The Pope also assured

Louis that he might consent with full certainty of the appro-

bation of Heaven, and with no fear of any guilt to his soul.

In the meantime, while Charles was preparing to start, Urban
died in 1264, and was succeeded by the Cardinal Legate Guy,

whom he had employed in the English negotiations. Guy,

who became Pope as Clement iv, was one of those prelates

who relieve the long story of meanness and avarice which had
marked the Papal See in that century. He came of a fighting

family, he was ordained when a widower with two daughters,

and was only restrained from becoming a monk by the repre-

sentations of Louis who valued his statesmanlike abilities.

He would hardly consent to accept the Bishopric of Puy ; he

was forced from thence to the Archbishopric of Narbonne ; he

wept when he was made Pope. " Honest and agreeable to

God, a man stern to himself and gentle to others," he was
known to fast and pray like a simple monk, and to have refused

to give his daughters any support from the Holy See or receive

them in Rome, declaring " I have no patrimony for you save

the Crucifix." He was eager in reforms, with wide interests,

and a fervent desire to wan good men for the priesthood. The
approval of such a man for Charles' scheme helped to justify

Louis' consent. And so in 1265 Charles and the French armies

marched away to Italy.

WTien Louis' decision had once been made he had no sort

of control over the future of Sicily. Charles, as the Popes in
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their turn were to find, was one of those forces which cannot

be directed when once in motion. In 1265 the great prince

arrived in Rome, after private negotiations with the senator,

lodged in the Lateran to the wrath of the Pope, had himself

crowned in 1256, and marched south with a vast army of French,

Flemings, and Guelfs of north Italy. On the plain of

Grandella, some miles from Benevento, he won a brilliant

victory in which Manfred was slain. That victory was followed

by the revolt of Conradin, his march through Italy, his hopeless

defeat at Tagliacozzo, and his tragic death at the conqueror's

hands. Charles became absolute monarch and despot in Sicily,

and the rest of his story has no concern with the court of

Louis of France. It is not for these events that Louis can be

criticised. The only moment in his relations to the Empire

where it is possible to feel any disappointment in his conduct

v\as that when he allowed Charles to accept the crown. And
at that moment it is not easy to see what other policy he could

have adopted towards the Empire. He might have insisted

on Charles' keeping out of the quarrel, but very probably

Charles would have gone to Sicily all the same. He might

have tried to advise or restrict Charles in his programme of

conquest, but Charles was never advised or restrained by

any one. He might have used his influence over the French

Popes to prevent the offer coming to Charles at all, but Urban

was set heart and soul upon winning French help. Altogether

it is very difficult to see how Louis could have acted differently,

but yet it is impossible to forget that, when France had so

great a position under him in Europe, the name of France in

Italy became associated with all that was cruel and base. In

the fatal effect of Charles' influence on Louis' last Crusade you

can read, if you wish, a judgment upon the one instance in the

Saint's life when he ignored the troubled and fallen, and

passed by on the other side.

With regard to the Empire Louis can only, indeed, be

criticised on the rather flimsy grounds of what might-have-

been. But his relations with England are quite a different

affair. The treaty to which he consented in 1259 i^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^

test questions of his monarchy. Was he a weak King who
sacrificed everything for the sake of peace, or was he one of
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those strong men who know what it is worth their while to

rehnquish in pursuit of their object, and have no difficulty in

making just concessions ? Did France lose or gain by the

treaty of 1259 ?

Events had long been leading up to this compromise.

Louis' orderly mind had always wished for a definite legal

settlement between the two countries. Henry was in diffi-

culties with his French subjects in Gascony as well as his

Enghsh subjects at home. A meeting of the royal brothers-

in-law in 1254 obviously disposed them to a friendlj^ settle-

ment. That meeting was due to the Gascon troubles just

mentioned. Henry, who had an incurably bad habit of

regarding his outlying possessions as nothing but so many
purses from w^hich if he squeezed and shook hard enough

some coin must surely roll out at last, had early incurred the

hatred of these subjects. In 1235 the Archbishop of Bordeaux,

a sturdy Christian socialist, had complained bitterly to him

of the state of affairs. " The Church and your people," he

had declared, " are subjected to so many undue taxes and so

many forced duties in places far from their homes, that in the

villages where once there were fifteen or twenty servants of

the Church hardly to-day one or two can maintain themselves.

Many priories stand empty already, scarcely a parish could be

found where one-third of the inhabitants remain. The other

tw^o-thirds are dead of hunger and privation or forced to flee

to strange lands." Henry's answer had been to send more

commissioners to exact more taxes. The Gascons had re-

sponded by a rebelhon, headed by Wilham of Albret and

Gaston of Beam, son of the stout lady who had sponged upon

Henry iii. Henry promptly sent out Simon of Montfort,

whose father's name had been so well known in Toulouse.

Under his stern rule the complaints, voiced by the Archbishop

of Bordeaux once more, were more bitter than ever. Simon

was sent out again, however, boasting of the injuries he had

inflicted. The Enghsh barons, with quite modern insular

prejudice, insisted that the Gascons were all thieves and

robbers, and that it would be unjust to shorten Simon's term

of office on account of their complaints. Edward of England

was sent after him as governor of the province, but by this
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time the Gascon revolt had assumed terrifying proportions.

Henry iii himself came, made an alliance with Castile, sealed

by the marriage of his son to Eleanor, Princess of Castile, and,

with Castilian aid, reduced La Reole and other rebellious

Gascon towns to submission. Then he waited about to receive

complaints and shake his head at them, and do nothing at all.

When Louis returned, therefore, he found the English King,

Prince Edward, and Simon of Montfort all in France. With
royal courtesy he granted Henry leave to return home across

France instead of sailing from Gascony, and invited the whole

English party to visit him in Paris. That was an occasion

of immense jubilation. Henry was splendidly received at

Orleans, and met by Louis and his court at Chartres. He
was brought to Paris among the usual bonfires and bells, the

streets were hung with flowers as he rode down them, by night

every window was lit with a candle. Margaret must have

been in her element. All her sisters, Eleanor, wife of Henry in,

Sanchia, wife of Richard of Cornwall, and Beatrice, wife of

Charles of Anjou, met together there for the first time

since Margaret left the roses and troubadours of Provence.

She could show off her husband and city in all their unusual

magnificence and a suitably regal setting. It is amusing to

imagine how the four ladies must have enjoyed discussing

their husbands, how Margaret must have boasted of the

number of sermons and Eleanor of the number of masses

their husbands heard respectively, how Sanchia admired her

husband's generosity and friendliness, and how thankful

Beatrice probably professed herself to be that her husband
had no objections to minstrels or tournaments. One amusing

incident of that meeting has actually been preserved. The
three elder princesses, to whom not unnaturally Beatrice's

radiant charms and importance as heiress of their father's

county were a source of envy, arranged that she, as the

youngest, should sit in public on a footstool at their feet. It

was probably after this meeting that Beatrice determined

that somehow or other her husband should make her a queen.

Meanwhile the two kings, Louis and Henry, were visiting

churches and monasteries and discussing the plans of their

various foundations with great satisfaction, while Richard of
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Cornwall and Charles of Anjou were possibly, if it is not too

frivolous a supposition, inspecting each other's horses in the

royal stables and telling anecdotes of their favourite falcons.

There was a great feast on the first day of the visit at the old

Temple, " and never was there so splendid a banquet," says

Matthew Paris, " since the days of Assur and Charlemagne."

You catch echoes in the chroniclers of the magnificence of the

great feast in the hall with open doors, where all might enter,

and of the splendour of the many French and Enghsh countesses

present. The great river, the broad bridge with the houses on

either side, the new buildings of Paris, all had their due effect

upon Henry, " It is a great town this Paris," he exclaimed

boastfully, according to an Enghsh chronicler, on another

occasion. " I will take it, I vow, and set fire to the waters

which were once the Seine. There is a chapel there which

pleases me. I will have it put bodily on a wheeled chariot

and brought straight to St. Edmund of London. When I

have brought over all my vassals to Paris, also, then in the

choir of the Abbey of St. Denis will I crown my Edward of the

fair hair !
" Probably the English writer gave a truer picture

of Henry's admiration than of his other sentiments. Henry

was really impressed, and that visit to Paris was the foundation

of the peace of 1259. ^ truce was made then and there for

the next three years, 1255 to 1258, and in 1257 ^^^1 negotiations

for this peace began.

To read of Henry's first demands in these negotiations is

to feel that any settlement was quite out of the question.

Henry's modest requests were no less than the whole of

Normandy for himself and the whole of Poitou for Richard.

Anjou and Maine were not included in his claims, but the

whole of Guienne and Gascony, he pointed out, belonged to

his son Edward. The King, that is to say, who had never

once been victorious in any battle on French soil, demanded

practically all the lands which his father John had lost to

England. It was a monstrous claim, and when his embassy

presented it, Louis' brothers and nobles and councillors burst

out laughing. They might have sent the ambassadors away

finally in anger at their mirth, had they not discovered, to their

horror, that Louis was reaUy inclined to treat the affair seriously.
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He was, he explained, anxious for a real settlement. He was

by no means satisfied with his own right to the lands Philip

Augustus had taken from John. That right had of course

been sanctioned by the Council of Peers, but Louis declared,

as in the case of Conrad the Emperor, that the son should

not be punished for the sins of the father. The nobles who

heard these alarming statements attempted to satisfy Louis'

scruples with logic. If he was, they represented, to give up

all his house had gained by conquest, he must relinquish

everything save Paris and a few acres round it. That was,

as Louis admitted, absurd, but still he felt strongly, that the

great Philip's exploits in France were hardly justifiable. He
wished peace, he explained, for the sake of his children and those

of Henry " who are cousins-germans." And if at this point

you begin to feel some despair at the prospect of a treaty,

it is comforting to find that here, as always, Louis had at

bottom a sense of responsibility for the crown to his descendants

which maintained the balance against his personal love of self-

sacrifice. He did not really contemplate the proposed terms,

however greatly he desired peace. Throughout the years

1258 to 1259 they were thoroughly and cautiously discussed.

It was not till September 1259 ^^^^ ^^^ treaty called the

Treaty of Abbeville was made out, nor till November that

Henry started out to fulfil his share of the bargain. What
were the terms which made certain writers dismiss Louis as a

weak priest-ridden King, and others credit him with a sound

worldly common sense quite in advance of his generation ?

In the first place, Louis gave up Perigord, the Limousin,

and Cahors to Henry iii at once. In the second, he agreed to

pay Henry iii the value of the income he received from the

lands of the Agenais in money every year. He agreed also on

an enquiry into the rights of Isabella de la Marche over Cahors.

He agreed that if Alphonso and Jeanne, of whom the Agenais,

Quercy, and Saintonge held, should die without heirs, these

three fiefs should pass to the Enghsh King. That would, it

will be seen by the map, confirm Henry in possession of all

the fertile wine-growing country south of the Charente. With

the rest of Guienne and Gascony the whole would form a large

compact English duchy in the south. Henry in return for
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this great concession, finally and solemnly renounced all his

claims to Normandy, Maine, Anjou, Touraine or Poitou,

or any other part of France, He swore also that he and his

heirs would do homage to Louis and his heirs as their feudal

overlord for all the lands held by England in France. Such

were the terms of the treaty, and at the outset it is interesting

to notice that both the English and French nobility condemned

and deplored it heartily. The French nobility were naturally

furious, because so large a part of French territory and so

many French vassals passed from direct dependence on the

cro\\'n of France. By this time the fiefs ceded were French

altogether in their interests. Henry's government was de-

servedly hated, that of Louis and Alphonso was grudgingly

admitted to be equitable. There was such general annoyance,

we hear, among the lands Louis ceded that, after his canonisa-

tion, they refused to keep his day in remembrance. On the

other hand, the English were almost as angry. Normandy
had always been the real point of contact between England

and France. It was the loss of Normandy which had really

galled the English nobility after its long and close connection

with England. And then, again, they realised very distinctly

that the homage of the English King to the French for his

lands in France was a bitter blow for the pride of England.
" It seems to me," Louis said quietly, " that I get a good

exchange for that which I gave to the King of England. For

he was not my man before, and now he becomes one of my
vassals." Louis' opinion was perfectly justified. That point

of homage was of real and far-reaching importance. It in-

volved no merely formal act of allegiance as in the early days

of the monarchy. It meant that Louis could keep his French

seneschals in the provinces, and receive appeals from his

vassal's jurisdiction in his own parliament. Though his

tact led him to exercise these powers unobtrusively, the mere

fact of that homage, paid by Henry to him in the gardens of

the palace in December 1259, was a notable, if chilly, triumph

in the long Angevin-Capetian duel. Since the great conquests

of Philip Augustus no such homage had been paid by the

English Kings. There was no independent vassal left now in

Louis' kingdom of France. In the second place, it must
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always be remembered that, to make a lasting peace, both
sides must give up something. Louis might have squeezed

more out of Henry at the moment, but that would have cer-

tainly meant new wars when Prince Edward grew up to man-
hood. Granted that Louis was wise to make some concession,

he certainly made the right one. Normandy was essential to

his own royal demesne. It was a standing menace while the

English could advance their claims upon it, land their fleets

on its shores, and keep up a brisk connection with its sailors.

Anjou, Maine, and Touraine were incontestably part of northern

France ; they could not possibly be relinquished. But the

southern counties Louis relinquished were not in the same
relation to France. The great nobles, the Viscounts of Turenne
and Limoges, had been semi-independent vassals to Louis,

and were no great loss to him nor gain to the English King.
And, more important still, these lands were at a safe distance

from England All northern France lay between them and
Henry iii, land which he had no possible right to cross. A
long sea voyage separated him from Guienne and Gascony,

a voyage which had already proved singularly discouraging

to Henry's enterprises. What Louis had gained therefore

was the acknowledgment of his suzerainty over the whole of

France and the end of a long and harassing quarrel. What
Henry had gained was the overlordship of a large county
divided among several more or less independent vassals,

separated by a long journey from his realm, and under the
suzerainty of the Kings of France. Which of the two monarchs
came best out of the affair it is impossible to question. In
conclusion, three points may be noticed, generally speaking,

about the whole affair : that, in the first place, what the fiefs

ceded to England lost by the change of government was
gained by the whole of France in the peace which followed
the settlement. In the second, the treaty, however much
maligned, had pre-eminently one of the chief virtues of a peace,

namely, that it was lasting. It was some seventy years before
it was broken, an almost incredible length of duration for any
mediaeval treaty. And lastly, there was this testimonial to
the character of the King who brought it about, that a few
years later the English nobility and King alike were willing

15
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to accept him as arbitrator in their bitter quarrel. It is obvious

that the two parties appealed to him, not as a King whom they

had tricked and cajoled to their own advantage in the Treaty

of AbbeviUe, but as a wise and clear-headed statesman.

Those differences between Henry and his barons in 1263

belong by rights to English history, and to see Louis' point of

view it is necessary to forget all the constitutional issues at

stake in the history of England. You have to see the whole

affair, not as a lover of liberty, but as the King who had

suffered so much during his minority from the insolence of

an independent nobiUty, the grandson of that Philip who
" where he had not crushed feudalism," in Luchaire's phrase,

" had injured it profoundly." To such a man the difficulty

seemed merely that feudal nobles wished to tie down their

King to dependence on certain councils of elected nobility

for their own interests. As far as Louis knew the barons,

he knew little to make him respect them. He could not beUeve

that the holy King of England deliberately broke his word,

or robbed his subjects. The husband who kept Margaret so

well in control could not reaUse how England groaned under

the foreigners introduced by Eleanor, Henry's \vife, into

England. From his lawyers' point of view also the nobles

were at fault. The King, they admitted, was bound to keep the

Great Charter which his father had granted in 12 15. But

the whole idea of the administrative councils and elected

guardians to control the King was hostile to all their theories

of kingship. That the rights and liberties of English freemen

could in any way be dependent upon these actions of the

nobility could not be understood in a country where they

were wholly dependent upon the King. Louis, in short,

saw the whole affair as feudal encroachments on the power

of the crown. The right on the barons' side was ahead of

their time, the wrong wholly of their time, and Louis was,

it has been said, of his own days and not ahead of them, as a

statesman. In his eyes the barons were at fault, and so he

told them in the Award he made, in 1264, at Amiens before

the English King and the nobility. In this, it is true, he urged

the King " to indulge the aforesaid barons and remit any

rancour he might have against them," but none the less he
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announced that all the provisions and ordinances, statutes

and obHgations were void and of no effect. The castles which

the barons had fortified in preparation for resistance were to

be given up at once, and " we declare," said Louis, " that the

aforesaid King shall have full power and rule in this kingdom

and in the rights and full authority which he enjoyed before

the aforesaid time," that is, the beginning of the reign. Next

year he agreed to harbour the English Queen, first of those for-

lorn royal wives who have sought refuge at the French court

from troubles in England ; but, on the other hand, in Henry's

victories in 1265, he urged the King to pardon his rebellious

subjects. He came out of the whole transaction with an

unstained reputation, even if his arbitration effected little.

In the jests of the time he was represented as the cloak in which

poor Henry, stripped of his clothes by the charter, wrapped

himself shuddering. There were no harsh complaints or

suspicions about his decision. He was on friendly terms

towards England for the rest of his life.

The attitude of Louis towards England is repeated in the

history of France and Spain during the years 1254 to 1270.

Here again Louis was anxious for a permanent peace, and here

too it was obvious that some readjustment of claims from a

common-sense point of view was all that was needed between

France and Aragon. James of Aragon, the great warrior

king who had finally expelled the Moors, had vague claims

to all Toulouse and Narbonne, and rather more definite pre-

tensions to the fiefs of Termes and Beziers. Louis on his side

inherited from Charlemagne, if he cared to advance it, the claim

to the suzerainty of Roussillon, Barcelona, and Catalonia.

The two Kings were led to a settlement by a dispute which

arose over the lands of Rouergue. In 1258, in the Treaty

of Corbeil, the settlement was made. Louis gave up his claim

to all the lands south of the Pyrenees
; James to those north

of the Pyrenees, in Auvergne and Languedoc. James was

still to hold Montpellier, however, as vassal to the King of

France. All he ceded in Provence went to Margaret, all in

Toulouse to Louis. The treaty was cemented by the marriage

of the Prince Philip of France to Isabella of Aragon, in the year

1262, and it is amusing to find the match was nearly broken
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off because James, with what really seems a fine sense of

humour, was secretly arranging a marriage at the same time

between his son Peter and the daughter of Manfred of Sicily.

James had to swear that he meant no harm to France or

Rome, and would in no way interfere with Charles in Sicily,

before the wedding of his daughter could be accomplished.

There was some trouble a few years later about Montpelher,

where the royal seneschal had protected the King's rights

against the citizens, but Louis maintained his prerogatives

firmly to James, and nothing resulted from the whole affair.

With Castile there was no need for a treaty. Louis had,

in a sense, claims to the succession through his mother, that

is to say, had he been an adventurer on the look-out for an

opportunity, he would have presented quite a plausible story

of his rights. As he was Louis, however, he lived in peace

and friendship with Alphonso, his cousin, and arranged a

match between Louis, his eldest son, and Berengaria of Castile,

which was only broken off by the death of Louis in 1260.

Another alliance was then made by the marriage of his daughter

Blanche to Ferdinand, Prince of the Cerda and heir to Castile.

These two were the parents of those unfortunate children

known to history as the Infants of the Cerda. With regard to

the other Spanish kingdom, Navarre, Louis married his favourite

daughter to its young Prince Theobald, son of our old friend

Theobald of Champagne and Navarre, and brought the boy

up at his own court, as his ward, his son-in-law, and most

devoted admirer. All the latter part of Louis' reign there

was no real trouble between the countries on either side of

the Pyrenees.
" Never was France so honoured since the days of Charle-

magne," says a chronicler ; and to look from the French armies

in the first flush of victory in Sicily to the French Popes with

their zeal for Church reform, and to the aUiances with England

and Spain, is to acknowledge that he speaks the truth. It is

noticeable also that all the fame and magnificence of France

was due to the personal character of her King. Louis was no

great diplomatist or tactician. His farewell letter to his son

with its precepts for his guidance contains no single hint for

his administration in foreign affairs, and no consciousness of
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his own achievements. His success was simply due to the

simplicity and courage of a mind which always saw the way
before him unwarped by self-interest or prejudice. His

foreign policy is, as it were, the great vindication of piety and
truth in the sphere of practical politics. It was a lover of

order, a lover of justice, and a lover of law who was the most
successful monarch in Europe.



CHAPTER XIV

A DAY AT THE COURT

" O, see ye not yon narrow road,

So thick beset with thorns and briars ?

That is the path of righteousness,

Tho' after it but few inquires."

The Rhyme of True Thomas

IT
is a mere commonplace that the unhnportant rather

than the important facts of life make the past real to

us. No one, if he were to wake up suddenly to find

himself in the thirteenth century, would wish to know first

what king was reigning, and how often he had fought with the

Pope, nearly as much as he would want to discover what sort

of house he was to live in, and how he would clothe and feed

himself. It is when we meet with the commonplace and trivial

in the past, those details of existence which make up a larger

part of life than its crises, that we touch hands suddenly across

the centuries with the men and women of another day. Alfred

lives in the ordinary imagination rather as a man who burnt

cakes, real cakes of elevenhundred years ago, than as the ruler of

Wessex ; Cnut as a man who had a chair put for him on the

seashore, and watched the encroaching waves, rather than a

Danish conqueror. And so this chapter needs no apology,

though it deals only with the trivialities of the court of France

in Louis' reign before following the course of his history.

The actual palaces in which these days were passed need

little description here. Every one possesses, through innumer-

able novels and exhibitions and pageants, a fairly adequate im-

pression of mediaeval buildings and furniture. The thirteenth

century may always be distinguished from the others by the

fact that it was the half-way house of the Middle Ages.
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The callous refinement and cruel luxuries of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries were still to come. The early days

when men's lives were worth little more than the daggers

with which they hacked at raw joints in their low, smoke-

filled halls, were past. The pictures of artists and poets, the

white buildings, the lofty halls, the low rooms with tapestry

and roughly painted mouldings, the gardens with their lawns

and trellis-work and roses, the elaborate menus of strange

birds and many herbs and spices, all .these belong by right to

Louis' court. The palace on the island of the Seine in Paris

was still, it is true, in part the fortress of the early Capetians,

but Philip Augustus had considerably enlarged and altered

it for the better. Everywhere in Paris, too, new churches

and buildings were showing the new architecture of the Isle

of France in its early splendour. By this time there was to be

seen everywhere an increasing refinement in the details of life.

The windows, for example, were now always glazed or protected

by horn ; fresh rushes, as we know from an edict of Philip

Augustus, were strewm daily in the royal halls ; the dogs were

relegated to the kennels instead of the hearth ; and the exten-

sion of the domestic offices, the pantries and butteries, in the

domestic architecture of the day, point to a growing decorum

in the arrangement and service of meals. The stone walls

were sometimes whitened with mortar, or covered with tapestry,

specially the new fashionable work in wool called Sarrasinois.

At the same time there was little luxury. Costly furniture

differed from cheaper in intricacy of design rather than comfort.

The chairs and beds were often painted, and silk and cloth and
fur used instead of wool for upholstery, but there were not

many additions to the real comfort of life. The sitting-rooms

of the ladies were still the bedrooms, and there they talked

and enjoyed music and dances with such of the knights as they

selected. The huge coffers, in which the wife of the romances

of the day conceals her unsuitable visitors, were alm^ost the

only pieces of furniture but the bed. This, with its canopy
and tapestry hangings, was still the principal feature of the

room. On his Louis would sit to hear his officers' reports,

to chat with his intimate friends after dinner, or even to

receive such a formal visitor as Isabella de la Marche. For
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his own use the King preferred a hard pallet couch, whose

discomforts would rouse him easily to prayer to God. Sheets

were made of rough serge even for the royal babies. Little

John Tristan, to whom the Sultan sent the gold cradle on his

birth in Egypt, was far the most luxuriously housed of the

King's children. The' nurses, according to the royal accounts,

were robed in very plain, dark stuffs indeed. Money was spent

rather on costly vessels and hangings, on vases of agate or

crystal or jasper, on enamel work from Limoges or coffers

like that of Louis' preserved in the Louvre, on crystal chessmen

or costly manuscripts, above all, in the Saint's days, on church

decorations rather than soft and luxurious appurtenances.

The day spent in these surroundings was, like the mediaeval

furniture, beautiful but hard. Louis himself had to compress

two lives into every day, that of a King and that of a monk,
so it is not surprising that his programme was full and varied.

It began with those midnight prayers mentioned already when
he knelt at a bench in chapel or in his room till he was fainting

with exhaustion. He can only have had an hour or two for

sleep again before he roused himself for Prime at six o'clock.

His innate asceticism and impatience of ceremony made his

dressing a very speedy process. Most nobles and princes

let themselves be attired by their squires. Joinville was

overjoyed to find in Acre, when he was left without a servant,

a squire from his uncle's lands (dressed in scarlet with yellow

stripes), whose duties were to comb his hair and beard, bring

him clean caps daily, find him lodgings, and incidentally drag

the good knight out of his bath when he lay fainting in it.

When you read how this valuable man cheated Joinville of

two hundred and three francs, and was forgiven because he was
such an admirable servant, you feel how little human nature

changes in the centuries. In the Romance of the Rose all the

difficulties of the toilet are very feelingly described. " From
my bed," says the hero, " I rise betimes, put on my shoes and

wash my hands." It was not over ablutions, evidently,

that any one wasted time, though you learn later that "it is

seemly to wash your teeth, and if your nails show any black

let it not remain in them." You had then to draw out a

silver needle, and, threading it, sew up your sleeves. If the
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seams of those wide sleeves had to be tacked afresh every

morning, a servant must, one would think, have been a

necessity. Yet Louis, according to Margaret's confessor, very

often dispensed with the service of his chamberlains and valets.

.Certainly none of those in attendance knew that he wore a

hair-shirt three days a week in Lent. The King, too, was so

swift in getting into such a toilet as Joinville describes, " a

coat of camlet, a stuff surcoat without sleeves, a scarf of black

taffeta on his shoulders, and a cap with a white peacock's

feather on his well-combed hair," that his knights, it is said,

had hardly time to dress themselves, and used to hurry down
to chapel after him in the disarray of the modern undergraduate.

They cannot have completed that programme of the romance

in which the hero dons his gloves and belt, and, in spring,

crowns himself with a wreath of flowers, before he walks out

alone into the garden to listen to the singing of the birds.

Certainly the knights had to forego this morning concert,

for, after Prime and Matins, Louis knelt on before the altar till

the candles were lighted and day by day the great miracle of

the ]\Iass was performed before his eyes. Probably most of

the royal family, the Queen, the saintly Princess Isabella, and

his sons and daughters, joined him here. Louis himself nearly

always heard two daily, and you can still imagine the rustling

crowd at the great service beneath the jewelled windows and

marvellous reliquary of the Sainte Chapelle. On the one

side, supposing for a moment that you are a somewhat in-

attentive lady drawn to Mass rather by fashion than the

depth of your religious convictions, your eyes might stray to

the men with their tunics of purple, blue or scarlet, and

embroidered surcoats, their gay scarves and belts, long hose

and pointed leather shoes. Then your eyeswouldwander to the

ladies on your own side, and survey the gowns with their long

hanging sleeves, their bodiceswhich fitted closely down the hips,

the skirts which fell in long full pleats to the ground. There

would be horned head-dresses all round you, and you would

wonder to yourself whether they would ever go out of fashion.

They had been worn since the time of Philip Augustus, and

were to be worn for two centuries more, in spite of the

inexplicable hostility manifested towards them by the Church.
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As late as 1428 a Carmelite brother gave indulgences to any
children who would run after the wearers of horns in the streets

shouting at them. They were given up then for a moment,
revived again " like a snail which only draws in its horns while

you pass by," until next 3'ear a six days' mission had such

effect that hundreds were burnt, and they were discarded by
general consent. This, of course, lay all in the future on this

morning in chapel. Perhaps you would have time to admire

the way some lady had adopted of plaiting her hair with jewels,

and to consider whether the sleeves of your next gown should

be lined with ermine or squirrel, or whether you could make
up your mind, for the sake of fashion, to try that horrid lambs-

wool the King liked to wear, before the shuffling of the long-

pointed toes announced that every one was getting up and

Mass was over. Dress must have had many problems then,

in spite of the King's efforts to make simplicity fashionable.

The prices of the five or six ells needed for making a lady's

dress vary extraordinarily in the royal accounts, but then, as

always, you could spend as much as you pleased on the

accessories which run away with so much money. A fur-

bordered cap, such as that purchased by Jeanne of Toulouse,

an economical lady, cost about five pounds in English money,

gold or jewelled caps and belts twice or three times as much.

Gloves, though Blanche in the early accounts of the reign

buys three pairs for herself and her children for only thirty-four

sous, were very expensive by the end of the reign. But in

dress, as in furniture, the thirteenth century is the half-way

house of the Middle Ages. The intricate embroidery and

absurd shoes, the blazoned arms and jewelled work of the next

century were only in their infancy.

After i\Iass the King and court moved across the palace-

yard to the gates and made largesse to the crowd, who gathered

daily from the quays and were always satisfied by this im-

provident King. Breakfast was a meal of such small import-

ance, that it is only noticed because Louis went without it

during Advent and Lent. And after this the King and his

immediate following set to work for the morning. That work

was no fancy business. Louis was the unpaid land agent of

his own domains as well as King of France. He was the head
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of every department of Government, almost, as Plummer said

the average historian represents Alfred, a mediseval combina-

tion of a school board and a county council. He might spend

the morning in the Parhament, to be described in a later chapter,

hearing the chief officer of that body issue the decrees and

consider the cases in hand. After 1254 there was also a

special Chamber for finance, which doubtless had to be visited

occasionally by the King. Twice a week Louis gave public

audience, preferably out of doors, to any of his people in search

of justice. In the palace garden, or, as a still more memorable
story tells, under the oak of Vincennes, he would hear his

officers give justice and intervene himself if necessary. Or,

again, there was all the diplomatic and foreign business which

he transacted through such agents as his keepers of the seal,

monks or friars like Peter of Conde, or ecclesiastics like the

Dean of Orleans.

It was certainly a busy court, and the nature of the royal

household explains very largely why so much could be done.

Philip II was a man who detested formalities and important

under-worked officials. It is not surprising to find a certain

absence of ceremony about the man who, at an Episcopal

election, suddenly seized the pastoral staff and thrust it upon
an attenuated canon, saying, " Here, take this stick ! Perhaps

it will make you as fat as your brethren !
" He had put an

end to the offices of the Seneschal and great Chancellor, and

though the other solemn feudal functionaries, the Great

Butler, Chamberlain, and Constable, survived, their offices

were very seldom performed, and their importance depended

altogether on their personal prestige. The great King, again,

had employed lesser men about him at court, the Maillis,

Barres, Montmorencies, and Clermonts, of whom mention has

been made already. None of the nobility were to overshadow

their King. But under Louis ix appears the other side of

the picture. The royal officials are well in subjection to the

crown, but none the less they increase in importance because

they are officers of the crown, servants of the greatest man
in the realm, part of the great institution of the monarchy.

The great officials of first rank, indeed, did not recover their

importance, but the lesser officials began to take their place.
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The whole of the King's household was, in fact, moving up
like the classes of a school at the beginning of an academic

year. Under the rank of high feudal officers in the King's

service was a second rank of officers, the Cup-bearer (or Keeper

of the cellars), the Master of the Household, the Master of the

Pantry, the Great Cook, the Marshals, the Constable, and the

Master of the Bowmen, all of whom were growdng in importance

all the reign. All, too, tended to become dissociated from
their work. Adam the Cook was used as diplomatic agent in

the quarrel between the Counts of Bar and Chalons. Geoffrey

de la Chapelle besides being Master of the Pantry was also a

Marshal. The Marshals and Constables, Matthew of Mont-
morenci, Ferri Paste, Henry of Coutance, Imbert of Beaujeu,

Giles the Brown, the Montforts and Bourbons were practically

generals of the royal army, and were employed continually

by the King in pacification of his provinces. The same
process was at work in the King's own " Chamber " or house-

hold. This Chamber was one of the six so-called " Trades
"

or professions which contained the real servants of the King.

These were the trades of the pantry, the wine-cellar, the kitchen,

fruitery, stable, and chamber. Under these headings you
find all the dependants and servants of the crown, the throng

of hatters, tailors, cutters, furriers, the laundry servants,

confectioners, sausage-makers, scullions, valets of the candles,

valets of the torches, the actual cooks, the blacksmiths,

grooms, fishermen, gamekeepers, the whole of the great

army who clattered about the palace and stable-yards, who
laughed and talked and swore behind the windows looking

over the river, and worshipped in the dim lower part of Louis'

Sainte Chapelle. The servants of the Chamber, including the

valets and doctors, barbers and tailors, because they were

servants of the King, rose i n importance. After 1261 the

Chamber itself was not included in the six trades, but formed

an important class of its own. Amongst its members were the

oldBarthelmi le Roie, John of Beaumont,William of Beaumont,

Peter the Chamberlain, the Count of Eu, all of whom were not

only bound to personal service, like those sixteen who waited on

the King and helped his toilet, but were also employed in public

duties. Peter was sought after by all the foreign embassies

who came to the King, John of Beaumont was practically a
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Master of Ceremonies in the King's hall. In the next reign

the son of a surgeon in the Chamber was the reigning power

at court. To complete this catalogue of court officials the

Chancellor or Keeper of the Seal must be remembered, the

gentleman who directed the notaries, looked after the wax and

impressions they used, and guarded the royal seal. There

were also the royal confessors, Geoffrey of Beaulieu, Peter of

Conde, William of St. Pathus. There were the clerks known

as the King's clerks or councillor clerks who served either in

Parliament, or in the committees of finance, or as bailiffs or

provosts for the crown. The palace of the thirteenth century

must have been as busy if more picturesque a place than the

Palais de Justice to-day.

The morning's programme was indeed long and exhausting,

and it was varied only by tierce and sext before the midday

dinner. Dinner was in every mediaeval household the great

event of the day, and Louis would come in from the courts

to change his robe and don the surcoat which custom demanded

in preparation for it. His impatience of ceremony, however,

robbed the meal of much of its importance. The princes and

royal family or nobles present sat at his table, but he chose

for his immediate neighbours monks or holy men. At the

bottom of the hall a crowd of poor received bread, wine, meat,

or fish, and from amongst them Louis would choose three

every day of the filthy, blind, and miserable to eat at his table.

In Advent and Lent he would have thirteen brought after-

wards to his room, where he fed them himself on Wednesdays

and Fridays. To these he would give the choicest food set

before him ; for himself he drowned his wine in water, spoilt

all good sauces with water and refused dessert, to mortify his

sinful flesh. While he looked after his dirty and embarrassed

guests, and even fed the blind with his own hand, he allowed

himself, however, the relaxation of conversation with holy men.

If, as he explained, he could not have a holy book read aloud,

as in a monastery, he could at least listen to pious conversation.

So Robert of Sorbonne was called to his side, or any confessor

or friar or scholar passing through Paris. Any knight might

sit at the King's table who desired to keep his fasts strictly.

It was not indeed too formal a repast, though the King's
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Marshal, specially that surly John of Beaumont, kept good

order in hall. There is a story that once Louis was enter-

taining St. Thomas Aquinas when the holy man's attention

wandered, and he suddenly brought down his fist on the table

with a thump—" I have it !
" he cried, " I have it ! A decisive

argument against the Manichseists !
" The breach of etiquette

was unnoticed, the King called immediately for writing

materials, and the Manichaeists were permanent losers by this

flash of inopportune logic. It is easy to imagine a picture of

the long hall \\ith its open doors, the crowd of beggars standing

between the sunny court and the tables dowTi the sides, the

squires carving before their knights or their ladies. You can

smell the scent of many spices and roast game and meat, 3^ou

can hear the voice of such nobles as JoinviUe indulging in

lengthy reminiscences or repartee, and most clearly of all you

can see the King smilingly disguising the little mortifications

he loved to perform. Very often indeed he escaped the noise

of the court by riding to Royaumont, where he ate in silence

in the refectory or waited on the poor with the monks, " taking

the dishes from the window opening out of the kitchen, and

carrying them, if they were too hot," tells Margaret's confessor,

" in his hat, so that th^ meat was often spilt into it !

"

After dinner the King retired to his room with his friends,

to hear or read some of the holy books he loved. Louis was,

indeed, something of a scholar. He liked to read the Fathers

of the Church, and it was he, it may be remembered, who made
a library for the treasury of his Chapel, where he collected

copies of the works of the Fathers. Sometimes he would

encourage his friends to talk, or go to the rooms of the Queen

to talk with her and his children. Usually, too, one is glad

to hear, he enjoyed a short rest. For exercise during the day

you must imagine him riding out to see the progress of some

monastery he was building, walking in the gardens or by

the river, passing through the streets of his city to some

specially solemn church festivity, or starting out for a ride,

calling to his companions, " Come, let us visit the poor of

some place, and relieve them !
" He would ride a quarter of

a league, tells Margaret's confessor, to hear a sermon. With

business and vespers the time passed till supper. For the
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ladies of the court, life must, one imagines, have been dull

enough. Blanche had always been occupied with Louis'

business, but Margaret had no place by his side. There w-ere,

of course, plenty of visitors to entertain, but embroidery and
walks in the garden, even prayers and holy reading, must have
palled at times, and the songs and romances of the day give

few other ideas for ladies' occupations. Margaret, one may
be sure, nevertheless, always felt busy. She was the kind of

woman who would continually declare that she had never a

moment to spare. After dinner she and her ladies no doubt
felt greatly in need of rest, as they enjoyed the songs of the

minstrels. In early days, and as long as Charles of Anjou
came to court, there were troubadours and jongleurs to be

found there. You hear from Alberic des Trois Fontaines of

one who rode a horse on a stiff thread before the King, and of

two who were mounted on oxen and announced every dish

for the King's table. There were songs, the motet in waltz

time to such popular songs as Robin m'aime, Robin ma, and the

little hunting song

—

a la rendervie au bois, d la rendervie, or

the rondeau with variations, accompanied by the viol or

harp. There were all the stories and romances of the minstrels.

There were the dances, the stately Brabant step, a round dance
called the virlet, or, probably on days when Margaret was
quite sure that the King would not visit her, the danse au
chatelet, where each knight chose and kissed his partner. Louis

is said to have rejoiced when Charles went off to Sicily and
some of the frivolity of the court went with him.

Vespers were followed by supper, though this too was a

meal which Louis sometimes denied himself. But here and
there are such cosy pictures as that which Joinville gives of

winter evenings when the knights drew up the table to the

fireside for the meal, and sat round the logs chatting after-

wards. It was followed by Compline, the last hour of the day,

for which all the household assembled. Louis loved then to

have a special antiphon sung to the Blessed Virgin, and
allowed himself special license in the length of his devotions.

It is hardly surprising that his valets tired of waiting outside

while he knelt on in prayer and made fifty genuflections before

the altar. His children waited too, for after the service,
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Louis loved to take them to his room and tell them stories of

the good kings who served God and their subjects. In their

early days these interviews must have been rather alarming

to sleepy little boys, tired from long days of play in the woods

near the Seine. They watched too while his bed was solemnly

sprinkled with holy water to the words Asperges me, making

the room yet another sort of church in their eyes. As they

grew older they always, apparently, regarded Louis with some

alarm, and were glad enough when a candle was lit and they

might say good-night and go away. By that candle Louis

read one of his favourite works, and only when it had flickered

to its socket did he end the long da3^'s \\-ork with his last evening

prayers. More often than not he slept on his hard pallet

bed from which he would rise in the night to pray. He was

always in heart a monk, and ahva3''s, as the reign progressed,

more devoted to hardness and self-denial. You see in him

more and more clearly as he wore out his delicate earthly frame
" cette transparence d'ame," of which a French novelist

speaks, " qui embellit la ruine et I'explique."

So far this chapter has described Louis' life in Paris, and

it is there perhaps that it is easiest to imagine the King.

For lovers and historians of that great city have built the

thirteenth century again there, till you can walk through its

streets \\dth contemporary poets or with Victor Hugo, with

the envious Henry in or with Mr. Belloc, as if the succeeding

centuries were a mere dream. It was a city little more than

a mile in diameter encircled by the regular white wail

of Philip Augustus, from the towers of the Louvre on the

west to the Isle of St. Louis on the east. The church of St.

Etienne du Mont was almost the farthest point to the south, and

on the north the waU skirted the present site of St. Eustache

and the neighbourhood of the Markets. There were vineyards

and gardens within the city, round the monasteries or houses

which dignified the networks of streets. A contemporary

poet Guillot describes the divisions of the town, the city on

the island with its thirty streets, the district south of the

Petit Pont, which he describes as the university, the district

north of the Grand Pont, called the town, where the number

was actually two hundred. This charming poet, by the way,
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finds an excuse for the catalogue by a touching story. He
had taken his wife to Paris, " for never had I been there

before," and was showing her the sights when he lost her in

a square beyond the Petit Pont. So the description of the

places he searched begins, and in their mazes the reader is

left uncertain as to whether he ever saw the poor woman
again. Here it would be impossible to describe all the

buildings which rose above the alleys of the town. The great

landmark on the island must have been the cathedral of Notre

Dame, rising, by a lucky accident, in all the glory of the new
Gothic architecture, instead of the older style in which her

rebuilding had been begun. There was the palace close by,

the old building which Philip 11 had altered and Louis had
crowned with his chapel of white stone. On the island also

was the Hotel Dieu, with Louis' additional wing of building.

Beyond the Petit Pont, which was bordered with shops and
houses (there were twenty-eight booksellers alone on this

side of the town), the towers and spires clustered closely.

The buildings of the University belong to another chapter,

but beside these were the monasteries of Dominicans and
Franciscans, the little Chatelet, the churches of St. Etienne,

St. Severin, St. Julien le Pauvre, St. Genevieve, and many
others also whose memory has passed away. North of the

river lay the squat strong fortress of the Louvre, the

church of St, Germain I'Auxerrois, the markets where the

commercial life of the city eddied, the red-capped turrets of

the Temple, the earlier churches of St. Merri, St. Jean, St.

Gervais, the great place of the Greve where beggars lounged

in the sun. Upon every quarter the new architecture of the

Isle of France had left its mark. The builders of the twelfth

century had solved the problem of vaulting and of the lateral

thrust, so that the arches, supported by flying buttresses,

could soar upwards without corresponding solidity of structure.

They discarded the old style inherited, and debased in the

transmission, from Rome. Everywhere they were building

with the speed and certainty, with the exquisite delicacy

and precision of work, which was the gift of Gothic architecture

to art. No doubt, beneath the beauty of the new white

buildings there was squalor and misery enough. Under the

16
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shadow of Notre Dame were already congregating all the

worthless reckless crew of beggars and jongleurs whose

descendants Victor Hugo was to paint. No doubt there

were many such characters as those three ladies of Paris

who go out to sample a new tavern, eat and drink and quarrel

over the bill, dance and pa\vn their clothes in a frenzy, ending

the rainy night housed in the cemetery of the Innocents,

sprinkled with the dust of the corpses around them. Many
of the houses were probably mere hovels ; riots down the

narrow streets were frequent. Robbers and cut-throats

haunted the quays, as weU as students. But nevertheless

that city of the Middle Ages is still the city of our dreams.

Then, as to-day, it was full of life and bustle and merriment.

Above the clatter on the cobbles rose the cries of the street

hawkers in praise of their fruit or hot bread, of " russet

apples and hard white fruit of Auvergne," of " cheeses from

Champagne and cheeses fresh from Brie," of herrings, " smoked

and fresh and salted." The book of Stephen Boileau gives

such lists of all the shops which lined the ways, of bakers,

butchers, tailors, silversmiths, makers of bows and makers

of fishing tackle, tavern keepers, spice sellers, wood merchants,

vendors of sweet and bitter water, that the streets with their

scents and sounds live again in the imagination. Above these

always you see the white spires and towers which " pricked

innumerable pinnacles into heaven," and the fresh green of

vineyards ;
you hear the bells of the churches, and convents,

and the sound of boats on the sparkling waters of the Seine.

There was in the city where Louis was hearing the sorrows

of the poor, where the lawyers were working for order, where

the architects were raising towers to heaven, where the

scholars were studying Aristotle beyond the Petit Pont, a

dignity and vigour of life which rises as high above the squalor

of the city as those white spires. " Paris," cries Robert of

Blois with a pardonable enthusiasm, " land of peace and

plenty, seat of royalty and learning, Paris, well called

Paradise !

"

But life was not always spent in the capital. The Capetian

policy of continual inspection and invigilation necessitated

the same royal progresses as those of early days, when the
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King had to eat his way through his demesne to collect his

taxes of cheese and bread and cattle. The record of Louis'

years of peace at home is one of continual little tours round
the Isle of France, through his Norman lands or down the

cities of the Loire. Before his Crusade he made these

expeditions. As early as 1234 he had visited as many as

twenty-three different places before his marriage at Sens.

The year 1257 is a typical one, spent in March at Vis-sur-

Aisnes, Soissons, Rheims, in April at Royaumont, in May at

Corbeil and Paris. In June, July, and August Louis was
journeying about Normandy, and in September was back at

Paris again. Every year has some such programme. In all

these trips he did practically no general business, save making
a few grants of land and arranging one or two interviews.

The peregrinations were not to do business, but, by a continual

review of the King's officers and inspection of the administra-

tion of the demesnes, to ensure that it should be done. From
the recurring names in the lists you learn to know the places

Louis loved : Poissi, with the palace of Robert 11, where he was
born ; the monastery of Maubuisson, erected by himself and his

mother, where he stayed on visits to Pontoise ; Vincennes and
Fontainebleau, with their freer life among the woods ; St.

Germain-en-Laye, Lorris, Asnieres ; Royaumont, with its white

buildings by the grey river, whither he sent his Saracen con-

verts ; Lyons, where, we are told, he and his court stayed in

" rustic houses." On his tours he never omitted to visit

every church and monastery he passed.

The journeys in themeslves were simple affairs. You can
imagine the great waggons, brought round to the gates of the

palace in Paris by great cart-horses, to be loaded. The methods
of packing were primitive. Household linen and furniture

were picked up and thrown, apparently, as they were, unfolded

and unshaken, on to these drays. The Princess Isabella, the

King's sister, who, on one of these mornings of packing in her

childhood, had crept under her bedclothes as the only quiet

place available in which to say her prayers, was picked up with
the bedding, carried down and thrown into a cart before she

was noticed by any one. Isabella de la Marche has been seen

flinging all her belongings on to a dray to whirl them away from
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her husband's home. Besides these waggons were other well-

protected carts with barrels of money which formed the King's

bank, the King's cook and all his appliances, the royal black-

smith and his tools. Mingled with these were the bowmen,
the master of the kennels with the falcons, the " valets of the

dogs," the grooms ^^ith second mounts, the grooms with loaves

of bread to distribute amongst the poor. With the horses

saddled for the royal princes and knights, the royal carriages,

heavy, springless, comfortless vehicles, would come to the door.

Margaret in her early da3's must have suffered a good deal in

her journeys, for it was not till 1239 ^^at she managed to get a

vehicle for her private use, and thus escape the admonitions of

her mother-in-law as they rumbled cheerlessly along the ruts

of the roads. Then the nurses would bring down the royal

children,the Princess Isabella and Queen Margaretwould appear,

the latter probably unpunctually, the princes would mount,

largesse would be scattered to the gaping crowds on the quays,

and then, with many cries and crackings of whips, the great

unwieldy procession would rumble off on its way. The whole

affair must have presented some of the attractions of a picnic.

Sometimes the whole party journeyed by barges down the

Seine, sometimes no doubt they had to stop by the way for

meals, as the knights and ladies so often halt in tales, " on the

green grass starred with lihes of the valley," or sometimes, if a

small party, the King would surprise some solitary house, Hke

that of the poor priest of Isde, from whom he demanded a

meal. You can detect a feehng of hohday about the King in

these journeys. There was so much of his favourite occupation

of almsgi\ang, so many churches to be \dsited, and so little

ceremony and extravagance. You see him walking with his

confessor, " after the day's sleep," in the woods near the Loire,

when he was stapng at some castle, meeting a shipload of

Dominicans who were waiting by the bank for a little in the

shade on their journey down to the Chapter at Orleans, and

bringing back the whole company with him to sup and stay the

night. Most of all, the King loved to be at the abbeys of Royau-

mont, Maubuisson, or St. Denis, specially for the week end.

He would start on Saturday afternoon and ride by the river to

Royaumont, arriving in time to hear the Rule read after Vespers.
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After Compline the Abbot would give him the holy water as he

waited \nth the other monks before they separated for bed,

and he would walk out of the chapel, with bent head, in the

procession of monks across the cloisters, to his simple cell with

the prospect of undisturbed devotions the next day. Com-
piegne, where he founded a hospital,was another of his favourite

resting-places. There, he served thirty-four poor people on

Fridays, now and again, with soup and fish, and brought rose-

water with him to wash the faces of the poor. On the day when
the hospital was opened, with the help of his son-in-law,

Theobald, he carried in the first invalid wrapped in a silk cloth,

and laid him on one of the new beds he had provided. It

was there he attended a dying nun, and supervised her burial.

Such \dsits as these were Louis' real times of self-indulgence.

One question follows naturally on such pictures of the King
and his way of life, namely, how much influence Louis had
upon the French court. Did his counsels of perfection really

affect his contemporaries, and had they any lasting result on
the centuries wliich followed ? " Since Friday last, you must
know," wrote a courtier during the regime of Madame de

Maintenon in the court of a very different Louis, " we have
all become very religious." Was that the sort of reformation

which Louis' court underwent, and how many Fridays did it

last ? This chapter must end by touching very slightly upon
the effect of Louis' reign on the manners and morals of the

thirteenth century.

As regards his own day, it may certainly be admitted that

Louis' religious fervour made a real impression. From 1250
to 1270 an economy, a simplicity, and a purity marked the

court which has hardly a parallel in mediaeval history. The
worldly-minded of the nobility could, of course, avoid the

prevailing piety by staying at home, but the extraordinary

thing is that so many came, and were used by Louis to help

in church processions, and listen to sermons as if they were
necessarily like-minded. His holiness must certainly have
been of that attractive kind which expects others to possess

aspirations as high as, if not higher, than its own. This is not
the place to discuss the characteristics of the nobility. It is

enough here to notice that never were there such generations
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of church-builders and founders as between the two Crusades.

The simple life became a fad in northern France. Bare-foot

processions were a fashionable pastime. To use the little sets

of knotted cords which the King loved to give away as presents

for discipline w^as quite the thing. All the royal family,

practically without exception, were given to good works.

Economy, too, was encouraged at court because there were not

very many wa37S of spending money. Louis had no love for

great entertainments. Joinville indeed assures his readers

that the King held his parliaments and assemblies of barons
" liberally and magnificently, and entertained his court as

graciously, nobly, and generously as any of his predecessors."

On great occasions his expenditure was regal, and there was

no stint in his gifts to his household at Christmas and great

occasions. Nevertheless, he had no love of display for its

own sake. His own tastes were inveterately simple, and he

was always on the watch to save money for the poor.

There was economy too in amusements. The King would

listen to the minstrels of any great noble who happened to

be in court with great politeness after dinner, but he never

encouraged their performances on his own account. Dice and

gambling were very much out of fashion—those dice " which

strip me, murder me, lie in wait for me, bully, attack and defy

me," as the poet Rutebeuf found. The awful waste of time

and money over the pastimes condemned them in Louis'

eyes. Their very origin, according to the popular fiction,

was iniquitous, A Roman merchant who gave himself to the

devil was, so the legend went, ordered by him to make a six-

sided figure, and to mark each side successively, one point to

insult the only God, two to insult God and the Blessed Virgin,

three the Trinity, four the Evangelists, five the Five Wounds,
six the days of creation. From that time they spread rapidly

through the world to cause man's ruin. Louis, it has been
told, hated them so much that he was stammering with rage

when he found Charles of Anjou playing on the voyage from
Egypt to Palestine. No one had a chance of losing money
by them in his presence. Then, too, he was unwilling to spend
money on hawks or dogs, though his brothers always hunted.

Philip III was passionately devoted to the chase, and Joinville
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tells how the gift of a splendid saddle-horse pleased the King.

But the expense of the falcons, and the hostility they aroused

among the poor, as well as the waste of time, kept Louis from

this pastime. " Ah, that hawk," says a poor peasant in the

poem on " The Twenty-four Kinds of Villeins," as he watches

a knight pass his door one Sunday morning
—

" It will eat

to-day a hen on which all our children could have feasted !

"

No doubt during the Saint's reign the game-laws were some-

what relaxed on his demesne. At least he could see a certain

want of proportion when Enguerrand of Couci hanged three

youths for the theft of three rabbits. Economy again was

the result of Louis' hatred for tournaments. Against these

amusements the Church had for years been waging war.

Innocent ill had tried to prohibit them. Innocent iv had issued

decrees against them. "Of those who fall in tournament

there is no question," he pronounced, " but that they go down
to heU, unless they are aided by the great benefits of absolution,"

and, of course, as a rule, the last rites were not possible. One
chronicle tells that near Cologne, when sixty knights and

squires were kiUed at once, the cries were heard all round of

the demons who carried off the souls of the slain to hell. Louis

only actually forbade these entertainments during the years

1261, 1262, and 1268, but personally he would not countenance

them. It is told that Erard of Valeri only obtained per-

mission for one which Charles of Anjou specially desired, on

condition of a vow to Louis that he would become a monk
afterwards, a vow which he nearly had to fulfil. It was as if

in rebuke for the change in public opinion, that Louis' son

Robert was maimed for life at one of the tournaments which

the Kings of France favoured after Louis' death.

In manners Louis insisted on a reform at court with regard

to blasphemy. John of Beaumont has already been seen

turning brawlers out of hall. No punishment—burning on the

lips, stripes, or pillory—seemed to Louis too harsh a punishment

for this sin. He himself only used the name of the devil when
it occurred in some passage he was reading aloud. " In my
name," was the strongest expletive he ever used, and this he

discontinued by the advice of his confessor. In 1264 he made
an Ordinance in Council against all blasphemy in public.
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That it could not be very strictly enacted was inevitable, as

Joinville reports that men at the time could hardly mention

any one without saying " devil take him !
" but it is interesting

to notice that the good knight sought to imitate the King's

severity in his own lands of JoinvUle, where blasphemy in hall

was met always " by a good buffet with a stick." No doubt

the improvement was very slight. With regard to public

opinion, Louis w^as only like some child tugging impatiently

at a grown-up person's hand in the effort to make him change

his place. The child probably does not succeed, but it is

impossible altogether to ignore him.

Upon the morality of the day the purity of Louis had a

marked, if only temporary, effect. There is only space to

touch upon this subject here, but it is obvious at once, however
casually you look at the Middle Ages, that the maxims of

chivalry never led to any particular sanctity of the marriage

tie. This much, however, may be allowed, that there was a

stem code about matters of the heart, even if it differed from

our own. To-day a girl would consider some impracticable

youthful engagement as the episode, her marriage as the reason-

able and binding relationship of her life. Then it was just the

opposite. A girl was married in her youth off-hand ; only too

likely she was unhappy and bored. In due time some true

lover appears below the castle walls, sees her fair eyes, and
becomes her knight. To him she is to be true for ever. In

the songs of the minstrels you meet with hosts of such gay,

smiling, courteous dames, ladies of fair laughter and und3dng
loves, " supple and delicate, fair and plump, with hair brighter

than enamelled gold, shining eyes and laughing mouths."

But nearly all of these have a lover other than their husband.

One of the debates of a certain clerk, Andrew, traditionally

chaplain of Innocent iv, was on the question whether love

could exist after marriage or not, and the answer was in the

negative. An illuminating instance of the prevalent idea

appears in the story of " The Parrot," by Arnold of Carcasses.

There a charming young wife is shut up in a castle surrounded

by a high-walled garden, and teased by the attentions of a

jealous husband. A neighbouring prince hears of her beauty,

and, falling in love with her on hearsay, sends her his parroquet.
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The bird finds the girl alone among the flowers, brings her

messages of his master's love, and entreats her to arrange a

meeting. After a little show of prudery the lady sends the

prince a ring, and modestly asks how such a meeting would be

possible. The parrot, a resourceful bird, brings a vessel of

Greek fire and sets the corners of the castle alight with it.

" Ah," cries the lady, " that is the most charming device

ever employed
!

" as she runs out to meet her lover in the garden.

The parrot comes to warn the lovers, when the flames have

been extinguished by the energy of the unsuspecting husband,

and the lady sends the knight away. " I order you," 'she says,

in the fairest terms of chivalry, " to go to strive all your life to

do the deeds of a true knight as far as in you lies." Then she

kissed him three times and the episode was over. There was

no need for her heart to be true to her husband, but the new
relation was as strong as death. That is the continual moral

of songs and tales, and the legends of magic cloaks and horns

which could not be worn or blown by unfaithful spouses give

the same picture of the customary conjugal infidelity. The

ladies of the time were, indeed, brought up to be silly enough.

In two poems, the Romance of the Rose and the Chastisement of

Dames, you read a great many directions of how ladies are to

walk, how they are to behave in hall, sing gracefully in church,

walk without moving their shoulders or hips, smile without

swelling their cheeks, and hold up their skirts in the streets,

but no sort of moral advice save that they are not to receive

presents of jewellery from any but their relations (a very

modern touch), nor on any account rebuke their lovers or hide

their love. There is no doubt that, in spite of religion and

the worship of women, there was a low enough standard of

morality to trouble the Saint. In his court, Louis sought

earnestly for a remedy. His servants and knights were all

carefully watched, any instance of wrong-doing met with

summary punishment ; many he persuaded to leave their

wrongful lovers. Beyond a doubt his reforms had an effect

upon his immediate surroundings. No illegitimate child was

born to any of his family, and no child of his was divorced. The

atmosphere of the court was, in short, one in which vice could

not be tolerated. Here is a contemporary poem of exceptional
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charm which shows how purity and virtue could be made
attractive, and how, even if unconsciously, literature was

influenced by such a King. It is addressed to a young lady

who requested the anonymous author to make her a wreath

of flowers.

" God grant me wit and time to make such a wreath as

she would wish ! My present should please her if I lay before

her first a lily. Then shall come the violet, and then the fair

flower of the marigold ; then the borage and the comfrey shall

have their place in turn. The full blown rose shall be the sixth

flower, and the seventh the columbine. Here we shall have

a fair coronal, where each flower speaks of one virtue which a

maid must wear and treasure. The pure white of the Hly

says, ' Love the Mother of God, God, and Holy Church.' The
gentle violet tells her to comport herself carefully and decor-

ously, to listen to no evil speakers, and guard herself from

blame in words or deeds. The gold of the marigold teaches

her to keep her treasure of wdsdom pure and unspotted from

the world. The borage teaches her to be humble, good, and

kindly towards the poor and weak. The comfrey, as it opens

to the Hght of day and closes with the shade of night, warns

her to welcome all true courtesy and avoid black treachery.

The sixth flower, the rose, who holds of the Holy Mother of

God the empire of aU beauty, is the young virgin herself, who
stands as high above all other women as the rose amongst all

other flowers. And lastly, the columbine will bind together

the whole wreath into one. Should this wreath of flowers lose

one blossom it would lose, too, much of its worth, and so is it

with the maiden if one of her virtues is lost. I pray you then,

fair ladies all, think of my seven flowers ! Remember them
always, and all slanderers will be put to silence."

That Louis' reign had some real influence on his court

is obvious, but of the permanent effect on French society it is

not so easy to speak. There was, it must be remembered, after

1270, a complete change in the royal family. Not only Louis

but Alphonso and Jeanne, Prince John, and the holy girl-

queen of Philip III never returned from the second Crusade.

The actors in the drama change, and the last thirty years of

the century saw as rapid a revival of licence and extravagance
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as if the Saint had never Hved or ruled in France. His reign,

it must be admitted, as regarded social life, was an interlude

and not a note in a crescendo of reform. On either side of

it you can see all the darker and harder pictures of the Middle

Ages. But if it was only an interlude, it was also, it must be

remembered, an ideal and a memory. Just as the life of

St. Francis caused a marvellous, if momentary, spiritual and

moral revival at one end of the social scale, so the life of Louis

caused a marvellous, if momentary, revival at the other. To
his days men looked back longingly in the worst reigns of the

Valois. For some such other king they waited and hoped

through five centuries of the monarchy. If such revivals

are only momentary, they are nevertheless as priceless as a

sudden gleam of candle-light to a frightened child lying awake

in the dark. Mankind would be the poorer for the loss of one

such golden moment.



CHAPTER XV

THE FAMILY AT COURT

" A race of real children, not too wise,

Too learned, or too good ; but wanton, fresh.

And bandied up and do\\Ti by love and hate."

—

Wordsworth

THE court of Louis' early days was not, it has been shown,

a place for seclusion and retirement. The court after

the Crusade was no less well-peopled, but occupies

nevertheless quitea different place in history. As Louis became
more and more engrossed in the spiritual life his chroniclers

became more and more engrossed in him. The characters of

those around him become colourless, the lights and shadows

made in history by the delineation of different individualities

are lost or merged in the generalities of court chronicles. Louis'

brothers still live in histor}^, but his children appear rather as

a political problem than in any more intimate way. There

were a great many of them, and they seem to have been well-

behaved. But their chief interest is always this, that they

illustrate Louis' answer to the pressing problem of the thirteenth

and many other centuries, namely, what to do with younger

sons.

' To find an answer to that problem, and satisfactorily to

divorce political influence from social prestige, was one of

the continual troubles of the mediaeval monarchies. Almost

every king was hampered by these younger-born, who but for

a trick of fate would have been in his own position, and by
their mode of life had inevitably more than their share in the

management of court life. " Hie est Guido, rex sine regno,"

writes a compassionate chronicler of Guy of Lusignan, when lie

lost the kingdom of Jerusalem, but all Europe in the thirteenth
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century was full of little kings, without kingdoms, but with

all the paraphernalia of royalty. Every one has pointed out

the difficulties of the position, but no one at the time suggested

a practical method of escape for the embarrassed head of the

royal family. All that he could do was to apportion a fief to

each scion as his share or appanage of the royal lands, and trust

to his family affections to make him a loyal and contented

member of the nobility. Such was the plan Louis adopted,

and this chapter must show the family for which he had to

provide, and the lands he distributed among them.

There can be no attempt to justify the wisdom of the

policy. The class of royal nobility so formed were inevitably

a little more than kin, if there was the least flaw in the title

of any one of their number, or any possible pretension to new
acquisitions, and a good deal less than kind because they
were almost certainly ambitious, jealous, independent, and
incurably greedy. The wars of Orleans and Burgundy, of

York and Lancaster, are the solemn warnings of history against

the creation of such parties in the realm. But in justice to

j Louis, it must be remembered that he did not, as is sometimes
implied, originate the policy in France. The fiefs of the early

Dukes of Burgundy were appanages. Henry 11 of England
had, as a matter of course, divided the Angevin Empire among
his sons. It was Louis viii who set aside Artois for Robert,

Poitou and Auvergne for Alphonso, and Anjou for Charles

in his will. In the latter cases Louis ix had, in his own eyes,

no conceivable right to question the wisdom of such legacies^

or hesitate about their fulfilment. His father's wishes were
carried out as a matter of course. The whole question, indeed,

; only comes into prominence in his reign because, on the one
hand, Louis viii and Louis ix were the first royal fathers of

large families for some generations, and, on the other, the
House of Capet had suddenly acquired an unprecedentedly
large number of fiefs to bestow. Even if it had been by his

own choice, and against all precedent, that Louis divided his

lands among his family there would have been some excuse.

I

The royal family which surrounded him represented a definite

I

school of statesmanship in France. Blanche, her children,

i

and therefore presumably her children's^children, were heirs
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of the policy of the great Philip Augustus towards nobility

and people alike, a policy which was not one to be appreciated

or adopted by the great feudatories. Alphonso of Poitiers

carried the great King's traditions and policy into the south

in a wa}^ which no great noble or official of the King could

have had the will or the authorit}' to do. The Capetian house

had always been the one force in France making for union

against a feudal nobility making always for disintegration.

Was it not inevitable that Louis should expect his brothers

and sons alone to govern his fiefs for him as he would wish to

have them governed ?

Among Louis' brothers there was one who would have

justified such considerations, had it been for them only that

the Saint endowed him with his fief. The reign of Louis ix

has an exceptional interest in the history of appanages, because

in it is to be found the one unexceptionable and ideal member
of a royal family in the Middle Ages. All the advantages that

could accrue to the monarchy from the system are to be seen

in the career of Alphonso of Poitiers. The fact was, that it

was literally true that Louis viii and his father had won in

twenty years far more land than they knew what to do with.

They bequeathed to Blanche and the child Louis ix the problem

of keeping it for the crown, and that it was just held, in a state

of almost perpetual war, by the heroic efforts of the royal

marshals, reflects great credit to Blanche, but was by no

means a solution of the problem. What these newly con-

quered lands, and especially Poitou and Toulouse, needed

was a royal lieutenant or viceroy, who would not only manage

to keep the conquered country from falling back into the

hands of the English, or those of the southern nobles, but really

unite them to the French crown. The events of the year 1241,

when Alphonso came of age at Saumur, showed how keenly

the Poitevins dreaded any such effective agency of the crown.

Which of his riotous changeable nobles could Louis have dared

to make into such an agent, and which of them could he con-

ceivably have married to Jeanne, heiress of Toulouse ? Had
Louis already held the two counties in peace and safety under

his own government, it might have seemed disastrous that he

granted them to another. But the appanages of Poitou and
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Toulouse, and Auvergne were not under his government ; they

were httle more than lands to be conquered and pacified.

The fiefs Alphonso held were never really subtracted from,

but in the end they were, on the contrary, added to the

possessions of the crown.

The Count, as another chapter told, was not at all the

mediaeval ideal of an active governor. His life was spent near

Paris or in the city, at the palace he built for himself between

the Louvre and the rue d'Autriche ; it was there and in con-

junction with his brother that most of his work was done.
" Come over to Paris on Saturday or Sunday," Louis writes

to him familiarly. " I want to speak to you privately on serious

business." These little conferences were evidently very

frequent. The prince, owing to occasional attacks of oph-

thalmia and paralysis, was too delicate to spend his life touring

about among his fiefs. Very varying domains were, it must
be remembered, united under him : Poitou and Saintonge,

with their difficult English connection and long tradition of

guerilla warfare ; the whole of Toulouse with the speech and
customs of the south ; Auvergne, that mountainous inde-

pendent county which had been till recently held by a royal

marshal. Alphonso could not possibly have resided in all at

once, and each needed different administration. In each of

them, therefore, he placed good and tried officers : Giles, the

treasurer of St. Hilary of Poitiers for ecclesiastical, and Pons

of Astaoud for judicial affairs in Toulouse, John of Nanteuil,

and Sicard of Alleman in Poitou and Saintonge, while he

reserved to himself the immediate direction and supervision

of their actions. It was through them that he made it his aim
to pacify his realms and unite them under his government.

For it was that great aim of pacification which Alphonso

always kept before his eyes. Poitou and Saintonge had
endured half a century of war, Toulouse was worn to the

ground by the misery and poverty which succeeded the

Crusades and the long southern war. William of Puy Laurent

writes pathetically of an old lord, living in one corner of his

castle of Verfeuil and with nothing to ride but one old pack-

horse, who had ruled a great fief in wealth and comfort before

the war began. Fulkes, Bishop of Toulouse, a man of good
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report and sterling honesty, died after a life of strict economy,

leaving only six sous behind him. The two are only typical

of the great destitution of the land. In his realms Alphonso

was confronted by the task of restoring prosperity through

the King's peace which, as the burgher of Rochelle declared

longingly in 1241, was a good peace. To this end he adhered

to certain definite lines of policy with unfailing tact and

discretion. He showed himself, in the first place, a wise ruler

by making no sort of attempt to govern all his fiefs in the

same way or unnecessarily to introduce new customs. It was

rather, on the other hand, his object to use and improve all

existing institutions. The judicial and financial administra-

tion, for example, in Poitou, was in the hands of provosts

and bailiffs under a seneschal ; in Auvergne there were

bailiffs and seneschals under a constable. Toulouse was

di\aded between baihffs and hereditary seneschals, all with

var\nng powers and rights of office. Alphonso left every

institution as he found it, and only estabhshed royal judges

to worry each department impartiall}^ into performance of its

duty. He allowed various forms of judicial procedure in the

realm, only insisting upon the presence of the royal officers.

More important still, he accepted the Roman law in the courts

of Toulouse, reserving only to his officers the right to interpret

its meaning. Save in the case of the city of Toulouse, where

he claimed the right to appoint the chief consul, he made
little change in the organisation of the great towns. For

various reasons they were changing aU through the thirteenth

centur}', but the legislation of Alphonso left them alone.

At the same time, he encouraged the country people to found

new villages and small towns under his special protection

both in Auvergne and Languedoc. The charter which he

bequeathed to Riom gives a striking picture of the municipal

rights he approved. The bourgeois were to have the right

to make their own wills, assess their own taxes, and to be

free from duels. Their \dtnesses were considered valid, new
consuls were to be elected every year by outgoing consuls,

the Constable of Auvergne could not force any one to justice

outside Riom.

Generally speaking, in short, Alphonsopreferredanypeaceful
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and equitable arrangement to innovations for the sake of

uniformity and symmetry. He showed also, and this had
even more to do with the pacification of the country, a guarded

respect for the pockets of his subjects. His taxation was
careful and equitable. He made few of those sudden demands
for extra supplies which each rank of the feudal hierarchy

could only meet by squeezing money unmercifully out of that

immediately below it. He was not at all extravagant, and
his wife Jeanne, a strangely quiet and nondescript figure in

history after her hot-headed, tragically fated sires, shared

his quiet and pious tastes. It must be remembered too that

the Jew^s, who, with the quiet persistency and enviable pros-

perity of their race, were occupied in all the great southern

towns in making money and writing commentaries on the

Talmud, were a mine of wealth to a good Christian like

Alphonso. By confiscation of their property or heavy fines

he was able to respect the poverty of his other subjects, and
leave them time to recover from the devastations of the

last two reigns. He was careful to keep a list of his nobles,

fixing the rights due to him as overlord down to such details

as the rabbits due to him from the woods of Saintes, and the

dead oxen due to him yearly from Roche-sur-Yonne. No
doubt there was a good deal of discontent, but there was also

a feeling of security in, and dependence on, Alphonso's justice.

Amongst his efforts to pacify the country must be noticed

also the stern hand with w^hich he put down private warfare,

and those merry little raids which were the joy of the

troubadours and the misery of the serfs. He had also a

certain control over the Church, both on account of the

great alms he bestowed and of his support of the Inquisition,

which was the funereal legacy of the Crusade to southern
France. He was able, therefore, on several occasions to

uphold his royal officials against the authority of the bishops,

and to protest against their favourite custom of pronouncing
anathemas upon any one who happened to annoy them.
They could not afford to quarrel with Alphonso, and his

knowledge of the fact gave him a real advantage in dealing

with the Church.

To pacify the country was, practically speaking, to unite

17
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it to the cro^^^l, for Alphonso and Jeanne had no heirs, and
all their territories, save Saintonge and the Venaissin, which

were to pass to the English King and the Pope respectively,

on the death of the Count and his wiie, became part of the

royal domain. In two ways there were signs of the ap-

proaching union of northern and southern France during

their life. In the first place, from the court of Alphonso

appeals might in theory, though they seldom did in

practice, pass to the superior justice of the King. And
secondly, in 1261 and 1262 Louis insisted on the right of

the royal money to be current throughout aU his realm.

The King's head on the coins in every part of the kingdom
was a silent but unmistakable herald of the supremacy of

the crown.

The Count and Countess of Toulouse were, in short, just

those loyal, non-hereditary officials for whom the crown so

often sought in vain ; they were the honest, hard-working,

respectable caretakers for the King in the south of France,

possessing even that greatest recommendation for caretakers,

that they were childless. Neither Robert nor Charles of

Anjou was quite as innocuous. Charles was indeed no ordinary

holder of an appanage. Macedonia was never big enough

for this Alexander, and most fortunately he discovered

other worlds which reheved France of his presence. From
1254 to 1256 he was taking the part of a typical younger

brother in the Flemish disturbances. But from 1256 to 1262

he was chiefly occupied with Provence, and after 1264 he

disappeared from France with his beautiful wife to win his

crown in Italy. If Alphonso and Jeanne are the quiet care-

takers of their lands, Charles and Beatrice are the bril-

liant society couple who only visit their property for occa-

sional week-ends, to disappear again into more dazzhng

spheres. There was one celebrated case of Louis' inter-

ference with Charles' domains. Charles, the King heard,

had flung a knight, uncle of the Count of Vendome, into

prison, because he had appealed to the judgment of the King

when Charles gave sentence against him in his court. Louis

at once summoned his brother, and remonstrated with him in

words which became famous. '"' Do not think because you
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are my brother," said the King, whom some historians have

represented as a weak and priest-ridden monarch, " that

you can do wrong with impunity. There must be only one

King in France." As long as the crown was strong enough

to insist upon that principle, there was little to fear from

the royal appanages. The knight was brought to Paris,

his case was tried by Louis, and he was reinstated in his

rights. The whole affair was a most valuable object-lesson

to the country, but it was one which it was perhaps as well

not to repeat too often in the case of Charles. Whatever
miseries the Italian wars brought in their train, they were

of good service in freeing France from the great conqueror.

Charles was wholly engrossed in Itaty, his lame, deformed

son returned in Philip ill's reign to France to claim his fiefs,

but there was no great independent house founded by these

princes on the borders of the royal lands.

Alphonso's elder brother Robert, the hero of the first

Crusade, was in himself no trouble to the crown. He never

occupied himself in fighting with the neighbours of the fief

of Artois, and wedded his neighbouring heiress of Brabant

with great propriety. He left, however, as a legacy to the

crown a baby son, who was to be another such bold, reck-

less, impracticable hero as himself, and in just that position

to the crown in the next reign which was occupied by those

over-mighty subjects who caused the Wars of the Roses in

England. In Louis' lifetime his only exploit was to go on
Crusade, but after his return he amused himself thoroughly

in France. He led an expedition into Navarre for his sister's

rights in 1276, he was in the centre of the intrigues against

Philip's great favourite, La Brosse, he went out to Sicily to

fight for Charles of Anjou, he was distinguished in both the

troubles in Flanders in 1297 and 1302. Finally, in 1316 he

died, leaving a daughter and a grandson to dispute over the

lands of Artois with great trouble and annoyance to France.

That was exactly what was to be expected from younger sons.

As Louis' brothers pass out of history the doors of the

court chronicles close, and very little light glimmers through

them to illuminate the characters of Louis' children. To
see them as the father himself saw them is impossible, to
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see them very clearly at all is difficult. This is even the case

with regard to the heir of the throne, Philip iii of France.

This Phihp was not Louis' eldest son. A boy, Louis was
the heir for whom Margaret had prayed so passionately. He
was betrothed in 1255 to Berengaria of Castile, and his

death followed so swiftly upon the settlement of the treaty

of Abbeville that the English King was one of the bearers

of the prince's coffin to St. Denis. " Tall, courageous, uni-

versally beloved, and adorned by every grace of character," and
"marvellously wise and gracious," according to the Minstrel

of Rheims, he was mourned very bitterly. He seems to have

been his father's son, as Philip was apparently his mother's.

For Philip the heir, born in 1248, was certainly a little afraid

of his father, and too much under his mother's influence.

He was pious, indeed, and personally brave, and his grief

for his father's death was intense. Yet even William of

Nangis, that loyal chronicler, admits that he was illiterate,

little given to knightly deeds, and chiefly distinguished by
his excessive partiality for hunting. He appears in history

as a dull, rather weak man, given to favouritism and foolish

affections, wdth little of the fervour or energy of his family.

He was married in 1262, at a time when the Spanish alli-

ance was of first importance in French policy, to Isabella,

daughter of James of Aragon. The girl was a very popular

princess in the French court, as attractive, but more

strictly religious than her great father. She followed her

husband to the Crusade in 1270, leaving two baby sons,

Philip and Louis, behind her. She was expecting another

child all through the horrors of the Crusade at Tunis and on

the return journey through Sicily. In that journey she fell

from her horse as she was crossing a river, injured herself

fatally, and was carried to Cosenza, where her baby was born

three months too soon, and she died, in terrible agonies,

fortified by the last rites of the Church. Possibly her good

influence might have made Philip a nobler man, but he lost

her just as he was left alone on the steps of the throne.

Neither of the two sons was the first-born. In 1240 Margaret

had a daughter Blanche, who died when she was two years

old, and in 1242 another, Isabella, as gracious and as tenderly
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beloved as her sister-in-law. She was the child whom Louis

loved before all others. " Dear daughter," he said, in a last

letter of advice to her, " I think that you attend to me more

than any other in my family for the love that you bear me,

and therefore with my own hand I write you this advice."

In the letter given at the end of this chapter, he pours out all

his soul to her. Though she had not taken vows, she was as

holy and ardent in her faith as he. When she was only twelve

she was betrothed to Theobald of Champagne and Navarre,

son of that stout, elderly, reformed poet, who died in 1253.

There was a little difficulty over the match, as rival claimants

to his lands appeared in the persons of John of Brittany and

his wife Yolande, daughter of the poet. Theirs was, however,

a wholly unjustifiable claim, and was denied by Louis, the

Pope, and Margaret, the admirable and capable mother of the

heir, alike. At a parliament in December, Louis, having first

insisted on the cessation of the tentative military demonstra-

tions of Brittany and Champagne, arbitrated between the

two, and made Theobald give his sister a dowry of £3000

a year. Next April the boy was married to Isabella, and

the two grew up together at the royal court, to be one of

the most tenderly attached couples there. He is to be seen

helping Louis with his hospital and royal alms, and coming

to the King's room after Compline with Philip to hear Louis'

conversation ; his wife was one of those princesses who helped

to make that tradition of tender piety which only died out

with Madame Elizabeth in the prison of the Temple. They had

no children, and both died in the year 1270 which was so full

of calamity for France. The county passed to Theobald's

brother Henry, and was eventually united to France through

the marriage of its heiress, Jeanne, to Philip iv.

The fifth child of Louis was a baby, John, who died young
;

the sixth, that John Tristan who was born amid all the horrors

of Damietta in 1250. Louis destined him for the cloister, but
" that fair damoiseau, John Tristan by name, straight as a

reed, with eyes keen as a falcon's," whom the French poet

mourned, loved knightly deeds like his uncle Robert. He
was made Count of Valois, and married, when he was only

eight, to Yolande of Burgundy, daughter of Hugh of Burgundy
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whose wife was only twenty-three at the wedding of this, her

fourth daughter. The Count was only twenty when he

followed Louis out to Tunis, and among the miseries of that

Crusade ended his life. He was, perhaps, the favourite of

Louis' sons, and it was when the King heard of his death that

he succumbed to his last illness. They did not dare to inform

his brother Philip, who was also ill at the time. " He was

dearest to us," wrote the brother when he recovered, " not

only for our natural affection as brothers, but for the freshness

of his sweet disposition, and the innocence and energy of his

life in the brief span of existence granted to him." The
tragedy of his birth and death do not affect the brightness of

his young life. He was one of those who were not allowed

" to swell the rout

Of lads who wear their honours out,"

but stands, stainless and untroubled, among the untried

knights of history.

The fief of Valois reverted to the crown, and fate again

played into the hands of the monarchy with regard to the

fiefs of Alen9on and Perche. The seventh child, Peter, was
endowed \^^.th these counties, and married to Jeanne, heiress

of Blois and Chartres. By her he had two children, but they

both died young. Peter himself hved till 1282, when he

died fighting in Italy. That appanage had been no trouble

to the crown.

A second Blanche in 1252 took the name of the baby who
died in 1243. She was married in 1266 to Ferdinand of

Castile, and by him became mother of the unhappy Infants of

the Cerda. It was not till 1288 that the elder of these, Alphonso,

escaped from the prison where his brutal uncle, Sancho, had
placed him on Ferdinand's death, and recovered the inheritance

that uncle had seized from him. Blanche, that unhappy
wife and mother, spent her time principally with her mother,

Margaret, in the Franciscan convent of St. Marceau in Paris.

It was there that she died in 1323.

IMargaret, Louis' fourth daughter, was childless. She was
betrothed to John, the heir of the duchy of Brabant, but as he

was feeble-minded he was quietly put away into the Abbey of
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St. Stephen, and Margaret was married to his next brother,

Henry. Curiously enough, as the duchess, a Burgundian

heiress, was fond of telhng, her old family doctor had always

predicted that her first sonwould die'at his birth, and her second

would not have all his wits about him, and so it came to pass.

This princess died in 1272.

The tenth child, Robert of Clermont, met with a tragic

fate. He was young, brave, well made, and devoted to war
and sport. Louis endowed him with the county of Clermont

and the boy grew up to manhood with as fair prospects

as any other of this large and short-lived family. He
was only ten or eleven when his father set out on the

second Crusade, the only son whom Louis spared from

God's cause beyond seas. Philip married him in 1277 to

Beatrice, widow of the brother of the Duke of Burgundy,

and heiress to all the lands of the Bourbons. In 1279, ^.t

one of the tournaments his father had refused to counten-

ance, the boy was flung over, and his head so battered by
the mail armour he wore that he was thought to be dead.

Ever afterwards he was weak-minded, though he did not

die till 1300, and left, one is horrified to learn, a large family,

whose Bourbon heirs were, three hundred years later, to reach

the throne of France.

The youngest of Louis' family was a girl, Agnes, to whom
Louis left a dowry by his will. She was married to Robert,

third son of the Duke of Burgundy, who was named heir by
his father's will before his elder brother. He and Agnes had
several children, including a daughter, who united Burgundy
to the crown of France by her marriage to Louis x. These

Burgundian children, the Bourbon babies, Phihp's family,

and the Infants of the Cerda, were the only heirs left of that

great family. The rest of Louis' children, that shadowycompany
who knelt in their stiff, unchildlike dresses in the royal chapel,

played in the palace gardens, and were brought to Louis' room
to bid him good-night, have no more place in history than the

homeless ghosts of unbaptized babies, whose cries are said to

be heard in the wind on stormy nights. Again you recall

that tomb in St. Denis, where Louis viii told how death had
taken his infants from being kings on earth to make them kings
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in heaven. That is all to be said for most of Louis ix's for-

gotten children.

If httle is known of the royal family, there is, however, one

character who reveals herself very clearly in this latter half

of the reign. And although she has nothing to do with the

subject of appanages, save indeed as the mother of many
babies in need of inheritances, this chapter of royalties must
not close without some description of Margaret, Queen of

France, as she is to be seen in the court after the Crusade.

Until that time the young Queen had been kept in order by
that austere mother-in-law, Blanche ; after 1254 there was no
one to control her but her husband. And to consider her

interpretation of the duties and conduct of a Queen of France

is to understand very clearly why, in the first place, Louis

had such an increasing desire to leave the world, and in the

second, why he never gave way to it. For Margaret was one

of those ladies who, to use the expressive Scotch simile, always

have a bee in their bonnets. She could not live without

an intrigue and a grievance, and therefore, while Louis was
expending aU his energies on living the perfect life, and making
justice and peace reign in his kingdom, Margaret w^as always

busily stirring up some trifling difficulty, and picking her

way elaborately through a quarrel where there was not the

slightest need for her to make an appearance at all. She

was a religious woman, generous and kind-hearted, but Louis

could never have left her to be Queen-Regent of France.

The division of Provence was the first concern which

interested her and called out all her most bitter passions.

That Beatrice, the youngest of the four Provencal princesses,

should have inherited the county of Provence was intolerable

to aU three sisters, and particularly Margaret, who had not

yet received the whole of her marriage dowry. It was not

till 1256 that Louis induced Charles to assign even to the

dowager countess the lands and rents left her in her husband's

will. From 1257 onwards the three sister Queens kept

besieging the Count for their portions in vain In 1259 Louis

augmented Margaret's French dowTy, probably in the hope

of keeping her quiet, but she was not the woman to be satisfied

with a compromise. Urban iv tried in vain to reconcile her
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with Charles. She hated her brother-in-law all her life, and

had some complicated secret negotiations with both Rome
and Aragon when his great expedition was mooted, in the

hope, apparently, of squeezing out money somewhere. She

and Eleanor of England kept up a lively correspondence on

the subject, and put forward their claims again and again

long after Margaret was left a widow and really had very

little need of the money. England also occupied her attention

when the baronial wars began. Just when Louis was hoping

to mediate between Henry iii and his barons, Margaret took

upon herself to urge Alphonso of Poitiers to take active

measures against the latter. Alphonso replied in a laconic

and somewhat wearied strain, as he was also being besieged

by Eleanor's letters from England. " We have, as far as

we know, no ships or boats at Rochelle," he assured her, in

answer to a request in 1263 that he should urge the vassals

of La Rochelle to help their English lord. That October she

was worrying him again. Would he not allow the burghers

to hire, if not to lend, vessels to England ? Again in 1264

she was busy, after the climax of the English troubles. She

even induced Alphonso, from sheer weariness one would

imagine, to arrest some inhabitants of Bayonne who had

espoused the barons' cause. Louis discovered this escapade,

and promptly ordered their release. But, nothing daunted,

Margaret chose to interest herself in Alphonso's treatment

of Gaston of Beam, that firebrand of the south, whom
Alphonso had very properly ordered the Count of Comminges

to subdue. She was hardly stopped in her efforts for " her

dearest kinsman " by Alphonso's cold remonstrance and plea

for peace, " if only for the sake of the poor peasants, who have

always to suffer for the folHes of others." From this quarrel

she was only distracted by the English war, and after that she

is to be found busily engaged in helping her mother's people of

Savoy against the cities of Turin and Asti. It is not surprising

that Louis dreaded her activities. In August 1261 there is a

curious little ordinance about the expenses of her household,

showing how far from pleased with her beha\nour her husband

was. The Queen's expenditure was to be reduced by £40 a

year. Ample provision was made for the alms she might wish
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to give, but two clauses mark the King's disapproval of her

conduct. In the first place, no present was to be received by
her or her children from any prince or noble, and in the second,

no one was to be taken into her ser\dce without the King's

leave. There was a fairly clear vote of want of confidence.

In 1263 a still more curious and little noticed affair shows

very clearly the relations of this couple, and the Queen's

methods. Louis was informed at that date that the Queen

had made Philip, her son, sign the following agreement :

that until the age of thirty he would obey her without reserve,

that he would take no family councillor without her consent,

that he would never make any alliance with Charles of Anjou,

that he would tell the Queen of all reports against her, that

he would not give money away too freely, that he would

tell no one of this engagement. The only remnant of this

extraordinary document is a bull from Urban iv absolving

Philip (who possibly had become restive and turned informer

himself) from his oath. From it you see clearl}^ how ceaselessly

and how vainly Margaret strove to make herself another

Blanche, how contemptible were the diplomatic powers which

sought to gain supremacy by binding a man for fifteen years

to the oath he made as a boy, how bitter was the grudge she

owed to Charles of Anjou, how she longed for the money Louis

insisted on spending on the poor and denied for luxuries,

how many strictures, she felt uneasily, were passed on her

conduct by the pious at court. It is the monument of an

inefficient and irritating, if well-meaning, woman. And
Louis' silent answer in the bull which absolved Philip, and

his increasing preoccupation in holy things, show surely the

complete estrangement of the Saint from the wife who loved

him, if in a mistaken way, and mourned his death passionately.

Margaret was left behind when Louis went on his second

Crusade. She received, it may be noticed, no last letter

nor message from her husband. The year 1270 left her a

widow, deprived too of her son John and her daughter-in-law

Isabella, and the next few years were fuU of bereavement.

She was not very popular in her son's or her grandson's court,

and spent most of her widowhood at the Franciscan convent

of St. Marceau, which she had endowed herself. She did not
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live to see the procedure for Louis' canonisation terminated,

and never had the satisfaction of hearing men speak of him

as a Saint. It was 1295 when she passed away, sixty-one

years after that day when she rode into Sens among the

flowers of May to become his wife, and mother of his children.

Letter of Saird Louis to his daughter Isabella, Queen of Navarre

" To his dear and well-beloved daughter Isabella, Queen

of Navarre, a father's greeting and love.

" Dear daughter, because I think you hearken more to my
words than any other, for the love you bear me, I purpose to

give you some advice written in my own hand.
" Dear daughter, I exhort you to love our Lord God with all

your heart and all your strength, for without that there is no

value in anything, nor can anything be as justly and profitably

beloved. It is the Lord to whom every soul must say
—

' Thou

art my God, my goods are nothing unto Thee.' It is the Lord

who sent His Blessed Son to earth, and offered Him to death

to deliver us from the pains of hell. Dear daughter, if you love

Him, the gain is all yours. She is indeed deceived who puts

her heart's love elsewhere than in Him and under Him. Dear

daughter, we should love God without stint or measure. He
has well deserved our love for Him, because He first loved us.

I should like you to devote your attention to all which the

Blessed Son of God has done for our redemption. Dear

daughter, let all your desire be to please Him, and all your care

to avoid anything which you think might displease Him.

Specially must you strive to commit no mortal sin, for it is

better far that you should let your limbs be torn asunder or

your life reft from you in cruel martyrdom than that you should

commit mortal sin.

" Dear daughter, accustom yourself to confess frequently,

and select always confessors of holy life and good education,

by whom you may be instructed in the things you ought not

and the things you ought to do. And so rule your behaviour

that your confessor and your other friends may dare to in-

struct and reprove you boldly.
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" Dear daughter, hear gladly the offices of the Church, and
when you are at your devotions keep yourself from wandering

thoughts and from uttering vain words. Say your prayers in

peace of word and thought, and specially when the Bod}' of

Jesus Christ is present in the Mass be more recollected and more
devout, both at the moment and for some time before.

" Dear daughter, gladly hear men speak of God in sermons

and in private conversation. Avoid always all private inter-

views save with men chosen for their virtue and sanity. Always
be ready to provide yourself with indulgences and pardons.

" Dear daughter, if you suffer from illness or from any hind-

rance, endure it with good will, and give thanks to God, know-
ing it to be His pleasure. For you must believe that He does

it for your good, and you must remember that you have

deserved this, and more still should He wish it, because you
have loved' Him so little and so often acted contrary to His

commands. And when you are well and prosperous, thank

Our Lord humbly, and know that this also is His good will,

thus keeping yourself from being led away by pride or any

other vice, for it is great sin to war against Our Lord by reason

of His gifts. If you are in any trouble of mind tell your

confessor, or some other person you know who will keep your

secret loyally, so that you can bear it more easily, if it be any-

thing you can say.
" Dear daughter, be kind towards those whom you know

to be afflicted in mind or body, and help them gladly, either

with alms or consolation, as best you can in the best way.

Dear daughter, love all good men, both religious and seculars,

who are known to honour and serve God. Love and succour

the poor, specially those who are reduced to poverty for Our
Lord's sake.

" Dear daughter, as far as in you lies, see that the women
and other maids who speak most intimately and familiarly

with you, are of good and holy lives, and as far as possible

avoid those of ill-repute. Dear daughter, obey your husband

humbly, and your father and your mother also in all that is

pleasing to God. You must give to each of them their due

for the love that you have for them, and still more should

you do it for the love of Our Lord who gave us this command-
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ment. But in nothing contrary to God's will must you ever

obey them.
" Dear daughter, take care to be perfect in every respect

in which those who see you or hear your words can carry

away a good example. I should advise you too not to have a

larger collection of robes and jewels than your station requires.

On the contrary, I would counsel you to give alms of them,

or at least of any that seem excessive. In my opinion too you
should beware of giving too much time and trouble to dress

and adornment, and be very careful not to make too great

display. Always incline to less rather than more.
" Dear daughter, let one desire never leave you, the desire

to please Our Lord ; and so dispose your heart that, if you were

certain never to be rewarded for any good you did, or punished

for any harm, yet all the same you would wish to keep yourself

from anything which displeased Him, and give your heart to

the things which pleased Him, as far as you could, solely for

your love for Him.
" Dear daughter, take every opportunity you can to win

the prayers of good men, and take part in their prayers, and
if it please God that I leave this world before you, I pray

you to procure Masses and prayers and all other benefits for

my soal.

" I recommend you to show this letter to no one, without

my leave, except your brother.
" Our Lord make you as perfect in everything as I desire,

and more still than I know how to desire. Amen."



CHAPTER XVI

THE CHANGES AT COURT

" The several chairs of order look j'ou scour

With juice of balm, and every precious flower :

Each fair instalment, coat and several crest.

With loyal blazon, ever be more blest."

Merry Wives of Windsor

THERE were, it has been said already, few sensations in

the court during the latter half of Louis' reign. There

were, of course, reflections from the troubles in England,

where Henry ill was being shut up in prison, and in Sicily,

where Charles of Anjou was shutting up other people in

prison, but you look in vain for the great lines of march, and

the tramp of armies across France. The early agitations

of the reign with all their catch-words and party-songs, may
be compared with the bustle of passengers getting themselves

and their luggage into the train as it stands in the station
;

the latter years to the time when, the travellers having settled

down into comparative tranquillity, the train is really in

motion at last. What exactly was the direction of this

train, and where its terminus lay, no one about the court

probably realised, but none the less a movement of some
kind was certainty going on all through these years. To
see the change itself as men about the court actually saw
it is the point of first importance here, to understand its

purpose is the second. But first of all must come the one great

exception to the comparative tranquillity of France after

1254. Every one knows the passengers who board the train

at the last moment, insist upon the proper distribution of

their luggage between the van and carriage, and delay the

guard by minute inquiries at the last moment whether this
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is really the train they want after all. That passenger in

the history of France was the county of Flanders.

The great principality had passed in 1244 into very

different hands from those of the fat Ferrand and his wife

Jeanne. Jeanne left at her death no heirs save her sister

Margaret, from whom she had been separated in infancy.

This Margaret, who was known to her contemporaries under

the sinister title of the " Black Lady," was one of the many
stormy ambitious princesses whom France produced in the

Middle Ages. She surpassed in nobility, however, according

to a Flemish chronicler, all the noblest ladies in France, for

she was extremely rich in goods and jewels and silver, very

liberal and sumptuous in her largesses, in her meals, and

in all her manner of life, " holding the state of a Queen rather

than of a Countess." Such magnificence was admirable

policy, on Margaret's part, to distract attention from a life

that was by no means immaculate. She had been placed by
Philip II in the ward of Bourchard of Avesnes, precentor of

Laon and treasurer of Tournay, who, as a clerk of the Church,

seemed fitted for the post. With him Margaret lived, " with

no harsh comment," till 1212. Then, having refused the

offers of many noble lords and fortune-hunters, she sent a

message to Philip telling him she would marry no one but

her guardian. The marriage roused a storm of opposition,

not so much because Bourchard was impecunious, or had

abused his privileges as a guardian, but because he was in

holy orders, and had no business to marry any one. Bourchard,

who, however brave and reckless, had a regard for the

proprieties, made a journey to Rome to see if he could win

Innocent iii's consent to the marriage. Innocent, as was

to be expected, refused altogether to consider terms.

Bourchard was sent off on Crusade to the Holy Land, that

convenient convict station, and ordered to restore Margaret

to her relations. The clerk-knight took the Cross, made a

short campaign with scrupulous haste, and returned to find

not only his wife but also a baby daughter awaiting him.

Margaret with passionate determination refused to give him

up, and Jeanne, from her respectable heights of matrimony,

summoned her to repent and go into a convent in vain.
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Bourchard was solemnly excommunicated in 12 15, and the

three children bom to this sinful pair, John of Avesnes, who
married the sister of William of Holland, Baldwin, who had

literary tastes, and a girl born in 12 18, were all, technically

speaking, illegitimate. In 1222 Margaret and Bourchard

separated ; Bourchard had apparently scruples of conscience,

for in 1223 he was in Rome tr3dng to get the placable Honorius

to come to terms. Margaret, on the other hand, had no

conscience at all, for that same year she quietly wedded

herself to William, Lord of Dampierre, brother of that faithful

Archibald of Bourbon who was King's constable in Auvergne.

She packed off her children of Avesnes to the keeping of

Archibald, and was soon occupied with a new nursery of little

Dampierres. By William she had five children, a son William,

a son Guy, a son John (which seems a peculiar choice of

nomenclature, when the memory of her other son John

might, one would suppose, have created a certain awkward-

ness), a daughter Jeanne, who married Count Thomas of Bar,

and another, Mary, who took the veil. In all, there were

three children by Bourchard of Avesnes, and five by William

of Dampierre to inherit the enmity of their fathers. One of

the most extraordinary features of the case was that, on

William's death in 1241, Margaret made up her quarrel with

Bourchard and freed his sons, John and Baldwin, from the

care of Archibald. Still she made it no secret that she

preferred her children by William of Dampierre.

Margaret succeeded to the county in 1245, and her two

families began to quarrel at once. The Avesnes were not

legitimatised by the Pope till 1249, but they had no intention

of beins: left out of the succession. With a certain lack of

filial feeling they began to quarrel about their future inherit-

ance at once, and Margaret, though a good ruler, was quite

unable to quiet her sons. The Saint, who was just about

to depart on Crusade in 1247, was asked to arbitrate. To
him the affair seemed simple. Flanders divides itself naturally

into the counties of Hainault, the southern half where lay

the lands of the Avesnes, nominally the fief of the Empire,

and the northern half with the coast-line which held of France.

The former Louis adjudged as the share of the Avesnes, the
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latter of the Dampierres. Margaret proved a good ruler

and founded many monasteries, and so the whole affair seemed

to be settled. Unfortunately it was only for a moment.

In 1252 the whole trouble began again with the death of

William of Dampierre (and Flanders) who had gone on the

Crusade, received a severe wound at Mansourah, and only

returned to die in a tournament. At once William of Holland,

who had an old grudge against Margaret and was by his

marriage bound to the Avesnes party, solemnly invested John

of Avesnes, " a skilled, warlike and most noble youth," with

the fief of Hainault, and inspired him to go to war upon

Flanders. Many German nobles rallied to the help of John

and William of Holland, while Count Theobald of Bar, the

Count of St. Paul, and others of the French nobility came

to the help of Margaret and the Dampierres. In 1253 the

countess and the French were totally defeated at West-

Capella in the Isle of Walcheren. The Count of Bar and

Guy and John of Dampierre were taken prisoners ; the poor

Flemings were stripped by the brutal soldiers of the Avesnes

and turned naked into the fields in July to make themselves

what clothes they could of the leaves of peas, and ruin the

harvest by living on the ripening ears of corn.

" L'an mil deux cent cinquante trois

Firent Flamans braies (breeches) de pois."

So the rhyme describes what was suspiciously like a German
and French war on the borderland of the two countries.

Margaret was in terrible need of allies. Her children

were taken from her, her son-in-law calling pathetically

for help. " My mother-in-law," began one of the verses

he wrote in prison, " you never had reason to reproach

me. From the day I married your daughter I yielded to

your every wish. For this reason now I lie subject to our

common foe. If you have a noble heart you will find the

way to avenge me. Tell my countrymen my song," he adds,
" that loyalty to me will well reward any knight. I shall

see now, indeed, who are my friends and take note of those

who wish me" evil. By God ! the loss will be theirs when
I am set free," And therefore in that same year Margaret is

18
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to be seen kneeling, weeping for help, at the feet of the Counts
of Poitiers and Anjou and offering the latter the whole

county of Hainault, which the Avesnes had forfeited, she

declared, by their rebellion against her. Charles was always

more than ready to play the knight-errant if there was any-

thing to be made out of it. He was one of the military

unemployed at the moment, and therefore consented graci-

ously, marched northwards, seized Rupelmonde, Valenciennes,

Mons, and overran the county. It is clear that, as a French
prince, he bitterly resented the interference of William of

Holland. This was the news which, more than any other,

recalled Louis to his country from the Holy Land. The
question was a complicated one, and the arbitration

he attempted in 1254 was not immediately accepted.

Charles was, he declared, to give up Hainault to the

Avesnes. They were to possess the county after Margaret's

death. In the meantime, both the young Dampierres were

to be released and reinstated in Flanders, and Charles was

to receive a large sum of money in compensation for

his claims on Hainault. Finally, all past wrongs, as the

Saint loved to command, were to be forgotten. As a matter

of fact, the enemies were by no means appeased or forgetful.

The forces of Avesnes and Dampierre lay close to each other

near Douay on one occasion on the very verge of attack.

But in 1256 the quarrel was finally ended by the death of

William of Holland on a frozen marsh, in an obscure skirmish

with the Frisians. Charles also marched off to Provence,

and when these alarming seconds had dropped the quarrel

the principals soon settled down. But this particular form

of trouble from the great wealthy fief of Flanders, with its

connection with the Empire and its semi-independent courts,

was to be the bugbear of France for the next few centuries.

That was, however, the end of the one great feudal dis-

turbance in Louis' reign. There was some trouble between

Brittany and Champagne before their dispute was arranged

by the King ; there was a long desultory war between Bar and

Luxemburg on the borders of France ; but for the rest it is

mostly a list of arbitrations that attract the attention in the

story of the nobility. Louis was asked to arbitrate between
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the Count of Blois and the Monastery of Tours in 1255, in

1266 between England and Navarre, between the Sire of

Bourdeille and the Viscount of Limoges, between the Count

of Bar and the Count of Chalons, and in other smaller quarrels.

The nobility had certainly changed. It would of course

be absurd to say that the advantages of peace and security

were generally recognised by France. These were not the

conditions of life to secure universal approbation from men
who looked upon war as their chief source of income and

their favourite form of sport. It was, however, something

if they realised that the King had other lessons in store for

them, lessons they were beginning to learn. If Blanche could

have once more surveyed France from her watch-tower any

year from 1260 to 1270 she would have looked almost in

vain for the great feudal firebrands. Boulogne was held

till 1259 by the heiress of Philip Hurepel, grass widow of

that Alphonso of Portugal whose behaviour has been de-

scribed in another chapter. Two of her lady aunts were

still alive at her death, and united in ceding their lands to

Robert of Auvergne. Louis allowed this arrangement, but

intended to keep the county of Dammartin, which he claimed

had now reverted to the crown. When, however, Matthew,

Lord of Trie, advanced a claim upon it and showed a docu-

ment with the royal seal confirming his rights, Louis grace-

fully ceded the fief to this vassal, though the seal was acci-

dentally broken and the document, therefore, technically

invalid. But this instance of royal justice excited a respect

for Louis worth far more than the fief he lost. The
holders of Boulogne were inevitably his royal servants.

Ponthieu, on its borders, was held by a trusty count,

and afterwards divided among his four daughters, one

of whom was wedded to that valiant Count of Eu with

whom Joinville played at the toy siege-engine in Acre.

Normandy was at peace after 1259 ^'^^ ^^^e from all danger

of English interference. In 1257 ^^^ ^^ other occasions

Louis made a point of visiting his subjects there, and taking

them into his service as far as possible. Couci, under Enguer-

rand, successor of the cruel old gentleman who had once

dreamt of the crown, was to receive the severest snub possible
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to a feudal fief in an incident to be recounted later. Brittany

was under^ John the Red, worthy heir of that famous

traitor andj crusader Peter. This Count was occupied far

too busily in quarrelling with the Bishop of Nantes and the

Breton Church generally to have any time for disloyalty to

the crown. He was always on bad terms with his clergy,

and almost always under the anathema of one of his prelates.

" When a clerk has nothing he is poor and full of charity
;

when once his hands are full he is the fiercest of dragons,"

was one of the proverbs of the old Mauclerc, and his son

proceeded on the lines his father had laid down in reducing

his church to compulsory apostolic poverty. Louis abso-

lutely refused to take any action against him in favour of

his aggrieved prelates, and was justified by John's eventual

visit to Rome and his success in the papal court. " If I had

confiscated his lands as you bade me," said the King to his

bishops, " I should have wronged both God and him." The
red-haired duke was occupied, too, with affairs in England,

where he won a royal princess for his bride. With her he

regained the county of Richmond for himself and his successors,

and so left those traces of a French connection which can

still be found to-day in the red-roofed city on the hill. How-
ever stormy a ruler, John was no trouble to the crown of

France. Maine and Anjou were held by Charles of Anjou,

Blois and Chartres united, with their heiress, to Louis' own
son. Champagne was ruled by the King's most devoted

son-in-law, Brabant was attached by marriage to the crown,

and Lorraine, under its literary duchess, author of the

Ro7nance of the Countess of Vergi, little concerned with

France. Burgundy was united by marriage to the crowTi,

and the duke, who, during this reign, accepted the tempt-

ing title of King of Thessalonica from the Emperor Baldwin,

was a good friend of Louis. Auvergne and Toulouse were

being brought under the French yoke by Alphonso. With

the English duchies of Guienne and Gascony Louis felt at

last on a safe footing, though it is noticeable that he

encouraged his subjects on the Anglo-Gascon borders to

gather together into those new, so-called bastide, towns which

were under his special protection. Poitou and Saintonge
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were under Alphonso, and the sons of that La Marche who
had been among the most troublesome vassals of the crown

in early days were wholly engrossed in English affairs.

The same was true of the nobility of the second rank,

whether vassals of the great peers or immediate vassals of

the King. Such men as the Counts of Eu, of Soissons, of Bar,

Brienne, Courtenay, Chatillon, the Lords of Joinville, Nanteuil,

Valery, and Clermont were no longer perpetually occupied in

war. Even in the lowest feudal rank the castellans, the

lords of a castle and a tiny fief, who were accustomed to war
among themselves with the tiresome persistence of the mediaeval

unemployed, had, at any rate on the royal domain, to learn to live

among their orchards and woods in comparative peace, or else

go off out of France to seek adventure. It was by this time

almost impossible to make trouble with impunity. It is, of

course, very easy to over-colour this sort of picture. It must
always be remembered that under the microscope, as it were,

may be discovered endless wrongs and troubles in each indi-

vidual fief, 3^et, compared with any previous century, the land

was as nearly at rest as any feudal monarchy could be. " Mercy
and truth," said William of Nangis, " guard the King, and his

throne is enclosed in clemency. As the sun spreads its rays

everywhere, so his kindliness, the shining virtue of love, and
the example of true fervour are spread abroad everywhere by
him." The same is echoed in the pages of William of Chartres,

Margaret's confessor, Geoffrey of Beaulieu, and Joinville, and

even in the discontented murmurs of the lovers of war in his

day. In short, according to one good monk, his reign could

only be compared for its peace and prosperity with the reign

of Solomon.

Of course there were certain obvious and temporary

reasons for this change which would have been alleged as its

cause by the ordinary observer. In the first place, the King
was by this time the greatest landowner and the richest man
in France. The larger part of France was governed as the

King wished it to be governed, because it was his own feudal

domain, where his peculiar preferences for peace and order

could not be resisted. Then again, with his economical habits

and his fine rent-roll, he was undoubtedly well-off, and that
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was an unusual state of affairs for any mediaeval ruler. War
could reduce kings or nobles to the destitution of that Count

Henry of Champagne who, in the last century, " knew not

when he woke up in the morning how he and his household

would fend for themselves that day." In times of peace

they had their great retinues to keep, their friends and their

servants to entertain ; there were castles and monasteries

to be built if they wished to be in the fashion, and there was

endless expenditure on great tourneys or festivals. Louis,

quite apart from his merits, was the richest and most powerful

noble in the realm as well as its King. In the second place,

the King ensured peace on his domain by the ordinance of 1258,

which stringently forbade private war, and was by no means

allowed to become a dead letter. In other parts of France

the nobles could stiU surreptitiously indulge in their favourite

pursuit, but on the King's land those endless Uttle raids and

long-drawTi campaigns had to be foregone. Thirdly, the

casual observer would remark, peace was very largely due to

the fact that the wars of Charles in Provence and Sicily, and

of Henry iii against his nobles, served as magnets to draw

away the more quarrelsome of Louis' vassals to Sicily or

England. The sons of La Marche were wholly absorbed by
English affairs. Charles was followed by many nobles, such

men as John of Soissons, Guy of Montmorenci, the Marshal of

Mirepoix, the Dampierres, Barrail of Baux, and others who
might have endangered the peace at home. And lastly, it

was absurd not to admit that the King's influence certainly

made for peace. He had, by force of character and by the

tradition of his early years, made himself almost as great a

power in his land as his mighty grandfather. " The barons

feared him," says William of Chartres, " because he was just."

Altogether there were several reasons why, during this period,

it might seem as if the good order of the realm were merely

a temporary concession to the personal tastes of a powerful

King.

That is, however, a wholly mistaken point of view. There

was not only a new personal relation between Louis and his

different vassals, there were also some fundamental changes

in the relations of the King of France to his nobility. What
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would be the opinions of one of the more thoughtful of the

barons, such a man, for example, as Ralph of Soissons, whose

literary tastes would give him a greater insight into affairs

of State ? Would he not reahse, as he paced up and down
his garden with his stick some sunny morning, and contrasted

with the present the days of his youth, that Arcady in which

the nobles had stationed themselves at Corbeil to seize the

King, and Peter Mauclerc sent a Templar to carry his

defiance to his Sovereign, that there were indeed new factors

in the situation, other more serious changes in his order ?

He would surely have to admit that they were silently at work

all around him.

In the first place, there was a predominance of royal officials

everywhere in the country. Phihp 11, as the first chapter

told, not content with the grasping provosts who had settled

down in their own districts and were busy making fortunes

for themselves and their sons, appointed new officials to look

after the old. It was during his reign that, by an unprecedented

series of conquests, the number of provostships was increased

from thirty-eight to ninety-four. Over and above these,

Philip placed the bailiffs. Northern France was, technically

speaking, divided into twelve, Normandy into five, and

southern France under Alphonso into twelve, bailiwicks.

These bailiffs were the judicial, financial, and military officers

of the King, and as such their power very naturally varied

with that of the monarch. Under a strong King like Louis

they could be wonderfully worrying to good, honest, old-

fashioned feudal lords who wanted to enjoy quiet little wars

and behave as they liked without the royal interference.

" Any valet of the King can do as he likes in Champagne
or Burgundy," they said at Parthenay in Ralph's own day,

and that became truer every year of the reign. Besides the

royal bailiffs, there were also the Commissioners of Inquiry

sent by Louis to look after bailiffs and provosts alike. The
relation of these officers to the people must be considered

in the next chapter. They are mentioned here to show how
the nobles on the royal domain were worried almost ceaselessly

by the claims and restrictions of the crown officials, and how
everywhere the bailiffs or the commissioners were liable to
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intervene, to snatch away royal cases from the seigneurial

courts, to rescue a vassal of a king, or insist upon some recon-

ciliation of a quarrel.

An even more harassing change to the nobility than this

predominance of royal officials was effected by the King's

views of the administration of justice, and it is in this

connection that Louis appears most clearly as a statesman

and reformer, as a champion against the dragon of feudalism.

There were two ideas at the root of feudal justice which had
a lamentable effect upon the whole organism. The first

was the very generally accepted maxim that might is right,

and the second that God will defend the right. The con-

clusion of the two premises w^as, obviously, that God would

defend the mighty and that the powerful would certainly

win their way in the courts of heaven and earth. The
simplest and commonest way of executing justice was natur-

ally to have recourse at once to arms. Suppose, in the

old days, the Lord of Clermont found that the Bishop of

Beauvais had robbed him of some sheep, he would probably

collect his troops and fight out the affair with the bishop

like a gentleman. By the " quarantaine " imposed by Philip

Augustus there was an annoying limit of forty days, imposed

by the bailiff or royal officer, between the infliction of the

injury and the day on which war might begin. Louis ix

went a step further when in 1248 he forbade private warfare

in the domain. He provided also another method for

deciding a suit by the assurement. By this system, which

was akin to the proceedings in the civil courts in England,

the Bishop of Beauvais could come before his superior lord,

the King, with the Sire of Clermont and there swear innocence.

If the injured lord could produce witnesses to prove that his

favourites were either in the bishop's fields or had been

converted into mutton, he won his suit. In any case the

matter was settled offhand, without blows, by the suzerain.

But suppose even before the interference of Philip

Augustus a legal habit of mind led a man to prefer appeal to

justice rather than private war, there again might and right

were confounded together. The favourite form of trial was

to fight out the quarrel before spectators, the labouring classes
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with cudgels, the nobles with all the pomp of lances and
gaily-coloured retinues in the lists. In 1260 an ordinance of

Louis abolished this practice all over the domain. It was
hated by the lawyers as the antithesis of order ; it had an

unsatisfactory way of leading from one difficulty to another.

For the accused, if he were not satisfied, could choose to

"fausser jugement," that is to say, accuse the judge and
witnesses of disloyalty and perjury, and summon these to

battle in turn, till he was involved in such a series of duels

as must have obscured the original point in question

very considerably. Louis insisted that these proceedings

must give place to the King's justice, that trial should be

made by witnesses, and that the final appeal, in every case,

must be made in the King's court. Furthermore, everywhere

in the realm there was this change. If any man of any rank,

save that of serf, " avowed " himself, when he was accused

of any crime, as the King's man, by that avowal alone he

had a right to appeal to the King's court. From all this

three results might be seen very clearly by Ralph : in the

first place, the growing influence of the King as general

arbiter of quarrels and fount of justice in France ; secondly,

the influence of the lawyers ; and thirdly, the multiplication

of the royal courts.

That idea of the King as fountain of justice might come
originally from the Old Testament or the Roman Empire,

but it was no fancy metaphor in this reign. Concrete instances

of the King's intervention would come in plenty to Ralph's

mind. There was the reparation he had exacted from Hugh
de la Marche for injuries to his subjects, and from the Count
of Bar for ruining the grange of the Abbey of St. Germain
of Auxerre, in a most pardonable fit of bad temper. Then,

again, there was the case, in which the Queen had interested

herself, of a weU-born lady near Pontoise who, having killed

her husband that she might marry her lover, was therefore

sentenced to the stake. No entreaties from the Queen either

for reprieve or for a less ignominious manner of death were

granted. " Justice must always be public," the King argued

to his chancellor, Simon of Nesle. There was the Count of

Joigny, too, who put a burgher into prison and refused to
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listen to the King's officer, when at the burgher's appeal, he

made an effort to remove his case to the King's court. The
burgher died in the Count's keeping, and the Count himself

was seized by the King's officers and shut up in prison at

the King's pleasure. But, of course, the most famous case

of all was that of Enguerrand of Couci. It was this noble's

privilege to serve, however unwillingly, as an illustration of

what the King meant by justice.

Three Flemish youths, sent to the Abbey of St. Nicholas,
" to acquire the Gallic idioms," were shooting rabbits with

bows and arrows in the woods of Couci, when they were

discovered by a forester. They were taken to the Count,

condemned by him without a shadow of justice, and hanged
forthwith on the Couci trees. The case was bound to make
a sensation, for the victims were well-connected. Their

relatives and their tutor, the abbot, came at once to the

King, and no one was surprised when the King summoned
Enguerrand to Parliament, ^\^lat did surprise every one,

however, was the King's refusal to grant him trial by his

peers, the tenants-in-chief of the crown, with whom he

was for the most part connected by birth and marriage.

,

Enguerrand, the King declared, prompted no doubt by the

lawyers, did not hold by barony of the crown. It is true

that he was always reckoned among the tenants-in-chief,

but, as a matter of fact, the only two fiefs of his domain
which technically made him a baron of the realm, had been

alienated to a younger branch of the family. The corollary

of this legal decision was clearly, that, if Enguerrand were not

a baron, he must be tried as an ordinary vassal of the crown
in the King's ordinary Parliament. Two yeomen of the

King's guard were sent to seize him as if he were an offender

of no importance, though he was indeed imprisoned in the

fortress of the Louvre. The trial attracted much attention.

All the nobility attended the court, the Queen, the Princes,

the Dukes of Burgundy and Navarre and Brittany, the Counts

of Bar and Blois and Soissons, and the Black Lady from
Flanders. Enguerrand was allowed, after the hearing of

the case, to quit the assembly for deliberation with his

friends, and almost aU the nobility went with him, leaving
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the King and his lawyers and knights sitting together, a very

characteristic picture of justice in the reign. Enguerrand

demanded trial by battle and it was refused. The sentence

of death stared him in the face for, though the prayers of the

nobles all urged the King to mercy, there seemed little hope

that he would be induced to relent.

" Enguerrand of Couci," he said, " if I thought that God
asked me to treat you as you treated those three innocent

boys, no relation of yours would avert your shameful death,

for death you have well deserved. I shall not consider your

birth nor the number of your kin and your friends."

" The King means to hang us all," grumbled a knight,

John of Thorote, and received a rebuke.
" Why should I hang them ? " asked the King. " That

certainly is not my desire, but it is my intention to chastise

them when they do evil."

No one could doubt that the King was in earnest and cared

nothing for public opinion.

Enguerrand was not sentenced to capital punishment.

Probably Louis saw that he had made his point, and did not

wish to cut off the young heir of Couci from the possibility

of repentance and amendment. He contented himself with

sentencing Enguerrand to exile for three years in Palestine,

and the loss of his right to exercise high justice. He was ordered

to erect two chapels on his lands, so endowed that they could

support priests to pray for the victims of his wrath, and to pay

a fine heavy enough to enable the King to build an abbey.

Apart from the effect upon Enguerrand, the affair was an im-

pressive object-lesson for the nobility. The sceptre of justice

was in the King's hand, and was a very tolerably effective

weapon.

The King was, of course, aided by his lawyers. The study

of Roman law had never died out during the Dark Ages, and
during the twelfth century the influence of the school of law

at Bologna had made itself felt all over Europe. The canon

or church law was studied at every seat of learning, but it was
the civil law, which, though forbidden at certain universities,

including Paris, really fired the legal minds of the day. The
Digests or Pandects of Justinian, that part of the Code of the
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great Emperor, that is to say, which contained the work of

the great Roman jurists, weie the armoury of the lawyers for

weapons against the malpractices and clumsy legal contrivances

of feudaUsm. The old story that Justinian's Code was dis-

covered at Amalfi in 1135 is now generally discredited, but the

fact remains that it w^as in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

that the conceptions of Roman law were borrowed by French

lawyers to support the crown in its struggle against feudal

oppression. Such men as Peter des Fontaine, Geoffrey of

Vilette, and Geoffrey of Beaumanoir, the three most famous

legists of the thirteenth century, borrowed freely from their

study of the Roman law in discharge of their practical duty

as bailiffs of the King. It was the lawyers who drew up into

form the customs of various parts of the domain, of Maine,

Anjou, and Touraine, combined wdth and explained by the

Digests, which are known to history as the Establishments

of St. Louis. They were not the work of the Saint. The
Ohms, as his parhamentary records were called, present

merely a mass of decisions in particular cases and legislation

on varied subjects. The compilation itself is a finished legal

work of the next reign. But the lawyers were always at

work behind the monarchy. They were the men to know the

evils of feudalism and to ideahse the advantages of absolute

government. It is nodoubt absurd toregard them as thirteenth-

century Machiavellis set upon working out a theory of despot-

ism, but it was perhaps inevitable that, as they saw feudal

abuses all round them, so in the Pandects they saw very clearly

the advantages of a strong central administration. Ralph

perhaps could hardly reahse what influence these quiet un-

interesting officials were to have upon the future of France,

but already, he could not but see, they were bringing a new
element into the administration of the King's justice.

The third result of the King's reforms was the development

of the royal court. The Curia Regis, or Council of the King,

was, in the days of Ralph's forefathers, the assembly of the

King's tenants-in-chief, his great nobles and ecclesiastics.

Under Philip 11, or indeed since the days of Louis vi, another

class had grown up of councillor clerks and knights of the

King's household, who attended the Curia and transacted the
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King's financial and judicial business. They were the working

members of the assembly. During the reign of Louis ix the

King's Council or Curia was still nominally composed of all the

great vassals. They still assembled in times of war, and to

discuss such questions as the settlement with England or the

possibility of a Crusade, but their influence under a King who,

like Louis, knew his own mind, was negligible. " Sirs, I

have heard you all and I will tell you what I am pleased to

do this day week," said the King at the Council of Acre, quite

untouched by the representations of his nobles. His decisions

in the English treaty were not at all those of his nobility. It

was not the aristocratic side of the Curia which was developed.

But after Louis' return a new importance was given to the

councillor clerks and knights. Before the Crusade in 1247, ^

commission of these men was appointed to examine complaints

against the King's officers and their execution of justice.

After his return these commissions were appointed three or

four times a year to judge the cases which, owing to the King's

judicial reforms, came before him from all quarters. The
clerks and knights under an officer, "he who issues the decrees,"

together with the notaries who kept the Olims or records,

were summoned at Candlemas, the Nativity of the Blessed

Virgin, Whitsuntide, and All Saints to the " Parliament," a

name hitherto given to any kind of assembly. Owing to the

amount of work which came before them their sittings were

necessarily prolonged, and there were few weeks in the year

when the whole court, or at least some committee of ;the

court, was not sitting. The Parliament became in short a

permanent court of justice, and the highest court of appeal in

France. The King's court had not only the sub-division of

the Curia in parlemento for judicial work. It had also a

financial division known as the Curia in compotis, or a little

later as the Chamber of Accounts. The sessions of this court

were held in the Temple, while Parhament still met in the

palace on the island ; it received the accounts of the bailiffs

and lists of taxes, and made revisions of the crown dues from

the domain and the towns. Like the Parhament its sittings

became regular, its terms indefinitely prolonged. Compared
with the busy officials of these two assemblies, the names of
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the nobility, in their stately cumbrous councils, seem of little

more practical use than the imposing lists of uninterested

patrons in the advertisements of charity bazaars.

As regarded finance, Louis' reign left the nobles very much
as they were. He exacted his feudal dues, aids, wardships,

marriage, and the fines awarded by Parliament, but, except

for the Crusade, he laid few general levies upon his subjects.

He did, however, attempt one great reform. There were in

France as many as eighty lords who had the right to coin

money, and the depreciation of the coinage when Louis

returned in 1254 was alarming. Even the royal pound
weighed only two and a half instead of twelve ounces of

silver, and the same was the case everywhere in the realm.

Each lord also insisted on the circulation of his own money,
and his alone, in his domain, exacting large dues from the

merchants who brought other coins from neighbouring

districts. Louis deprived a good many nobles of the right

of coinage, and insisted that the royal money should be

accepted everywhere throughout the realm. The royal coins

gave a common standard of value to the country, and Louis

saw that they were received. Ralph might remember how
the Dean of Orleans had been sent on a special mission to

Alphonso of Poitou, when he showed some signs of recal-

citrance.

Altogether Ralph could not but realise, as he saw the

King's officers everywhere, the King's great court of justice

in Paris, the King's vast domains ruled by provosts, bailiffs,

and itinerant commissions \\-ith depressing vigilance, the

King's household and the lesser court nobility rising into

prominence, the King's money passing with the King's

ordinances up and down the realm, that a strange thing was

happening to the nobility. They were becoming of less and

less importance to France. They could still make themselves

troublesome, still WTing money from their subjects, and
during the next two centuries their armies were to swing

across France and their intrigues embarrass the court, regard-

less of the Saint's legislation. But the difference in their

position lay in the fact that from the thirteenth century

onwards the country had little need of them. Their place
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in the real government of the country was practically lost,

their position undermined so completely in theory that any
King who was strong enough to give the final blow could

overturn the whole erection. France was governed by the

King, not by the nobility.

One question remains, and that is how far the King
realised the probable results of his reforms. Was he a disguised

thirteenth-century despot engaged with his lawyers in con-

structing an absolute monarchy, or was it " without knowing
it, without wishing it," in Luchaire's phrase, that Louis

crushed feudalism ? The answer is very simple. i'-It lies, in

the first place, in the policy Louis inherited from his father ;

in the second, in his own personal character. Philip 11 had
not fought feudalism in the dark. The first chapter has

shown the personal methods by which he attacked the

supremacy of his nobles. He had warred upon the great

barons, allied himself with the lesser, and made it to the

interest of the Church and communes to support the monarchy.
Blanche and Louis had inherited the tradition, and Louis,

with that love of symmetry and order which was the mark of

the thirteenth century, continued liis grandfather's work by
direct legislation and development of the machinery of the

monarchy. To do this was not by any means, it must be

noticed, to make an absolute monarchy. Every King in

every country was occupied in the effort to get the better

of his feudal aristocracy. The real question in every case

was whether elsewhere in the country existed a spring of

independence, either in the common law, local administration,

or some independent class, which might uphold the rights of

the individual and protest against despotism. The nobles

of France had fought for themselves and their own liberty

exclusively. Louis was in a wholly different position with

regard to them from that of Henry ill to the nobles on the

other side of the Channel. He was always carrying on his

father's work for France.

And, in the second place, the personal character of the

Saint shows such a respect for existing customs, a real devotion

to his subjects, and a trust in mankind as make it impossible

to consider him the sworn and secret foe of any order in his
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realm. Nevertheless, his most obvious characteristics were,

as another chapter tried to show, his love of his people, his love

of order, his love of the law. Between these and the practical

working of feudalism, there was a great gulf fixed. Its

characteristics for two centuries had been the contempt of

inferiors, constant disorder, illegal breaches of privilege.

It was not wdth the independence of the nobility, but with

the slavery to which they subjected others, that Louis

quarrelled. WTierever, that is to say, feudalism interfered

with the government, he interfered wdth feudalism. It was

because the nobles chose to declare no peace that the traditional

fate of the wicked fell upon them. " There must be only one

King in France,"/; was the maxim which Louis' whole life

served to illustrate, and all through his reign he is to be seen

dethroning a number of petty vassals, and, therefore, more

securely enthroning himself. The impracticability of national

government through that vast system of organised anarchy

was rapidly coming to light. You cannot imagine Louis

as some constitutional St. George treading the dragon of

feudalism underfoot. Rather you see him trying to put a

collar round the dragon's neck and lead it after him, a tamed
domestic pet. No genuine dragon could realise that vocation.

After much trampling and fire-breathing it was to waste away
in that captivity where Louis had first helped to lead it.

" Without knowing it," to use again Luchaire's phrase, " and

without wishing it," Louis was working for the absolutism

of the monarchy. He was a feudal king but he was also

the king of feudalism. When Louis xiv declared L'Etat

c'est moi, his words were the echo of Louis' maxim, " There

must be only one King in France."

That is the conclusion of the romance of the nobility in

Louis' reign, and though the future was hidden from Ralph's

eyes, there was, nevertheless, enough in the present to make
him sigh and shake his head doubtfully, before he hobbled

off to write a love poem or talk over the prospects of Charles

of Anjou, whose dispatches from Italy were so greatly exciting

the French court.



CHAPTER XVII

THE PEOPLE OUTSIDE THE COURT

" O noms, noms inconnus !

O pauvres noms obscurs des ouvriers de gloire !
"

—

Rostand

GEOFFREY of Beaulieu has a story that once, when the

Saint was walking with some of his knights through

the streets of Compiegne on a particularly wet day,

a blind leper passed by on the other side of the muddy street

crying for alms. Though his following tried to dissuade him,

Louis crossed, through water up to his ankles, to reach the

beggar's side, and supply his needs. That is not only a very

typical illustration of the Saint's personal care for the poor

and miserable. It gives also a true picture of his theories

and practice in the government of the realm. For always,

in pictures of the Middle Ages, the King and his following pass

by on one side, and always the poor are calling for help on the

other. In between the two lies the confused difficult barrier

known as the feudal system. This chapter cannot pretend,

in so short a space, to describe the particular stages in the

relations of the monarchy to the people during the thirteenth

century. Only, as it is impossible to see the King bereft of

his surroundings, it must endeavour to give some sketch of

the people on the other side of the road from the nobility,

and understand a little what Louis' reign meant to them.

And to consider this other side is to find at once another point in

the parable of the King and the leper. Louis went to give

the alms, but he had to go back again. The beggar had a few

days' enjoyment and something to remember all his hfe, but

Louis' gift had been personal, and it had been temporary. He
had held out the hand of fellowship to the poor, but he could

19 389
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not bring his nobles with him, he could not bridge over the

difficult crossing. When the moment of his reign was past

things were left very much as they had always been. The last

chapter referred to the necessity for some spring of independ-

ence, some element of self-defence in a nation to combat the

dangers of an absolute monarchy. That it was not to be

found in the nobles can hardly be denied. Was there any such

force in any other part of the realm, in civic life as in Italy,

in local administration as in England, to avert these dangers ?

Did Louis leave his people any hope for days to come, any

safeguard against future tyrants, whether kings or nobles ?

And the answer must, unfortunately, be a decided negative.

At first sight it may seem as if the communes were the

homes of self-government and independence. Beyond a

doubt the most comfortable and secure life to lead at the time

was that of the burgher. In the middle of the thirteenth

century the energy and prosperity of municipal hfe in northern

France was at its height. Flanders was noted for such flourish-

ing towns as Bruges, Ipres, and Lille. In Normandy, Rouen
was far ahead of the puny little Manchester of the day. Troyes

with its great fairs made Champagne famous. Tours, Amiens,

Orleans, Nantes, Beauvais, Chartres, Angers, these are only

a few of many historic names. Victor Hugo defines the

bourgeois as one who has time to sit down, and in the Middle

Ages the sense of security and stabiHty implied by that defini-

tion was perhaps most easily to be found in the citizens of

such famous municipahties. They make their appearance in

the literature of the day, stout, comfortable figures with their

short-curled hair and gaily-coloured garments, talking in the

market-places, standing at the gates of their imposing houses,

journeying in sedate groups to the famous fairs, a class with

the same complacent sense of prosperity as that which has

made the typical burgher of history and fiction an object

both of derision and of envy. They lived in considerable

comfort and even magnificence. Their houses, three, or even

four stories high, containing warehouses or barns on the ground

floor, and spacious accommodation for the familyand apprentices

above, were the admiration of Henry iii on his visit to Paris.

That their luxurious habits were increasing rapidly is clear
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from an edict of Philip iii forbidding burghers to wear gold

and precious stones, or coronets of gold and silver. The
charters of the commune strictly defined the rights of the town,

its boundaries, jurisdiction, and obligations to the King. It

had its appointed dues, and a set number of representatives

for military obligations who served as the communal militia.

Its administration was in the hands of a body of jurors or

aldermen with a mayor in command, though the confirma-

tion of that appointment rested with the feudal lord, and

very frequently with the crown. There were treasurers,

clerks, judicial officers, and a whole train of well-paid

imposing officials, sergeants, servants, and police, of whom
the civic functionaries of to-day are the portly shadows.

The other less developed municipal organisations show signs

of the same prosperity during Louis' reign. The new towns

or associations of villages on the borders of Gascony, known as

the bastide or castellated towns, were definitely encouraged

by the King. The enfranchised towns, whether those which

possessed municipal privileges under their lord, like Beaumont-

en-Argonne, or those, to be found for the most part in Cham-
pagne, which were independent of their lord in organisation

but did not possess the right of appointing their own officers,

all prospered in the peace of Louis' later years. All over the

country, too, might be found those "burghers of the King" who,

in return for a sum of money, might claim this title and transfer

all their obligations from their feudal lord to the King. Louis

seemed in every way to foster the municipal spirit. In the

first two years of his reign he and his mother received oaths of

fealty from the communes of Flanders, Normandy, and the

Beauvaisis. Charters were granted to Rouen, la Rochelle,

St. Jean d'AngeU, and Niort during the minority and to many
other towns in later years. In 1256 an ordinance was made
by the King to regulate the election of the mayors in all the

towns of France, and to enact that an account of their doings

should be given by all the outgoing officials, that no gifts

should be taken by municipal officers, that the money of the

town should be kept in common coffers. In 1262 another

ordinancewas issued to ensure that the communes ofFrance and

Normandy should renew their charters yearly on 29th October,
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and at the same date send in their receipts and accounts.

The taxes were to be assessed by the towns themselves, or

rather by four good men who should be elected for the purpose.

All this speaks, apparently, of the orderly and disinterested

Sovereign who desired above everything to encourage and

train the municipal spirit. The King was also a busy reformer.

The exactions of his officials had been very severe in the early

years of the reign, and there are many such ghastly pictures

to be seen as that of the cemetery of Limoges where a hundred

bodies of those who had died from starvation lay unburied

one winter's day. A certain Phihp of Corant who was noted at

Tours for such exaction of money and silver plate, of wddows'

payments and forced loans as graced the career of the wicked

Sheriff of Nottingham, was deposed. Louis after the Crusade

was continually endeavouring to reform bad customs. He
abolished certain e\dl practices at j\Ielun ; he put an end to the

convenient custom of Verneuil by which a guilty man might

escape scot free if he could produce any six men in the town
to swear to his innocence. He refused to let his bailiffs put

their sergeants into any town where he had not immediate

justice ; his reforms in Paris gave new hfe to the city. He
imprisoned a mayor of Laon for neglecting his duties ; he refused

to let his officer usurp jurisdiction in MontpeUier. Altogether

it seems on the surface as though this King were willing to

make any sacrifice for his towns, and as if the communes
contained that independent self-rehant class which might help

to check the growth of an absolute monarchy.

But there is another side to this picture of town life.

There was considerable prosperity everywhere, but, as Luchaire

points out, there was also something astir among the towns

which hindered their development. Up to the time of Philip

Augustus they had gro\Mi, under the shadow of the monarchy,

into civic independence and importance. After the time of

Louis their vitality and energy in some mysterious way
begin to decay. Something was the matter, but it is not

very easy to see what that something was. It is never very

safe to generalise about the Middle Ages, owing to the diversity

of local custom and the divergence of law as it was written

and law as it was practised, yet in this instance one example
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may serve to show something of what was going on, in some
form, in all the towns of northern Europe. That example

is the story of the town of Beauvais.

There was in this commune, in the year 1233, a dispute

between the majores and minores, the upper and lower classes

of the burghers, over the election of a new mayor. The

Bishop, Miles of Nanteuil-la-Fosse, who was, by a charter

of Louis VII, admitted to be suzerain of the town, had taken

no steps in the matter, when Louis himself intervened and

appointed a " foreigner " from Senlis as mayor to end the

difficulty. Though Louis was apparently justified in his

action, the Bishop resented the interference bitterly, and was

evidently not at all displeased when the arrival of the unlucky

alien was the signal for a general riot. The minores attacked

the mayor and chief men of the town, who were for the most

part respectable brewers, pursued them down an alley into

a house, set fire to the wooden houses in the neighbourhood

and smoked out their quarry. Of these they killed two,

wounded two, and dragged the mayor through the streets

with every conceivable insult. The King, who was at

Compiegne, set out at once for the town. The Bishop had
been warned not to approach the scene of the riot, but it

was an understood thing that he was implicated to some

extent with the uproarious minores. Eighty of them came
to him protesting their innocence. The Bishop merely

summoned them to surrender, and when they refused allowed

them to march off from his palace. Louis' only comment on

his behaviour was the stern message that he would leave it to

God to decide if the Bishop were innocent. At midnight Miles

heard that the King was on his way to make investigation for

himself, and sent out messengers to keep him away in vain.

" I will come to Beauvais," the King replied to their inquiries,

" and then you will see what I shall do." On the Feast of

the Purification he entered the town and lodged himself at

the Bishop's palace and his men in the neighbourhood. His

ban was called for four or five days through the streets to give

the victims of the disturbance time to complain. The chief

men of the town came to give information, some fifteen

hundred of the mob were taken and imprisoned, a solemn
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court of justice was held in the market hall, and the houses

of the most guilty were pulled dowTi, the mayor himself

giving the first blow. Some were banished, others imprisoned,

others purchased their liberty. Finally, as he left the

chastened to^^Tl, the King demanded from the Bishop the sum
of eighty pounds for the expenses he had incurred during

his stay, regardless of the fact that Miles had agreed with

Louis VII to pay a yearly sum of money to release the bishopric

from the obligation to entertain the King. When Miles

remonstrated, Louis answered that he might, if he had any

complaints to make, appeal to the judgment of his peers.

When he refused to give up his lands the King sent two

lieutenants and his yeomen to occupy the town and the

Bishop's palace. These officers confiscated all the wine

they discovered in the town and the episcopal cellars, and

sold it to repay the King for the money he had expended on

the ungrateful prelate. The Bishop was, of course, infuriated,

and retaliated by excommunicating the King's officers, and

from that point the quarrel passed into a struggle between

Church and Cro\Mi. What, however, is to be seen in it as

regards the history of the communes ?

In the first place, it is noticeable that the majores, the

guild or corporation of brewers, who were the jurors or alder-

men and administered the affairs of the communes, were on

the King's side in the quarrel. The minores, probably the

artisans of various trades, made the revolt in their effort to

rid themselves of the foreign mayor provided by the King.

Evidently there was considerable jealousy and some natural

enmity between the two parties. This was due to nothing

exceptional in the history of Beauvais. In almost every

to\\'n a class of artisans with their owti guilds and rules of

apprenticeship was rising up against the small exclusive body

of the aristocratic burghers who formed the municipal

governing body. They were binding themselves together

to resist the oligarchies of the towns, and by the end of the

century were quite ready to fight them on their own ground,

just as the craft guilds in England in many cases came into

conflict with the merchant guilds. There was no particular

harm, indeed, in this rivalry, save for the fact that it led
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the aristocratic bourgeois class to rely more and more on the

crown and the crown officials, and permit the interference

of the King in municipal affairs.

But a far more serious side of the affair was the fact that

the King claimed the right to appoint a mayor of his own
choice for the commune against the wishes of the Bishop

and the majority of the town people. The right of appointing

the mayor was one which Louis never relinquished. In 1262

he graciously granted leave to each commune to choose three

men out of whom he would select one as mayor, but that was
all. He was absolutely determined to be lord of the communes.
The whole quarrel shows plainly that he looked upon Beauvais

and every other municipality as creations and fiefs of his

own. The crown had favoured and supported the communes
in previous generations as a weapon against the feudal lords,

but now that they had won their footing it had no idea of

leaving them to stand alone. The ordinances of 1256 and

1262, for which Louis has been praised as a patron of municipal

enterprise, were primarily, it is quite obvious, to aid the crown

in its financial exploitation of the towns. The oligarchy

of the communes were not infrequently corrupt. They would
often contract municipal debts and become bankrupt, thus

giving the King an obvious excuse for interference. They
had no union amongst themselves and no common political

purpose. Each was a separate corporation, an individual

entity, and as such they were wholly powerless to withstand

the exactions and encroachments of the King and his officials.

In Italy the cities of Lombardy had struggled and fought

their own way to independence until each became a monarchy.

In France the monarchy, in return for its notable services,

gradually absorbed the communes into itself. It is all very

well to turn to them for pictures of commercial prosperity

and comfortable lives of petty self-importance, but political

independence and powers of resistance to the monarchy are

not to be found in the towns.

If these virtues are not to be found here neither are they

to be found in any sort of local independence. In England,

by a strange and fortunate concatenation of events, the

people, as representatives in the courts of justice and in the
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assessment of taxes, always retained some share in their

own government. In France there were no such connect-

ing threads between the official class and those they governed,

as the reeve and his four men, the sworn assessors of a dis-

trict, or the knights of the shire. Local administration was
all from the crown, from above, and not from the people

below. The King's agents were both too dependent upon,

and too far removed from, the central administration to

unite the interests of King and people. The provost

on his domain was too far removed. He had to exact the

dues from the lands of the crown and the profits reaped by
fines in justice. As a rule he sent in a definite sum at which

these rents and fines were estimated to the bailiff and kept

the rest as the reward of his exertions. It was inevitable

that such a man should make everything possible for him-

self out of his office. One very common practice was to sell

the provostship to some friend or relation, who had to repay

himself for his expenses out of the proceeds he could wring

from his new property. According to joinville, no one dared

to live on the King's land in the minority, so terrible were

the excesses committed there. In Paris the King instituted

a vigorous reform. The provost's court in the capital

had been, in Joinville's words, emptied of all but thieves

and criminals. Louis looked about among his servants.

He found that Bishop and Chapter were far too deeply en-

grossed in their o\mi concerns to be of any help to him, and

therefore, in 1258, he chose a man after his own heart, a

certain Stephen Boileau, to whom he gave a regular salary in

place of the uncertain profits which tempted such officials

to wrong-doings. This Stephen lived for nine years in his

office and spent them most profitably for France. He
reformed the courts of justice, and would not spare even

his own god-son and a personal friend from capital punish-

ment when he found they could not be restrained from

petty thefts and cruelty. He made a list of the trades and

the places where they were established in Paris. To this

directory he added the ordinances of the police in Paris,

the old rules of trade, the tariffs and rights of the King

on sales and merchandise, the regulations of the various
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jurisdictions in the city. " When this had all been com-

pletely considered, collected, and arranged," says Stephen

in the preface, " we had it read before a large number of the

wisest, most loyal, and most venerable men in Paris who
were skilled in such affairs, and they, being all gathered

together, greatly praised the work." It is indeed a mar-

vellous example of the order and symmetry which I.ouis and

his generation so dearly loved. People returned to Paris,

trade flourished, the King's revenues increased rapidly. The

capital was without doubt in good hands during the reign.

But outside in the country the provosts were not often such

officials as Stephen. In the literature of the day they are

represented as even worse tyrants than the lord of the

village, marked by all the cruelty of small irresponsible

magnates. The trivial nature of the innumerable rights

they had to exact gave infinite scope for cruelty and avarice.

Everywhere all over France they were the thousand petty

tyrants whose continual bullying reduced France to slavery far

more effectually than any direct legislation of king or lawyers.

Since the time of Philip Augustus France had been

divided into bailiwicks, and these bailiffs were the salaried,

responsible officials, not unlike the itinerant justices in England,

whose duty it was to superintend the administration of the

provosts, collect their revenues, and bring account of them

to the royal exchequer, hold assizes, and receive complaints

for the district. These men were for the most part of the

lesser nobility, knights, or clerks of the King's household,

and Louis was specially careful to choose those who were
" loyal and wise, of upright conduct and good reputation,

and above all men with clean hands." He made it his object

to reform this class, and his ordinance of 1254 marked a

great effort to prevent the abuses of power to which they

were specially prone. Here he enacted that the bailiffs or

other officers should receive no gifts of money and land nor

allow their families to receive them in their stead. They

were not to borrow any sum of money above twenty pounds,

and they were to repay their debt in eight weeks. They

were not to buy land in their province, marry their children

to people in their province, or buy any Church property
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without royal permission. They were not to keep large

trains of servants and soldiers to annoy the people. (Louis

himself, when he visited a monastery, always took possession

of the keys of the granary and wine-cellar, to protect his hosts

from the depredations commonly inflicted by the servants

of guests.) They were to watch these servants very care-

fully and dismiss them at once if they were found to be

wronging or robbing the poor. Neither they nor the

bailiffs nor provosts themselves were to indulge in gaming
or visits to the taverns on their estates. Perhaps the most

effectual provision was the last, which enacted that all

officials, on leaving office, should remain for forty days in

their province, so that their successors might receive and

judge any complaints against them. These provisions

all applied to the provosts, the bailiffs, and the mayors of

towns alike. The King, in short, spared no pains to ensure

that the existing system should work well and thoroughly.

He provided beyond a doubt a protective system against

the evils of the system of government, and incidentally an

effective way of securing the King's rents and dues on his

domain. But it was a system which depended always on

the personal character and interests of the King. Louis'

reforms were bound to be only temporary. The royal

officials depended too entirely upon the crown, and were

too irresponsible in their own districts to be controlled by
a weak or careless king. That Louis was not satisfied with

the existing system was clear from his institution of Com-
missions of Inquiry throughout the country. It would

seem as if he felt that always between himself and his people

lay the webs and fibres of the feudal system through which

he sought to pierce down to the people themselves in vain.

So in 1247 he sent out chosen inspectors to examine his

officials, inquire into their conduct, and judge the com-
plaints of the poor. After his return from the Crusade

these commissions of friars, clerks, or knights were sent

yearly and reaped rich harvests of complaints. Many
of these complaints were rather of the nature of those

detailed in the English manorial rolls w^here one gentleman

attacks another " cum uno cuteUo " and has a great deal
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to say against the judgment given. But there are also such

endless reports of extortions, of houses burnt for no reason

and with no excuse, of oxen stolen, of workmen and medi-

aeval charwomen unpaid for labour, of daughters captured,

fines and forced loans exacted, and cruelties practised, as

show too clearly that even Louis' chosen servants were not

infallible. The bailiff of Amiens, an important official, was

tried and condemned by the commission and had to be dis-

missed. The knowledge of how Factory Acts and inspectors'

visits are evaded to-day suggests also the consideration

that the provosts and bailiffs only too probably had means
of suppressing complaints or ridding themselves of incon-

venient accusers. The temptations of office were too strong

for the local authorities, who could never be any guarantee

of the liberties of France. The institution of the Commis-
sions of Inquiry was an admirable effort at reform, but they

depended, like the appointment of the bailiffs and the con-

trol of the provosts, on the King himself. " Be always on

the side of a poor man until you know the truth" ;
" Be

diligent that your subjects enjoy justice and peace "
; "Be

careful to have faithful provosts and bailiffs, and inquire

diligently how they are behaving," Such was the advice

Louis gave to his successor. It was all personal, and it all

presupposed an earnest and disinterested desire for good

local government for the sake of the people. Without that

the whole system fell to pieces, or, rather, resolved itself

into methods of taxation in virtue of which, as long as

their financial duties were executed properly, each bailiff and

provost was a little local king and tyrant in his own domain.

The town population and the official classes form after all

only a very small proportion of the inhabitants of France.

It is time to cross the road with Louis to see those on the other

side, the great unknowTi suffering multitude of the peasants

and beggars. What was the true condition of the people who
only appear in history as filling the ditches with corpses in

war, lying starving by the hundreds in the street, those who,

in the words of Alphonso, had always to suffer for the follies

of others in every rank of the feudal hierarchy ? What could

Louis with all his saintliness really do for them ?
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It is almost impossible to see clearly the conditions of the

working classes in any century, and hardest of all, perhaps,

in a time like the thirteenth century, when the legal theories

of feudalism were so little regarded in actual practice, and

when obviously the consideration of most importance to every

individual was the personal character of his feudal lord. The

legal definition of their position gives both too favourable

and too unfavourable an impression. Beaumanoir divided

the population of France in his own day into three classes.

There were, he said, the gentlemen who were noble and free

by the right of birth, free men attached only by military

service to their lord, and serfs with no rights at all. But as a

matter of fact these distinctions only disguise a vast variety

of social grades and rights and duties. To be free meant very

little more than to have just escaped from the status of a serf.

The serfs, who were in theory no better than the chattels of

their lord, were, so to speak, land on the margin of cultivation.

The free man was free, because he had not to pay the poll tax ;

he was exempt from mortmain or the return of all possessions

to his lord on his death and from formariage, a tax on mar-

riage with any one outside the lord's domain. He could in

theory possess land on free tenure by payment of an annual

tax to his lord. Since the end of the eleventh century this

class had been increasing in numbers. The serf might pay

a sum of money to his lord, he might be liberated by free gift

on some great occasion or Church festival, he was aided by the

direct action of the crown and by the indirect influence of the

lawyers, who held that the offspring of a serf and freeborn

man or woman were free. There was in the thirteenth century

a general objection to the idea of slavery, and there was a very

general need for money which made the purchase of freedom

a comparatively cheap achievement. Half a century later,

Louis X is to be found trying to force the serfs to buy their

freedom. But when a serf was legally free, it is not very easy

to see what were his advantages. He had, indeed, the right

of appeal to the King's courts, but he was still subject to the

local jurisdiction of the lord on whose land he lived and the

King's officers. Unless he went to live in a town he had no

opportunity for rising in the world or attaining any responsible
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or privileged position. His condition was wholly precarious,

and in practice, in spite of Beaumanoir's definition, he was
subject, in all but the three exceptions mentioned, to much
the same duties and payments which burdened the legally

unfree.

But if Beaumanoir's picture of freedom is unduly bright,

that of the serf is perhaps unnecessarily sombre. The serfs or

villeins who still formed the majority of the working classes

were, by legal right, subject in life and limb and possessions

to their lord. They were subject, too, not to one master,

but to lords many. There was the King and the great feudal

suzerain high above them, who was represented by more or

less grasping officers in the village ; there was his vassal,

their immediate overlord, whose castle frowned over the huts

of the peasants, and whose men tramped down to carry them
off to reap or sow in his fields. There were the local clergy,

sometimes only the fat ignorant priests who contentedly

accepted chickens in place of their tithe, sometimes a monastery
which threatened excommunication and all kinds of evil if

God's taxes remained unpaid. To the overlord the serf owed
a tax on property, because all his property was his lord's,

rights in kind on his harvest and all his vegetable produce,

rights on every animal purchased by or born to him, on horned
animals and on pigs and poultry ; rights on all trade and mer-
chandise which passed through the domain, including all

clothing, wine, or meat he might purchase ; dues for all fairs

or markets held in his neighbourhood, on all the money that

was coined in the domain, taxes on the exchange or sale of

goods and land. Besides this the peasant had to use his

lord's mill, his woods, pastures, and water, and pay him for it.

He was taken to his court for trial, and had to pay him a fine

for almost any conceivable crime. He had to submit to the

lord's regulation of weights and measures. He had the

privilege of keeping up the roads and bridges for public service,

that forced labour which roused such bitter hatred in the

peasant's heart. He was obliged to perform such trying services

as lending his cart, carrying and fetching, doing repairs in the

castle and work in the fields. The lord could put a pitchfork

in his hand and lead him out to war, put him on the battle-
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ments of his castle to pour down boiling lead on invaders,

put a spade in his hand and make him dig for him in the fields.

In theory he was merely the property of his lord.

That is Beaumanoir's picture, but on the other hand it

must be remembered that, miserable as was the position of

the serf in legal theory, and endless as was the suffering and
exploitation he endured from his feudal superiors, his ordinary

life was not necessarily intolerable, his disabilities did not, very

probably, make him nearly as miserable as he ought to have
been. He was not in practice nearly as defenceless as he was
in theory. The serf could have no property of his own, accord-

ing to Beaumanoir, yet all through the thirteenth century

he was buying his freedom with his own property. The serf

could not rise to any superior position, he could not venture

from the domain of his master to a town, and yet, in real life,

the serf could and did escape to some neighbouring town,

and even become a local dignitary. If the freedom of the

freeman was precarious because his lord could so easily impose

duties upon him which were not his legal due, so the serfdom

of the serf was happily precarious, because he could in various

ways circumvent his disabilities and rise superior to his mis-

fortunes

Again, the literature of the day is a mirror which reflects

the \alleins, free and serf alike, as poor, obscure, stupid, and

ill-used, but not by any means hopelessly miserable, people.

The thirteenth-century poem, " De d'Oustillement au Vilain,"

gives a picture of the comfort as weU as the squalor, of the

enjoyment as well as the destitution of life. There you can

gaze straight into the little mud-and-timber hovels and see

the daily surroundings of the poor. You see the shed for

com, the shed for hay, the li^•ing room with its big chimney,

its fire of faggots, its gipsy cauldron and great meat-hook,

the big bedstead in the corner, the table, bench, and cheese-

cupboard. All round the walls hung the peasant's spades,

his mallet, his scythe, his fishing lines. Outside was the

little garden in which a wise ordinance of Louis' required that

such vegetables as lettuce, artichokes, peas, beans, lentils,

parsley, garlic, should be grown. The villein himself, clad

in blouse of cloth or skin, an overcoat of thick woollen stuff.
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and clumsy boots, a fierce watch-dog at his side and a knife

in his belt, looked no doubt a desperate fellew enough, but

he had interests and affections of his own, and always the

hope of winning his freedom. Another poem, on the twenty-

four different kinds of villeins, pictures a prosperous man as

well as a madman who raves at God and the nobles. There

is a miser who hoards grain in the hope of a bad season and
high prices without any apparent interference from his lord.

There is a gruff person who refuses to tell the way, " because

you know it as well as I," and a man who growls at the knight

with his hawk, but no cruel vengeance is wreaked on them
by social superiors. The pictures are not those of men who
find the burden of life intolerable. Even for the beggars,
" those who are drawn into the sun to sleep all day and do no
work," there were always the monasteries as very comfortable

workhouses. " Look," says the " Romance of the Rose,"
" at those rascals who carry sacks of coal on the Greve. Do
you think their poverty weighs upon them ? Just watch
how they laugh and dance ! Riches are of no concern to

them when they troop off to get themselves tripe at Saint

Marcel, and throw the inn-keeper the remains of their daily

wage. Next day they will take up their burdens again, and
again get in return just the bread and wine they need and
would not exchange for anything else in the world." There

was solace, too, in the defiant other-worldly socialism with

which the literature of the day was crowded. A villein says

the Ave Maria every day, and though he understands not a

word, and poaches on his neighbour's land, the Virgin carries

him off to Heaven. The demons, who are often in these

pictures horrible snobs, represent that Paradise is not for

such a class, but Heaven, says the Virgin, is for all. Another

wins his way through the gates of Heaven because, according

to Christ's ordinance, he has fed and clothed the poor whenever
he fed and clothed himself. To all such the doors of God are

open. The peasant might lie on the churchyard grass laughing

and talking all through Mass as James of Vitry pictures, and
understand nothing of the service, but in Heaven, they

boasted, they would have it their own way after all.

It was only once in Louis' reign that the troubles of the
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people found expression, and that once was in the Rising of

the Shepherds (les Pastoreaux) in 1251. It is not indeed

possible to regard this demonstration as in any way analogous

to the Jacqueries of a century later. Its origin was primarily

religious, its objects of the very vaguest description. The
fact, however, that it occurred in the year when taxation

for the Crusade was very heavy and the absence of the King

paved the way for the abuse of feudal rights, proved that its

popularity was partly due to the restless misery of the peasant

classes. It was a cruel time altogether. For the last six

years money had been wrung out of France for the East and

still more was needed for the ransom of prisoners. The news

from the army in Egypt was depressing. It seemed as if

the King had been led away by magic to the East, as some

Flemish chronicler told of the flies and dogs and butterflies

one summer, never to return. In all this anxiety and dis-

content rose a mysterious leader, known as the Master of

Hungary, a certain James, once a Christian, then an apostate,

who moved in a strange atmosphere of legends and magic.

He spoke French, German, and Latin with great eloquence,

he ate very httle, he was thin and pale, with a great black

beard. Some men said he was the mysterious Stephen

who had led the children of Europe away on Crusade forty

years before, some that he was the servant of ]\Iohammed,

pledged to hand over the whole of Christendom to the Sultan,

some that he was inspired by the Blessed Virigin, who revealed

herself to him in visions. Everywhere in Flanders and in

northern France the shepherds left their flocks to foUow him

or his chosen leaders. In bands of a hundred or even a

thousand they marched over France commanded by the

lieutenants of the Master, bearing banners with the emblem

of a Lamb. The movement rapidly became distinguished

by sociahstic and anti-sacerdotal opinions. The shepherds

abused every order of monks and friars and clergy alike.

They claimed to possess their own sacerdotal rights, and

married and preached and confirmed like priests. They

came to Paris, and the Master preached there in the market

church of St. Eustache. By this time his following numbered,

it was said, some six hundred thousand men and women.
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Blanche who was at Maubuisson sent for the Master, and
there in that serene background among her nuns, interviewed

the famous wizard. What happened at that meeting never

transpired, but the Master came away boasting that he had
laid his spells upon the Queen and could do as he liked with

her. The insurgents lost all self-control, and gave way to

every sort of excess. They moved to Orleans in huge disorder,

the fields were deserted, churches were desecrated. The
insurrection became connected with every sort of heresy.

The shepherds were heard on all sides declaring that the

name of Mohammed was more powerful than that of Christ,

and at Tours they even dared to cut the nose off the image
of the Blessed Virgin. Blanche gave orders to her officers

to suppress the insurgents, and the tide of opinion in the

country began to set against them. Curiously enough this

extraordinary movement had no great crisis. The Master

and his men arrived at Bourges, where the town people refused

to admit him. There was a great riot, many clerks were
drowned or massacred, and the town people defended them-
selves bravely. The Master was killed shortly after at

Villeneuve-sur-Cher, the bands dispersed with marvellous

celerity and wandered off, some to England, some to Flanders,

and some to the Holy Land. Of all this excitement there

was literally no result. Though every sort of discontent had
found rehef for its feelings in the rising, it was not primarily

due to social or economic causes. It was the restless move-
ment of those who suffered from burdens they hardly under-

stood, rather than that burning hatred for feudal injustice

which caused the Jacquerie. The sedition of the people

was on this occasion, as Disraeli said of an Irish rebelhon, only

a fairy-tale, their treason a child walking in its sleep.

Such was the rising of the Pastoreaux, and apart from this

it may confidently be said that the life of the peasant in Louis'

reign, however hard, was happier than that of his successors

in the next two or three centuries. Louis' care for the seething

population around his throne was one of the ruling motives
of his life, his vigilance was incessant. Every reform of his

later years was made in the hope of improving their lot. He
gave them new privileges in his courts, he did his best to enforce

20
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peace among his nobles, and to keep watch over his officers.

He abohshed many such bad local laws as that of the Verman-
dois, which enacted that if a cart were upset it might not

be turned up without the lord's leave, or that of Touraine,

which permitted mutilation as a punishment for domestic

theft. His charity and care for the poor with whom he came
into contact was as unfailing as it was beautiful. As it has

been said, Louis was always ready to bring what alleviations

he could to the lot of the poor. But if it is asked whether he

left any security for the good government of his people in the

future, the answer must, unfortunately, be in the negative.

His influence was almost wholly personal, his system of survey-

ance depended almost entirely on his own exertions. He could

leave practically no guarantee against the oppression of

nobility and royal officials alike in the future ; he could offer

no prospect of an earthly millennium. Louis crossed the road

to the beggar, but he could not bring the beggar back with

him. There was no resistance to be found among the people,

any more than among the nobles, the communes, or the official

classes to the establishment of absolute monarchy in France.

> There is only space here to touch very lightly upon the other

classes which cross the stage of Louis' court. There were the

Jews, to whom Louis was not unkind in spite of his bitter

personal hatred for the enemies of Christ. It is true that, in

1241, he ordered every copy of the Talmud in France to be

burnt, and, in 1253, every Jew to be expelled from his lands.

But the orders were not very strictly carried out ; there was

comparatively little persecution, and in no other reign did

they show greater activity in literature and religious polemics.

Another class to be noticed is that of the doctors, solemn,

soberly-dressed authorities. Famous among these were Giles

of Corbeil, whose practice left him time for a poem of nearly

six thousand verses, Alemand of Florence, physician of Beatrice

of Provence, the great advocate of sugar and medicinal baths,

and Walter of Agilis, a nerve specialist, who treated madness

by shaving the patient's head, making an incision between

the cell of the imagination and that of the memory, and

putting into it a leech to draw out vapours. And if a close

acquaintance with the contemporary doctor may seem un-
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desirable, there are many other figures, the Lombards and

Cahorsins, the banking people, the clerks, the architects, the

sculptors and illuminators who should appear in any picture

of the Middle Ages. But there is only space here to notice

one great and ubiquitous class, that of the minstrels.

The phrase " minstrels " is generic. It includes the great

fashionable troubadours of southern France, whose muse

was dying out under the conquests of Charles in Provence and

Alphonso in Languedoc, or becoming, like that of Ireland,

soured and political. " The century has changed and I will

sing no more in praise of dames," sang one of the last in 1267,

when the fair Beatrice of Provence died. " All joy and gaiety,

all high and knightly qualities we see no more," sang William

Fabre of Narbonne. " The splendour of great courts and gifts

of honour men dub to-day as follies. The century has fallen

on evil days." Nevertheless, if the troubadours were flying

to Italy or Spain, there was left in northern France a large

class of fashionable litterateurs. Many of the nobles, such as

Charles of Anjou, Peter Mauclerc, Robert of Artois, La Marche,

the Counts of Soissons and Chalons, Philip of Nanteuil, and

the Prince of Morea, wrote verses of a kind. And the minstrel

proper was a very great man indeed, occupied with great

heroic and romantic tales, long satirical poems and fables, the

popular lively songs and skits in rhyming couplets, literary

debates and " dits," or simple poems and parodies. He lived

at a castle in a noble's train, and wrote poems to his lady

in great ease and comfort. Knights and clerks and even

rich burghers would give up their profession to become minstrels.

They were the aristocracy of the literary world.

Below them was another larger class, that of the " jong-

leurs," and if the minstrels were the aristocracy the jongleurs

were the democracy of literature. They were a democracy

far enough removed from the world inhabited by the Saint,

yet no description of the time can omit some mention of this

great, greedy, disreputable, reckless, uproarious company
whose songs and jests still echo faintly in history. As a rule,

the jongleurs were homeless. In the parvis of Notre Dame,
and in the crowded garrets of other cities, they had such miser-

able, mirth-loving headquarters as Victor Hugo painted with
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terrible precision. But, for the most part, they were artistic

Ishmaels. With their songs or poems, their fiddles or tam-

bourines, their bears or dogs, alone or in little companies,

they patrolled France. They might meet with robbers by the

roadside, with blows instead of bread occasionally from the

lords of the castles ; the monks of the new white monasteries

might sometimes drive them from their doors, recalling the

dictum of St. Bernard that " the tricks of the jongleurs can

never please God," but among the people who gathered in

the porch of the village church, or danced to their music on

the village green, they were sure of a welcome. They were

the newsvendors, the circuses, the music-halls of the mediaeval

world. It was one of their number, Rutebeuf, who popular-

ised in his street-song, " PerU y a," the war of the university

and the friars. This man, the Villon of his day, has left the

world a picture of the mediaeval poet's life, of the garret where

he lived with his ugly old wife, " shivering with cold, gaping

with hunger," the taverns where he threw dice and feasted on

hot tripe with his friends, the streets where he used to wander.

According to the moralists their life was anathema, their

prospects for a future world of the very poorest. One tale,

indeed, tells how a jongleur, left by the Devil in charge of the

burning souls, induced St. Peter to throw with him at dice

and, as the Saint lost every point, to promise him and all

other jongleurs admittance to heaven in payment of his debts.

This was, however, a very exceptional flight of fancy. For

the most part the jongleurs knew and enjoyed their bad

reputation. " A smile, a jest, that is the life of a jongleur,"

says Brunetto Latini. " He laughs at himself, his wife and all

the world." Theirs may have been a wizened, distorted,

reckless career, but the Bohemian of every age can see some-

thing enviable in their lot. They were, perhaps, the only

class in the realm which was very little affected by the life of

the great King.

This chapter can have no more appropriate conclusion

than the letter of Louis to his son Philip iii. It was written

in the Saint's own hand ; it was the last charge he gave when

he lay dying on the sands of Africa ; it embalms that charity

and love of justice, that devotion to God and his neighbour
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which no words of his chroniclers can adequately represent.

This is the version Joinville gives :

—

" My dearest son, I write to you to beg, first, that you

love the Lord God with all your heart and all your strength,

for without this there is no safety. Guard yourself, my son,

from everything which you know to be displeasing to God, that

is, from all mortal sin, for you should prefer to suffer all kinds

of martyrdom rather than commit a mortal sin. Moreover,

if God sends you some tribulation, bear it cheerfully and

gratefully, knowing that He has sent it for your good and that

perhaps you deserve it. If God sends you prosperity thank

Him with humiHty, and beware lest it should harm you by

exciting your vain glory or in some other way. Do not wrong

and offend God by the very mercies which he gives you. I

advise you to make frequent confessions, and to choose dis-

creet and honourable confessors, who know how to instruct

you of what you must shun, and in what is your duty.

Behave to them with such meekness and humility that they

will dare to admonish you kindly and firmly. Hear the

offices of the Church wilhngly and cheerfully, and when you

are in Church do not let your eyes wander nor indulge in idle

words, but pray to God devoutly either with words or in the

silence of your heart. And especially pay devotion secretly

at Mass at the moment of the consecration of the Body and

Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ. Keep your heart open to

pity the poor, the unhappy, and the afflicted, and comfort

them in every way you can. Maintain the good customs of

your realm and abolish the bad. Do not deal covetously

with your people and only tax them when it is absolutely

necessary. If you have any trouble of heart tell it to your con-

fessor or some other holy man. Love the society of holy men,

whether clerks or laymen. Talk with them often, and beware

of the company of evil men. Listen gladly to God's word

and keep it in your heart, and willingly seek for prayer and

pardon. Love good and justice and hate all evil. Let none

dare to say in your presence any word which attracts or tempts

others to sin, nor slander another. Let no blasphemy against

God be said in your presence. Thank God often for all the good

He has done to you, so perchance you may deserve more. Be
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loyal and firm to keep justice and right to your subjects,

turning neither to the right hand nor the left. Keep straight

upon your way and uphold the case of the poor until the

truth is clear. If any has an action against you, believe

he is in the right until you know the truth, for so your

councillors will judge more boldly according to the truth

for you or against you. If you hold any property belonging

to another, whether you or your ancestors acquired it, if

the claim is indisputable restore it freely ; if there is any

doubt, have careful inquiries made through wise men. Let

it be your chief care to find how your people and subjects can

live in peace and justice under you. Take care especially

that the good charters and customs of your realm may be

preserved in the state and franchise in which your fore-

fathers held them. If there is anything to amend, amend and

right it, and keep them always in your favour and love, for

by the strength and riches of the great towns your subjects

and strangers alike will think before they harm you, especially

your peers and barons. Honour and love all men in the

Holy Church, and take care they enjoy the gifts and dona-

tions of their predecessors. . . . Honour and reverence your

father and mother and keep their commandments. Give the

benefices of Holy Church to people of good and upright life,

as loyal and upright men shaU advise you. Do not go to

war without much deliberation, as befits a Christian man,

and if it cannot be avoided, be careful that Holy Church

does not suffer, nor those who have not wronged you. Be
zealous in the appointment of good provosts and bailiffs, and

often make inquiries about them and about your household

to discover their behaviour, and to know if the vices of

avarice, dishonesty and falsehood are to be found among
them. Make it your care that aU vile sins may be swept

from the earth, specially sinful oaths and heresies, with all

your power. See that the expenses of your household are

reasonable. Lastly, most dear son, see that you have masses

and prayers sung for my soul throughout the realm, that in

all the goods which you may have I may have part and share.

Finally, my dearest son, I give all blessings to you that a pious

father can give to his child. May the Trinity and all the
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Saints guard and defend you from all evil, and God give you
grace so to do His will always, that all men may be served and
honoured by you, and that so, after this mortal life, you and
I may meet together with Him and praise Him for ever and
ever. Amen."



CHAPTER XVIII

THE COURT AND THE CHURCH

" Then, for the few that rise to the new height

The many that must sink to the old depth,

The multitude found fall away ! A few.

E'en ere new law speak clear, may keep the old.

Preserve the Christian level, call good good,

And evil evil." Browning

DURING the hush which preceded a tournament there

was, it is said, a moment when the herald rode round

the lists and declared them closed to any new com-

batants. That is a ceremony which has, unfortunately,

never taken place in the long battle of Church history. The
contest is without limitations or ending, because new champions

in every century continually ride in to strike a blow for one

side or the other. For this reason the scene of action is so

confused that it is very hard to gain a true picture of the

mediaeval Church. One writer, for his own interests, utilises

his evidence to exhibit her as the home of the ages of faith
;

a natural Protestant reaction exaggerates the innumerable

defects in her system. One party sees in France a national

Church possessed by a spirit of thirteenth-century Gallicanism,

another a body of churchmen bound by their interests inalien-

ably to Rome. Both parties can find indisputable evidence

for their view^s, for contemporary opinion was quite as pre-

judiced as their own.

There are, however, two considerations which can simplify

the problem. In the first place, a good deal of confusion is

due to excessive generalisation about the Church of the century.

Each country, and even each district of a country, possesses

a different history and development of its own ; this chapter
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has only to consider the northern half of France in Louis'

reign. In the second place, it is easier to understand some-

thing of the Church problems of the day if the diversity of

her ranks and interests is always kept in mind. The Church

must always be seen as a great unruly republic, a state within

a state, composed of many different classes and corporations,

each with distinct aims of its own, only united when attacked

from without hy the world. Consistency and a definite policy

are the last virtues to be expected from her. If she is Galilean

at one moment, when financial pressure from Rome is becoming

inconvenient, at the next she is the devout child of the papacy,

when the crown is troubling her with demands for her

homage.

It was indeed obvious at first sight that it must be so.

There was a fundamental inconsistency in her opposition which

led her into such continual changes of allegiance. The Church

was not of this world, said her supporters, and therefore she

had inevitably a right to her own spiritual lords, her own
councils, synods, and decrees, courts of justice r.nd control

of finances, in a word, her own government, subject to none

but the Pope, who was spiritual lord of Christendom. On the

other hand, the Church was undeniably in the world, and her

spiritual position was upheld by the wealth and authority

she acquired from her temporal possessions. To be in the

world as regarded property, and not of it as regarded ordinary

obligations, was an ideal but impracticable position. The

very A B C of feudalism exacted the fulfilment of certain duties

as the condition of tenure of property, and in an earlier reign

the long quarrel over the question of investiture had resulted

in the compromise that the spiritual hierarchy must do

homage, though only as holders of secular possessions, to the

King of France. But that broad principle left an infinite

variety of details unsettled with which these monarchs, saints

and sinners, had to deal. It was a strong point in their

favour that the Church could only support her spiritual

independence by a dignified reference to Rome, to which

Rome almost invariably responded by eager, but less dignified,

demands for her not very spiritual needs. What the Church

really wanted was independence. She may appear at one
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moment Gallican and at another ultramontane, but her real

aim was autonomy. And, as the policy of the Church had to

fluctuate, so had the policy of the King. He had to protect

the Church against the world and her greedy lay enemies,

but on the other hand he had also to protect himself and the

world against this external authority supported by its foreign

Pontiff. There is never a clear and open contest between
Church and world where saints and sinners unhesitatingly

take their opposite sides in the lists. It is always a confused

difficult melde with no very definite results.

There was at the beginning of the thirteenth century an
influence which affected every class of this republic, and gives

a peculiar character to the history of the Church in Louis'

reign. His early years saw the zenith, his later the decline,

of one of the greatest religious revivals which the world
has ever seen. For when St. Dominic died in 1221 and
St. Francis in 1226 they left the two Orders of Friars called

by their names with an ideal whose realisation must have
revolutionised the world. Hitherto every Church reform had
come from within. Through the Dark Ages and early Middle

Ages men and women fled from the world to houses of prayer,

and lived under the rule of St. Benedict or St. Augustine,

with eyes fixed perpetually on another world. When
spiritual zeal in the religious life was decaying it was renewed
by a revival in the religious life, by that of Cluny in the tenth

century, which resulted in the reform of the papacy, that of

Citeaux and La Chartreuse in the eleventh, of the Carmelites,

the canons of St. Augustine, and a host of minor orders in

the twelfth. But in the thirteenth century the revival came
to Cluniacs, Cistercians, Carthusians, and Carmelites alike

from without. " The Benedictine Order," in Newman's words,
" was the retreat from the world, the Fransciscan the return

to it." There is no need here to sketch the well-known

history of the two orders. It is enough to see the Dominicans
and Franciscans as soldiers who were armed against the two
great enemies of the Church of Christ. Those hostile forces

are, on the one hand, the doubts and careless scepticism of

the intellectual few, and, on the other, the gross ignorance

and materialism of the mass of mankind. The one was
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challenged by St. Dominic, " the athlete consecrate." His

friars were to be preachers and theologians, " the watch-dogs

of the Lord." Against the other St. Francis struggled, with

his passionate love for the Saviour of the poor, his thirst for

souls, his belief in sinners, his care for the simple and mean
things of the earth. The one appealed to the intellectual

aristocracy, the other to the great democracy of the Church
;

the one to the mind, the other to the heart of men. Both

orders alike were vowed to poverty and self-renunciation,

both went out to mix freely in the world. The monks were

hidden in their cloisters, but the black cowls of the Dominican

and the grey of the Franciscan friars were to be seen every-

where. In the first enthusiasm of the movement those

sermons at market-places, in cemeteries, and by the wayside

were inspired by a fire of enthusiasm and conviction which

sent all the world after the preachers.

At the beginning of Louis' reign the religious revival

was at its height. As it proceeded, the decline began in

two very natural ways. In the first place, there was an

inevitable deterioration in the two orders themselves. Both

became rich, as the monasteries had grown rich, and acquired

property and needless luxuries. The temptations afforded

by their position and duties were only too likely to prove

fatal. Both were joined by crowds of worthless beggars who
found the cowl a good excuse for extorting money. Both were

used by the Pope, to whom they were alone responsible, as

agents to extort money. Both suffered, too, from the defects

of their qualities. The natural temptation of the Dominicans

was to become narrow-minded, dogmatic, cruel, and arrogant

;

of the Franciscans to lose their love of poverty in their

contact with the world, and allow the very ignorance and

simplicity their founder had loved to degenerate into a cheap

mysticism and many strange forms of heresy. Rivalry also

rose between them. The Dominicans found their natural

home in the universities, and the Franciscans followed

them there. By the end of the century rival theo-

logians of both orders were firmly established in the

schools of Paris. But, if it must be admitted that the

reputation of Franciscans and Dominicans alike was
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stained by an inconsistent avarice and corruption of life,

there were, even as late as Dante's time,

" Some that fear a hurt

And keep close to the shepherd "

Louis knew members of both orders intimately. Wherever
he went, little as he might be expected, he would stop to hear

the wayside services of friars. He visited their houses

frequently, and as far as possible interviewed all those who
passed through Paris ; he lost no opportunity of making their

acquaintance. But yet the good King found so little repre-

hensible in the orders that " if his body could be cut in

two " he would say, " he would give one half to the Franciscans

and the other to the Dominicans." He would boast that no
one could tell which he loved best ; he longed to join one of

the orders, and loaded them with gifts, fatal as such a policy

was. Enemies of the friars could find practically no material

for abuse in the history of St. Louis. There must certainly

have been a faithful few as late as 1270 to reflect the spirit

of the founders, and one is led to wonder whether the few

were not more in number than is supposed.

A marked result was an undeniable, if temporary, reform

in the Church of the day. Among the regular clergy, that

is to say, among the religious orders, with all their faults,

are to be found in France several examples of fer^'^ent

monastic zeal. The monasteries were, indeed, as a rule far

too rich. The Carthusians were often poor and respected,

but the monks of Cluny were famed for their wealth and

dignity. Stephen Lexington was driven to found a college

for the Cistercians, because they were so much more famed

for their cooking than their learning. The Carmelites were

denounced by their general, Nicholas of Narbonne, in this

century as citizens of Sodom and despisers of God's words
;

the canons of St. Augustine and the Piemonstratensians were

said to be gluttons and eaters of flesh. Even so, it may be

noticed, the monks were not unpopular. There is every

reason to suppose that they fulfilled their manifold vocations

as poor-law guardians, district nurses, and more or less

scientific farmers faithfully. But the two Mendicant Orders
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fired the saintly souls in the cloisters to new zeal. Royaumont,
Beaudemont, Longport, Maubuisson and many others of

Louis' foundations give pictures of the beauty and majesty

of the monastic ideal, when it had not lost its early love. It

was the day of saints in the cloister. Many noble ladies of

Louis' court, including Alex of Dreux, Queen Blanche herself,

Margaret, and her daughter Blanche, ended their lives in

convents. It was the age of St. Isabella of France and her

mediaeval working-parties, St. Boniface of Brussels, who
devoted his life to prayer for the soul of Aristotle, St. Ida of

Nivelles, St. Adelaide, who suffered from leprosy and spent

her whole life in one tiny cell, St. Ida of Louvaines whom
the cocks and hens followed to Mass. In the next century the

flood of invective against the orders is irredeemably bitter,

but in this satire is comparatively kindly. The immediate

influence of the friars led to a burning desire for reform. In

1232 Gregory ix sent Cistercian and Premonstratensian

monks to inquire into the conditions of monastic life and
enforce the rule. No doubt there is some truth in the remark

of the old cynic, Matthew Paris, that this was a method of

making money, but no disinterested reader can question that

the very outcry against the corruption and slackness of the

day shows the ferment of a renewed zeal, and that the Men-
dicant Orders reawoke the spirit of " divine discontent " for

God's honour.

There was also a certain religious revival among the

secular clergy, noticeably among those of higher rank. Louis

himself exercised the greatest care in the appointments he

made, and implored all cathedral chapters to do the same.

The result is to be seen in the description of the Bishops

who fiU the pages of the monkish chroniclers. A long list

might be made of men like William and Renaud, in turn

Bishops of Paris, Guerin of Senlis, the Archbishop of Sens,

James of Soissons, Bernard of Auxerre, Maurice of Bayeux,
Philip, Archbishop of Bourges, Philip, Bishop of Orleans,

Stephen, Bishop of Evreux, Peter Colmien, renowned for

the number of converts he made and bishoprics he refused.

AU these men were famous either for their learning or their love

of the poor, those two characteristics of the Mendicant Orders.
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The French Pope, Urban iv, filled up the Cardinal's college

with saintly French prelates, two of whom succeeded him
in the Holy See. The Bishops gave some trouble politically

in Louis' reign, but there are few instances of gross and
corrupt lives. In the same way there is no doubt that the

influence of the two orders made itself felt in the cathedral

chapters and canonries. Too often these ecclesiastics are

represented in contemporary literature as the gross lazy

officials who hear the Church offices in bed, or stroll into the

cathedral choir only to chat or gossip or sleep through the

services. They were, as bodies, very greedy of power. A
famous story tells how Blanche in 1252, during her second

regency, dealt with these authorities in Paris. They had
imprisoned certain peasants for refusing a tax, and only

greeted their complaints by flinging their wives and children

into prison with them, " in such distress of the heat which

each had of the other that many were dead." Blanche was

roused to iniy. She summoned her men, marched with them
to the chapter dungeon and broke open the door, giving the

first blow with her own staff. She had obviously no undue

respect for these aristocratic clergy. But many of their num-
bers joined the new orders, and from their ranks rose many
of the prelates, including Urban iv himself. They had an

additional stimulus at the time in their schools at such places

as Troj-es, Amiens, and Angers, and produced some great

theologians.

Far more serious was the condition of the cures or parish

priests, for they were a class whom no reform could really

touch. They are always represented in literature as the fat,

stupid, ignorant men, who fall into all sorts of misadventures,

are robbed and thank the thief effusively, fall headlong into

bushes of blackberries when they should be saying their Hours,

are so ignorant that they cannot find their places in their

Missals, and that a special ordinance has to be made against

the witches, "who frighten them cruelly by their curses."

They lived with their wives, for they were nearly always

married, in a comfort, if not a respectability, suggestive of an

eighteenth-century rectory. Against these sluggards the strict

ecclesiastics and reformers thundered in vain. The priests
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had indeed on their side causes of complaint. Livings were

filled, only too frequently, by non-resident foreigners appointed

by the Pope or Bishop, " who have never seen as much as

the crucifix of their churches." The number of alien in-

cumbents was already, as the protest of 1247 shows, a scandal

in the Church, There was little hope of promotion, and no
intellectual stimulus. Then again, the friars and monks
very often usurped the priests' duties, thereby entailing a

pecuniary loss on the poor gentlemen. There was often, it

was said, a race between three or four priests to arrive first at

a funeral and pocket the fee. Ignorance, isolation, poverty,

and continual sin against the law of celibacy, all served to

blunt the consciences of these parish priests. The friars

aroused the people and their priests for a moment, but for the

most part there is no doubt that the lower ranks of the republic

of the Church were a grave scandal to Christendom. In short,

as the ranks of clerical society are reviewed, it is not difficult

to realise that the republic of the Church was the home of

endless varieties of character and of spiritual development.

Within might exist side by side the political activity of a

Wolsey, the fire and enthusiasm of the Salvation Army, an
ignorance and meanness incredible in the ministers of any

denomination of to-day, and an ideal of holiness higher,

perhaps, than any the world has ever known. It was a difficult

body with which to deal, as Louis had to discover. What
were his relations to this spiritual kingdom within his own ?

There were, in the first place, certain questions on which

the King and the Church could meet on an equal footing,

certain reforms on the need of which all were agreed. Thus in

1233 and 1238 the question of pluralities was brought before a

Council by William of Auvergne, and King and Bishop alike

agreed on the harm done to the Church by those clergy who
held a large number of livings. Louis implored his feudal

lords and bishops to make careful appointments to all vacant

benefices, and chose himself men who would not seek to accu-

mulate worldly goods. In the same way, in 1254, the Church
graciously joined the King in a Council to further the suppres-

sion of blasphemy throughout the realm. Louis showed
himself anxious also to get back for the Church those tithes
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which, since the fifth and sixth centuries, the clergy had been

in the habit of handing over to the nobility in return for their

protection. In 1229 the infeodated tithes, as they were called,

were all restored to the church of Toulouse by the treaty of

Louis with Raymond, and from that time forward Louis sought

to abolish them everywhere. The Church Council of 1270
seriously considered the question. There were also continual

complaints against the marriage of the clergy, and their fre-

quent practice of engaging in trade in spite of their vows.

In 1267 Louis decreed that all who lived and behaved as if

they were laymen, should be handed over from the spiritual

to the lay courts. These were questions in which King and

Church had the same interests. But when the respective

rights of the two came into question, that unanimity and
sympathy vanished immediately. Louis' political relations

to the Church are an unending source of surprise to those who
call him a priest-ridden King. His attitude was not only

independent, it was even aggressive, at moments during the

reign. And the Church, on her side, was by no means as

appreciative of her Saint as she ought to have been. There

are three distinct stages in which it is easiest for her relations

to him to be seen.

From 1226 to 1239 is the first of these periods, and it was
one when the Church, led by the episcopacy, was again and
again opposed to the crown in matters which affected Church
property and Church jurisdiction, and again and again appealed

to Rome for protection as the spiritual head of Christendom.

It is marked by three great quarrels, with Rouen, Beauvais,

and Rheims ; and to read of these is to discover that the

spirit of Philip Augustus was certainly alive in his successor.

The very first encounter showed how little he dreaded the great

weapon of the Church, that of excommunication. In 1233
Maurice, Archbishop of Rouen, was summoned by the King
to answer him concerning a dispute about the rights of the

prelate over some monks he had excommunicated, and also

about his interference in the election of a lady abbess to a

convent in his see. The Archbishop refused to come, and

the King's officers were ordered to seize his goods at once.

They could not, indeed, touch the Virgins or saints in the
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churches, for Maurice promptly had them pulled down and laid

on heaps surrounded by thorns and brambles to protect them
from sacrilege. He then laid the whole diocese under the

interdict and went off to Rome to see the Pope. The Pope

ordered the Bishops of Paris and Senlis to see to the restoration

of the goods, and apparently the prelate made good his point.

But here the dangers of the Church's method may be seen

clearly at the outset. As the protest of an outraged Church,

the excommunication of individuals, or an interdict upon a

district, might be justified in extreme cases. But it was for

trivial causes, and with most impolitic frequency that the

Church, in this century, chose to withhold its Sacraments,

let babies die unbaptized, couples live unwedded, and the dead

die without hope. The result was either that the sentence

was a mere farce (and to excommunicate Peter Mauclerc

was about as efficacious as to turn a naughty child out into

the playground for a punishment), or that the many suffered

for the sins of the few. Later the King protested vehemently
against this form of ecclesiastical censure.

The second quarrel was that with Beauvais in 1233.

The last chapter described the origin and climax of the dis-

pute when the King sent in that bill for board and lodging

which Bishop Miles stoutly refused to pay. The latter com-
plained at once to his Metropolitan of Rheims, and a Council

of Bishops was held which pronounced against the King,

and summoned him to right the wrong. Louis gave no
answer to that or to two subsequent warnings, and in June
the diocese of Beauvais was put under an interdict and the

King's officer and the new Mayor excommunicated. Another

Church Council and another royal interview proving

fruitless, the whole diocese of Rheims was laid under the

interdict, and the quarrel referred to Rome. Gregory ix

declared in favour of his old friend Miles, but proclaimed

that the Archbishop had no right to proceed as he had
done in the case, and that the interdict was null and void.

He sent Peter Colmien, the famous pacificator, to arrange

affairs, but Miles would hear of no compromise, and set out

for Rome. The next year, 1235, was a critical one in the

relations of Church and State. Miles died, and his successor,

21
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Geoffrey, removed the interdict, but in a council at Laon
united with the other Bishops in a protest against the King's

usurpation of ecclesiastical authority. To this the State

solemnly responded. A great gathering of nobles at St.

Denis complained to the Pope, under Louis' leadership

apparently, of the usurpation of the Bishops, and demanded
that all vassals, ecclesiastical as well as lay, should appear

in the lay courts in matters relating to their fiefs. The
Archbishop and Council of Rheims answered in November
by excommunicating off-hand all those who held or usurped

Church lands. In 1236 the Pope confirmed their declaration,

laid the interdict upon Rheims once more, and reiterated

the excommunication pronounced by Honorius in on all

who broke the statutes of the Church. The pious King was

indeed as near excommunication as he could well have been,

and yet he still held out for his rights with a most attractive

obstinacy. In 1237 he was still keeping the regalia of the

see, while the Pope, who needed his help badly in other

spheres, was seeking for a possible compromise. A new
Bishop, Robert, succeeded Geoffrey on his death in the next

year and proved more placable. The quarrel was somehow

patched up, the King surrendered his rights of lodging in the

town, and when, later in Louis' reign. Parliament decided

that the King had the right to judge a man who had wounded

a burgher of the city, the Bishop allowed his jurisdiction.

In this affair the weakness of the whole system of excom-

munication and interdict is clear. Only the King was at

fault, and the King was not touched by the Bishop's weapon.

And then, too, it may be noticed that the Bishops found that

appeals to Rome had their drawbacks. If the Pope needed

a political ally he would give no vigorous help to them

against the monarch. It was the great Church demonstra-

tion of the reign, and it was hardly a success.

The third quarrel was over the rights of the King to the

goods of a vacant see, a very old subject of dispute. Church

property was, technically speaking, exempt from the tax

which the barons paid when they succeeded to an estate,

At the same time both crown and nobility, in practice, often

assumed this right. In 1238 the see of Liege was vacant,
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the election disputed, and both candidates had set off to Rome
to urge their claims. In the meantime Louis took the in-

come of the see for himself. The new Bishop, brother of

Walter of Sens, disputed his right, but with unusual modera-

tion consented to submit to arbitration. At Nogent-le-Roi

it was decided that the right of taking the revenues was the

King's for a year and a day, but for that period only. It

was a question which had occurred before and was to occur

again ; for the time the difficulty was over.

These were the main episodes of the years 1226-1239,

when the Church was continually driven to refer to Rome
and depend upon her support. During the next period,

from 1239 to the Crusade of 1249, Rome was, so to speak,

sending in her bill in the form of levies for the Crusade and
the wars of the papacy. The Church was driven to shift

her ground, and sought the protection of the crown against

the papacy. That is the period, short as it was, of a would-be

Galilean Church. The eighth chapter has described those

years. In 1239, ^^ recapitulate, the Legate demanded a tax

of one-fifth of the yearly revenues of each benefice and see

in France, and only received one-twentieth ; in 1243 Innocent

demanded a third of all Church benefices for three years.

In 1244 Louis reproved some of his Bishops for giving too

much money to the Pope, and he and his nobles refused to

receive Innocent into France. In 1246 the Legate asked^for

a tenth for three years. The answer was those leagues

and meetings of the nobility in protest, which have already

been recorded. In 1247 ^^e prelates of Soissons and Troyes

on behalf of the Bishop, the Archdeacon of Tours for the lower

clergy, and the Marshal Ferri Paste for the King, drew up the

Memorandum, parts of which have already been quoted. It

contained, it must be noticed, references to many of those evils

noted in the forged Pragmatic Sanction, irregular taxation,

the extortions of the papal collectors, the continual appoint-

ment of Italians to French sees. " The exactions committed
are at the expense of the priestly order, who always, even
with the Egyptians and ancient Gauls, were free from de-

predations. . . . The King cannot tolerate the spoliation of

the Church in his realm. He means to keep its treasures
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for himself and the necessities of the realm, he is free to use

them as his own." Those were the years when the Church,

under financial pressm'e, stood out as an independent body

in Christendom. " It is unheard of that the Holy See when-

ever it is in need should impose subsidies on the Church of

France, and leyy those contributions on temporal goods which

can only b}^ right be imposed by the King !

"

That was just before Louis marched away. On his return

the third period began, which lasted till his death. It was

one of the supremacy, in a limited sense, of Louis himself.

The King is to be seen, save on one or two difficult occasions,

as arbiter and judge in Church quarrels and defender of the

Church, even, in one instance, against a French Pope, until

in 1267 a strange turn in Fortune's wheel led him to take

the part of the papacy against his own Church, in his effort

to get money for the Crusade. But, for the most part, he

appears as mediator, reconciling the Count of Blois and the

monastery of Tours, the abbot and town of Pamiers, as a most

generous benefactor to churches and religious houses, and as

such an example of the Christian virtues as made it difficult

for the Church to criticise him. Even the two principal

exceptions to the peace of these later years were of a different

character from those of the earlier reign. The monks of the

abbey of Rheims, having been ill-used by the Archbishop

during a vacancy in the abbacy, found, on looking up their

charters, that the King alone had rights over the property

of their body, on these occasions. The new abbot, therefore,

showed the charters to the King and demanded his protection.

The King summoned the Archbishop to trial, but the lawyers

were unable to make out a case for the monks, and the latter

went away weeping. In 1262, however, the Archbishop

suddenly gave way and allowed the rights of the King. It

is an interesting case of that dissension between secular and

regular clergy which always ended to the advantage of the

crowm. The same is clear in 1268, when Louis was engaged

in a quarrel with the Bishop of Paris. The Bishop interfered

with the King by questioning his right to make the burghers

do duty as sentinels. The King refused to listen to him

and Paris was laid under an interdict. The provost, by the
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King's orders, went to seize the Bishop's goods in Paris, and

the monasteries, with the exception of the Carmelites, refused

to observe the episcopal curse. The regulars had been the

good friends of the King all his life, and at the close of the

reign public opinion was evidently behind him rather than

the Bishops. For the rest these were years of reform, in the

directions already described. It is interesting to notice that

Louis made a protest against the employment of excommunica-

tions and interdicts. Some of his prelates, headed by Guy
of Auxerre, actually came to him to ask him for the s,upport

of the secular arm to enforce their decrees by sendii>g"men to

seize the lands of the sinner who had not, after a year and

a day, sought absolution. The King quoted the case of John
of Brittany, which has been mentioned in a previous chapter.
" Had I granted you this," he said, " I should most certainly

have wronged him," and gave them a flat denial. " It would

be against God and reason alike," said the Saint, and laughed

over their discomfiture later with Joinville. Clement, by his

request, sent a remonstrance to the Council of Laon against

the use of this weapon.

The close of those years was marked by the alliance of

King and Papacy against the Church for money for the

Crusade. From 1267 to 1270 the Church was urged to

surrender a thirtieth, a twentieth, and a tenth in turn for

the cause. She was recalcitrant, and King and Pope together

demanded her aid. But Pope and King were not permanent

allies. With a real desire for the good of the Church and for

general peace there was an inherent difficulty in the situation.

During the pontificates of Urban and Clement, Louis had to

deal with French Popes who were his intimate friends and

allies, and the French Church was ruled by Popes who knew
what were her interests. Nevertheless there were dissensions.

In 1262 Urban was seeking to raise taxes on the tenth of Church

property, and a Church Council, scenting old troubles, declared

that such taxes could only be levied by the King. In 1266

Louis approved a candidate for the see of Sens, and invested

him with his temporalities. The Pope wrote him a very

sharp letter and summoned the new prelate to Rome at once.

The quarrel was again ended, but it is impossible to deny
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that all three, Church, Papacy, and Crown, were in a hopelessly

illogical position. The Pragmatic Sanction, attributed until

fifty or sixty years ago to Louis ix, was not quite as absurd

a fabrication as it has lately been represented to be. The
great document which forbade irregular collations of ecclesi-

astical benefices, irregular taxes upon the clergy, simony,

and the encroachments of papal officers in French sees, is

certainly a forgery, and a clumsy one. The author dated it

1267, a year when Louis was hand-in-glove with the Pope ;

he began with a formula which was not used earlier than the

reign of Louis xi, and ended with a superscription never

used by the Saint. But, nevertheless, some of the evils it

describes were extant at the time, and Louis' opposition to

papal encroachments was a real factor in the ecclesiastical

politics of the day. The Memorandum of 1247 has many
features in common with the Sanction. But the important

point to remember always is that such phases of Galilean

feeling were only momentary. The Church was sure to veer

round to the papacy if she feared that the King was attacking

her rights. Here there has only been space for a mere sketch

of these changes of front, but in the end every detail under

discussion will be found to centre round the old difficulty

of the twofold aspect of the Church. She was an independent

corporation under a foreign pontiff in the State of France,

but she was also a body bound by ties of loyalty to her King,

and bitterly hostile to the encroachments of an alien suzerain.

The Church was so well aware that she could not serve two

masters that all along she may be seen, very naturally, trying

to make herself into a third.

There are still two very different developments of the

religious life of the thirteenth century which must be mentioned

here. They are the Inquisition and the University—^the one

the avowed enemy of independent thought, the other its

home and inspiration. Both were the outcome of the same

movement, of the great renewal of intellectual and spiritual

activity which the twelfth century witnessed. On the one

hand this activity developed into heresy of every sort and kind,

on the other it forced itself into the old dignified routines of

scholastic life. The one was met by the thunders of the
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secular Church and those determined efforts at suppression

which found their permanent expression in the Inquisition,

the other awoke that new life in a new form in the intellectual

world which came to be known as the University. The one

was the Esau, the other the Jacob, begotten of the twelfth-

century Renaissance.

There is this much to be said in defence of the Inquisition,

that in the south, where the institution originated, not only

Christianity, but all social and religious ties also, were threat-

ened by the heresies of Cathares and Albigensians. The
strange Manichiseist doctrines of dual powers of good and evil,

and the preaching of simplicity and poverty among the followers

of Christ, were accompanied, in the latter case, by a denial of

priestly authority and the efficacy of Sacraments. Marriage

was held an unnecessary rite, bigamy was no crime, Christ's

divinity was denied. All sorts of immorality were rife, and

to Louis and his contemporaries this revolt from all authority

was all the more horrible, because it was infectious, a scourge

of spiritual small-pox. It was in the year 1229 that the first

commission was definitely appointed to make inquisition of

those suspected of heresy, but already for several years Dominic

and his friars, and before them the Cistercians, had been sent

by the Popes to the south to preach and convert, or else track

down and root out the heretics, " to catch and kill the little

foxes," as Innocent iii advised. But the commission of 1229,

consisting of one priest and two or three laymen, was the first

sent with full authority and responsibility to none but Rome,
under oath of secrecy. In 1233 Dominicans appeared in

northern France with some such commission. A certain

Robert, himself a converted heretic and almost a maniac,

sentenced hundreds of men and women to the stake in Flanders,

Champagne, and the royal domain, till in 1239 ^^ "^^^ put into

confinement. Meanwhile in the south Bernard of Caux,
" the hammer of the heretics," was vigorously prosecuting

the work. The register of instructions and sentences began to

be kept, but it was not till 1280 that recognised tribunals under

a Grand Inquisitor, appointed by and responsible only to the

Pope, were held at Toulouse, Narbonne, Carcassonne, and Albi.

The additional solemnities of the bell to be sounded at twilight
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when houses were searched, of the awful mystery of denunci-

ation and enquiry, of the secret prison, and of the semi-

theatrical costumes of accused and accusers soon began to

add to the horror of its methods. In 1255 the Provincial of

the Dominicans and the Head of the Franciscans in Paris

were named as Inquisitors-General of northern France, with

Louis' approval. Their procedure was arbitrary and wholly

independent of any Church jurisdiction, and as such the

French Church showed a healthy disapproval of it, and allowed

sanctuary freely in churches and abbeys to the victims.

England wholly, and Castile and Portugal for a time, refused

to receive the commissioners, and it is only natural to wish
that this had been the Saint's policy. But on his behalf three

things must always be remembered. In the first place, no
doubt he hoped that these measures were merely temporary,
a sharp bitter corrective for a sudden disease. Then again,

as another chapter told, he himself dreaded hurt to the body
far more than hurt to the soul. It was the business of the

State to protect the souls as weU as the bodies of her subjects

with the sword. Leprosy was far better than mortal sin, the

Inquisition's punishments than spiritual death. And lastly, it

must be remembered that the whole institution was the solemn
assertion of the right of the Church to reign supreme over the

consciences and minds of her children. That right was to him
a mere commonplace of Christianity.

It was no such commonplace to every one of his day. The
traveller to Paris who crossed the Petit Pont in that reign

found himself suddenly in a new world with new problems
of its own. Booksellers and taverns replaced the booths and
shops of the other side ; through the narrow street boys were
hurrying instead of burghers

; grave men " clad in gown of

black to the heel " were walking down the Rue Fouarre,

where Dante walked some generations later. Through some
windows he might see a lecturer addressing those students

who, as a Chancellor of the century complained, " are ever

busy weaving their day-dreams and turning the class-rooms

into dormitories." In the very air there was a scent of inde-

pendence and turbulent growth. It was the world of the

University. And though there is no more adequate space
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here for the intricate history of that world than for a set of

quarto fohos in a small bookcase, yet, because no description

of the Paris in which Louis lived is complete without the

remembrance of that home of thought, this chapter must

touch upon the history of the University as a corporate body

and the intellectual movement within it.

The University was still in its infancy when Louis began

to reign. The intellectual revival of the last century con-

nected with the names of Theodore and Bernard of Chartres,

John of Salisbury, Gilbert de la Porree, and above all of Abelard,

had roused new life in the three schools of Paris, that of the

Cathedral, that of the canons regular of St. Victor, and that of

the collegiate church of Sainte Genevieve. The masters of

the schools in the second half of this century began to form

themselves into guilds. By 1170 the guild began to be called

the University, though it was not until after a great town

and gown row in the year 1200 that a written charter was

granted to the body. By 1210 it possessed common officers and

written statutes of its own. The right to sue as a corporation

was also granted by a bull of Innocent iii, and by his death in

1215 the University was a recognised corporation, primarily

of masters not of students, within the corporation of Paris.

The masters necessarily attracted students round them, at

first on the quays or, as the name of the Rue Fouarre still

recalls, upon straw in the streets. Rooms were sometimes

hired and paid by the subscriptions of pupils, or the cloister

of some friendly monastery was borrowed. The little church

of St. Julien le Pauvre, occupied by Greek worshippers to-day,

was used for the election of rectors. Schools were built round

it by the assistance of the faithful, and soon the need of lodgings

for the students attracted the charitable. Already some

scholars had formed themselves into associations and lodged

together, but even before Louis' time the Lord Jocius of

London and Stephen of Belot, a bourgeois, had each built a

home for a certain number of poor clerks. There was little

organisation about these early establishments, but the pious

founders, as they increased in number, began to make regula-

tions. In 1258 Robert of Sorbonne was building his house

with libraries and dormitories guarded by certain rules. The
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religious orders also, Cluny, Premonstratensians, Mathurins,

Bernardines, Carmelites, and Cistercians, had each their own
house or college by the end of the reign. During the close

of the century, the colleges multiplied in numbers rapidly,

giving the University a coherence and power of discipline

which was much needed.

The early years of the institution were spent in struggles

with the authorities, struggles which resulted, naturally

enough, in its growth and internal development. The
University had to meet the cathedral chapter, legate, crown,

religious orders, and papacy all in turn, and every quarrel

marked a stage of progress. By the beginning of Louis' reign

the Chancellor, representative of the cathedral chapter, had

been more or less defeated and his judicial powers curtailed.

The result of the struggle had been the division of the faculty

of arts into four nations, Picards, Normans, French, and
Germans, each represented by a proctor and all represented

by a rector of the faculty of arts. The other faculties, law,

medicine, and theology, flourished in the University, but that

of arts was ahead of the others in its development. By 1255
the rector of arts was described as Rector of the University.

The struggle of the University during Louis' reign was not,

however, with the Chancellor, but firstly with the crown and
secondly with the Mendicant Orders within their body.

The first quarrel with the crown began in 1229, with a town

and gown row between some students and an inn-keeper. The
Bishop of Paris, who hated the University because it was an

ecclesiastical corporation within his jurisdiction, sent the

affair before the Queen. Blanche ordered out her sergeants,

who wounded and killed a few inoffensive students without

respect of persons. The Latin Quarter rang with complaints,

but there was no court where they could expect redress. So
masters and scholars of the four nations, roused to extreme

measures, ceased their lectures and dissolved. In a few weeks
the University had wandered oft", as casually as if it were a

sketching club following its master, to Angers, Orleans, Rheims,

Poitiers, and even as far as Oxford. No one was left but a

few friars who continued their theological lectures. That

was in the year 1229, and yet in 1231, it is surprising to dis-

1
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cover, the whole University was back again. There had indeed

been lengthy negotiations between Bishop and masters,

Queen and Pope. The Pope had had to point out to the Bishop

in very plain language that he was a fool. But the University

was victorious for one great reason. Blanche had discovered,

as Philip discovered of the communes, that it paid, and that

she could not afford to lose that which attracted the world

to Paris. So, though she extracted a fine from the rioters,

the University returned, in great state, in possession of

Gregory ix's Bull Parens Scientarum, which formed the Magna
Carta of their order. It confirmed all existing privileges, and

the right of the corporation to make its own statutes and order

its own dissolution in defence of its rights. It restricted the

cases which might come before the Chancellor, and therefore

finally deprived this official of his rights in the University.

This was the triumph of that body over the crown.

The struggle with the Mendicant Orders was lengthier

and more serious. The University was no longer united

within nor supported by the papacy from without, for the

friars were members of the University and the favourites of

the Pope. It may be noticed that the masters were no ex-

clusive body. When, in 1218, the Dominicans entered into

residence in a house in the Rue St. Jacques and were followed

by the Franciscans, no objections were raised to their presence.

The difficulty was caused by the fact that the friars, like the

mediaeval Church, wished to be in the world and not of it, to

use the facilities of the University, but remain independent

of its jurisdiction. In 1229 the chairs of Franciscans and
Dominicans were established. Their holders continued in

possession during the suspension, and soon supplanted the

secular masters in the theological faculty. Of fifteen chairs,

nine were soon occupied by the friars. There was inevitable

jealousy. The friars were more popular and very probably

better teachers than the seculars, and they attracted some of

these secular masters into their orders. But the real difficulty

was their determination to use the privileges of the University

without their corresponding responsibilities. They evaded

the oaths and statutes, and refused to enter the guilds of

the masters.
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The declaration of war was made in 1251 by a statute

decreeing that each religious order should have one master

and one school only apiece in Paris. The signal was given

when, in 1253, a scholar having been murdered b}^ a royal

officer, the University suspended its sittings till reparation

was made. Three friar masters refused to obey and were

promptly expelled by the University. A statute was passed

excluding any one henceforth from their body who had not

sworn in full assembly to obey the University's decrees. The
friars appealed, of course, to the Holy See. And upon this

followed a campaign of tongues and pens unrivalled in medieval
history.

Innocent iv was Pope when the quarrel began, and his

only action was to order the suspension of the University, at

which the masters promptly sent their own officers to close

the friars' schools. The streets of Paris were alive with in-

dignation. Both parties prepared angry manifestoes for the

courts of Europe. The University was represented at Rome
by William of St. Amour, canon of Beauvais, a doctor of

theology and a most able pamphleteer. The result was still

doubtful when Innocent died and was succeeded by Alex-

ander IV. This Pope was a Dominican, heart and soul, and
at once electrified the masters by his bull Quasi Lignum vitae,

a document which made no pretence of impartiality. The
friars were only to obey orders of suspension when voted by
two-thirds of the masters of theology. The Chancellor was
to grant licences to masters as he pleased subject to no super-

vision. The first clause meant that suspension should depend

entirely on the \viU of the friars, who were always in the

majority, the second that the friars could get hold of as many
chairs as they pleased. The University was enraged. It

dissolved itself, renounced its old privileges, declared itself

a new independent society, and adopted aU its old regulations

in a fashion oddly suggestive of Henry viii's treatment of

the Church of England. But the chief interest centred

round the literary war. The Orders, or at least the Francis-

can Order, had given the secular masters a handle in that

mysterious book which stirred the mediaeval mind to its depth,

the Eternal Gospel of Joachim de Flore, mystic and monk.
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The author, in predicting that the reign of God the Spirit was
to follow on earth after the reign of Father and Son, and to

be marked by a spiritual faith needing no Sacraments nor

visible church, took his opportunity to denounce the Pope
and the Church bitterly for their material wealth. Innocent iv

and Alexander iv condemned the book. This was the sort

of theology, said the University bitterly, which was to be

expected from the begging Orders. William of St. Amour
wrote his famous tract, " On the Perils of the Last Times,"

which made a violent attack on the Order. St. Thomas
Aquinas and St. Bonaventura took up the pen for the friars

and William and Gerard of Abbeville thundered against them.

Meanwhile, William's book was examined by the Pope and
burnt at Anagni, William was deprived of his benefices and
disgraced, more Bulls were sent to the University demanding
the re-admission of the Orders, and the friars themselves were

stoned, boycotted, lampooned all over Paris. The students

hissed Rutebeuf's fierce little chorus, "Peril y a," after them
in the streets, and even the dogs were taught to bark at them.

The fiercest heat of the struggle died down with the death
of Alexander iv. Urban and Clement had other preoccupa-

tions, and, as French Popes, possibly sympathised with the

University. The battle wore itself out gradually. In 1281

the Bull Ad Fructus Uberes, which demanded certain privileges

for the Orders, found a bitter hostility still alive. The friars

were still kept out of the faculty of arts, the theological students

only allowed to matriculate or receive degrees from the secular

masters and doctors, but the seculars and regulars were
beginning to learn to exist side by side. The struggle only

ended in 1318 when the University obtained the oath of

obedience to its statutes from the friars and secured its

position at last.

This is a very inadequate description of the great literary

war of the University, but even more brief and inadequate

must be the account of the intellectual life of the day. That
history may, perhaps, be most easily grasped by a comparison

with the history of thought in the Church of the last century,

when the scientific discoveries of Darwin and Huxley seemed
to simplify the problems of existence and yet to threaten
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Christianity. Early in the thirteenth century, in the same
way, the schools were stirred by the translation of Aristotle's

Physics and Metaphysics. The study of these works had all

but died out in Europe, and they were brought back through

the Spanish translations, made, when peace at last followed

on the long Saracen wars in Spain, from the versions and
conimentaries of the Arabian scholars, notably Averroes and
Avicenne. In Latin translations they spread from one

university in Europe to another, and they came to the in-

tellectual world as a chink of daylight would come to a man
groping helplessly in a dark cave. For though the twelfth

century had witnessed a great intellectual revival, and Abelard

had fought in the schools of Paris for the freedom of the

intellect and the divine rights of human reason, yet the gulf

between religion and philosophy was still unbridged. The
twelfth-century student had to confront a vast mass of com-
plicated materials of thought, to wade through the immense
literature accumulated round the famous duel between nomin-
alists and realists over the doctrine of Universals, steep him-

self in a dim beautiful Platonism through the medium of the

works of St. Augustine, and read and re-read the Scriptures

and the Fathers, commentaries on their works and com-
mentaries upon the commentaries. There was but little

simplicity, certainty, or accuracy in the result attained. The
thirteenth century was an age of symmetry and order, and
therefore its scholars turned with avidity to Aristotle. His

concise reasoning, his precision, his comprehensive view of

the universe, his methodical explanations of ethics and philo-

sophy alike were the admiration if also the fear of his century.

Different minds met the new problems and difficulties pre-

sented by the study of his works in very different ways. This

chapter can only very briefly show four lines of thought which

divided the scholars of the day.

In the first place, there were those who resolutely turned

their faces away from the new hght altogether. Innocent iii

had no admiration for the precision and clarity of the master's

methods, his philosophy to him was anathema. In 1210 and
in 1215 he prohibited the reading of Aristotle's works, and the

body of one of his earliest exponents was dug up in 1207 and
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buried in unconsecrated ground. On this point his successor

had to give way, but there were still those, like St. Bonaventura,
" the seraphic doctor," and Richard of St. Victor, who showed
no interest in the study, but held that in contemplation rather

than philosophy, God's knowledge was to be found. There
is a story that when St. Thomas Aquinas came once to visit

the former in the library, " whence he drew the riches of his

learning," he found the Saint and doctor kneeling, raised

above the ground in the air in a vision. Aristotle could not

bring such souls back to his lecture-rooms. Secondly, there

were those who accepted the philosophy of Aristotle without

reservation. A group of these centres round Siger of Brabant,

who, according to Dante, reached Heaven after all, but cer-

tainly taught some strange doctrines in the classes of Paris.

In 1277 his scholars were declaring that there was no future

for the individual save as part of the world soul, and there

was a conspicuous outburst of pantheism, materialism, even
of paganism. Thirdly, there were those theologians who, by
the orders of Gregory ix, set to work to reconcile Aristotle

and Christianity just as a school of Christians and scientists

set to work to reconcile the doctrine of Evolution with the

Faith. The Dominican Order were specially entrusted with
the task of solving his fundamental errors, making philosophy
" the handmaid of theology," in a word, putting a halo round
his head and laying his works on a shelf with those of the saints

and schoolmen. Most famous among these were Albert the

Grand, Bishop of Ratisbon, who may have visited, and St.

Thomas Aquinas who resided in, Paris. In his great Sum of

Theology the latter, with all the force of his immense learning

and passionless intellect, presented his vindication of the Chris-

tian faith. " Friendly to Aristotle but more friendly to the

faith," was the ideal position of this school. And lastly,

there were those who drew from Aristotle, not so much his

actual philosophy as the spirit of enquiry and greed for know-
ledge which mark this wonderful century. Most typical of

this school was the famous Roger Bacon, that mysterious

old cynic, with curious eyes and flowing white beard, who
visited Paris from 1220 to 1250, criticised all his contemporaries

and all authority, including the great Aristotle himself, un-
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sparingly, and in his Opus Majus tried to establish the principle

that all science is experimental, that tradition and authority

are valueless until proven, that only through observation and
enquiry can truth be attained. Of this great man, who
prophesied that carriages should one day run wdthout horses,

and fantastically predicted the use of gunpowder and magnify-

ing glasses, many amusing stories might be told, were there

space. It is enough if this short sketch has shown how many
great men were walking the streets of Paris in those days,

waiting, like Roger or Raimon Lull, for the spark from Heaven
to fall, and how keen and vivid was the spirit of enquiry, the

thirst for knowledge, and the love of the mysterious in the

intellectual world of the Middle Ages.

These are the conflicting orders and ideals which must all

be massed together, each in its own place, in any summary of

Church Hfe in the thirteenth century. Generalisations are

weU-nigh impossible, because there can never conceivably

be definite statistics of how far the undoubted good out-

weighed the undoubted evil. Perhaps the truest vision may
be seen in any great mediaeval church or cathedral of France

to-day. All round the aisles are the little side-chapels, with

their inferior architecture and paltry glass, with half-dead

or artificial flowers in the vases, and dust thick upon the chairs.

But above them rise the delicate arches, the marvellous pillars

and lights, the flowering carving and tracery of the great

Cathedral. There is the same comparison between the petti-

ness and gross wickedness of many individuals and classes in

the Church of the Middle Ages and the splendour of her vision

and ideals. Many lives failed utterly in the performance of

their duties, few realised their high calling, but nevertheless

there was an immeasurable capacity for saintliness in her

noblest children. The thirteenth-century Church was not

one of great organisations or of consistent practical Christianity,

but it was one of adoration and inspiration. Louis the Saint

lived not in an age of Works, but in the Ages of Faith.



CHAPTER XIX

THE DEATH OF THE KING

By still water they would rest

, In the shadow of the tree :

After battle sleep is best,

After noise, tranquillity."

—

Roden Noel

IT is difficult to avoid a certain sense of anti-climax in

describing the close of Louis' reign. The King's

energy was so unfailing, his influence of such supreme

importance in Church and State during twenty years, that the

imagination demands instinctively a closing scene of fitting

magnificence, an appropriate recognition of such admirable

services. In any such climax, however, history is wanting.

It was not even in the resignation and fitting calm of old age

that Louis, after those laborious days, laid down the sceptre

of government. Suddenly and inartistically this scene of

anxious calm and careful government is interrupted by the

sound of trumpets and the clash of swords. To most men
the internal tranquillity of a state would be an end in itself,

to Louis it was but a means to an end. For all these years,

beneath all the cares of State, he had borne one memory
in his heart. The call to God's war beyond the seas was

ever sounding in his ears, the tragedies of the Holy Land
ever besetting his mind. " My Holy Land, to God I do

commit thee, but I will come again," had been the farewell

of another crusading King, and it had been Louis' in his

heart. So, therefore, at an age when most men would have

contentedly entered upon the smooth downhill path of old

age, Louis set out with a flourish of trumpets to die, like

Saladin, upon the highway of God.

22 ^^'
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There is no need to describe in detail the reasons which

led to Louis' second Crusade. Another chapter has told

of the doom which was falling upon the Latin kingdom, and

Louis' armament never reached the central scene of conflict

in the East. But, to recapitulate, it must be remembered

that, the year after the King left Acre, news was sent home
from Palestine well calculated to keep alive his crusading

zeal. In Egypt the Mamluks, under their Sultan Kutuz
and the lieutenant Baibars, were preparing to meet the

Tartars, while the Tartars, under Hulagou, swept across Asia,

conquered Bagdad, killed the sacred Caliph and his sons

relentlessly in 1258, and arrived at last on the very borders

of northern Syria. The Latin kingdom lay in all its weakness

between these two world powers. The succession to the

throne was as usual disputed by rival candidates ; the

Hospitallers and Templars were at variance. The Tartars

advanced, conquering Aleppo, Emesa, and Damascus, and
sweeping the Turks before them. The Egyptians appealed

to the Franks for help, and help was refused. In 1260 the

Egyptian army, under Kutuz, met the Tartar forces at Ain

Talut, and achieved a complete victory. From that moment
the advance of the Tartars was finally checked. The battle

was one of the world victories which saved Europe, as it

saved eastern Asia, from the inroad of barbarian invasion.

But for the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem it meant nothing

but ruin. That same year Baibars murdered his chief, Kutuz,

and, after rallying his forces and defeating the Tartars a

second time, established himself as Sultan of Egypt. The
Tartars might have suffered the Christians to cling to the

coast-line which they held so dear, but to strict Mohammedans
they were the infidels, the intruders, who were now to be

cast out at last. In 1262 Baibars beseiged Arsuf, next year

he captured Safed, in 1265 Caesarea, and in 1268 Jaffa and
Antioch. " Woe is me," wailed the Knight Ohver, " the

Cross is conquered, that dear Cross which we w^ear in honour

of Him who died upon it. God Himself, it seems, has raised

up the Turks to ruin us. Jesus Christ Himself grudges them
nothing. God sleeps, God who once woke for us !

"

Such were the cries of misery which reached Louis' ears
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as, one by one, every city but Acre capitulated to the Sultan.

The dream of a Crusade very naturally haunted the King.

In 1 261 he held an assembly on Passion Sunday to call his

people to appease God's wrath by fasting and prayers. In

1263 the Archbishop of Tyre was preaching the Crusade in

France ; next year Urban iv was urging Louis to help the

cause, and two or three nobles took the Cross. In 1265
Louis cut down the expenses of his household, and secretly

asked Clement to advise him if it were his duty to go out
in person to the East. Clement hesitated. He knew very
well all that the King was doing for France, and how precarious

was his health. Next year Louis, on the news of some fresh

tragedy, wrote to announce that he had decided for himself,

and Clement replied gladly : "Go forward then, bravely,

dearest son, son of my love and blessing, and may God be
with thee !

" That winter their correspondence continued
but the King kept his determination a secret until the Mid-
Lent of 1267, when he summoned aU his nobles to Parhament.

" I excused myself," says Joinville, " because I had a
fever, and prayed the King to forgive me, but he sent word
that he wished for me particularly, and had good physicians

who knew how to treat my case. To Paris, then, I went, and
when in the evening I reached the city, on the Vigil of the

Feast of Our Lady, I could discover neither from the King
nor any one else why we had been summoned. Now it

happened by God's pleasure that, as I slept next morning,
I saw the King kneeling before the altar, and it seemed to

me that many prelates in their robes were clothing him in a
crimson chasuble of Rheims cloth. I called Master William,

my priest, a most sagacious man, to me and told him my
vision. And he said to me, ' Sire, you will see that the King
will take the Cross to-morrow ; ... for the crimson chasuble

signifies the Cross, crimsoned with the blood which fell from
the Hands and Feet and Side of God. That the chasuble

was made of serge foretells, as we shall see if God grants us

life, that this Crusade will be no very remarkable affair.'

When I had heard Mass at the Madeleine I went to the King's

chapel, and found that the King had gone up to the shrine

of the relics, and had the true Cross brought down before
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him. And as the King came down, two knights of his council

began to speak to each other, and say :
' Never beheve me

again, if the King does not take the Cross forthwith !

' And
the other answered that, should the King take it, this w^ould

be one of the most unhappy days which ever dawTied on

France, ' for if we do not take the Cross we shall lose the King's

favour, and if we do we shall lose God's, because we should

not do it for His sake.' Next day the King took the Cross,

and his three sons with him."

Joinville himself refused to go. It was his duty, he said

stoutly, to stay at home and care for his people, not to lead

them into danger or let them suffer from the curse of ab-

senteeism. But many answered the King's passionate appeal :

his three sons, Philip, John, and Peter; his brother, Alphonso

of Poitiers ; his nephew, Robert of Artois ; the Legate Ralph,

Cardinal Bishop of Albany, Guy of Flanders, the Counts of Eu,

Brittany, St. Paul, La Marche, Soissons, Brienne ; Peter the

Chamberlain, Giles the Brown, the Archbishop of Rheims

;

the Marshalls, William of Courtenay and Louis of Beaujeu,

and other of the King's knights. Geoffrey of Beauheu and

Peter of Conde were to accompany the King as confessors. It

may be noticed at the outset that, though this seems an im-

posing list of names, it consists, for the most part, of Louis'

relatives and intimates, who could not very well help them-

selves.

The next few years have little of the bustle of preparation

which marked the previous occasion. Ordinary life went on as

usual. The royal weddings and knighthoods, mentioned in

another chapter, took place ; Louis was still appeasing quarrels,

attending his parliaments, giving his sentences, and reforming

bad customs. His arrangements for the Crusade were compara-

tively simple. He gave the Genoese an order for fifteen ships,

in itself a witness of the insignificance of the expedition, and

sought in vain to get the help of Genoa itself or of Venice for

the cause. He won a promise of help from Edward of England,
" that mighty man," though the prince did not manage to arrive

tin Louis needed his help no more, and he corresponded with

Charles of Sicily about his plans. He sent a great commission

round the realm, enquiring into grievances and making restitu-
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tions. He made his will, as did Alphonso, La Marche, and

Theobald, but Louis' was more consciously a last testament

than theirs could be. The document was of supreme import-

ance to him, for in it he arranged to perpetuate the charities

of his life. He forgot no one. To the Abbey of Royaumont,

which he had founded in 1228, he left six hundred pounds, to

the Abbeys of Melun and Maubuisson four and three hundred,

to the hospitals of Paris, Compiegne, and Vernon, the last two

of which he had founded, six hundred apiece. To two hundred

houses of God and to eighty houses for lepers he bequeathed

two thousand pounds to be distributed by his executors. To
the Dominicans and Franciscans in Paris he left four hundred,

and to those elsewhere six hundred pounds each ; to the Abbeys

of St. Victor and of the Augustinians in Paris, five hundred

each. He named thirty-three houses more, to which he wished

benefactions to be made, including the Beguins, an order pro-

fessed to poverty in Flanders and France. To orphans and

widows in need he left a hundred and fifty pounds, and only

after all thesebegin his benefactions to his servantsand clerks and

children. It is from such a list that the munificence of the King

can be realised. From all the convents, monasteries, schools,

hospitals, and refuges he asked no return but prayers. Even
when he had made his start a few more necessary provisions

came into his mind. On his way south he ordered a rent of

thirty pounds a year to the Hospital at Melun, to provide soup

for the eighty blind beggars it contained. On his voyage he

left another will stipulating that all he owed must be repaid

out of the goods with him, lest, if he died, some of his creditors

might be unable to return home. Such was the winding-up

of all his works of charity. For the rest he appointed Matthew,

Abbot of St. Denis, a religious and very able man, and Simon,

Lord of Nesle, a cadet of the house of Clermont, as regents.

But all these arrangements made little stir. The days passed

by with all their trivial business, as if France were trying to

forget or ignore the unpopular Crusade.

There were two extraordinary omissions which give some

impression of the insignificance and futility of the whole

expedition. In the first place, the Genoese, like many other

contractors, were not prepared to give themselves much
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trouble over a small order. When Louis reached the south

early in May, the ships were not ready for him, and he had to

wait for more than a month in the southern heat at their

pleasure. There seems to have been no sort of communica-
tion from the Genoese admirals to warn him of the inevitable

delay. But far more serious, or rather perhaps more absurd,

was the fact that when the army left Paris, when they arrived

at Aigues Mortes, and even when they had actually embarked,
the exact destination of the crusaders was still uncertain.

Some years before Louis had received an embassy from the

Sultan of Tunis, which appealed to his invincible optimism by
holding out hopes that this ruler might be converted to Chris-

tianity. "Oh, that I might be godfather of such a godson,"

was the Saint's characteristic remark. He invited the am-
bassadors to be present at the baptism of a converted Jew.
" Tell your King," he said, " that I desire so vehemently the

salvation of his soul that I am willing to rest in a prison of

the Saracens all my life, and never see the light of the sun
again, if your King and his people will indeed be baptized."

Since then it was kno\\Ti that Louis' mind had dwelt con-

tinually on the prospects of this conversion. The European
crusader was also very naturally interested in this Sultan of

Tunis. Tunis and all the north-west provinces of Africa,

which for centuries had been, in turn, outlying posts of the un-

orthodox cahphs of Egypt and orthodox of Bagdad, had always

been connected with both Spain and Sicily. In 1148 Roger
of Sicily had conquered the reigning dynasty of the Almoravids,

lords of the Berber inhabitants of the country, and exacted a
tribute from them. The Almoravids were succeeded byanArabic
dynasty, the Almohades, under a founder who claimed to be
the true Mahdi foretold by the prophet. Both alike had been
called to the help of the Moors in Spain hard by, repeatedly, and
now, when the Spanish wars with the Moors were almost over,

two Spanish Princes, Henry and Frederick of Castile, were
on most friendly terms with the Sultan. If this potentate

were really willing to be converted, Tunis would, according to

the crusaders, be an admirable station for a march upon
Egypt. If the Sultan failed to see the attractions of their

creed, he could be conquered, the fabulous wealth of his coun-
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try could be diverted from Egypt, and make the Christians,

as the early crusaders dreamed, immensely rich. But, though

these vague considerations in favour of a voyage to Tunis

were in the minds of Louis and the principal crusaders, they

reached Aigues Mortes and even Cagliari before they finally

decided in their councils that this should be their destination,

and then it was the interest of another which was allowed

to influence them, as this story must tell presently. Such

lack of forethought and precision was indeed a bad augury

for the campaign.

The third Friday in Lent, which fell this year on 17th March,

was the day fixed for the start. There was no pomp of farewell

about this expedition. The numbers who were leaving were

too scanty, the opposition too strong. Every one knew also

that the King was going away to die. Joinville found him

so weak that he insisted upon carrying him in his arms for the

last time, from the Count of Auxerre's house to the house of

the Franciscans, when he came to say good-bye. The King

bade a farewell visit to the nuns of Maubuisson and to

Royaumont as one who was departing for the last time. He
returned straight to St. Denis and there, with his sons, took the

pilgrim's staff and scarf and oriflamme among general lamen-

tations. In the midst of the same sorrow he bade good-bye to

Our Lady of Paris on the following day. For the last time he

set out through the well-known streets and roads to the woods

at Vincennes. There he spent the night, and there, next

morning, he bade good-bye to Margaret, " with many mutual

tears,
'

' before he set out for the south. Sixteen years before, the

excitement and bustle had suggested, a new Argonaut or a new
Odyssey; now the general mourning spoke of a Leonidas

riding out to Thermopylae, of a Christian coming to the

brink of the river.

The King reached Aigues Mortes, travelling by Auxerre,

Vezelay, Cluny, Magon, Lyons, and Beaucaire, only to find

that no ships were ready for him, and that he and his army
must endure the bad air and sand-laden winds of that most

insalubrious port from May to the end of June. He was

cheered by the arrival of a few new crusaders, and by an envoy

from the Greek Patriarch of Constantinople seeking' Louis'
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approval of a project to unite the great Eastern and Western
Churches of Christendom. It was a scheme to delight the Saint,

though nothing eventually came of the negotiations. In May
also the council of war was held to discuss the objects of the

army. A few were in favour of Egypt, but no one, in face of

the paucity of numbers, suggested direct attack upon the Latin

kingdom. Louis himself was still at moments dreaming of

his godson at Tunis. It was then that Charles of Anjou and
Sicily intervened and made use of his brother for his own
political purposes. The two princes of Castile whom the

Sultan harboured were his determined enemies and rivals.

They had induced the Sultan to espouse the cause of the young
Conradin and prepare troops to send to his succour in Sicily.

The defeat and death of the boy at Tagliacozzo put an end to

the scheme, but Charles was anxious to be rid of such enemies

or induce them to make an advantageous treaty. So by his

embassies and insistent letters he prevailed upon Louis to

march upon Tunis, and the last, or almost the last, of crusading

Kings was diverted from his great purpose, and used as a

political and commercial agent by a prince of his o\mi house.

That is perhaps the real tragedy of the Crusade.

The Genoese vessels arrived, at last, towards the end of

June, and on the 26th the army embarked. They had a very

stormy voyage, and though on the Sunday four Masses were

sung, few could attend and fewer keep their footing. On 8th

July the fleet touched at Cagliari, an island off Sardinia, and
met with a very cold reception. The land belonged to the

Pisans, while Louis' fleet consisted of Genoese sailors, and so

great was the enmity of the two Italian states that the in-

habitants refused to allow the crusaders to buy or sell in their

markets, or disembark their invalids. The French even came
to Louis asking leave to destroy " this city and this people,

the worst that we have ever met." There a last council was
held, and a formal resolution passed to make for Tunis. On
17th July land was sighted, and the King gazed again at the

shores of Africa.

The fatal inconsistency which ruined the expedition was
clear from the first. Louis was fired by missionary zeal, his

army by desire of conquest. The army took the initiative, for
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a ship sent forward to explore took hostile measures at once,

by landing and overrunning a narrow sand island, about three

miles broad, which was separated by a lagoon of sea from the

coast. When Louis and the main army joined them on the

i8th, the Moors were waiting to make reprisals in long lines

across the shore. The infidels also held a small fort and the

one well upon the island, and defended them for the three days

during which the Christians lay there. Yet Louis, on his side,

never countenanced a direct attack. Charles was negotiating

with the Sultan, and the Moors were, after all, possible

Christians. It was quite evident that with a King determined

on converting the infidels and an army on provoking their

hostility, there was small prospect of success for either party.

Meanwhile the second cause of the inevitable failure of

the expedition began to make itself felt. To the miseries of

indecision and delay were added the miseries caused by the

climate. The burning sun and hot winds which fell upon the

island wrought such havoc that, according to Peter of Conde,

who wrote a letter home describing this Crusade, a hundred

men could easily have disposed of the Christian forces. When,
next week, the King and the army crossed to the mainland

and advanced upon Tunis their energy was already practically

exhausted. The Moors pursued the usual Eastern methods

of warfare ; they provoked attack, then feigned flight and
then turned to cut off stragglers. They were no organised

army and had no official orders but they caused infinite

annoyance, and the Christians were thoroughly harassed

and disheartened by the time they reached the ruins of Car-

thage. Little was left of this famous city on the headland

some three miles from the island but the rubble of ruined

buildings, and the marks of former bulwarks enclosed only

one rude fortress which was held by some two hundred Moors.

It was surrounded by the Genoese sailors, and four detach-

ments of the army, who swarmed up the ladders and over the

walls, hunted out the Moors, pursued them to the gardens

and catacombs planned by the Romans hundreds of years

before, and massacred them relentlessly. Once in possession

of the fortress, however, there was nothing to do but to wait

for news from Charles, and so, in the middle of July, the whole
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army settled dowTi in the fortress, or in the tents all round it,

beneath the fierce African sun. Above them were the African

skies of keen, intense blue, far away the mountain crests were

white with snow, before them lay the blue Mediterranean, but all

around them, in contrast, were the parched lands, the tumbled

ruins, the remorseless heat and the fierce winds of the desert.

The Moors were always in their neighbourhood, troubling them

by sudden inroads, stealing into camp, and even beating up the

sand with their rugs to add to the torment of the winds. The

King dug a trench round the camp, but that was all he could

do. And in this environment urgent messages came contmu-

ally from Charles imploring the French not to move or change

quarters.

There is no need to prolong the tragedy. The King had

come out to die, and here death was prepared for him. Food
began to run short. All round the camp lay the dead bodies

of Moors and Christians, unburied, because no one had energy

enough to bury them, heaped together in a trench polluting

the air. Fever and enteric, those inveterate enemies of the

European in such a climate, attacked the army. Many
soldiers died in great agonies, amongst them the Count of la

i\Iarche, Ralph of Soissons, and Walter of Nemours. Philip

and John of Nevers fell ill ; the latter was taken from the

camp to his ship, as the last hope, and died there on 3rd August.

On that same day the King was kept in bed by an attack

of fever. No one told him of John's death, but on the 7th

news of the Legate's last illness reached him. The King
seemed to be recovering, for he was able to appoint a friar

in his place, but from the first there can have been little real

hope for one of his constitution. On the loth he heard of

his son's death, and had a serious relapse. That was the

beginning of the end.

It was said by a famous pagan that the Christian faith

is the faith in which to die, and Louis' end is certainly an

example of all that love and prayer can do for the last

moments of the soul. No one, least of all Louis himself,

expected that he would recover, and he wound up at once

such of his worldly affairs as he could. The Greek embassy

arrived again, and he was able to speak with them. He gave
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Philip the farewell letter he had prepared for him. He
begged the monks and people near him to work for the

conversion of Tunis. He asked that he might be buried at

St. Denis himself, and his son John at Royaumont, and de-

creed that his tomb should have no ornaments or sculptures,

—

" that as," says the Confessor, " he had sho\Mi forth an example

of humility in his life, so he might also in his death." And
then he quitted all worldly thoughts and asked that none

but his confessors should speak to him. He heard all the

Hours day by day, and his tent became a house of prayer.

A crucifix was placed opposite the bed, and now and again

he would ask for it and kiss it. After the 20th he said little,

and on Sunday the 24th he asked for the last sacraments

and made his last confession. Geoffrey and Peter made
their solemn preparations, and, entering the King's tent, were

horrified to find that he had somehow pulled himself out of

bed to kneel before the Host. In the sacrament of Extreme
Unction he lay motionless, only repeating now and then

fragments of the Psalms, and echoing here and there the

names of the Saints from the majestic roll of those whom the

Church summoned to the aid of the dying. All the night

following he lay unconscious, murmuring sometimes a prayer

which the bystanders could catch. " We pray Thee, Lord,

that we may despise the joys of the world and never tremble

at its sorrows."
" Be unto Thy people, O Lord, their Redeemer and

their sanctification."

" Lord, have pity on Thy people whom I have led here.

Send them to their homes in safety. Let them not fall into

the hands of Thy enemies, nor let them be forced to deny
Thy Holy Name."

Many times, too, he invoked one of the Saints, and
Margaret's confessor tells that again and again he murmured :

" Jerusalem, Jerusalem !

" Perhaps the hot winds of the

desert reminded him of the old days at Sidon or Acre seventeen

summers before
;
perhaps in his sleep he saw again the Christian

banners on the walls, or perhaps he had relinquished his

dreams of all but the heavenly citadel. The night wore on

to the morning of the 25th, and by nine o'clock his powers
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of speech were almost gone, though he still smiled at those

romid him. At half-past twelve he revived a little, and
they caught his words again. " I will enter into Thy House,"

he murmured, " and I will worship in Thy Holy Temple and
confess in Thy Name." Then, as he had directed before his

illness, they laid him on a bed of cinders, covered with a sack,

in the form of a Cross. That was the custom of the friars

and monks whom he loved, and with their symbols of humility

and renunciation he desired to leave the world. Some said

they heard the words, " Father, into Thy hands I com-
mend my Spirit," when at three o'clock, the hour when
Christ died on the Cross, he gave up his soul to God. Those

kneeling round him, calling upon God and all His hosts of

angels and archangels to receive his soul, said that his face

still wore the smile it had worn in life.

" For him," said Geoffrey, "it is surely well to rejoice,

weep as we may for France and the Church, for now, freed

from all the cares of the body, he reigns triumphant in

Heaven." That is perhaps always the feeling of those who
follow the Christian soul some way along its road to Heaven.

But outside there was no calm or resignation. Just as Louis

lay dying the ships of Charles of Anjou were coming into the

harbour, and even as the soldiers were beginning to rejoice

the rumour of Louis' death ran through the camp. The
sorrow and confusion cannot be described. Charles landed

to find the haggard remnant of the French host overcome

by grief and horror. He bore himself up, one story tells,

before Philip and the Count of Poitiers, but when he came to

Louis' tent the great conqueror broke down altogether and

burst into tears. " My lord, my brother," he cried again

and again as he kissed the Saint's feet, and there is surely

self-reproach as well as grief to be heard in that cry. Every one

was momentarily stunned by the blow. The only interest

of the army seemed to centre round the King's tent, into

which, for a little while, his subjects could enter and gaze

upon the dead, smiling face, before the process of embalming
began. The King's remains were washed and wrapped in a

silk cloth, to be taken in a rich coffer to France. Philip

selected Geoffrey and certain nobles to carry the coffin and
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that of Prince John to St. Denis at once, but the army, as

Theobald of Navarre told the Archbishop of Tunis, in a letter

describing Louis' last days, wholly refused to part with such

sacred tokens. That was the condition of affairs when Philip,

who was still weak with fever, received the homage of the

nobles present, and sent letters home entreating his subjects

to pray for him, and confirming all Louis' directions as to the

regents of the realm.

With Louis died also the last hope of a Crusade, though
Charles had not yet succeeded in his negotiations, and the

Moors were roused by this time to more marked hostility.

Early in September there was a battle in which, under Charles'

directions, the Christians beat back the infidels several times

from the camp at Carthage. Some weeks later a more decisive

victory rewarded their efforts, and the Moors sent to ask for

a treaty. That was all Charles or the French cared for in

reality. Terms were made which were advantageous for the

French, but still more advantageous for Charles. No taxes

were to be laid on any French or Sicilian merchants to Africa,

the old tribute exacted by Roger of Sicily was to be paid to

Charles yearly, and finally, according to Christian authorities,

the Christians were to be allowed to send missionaries to build

churches in Tunis as they pleased. It must be noticed,

however, that, according to the Arabian historians, the churches

were only to be erected for Christians residing abroad and no
missionary work was allowed. In any case, the French were
well-pleased and prepared to leave at once. Edward of Eng-

land, who arrived with his wife and nobles and army at the

close of the month, was on the contrary far from pleased. He
had come for a Crusade, and here was nothing but a commercial

treaty. He had come to help the French, and here were all

the French only determined on getting home as quickly as

possible. But his feelings were of no account. His allies

were heartily sick of the whole affair, and in November the

French army embarked for Sicily. There were fallacious

promises of arrangements for a Crusade to Palestine from
that island, but there was no ring of truth in them. Philip

offered to meet Edward with an army in 1274, but Edward
obviously distrusted his less distinguished cousin, for he started
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out next year alone. Philip and his men carried home with

them the last remains not only of the Saint, but also of the

crusading spirit in France.

The journey was marked by terrible misfortunes. In

December 1270 Theobald of Navarre died at Trapani in Sicily,

" his death," said Philip, " causing me as much agony as if my
own limbs were destroyed." In January 1271 Philip's poor

young wife died at Cosenza. In the April of that year the

Princess Isabella, wife of Theobald, died, worn out by the

misery of her losses. In May Alphonso of Poitiers was attacked

by the illness which proved fatal to him next August. Philip

travelled slowly through Rome, Florence, Cremona, Lyons,

and across Champagne to Paris. It was not tiU 21st May 1271,

that the mournful procession reached the gates of Paris, to

be greeted by the tears of a whole nation.

But already rumours were abroad about the coffin, which

robbed Louis' death of some of its sting. Miracles were being

performed, before well-accredited witnesses, by the remains

of the Saint. A woman in Sicily who suffered from St. Vitus'

dance had recovered at the tomb. A little boy on the journey

had been cured of an abscess, when lifted up by a friendly

knight to the side of the bier. A girl with weak eyes and a

skin disease, a man with crippled feet, a woman with a hunch-

back, a girl with epilepsy, these and many others had gained

health and strength by touching the coffin. Crosses were

erected between Paris and St. Denis on which to rest it when it

was carried on the 22nd to its final resting-place, and at these

crosses many miracles were done. Many visions had appeared

of Louis in glory, to JoinviUe, to Dudon his doctor, to a

woman who was praying for him on the day of his death in

his chapel. When, with all the pomp and mourning befitting

a great King, they laid his remains on that spring day among
his ancestors, people were already beginning to look upon him
as a Saint. The tale of his virtues and' mortifications and
graces was on every one's lips. Almost directly after his burial

the Church of France began to agitate for his canonisation.

Gregory x sent two cardinals to examine the reports of his life.

Innocent v, Nicholas in, and Martin iv were all occupied in

sifting the evidence of the miracles and demanding more
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minute details. Sixty-three cases were certified, some having

even three or four witnesses, but not Martin nor Honorius iv

nor Nicholas iv actually concluded the enquiry. It was
Boniface viii who was finally satisfied, and in 1297 publicly

thanked God for the undoubted sanctity of King Louis of

France, and placed him solemnly in the list of the Saints.

There were great rejoicings and ceremonies at St. Denis. The
Saint's bones were placed beneath the high altar ; altars and
chapels were built to him everywhere by his surviving servants.

There was a solemn translation of some of the relics to the

Sainte Chapelle, and others were distributed among his different

foundations. 1 Henceforth the 25th of August was a day of

rejoicing for France. There were many present at the cere-

monies who had watched the Saint in all the humility and sorrow

of his devotions, in the simplicity and self-denial of his life, in

his last self-renunciation as the servant of Jesus Christ. It

was only fitting that they should now, rejoicing, see him in

his glory.

It is with this sense of completion that every life of the

Saint must close. There is no need here to summarise his

work in every department of government, and to repeat again

all that his reign meant to France. His place in history is as

clear and vivid as the paintings of his life in the Pantheon,

or the windows of his Chapel. There is, perhaps, only one

point to be emphasised here again in his wonderful career.

Louis' panegyrists are inclined to point out the glory he shed

upon the monarchy as if this were the main feature of his life.

This consecration of the monarchy was indeed beyond a doubt

all important. Philip Augustus had left it a very real and
living force in France, but Louis made it something more. He
sanctified it by his spotless life and clean ideals ; he endowed
it with the heritage of a heroic example. He made men look

to the King for justice, humanity, charity, and true piety.

^ The heart, it may be noticed, was said by Geoffrey of Beaulieu to have been
left with Charles of Anj ou, and guarded by him at Monreale, near Palermo. In

May 1843, however, the remains of a heart were found in the Sainte Chapelle. A
great literary war was waged round these reUcs. M. Wailly, on one side, urged
that they were not those of the Saint, M. P. Paris, on the other, that the dis-

covery discredited the narrative of Geoffrey of Beaulieu. Neither side was
able to settle the point decisively.
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Nations are ruled by ideals no less than by swords and codes

of law, and for centuries France was to be influenced by this

conception of the kingship. Nevertheless, with all the beauty

of this legacy, there is a very sinister side to its results in French

history. Visitors to the Palais de Justice must have noticed

the two adjoining rooms which link together the story of

the French monarchy. On the one hand is the hall, of the

strongest work of the thirteenthcentury, which still memorialises

the majesty and independence of the French monarchy.

On the other is the cell where Marie Antoinette lay waiting for

execution, victim of the awful sins of the Capetian line. There

is no break in the continuity of history. The Louis whom
Sancerre silenced on the scaffold was the direct descendant of

the Saint, the very virtues of the King led to the perfection

of a system which meant ruin to the liberties of France. So

therefore it must always be remembered that the strength

which Louis gave to the ideal of the monarchy was not his

only or his greatest gift to France. High above the crypt

and the cell alike stands the Sainte Chapelle, empty to-day,

but haunted still by the glory of its past. There still may be

seen the true spirit of the mediaeval faith, its mysteries and
its certainty, its agonies and its consolation. It was upon
these things and not only upon the monarchy that Louis set

his seal. It is by the minority and not the majority of every

generation, as a great modem writer has said, that an age

must be judged ; it is through the chosen few and not the

general mass of mankind that God works His purposes, Louis

was one of those chosen souls who are the beacon lights of their

generation, whose flame is the signal which wakens the distant

fires of other centuries to life. Their lives are not only beautiful

memories. They are living, dominant forces in the spiritual

world for all generations. In every age, apart from every

limitation of time or circumstance, they maintain the eternal

standards of truth and justice, and appeal from the things

of the flesh to the hidden things of the spirit. It is in this long

illustrious line of spiritual princes, among the great guardians

of the spiritual monarchy, that St. Louis of France has his

undying fame.
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Jocius of London, 329
John, King of England, 5, 6, 7,

14, 20, 44, 45, 222, 223
John, son of Louis viii, died

young, 17
John, son of Louis viii, died young,

18, 50
John, son of Louis ix, died young,

261
John of Avesnes, 272, 273
John of Beaumont, 36, 64 ; char-
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acter of, 97 ; 103, 195, 236,
238, 247

John of Brabant, 262
John of Brienne, 35, 115, 147, 160,

164, 166, 277
John, the Red, of Brittany, 46,

103, 107; crusade, 151, 261;
character of, 276 ; 282, .325,

340
John of Dampierre, 272, 273
John of Dreux, son of John of

Ma9on, loi, 151, 160
John Ibelin, 82

John of Ma9on (and Dreux), 32,

38, 42 ; crusade, 64 ; 107
John of Monson, 207
John of Montfort, 161

John of Nesle, 27, 85
John Ravelin, 213
John Sarrasin, 168

John, Count of Soissons, 98, loi,

178, 187, 189, 277, 278, 282
John of Thorote, 282
John Tristan, of Nevers, son of

St. Louis, 185, 206, 232, 250 ;

character of, 261, 262 ; 266, 340,

346. 347, 349
John des Vignes, 52
Joigny, 281
Joinville, Simon of, 54, 57
Joinville, Sire of, 17, 42 ; describ-

ing character of St. Louis, 67-71,
75-86 ; 87, 89 ; character of,

96; 97, 98, loi, 102, 119; on
crusade, 152-208 ; 211, 232, 233,
238, 239, 246, 248, 275, 277, 296,

309, 325. 339. 340. 343. 356
Judaea, 192
Justinian, Code of, 283, 284

Kaikubad, 145
Khan of Tartary, 79, 149, 150
Khoubilai, 149, 150
Knights, of the Hospital, 146, 147,

14S, 158, 159, 160, 169, 173, 174,

175, 194, 197, 201, 338 ; Provost
of, 176

Knights of the Temple, 146, 147,
148, 156, 158, 159, 160, 169, 174,

175, 189, 194, 197, 200. 338;
Grand Master of, 159, 175

Kutuz, 338

La Brosse, 259
La Marche, 45. (See Geoffrey,

Guy, Hugh, Isabella)

La Reole, 221
La Rochelle, 21, 76, 106. 107, 256,

265
Languedoc, condition of, 21-26

;

settlement of, 73 and 254-258 ;

307
Laon, 38, 217, 292, 322, 325
Laon, Bishop of, 151 ; Dean of,

217
Latin Kingdom, 142 ; condition of,

143-15 1 ; 192 ; Louis' stay in,

192-210 ; fall of, 338, 343
Lautrec, 64 ; Count of, 113, 167
Lebanon, Mountains of, 192, 200
Legates. (See Romano, Odo, and

Ralph)
Le Mans, 59
Leonardo Fibonacci, 127
Liege, 217, 322, 323 ; Bishop of, 323
Lille, 290
Limasol, 158, 160, 161
Limoges, 232 ; Viscount of, 225,

275, 292
Limousin, 43, 223
Lodeve, 64
Lomage, Count of, 113
Lombard cities, 124, 130, 132, 215,

295
Longchamp, 96
Longport, 317
Lorraine, 42, 276. (See also Mat-

thew)
Lorris, 104, 243
Loudon, 49
Louis VI, 4, 8, 284, 293, 299
Louis VII, 4, 5, 8

Louis VIII, 2; character, 12, 13;
marriage, 14, 15; reign, 19-26;
death, 27 ; 2,^, 43, 46, 253, 254,
263, 287

Louis IX, 2, 3, 10, II, 16; birth

and childhood, 17-28 ; corona-
tion and knighthood, 30-32 ;

minority, 29-65 ; character of,

66-83 ; marriage, 85-91 ; 92,

95. 97. 98, 99 ; war of 1241-43,
101-113 ; 114, 115 ; reception of

relics, 11 5-1 18; illness and vow,
118-121; 122, 127, 128; rela-

tions with Frederick 11, 130-139 ;

preparations for crusade, 140-
161 ; in Egypt, 162-192 ; in

prison, 179-192 ; in Holy Land,
191-210 ; Louis and Empire,
211-219; Louis and England,
219-227 ; Louis and Spain,

227-229 ; court of Louis, 230-
251 ; Louis and royal family,

252-269 ; Louis and nobility,

270-288 ; Louis and people,

289-311 ; Louis and Church,
312-336 ; last crusade, 337-346 ;

death, 346-349 ; canonisation,

350, 351
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Louis, son of St. Louis, 89, 228,

260
Louis, son of Philip iii, 260
Louis X, 263, 300
Louis of Beaujeu, 340
Louvre, 10, 232, 240, 254, 282
Lucera, 127
Lusignan, 45. (See Hugh, Guy,

Geoffrey, Isabella)
Lyons, 132, 134, 135, 138, 151, 155,

217, 243, 343, 350

Ma9on, 343. (See also John)
Mailli, 152, 235
Maine, 5, 38, 94, 222, 224, 225,

276, 284
Malvoisin, Guy, 194, 195
Mamluks, 150, 151, 164, 166, 167,

168, 171, 182, 183, 186, 187, 188,

199. 338
Manfred, 213, 215, 216, 217, 218,

228
Mansourah, 67, 92, 99, 167, 170 ;

siege of, battle of, and retreat
from, 170-184 ; 273

Margaret, Queen of France, 70,

84 ; marriage of, 85 ; character
of, 87-91 ; 94, 95, 99, 116, 157,
169 ; at Damietta, 183, 184,

185 ; 189 ; in Holy Land, 197,
201, 202, 206, 207, 208 ; 218,
221, 226, 227, 233, 238, 239, 244,
260, 262 ; in later life, 264-267 ;

282, 317. 343
Margaret, Princess, married Duke

of Brabant, 262
Margaret of Bourbon, 61, 261
Margaret of Dampierre, 272
Margaret of Flanders, history of,

270-274 ; 282
Marseilles, 91, 152, 153, 155, 218
Martin iv, 217, 350, 351
Master of Hungary, James, 304,

305
Mary of Dampierre, 272
Mary of Jerusalem, 35
Mathurins, 202, 330
Matilda of Artois and Brabant, 91,

92, 259
Matilda of Boulogne, 37
Matthew, Duke of Lorraine, 42, 54,

58
Matthew of Montmorenci, 35,

236
Matthew Paris, 40, 120, 136, 222,

317
Matthew of Trie, 275
Maubuisson, 208, 246, 305, 317,

341. 343
Maud of Boulogne, 94, 95, 275

Meaux, 5, 7, 63, 64 ; Bishop of,

119
Melgueil, 64
Melun, 57, 153, 208, 292, 341
Mervent, 107
Mesopotamia, 165, 167, 179
Michael Scott, 127
Milli, 36, 235
Mirambeau, 56
Mirepoix, 64 ; Marshal of, 278
Moab, 192
Moadam Turan Shah, 164, 165, 167,

168, 179, 182, 183, 184," 186,

187, 188, 232
Mohammed the Fighter, 148
Mohammedan Empire, condition

of, 144-151 ; 158, 164, 166, 328
Monreale, 351
Mons, 274
Monstreuil, 107
Montfort, 236. (See also Amaury,
Simon and John)

Montl'hery, i, 2, 10, 49, 51
Montmorenci, 235. (See Matthew)
Montpellier, 43, 227, 228, 292
Montpensier, 118
Moors, of Spain, 227, 342 ; of

Tunis, 345, 346, 349
Morea, Duke of, 158, 307

Nantes, 56, 57, 59, 290; Bishop
of, 276

Nanteuil, 277
Naples, 127, 132, 216
Narbonne, 21, 25, 43, 64, 113, 227,

307. 327
Naser Saladin, 159, 160, 161, 193,

199, 203
Navarre, 61, 228, 259, 275. (See

also Theobald and Sancho)
Nazareth, 192, 200
Neuville, Count of, 178
Nicholas iii, 350, 351
Nicholas of Narbonne, 316
Nicosia, 160
Nile, 147, 163, 164, 166, 167, 168,

169, 170, 172, 175, 181, 186, 189
Nimes, 21
Niort, 291
Nogent, 7J, 323
Normandy, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; condition of,

38; 49, 62, 114, 212; settlement
of, 222, 224, 225 ; 275, 279, 290,
291

Norway, 201
Notre Dame of Paris, 10, 16, 98,

154, 208, 241, 242, 308
Noureddin, 145
Noyons, 8 ; Bishop of, 27
Nubia, 172
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Octal. ' (See Faressedin)
Odo, Abbot of St. Denis. (See

St. Denis)
Odo of Chateauroux, Cardinal
Bishop of Tusculum and Legate ;

character, 152 ; 167, 181, 194,

197, 198, 201, 205, 206, 208
Odo of Montreuil, 202
Old Man of the Mountains. (See

Sheik of Alamut)
Oleron, Isle of, 59
Oliver of Termes, 197
Orleans, 4, 51, 221, 244, 290, 305,

330 ; Bishop of, 151 ; Dean of,

235, 286
Otto IV, 6, 7, 124
Otto of Freising, 149
Oudon, 56, 62
Oxford, 330

Palaces, on the island of the city,

Paris, 10, 19, 71, 81, 87, 117,

224 ; life in, 231-242 ; 243, 263,
285. 352

Palermo, 126, 351
Palestine, 144, 159, 163, 168, 173,

191 ; Louis' stay, 191-210 ; 246,
271, 283, 339

Pamiers, statue of, 65, 329
Papacy, Capetian policy to, 9 ;

^.Empire and Papacy, 122-136
and 2 1 1-2 19; Papacy and
French church, 136-138 and
312-336

Papal Bulls—Golden Bull, 124 ;

Ad Fructus Uberes, 333 ; Parens
Scientarum, 331 ;

Quasi Lignum
Vitae, 332 ; Bull of Canonisation,
351

Paphos, 161
Paris, I, 2 ; rebuilding of, 9, 10

;

32, 51, 54, 87, 116, 119, 120, 154,
211, 222, 223 ; life in, 231-240 ;

description of, 240, 241 ; 243,
255, 259, 286, 292, 296, 297, 304,
318, 324, 325, 329, 334, 335, 339,
342 ; treaty of, 113 ; William of
Aurillac, Bishop of, 34, 56, 76,
119, 208, 317, 321, 330 ; Renaud,
Bishop of, 317, 324, 325

Parliament, 282, 285, 322
Parthenay, 43, 279
Pastoreaux, rising of, 203, 304,

30s
Patriarch of Constantinople, 343
Patriarch of Jerusalem, 188, 205
Patrick, Earl of Dunbar, 161
Pekin, 149
Perche, 43, 63, 262
Perigord, 43, 223

Peter, of Alencon and Perche,
206, 262, 339

Peter, son of James of Aragon, 227
Peter of Brittany, i, 26, 31, 36, 38 ;

character of, 45, 46 ; 47, 48 ;

rebellion of 1226, 49, 50 ; re-
bellion of 1227, 51 ; rebellion of
1228, 51, 52; rebellion of 1229-
1231, 52-59 ; 60 ; rebellion of

1234, 61-62; 63, 64; loi, 103,
107, no, 136; crusade, 1 51-189;
276, 279, 307, 321

Peter of Castelnau, 24
Peter the Chamberlain, 98, 152,

236, 340
Peter Colmien, 317, 321
Peter of Conde, 235, 237, 340, 347
Peter de la Vigne, 139
Peter des Fontaines, 82, 284
Peter of Montereau, 117
Peter Sancerre, 34
Philip I, 4, 8

Philip II, reign of, 5-10 ; 12, 14, 15,

17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 ; in south,
24-26 ; 36, 37, 38, 42, 45, 165,
180, 223, 224, 226, 231, 233, 235,
240, 241, 254 ; as predecessor of
St. Louis, 279, '280, 284, 286, 287,
292, 297 ; 331, 351

Philip, Emperor, 124, 271
Philip (Dagobert), son of Louis

VIII, 18
Philip, son of Louis viii, died
young, 17, 19

Philip III of France, 89, 97, 98,
117, 227, 247, 259; character,
260 ; 261, 262, 266, 291 ; letter
from St. Louis, 308-311; 340,
346, 348, 349, 350

Philip, son of Philip iii, 260
Philip IV, 261
Philip of Boulogne, i, 26, 27, 32 ;

character of, 37 ; 49, 5 1 ; re-
bellion of 1229, 54-59 ; 60, 61,
103, 275

Philip of Corant, 292
PhiUp of Montfort, 182, 189
Philip Mousques, 13, 268
Philip of Nanteuil, 152, 307
Philip of Navarre, 82
Philip of Nemours, 189, 194, 196
Philip of Sancerre, 27
Pisans, 160, 185, 216, 344
Poissi, 17, 18, 243 ; Lord of, 36
Poitiers, 105, 330
Poitou, 5, 6, 21 ; condition of, 43,

49, 56, 62, 93 ; settlement of,

222, 224 ; 253, 254, 255, 276
Poland, 148
Pons, 109
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Pons of Astaoud, 255
Ponthieu, 275
Pontoise, 87, 118, 137, 243, 281
Pragmatic Sanction, 323, 326
Premonstratensians, Order of, 316,

317
Prester John, 149
Provence, 218, 227, 258, 274, 307.

(See also Beatrice, Eleanor, Ray-
mond)

Quercy, 113, 223

Raimon Lull, 336
Ralph, Cardinal Bishop of Albany
and Legate, 340, 346

Ralph of Couci, 27, 151, 176
Ralph of Soissons, 98, 99, 178, 189,

212, 279, 281, 286, 288, 307, 340,
346

Raymond of Provence, 84, 85, 94
Raymond vi of Toulouse, 22, 25,

26, 42
Raymond vir of Toulouse, 42, 43,

47 ; treaty of Meaux, 64, 65 ;

93, 102 ; treaty of Paris, 106,
113 ; 168

Raymond Roger of Beziers, 22, 107
Raymond Roger of Foix, 107, 113
Renard, 140
Renaud of Pons, 105, 112
Rethel, 42
Rheims, 18, 19, 31, 38, 39, 243, 320,

321. 324- 330
Rheims, Archbishop of (Henry of
Dreux), 32, 42, 136, 151, 321, 322,

324. 340
Rheims, Minstrel of, 15, 57, 154, 260
Rheims, monastery of, 31, 324, 325
Richard i of England, 5, 141, 165,

168, 193, 209, 210
Richard of Cornwall, 44, 49, 50,

59, 102 ; war with France, 109,
no; 147, 216, 221, 222

Richard of St. Victor, 335
Richmond, 46, 62, 276
Riom, 256
Robert of Artois, 18, 63 ; character

of, 91, 92; 93, loi, 116, 131 ;

crusade, 151, 168, 169, 171, 173,
174, 175 ; death, 176, 177 ; 178,

253, 258, 259, 307
Robert, son of Robert of Artois, 259
Robert of Auvergne, 275
Robert of Blois, 242
Robert of Burgundy, 262
Robert of Clermont, 42
Robert of Dreux, i, 31 ; character

of, 38 ; 49, 53 ; rebellion of

1229, 54-59 ; 6t. 103

Robert of Sorbonnc, 68, 69, 237,
329

Robert the Pious, 4, 8, 38
Roche-de-Glui, 155
Rodez, Count of, 113
Roger Bacon, 335, 336
Roger of Sicily, 342, 349
Roger II of Trencavel, 24, 103
Roman Law, 283, 284
Romano, Cardinal Deacon of St.
Ange and Legate, 34, 39

Rome, 132, 206, 215, 218, 219,
265, 271, 313, 322, 323, 327,
350

Romee, 85
Rouen, 290, 291, 320; Theobald,
Archbishop of, 34, 290, 291, 320 ;

Maurice, Archbishop of, 35, 38,
320, 321

Rouergue, 22, 227
Roussillon, 227
Royan, 108
Royaumont, 75, 76, 203, 238,

243, 244, 317, 341, 343, 347
Rupelmonde, 274
Rutebeuf, 246, 308, 333

Safed, 238
St. Adelaide, 317
St. Aubin du Cormier, 59
St. Augustine, canons of, 314, 316,

341
St. Bonaventura, 96, 333, 335
St. Boniface of Brussels, 317
St. Denis, Abbey of, 12, 75, 92 ;

rebuilding of, 99 ; 151, 154,
211, 222, 244, 260, 263, 322,
343. 347, 349, 350, 35i

St. Denis, Odo, Abbot of, 99, 119;
Matthew, Abbot of, 341

St. Denis, anonymous monk of, 66
St. Dominic, 314, 315, 327
St. Florentin, 57
St. Francis of Assisi, 76, 129, 314,

315
St. Germain, church of, 87
St. Germain of Auxerre, 281
St. Germain-en-Laye, 243
St. Ida of Nivelles, 317 ; of

Louvaines, 317
St. Jacques de Beuveron, 48, 49,

50, 62
St. Jean d'Angeli, 21, 291
St. Julien le Pauvre, 329
St. Malo, 55, 56
St. Paul, Count of, 136, 151, 340
St. Pol, Count of, 54, 102, 107,

151. 273
St. Remi, Abbey of, 31
St. Thomas Aquinas, 333, 335
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St. Victor, Abbot of, 27, 341
Saiute Chapelle, 66 ; building of,

117, 118, 154, 233, 236, 339,
351. 352

Saintes, 109, no, in, 257; Bishop
of, 1 10

Saintonge, 107, 223, 255, 258;
Lord of, 106, 276

Sajareldor, 165, 168, 187, 199
Saladin, 30, 34, 145, 146, 150,

186, 193. 209, 337
Saleh Ismael, 159, 160, 164
Saleh Nejermeddin, 159, 160, 164,

165, 167, 169
Salimbene, 68, 154, 155
Samaria, 192, 204
Sancerre, 39, 61
Sanchia, of Provence and Cornwall,

85, 221
Sancho of Castile, 262
Sancho vii of Navarre, 61
Saumur, loi, 102, 103, 104, 107,

114, 254
Savari de Mauleon, 21, 43
Savoy, 265
Senlis, 293 ; Walter, Bishop of, 27,

31, 32, 34, 317, 321
Sens, 85, 116, 243, 266; Archbishop

of, 27, 31, 34, 56, 85, 86, 116, 151,

154. 317
Sezanne, 57
Sheik of Alamut, 200
Sicily, 94 ; Frederick in, 126, 128,

132; Charles wins kingdom of,

214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219;
^'228, 259, 260, 278, 342, 344, 349,

350
Sidon, 70, 204, 205, 209, 347
Siger of Brabant, 335
Simon of Montfort, 25, 26, 65,
Simon of Montfort, son, 220, 221
Simon of Nesle, 281, 341
Siraud of Toulouse, 88
Soissons, 30, 243. (See also Ralph
and John)

Spain, 22, 24, 113, 213, 214;
relations with France, 227, 229,

342
Stephen Boileau, 81, 242, 296, 297
Sultans, of Asia Minor (Roum),

145 ; 146 ; of Damascus, 145,

146 ; of Aleppo, 145, 146, 147 ;

of Kirman, 145 ; of Egypt,
146, 147, 148 ; of Tunis, 79,

342, 344, 345. (See also, Aibek,
Baibars, Moadam, Naser, Saleh)

Syria, 145, 149, 192, 199, 203

Tafnis River. (See Ashmoun Canal)
Tagliacozzo, 219, 349

Taillebourg, battle of, 109, no,
III, 113

Tartar invasion, 113, 115, 147-
151, 158, 338

Templars. (See Knights of Temple)
Temple, 285
Termes, 227. (See also Oliver)
Thaddeus of Suessa, 133, 138
Theobald of Bar, 60, 64, 151, 236,

272, 273, 274, 275, 277, 281,
282

Theobald of Champagne and Na-
varre, I, 26, 31, 38, 39 ; char-
acter of, 40-42, 47 ; rebelUon of

1226, 49 ; rebellion of 1227, 51 ;

wars of 1229-31, 54-59 ; 60 ;

war of 1236, 62, 63 ; crusade,

64 ; 92, 99, loi, 103, 147, 228,
261

Theobald, son of Theobald of
Champagne, 70, 228, 245, 261,
282, 340, 341, 349, 350

Theodore of Chartres, 349
Thomas of Savoy, 37, 91
Thouars. (See Amaury)
Toulouse, history of county of,

21-26
; 42, 220, 227 ; settle-

ment of, 254, 255, 256, 258 ;

276, 320, 327. (See also Ray-
mond and Jeanne)

Touraine, 5, 224, 225, 284, 306
Tours, 49, 217, 275, 290, 292, 305,

324
Troyes, 54, 57, 217, 290, 318;

Bishop of, 323
Tunis, 260, 262, 342, 344, 349 ; Arch-

bishop of, 349
Turan Shah. (See Moadam Turan

Shah)
Turenne, 225
Turin, 133, 265
Tyre, Archbishop of, 339

University, 152, 241 ; history of,

328-336
Urban iv, 216 ; character of, 217 ;

218, 264, 266, 318, 325, 333,

339

Valence, Bishop of, 85, 86
Valenciennes, 274
Valery, 36, 277
Valois, 262
Vaux, Theobald, Abbot of, 89
Vendome, Count of, 107, 258
Venice, 116, 142, 152, 340
Vermandois, 4, 306
Verneuil, 292
Vernon, 341
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Vertus, 57
Vexin, 4
Vezelay, 343
Villeneuve-sur-Cher, 305
Vincennes, 63, 211, 235, 243, 343
Vis-sur-Aisnes, 243
Vitry, 57
Vouvent, 107

Walcheren, 273
Walter of Agilis, 306
Walter of Argis, 212
Walter of Chatillon, 151, 169, 181,

182, 277
Walter of Cureil, 172
Walter of Nemours, 346
West Capella, 273
William Fabre of Narbonne, 307
William Longsword of Salisbury,

151, 169, 175, 176
William of Albret, 220
William of Barres, 36, 152, 161
William of Beaumont, 98, 152, 195,

236
William of Chartres, 66, 67, 81,

184, 201, 277, 278
William of Courtena3^ 64, 152,

^77. 340

William of Dampierre, elder, 272
William of Dampierre and Flan-

ders, 272, 273
William of Holland, 134, 213, 215,

216, 272, 273, 274
William of Nangis, 50, 66, iii,

127, 260, 277
William of Ormes, 103, 230, 347
William of Parthenay, 105, iii
William of Puy Laurent, 255
William of Rubruk, 158, 159
William of St. Amour, 333
William of St. Pathus, 33, 67, 69,

j6, 78, 80, 82, 119, 233, 237, 238,

347
William of Ville Hardouin, 158

Yolande of Brittany, 46, 50, 40,
61

Yolande of Burgundy and Dreux,
53

Yolande of Burgundy, daughter
of Yolande of Burgundy, 261

Yolande of Champagne, 261
Yolande of Jerusalem, 35, 99, 129

Zengy, 145
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MANY, from 1713 to 1815. With 35 Maps
and Plans Demy ivo. 15J. net.

See Oxford Biographies.

JEREMY BENTHAM.
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Atkinson (T. D.). ENGLISH ARCHI-
TECTURE. With 196 Illustrations.

Fcap. %vo. 3J. ()d. net.

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN
ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE. With
265 Illustrations. Second Editian. Fcap.
Zvo. 3i. dd. net.

Atterids:e (A. H.). NAPOLEON'S
BROTHERS. With 24 Illustrations.

Demy 8r'ii. \?>s. vet.

Auden(T.), M.A. , F.S.A. See Ancient Cities.

Aurelius (iWarcus). WORDS OF THE
ANCIENT WT-^E. Thoughts from Epic-
tetus and Marcus Aurelius. Edited by
W. H. D. Rouse, M.A., Litt. D. Fcmp.
Svp. 3J. 6d. net.

See also Standard Library.

Austen (Jane). See Standard Library,
Little Library and Mitton (G. E.).

Aves (Ernest). CO-OPERATIVE IN-
DLTSTRY. Crcnvn Zvo. ^s. net.

Bacon (Francis). See Standard Library
and Little Library.

Bagot (Richard). THE LAKES OF
NORTHERN ITALY. With 37 Illustra-

tions and a Map. Fcap. Zvo. 5^. net.

Bailey (J. C), M.A. See Cowper (W.).

Bain (R. Nisbet). THE LAST KING OF
POLAND AND HIS CONTEMPORA-
RIES. With 16 Illustrations. Demy '&vo.

\os. 6d. net.

See Junior Examina-

F.I.C., F.C.S. See

Baker (Vy. C), M..\.

tion Series.

Baker (Julian L.),

Books on Business.

Balfour (Graham). THE LIFE OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVKNSON. With
a Portrait. Fourth Edition in one I'oliime.

Cr. Zvo. Buckram, 6s.

Ballard (A.), B.A., LL.D. See Antiquary's

Books.

Bally (S. E.). See Commercial Series.

Barham (R. H.). See Little Library.

Baring (The Hon. Maurice). WITH
THE RUSSIANS IN MANCHURIA.
Third Edition. Demy^vo. -js. 6d.net.

A' YEAR IN RUSSIA. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

RUSSIAN ESSAYS AND STORIES.
Second Edition. Ci: Sz'O. $s. net.

Also published in a Colonial Edition.

Baring-Gould (S.). THE LIFE OF
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE. Withnearly
200 Illustrations, including a Photogravure
Frontispiece. Second Editiott. Wide
RoyalZvo. 10s. 6d. net.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE C/ESARS:
A Study op the Characters of the
C/ESARS OF THE JULIAN AND ClaUDIAN
HOUSES. With numerous Illustrations from
Busts, Gems, Cameos, etc. Sixth Edition.
Royal ?,vo. 10s. 6d. net.

A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. With
numerous Illustrations by A. J. Gaskin.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. Buckram. 6s.,

also Medium Zvo. 6d.

OLD ENGLISH FAIRY TALES. With
numerous Illustrations by F. D. Bedford.
Third Edition. Cr. 8z>o. Buckram. 6s.

THE VICAR OF MORWENSTOW. Re-
vised Edition. With a Portrait. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. -i^s. 6d.

OLD COUNTRY LIFE. With 69 Illustra-

tions. Fifth Edition. Lar^eCro-wnt-.ic. 6s.

A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SpNG

:

English Folk Songs with tlicir Traditional

Melodies. Collected and arranged by .'^.

Baring-Gould and H. F. Shepparu.
De7tty i,:o. 6s.

SONGS OF THE WEST: Folk Songs of
Devon and Cornwall. Collected from the
Mouths of the People. ByS. Baring-Gould,
M.A. , and H. Fleetwood Sheppard, M.A.
New and Revised Edition, under the musical
editorship of Cecil J. Sharp. Large Im-
perial Zvo. 55. nrt.

A BOOK OF NURSERY SONGS AND
RHYAIES, Edit, d by S. Baring-Gould.
Illustrated. Second and Cheaper Edition.
Large Cr. Zvo. is. 6d. net.

STRANGE SURVIVALS : Some Chapters
IN THE History of Man. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. Sz'o. 2S. 6d. net.

YORKSHIRE ODDITIES : Incidents
and Strange Events. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d. net.

THE BARING-GOULD SELECTION
READER. Arranged by G. H. Rose.
Illustrated. CrotimZvo. is. 6d.

THE BARING-GOULD CONTINUOUS
READER. Arranged by G. H. Rose.
Illustrated. Croivn Szio, is. 6d.

A BOOK_ OF CORNWALL. With 33
Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BOOK OF DARTMOOR. With 60
Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.
6s.

A BOOK OF DEVON. With 35 Illus-

trations. Thit d Edition. Cr. Sz/o. 6s.

A BOOK OF NORTH WALES. With 49
Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BOOK OF SOUTH WALES. With 57
Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BOOK OF BRITTANY. With 69 Illus-

trations. Second Edition Cr. Sz'o. 6s.

A BOOK OF THE RHINE: From Cleve
to Mainz. With 8 Illustrations in Colour
by Trevor Hadden, and 48 other Illus-

trations. Second Editio?i. Cr. S7'0. 6s.

A BOOK OF THE RIVIERA. With 40
Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BOOK OF THE PYRENEES. With
25 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 6s.

See also Little Guides.
Barker (Aldred P.). See Te.xtbooks of

Technology.
Barker (EO, M.A. (Late) Fellow of Merton

College, Oxford. THE POLITICAL
THOUGHT OF PLATO AND ARIS-
TOTLE. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d. net.

Barnes CW. E.), D.D. See Churchman's
Bible.
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Baraett (Mrs. P. A.). See Little Library.

Baron(R. R. N.), M. A. FRENCH PROSE
COMPOSITION. Fourth Edition. Cr.

%vo. IS. 6d. Key, 3^. net.

See also Junior School Book?;.

Barron (H. M.), M.A., Waviham College,

Oxford. TEXTS FOR SERMONS. With
a Preface by Canon Scott Holland.
Cr. Z-Jt>. 3^. td.

Bartholomew (J. G.), F.R.S.E See

Robertson (C. G. ).

Bastable (C. F.), LL.D. THE COM-
MERCE OF NATIONS. Fourth Ed.
Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

Bastian (H. Charlton), M.A.,M.D., F.R.S.

THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE. With
Diagrams and many Photomicrographs.

Demy Zz'o. ys. 6d. net.

Batson (Mrs. Stephen). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OF GARDEN FLOWERS

.

Fcai. Zvo. y. 6d.

THE SUMMER GARDEN OF
PLEASURE. With 36 Illustrations in

Colour by Osmund Pittman. Wide Demy
%vo. i>s. net.

Bayley (R. Child). THE COMPLETE
PHOTOGRAPHER. With over 100

Illustrations. With Note on Direct Colour

Process. Third Edition. Demy ?>vo.

ickf. 6d. net.

Beard (W. S.). EASY EXERCISES IN
ALGEBRA FOR BEGINNERS. Cr. Zvo.

IS. 6d. With Answers, is. gd.

See also Junior Examination Series and
Beginner's Books.

Beckett (Arthur). THE SPIRIT OF THE
DOWNS : Impressions and Reminiscences

of the Sussex Downs. With 20 Illustrations

in Colour by Stanley Inchbold. De7)iy

Zfo. Tos. 6d. net.

Beckford (Peter). THOUGHTS ON
HUNTING. Edited by J. Otho P.\get,

and Illustrated by G. H. Jalland. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. i>s.

Beckford (William). See Little Library.

Beecbing: (H. C), M.A., Canon of West-
minster. See Library of Devotion.

Beerbohm (Max). A BOOK OF CARI-
CATURES. I7)iperial i,to. 21s. 7iet.

Begbie (Harold). MASTER WORKERS.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. TS.6d.nct.

Behmen (Jacob). DIALOGUES ON THE
SUPERSENSUAL LIFE. Edited by
Bernard Holland. Fcap. Zvo. 3-f- 6f/.

Bell (Mrs. Arthur G.). THE SKIRTS
OF THE GREAT CITY. With 16 Illus-

trations in Colour by Arthur G. Bell,
17 other Illustrations, and a Map. Second-

Edition. Cr. Zvo. (>s.

BeUoc (H.) PARIS. With 7 Maps and a

Frontispiece in Photogravure. Second Edi-
tion, Revised. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

HILLS AND THE SEA. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

ON NOTHING AND KINDRED SUB-
JECTS. Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. ^s.

*ON EVERYTHING. Fcafi. Zv: 5^.

"MARIE ANTOINETTE. With 35 Portraits

and Illustrations, and 22 Maps. Demy Svo.

izs. net.

THE PYRENEES. With 46 Sketches by
the Author, and 22 Maps. Second Edition.

Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Bellot(H. H.L.), M.A. See Jones(L. A. A.).

Bennett (Joseph). FORTY YEARS OF
MUSIC, 1865-1905. With 24 Illustrations.

Demy Zz-o. \6s. net.

Bennett (W. H.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
THE BIBLE. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

2J. 6d.

Bennett (W. H. ) and Adeney (W. F.). A
BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION. With a

concise Bibliography. Fifth Edition. Cr.

Zvo. ys. 6d.

Benson (Archbishop) GODS BOARD.
Communion Addresses. Second Edition.

Fcap. Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

Benson (A. C), M.A. See Oxford Bio-

graphics.

Benson (R. M.). THE WAY OF HOLI-
NESS. An Exposition of Psalm cxix.

Analytical and Devotional. Cr. Zvo. 5J.

Bernard (E. R.), M. A., Canon of Salisbury

THE ENGLISH SUNDAY: its Origins
and its CLAiiis. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d.

Berry (W. Grinton), M.A. FRANCE
SINCE W.^TERLOO. With 16 Illustra-

tions and Maps. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

Beruete (A. de). See CL-issics of Art.

Betham= Edwards (Miss). HOME LIFE
IN FR.\NCE. With 20 Illustrations,

Fifth Edition. Crozvn Svo. 6s.

Bethune=Baker (J. F.), M.A. See Hand-
books of Theology.

Bindley (T. Herbert), B.D. THE OECU-
MENICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE
FAITH. With Introductions and Notes.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Binns (H. B.). THE LIFE OF WALT
WHITMAN. Illustrated. Demy Svo.

los. 6d. net.

Binyon(Mrs. Laurence). NINETEENTH
CENTURY PROSE. Selected and ar-

ranged by. Crovi'n Zvo. 6s.

Binyon (Laurence). THE DEATH OF
ADAM AND OTHER POEMS. Cr.Sva.
2S. 6d. net.

See ako Blake (SVilliam).

Birch (Walter de Gray), LL.D., F.S.A.
See Connoisseur's Library'.

Birnstingl (Ethel). See Little Books on Art.
Blackmantle (Bernard). Seel.P.L.
Blair (Robert). Seel.P.L.
Blake (William). THE LETTERS OF
WILLIAM BLAKE, together with a
Life by Frederick Tatham. Edited
from the Original Manuscripts, with an
Introduction and Notes, by Archibald G.
B. Russell. With 12 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF
JOB. With General Introduction by
Laurence Binvon. Quarto. 21s. net.

See also I.P.L., and Little Library.
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Bloom (J. Harvey), M.A. See Antiquary's
Books.

Blouet (Henri). See Beginner's Books.

Boardman (T. H.). M-A. See French (W.).

Bode (Wilbelm), Ph.D. See Classics of Art.

Bodley (J. E. C.) THE CORONATION
OF EDWARD VII. DemyZvo. iis.nei.

By Command of the King.

Body (George), D.D. THE SOUL'S
PILGRIMAGE : Devotional Readings
from the Published and Unpublished writ-

ings of George Bodv, D.D. Selected and
arranged by J. H. J3uRN, B.D., F.R.S.E.
Demy j6mc. 2^. 6^.

Bona (Cardinal). See Library ofDexotion.

Bonnor(Mary L.). See Little Books on Art.

Boon(F. C). , B.A. See Commercial Series.

Borrow (George). See Little Library.
Bos (J. Ritzema). AGRICULTURAL
ZOOLOGY. Translated by J. R. AiNs-
WORTH Davis, M.A. With 155 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

Botting(C. G.), B.A. EASY GREEK
EXERCISES. Cr. Svo. zs.

See also Junior Examination Series.

Boulting (W.) TASSO AND HIS TIMES.
With 24 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d.

net.

Boulton(E. S.), M.A. GEOMETRY ON
MODERN LINES. Cr. Svo. zs.

Boulton (William B.). SIR JOSHUA
REYNOLDS, P.R.A. With 49 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Detny Zvo. ys. 6d.

net.

Bovill (W. B. ForsterX HUNGARY
AND THE HUNGARIANS. With 16
Illustrations in Colour by Wi li.iam Pascoe,
12 other Illustrations and a Map. Demy
Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Bowden(E. M.). THE IMITATION OF
BUDDHA : Being Quotations from
Buddhist Literature for each Day in the
Year. Fifth Edition. Cr. i6mo. 2s. 6d.

Bower (E.), B.A. See New Historical
Series.

Boyle (W.). CHRISTMAS AT THE ZOO.
With Verses by W. BoYLE and 24 Coloured
Pictures by H. B. Neilson. Super Royal
j6mo. zs.

Brabant (F. Q.), M.A. RAMBLES IN
SUSSEX. With 30 Illustrations. Crown
Zvo. 6.f. See also Little Guides.

Bradley (A. Q.). ROUND ABOUT WILT-
SHIRE. With 14 IlUistrations, in Colour
by T. C. GoTCH, t6 other Illustrations, and
a Man. Second Edition. Cr. Zzio. 6s,

THE ROMANCE OF NORTHUMBER-
LAND. With 16 Illustrations in Colour by
Frank Southgate, R.B.A., and 12 from
Photographs. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

ys. 6d net.

Bradley (John W. ). See Little Books on Art.

Braid (James), Open Champion, iqoi, 1903
and 1906. ADVANCED GOLF. With
88 Photographs and Diagrams. Fifth
Edition. Demy Zvo. 10s. dd. net.

Braid (James) and Others. GREAT
GOLFERS IN THE MAKING. Edited
by Henry Leach. With 24 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. ys. td. net.

Brailsford (H. N.). MACEDONIA:
ITS RACES AND THEIR FUTURE. With
32 Illustrations and 2 Maps. Demy Zvo.

I2S. 6d. net.

Brentano (C). See Simplified German
Texts.

Brightman (F. E.), M.A. See Andrewes
(Lancelot).

*Brock (A. Glutton). SHELLEY: THE
MAN AND THE POET. With 12 Illus-

trations. Demy Zvo. ys. td. net.

Brodrick (Mary) and Morton (A. Ander-
son). A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF
EGYPTIAN ARCH/EOLOGY. A H.and-

Book for Students and Travellers. With 80
Illustrations and many Cartouches. Cr. Zvo.

SS. 6d.

Brooks (E. E.), E.Sc. (Lond), Leicester

Municipal Technical School, and James
(W.H. N.), A.M. I. E.E.,A.R.C.Sc., Muni-
cipal School of Technology, Manchester.
See Textbooks of Technology.

Brown (S, E.), M.A., B.Sc, Senior Science

Master at Uppingham. A PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY NOTE - BOOK FOR
MATRICULATION AND ARMY CAN-
DIDATES. Easy Experiments on the

Commoner Substances. Cr. ^to. is. 6d. net.

Brown(J. Wood), M.A. THE BUILDERS
OF FLORENCE. With 74 Illustrations

by Herbert Railton. Demy ^io. iZs.net.

Browne (Sir Thomas). See Standard
Library.

Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Browning (Robert). See Little Library.

Bryant (Walter W.), B.A., F.R.A.S., F.R.
Met. Soc. , of the Royal Observatory, Green-
wich. A HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY.
With 47 Illustrations. DemyZvo. ys.6d.net.

Buckland (Francis T.). CURIOSITIES
OF NATURAL HISTORY. Illustrated

by H. B. Neilson. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Biickton (A. M.) THE BURDEN OF
ENGELA. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3J.

6d. net.

EAGER HEART : A Mystery Play. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. zs. net.

KINGS IN BABYLON : A Drama. Cr. Zvo.

is. net.

SONGS OF JOY. Cr. Zvo. is. net.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). THE GODS OF
THE EGYPTIANS. With over 100

Coloured Plates and many Illustrations.

Two Volume'. Royal Zvo. jC^, 3J. net.

*Buist Massac (H.). THE COMPLETE
AERONAUT. With many Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. izs.6d.net.
Bull (Paul), Army Chaplain. GOD AND
OUR SOLDIERS. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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BuUey (Miss). See Dilke(Lady).

Bunyan (John), THE PILGRIMS PRO-
GRESS. Edited, with an Introduction by
C. H. Firth, M.A. With 39 Illustrations

by R. AxxiKG Bell. Crown Zvo. 6s.

See also Standard Library and Library of
Devotion.

Burch (Q. J.), M.A., F.R.S. A MANUAL
OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. Illus-

trated. C>: S- 17. ^J.

Burgess (Qelett). GOOPS AND HOW TO
BE THEM. Illustrated. Small i,to. 6s.

Burke (Edmund). See Standard Library.

Burn (A. E.),D.D., Rector of Handswonh
and Prebendary of Lichfield. See Hand-
books of Theology.

Bum (J. H.), B. D., F. R. S. E. THE
CHURCHMAN'S TREASURY OF
SONG: Gathered from the Christian
poetry of all ases. Edited by. Fcap. Zvo.
2S. 6d. net. See also Library of Devotion.

Burnet (John), M.A. See Aristotle.

Burns (Robert), THE POEMS. Edited by
Andrew Lang and W. A. Craigie. Witli
Portrait. ThirdEdition. Wide Demy Zvo.
gilt top. (>s.

See also Standard Library.
Bumside(W, F.), M.A. OLD TESTA-
MENT HISTORY FOR USE IX
SCHOOLS. ThirdEditicn. Cr. %vo. y. i>d.

Burton (Alfred), Seel.P.L.
Bury (J. B.), M.A., Litt. D. See Gibbon

(Edward).
Bussell (F. W.), D.D. CHRISTIAN
THEOLOGYAND SOCIAL PROGRESS
(The Bampton Lectures of 1905). Demy
Sr70. 10^. td. net.

Butler (Joseph), D.D. See Standard
Library.

Butlin (F, M,). AMONG THE D.\NE.=;.
With 12 Illustrations in Colour by Ellen
Wilkinson, and 15 from Photographs.
Demy Sr-o. 7^. dd. net.

Cain (Georges), Curator of the Carnavalet
Museum, Paris. WALKS IN PARIS.
Translated by A. R. Allinson, M.A.
Witha Frontispiece in Colour by Maxwell
Armfield, and 118 other Illustrations.

Dcmv Svo. js. 6d. net.
Caldec'ott (Alfred), D.D. See Handbooks

of Theology.
Calderwood (D. S,), Headmaster of the Nor-

mal School, Edinburgh. TEST Cj\.RDS
IN EUCLID AND ALGEBRA. In three
packets of 40, with Answers. li. each. Or
in three Books, price 2d., 2d., and 2d.

Cameron (Mary Lovett). OLDETRURI.V
AND MODERN TUSCANY. With 32
Illustrations. Crown 8e'o. 7^. 6d. net.

Cannan (Edwin), M.A. See Smith (Adam).

Canning (George). See Little Library.
Capey (E. F. H.). See Oxford Bioeraphies.
Garden (Robert W.). THE CITY OF
GEXO.\. With 12 Illustrations in Colour
by William Parkinson, and 20 other
Illustrations. Demy Zz'o. lor. 6d. net.

Careless (John). See I.P.L.

Carlvle (Thomas), THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Edited by C. R. L.
Fletcher. Fellow of Magdalen College,
Oxford, Three Volumes. Cr. Zvo. xZs.

THE LETTERS AND SPEECHES OF
OLIVER CROMWELL. With an In-
troduction by C. H. Firth, M.A., and
Notes and Appendices by Mrs. S. C. Lomas.
Three Volumes. Demy Zvo. \%s. net.

Carlyle (R, M, and A, J.), M.A. See
Leaders of Religion.

Carmichael (PhUip). ALL ABOUT
PHILIPPINE. With 8 Illustrations.

Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

CarDenter(MargaretBoyd). THECHILD
IN ART. With 30 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Large Cr. Zvo. 6s.

'Carter (George), 1SI.\. THE .STORY OF
MILTON S 'PARADISE LOST." Crown
St-o. is. 6d.

Cavanagh (Francis), M.D. (Edin.). See
New Library of Medicine.

Celano (BrotherThomas of). THE LIVES
OF FR.\NCIS OF ASSISE Translated
by A. G. Ferrers Howell. With a
Frontispiece. Cr. Sz'O ^s. tiet.

Chambers (A. M.). A CONSTITU-
TIONAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

Chamisso (A. von). See Simplified German
Texts.

Chandler (Arthur), Bishop of Bloemfontein.
ARA CQ^LI : An Essay i.v Mystical
Theology. Third Edition. Crown Zvo.

-i,s. 6d. net.
'

Channer (C. C.) and Roberts (M. E.).
LACEM.\KING in THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT. With 17 full-

page Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Chapman (S. J.). See Books on Business.

Chatterton (Thomas). See Standard
Library.

Chesterfield (Lord), THE LETTERS OF
THE EARL OF CHESTERFIELD
TO HIS SON. Edited, with an Introduc-
tion by C. Strachey, with Notes by A.
Calthrop. T-.VO Volumes. Cr.Zvo. 12s.

Chesterton(Q.K.).CH.A.RLES DICKENS.
With two Portraits in Photogravure. Fi/th
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. Femrth
Edition. Fcafi. Zz-o. ;i.

TREMENDOUS TRIFLES. F^ap. Zvo.

Chllde (Charles P.), B.A., F.R.C.S. See
X ew Library- of Medicine.

Cicero. See Clr^ssical Translations.

Clapham(J. H.), Professor of Economics in

the University of Leeds. THE WOOL-
LEN AND WORSTED INDUSTRIES.
With 21 Illustrations and Diagrams. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

CIarke(P. A.), M.A. See Leaders ofReligion.

Clausen (George), .AR.A., R.W.S. SIX
LECTURES ON PAINTING. With 16
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Illustrations. Third Edition. Large Post
8f<7. y. dd. net.

AIMS AND IDEALS IN ART. Eight
Lectures delivered to the Students of the
Royal Academy of Arts. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Large Post S7/0,

$s. net.

Clay (Rotba Mary). See Antiquary's
Books.

Cleather (A. L.). See Wagner (R).

Clinch (G.), F.G.S. See Antiquary's Books
and Little Guides.

Clough (W. T.)and Dunstan (A. E.).
See Junior School Books and Textbooks of
Science.

Clouston (T. S.), M.D., C.C.D., F.R.S.E.
See New Library of Medicine.

Coast (W. Q.), B.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS IN VERGIL. Cr. Zvo. zs.

Cobb (W. F.), M.A. THE BOOK OF
PSALMS : with an Introduction and Notes.
Demy %vo. los. 6d. net.

*Cock8hott (Winifred), St. Hilda's Hall,
Oxford. THE PILGRIM FATHERS,
Their Church and Colony. With 12

Illustrations. Demy ?>vo. ys. 6d. net,

Collingwood (W. G.), M.A. THE LIFE
OF JOHN RUSKIN. With Portrait.

Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d. net.

Collins (W. E.)i ^I-A. See Churchman's
Library.

Colvill (Helen H.)- ST. TERESA OF
SPAIN. With 20 Illustrations. Demy
%vo. "js. 6d. net.

Combe (William). See I.P.L.
Conrad (Joseph). THE MIRROR OF
THE SEA: Memories and Impressions.
Third Edition. Cr. S-'o- 6^^.

Cook (A.M.), M.A.,andMarchant(E. C),
M.A. PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Selected from Latin and
Greek Literature. Fourth Ed. Cr.Svo. ^s.6d.

LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Cooke=Taylor (R. W.). THE FACTORY
SYSTEM. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Cooljdge (W. A. B.), ^I.A. THE ALPS.
With many Illustrations. Demy Svo.

js. 6d. net.

Cooper(C. S.), F.R.H.S. See Westell (W. P.)
Corkran (Alice). See Little Books on Art.

Cotes (Rosemary). DANTE'S GARDEN.
With a Frontispiece. Second Edition.
Fcap. 8zv. -iS. 6d.; leather, y. 6d. net.

BIBLE FLOWERS. With a Frontispiece
and Plan. Fcap. Svo. zs. dd. net.

Cotton (Charles). See I.P.L. and Little

Library.

Coulton (Q. G.). CHAUCER AND HIS
ENGLAND. With 32 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. tos. 6d.net.
Cowley (Abraham). See Little Library.

Cowper (William). THE POEMS.
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by
J. C. Bailey. M.A. Illustrated, including
two unpublished designs by William
Blake. Demy Zvo. los. (>d. net.

Cox (J. Charles). See Ancient Cities, Anti-

quarj''s Books, and Little Guides.
Cox (Harold), B.A., M.P. LAND
NATIONALIZATION AND LAND
TAXATION. Second Edition revised.

Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d. net.

Crabbe (George). See Little Library.
Craik (Mrs.). See Little Library.
Crane (C. P.), D.S.O. See Little Guides.
Crane (Walter), R.W.S. AN ARTIST'S
REMINISCENCES. With 123 Illustra-

tions by the Author and others from Photo-
graphs. Second Edition. Demy Zvo. iZs.

net.

INDIA IMPRESSIONS. With 84 Illus-

trations from Sketches by the Author.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Crashaw (Richard). See Little Library.

iCrispe(T. E.), K.C. REMINISCENCES
OF A K.C. With Portraits. Demy Zvo.

ics. 6d. net.

Cross (J. A.), M.A. THE FAITH OF
THE BIBLE. Fcaf:. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

*Crowley (Ralph H.). THE HYGIENE
OF SCHOOL LIFE. Cr. Zvo. 3s. 6d. net.

Cruikshank(G.). THE LOVING BAL-
LAD OF LORD B.A.TEMAN. With 11

Plates. Cr. i6mo. is. 6d. net.

Crump (B.). See Wagner (R.).

Cruttwell (C. T.), M.A., Canon of Peter-
borough. See Handbooks of English
Church History.

Cunynghame (H. H.), C.B. See Connois-
seur's Library.

Cutts(E. L.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.
Daniell (G. W.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion.
Dante (Alighieri). LA COMMEDIA DI
DANTE. The Italian Text edited by
Paget ToYNBEE, M.A., D.Litt. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE DIVINE COMEDY. Translated
by H. F. Cary. Edited with a Life of
Dante and Introductory Notes by Paget
Toynbee, M..4.. D.Litt. Demy Zvo. 6d.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE.
Translated into Spenserian Prose by C.
Gordon Wright. With the Italian text.

Fcap. Zvo. -zs. 6d. net.

See also Little Library, Toynbee (Paget),
and Vernon (Hon. W. Warren).

Darley (George). See Little Library.

D'Arcy (R. F.), M.A. A NEW TRIGON-
OMETRY FOR BEGINNERS. With
numerous diagrams. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

Daudet (Alphonse). See Simplified French
Texts.

Davenport (Cyril). See Connoisseur's
Library and Little Books on Art.

Davenport (James). THE WASH-
BOURNE FAMILY. With 15 Illustra-

tions and a Map. RoyalZvo. zis.net,
Davey (Richard.) THE PAGEANT OF
LONDON. With 40 Illustrations in

Colour by John Fulleylove, R.I. InTwo
Volumes. Demy Zvo. i^s. net.

See also Romantic History.
Davies (Gerald S.). See Classics of Art.
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Dayies (W. O. P.)- See Junior Examina-
tion Series.

Davis (H. W. C), M.A., Fellow and Tutor
of Balliol College. ENGLAND UXDER
THE NORMANS AND ANGEVINS :

1066-1272. With Maps and Illustrations.

Demy Sz)0. • ros. 6d. net.

Dawson (Nelson). See Connoisseur's Library.
Dawson (Mrs. Nelson). See Little Books on

Art.

Deane (A. C). See Little Library.
Deans (Storry R.). THE TRIALS OF
FIVE QUEENS: Kath.^.rine of
Aragon, Anne Boleyn, Mary Queen
OF Scots, Marie Antoinette and Caro-
line OF Brunswick. With 12 Illustrations.

DemyZvo. tot. td. net.

Dearmer (Mabel). A CHILD'S LIFE OF
CHRIST. With 8 Llustrations in Colour
by E. Fortescue-Brickdale. Large Cr.
Zvo. is.

*D'Este(Margaret). IN THE CANARIES
WITH A CAMERA. Illustrated. Cr.
Zz'o js. 6d. net.

Delbos (Leon). THE METRIC SYSTEM.
Cr. Zvo. zs.

Demosthenes. AGAINST CONON AND
CALLICLES. Edited by F. Darwin
Swift, M.A. Second Edition. Fcap.
ZvO. 2S.

Dickens (Charles). See Little Library,
I.P.L., and Cnenerton(G. K.).

Dickinson (Emily). POEMS. Cr. Zvo.
^s. 6d. net.

Dickinson (Q. L.), M.A, Fellow of Kine's
College, Cambridge. THE GREEK
VIEW OF LIFE. Sixth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Dilke(Lady). Bulley (Miss), and Whitley
(.Miss). WOMEN'S WORK. Cr. Zvo.
IS. 6d.

Dillon (Edward), M.A. See Connoisseur's
Library, Little Books on Art, and Classics
of Art.

Ditchfield (P. H.), M.A., F.S.A. THE
STORY OF OUR ENGLISH TOWNS.
With an Introduction by Augustus
Jessopp, D.D. Second Edition. Cr.?>vo. 6s.

OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: Extant at
the Present Time. Cr. Zvo. (>s.

ENGLISH VILLAGES. With 100 Illustra-
tions. Second Edition. Cr.^-uo. 2s.6d.net.

THE PARISH CLERK. With 31
Illustrations. Third Edition. Demy Sz'O.

7s. (sd. net.

THE OLD-TIME PARSON. With 17
Illustrations. Second Edition. DemyZvo.
•js. 6d. net.

Dixon (W. M.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
TENNYSON. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo.
2S. 6d.

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

\

2S. 6d.
I

Dobbs (W. J.), M.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Dbney(May). SONGS OF THE REAL.
;

Cr. Zvo. 3f . 6d. net.
\

Douglas (Hugh A.). VENICE ON FOOT.
With the Itinerary of the Grand Canal.
With 75 Illustrations and 11 Maps. Fcap.
Svo. ^s. tiet.

Douglas (James). THE MAN IN THE
PULPIT. Cr. &va. 2s. 6d. net.

Dowden (J.), D.D., Lord Bishoo of Edin-
burgh. FURTHER STUDIES IN THE
PRAYER BOOK. Cr. Stuo. 6s.

See also Churchman's Library.
Drage (Q.). See Books on Business.
Driver (S. R.), D.D., D.C.L., Regius Pro-

fessor of Hebrew in the University of
Oxford. SERMONS ON SUBJECTS
CONNECTED WITH THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Cr. %vo. ds.

See also Westminster Commentaries.
Dry(Wakeling). See Little Guides.

Dryhurst(A. R.). See Little Books on Art.

'Duff (Nora). MATILDA OF TUSCANY.
With many Illustrations. Demyivo. ios.6d.
net.

Duguid (Charles). See Books on Business.

Dumas (Alexandre). THE CRIMES OF
THE BORGIAS AND OTHERS.
With an Introduction by R. S. Garnett.
With 9 Illustrations. Cr. Zz'o. 6s

THE CRIMES OF URDAIN GRAN-
DIER AND OTHERS. With 8 Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF THE MARQUISE
DE BRINVILLIERS AND OTHERS.
With 8 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CRIMES OF ALI PACHA AND
OTHERS. With 8 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo.

6s.

MY MEMOIRS. Translated by E. M.
Waller. Withan Introduction by Andrew
Lang. With Frontispiecesin Photogravure.
In six Volumes. Cr. Zvo. 6s. each volume.
Vol. I. 1802-1821. Vol. IV. 1830-1831.

Vol. II. 1822-1825. Vol. V. 1831-1832.
Vol. III. i82'=-i83o. Vol. VI. 1832-1833.
MY PETS. Newly translated by A. R. Al-

LiNSON, M.A. With 16 Illustrations by V.
Lecomte. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Simplified French Texts.
Duncan (David), D.Sc, LL.D. THE LIFE
AND LETTERS OF HERBERT
SPENCER. With 17 Illustrations. Demy
Zvo. 1 5J.

Dunn (J. T). , D. Sc. , and Mundella (V. A.).
GENERALELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
With 114 Illustrations. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. V. 6d.

Dunn=Pattison (R. P.). NAPOLEONS
MARSHALS. With 20 Illustrations. Demy
Zvo. Second Edition. 12s.6d.net.

Dunstan (A. E.), B.Sc. (Lond.). See Text-
books of Science, and Junior School Books.

Durham (The Earl of ). A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.
Demy Zvo. /^s. 6d. net.

Dutt(W. A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS.
With coloured Illustrations by Frank
Southgate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s.
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WILD LIFE IN EAST ANGLIA. With
t6 Illustrations in colour by Fkank South-
gate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Demy
%vo. IS. kd. net.

SOME LITERARY ASSOCIATIONS OF
EAST ANGLIA. With i6 Illustrations in

Colour by W. Dexter, R. B.A., and 16
other Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

See also Little Guides.
Earle(John), Bishop of Salisburj-. MICRO-
COSMOGRAPHIE, or A PIECE OF
THE WORLD DISCOVERED. Post
tfiTno. 2S. net.

Edmonds(MajorJ. E.),R-E.;D.A.Q.-M.G.
See Wood (W. Birkbeck).

Edwardes (Tickner). THE LORE OF
THE HONEY BEE. With 24 Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Edwards (Clement), M.P. RAILWAY
NATIONALIZATION. Second Edition,
Rezised. Crown Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.

Edwards (W. Douglas). See Commercial
Series.

Egan (Pierce). See LP. L.

Egerton (H. E,), M.A. A HISTORY
OF BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY.
SecondEd., Revised. Demy Zvo. js.6d.ttet.

Ellaby (C. G.). See Little Guides.
Ellerton (F. Q.). See Stone (S. J.).
Bpictetus. See Aurelius (JSIarcus).

Erasmus. A Book called in Latin EN-
CHIRIDION MILITIS CHRISTIANI,
and in English the Manual of the Christian
Knight. Fcap. Zz-o. 3J. dd. net.

Erckmann-Chatriail. See SimplifiedFrench
Texts.

Evagrius. See Bvzantine Texts.
Ewald (Carl). TWO LEGS, and other

Stories. Translated from the Danish
by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos.
Illustrated by Augusta Guest. Large Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

EzekieL See Westminster Commentaries.
Facon (H. T.), B.A. See Junior Examina-

tion Series.

Fairbrother(W. H.), M.A. THE PHILO-
SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Second
Edition. Cr. 8e'C. 3^. 6d.

Fea (Allan). THE FLIGHT OF THE
KING. SVith over 70 Sketches and Photo-
graphs by the Author. New and revised
Edition. Demy Zvo. ns. 6d. net.

SECRET CHAMBERS AND HIDING-
PLACES. With Eo Illustrations. New and
revised Edition. Demy Zvo. ys, 6d. net.

JAMES 11. AND HIS WIVES. With 40
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. \os. 6d. net.

Fell (E. F. B.). THE FOUNDATIONS
OF LIBERTY. Cr. Zvo. 51. net.

Ferrier (Susan). See Little Library.
Fidler (T. Claxton), M.Inst. C.E. See

Books on Business.
Fielding (Henry). See Standard Library.
Finn (S. W.)i M.A. See Junior Examination

Series.

Firth (J. B.). See Little Guides.
Firth (C. H.), M.A., Regius Professor of
Modem History at Oxford. CROM-

A

WELL'S ARMY: AHistory of the English
Soldier during the Civil Wars, the Common-
wealth, and the Protectorate. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

*Firth (Edith E.). See Beginner's Books
and Junior School Books.

FitzQerald (Edward). THE RUBAIYAt
OF OMAR KHAYYAM. Printed from
the Fifth and last Edition. With a Com-
mentary by Mrs. Stephen Batson, and a
Biography of Omar by E. D. Ross. Cr.
Zvo. 6s. See also Miniature Library.

FitzGerald(H. P.). A CONCISE HAND-
BOOK OF CLIMBERS, TWINERS,
AND WALL SHRUBS. Illustrated.

Fcap. Zvo. y. 6d. net.

Fitzpatrick(S. A. C). See Ancient Cities.

Flecker (W. H.), M.A., D.C.L., Headmaster
of the Dean Close School, Cheltenham.
THE STUDENT'S PRAYER BOOK.
The Text of Morning and Evening
Prayer and Litany. With an Introduc-
tion and Notes. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

Fletcher (C. R. L.), M.A. See Carlyle
(Thomas).

Fletcher (J. S.). A BOOK OF YORK-
SHIRE. With 16 Illustrations in Colour
by Wal Paget and Frank Southgate,
R.B.A., 16 other Illustrations and a Map.
Detny Zz'o. ys. 6d. net.

Flux (A. W.), I^I.A., William Dow Professor
of Political Ecoiicmy in M'Gill University,
Montreal. ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES.
Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Feat (F. W. Q.), D.Litt., M.A. A LON-
DON READER FOR YOUNG CITI-
ZENS. With Plans and Illustrations. Cr.
Zz-o. IS. 6d.

Ford (H. Q.), M.A., Assistant Master at
Bristol Grammar School. See Junior School
Books.

Forel (A.). THE SENSES OF INSECTS.
Translated byMACLEOD Vearsley. With
2 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. jos. 6d. net.

Fortescue (Mrs. G.). See Little Books on
Art.

Pouque (La Motte). SINTRAM AND
HIS COMPANIONS. Translated by A.
C. Farquhakson. Withzo Ulustrationsby
Edmund J. Sullivan, and a Frontispiece
in Photogravure from an engraving by
Alerecht DuKER. DemyZvo. ys.6d.net.
Hal/Wliite Vellum, 10s. 6d. net.
See also Simplified German Texts.

Fraser (J. F.). ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations.
Fifth Edition Cr. Zvo. 6s.

French(W.), M.A. See Textbooks ofScience.
Freudenreich (Ed. von). DAIRY BAC-
TERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for
Students. Translated by J. R. Ainsworth
Davis, M.A. Second Edition. Revised.
Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Fursdon (F. R. M). FRENCH AND
ENGLISH PARALLELS. Fcap. Zvo.
3^. 6d. net.

Fyvie(John). TRAGEDY QUEENS OF
THE GEORGIAN ERA. With 16 Illustra-
tions. SecondEd. Detny Zvo. 12s.6d.ne:.
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Gallaher (D.)and Stead (W, J.). THE
COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER,
ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM.
With 35 Illustrations. Second Ed. Dorty
Zvo. los. 6d. net,

Gallichan (W. M.). See Little Guides.

Qalton(Sir Francis), F.R.S.; D.C.L., Oxf.;
Hon. Sc.D., Camb. ; Hon. Fellow Trinitv
College. Cambridge. MEMORIES OF
MY LIFE. With 8 Illustrations. Third
Edition. Detr.y Svo. los. 6d. net.

Gambado (Geoffrey, Esq.). See I.P.L.

Qarnett(Lucy M. J.). THE TURKISH
PEOPLE : Their Social Life, Religious
Beliefs AND Institutions,AND Domestic
Life. With 21 Illustrations. Detny Zvo.

10s. 6d. net.

Gaskell (Mrs.). See Little Library, Stan-
dard Library and Sixpenny Novels.

Gasquet, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. See
Antiquary's Books.

Gee (Henry), D.D., F.S.A. See Handbooks
of English Church History.

George(H,B.), M. A., Fellow ofNew College,
Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH HIS-
TORY. With numerous Plans. Fourth
Edition Revise 'i. Cr. Zve. -^s. td.

A HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bz!0. 35. 6d.

Gibbins (H. de B.), Litt.D., M.A. IN-
DUSTRY IN ENGLAND : HISTORI-
CAL OUTLINES. With 5 Maps. Fifth
Edition. Demy 8z'0. 10s. 6d.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF
ENGLAND. With Maps and Plans.
Fifteenth Edition, Revised. Cr. Zvo. -xs.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. zs. td.

See also Hadfield (R. A.)., and Commer-
cial Series.

Gibbon (Edward). MEMOIRS OF MY
LIFE AND WRITINGS. Edited by
G BiRKBECK Hill, LL.D Cr. Zfo. ()S.

*THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE
ROMAN E.MPIRE. Edited, with Notes,
Appendices, and Map';, by J. B. Bury.
M.A., Litt.D., Regius Professor of Modern
History at Cambridge. Illustrated. In
Seven Volumes. Detny Zvo. Gilt top.

Each los. 6d. net.

Gibbs (Pliilip). THE ROMANCE OF
GEORGE VILLIERS : FIRST DUKE
OF BUCKINGHAM. AND SOME MEN
AND WOMEN OF THE STUART
COURT. With 20 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Detny Zvo. 15J. net.

Gibson (E. C. S.), D.D., Lord Bishop of
Gloucester. See Westminster Commentaries,
Handbooks of Theology, and Oxford Bio-
graphies.

Gilbert (A. R.). See Little Books on Art.
Gloag (M. R.) and VVyatt (Kate M.). A
BOOK OF ENGLISH GARDENS.
With 24 Illustrations in Colour. Demy
8z/(7. lotf. f>d. net.

Glover (T. R.), M.A., Fellow and Classical

Lecturer of St. John's Collese, Cambridge.
THE CONFLICT OF RELIGIONS IN
THE EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE.
Third Edition. Demy Zvo. -js. td. net.

Godfrey (Elizabeth). A BOOK OF RE-
MEMBRANCE. Being Lyrical Selections

for every day in the Year. Arranged by.

Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. qs dd. net.

ENGLISH CHI LDREN IN THE OLDEN
TIME. With 32 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

Godley(A. D.), M.A., Fellow of Magdalen
College, Oxford. OXFORD IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. With 16

Illustrations. Second Edition. Detny Zvo.

js. 6d, net.

Also published in a Colonial Edition.

LYRA FRIVOLA. Fourth Edition. Fcap.
Zz'o. 2.1. 6</.

VERSES TO ORDER. Second Edition,

Fcap. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

SECOND STRINGS. Fcaf>. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Goldsmith (Oliver). See I.P.L. and Stan-

dard Library.
Goll (August). CRIMINAL TYPES IN
SHAKESPEARE. Authorised Transla-

tion from the D.mish by Mrs. Charles
Weekes. Cr. Zvo. 5s. net.

Gomme (G. L.). See Antiquary's Books.
Gordon(Lina Duff) (Mrs.Aubrey Waterfield).
HOME LIFE IN ITALY: Letters
FROM THE A-ENNiNES. With 13 Illustra-

tions by Aubrey Waterfield and 15 Illus-

trations from Photographs. Secottd Edi-
tion. Detny Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Gorst (Rt. Hon. Sir John). See New
Library of Medicine.

Gostling (Frances M.). THE BRETONS
AT HOME. With 12 Illustrations in

Colour by Gaston Fanty Lescure, and
32 from Photographs. Detny Zvo. los. 6d.

net.

Goudge (H. L.), M.A., Principal of Wells
Theological College. See Westminster Com-
mentaries.

Graham (Harry). A GROUP OF SCOT-
TISH WOMEN. With 16 Illustrations.

Second Edition. DemvZvo. zos.6d.net.
Graham (P. Anderson). THE RURAL
EXODUS. The Problem of the Village

and the Town. Cr. Zvo. zs. td.

Grahame (Kenneth). THE WIND IN
THE WILLOWS. With a Frontispiece

bj' Graham Robertson. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo, 6s.

Granger (F. S.), M.A., Litt.D. PSYCH-
OLOGY. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Gray(E. M'Queen). GERMAN PASSAGES
FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Cr.

Zvo. zs. 6d.

Gray (P. L.), B.Sc. THE PRINCIPLES OF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
With 181 Diagrams. Cr. Zc/o. ^s. 6d.

Green (G. Buckland), M.A., late Fellow
of St. John's College, Oxon. NOTES ON
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GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX.
Second Ed. revised. Crown Zvo. 3s. 6d.

Green (Mary Anne Everett). ELIZA-
BETH; ELECTRESS PALATINEAND
QUEEN OF BOHEMIA. Revised by
her Niece S. C. Lomas. With a Prefatory
Note by A. W. Ward, LItt.D. Demy Zvo.

los. 6d. net.

areenidge(A.H. J.),M.A.,D.Litt. A HIS-
TORY OF ROME : From the Tribunate of
Tiberius Gracchus to the end of the Jugur-
thine War, B.C. 133-104. Demy ?>vo.

los, 6d. net.

Gregory (Miss E. C). See Library of
Devotion.

Qrubb(H. C.)- See Textbooks of Technology.

Gwynn (Stephen), M.P. A HOLIDAY IN
CONNEMARA. With 16 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Hadfield (R. A.) and Qibbins (H. de B.).

A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Cr.
Zvo. IS. 6d.

*HalMCyril). THE YOUNG CARPEN-
TER. With Diagrams, and Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zvo. 5J.

Hall (Hammond). THE YOUNG EN-
GINEER : OR Modern Engines and
THEIR IMoDELS. With 85 Illustrations.

Second £diiion. Cr. Zt'O. 5s.

Hall (Mary).. A WOMAN'S TREK FROM
THE CAPE TO CAIRO. With 64 Illus-

trations and 2 Maps. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. \ts. net.

Hamel (Frank). FAMOUS FRENCH
SALONS. With 20 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Demy Zvo. 12s. dd. net.

Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY. Vol. I., i2r7-i6ES.

Vol. II., 1689-1815. DemyZvo. Eachjs.td.
net.

Hannay (James O.), M.A. THE SPIRIT
AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN
MONASTICISM. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE WISDOM OF THE DESERT. Eca/.
Zvo. 35. 6d. net.

Hardie (Martin). See Connoisseur's Library.

Hare (A. T.), M.A. THE CONSTRUC-
TION OF LARGE INDUCTION COILS.
With 35 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. 6s.

Harker (Alfred), M.A.,F.R.S., Fellow of St.

John's College, and Lecturer in Petrology in

the University of Cambridge. THE
NATURAL HISTORY OF IGNEOUS
ROCKS. With 112 Diagrams and 2 Plates.

Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Harper (Charles G.). THE AUTOCAR
ROAD-BOOK. In three Volumes. Crown
Zvo. Each 75. 6d. net.

Vol. I.

—

South of the Thames.
Harvey (Alfred), M.B. See Ancient Cities

and Antiquary's Books.
Hawthorne(Nathaniel). See Little Librarj'.

*Headley (F. W.). DARWINISM AND
MODERN SOCIALISM. Cr. Zvo. ^s.

net.

Heath (Prank R.). See Little Guides.

Heath (Dudley). See Connoisseur's Library.

Henderson (B. W.), Fellow of Exeter
CoUese, Oxford. THE LIFE AND
PRINCIPATE OF THE EMPEROR
NERO. Illustrated. AVio and cheaper
issue. Deviy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

AT INTERVALS. FcapZvo. 2s.6d.net.

Henderson (M. Sturge). GEORGE
MEREDITH : NOVELIST, POET,
REFORMER. With a Portrait in Photo-

gravure. Second Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Henderson (T. P.). See Little Library and
Oxford Biographies.

Henderson (T. P.), and Watt (Francis).
SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY. With 20

Illustrations in colour and 24 other Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRICS.
CHAUCER TO POE, 1340-1849. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

Henley(W. E.)andWhibley(C.) A BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE, CHARACTER,
AND INCIDENT, 13S7-1649. Cr. Zvo.

2s. 6d. net.

Herbert (George). See Library of Devotion.

Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). See Minia-
ture Library'.

Hett (Walter S.), B.A. A SHORT HIS-
TORY OF GREECE TO THE DEATH
OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT. With
3 Maps and 4 Plans. Cr. Zvo. -^s. 6d.

Hewins (W. A. S.), B.A. ENGLISH
TRADE AND FINANCE IN THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Cr. Zvo.

ss. 6d.

Hewitt (Ethel M.) A GOLDEN DIAL.
A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Fcap.
Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.

Hey(H.), Inspector, Surrey Education Com-
mittee, and Rose (Q. H.), City and Guilds
Woodwork Teacher. A WOODWORK
CLASS-BOOK. Pt. I. Illustrated. 4/0.

25.

Heywood (W.). See St. Francis of Assisi.

Hill (Clare). See TextbooI:s of Technology.
*Hiil (George Francis). ONEHUNDRED
MASTERPIECES OF SCULPTURE,
with 101 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. \os. 6d.

net.

Hill (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of the Boy's
High School, Worcester, Cape Colonv. A
SOUTH AFRICAN ARITHMETIC.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Hind (C.Lewis). DAYS IN CORNWALL.
With 16 Illustrations in Colour by William
Pascoe, and 20 other Illustrations and a
Map. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hirst (P. W.) See Books on Business.

Hobhouse (L. T.), late Fellow of C.C.C,
Oxford. THE THEORY OF KNOW-
LEDGE. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Hobson(J. A.), M.A. INTERNATIONAL
TRADE : A Study of Economic Principles.

Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. An Iniiuiry
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into the Industrial Condition of the Poor.

Seventh Edition. Cr. %vo. zs. td.

THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-
PLOYED. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. zs.td.

Hodgetts (E. 'A. Brayley). THE COURT
OF RUSSIA IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY. With 20 Illustrations. T:vj

Volumes. Dcmv ?ivo. 24^. net.

Hodgkin (T.)i D.C.L. See Leaders of
Religion.

Hodgson(Mrs. W.) HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. With 40
Illustrations. SecondEdition. PosiZvo. 6s.

Holden=Stone (Q. de). See Books on
Business.

Holdich (Sir T. H.). K.C.I. E. . C.B., F.S.A.
THE INDIAN BORDERLAND, 18S0-

iqoo. With 22 Illustrations and a Map.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Holdsworth (VV. S.). D.C.L. A HISTORY
OF ENGLISH LAW. In Four P'olu7it(s.

Vols. /., //., ///. Dejuy Svo. Each
los. 6d. net.

Holland (Clive). TYROL AND ITS
PEOPLE. With 16 Illustrations in Colour
by Adrian Stokes, and 31 other Illustra-

tions. Demy Z'jo. ios. 6d. net.

Holland (H. Scott), Canon of St. Paul's.

See Newman (J. H.).

Hollings (M. A.), M.A. See Six Ages of
European History.

HoIlway=Calthrop (H. C), late of Balliol

Colleije, 0.xford ; Bursar of Eton Colleee.

PETRARCH : HIS LIFE, WORK, AND
TIMES. With 24 Illustrations. Demy
%vo. 12S. 6d. net.

Holmes (T. Scott). See Ancient Cities.

HoIyoake(G. J.). THE CO-OPERATIYE
MOVEMENT OF TO-DAY. Fourth Ed.
Cr. Zz^o. 2S. 6d.

Hone (Nathaniel J.). See Antiquary's Books.

Hook (A.) HUMANITY AND ITS
PROBLEMS. Cr. S7'o. 5s. tut.

Hoppner. See Little Galleries.

Horace. See Classical Translations.

Horsburgh (E. L. S.), M.A. LORENZO
THE MAGNIFICENT: and Florence
IN HER Golden Age. With 24 Illustrations

and 2 Maps. Second Edition. Demy Svo.

15s. net.

WATERLOO : With Plans. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. ss.

See also O.Kford Biographies.

Horth(A. C). See Textbooks ofTechnology.
Horton (R. F. ), D. D. See Leaders of Religion.

Hosie (Alexander). MANCHURIA. With
30 Illustrations and a Map. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

How (F. D.). SIX GREAT SCHOOL-
MASTERS. With 13 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demv Zvo. is. 6d.

Howell (A. G. Ferrers). FRANCISCAN
DAYS. Being Selections for every d.iy in

the year from ancient Franciscan writings.

Cr. Z7)o. 3^. M. net.

Howell (Q.). TRADE UNIONISM—New
AND Old. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

2s. 6d.

Huggins (Sir William), K.C.B., CM.,
D.C.L., F.R.S. THE ROYAL SOCIETY;
OR, Science in the State and in the
Schools. With 25 Illustrations. IVide
Royal Zvo. i,s. 6d. net.

Hughes (C. E.). THE PRAISE OF
SHAKESPEARE. An English Antho-
logy. With a Preface by Sidney Lee.
Demy Zvo. ^s. 6,/. net.

Hugo (Victor). See Simplified French Texts.
*Hulton (Samuel F.). THE CLERK OF
OXFORD IN FICTION. With 12

Illustrations. Demy Svo. i^s. net.

Hume (Martin), M.A. See Romantic His-
tory.

Hutchinson (Horace Q.) THE NEW
FOREST. Illustrated in colour with
50 Pictures by Walter Tyndale and 4
by Lucy Ke.mp-Welch. Third Edition.

Hutton (A. W.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion and Library of Devotion.
Hutton (Edward). THE CITIES OF
UMBRIA. With 20 Illustrations in Colour
by A. Pisa, and 12 other Illustrations. Third
Editicn. Cr. ivo. 6s.

THE CITIES OF SPAIN. With 24 Illus-

trations in Colour, by A. W. Rimington,
20 other Illustrations and a Map. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

FLORENCE AND THE CITIES OF
NORTHERN TUSCANY, WITH
GENOA. With 16 Illustrations in Colour
by William Parkinson, and 16 other
Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ENGLISH LOVE POEMS. Edited with
an Introduction. Fcap. Zvo. 3^. 6d. net.

COUNTRYWALKSABOUTFLORENCE.
With 32 Drawings by Adelaide Marchi
and 20 other Illustrations. Fcap. &vo.

ss. net.

IN UNKNOWN TL'^SCANY. With an
Appendix by William Heywood. With f

Illustrations in Colour and 2oothers. Secoi d
Edition. Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

*ROME. With 16 Illustrations in Colour by
Maxwell Armfield, and 12 other Illustra-

tions. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

Hutton (R. H.). See Leaders of Religion.
Hutton (W. H.), M.A. THE LIFE OF
SIR THO^IAS MORE. With Portraits
after Drawings by Holbein. Second
Edition. Cr. Zz'O. ^s.

See also Leaders of Religion.
Hyde (A. G.) GEORGE HERBERT AND
HIS TIMES. With 32 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Hyett(F. A.). FLORENCE : Her History
AND Art to the Fall of the Republic
Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND. A Drama.
Translated by Willlj^m Wilson. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. y 6d.

Inge (W. R.), M.A.. Fellow and Tutor of
Hertford College, O.xford. CHRISTIAN
MYSTICISM. (The Bampton Lectures of

1899.) Demy Zvo. 12^. 6d. net.

See also Library of Devotion.
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lnne8(A. D.), M.A. A HIS'iORYOFTHE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and
Plans. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps, Second Edition. Demy Sva.

los. 6d. net.

•Innes (Mary). SCHOOLS OF PAINT-
ING. With 76 Illustrations. Cr. 8r'o.

5^. net.

Isaiah. See Churchman's Bible.

Jackson (C. E.), B.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Jackson (S.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Jackson (F. Hamilton). See Little Guides.
Jacob (F.), M.A. See Junior Examination

Series.

Jeans (J. Stephen). TRUSTS, POOLS,
AND CORNERS AS AFFECTING
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY. Cr.
Svo. 2S. 6d.

See also Books on Business.
Jebb (Camilla). A STAR OF THE
SALONS : Julie de Lespinasse. With
20 Illustrations. Demy 800. jos.6d.net,

Jeffery (Reginald W.), M.A. THE
HISTORY OF THE THIRTEEN
COLONIES OF NORTH AMERICA
1497-1763. With 8 Illustrations and a
Map. Detny %vo. ys. 6d. net.

Jeffrey8(D. Qwyn). DOLLY'S THEATRI-
CALS. SuJ'Cr Royal z6tno. is. 6d.

Jenks(E.), M.A., B.C.L. AN OUTLINE
OFENGLISHLOCALGOVERNMENT.
Second Ed. Revised by R. C. K. Ensor,
M.A. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Jenner(Mr8. H.). See Little Books on Art.

Jennings (A. C.), M.A. See Handbooks of
English Church History.

Jennings (Oscar), M.D. EARLY WOOD-
CUT INITIALS. Demy i,to. zzs. net.

*Jerningham (Charles Edward). THE
MAXIMS OF MARMADUKE. Cro7v?i

Zvo. $s.

Jessopp (Augustus), D.D. See Leaders of
Religion.

Jevons (F. B.), M.A., Litt.D., Principal of
Hatfield Hall, Durham. RELIGION
IN EVOLUTION. Cr.Zvo. 3^. 6d. net.

See also Churchman's Library and Hand-
books of Theology.

Johnson (A. H.), M.A. See Six Ages of
European History.

Johnston (Sir H. H.), K.C.B. BRITISH
CENTRAL AFRICA. With nearly 200
Illustrations and Six Maps. Third Edition.
Cr. i,io. iZs. net.

Jones (H.). See Commercial Series.

Jones (H. F.). See Textbooks of Science.
Jones (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P., and

Bellot (Hugh H. L.), ^LA., D.C.L.
THE MINER'S GUIDE TO THE COAL
MINES REGULATION ACTS AND
THE LAW OF EMPLOYERS AND
WORKMEN. Cr. Svo. zs. 6d. net.

COMMERCE IN WAR. RoyaUvo. zis.nei.
Jones (R, Compton), M.A. POEMS OF
THE INNER LI FE. Selected by. Thir-
teenth Edition. Fcap.Zz'o. zs.6d.net.

Jonson (Ben). See Standard Library.
Julian (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
TIONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Ed.by Grace
Wakkack. Third Ed. Cr. Zvo. ^s. 6d.

Juvenal. See Classical Translations.
'Kappa.' LET YOUTH BUT KNOW:
A Plea for Reason in Education. Cr. Svo.

3^. 6d. net.

Kaufmann (M.), M.A. SOCIALISM AND
MODERN THOUGHT. Second Edition
Revised and Enlarged. Cr. Zvo. zs, 6d.

net.

Keats (John). THE POEMS. Edited
with Introduction and Notes by E. de S^lin-
COURT, M.A. With a Frontispiece in

Photogravure. Second Edition Revised.
Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

REALMS OF GOLD. Selections from the
Works of. Fcap. Zvo. js. 6d. net.

See also Little Library and Standard
Library.

Keble (John). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
With an Introduction and Notes by W. Lock,
D.D., Warden ofKeble College. Illustrated

by R. Anning Bell. ThirdEdition, fcap.
Svo. ^s. 6d. ; padded morocco, 5^.

See also Library o fDevotion.

Kelynack (T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P. See
New Library of Medicine.

Kempis (Thomas h). THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST. With an Introduction by
Dean Farrar. Illustrated by C. M. Gere.
Third Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 3^. 6d.; padded
morocco. 5s.

Also Translated by C. Bigg, D.D. Cr.
Zvo. 31'. 6d.
See also Montmorency (J. E. G. de).,

Libraryof Devotion, and .Standard Library.

Kennedy (James Houghton), D.D., Assist-

ant Lecturer in Divinity in the University of
Dublin. See St. Paul.

Kerr (S. Parnell). GEORGE SELWYN
AND THE WITS. With 16 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. lis. 6d. net.

Kimmins (C. W.), M.A. THE CHEMIS-
TRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH. Illus-

trated. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

Kinglake (A. W.). See Little Library.
Kipling (Rudyard). BARRACK-ROOM
BALLADS, gith Thousand. Twenty-
sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Fcap.
Zvo, Leather. 5X.

THE SEVEN SEAS. 79M Thousand.
Fi/teenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also
Fcap. Zvo, Leather, ^s.

THE FIVE NATIONS. 66th Thousand.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zi'O. 6s. Also
Fcap. Zvo, Leather, ^s.

DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Seventeenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Fcap. Zvo,

Leather. $s.

Knight (Albert E.). THE COMPLETE
CRICKETER. With 50 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

Knowling (R. J.), M.A., Professor of New-
Testament Exegesis at King's College,
London. See Westminster Commentaries.
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Knox (Winifred F.)- THE COURT OF A
SAINT. With i6 Illustrations. Demy 8vo.

los. 6d. net.

Kropotkin (Prince). THE TERROR IN
RUSSIA. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo.

7.d. net.

Laboulaye (Edouard). See Simplified

French Texts.

Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS.
Edited by E. V. Lucas. Illustrated. In
Serpen Volumes. Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. each.

See also Little Library and Lucas (E. V.)

Lambert (F. A. H.). See Little Guides.

Lambros (Professor 5. P.). See Byzantine
Texts.

Lane= Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF
EGYPT IN THE .MIDDLE AGES. With
loi Illustrations and a Map. Cr. ?,vo. 6s.

Langbridge(F.),M.A. BALLADS OF THE
BRAVE : Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,

Courage, and Constancy. Third Edition.
Cr. %vo. 7.S. 6d.

Lankester (Sir E. Ray), K.C.B., F.R.S.
SCIENCE FROM AN EASY CHAIR.
With many Illustrations, of which 2 are in

Colour. Cr. Sva. 6s.

Law (William). See Library of Devotion
and Standard Library.

Leach (Henry), THE SPIRIT OF THE
LINKS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Braid (James).

Le Braz (Anatole). THE LAND OF
PARDONS. Translated by Frances M.
GosTLiNG. With 12 Illustrations in Colour

by T. C. GoTCH, and 40 other Illustrations.

Third Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Lees (Beatrice). See Six Ages of European
History-.

Lees (Frederick). A SUMMER IN
TOURAINE. With 12 Illustrations in

Colour by M.*.x^veli, Armfield, and 87

from Photographs. Also a Map. Second
Edition. Demy 'ivo. los. 6d. net.

Lehmann(R. C.», M.P. THE COMPLETE
OARSMAN. With 59 Illustrations. Demy
Zz'O. JOS. 6d. net.

Lewes (V. B.), M.A. AIR AND WATER.
Illustrated. Cr. Sz'o. 2s. 6d.

Lewis (B. M, Gwyn). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OF GARDEN SHRUBS.
With 20 Illustrations. Fcap. %vo. 3s. 6d. net.

Lindsay (Lady Mabel). ANNI DOMINI

:

A Gospel Stldy. In Tzvo Volumes.
Super RpyalZz'O. Tos.net.

Lindsay (W. M.), Fellow of Jesus College,

Oxford. See Plautus.

Lisle (Fortun^ede). See Little Books on Art.

Littlehales (H.). See Antiquary's Books.

Llewellyn (Owen) and Raven-Hill (L.).

THE SOUTH-BOUND CAR. With S3

Illustrations. Crozvn Zvo. 6s.

Lock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble
College. ST. PAUL. THE MASTER-
BUILDER. Second Ed. Cr. ?,z-o. -^s. 6d.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Keble (J.) and Leaders of Religion.

Locker (F.). See Little Library.

Lodge (Sir Oliver), F.R.S. THE SUB-
S VANCE OF FAITH, ALLIED WITH
SCIENCE: A Catechism for Parents
and Teachers. Kinth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 9s net.

MAN AND THE UNIVERSE : A Study
OF THE Influence of the Advance in
Scientific Knowledge upon our un-
derstanding OP Christianity. Sixth
Edition. Demy Zz'O. js. 6d. net.

*THE SURVIV.\L OF MAN : A Study of
Unrecognised Human Faculty. Demy
Zvo, ys. 6d. fut.

Lodge (Eleanor C). See Six Ages of
European History.

Lofthouse(W. F.), M.A. ETHICS AND
ATONEMENT. With a Frontispiece.

Dany Zz'o. $s. 7iet.

Longfellow (H. W.). See Little Library.

Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT
TO H IS SON. Seven teenth Edition. Cr.
Zz'o. 3.?. 6d.

OLD GORGON GRAHAM. SecondEdition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

*Lorimer (Norma). BY THE WATERS
OF EGYPT. With 12 Illustrations in

Colour by Benton Fletcher, and other
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. i6s, net.

Lover (Samuel). See LP. L.

Lucas(E. v.). THE LIFE OF CHARLES
L.\MB. With 28 Illustrations. Fourth
and Revised Edition in One Volume.
Demy Zvo, ys. 6d. net.

A WANDERER IN HOLLAND. With
20 Illustrations in Colour by Herbert
Marshall, 34 Illustrations after old Dutch
Masters, and a Map. Ninth Edition,
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A WANDERER IN LONDON. With 16
Illustrations in Colour by Nelson Dawson,
36 other Illustrations and a Map. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

\ WANDERER IN PARIS. With 16 Illus-

trations in Colour by Walter Dexter,
and 32 from Photographs after Old Masters.
Second Edition, Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

THE OPEN ROAD : a Little Book for Way-
farers. Fifteenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5J.

;

India Paper, ys. 6d.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN : a Little Book
for the Urbane. Fourth Edition, heap.
Zz-o. $s. ; India Paper, ys. 6d.

FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo, ss.

CHARACTER AND COMEDY. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo, ^s.

THE GENTLEST ART. A Choice of

Letters by Entertaining Hands. Fifth
Edition, Fcap. Zvo. ^s.

A SWAN AND HER FRIENDS. With 24
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. iis.6d.net.

HER INFINITE VARIETY : A Feminine
Portrait Gallery. Fourth Edition,

Fcap. Zvo. 5.J.

LISTENER'S LURE : Ax Oblique Nar-
ration. Fifth Edition. Fcap, Zvo, y.
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•GOOD COMPANY: A Rally of Men.
Fcap. Sua. 5^.

ONE DAY AND ANOTHER : A Volumk
OF Essays. Fca/. Zvo. 5^.

OVER BEMERTON'S: An Easy-Going
Chronicle. Sixth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5J.

net.

See also Lamb (Charles).

Lucian. See Classical Translations.

Lyde (L. W.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Lydon (Noel S.). A PRELIMINARY
GEOMETRY. With numerous Diagrams.
Cr. 8fi?. \s.

See also Junior School Books.
Lyttelton(Hon. Airs. A.). WOMEN AND
THEIR WORK. Cr. Zvo. 2s. €d.

M. (R.). THE THOUGHTS OF LUCIA
HALIDAY. With some of her Letters.

Edited by R. M. Fcap. %vo. zs. dd. net.

Macaulay (Lord). CRITICAL AND HIS-
TORICAL ESSAYS. EditedbyF. C.Mon-
tague, M.A. Three Volumes. Cr. Zvo. iS^.

M'Allen(J. E. B.). M.A. See Commercial
Series.

McCabe (Joseph) (formerly Very Rev. F.

Antony, O.S. F.). THE DECAY OF THE
CHURCH OF ROME. DemyZvo. js.6d.

net.

MacCunn (Florence A.). MARY
STUART. With 44 Illustrations, in

eluding a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
New and Cheaper Edition. Large Cr. Zvo.

See also Leaders of Religion.

McDermott(E. R.). See Books on Business.

McDougall (William), M.A. (Oxon., M.B.
(Cantab.). AN INTRODUCTION TO
SOCLAL PSYCHOLOGY. Cr.Zvo. 5s.net.

M'DowaIl(A. S>.). See Oxford Biographies.

MacFie (Ronald C), M.A., M.B. See New
Library of Aledicine.

Mackay (A. M.)i B.A. See Churchman's
Library.

Mackenzie (W. Leslie), M.A., M.D.,
D.P.H., etc. THE HEALTH OF THE
SCHOOL CHILD. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Macklin (Herbert W.), ^LA. See Anti-
quary's Books.

M'Neile (A. H.), B.D. See Westminster
Commentaries.

• Mdlle Mori ' (Author of). ST. CATHER-
INE OF SIENA AND HER TIMES.
With 28 Illustrations. Second Edition.
Demy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Maeterlinck (Maurice). THE BLUE
BIRD: A Fairy Play in Five Acts.
Translated by Alexander Teixera de
Mattos. Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

Deckle Edges, y. 6 J. net.

Magnus (Laurie), M..A. A PRIMER OF
WORDSWORTH. Cr. Zvo. is. td.

Mahalfy(J. P.), Litt.D. A HISTORY OF
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
With 79 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. ts.

Maitland (F. W.), M.A., LL.D. ROMAN
CANON LAW IN THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND. RoyalZvo. -js. 6d.

Major(H.), B. A., B.Sc. A HEALTH AND

TEMPERANCE READER. Cr. Zvo.

Mafden (H. E.), M.A. ENGLISH RE-
CORDS. A (Companion to the History of
England. Cr. Zvo. 3.?. 6d.

THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF A
CITIZEN. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo.

JS. 6d.

See also School Histories.

Marchant(E. C), M.A., Fellow of Peter-

house, Cambridge. A GREEK ANTHO-
LOGY Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. y.6d.
See also Cook (A. M.).

Marett(R. R.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor of
Exeter College, Oxford. THE THRES-
HOLD OF RELIGION. Cr. Zvo. ^s. 6d
net.

Marks (Jeannette), M.A. ENGLISH
PASTORAL DRAMA from the Restora
tion to the date of the publication of the

'Lyrical Ballads' (1660-1798). Cr. Zvo.

5s. net.

Marr(J. E.), F.R.S., Fellowof St John's Col
lege, Cambridge. THE SCIENTIFIC
STUDY OF SCENERY. Third Edition.

Revised. Illustrated. Cr. Zio. ts.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY. Illustrated

Cr. Zvo. ds.

Marriott (Charles). A SPANISH HOLI
DAY. With 8 Illustrations by A. M
Foweraker, R.B.A. , and 22 other lUustra
tions. Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Marriott (J. A. R.), M.A. THE LIFE
AND TIMES OF LORD FALKLAND,
With 23 Illustrations. Second Edition
Detny Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

See also Six Ages of European History.

Marvell (Andrew). See Little Library.
Masefield (John). SEA LIFE IN NEL-
SON'S TIME. With 16 Illustrations. Cr.
Zvo. 3i. 6d. net.

ON THE SPANISH MAIN : or, Some
English Forays in the Isthmus of
Darien. With 22 Illustrations and a Map.
Demv Zi'O. 10s. 6d. net.

A SAILOR'S GARLAND. Selected and
Edited by. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. -^s. 6d.net.

AN ENGLISH PROSE MISCELLANY.
Selected and Edited by.

_
Cr. Zvo. 6j.

Maskell (A.). See Connoisseur's Library.

Mason (A. J.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.

Masterman (C. F. Q.), M.A., M.P.
TENNYSON AS A RELIGIOUS
TEACHER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CONDITION OF ENGLAND.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Masterman (J, H. B.), M.A. See Six Ages
of European History.

Matheson (E. F.). COUNSELS OF
LIFE. Fcap. Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.

Maude (J. H.), M.A. See Handbooks of
English Church History.

Alay (Phil). THE PHIL MAY ALBUM.
Second Edition, ^io. is. net.

Mayne (Ethel Colbum). ENCHANTERS
OF MEN. With 34 Illustrations. Demy
Zvo. icis. 6d. net.
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Meakln (Annette M. B.), Fellow of the
Anthropological Institute. WOMAN IN
TRANSITION. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

GALICIA: The Switzerland of Spain.
With IDS Illustrations and a Map. Demy
?,~J0. \is. 6d. net.

*Medley (D. J.), M.A., Professor of History
in the University of Glasgow. ORIGINAL
ILLUSTRATIONSOI' ENGLISH CON-
STITUTIONAL HISTORY, Comprising
A Selected Number of the Chief
Charters and Statutes, Cr. Zvo. js. 6d.

net.

Mellows (Emma S.). A SHORT STORY
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Cr.
Zvo. -J,!. 6d.

M^rimee (P.). See Simplified French Texts.
Methuen (A. M. S.), M.A. THE
TRAGEDY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. net. Also Cr. Svo. -^d. net.

ENGLAND'S RUIN : Discussed in Four-
teen Letters to a Protectionist.
Ninth Edition. Cr. Zz'O. -^d. net.

Meynell (Everard). COROT AND HIS
FRIENDS. With 28 Illustrations. Demy
Zvo 10s. 6d. net.

Miles (Eustace), M.A. LIFE AFTER
LIFE: or, The Theory of Reincarna-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d. net.

THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION :

How to Acquire it. Third Edition.
Cr. Sz'o. 3^. 6d. net.

Millais (J. Q.). THE LIFE AND LET-
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
MILLAIS, PresiJentofthe Royal Academy.
With many Illustrations, of which 2 are in

Photogravure. New Edition, Denty Zvo.

]S. 6d. net.

See also Little Galleries.

Millin (Q. F.). PICTORIAL GARDEN-
ING. With 21 Illustrations. Crown Zvo.

ns. td. net.

m\Y\s (C. T.), M.I.M.E. See Texthooks of
Technology.

Milne (J. Q.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
EGYPT UNDER ROMAN RULE.
With 143 Illustrations. Cr.Zvo. ds.

Milton (John). A DAY BOOK OF MIL-
TON. Edited by R. F. TowNDROW. Fcap.
Zvo. 2J. dd. net.

See also Little Library and Standard
Library.

Minchin (H. C.),M. A. See Peel (R ).

MitchelKP. Chalmers), M.A. OUTLINES
OF BIOLOGY. With 74 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Mitton (0. E.). JANE AUSTEN AND
HER TIMES. With 21 Illustrations.

.Second and Cheaper Edition. Large Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Moffat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF
PRUSSIA. With zo Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Moil (A.). See Books on Business.

-Moir (D. M.). See Little Library.
Molinos (Dr, Michael de). See Library of

Devotion.
Money (L. Q. Chiozza), M.P. RICHES

AND POVERTY. Eighth Edition Demy
Zvo. $s. net. Also Cr. Zvo. is. net.

Montagu (Henry), Earl of Manchester. See
Library of Devotion.

Montaigne. A DAY BOOK OF. Edited
by C. F. Pond. Fcap. 'C-'o. zs. 6d. net.

Montgomery (H. B.) THE EMPIRE OF
THE EAST. With a Frontispiece in Colour
and 18 other Illustrations. Secojui Edition.
Demy Zro. -js. 6d. net.

Montmorency (J. E. G. de), B.A., LL.B.
THOMAS A KE.MPIS, HIS AGE AND
BOOK. With 22 Illustrations. Seco7id
Edition. Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Moore (H. E.). BACK TO THE LAND.
Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.

*Moore (T. Sturge). ART AND LIFE.
Illustrated Cr. Zto. <:s. net.

Moorhouse (E. Hallam). NELSONS
LADY HAMILTON. With 51 Portraits.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Aloran(ClarenceG.). See Books on Business.
More (Sir Thomas). See Standard Library.
Morfill (W. R.), Oriel College, Oxford. A
HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM PETER
THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.

With 12 Maps and Plans. Cr. Zt'O. 3.1. 6d.

Morich (R. J.). See School Examinsition
Series.

Morley (Margaret W.), Founded on. THE
BEE PEOPLE. With 74 Illustrations.
5"y. Crown Zvo. ss. 6d.

LITTLE MITCHELL: The Story of a
Mountain Squirrel told by Himself.
With 26 Illustrations. .?!(7. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Morris (J.), THE MAS:eRS OF JAPAN.
With 24 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. izs. 6d.

net.

Morris (Joseph E.). See Little Guides.
Morton (A. Anderson). See Brodrick(M.).
Moule(H. C. Q.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Dur-

ham. See Leaders of Religion.
Muir (M. M. Pattison), M.A. THE
CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. Illustrated.

Cr. Zz'O. 2S. 6d.

Mundella(V. A.), M.A. See Dunn (J. T.).

Munro(R.), M.A., LL.D. See Antiquary's
Books.

Musset (Alfred de). See Simplified French
Text.

Myers (A. Wallis), THE COMPLETE
L.A\VN TENNIS PLAYER. With 90
Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

10s. 6d. net.

Naval Officer (A). See I. P. L.
Newman (Ernest). See New Library of

Music.
Newman (George), M.D.,D.P.H.,F.R.S.E.

See New Library of Medicine.
Newman (J. H.) and others. See Library

of Devotion.
Newsholme (Arthur), !\I.D., F.R.CP. See
New Library of Medicine.

Nichols (Bowyer). See Little Library.
Nicklin (T.), M.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS INTHUCYDIDES. Cr. Zvo. zs.

Nimrod. See I. P. L.
Norgate (G. Le Grys). THE LIFE OF
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SIR WALTER SCOTT. With 53 Illustra.

tionsbyjENNYWvLiE. VemyZvo. TS.6d.nei.
Norway (A. H.). KAPLES. Past and

Present. Wuh 25 Coloured Illustrations

by Maurice Griiiffenhagen. Third
Edition. Cr, S o, 6s.

NovaliSo THE DISCIPLES AT SATS and
OTHER Fragments. Li.ited by Miss Una
Birch. Fcap. Zvo. y. td. net.

Officer (An). See L P. L.
Oldfield (W. J.), M.A., Prebendary of

Lincoln. A PRIMER OF RELIGION.
Eased on the Catechism of the Church
OF England. Crcrwn Zvo. es. 6d.

Oldham (F. M.), B.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Oliphant (Mrs.). See Leaders of Religion.
Oliver, Ttiomas, M. D. See New Library of

Medicine.
Oman(C. W.C), M.A., Fellow of All Souls',

Oxford. A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Illustrated. De-my Zvo. los. 6d. net.

ENGLAND BEFORE THE CONQUEST.
With Maps. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Oppe(A. P.). See Classics of Art.
Ottiey (R. L.), D.D. See Handbooks of

Theology and Leaders of Religion.

Overton (J. H.). See Leaders of Religion.
Owen (Doug'Ias). See Books on Business.
Oxford (M. .N.)iofGuy's Hospital. A HAND-
BOOK OF NURSING. Fi/ih Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 35-. 6d.

Pakes (W, C. C). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 15J.

Parker (Eric). THE BOOK OF THE
ZOO ; By Day and Night. With 24
Illustrations from Photographs by Henry
Irving. Cr. Zvo. (ss.

Parker (Qilbert), MP. A LOVER'S
DL-VRY. Fcap. Zvo. 5J.

Parkes (A. K.).- SMALL LESSONS ON
GREAT TRUTHS. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d.

Parkinson (John). PARADISI IN SOLE
PARADISUS TERRESTRIS. OR A
GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEA-
SANT FLOWERS. Foiio. £3, ^^. net.

Parsons (Mrs. C). GARRICK AND HIS
CIRCLE. With 36 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Demv Zvo. I2J. 6d. net.

THE INCOMPARABLE SIDDONS. With
20 Illustrations. Demy Z~>o. z2s.6d.net.

Pascal. See Library of Devotion.
Paston (George). SOCIAL CARICA-
TURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. With 214 Illustrations. Im-
perialQuarto. £2, 12J. 6d. net.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU
AND HER TIMES With 24 Illustra-

tions. Sixond Edition. Demy Zvo. 1 5^. net.

.See also Little Books on Art and I.P.L.
Patmore (K. A.). THE COURT OF
LOUIS XIII. With 16 Illustrations. Demy
Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Patterson (A. H.). NOTES OF AN EAST
COAST NATURALIST. Illustrated in

Colour by F. Southgate, R.B.A. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A

NATURE IN EASTERN NORFOLK.
With 12 Illustrations in Colour by Frank
Southgate, R.B.A. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

WILD LIFE ON A NORFOLK ESTU-
ARY. With 40 Illustrations by th.; Author,
and a Prefatory Note by Her Grace the
Duchess of Bedford. Demy Zvo.
los. 6d. net.

*MAN AND NATURE ON TIDAL
WATERS. With Illustrations by tie
Author. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Peacock (Netta). See Little Books on Art.
Peake (C. M, A.), F.R.H.S. A CON-
CI3E HANDBOOK OF GARDEN
ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS.
With 24 Illustrations. Fcap. Zvn. 35. 6rf. net.

Peel (Robert), and Minchin (H. C), JM.A.
OXFORD. With joo Illustrations in
Colour. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Peel (Sidney), hue Fellow of Trinity College,
Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Com-
mission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTI-
CAL LICENSING REFORM. Second
Edition. Cr. Z7>o. is. 6d.

Pentin (Herbert), M.A. See Library of
Devotion.

Petrie (W.M. Flinders), D. C. L. , LL. D. , Pro-
fessor of Ecjvptology at University College.
A HISTORY OF EGYPT. Fully Illus-

trated. In sixvolutnes. Cr. Zvo. bs. each.
Vol. I. From the Earliest Kings to
XVIth Dynasty. Sixth Edition.

Vol. 11. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. Fourth Edition.

Vol. III. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.
Vol. IV. Egyit under the Ptolemaic

Dynasty. J. P. Mahaffy, Litt.D.
Vol. v. Egypt under Roman Rule. J. G.

Milne, M. A.
Vol. VI. Egypt in the Middle Ages.

Stanley Lanf.-Poole, M.A.
RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Lectures delivered
at University College, London. Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
ELAMARNA LETTERS. Cr.Svo. 2s. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. First Series, ivth to xiith Dynasty.
Edited by W. M. Flinders Petrie. Illus-

trated by Tristram Ellis. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Z7'0. -is. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. Second Series, xviiith to xixth
Dynasty. Illustrated by Tristram Ellis.
Cro-uin Z7'o. v. 6d.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. A
Course of Lectures delivered at the Royal
Institution. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 31. 6d.

Phillips (\V. A.). See Oxford Hiographies.
Phillpotts (Eden). MY DEVON YEAR.

With 38 Illustrations by J. Ley Pethy-
bridge. Second and Cheaper Edition.
Lar^e Cr. Zvo. 6s.

UP - ALONG AND DOWN - ALONG.
Illustrated by Claude Shepperson.
Cr. i,to. 5^. net.
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Pbythian (J. Ernest). TREES IN NA-
TURE, MYTH, AND ART. With 24
Illustrations. Crown Zz'O. 6s.

Plarr (Victor 0.). M.A. See School His-

tories.

Plato. See Standard Library.

PlautUS. THE CAPTIVI. Edited, with

an Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Com-
mentary, by W. M. LiNDS.w, Fellow of

Jesus College,Oxford. Demvivo. ios.6d.ttet.

Plowden-Wardlaw (J. T.)f B.A. See
School Examination Series.

Podmore (Frank). MODERN SPIRI-
TUALISM. Two Volu7nes. Demy Zvo.

IIS. net.

MESMERISM AND CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE : A Short History of Mental
Healing. Demy Zvo. \os. d-.i. net.

Pollard (Alice). See Little Books on Art.

Pollard (Alfred W.). THE SHAKE-
SPEARE'S FOLIOS AND QUARTOS.
With numerous Facsimiles. Folio. One
Guinea net.

PolIard(EllzaF.). See Little Books on Art.

Pollock (David), M.I.N.A. See Books on
Business.

Potter (M. C), M.A., F.L.S. AN
ELEMENTARY TEXT - BOOK OF
AGRICULTURAL BOTANY. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. i,s. 6d.

Power (J. O'Connor). THE MAKING
OF AN ORATOR. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Price (Eleanor C). A PRINCESS OF
THE OLD WORLD. With 21 Illus-

trations. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Price (L. L.), IM.A.. Fellow of Oriel College,

Oxon. A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
POLITICAL ECONOMY FROM ADAM
SMITH TO ARNOLD TOYNBEE.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Protheroe (Ernest). THE DOMINION
OF MAN. Geogkaphy in its Human
Aspect. With 32 full-page Illustrations.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2s.

Psellus. See Bj'zantine Texts.
Pullen=Burry (B.). IN A GERMAN
COLONY; or. Four Weeks in New
Britain. With S Illustrations and 2 Maps.
Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

Pycraft (W. P.). BIRD LIFE. With 2

Illustrations in Colour by G. E. Lodge,
and others from Drawings and Photographs.
Demy Zvo. ics. 6d. net.

•Q' (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE
GOLDEN POMP. A Procession of
English Lyrics from Surrey to Shir-
ley. Secondand Cheaper Edition. Cr.Zvo.
2S. 6d. net.

G. R. and E. S. MR. WOODHOUSE'S
CORRESPONDENCE. Cr. Zfo. 6s.

Also published in a Colonial Edition.

Rackham (R. B.), M.A. See Westminster
Commentaries.

Ragg (Laura M.). THE WOMEN ART-
,

ISTS OF BOLOGNA. With 20 Illus-

trations. Demy Svo. js. 6d. net.

Ragg (Lonsdale). B.D., Oxon. DANTE

AND HIS ITALY. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Rahtz (F. J.), M.A., B.Sc. HIGHER
ENGLISH. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

I.S. 6d.

JUNIOR ENGLISH. Second Edition. Cr.

%vo. xs. 6d.

Randolph (B. W.), D.D. See Library of
Devotion.

Rannie (D. W.), M.A. A STUDENT'S
HISTORYOFSCOTLAND. Cr.Zvo. y. 6d.

WORDSWORTH AND HIS CIRCLE.
With 20 Illustrations. Demy %vo. 12s. 6d.

net.

Rashdall (Hastings), M.A., Fellow and
Tutor of New College, Oxford. DOC-
TRINE AND DEVELOPMENT. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Raven (J. J.), D.D. , F.S.A. See Antiquary's
Books.

Raven=Hill (L.). See Llewellyn (Owen).
Rawlings (Gertrude Burford). COINS
AND HOW TO KNOW THEM. With
206 Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.

Rawstorne (Lawrence, Esq.). Seel.P.L.
Raymond (Walter). See School Histories.

Rea (Lilian). THE LIFE AND TIMES
OF MARIE MADELEINE COUNTESS
OF LA FAYETTE. With 20 Illustrations.

Demy S710. 10s. 6d. net.

Read (C. Stanford), M.B.(Lond.),M.R.C.S.,
L.R.C.P. FADS AND FEEDING. Cr.
Svo. 2s. 6d.

Real Paddy (A). Seel.P.L.
Reason (W.), M.A. UNIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Edited by
Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

Redpath (H. A.), M.A., D.Litt. See West-
minster Commentaries.

Rees (J. D.), CLE., M.P. THE REAL
INDIA. Second Edition. DemySz/o. 10s.

6d. net.

Reich (Emil), Doctor Juris. WOMAN
THROUGH THE AGES. With 36 Illus-

trations. Two Volumes. DemyBvo. 21s. net.

Reynolds (Sir Joshua). See Little Galleries.

Rhodes (W. E.). See School Histories.

Ricketts (Charles). See Classics of Art.

Richardson (Charles). THECOMPLETE
FOXHUNTER. With 46 Illustrations, of
which 4 are in Colour. Second Edition.
Demy Svo. 12^. 6d. net.

Richmond (Wilfrid), Chaplain of Lincoln's
Inn. THE CREED IN THE
EPISTLES. Cr.Zfo. 2s.6d.net.

Riehl (W. H. ). See Simplified German Texts.
Roberts (M. E.). See Channer (C. C).
Robertson (A.), D.D., Lord Bishop of

Exeter. REGNUM DEI. (The Bampton
Lectures of icoi). A New and Cheaper
Edition. Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

Robertson (C. Grant). M.A., Fellow of
All Souls' College, Oxford. SELECT
STATUTES, CASES, AND CONSTI-
TUTIONAL DOCUMENTS, 1660-1832.

Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.
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Robertson (C. Grant) and Bartholomew
(J. Q.), F.K.S.K., F.k.G.S. A HIS-
TORICAL AND MODERN ATLAS OF
THE BRITISH EMPIRE. DcmyQuarto.
4s. td. net.

Robertson(SirG.S.), K.C.S.I. CHITRAL:
The Story of a jNIinor Siege. Witli 8

Illustrations. Third Edition. Demy Zvo.

10s. 6d. net.

Robinson (Cecilia). THE MINISTRY
OF DEACONESSES. With an Introduc-
tion by the late Archbishop of Canterbury.
Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6,/.

Robinson (F. S.). See Connoisseur's Library.

Rochefoucauld (La). See Little Librarv.
Rodwell (Q.), E.A. NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK. A Course for Beginners. M'it.i

a Preface by Walter Lock, D.D. , Warden
of Keble College. Fcaf>. ivo. -^s. 6d.

Roe (Fred). OLD OAK FURNITURE. With
many Illustrations by the Author, including
a frontispiece in colour. Second Edition.
Demy Svo. i os. M. net.

Rogers (A. Q. L.)> M.A. See Books on
Business.

Roland. See Simplified French Texts.
Romney (George). See Little Galleries.

Roscoe (E. S.). See Little Guides.
Rose (Edward). THE ROSE READER.

Illustrated. C>. %vo. is. 6d. Also in 4
Parts. Parts I. and If. 6d. each ; Part
III. &d.; Partly. ID!'.

Rose(G. H.). See Hey (H.) and Baring-
Gould (S).

Rowntree (Joshua). THE IMPERIAL
DRUG TRADE. A Re-Statement of
THE Opium Question. Third Edition
Revised. Cr. Zvo. is. net.

Royde=Sniith (N. G.). THE PILLOW
BOOK : A Garner of Many Moods.
Collected by. Second Edition. Cr. %vo.

4J. td. net.

POETS OF OUR DAY. Selected,
with an Introduction, by. Fcap. %vo. 5.?.

Rubie (A. E.), D.D. See Junior School
Books.

Rumbold (The Right Hon.^Sir Horace).
Bart., G. C. B., G. C. M. G. THE
AUSTRIAN COURT IN THE NINE-
TEENTH CENTURY. With 16 Illus-

trations. Demy Zvo. iSj-. net.

Russell (Archibald G. B.). See Blake
(William.)

Russell (W. Clark). THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
With 12 Illustrations by F. Brangwyn.
Fourth Edition. Cr. ?>vo. 6s.

Ryley (M. Beresford). QUEENS OF
THE RENAISSANCE. With 24 Illus-

trations. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Sainsbury (Harrington), M.D., F.R.C.P.
PRINCIPIA THERAPEUTICA.
Demy %vo. ts. 6d. net.

See also New Library of Medicine.
St. Anselm. See Library of Devotion.
St. Augustine. See Library of Devotion.
St. Bernard. See Library of Devotion.

St. Cyres (Viscount) See Oxford Bio-
graphies.

St. Francis of Assisi. THE LITTLE
FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER, AND OF HIS FRIAR.S.
Done into Engli-;h, with Notes by William
Heywood. With 40 Illustrations from
Italian Painters. Deiuyivo. is.net.
See also Library of Devotion and

Standard Library.

St. Francis de Sales. See Library of
Devotion.

St. James. See Churchman's Bible and
Westminster Commentaries.

St. Luke. See Junior School Books.
St. Mark. See Junior School Books and

Churchman's Bible.

St. Matthew. See Junior School Books.

St. Paul. SECOND AND THIRD
EPISTLES OF PAUL THE APOSTLE
TO THE CORINTHIANS. Edited by
James Houghton Kennedy, D. D., Assis-
tant Lecturer in Divinity in the University
of Dublin. With Introduction, Dissertations,
and Notes by J. Schmitt. Cr. %vo. 6s. See
also Churchman's. Bible and Westminster
Commentaries.

' Saki ' (H. Munro). REGINALD. Second
Edition. Fcap. 87V. is. 6d. net.

Salmon (A. L.). See Little Guides.

Sanders (Lloyd). THE HOLLAND
HOUSE CIRCLE. With 24 Illustration.s.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. iis.6d.net,
Sathas (C). See Byzantine Te.xts.

Schmitt (John). See Byzantine Texts.
Schofield(A. T.),]M.D.,Hon.Phys. Freiden-
ham Hospital. See New Library of
Medicine.

Scudamore (Cyril). See Little Guides.
Scupoli (Dom. L.). See Library of De-

votion.

Segur (Madame de). See Simplified French
Texts.

S^lincourt (E. de.) See Keats (John).
Se'lincourt(Hugh de). GREAT RALEGH.

With 16 Illustrations. Demy Svo. 10s. 6d,
net.

Sells (V. P.), M.A. THE MECHANICS
OF DAILY LIFE. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.
IS. 6d.

Selous (Edmund). TOIMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated by G. W. Ord.
Eleventh Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d.
School Edition, ts. 6d.

TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated by Augusta Guest. Fifth
Edition. Fcap. Svo. is 6d.
School Edition, is. 6d.

Senter (George), B.Sc. (Lond.), Ph.D.
See Textbooks of Science.

Shakespeare (William).
THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623; 1632; 1664;

1685. Each £4, 4s. net, or a complete set,
£11, 12s. net.

Folios 2, 3 and 4 are ready.
JHE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-

SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
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by George Wyndham. Demy %vo. Buck-
ram, gilt top, xos. (>d.

See also Arden Shakespeare, Standard
Library and Little Quarto Shakespeare.

Sharp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Cr.

^VO. 2J. td.

Sharp (Cecil). See Baring-Gould (S.).

Sharp (Elizabeth). SeeLittle Books on Art.

Shedlock (J. S.) THE PIANOFORTE
SONATA. Cr. Zvo. s^-

Shelley (Percy B.). See Standard Library.

Sheppard (H. F.), M.A. See Baring-
Gould (S.)-

Sherwell (Arthur), M.A. LIFE IN WEST
LONDON. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo.

2S. 6d.
Shipley (Mary E.). AN ENGLISH
CHURCH HISTORY FOR CHILD-
REN. With a Preface by the Bishop of
Gibraltar. With Maps and Illustrations.

Cr. Zvo. Each part is. 6d. net.

Part I.—lo the Norman Conquest.
Part II.—To the Reformation.

Sichel (Walter). See O.xford Biographies.

Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). HOME LIFE
IN GERMANY. With i6 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.

Sime (John). See Little Books on Art.

Simonson (0. A.). FRANCESCO
GUARD I. With 41 Plates. Imperial
i,io. £2, IS. net.

Sketchley(R. E. D.). See Little Books on
Art.

Skipton (H. P. K.). See Little Books on
Art.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New-
Winter Resort. With over 200 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. ss. net.

Smallwood (M. Q.). See Little Books on
Art.

Smedley(F. E.). See LP. L.
Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited with an Introduction
and numerous Notes by Edwin Cannan,
M.A. T'lVO volu/nes. Demy Zvo. 21s.net.

Smith (H. Bompas), M.A. A NEW
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC. Crown Zvo.

Without Answers, 2J. With Answers, 21. 6d.

Smith (H. Clifiord). See Connoisseur's
Libran,-.

Smith (Horace and James). See Little

Librarj'.

Smith (R. Mudie). THOUGHTS FOR
THE DAY. Edited bj-. Fcap. Zvo.

^s. 6d. net.

Smith (Nowell C). See Wordsworth (W).
Smith (John Thomas). A BOOK FOR
A RAINY DAY: Or, Recollections of the
Events of the Years 1766-1833. Edited bj'

Wilfred Whitten. Illustrated. Wide
Demv Zvo. t.2s. 6d. net.

Snell (F. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOOR.
Illustrated. Cr. Zro. 6s.

Snowden(C. E.). -A. HANDY DIGEST OF
BRITISH HISTORY. Demy Zvo. ^s. 6d.

Sophocles. See Classical Translations.
Sornet (L. A.), and Acatos (M. J.) See

Junior School Books.

Southey (R.). ENGLISH SEAMEN
Edited by David Hannay.
VoL I. (Howard, Clifford, Hawkins,

Drake, Cavendish). Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Vol. II. (Richard Hawkins, Grenville,

Essex, and Raleigh). Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Standard Library.
Souvestre (E.). See Simplified French Texts.
Spence (C. H.), M.A. See School Examina-

tion Series.

Spicer (A. Dykes), M.A. THE PAPER
TRADE. A Descriptive and Historical
Survey. With Diagrams and Plans. Demy
Zvo. IIS. 6d. net.

Spooner (W. A.), M.A. See Leaders of
Religion.

Spragge (W. Horton), M.A. See Junior
Scaool Books.

Staley (Edgcumbe). THE GUILDS OF
FLORENCE. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Royal Zvo. z6s. net.

Stanbridge (J. W.), B.D. See Library of
Devotion.

'Stancliffe.' GOLF DOS AND DONT'S.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. -is.

Stead (D. W.). See Gallaher (D.).

Stedman(A. M. M.), M.A.
INITIA LATINA : Easy Lessons on Elemen-

tary Accidence. Eleventh Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. IS.

FIRST LATIN LESSONS. Eleventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Z-.'o. IS.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Notes
adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and
Vocabulary. Seventh Edition, iZmo.
IS. 6d.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM CESAR.
The Helvetian War. Fourth Edition.
iZtno. IS.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. The
Kings of Rome. Second Edition. iZtno.

IS. 6d.

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Twelfth Ed. Fcap.
Zvo. IS. 6d.

EXEMPLA LATINA. First Exercises
in Latin Accidence. With Vocabulary.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. is.

EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With
Vocabulary. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

IS. 6d. Key, 3s. }iet.

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE:
Rules and E.xercises. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. IS. 6d. With Vocabulary, is.

NOTANDA QUAEDAM : Miscellaneous
Latin Exercises on Common Rules and
Idioms. Fifth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d.

With Vocabularv. is. Key, is. net.

LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPE-
TITION: Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Sixteenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

IS. 6d.

-A. VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS.
iZmo. Fourth Edition, is.
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STEPS TO GREEK. Fourth Edition.
iSmo. js.

A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Third
Edition. Cr. Zto. js. td.

EASYGREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Fourth. Edition, re-
vised. Fcap. Z7'0. ts. 6d.

GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION. Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Fourth Edition. Fca't. Zvo. \s 6d.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.
For the use of Schools. With Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Zto. zs. 6d.

STEPS TO FRENCH. A^inth Edition.
\%mo. Zd.

FIRST FRENCH LESSONS. Ninth Edi-
tion, Cr. Zto. is.

EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-
SEEN TRANSLATION. Sixth Edi-
tion, Fcap. Zvo. 15. 6d.

EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELE-
MENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabu-
lary. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.
Key. 35. net.

FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION : Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Fourteenth Edition, Fcaf. Zvo. is.

See also School Exanriination Series.

Steel (R. Elliott), M.A., F.C.S. THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE. With 147
Illustrations. SecondEdition. Cr. Zvo. 2s,6d.
See also School Examination Series.

Stephenson (C), of the Technical College,
Bradford, and Suddards (F.) of the
Yorkshire College, Leeds. A TEXTBOOK
DEALING WITH ORNAMENTAL
DESIGN FORWOVEN FABRICS. With
66 full-page Plates and numerous Diagrams
in the Text. Third Edition. Demy Zvo.

IS. 6d.

Sterne ( Laurence). See Little Library.

Steuart (Katherine). BY ALLAN
WATER. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

RICHARD KENNOWAY AND HIS
FRIENDS. A Sequel to 'By Allan
Water. ' Demy Zvo. ys.6d. net.

Stevenson (R. L.) THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited by Sidney Colvin.
Eighth Edition. 2 vols. Cr. Zvo. 121.

VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched
Portrait by William Strang. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. Buckram, ds.

THE LIFE OF R. L. STEVENSON See
Balfour (G.).

Stevenson (M. I.). FROM SARANAC
TO THE MARQUESAS. Being Letters
written by Mrs. M. I. Stevenson during
i3S7-S8. Cr. Zz'o. 6s. net.

LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1S91-95. Edited
and arranged by M. C. Balfour With
many Illustrations. Second Edition Cr.
Zvo. 6s. net.

Stoddart (Anna M.). See Oxford Bio-
graphies.

Stokes (F. G.), B.A. HOURS WITH
RABELAIS. From the translation of Sir
T. Urquhart and P. A. Motteux. With
a Portrait in Photogravure. Cr. Zvo, 31. 6d.

net.

Stone (S, J.). POEMS AND HYMNS.
With a Memoir by F. G. Ei.lerton,
M.A. With Portrait. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Storr (Vernon F.), M.A., Canon of Win-
chester. DEVELOPMENT AND
DIVINE PURPOSE Cr. Zvo, 55. net.

Story (Alfred T.). AMERICAN
SHRINES IN ENGLAND. With 4 Il-

lustrations in Colour, and 19 other Illustra-

tions. Crown Zvo. 6s.

See also Little Guides.
Straker(F.)' See Books on Business.

Streane (A. W.). D.D. See Churchman's
Bible.

Streatfeild (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. With 24 Illustra-

tions. SecondEd. DemyZvo. ys.6d. net.

See also New Library of Music.
Stroud (Henry), D.Sc, M.A. ELEMEN-
TARY PRACTICAL PHYSICS. With
iisDiagrams. Second Edit., revised. Cr.
Zvo. 45. 6d.

5turch (F.), Staff Instructor to the Surrey
County Council. MANUAL TRAINING
DRAWING (WOODWORK). With
Solutions to Examination Questions, Ortho-
graphic, Isometric and Oblique Projection.

With 50 Plates and 140 Figures. Foolscap.
$s. net.

Suddards (F.). See Stephenson (C).
Surtees (R. S.). See I.P.L.
Sutherland (William). OLD AGE PEN-
SIGNS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE,
with some Foreign Examples. Cr. Zvo.

35. 6d. net.

*Swanton (E. W.), Member of the British

Mycological Society. FUNGI AND HOW
TO KNOW THEM. With 16 Coloured
Plates by M. K. Spittal, and 32 Black
and White Plates. Cr. Zvo. ss. net.

Symes (J. E.), M.A. THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. SecondEdition. Cr.Zvo.
2S. 6d.

Sympson (E. fllansel), M.A., M.D. See
Ancient Cities.

Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. With 20 Illustrations. Fcap. Zvo.

35. 6d. net.

Tacitus. AGRICOLA. Edited by R. F.
Davis, M.A. Cr, Zvo. 2s.

GERMANIA. By the same Editor. Cr,
Zvo. 2S.

See also Classical Translations.
TalIack(W.). HOWARD LETTERS AND
MEMORIES. Demy St"'. 10s. 6d. net.

Tatham (Frederick). See Blake (William).
Tauler (J.). See Library of Devotion.
Taylor (A. E.). THE ELEMENTS OF
AlETAPHYSICS. Second Edition. Demy
Zvo. zos. 6d. net.

Taylor (F. G.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Taylor (1. A.). See Oxford Biographies.
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Taylor (John W.). THE COMING OF
THE SAINTS. With 26 Illustrations.

Demy Svo. ys. 6d. net.

Taylor (T. Al.), M.A., Fellow of Gonville
and Caius College, Cambridge. A CON-
STITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL
HISTORY OF ROME. To the Reign of
Domitian. Cr, t-jo. js. 6ii.

Teasdale-Buckell (Q, T.). THE COM-
PLETE SHOT. With 53 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Demy 8zio. i-zs. bd. net.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). EARLY
POEMS. Edited, with Notes and an
Introduction, by J. Churton Collins,
M.A. Cr. Sua. 6s.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE
PRINCESS. Edited by J. Churton
Collins, M.A. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

See also Little Library.
Terry (C. S.). See Oxford Biographies.
Terry (F. J.), B.A. ELEMENTARY
LATIN. Cr. Zvo. 2S.

TEACHER'S HANDBOOK TO ELEMEN-
TARY LATIN. Containing the necessary
supplementary matter to Pupil's edition.

Cr. Zvo. 35-. 6d. net.

Thackeray (W. M.). See Little Library.
Theobald (F. v.), M.A. INSECT LIFE.

Illustrated. Second Edition Revised. Cr.
Zvo. zs. 6d.

Thibaudeau(A. C). BONAPARTE AND
THE CONSULATE. Translated and
Edited by G. K. Foktesque, LL.D. With
12 Illustrations. Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.

Thompson (A. H.). See Little Guides.
Thompson (Francis). SELECTED
POEMS OF FRANCIS THOMPSON.
With a Biographical Note by Wilfrid
Meynell. With a Portrait in Photo-
gravure. Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

5J. net.

Thompson (A. P.). See Textbooks of
Technology-.

*Thomson (J. M.), Feiiow and Dean of
Divinity of Magdalen College, Oxford.
JESUS ACCORDING TO ST. MARK.
Cr. Zvo. cj.

Tileston(MarvW.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Sixteenth Edi-
tion. jJedium \6mo. 2s. 6d. net. Also an
edition in superior binding, dr.

Tompkins (H. W.), F.R.H.S. See Little
Books on Art and Little Guides.

Toynbee (Paget), M.A., D.Litt. IN THE
FOOTPRINTS OF DANTE. A Trea-
sury of Verse and Prose from the works of
Dante. Stnall Cr. Zvo. ^. 6d. net.

DANTE IN ENGLISH LITERATURE:
FROM CHAUCER TO GARY. Two
vols. DeniyZvo. iis.net.
See also Oxford Biograohies and Dante.

Tozer (Basil). THE HORSE IN HIS-
TORY. With 25 Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Tremayne (Eleanor E.). See Romantic
Historv-

Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE WEDDED,
AND OTHER PoEJis. Sccond and Revised
Edition. Large Post Zvo. 6s.

NEW POEMS. Second Edition. Large
Post Zvo. 6s.

APOLLO AND THE SEAMAN. Large
Post Zvo. Paper, u. 6d. net; cloth, is bd.

net.

Trevelyan(G.M.), Fellow ofTrinity College,

Cambridge. ENGLAND UNDER THE
STUARTS. With Maps and Plans. Third
Edition. Dmiv Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

ENGLISH LIFE THREE HUNDRED
YEARS AGO : Being the first two chapters

of England under the Stuarts. Edited by

J. TuRR.^L. B.A. Cr. Zvo. ts.

Triggs (Inigo H.), A.R.I.B.A. TOWN
PLANNING: Past, P.=?esemt, and
Possible. Wuh 173 Illustrations. Wide
Royal Zvo. 1 3T. net.

Troutbeck(Q. E.). See Little Guides.
Tyler (E. A.), B.A., F.C.S. See Junior

School Books.
TyrrelNQUl (Frances). See Little Books

on Art.
Unwin (George). See Antiquary's Books.
Vardon (Harry). THE COMPLETE
GOLFER. V\'ith 63 Illustrations. Tenth
Edition. Deiny Zvo. los. 6d. net.

Vaughan (Henrv). See Little Library.
Vaughan (Herbert M.). B.A.(Oxon.). THE
LAST OF THE ROYAL STUARTS,
HENRY STUART, CARDINAL,
DUKE OF YORK. With 20 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.

THE MEDICI POPES (LEO X. and
CLEMENT ATI. With 20 Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. i^s. net.

THE NAPLES RIVIERA. With 25 Illus-

trations in Colour by Maurice Greiffen-
hagen. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Vernon (Hon. W. Warren), M.A. READ-
INGS ON THE INFERNO OF DANTE.
With an Introduction by the Rev. Dr.
Moore. I}i Two Volumes. SecondEdition.
Cr. Zvo. 1 5J. net.

READINGS ON THE PURGATORIO
OF DANTE. With an Introduction by
the late Dean Chu.'^ch. In Two Volumes.
Third Edition. C': Zvo. i^s. net.

READINGS ON THE PARADISO OF
DANTE. With an Introduction by the
Bishop of Ripon. In Two Volumes.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. j-,s. net.

Vincent (J. E.). THROUGH EAST
ANGLIA IN A MOTOR CAR. With
16 Illustrations in Colour by Frank South-
G.A.TE, R.B.A., and a Map. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Voegelin (A.), M.A. See Junior Examina-
tion Series.

WaddeIl(Col. L. A.), LL.D., C.B. LHASA
AND ITS MYSTERIES. With a Record
of the Expedition of 1903-1904. Wit'n 155
Illustrations and Maps. Third and
CheafierEdition. Medium Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Wade (G. W.), D.D. OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. With Maps. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wade (G. W.). D.D., and Wade (J. H.),

M.A. See Lutle Guides.
Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAG-
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NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS: Interpreta-
tions, embodying Wagner's own explana-
tions. By Alice Leighton Cleather
and Basil Crump. In Three Volumes.
Fcap %vo. 2S. 6d. each.

Vol. I.

—

The Ring of the Nibelung.
Third Edition.

Vol. II.

—

Parsifal, Lohengrin, and
The Holy Grail.

Vol. m.

—

Tristan and Isolde.
Waineman (Paul). A SUMMER TOUR
IN FINLAND. With 16 Illustrations in

Colour by Alexander Federley, 16 other
Illustrations and a Map. Demy Zvo.

los. 6d. net.

V^^alkley (A. B.). DRAMA AND LIFE.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wall (J. C). See Antiquary's Books.
Wallace-Hadril] (F.), Second Master at

Heme Bay College. REVISION NOTES
ON ENGLISH HISTORY. Cr. 8vo, is.

Walters (H. B.). See Little Books on Art
and Classics of Art.

Walton (F. W.),M.A. See School Histories.
Walton (Izaak) and Cotton (Charles).

See I.P.L. and Little Library.
Waterhouse (Elizabeth). WITH THE
SIMPLE-HEARTED : Little Homilies to
Women in Country Places. Second Edition.
Sinall Potf&vo. 2.S. net.

COMPANIONS OF THE WAY. Being
Selections for Morning and Evening Read-
ing. Chosen and arranged by Elizabeth
Waterhouse. Large Cr. Zvo. 5^. net.

THOUGHTS OF A TERTIARY. Small
Pott Zvo. js. net.

See also Little Library.
Watt (Francis). See Henderson (T. F.).

Weatherhead (T. C), M.A. EXAMINA-
TION PAPERS IN HORACE. Cr. Zvo. 2s.

See also Junior Examination Series.

•Webb (Qeorgre W.), E.A. A SYSTEM-
ATIC GEOGRAPHY OFTHE BRITISH
ISLES. With Maps and Diagrams. Cr.
Zvo. ij.

Webber (F. C. ). See Textbooks of Techno-
logy.

Weigall (Arthur E. P.). A GUIDE TO
THE ANTIQUITIES OF UPPER
EGYPT : From Abydos to the Sudan
Frontier. With 67 Maps, and Plans.
Cr. Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Weir (Archibald), M.A. AN INTRO-
DUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
MODERN EUROPE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Welch (Catharine). THE LITTLE
DAUPHIN. With 16 Illustrations. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Wells (Sidney H.) See Textbooks of Science.
Wells(J.),M.A.,FeIlowandTutor ofWadham

College. OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3^.6^.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Ninth
Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d.
See also Little Guides.

Wesley (John). See Library of Devotion.
Westell (W. Percival). THE YOUNG
NATURALIST. With 8 Coloured Plates

by C. F. Newall, and many other Illus-

trations. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Westell (VV. Percival), F.L.S., M.B.O.U.,
and Cooper (C. S.), F.R.H.S. THE
YOUNG BOTANIST. With 8 Coloured
and 63 Black and White Plates drawn from
Nature, by C. F. Newall. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

net.

Whibley (C). See Henley (W. E.).

Whibley (L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke
College, Cambridge. GREEK OLIGAR-
CHIES : THEIR ORGANISATION
AND CHARACTER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

White (Eustace E.). THE COMPLETE
HOCKEY PLAYER. With 32 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy Zvo. ss. net.

White (George F.), Lieut.-Col. A CEN-
TURY OF SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.
Devty Zvo. i -is. 6d. net.

White (Gilbert). See Standard Library.

Whitfield (E. E.), M.A. See Commercial
Series.

Whitehead (A. W.). G A S P A R D D E
C O L I G N Y, Admiral of France.
With 26 Illustrations and 10 Maps and
Plans. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6il. net.

Whiteley (R. Lloyd), F.I.C., Principal of
the Municipal Science School, West Brom-
wich. AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-
BOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. td.

Whitley (Miss). See Dilke (Lady).
Whitling (Miss L.), late Staff Teacher of

the National Training School of Cookery.
THE COMPLETE COOK. With 42
Illustrations. Demy Zz>o. ys. 6d. net.

Whitten (W.). See Smith (John Thomas).
Whyte(A. G.), B.Sc. See Books on Business.
Wilberforce (Wilfrid). See Little Books

on Art.
Wilde (Oscar). DE PROFUNDIS.

Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ^s. net.

THE WORKS OF OSCAR WILDE. In
12 Volumes. Fcap. Zvo. 5^. net each
volume.

I. The Duchess of Padua. 11. Lady
Windermere's Fan. hi. A Woman of
No Importance, iv. The Importance
OF BEING Earnest, v. An Ideal Hus-
band. VI. De Profundis and Prison
Letters, vn. Intentions, viii. Essays.
IX. A House of Pomegranates. x.

Lord Arthur Savile's Crime and the
Portrait of Mr. W. H. xi. Poems.
XII. Salom^, a Florentine Tragedy,
and La Sainte Courtisane

Wilkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN
INVASION. Cr. Zvo. 2s. 6d.

Williams (H. Noel). THE WOMEN
BONAPARTES. The Mother and three
Sisters of N apoleon. W ith 36 I Uustrations.
In Two Volumes Demy Zvo. 24J net.

A ROSE OF SAVOY : Marie Adelaide of
Savoy,DuchessedeBourgogne,Mo I her
OP Louis xv. With a Frontispiece in

Photogtavure and 16 other Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. 15.?. net.
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tVilliams (A.). PETROL PETER: or
Pretty Stories and Funny Pictures. Illus-

trated in Colour by A. W. Mills. Demy
4.to. 3.r. 6d. net.

Williamson (M. Q.)., M.A. See Ancient
Cities.

Williamson (W.), B.A. See Junior Ex-
amination Series, Junior School Books, and
Beginner's Books.

Wilmot-Buxton (E. M.), F. R. Hist. S.

MAKERS OF EUROPE. Outlines of
European History for the Middle Forms of
Schools. With 12 Maps. Tenth Edition.
Cr. Zro. y. 6d.

THE ANCI FNT WORLD. With Maps and
Illiistr.'itions. C'-. ?rc. 2^. 6d.

A BOOK OF NOBLE WOMEN. With
i6 Illustrations. Cr. Szro. 3.1. 6d.

A HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN :

PROM THE Coming of the Angles to
THE Year 1870. With 20 Maps. Cr. 8rv.

3^. 6d. See also Beginner's Books and New
Historical Series.

WilsonC Bishop.). SeeLibrary of Devotion.
Wilson (A. J,), See Books on Business.
Wilson (H. A.). See Books on Business.
Wilton (Richard), M.A. LYRA PAS-

TOR.-^LIS : Songs of Nature, Church, and
Home. Paii Sz'O. 2S. 6d.

Winbolt (S. E.), M.A. EXERCISES IN
L.A.TIN ACCIDENCE. Cr. &vo. js. 6d.

LATIN HEXAMETER VERSE: An Aid
to Composition. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d. Key,
cs. net.

Winrtie (B. C. A.), D.Sc.F.R.S., F.S. A. See
A'l'iquary's Boolcs, Little Guides, Ancient
Cities, and School Histories.

Wood (Sir Evelyn), F. M., V.C. G.C.B.,
G.C.M.G. FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO
FIELD-MARSHAL. With Illustrations,

and 29 Maps. Fifth and Cheaper Edition.
Dernv tz'o. -js. €d. net.

THE REyOLT IN HINDUSTAN. 1S57-

59. With 8 Illustrations and 5 Maps.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wood (J. A. E.). See Textbooks of
Technology.

Wood (J. Hickory). DAN LENO. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Wood (W. Birkbeck), M. A., late Scholar of
Worcester College, Oxford, and Edmonds
(Major J. E.), R.E., D.A.Q.-M.G. A
HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR IN

THE UNITED STATES. With an
Introduction by H. Spenser Wilkinson.
With 24 Maps and Plans. Second Edition.
De>fty Sr'o. 12s. 6d. net.

Wordsworth (Christopher), M.A. See
Antiquary's B.i-ks.

Wordsworth (W.). THE POEMS OF.
With an Introducti in and Notes by
Nowell C. Smith, late Fellow of New
College, Oxford. In Three Volumes.
Demy Zto. i ;.f. net.

POEMS BY WILLIAM WORDSWORTH.
Selected with an Introduction by Stopford
A. Brooke. With 40 Illustrations by E.
H. New, including a Frontispiece in

Photogr.ivure. Cr. &vo. "js. 6d. net.
See also Little Library-.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
See Little Library.

Wright (Arthur), D.D., Fellow of Queen|s
College, Cambridge. See Churchman's
Library.

WriE:ht(C. Gordon). See Dante.
Wright (J. C). TO-DAY. Thoughts on

Life for ever\- day. Peiiyi^mo. is.td.net.
Wright (Sophie). GERMAN VOCABU-
LARIES FOR REPETITION. Fcap. tvr.

IS. 6d.

Wyatt (Kate M.). See Gloag (M. R.).
WyIde(A. B.). MODERN ABYSSINIA.

With a Map and a Portrait. Demy 8vo.
z's. net.

Wyllie (AT. A.). NORWAY AND ITS
FJORDS. With 16 Illustrations, in Colour
by W. L. Wyllte, R.A., and 17 other
Illustrations. Crmnn Sz/o. 6s.

Wyndham (George). See Shakespeare
(William).

Yeats (W. B.). A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Reznsed and Enlarged Edition.
Cr. Zvo. >,s. td.

Young (Filson). THE COMPLETE
MOTORIST. With 138 Illustrations.

Ne-iv Edition (Seventh), with many addi-
tions. Demy. Zt'O. 12s. 6d. net.

THE JOY OF THE ROAD : An Apprecia-
tion of the Motor Car. With a Frontis-
piece in Photogravure. Small Demy Zvo.
55. net.

Zachariah of Mitylene. See Byzantine
Texts.

Zimmern (Antonia). WHAT DO \V&
KNOW CONCERNING ELECTRI-
CITY? Fcap.Zvo. LS.6d.net.

Ancient Cities

General Editor. B. C. A. WINDLE, D.Sc, F.R.S.

Cr. 8vo.

Bristol. By Alfred Harvey, M.B. Illus-

trated by E. H. New.
Canterbury. By J. C. Cox, LL.D,, F.S.A.

Illustrated by B. C. Boulter.
Chester. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc. F.R.S.

Illustrated by E. H. New.
Dublin. ByS. A. O. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated

by W. C. Green.

M.A.
45. 6d. net.

Edinburgh. By M. G. Williamson,
Illustrated by Herbert Railton.

Lincoln. By E. Mansel Sympson, M.A.,
M.D. Illustrated by E. H. New.

Shrewsbury. By T. .Auden, M.A., F.S.A.
Illustrated by Katharine M. Roberts.

Wells and Glastonbury. ByT. S. Holmes.
Illustrated by E. H. New.
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The Antiquary's Books

General Editor, J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A

Demy Zvo. Is. 6d. net.

Arch^bology and False Antiquities.
By R. Munro, LL.D. With Si Illustrations.

Bells of England, The. By Canon J. J.

Raven, D.D., F.S.A. With 60 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition.

Brasses of England, The. By Herbert
W. MackKn, MA. With 85 Illustrations.

Second Eaition.

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian
Times. By J. Romilly Allen, F.S.A.
With 44 Plates and numerous Illustrations.

Domesday Inquest, The. By Arioiphus

Ballard, B.A., LL.B. With 27 Illustrations.

English Church Furniture. By J. C. Cox,
LL.D., F.S.A., _ and A. Harvey,_M.B.
With 121 Illustrations. Second Edition,

English Costume. From Prehistoric Times
to the End of the F.ighteenth Centurj'. By
George Clinch, F.G.S. With 131 lUustra-

tions.

English Monastic Life. By the Right Rev.
Abbot Gasquet, O.S.B. With 50 Illustra-

tions, Maps and Plans. Third Edition.

English Seals. By J. Harvey Bloom.
With 93 Illustrations.

FOLK-LoRE as an HISTORICAL SCIENCE. By
G. L. Gomme. With 2S Illustrations.

Gilds and Companies of London, The.
By George Unwin. With 37 Illustrations.

Manor and Manorial Records, The.
By Nathaniel J. Hone. With 54 Illustra-

tions.

Mediaeval Hospitals of England, The.
By Rotha Mary Clay. With many Illus-

trations.

Old Service Books of the English
Church. By Christopher Wordsworth,
M.A., and Henry Littlehales. With
38 Coloured and other Illustrations.

Parish Life in Medi.«val England. By
the Right Rev. Abbott Gasquet, O.S.B.
With 39 Illustrations. Second Edition.

Remains of the Prehistoric Age in

England. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc,
F.R.S. With 94 Illustrations. Second
Edition.

Royal Forests of England, The. By J.

C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. With 23 Plates and
23 other Illustrations.

Shrines of British Saints. ByJ.C. Wall.
With 28 Plates and 50 other Illustrations.

The Arden Shakespeare

Demy %vo. 2s. 6d. net each volume.

An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with a full Introduction, Textual

Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page.

I

*Macbeth. Edited by H. Cuningham.

I
Measure for Measure. Edited by H. C.

I Hart.
i
Merchant of Venice, The. Edited by

I C. K. Pooler.
Merry Wives of Windsor, The. Edited by
H. C. Hart.

A Midsummer Night's Dream. Edited by
H. Cuningham.

Othello. Edited by H. C. Hart.
Pericles. Edited by K. Deighton.
Romeo and Juliet. Edited by Edward

Dowden.
Taming of the Shrew, The. Edited by

R. Warwick Bond.
Tempest, The. Edited by M. Luce.
TiMON of Athens. Edited by K. Deighton.
Titus And RONicus. EditedbyH. B. Baildon.
Troilus AND Crbssida. Edited by K.

Deighton.
Two Gentlemen of Verona, The. Edited

by R. W. Bond.
Twelfth Night. Edited by M. Luce.

All's Well That Ends Well. Edited by
W. O. Brigstocke.

Antony and Cleopatra. Edited by R. H.
Case.

Cymbeline. Edited by E. Dowden.
Comedy of Errors, The. Edited by Henry

Cuningham.
Hamlet. Edited by E. Dowden. Second

Edition.

Julius Caesar. Edited by M. MacmlUan.
King Henry v. Edited by H. A. Evans.
King Henry vi. Pt. l Edited by H. C.

Hart.
Kino Henry vi. Pt. ii. Edited by II. C.

Hart and C. K. Pooler.
King Lear. Edited by W. J. Craig.
King Richard hi. Edited by A. H.

Thompson.
Life and Death of King John,The. Edited

by Ivor B. John.
Love's Labour's Lost. Edited by H. C.

Hart.
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The Beginner's Books
Edited by W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

Easy Dictation- and Spelling. By W.
Williamson, B.A. SeventhEd. Fcap.Zvo. \s.

Easy Exercises in Arithmetic. Arranged
by W. S. Beard. Third Edition. Fcap.
%vo. Without Answers, is. With Answers.
IS. -^d.

Easy French Rhymes. By Henri Blouet.
SecondEdition. Illustrated. Fcap. %vo. is.

An Easy Poetry Book. Selected and
arranged by W. Williamson, B.A. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. is.

Easy Stories from English History. By
E. j\r. Wilmot-Buxton, F.ILHist.S. Fi/tA
Edition. Cr. Svo. is.

A First History of Greece. By E. E. Firth.
With 7 Maps. Cr. Z-jo. is. dd.

Stories from Roman History. By E. M.
Wilmot-Buxton. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.
is. 6d.

Stories from the Old Testament. By
E. Wilmot-Bvixton. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d.

Books on Business

Cr. 8vo.

Automobile Industry, The. G. Holden-
Stone.

Brewing Industry, The. J. L. Baker,
F.I.C., F.C.S. With 28 Illustrations.

Business of Advertising, The. C. G.
Moran, With 11 Illustrations.

Business Side of Agriculture, The. A.
G. L. Rogers.

Business of Insurance, The. A. J. Wilson.

Civil Engineering. C. T. Fidler. With 15
Illustrations.

Cotton Industry and Trade, The. S. J.
Chapman. With 8 Illustrations.

The Electrical Industry : Lighting,
Traction, and Power. A. G. Whyte,

Iron Trade of Great Britain, The. J.
S. Jeans. With 12 Illustrations.

25. 6d. net.

Law in Business. H. A. Wilson.

Mining and Mining Investments. A.
MoiL

Money Market, The. F. Straker.

Monopolies, Trusts, and Kartells. F.
W. Hirst.

Ports and Docks. Douglas Owen.
Railways. E. R. McDermott.
Shipbuilding Industry The : Its Historj',

Practice, Science, and Finance. David
Pollock, M.I.N. A.

Stock Exchange, The. C. Duguid. Second
Edition.

Trade Unions. G. Drage.

Byzantine Texts
Edited by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D.

The Syriac Chronicle known as that of
Zachariah of Mitylene. Translated by
F. J. Hamilton, D.D., and E. W. Brooks.
Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d. net.

EvAGRius. Edited by L. Bidez and L^on
Parmeutier. Demy %vo. 10s. 6d. net.

The History of Psellus. Edited by C.

Sathas. DemyZvo. iss.net.
Ecthesis Chronica and Chronicon Athen-
ARUM. Edited by Professor S. P. Lambros.
Demy %vo. js. dd. net.

The Chronicle of Morea. Edited by John
Schmitt. Detnyivo. i$s. net.

The Churchman's Bible

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Fcap. 8vo. IS. 6d. net each.

Thb Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
THE Galatians. Explained by A. W.
Robinson, M.A. Second Edition.

Ecclesiastes. Explained by A. W. Streane,
D.D.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
THE Philippians. Explained by C. R. D.
Biggs, D.D. Second Edition.

The Epistle of St. James.
H. W. Fulford M.A,

Explained by

Isaiah. Explained by W. E. Barnes, D.D.
Tiuo Volumes. With Map. 2^. net each.

The Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to
the Ephesians. Explained by G. H. Whita-
ker, M.A.

Thb Gospel According to St. Mark.
Explained by J. C. Du Buisson, AI.A.
IS. 6d. net.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to
the Colossians and Philemon. Ex-
plained by H. J. C. Knight. 2s. net.
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The Churchman's Library

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Crown Svo. 3^. 6d. each.

Some New Testament Problems. By
Arthur Wright, D.D. ts.

The Workmanship of the Prayer Book :

Its Literary and Liturgical Aspects. By J.
Dowden, D.D. Second Edition, Revised
and Enlarged.

The Beginnings of English Christianity.
By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map.

The Churchman's Introduction to the
Old Testament. By A. M. Mackay, B.A.
Second Edition.

Evolution. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D.

Aeschylus—The Orestelan Trilogy(Agamem-
non, Choephoroe, Eumenides). Translated
by Lewis Campbell, LL.D. 5J.

Cicero—De Oratore 1. Translated by E. N.
P. Moor, IM. A. Second Edition, ^s. 6d.

Cicero—The Speeches against Cataline and
Antony ar.d fcr Murena and Milo. Trans-
lated by H. E. D. Blakiston, M.A. 5^.

Cicero—De Natura Deorum. Translated by
F. Brooks, M.A. 3s. 6d.

Cicero—De Officiis. Translated by G. B.

Gardiner, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Classical Translations
Crown Svo.

Horace—The Odes and Epodes.
by A. D. Godley, M.A. 2s.

Lucian—Six Dialogues Translated by S. T.
Irwin, M.A. 3^. 6d.

Sophocles—Ajax and Electra. Translated by
E. D. Morshead, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Tacitus—Agricola and Germania. Trans-
lated by R. B. Townshend. 2s. 6d.

Juvenal—Thirteen Satires. Translated by
S. G. Owen, jM.A. 2s. 6d.

Translated

Classics of Art
Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING

JVide Royal Zvo. Gilt top.

The Art of the Greeks. By H. B. Walters.

With 112 Plates and 18 Illustrations in the

Text. 125. td. net.

Florentine .Sculptors of the Rennais-
ance. Wilhelm Bode, Ph.D. Trans-
lated by Jessie Haynes. With 94 Plates.

I2J. td. net.

Ghirlandaio. Gerald S. Davies, Master of

the Charterhouse. With 50 Plates. Second
Edition, los. 6d.

'Michelangelo. Gerald S. Davies, Master
of the Charterhouse. With 126 Plates.

12s. 6d. net.

Rubens. Edward Dillon, M.A. Willi a
Frontispiece in Photogravure and 483 Plates.

2$s. net.

Raphael. A. P. Opp^. With a Frontispiece

in Photogravure and 200 Illustrations.

12S. 6d. net.

Titian. Charles Ricketts. With about 220

Illustrations. i2.r. 6d. net.

Velazquez. By A. de

Plates. loj. 6d. net.

Beruete. With 94

Commercial Series

Crown 2)V0,

British Commerce and Colonies from
Elizabeth to Victoria. By H. de B.

Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Fourth Edition. 2s.

Commercial Examination Papers. By H.
de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. is. 6d.

The Economics of Commerce, By H. de
B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Second Edition.

IS. 6d.

A German Commercial Reader. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary. 2s.

A Commercial Geography of the British
Empire. By L. W. Lyde, M.A. Seventh
Edition. 2S.

A Commercial Geography of Foreign
Nations. By F. C. Boon, B.A. 2s.

A Primer of Business. By S. Jackson,
M.A. Fourth Edition, is. 6d.

A Short Commercial Arithmetic. By F.

G. Taylor, M.A. Fourth Edition, is. 6d.

French Commercial Correspondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Fourth
Edition. 2s.

German Commercial Correspondence. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Second
Edition. 2s. 6d.

A French Commercial Reader. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary. Secon/i Edition. 2s.

Precis Writing and Office Correspond-
ence. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. Second
Edition. 2S.

An Entrance Guide to Professions and
Business. By H. Jones, i^. 6d.

The Principles OF Book-keeping BY Double
Entry. By J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A. 2s.

Commercial Law. By W. Douglas Edwards.
Second Edition. 2s.
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Mezzotints. By Cyril Davenport.
Plates in Photogravure.

Porcelain. By Edward Dillon. With 19
Plates in Colour, 20 in Collotype, and 5 in

Photogravure.
MiNlATURE.s. By Dudley Heath. With o

Plates in Colour, 15 in Collotype, and 15 in

Photogravure.
Ivories. By A. Maskell. With 80 Plates in

Collotype and Photogravure.
English Fuk.viture. By F. S. Robinson.

With 160 Plates in Collotj'pe and one in

Photogravure. Second Edition.
English Coloured Books. By Martin

Hardie. With 28 Illustrations in Colour
and Collotype.

The Connoisseur's Library

Wide Royal %vo. z^s. net.

With 40 European Enamels. By Henry H. Cunyng-
hame, C.B. With 54 Plates in Collotype
and Half-tone and 4 Plates in Colour.

Goldsmiths' AND Silversmiths' Work. By
Nelson Dawson. With 51 Piates in

Collotype and a Frontispiece in Photo-
gravure. Second Edition.

Glass. By Edward Dillon. With 37 Illus-

trations in Collotype and 12 in Colour.

Seals. By Walter de Gray Birch. With 52
Illustrations in Collotype and a Frontispiece

in Photogravure.

Jewellery. By H. Clifford .Smith. With 50
Illustrations in Collotype, and 4 in Colour.
Second Edition.

Handbooks of English Church History

Edited by J. H. BURN, B.D. Crown Zvo. zs. 6d. 7iet.

The Foundations of the English Church.
J. H. Maude.

The S axon Church and the Norman Con-
quest. C. T. Cruttwell.

The Medieval Church and the Papacy
A. C. Jennings.

*The Reformation Period. By Henry
Gee.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books

Fcap Svo. 3^. 6d. net each volu7ne.

COLOUE
Old Coloured Books. By George Paston.

With 16 Coloured Plates. Fcap.Zvo. zs.net.

The Life and Death of John Mytton, Esq.
By Nimrod. With 18 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken and T. J. Rawlins. Fourth
Edition.

The Life of a Sportsman. By Nirnrod.
With 35 Coloured Plates by Henry Aiken.

Handley Cross. By R. S. Surtees. With
17 Coloured Plates and 100 Woodcuts in the

Text by John Leech. Second Edition.

Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour. By R. S.

Surtees. With 13 Coloured Plates and 90
Woodcuts in the Text by John Leech.

JoRROCKs' Jaunts and Jollities. By R. S.

Surtees. With 15 Coloured Plates by H.
Aiken. Second Edition.

Ask Mamma. By R. S. Surtees. With 13
Coloured Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the

Text by John Leech.
The Analysis of the Hunting Field. By

R. S. Surtees. With 7 Coloured Plates by
Henry Aiken, and 43 Illustrations on Wood.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
the Picturesque. By William Combe.
With 30 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Tour of Doctor Syntax in Search
OF Consolation. By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

The Third Tour of Doctor Syntax in

Search of a Wife. By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

ED BOOKS
The History of Johnny Quae Genus : the

Little Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax.
By the Author of 'The Three Tours.' With
24 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson.

The English Dance of Death, from the
Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical
Illustrations by the Author of ' Doctor
Syntax.' Tivo Volumes.
This book contains 76 Coloured Plates.

The Dance of Life : A Poem. By the Author
of ' Doctor Syntax.' Illustrated with 26
Coloured Engravings by T. Rowlandson.

Life in London: or, the Day and Night
Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Corinthian Tom. By
Pierce Egan. With 36 Coloured Plates by
I. R. and G. Cruikshank. With numerous
Designs on Wood.

Real Life in London : or, the Rambles
and Adventures of Bob Tallyho, Esq., and
his Cousin, The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an
Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured
Plates by Aiken and Rowlandson, etc.

Tzvo Volumes.
The Life of an Actor. By Pierce Egan.

With 27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane,
and several Designs on Wood.

The Vicar of Wakefield. By Oliver Gold-
smith. With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Row-
landson.

The Military Adventures of Johnny
Newcome. By an Officer. With 15 Coloured
Plates by T. Rowlandson.
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Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and
The National Sports of Great Britain.

With Descriptions and 50 Coloured Plates
by Henry Aiken.

The Adventures of a Post Captain. By
A Naval Officer. With 24 Coloured Plates

by Mr. Williams.

Gamonia : or, the Art of Preserving Game ;

and an Improved Method of making Planta-
tions and Covers, explained and illustrated

by Lawrence Rawstorne, P^sq. With 15
Coloured Plates by T. Rawlins.

An Academy for Grown Horsemen : Con-
taining the completest Instructions for

Walking, Trotting, Cantering, Galloping,
Stumbling, and Tumbling. Illustrated with
27 Coloured Plates, and adorned with a
Portrait of the Author. By Geoffrey
Gambado, Esq.

PLAIN
The Grave : A Poem. By Robert Blair.

Illustrated by 12 Etchings executed by Louis
Schiavonetti from the original Inventions of
William Blake. With an EnErraved Title Page
and a Portrait of Blake by T. Phillips, R.A.
The illustrations are reproduced in photo-

gravure.
Illustrations of the Book of Job. In-

vented and engraved by William Blake.
These famous Illustrations— 21 in number
—are reproduced in photogravure.

WiNnsoR Castle ByW. Harrison Ainsworth.
With 22 Plates and 87 Woodcuts in the Text
by George Cruikshank.

Coloured Books—continued.

Real Life in Ireland, or, the Day and
Night Scenes of Brian Boru, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Sir Shawn O'Dogherty.
By a Real Paddy. With 19 Coloured Plates
by Heath, Maries, etc.

The Adventures of Johnny Newcome in

the Navy. By Alfred Burton. With 16

Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.
The Old English Squirk : A Poem. By

John Careless, Esq. With 20 Coloured
Plates after the style of T. Rowlandson.

The English Spy. By Bernard Black-
mantle. An original Work, Characteristic,
Satirical, Humorous, comprising scenes and
sketches in every Rank of Society, being
Portraits of the Illustrious. Eminent, Eccen-
tric, and Notorious. With 72 Coloured
Plates by R. Cruikshank, and many
Illustrations on wood. Two Volumes,
js. net.

BOOKS
The Tower of London. By W. Harrison

Ainsworth. With 40 Plates and 58 Woodcuts
in the Text by George Cruikshank.

Frank Fairlegh. By F. E. Smedley. With
30 Plates by George Cruikshank.

Handy Andy. By Samuel Lover. With 24
Illustrations by the Author.

The Compleat Angler. By Izaak Walton
and Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 77
Woodcuts in the Text.

The Pickwick Paiers. By Charles Dickens.
With the 43 Illustrations by Seymour and
Phiz, the two Buss Plates, and the 32 Con-
temporary Onwhyn Plates.

Junior Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. is.

Junior Geography Examination Papers.
ByW. G. Baker. M.A.

Junior German Examination Papers. By
A. Voegelin, M.A.

Junior Greek Examination Papers. By T.
C. Weatherhead, M.A. Key, js. 6d. net.

Junior Latin Examination Papers. By C.
G. Botting, B.A. Sixth Edition. Key,
>,s. 6d. net.

*JuNioR History Examination Papers. By
W. O. P. Davis.

Junior Algebra Examination Papers. By
S. W. Finn, M.A.

Junior Arithmetic Examination Papers.
By W. S. Beard. Fifth Edition.

Junior English Examination Papers. By
W. Williamson. B.A. Second Edition.

Junior French Examination Papers. By
F. Jacob, M.A. Second Edition.

Junior General Information Examina-
tion Papers. By W. S. Beard. Key,
2S. 6d. net.

Methuen's Junior School-Books

Edited by O. D. INSKIP, LL.D.

A Class-Book of Dictation Passages. By
W. Williamson, B.A. Fourteenth Edition.
Cr. Svo. IS. 6d.

The Gospel According to St. Matthew.
Edited by E. Wilton South, M.A. With
Three Maps. Cr. Svo. is. 6d.

The Gospel Accordincto St. Mark. Edited
by A. E. Ruble, D.D. With Three Maps.
Cr. Sz'O. IS. (3d.

. and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

A Junior English Grammar. By W.William-
son, B.A. With numerous passages for parsing
and analysis, and a chapter on Essay Writin g.
Fourth Edition. Cr. 8ev. 25.

A Junior Chemistry. By E. A. Tyler, B. A.,
F.C.S. With 78 Illustrations. Fcurth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zz'O. 2s. 6d,

The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by
A. E. Rubie, D.D. Cr. Svo. 2S.
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Methcen's Junior School Books—continue.

A Junior French Grammar. By L. A.
Sornet and IM. J. Acatos. Third Edition.
Cr. %z'0. 2S.

Elementary Experimental Science. Phy-
sics by W. T. Clough, A.R.C.SC. (Lond.),

F.C.S. Chemistry by A. E. Dunstan,
B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S. With 2 Plates and
154 Diagrams. Seventh Edition. Cr. %vo.

2S. 6d.

A Junior Geometry. By Noel S. Lydon.
With C76 Diagrams. Seventh Edition. Cr.

ZVO. 2i.

Elementary Experimental Chemistry.
By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S.

With 4 Plates and 109 Diagrams. Third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2S.

A Junior French Prose. By R. R. N.
Baron, ^L A. ThirdEdition. Cr.Zvo. 2s.

i.

The Gospel According to St. Luke. With
an Introduction and Notes by William
Williamson, B. A. With Three Maps. Cr.
Zvo. zs.

The First Book OF Kings. Edited by A. E.
RiiBiE, D.D. With 4 Maps. Cr. Zvo. -23.

A Junior Greek History. By W. H.
Spragge, M..\. With 4 Illustrations and 5
^laps. Cr. Sf'C. 2X. dd.

A School Latin Grammar. By H. G. Ford,
M.A. Cr.Zz'O. zs.ed.

A Junior Latin Prose. By H. N. Asman,
M.A., B.D. Cr. Zvo. 2i. bd.

^Elementary Experimental Electricity
AND Magnetism. By W. T. Clough,
A.R.C.SC. (Lond.), F.C.S. With 200 Illus-

trations and Diagrams. Cr. ?>vo. is. 6d.
Englise Literature for Schools. By
Edith E. Firth. Cr. Zvo. is. td.

Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A., Canon of Westminster.

Cr. Zvo. 2J. net.

With Portraits.

Cardinal Newman. By R. H. Hutton.
John Wesley. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
Bishop Wilberforce. By G. W. Daniell,

M.A.
Cardinal Manning. By A. W. Hutton, M.A.
Charles Simeon. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.
John Knox. ByF.MacCunn. SecondEdition.
John Howe. By R. F. Horton, D.D.
Thomas Ken. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
George Fox. THE Quaker. ByT. Hodgkin,
D.C.L. Third Edition.

John Keble. By Walter Lock, D.D.

Thomas Chalmers. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Lancelot Andrewes. Bj' R. L. Ottley,

D. D. Second Edition.
Augustine of Canterbury. By E. L.

Cutts, D-D.
William Laud. By W. H. Hutton, M.A.
Third Edition.

John Donne. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.
Thomas Cranmer. By A. J. Mason, D.D.
Bishop Latimer. By R. M. Carlyle and A.

J. Carlyle, M..\.
Bishop Butler. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

The Library of Devotion

With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.

Small Pott 8vo, cloth, zs. ; leather, 2s. 6J. net.

The Confessions of St. Augustine. Edited
by C. Bigg, D.D. Sixth Edition.

The Imitation of Christ ; called also the

Ecclesiastical Music. Edited by C. Bigg,

D.D. Fifth Eaitirn.

The Christian Year. Edited by Walter
Lock, D. D. Fourth Edition.

Lyra Inxocentium. Edited by Walter
Lock, D.D. Second Edition.

The Temple. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,

D. D. Second Edition.

A Book of Devotions. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge. B.D. Second Edition.

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. FourthEd.

\ Guide to Eternity. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge, B.D.

The Inner Way. By J. Tauler. Edited by
A. W. Hutton, M.A,

On the Love of God. By St. Francis de
Sales. Edited by W. J. Knox-Little, M.A.

The Psalms of David. Edited by B. W.
Randolph, D.D.

Lyra Apostolica. By Cardinal Newman
and others. Edited by Canon Scott Holland,
M.A., and Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A.

The Song of Songs. Edited by B. Blaxland,
M.A.

The Thoughts of Pascal. Edited by C.
S. Jerram, M.A.

.A Manual of Consolation from the
Saints and Fathers. Edited by J. H.
Burn, B.D.

*Devotions from the Apocrypha. Edited,
with an Introduction, by Herbert Pentin,
M.A.
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The Library of Devotion—continued.
*The Spiritual Combat. Ey Doin Lorenzo

Scupoli. Newly translated, with an Intro-

duction and Notes, by Thomas Barns, M.A.
The Devoi ions of St. Anselm. Edited by

C. C. J. Webb, M.A.
Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sin-
ners. By John Bunyan. Edited by S. C.
Freer, M.A.

Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata. Edited
by A. E. Burn, B.D.

Lyra Sacra : A Book of Sacred Verse.
Edited by Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A.
Second Edition, reznsed.

ADayBook fromtheSaintsand Fathers.
Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D.

A Little Book of Heavenly Wisdom. A
Selection from the English Mystics. Edited
by E. C. Gregory.

Light, Life, and Love. A Selection from the
German Mystics. Edited byW. R.Inge, M.A.

An Introduction to The Devout Life.
By St. Francis de Sales. Translated and
Edited by T. Barns, M.A.

The Little Flowf.rs of the Glorious
Messer St. Francis and of his
Friars. Done into English by W. Hey-
wooH. With an Introduction by A. G.
Ferrers Howell.

Manchester al Mondo : a Contemplation
of Death and Immortality. By Henry
Montagu, FJarl of Manchester. With an
Introduction by Elizabeth Waterhouse,
Editor of ' A Little Book of Life and
Death.'

The Spiritual Guide, which Disentangles
the Soul and brings it by the Inward Way
to the Fruition of Perfect Contemplation,
and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peace.
Written by Dr. Michael de Molinos, Priest.

Translated from the Italian copy, printed at

Venice, 1685. Edited with an Introduction
by Kathleen Lyttelton. And a Note by
Canon Scott Holland.

Devotions for Every Day of the Week
AND THE Great Festivals. By John
Wesley. Edited, with an Introduction by
Canon C. Bodington.

Preces Privatae. By Lancelot Andrewes,
Bishop of Winchester. Selections from the
Translation by Canon F. E. Brightman.
Edited, with an Introduction, by A. E.
Burn, D.D.

Horae Mvsticae : A Day Book from the
Writings of Mystics of Many Nations.
Edited by E. C. Gregory.

Little Books on Art

With many Illustrations. Demy l6mo. 2s. 6d. ?iet.

Each volume consists ofabout 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations

including a Frontispiece in Photogravure.

Albrecht DuRER. J.Allen.
Arts of Japan, The. K. Dillon.

Bookplates. E.Almack.
Botticelli. Mary L. Bonnor.
BuRNE-JONES. F. de Lisle.

Christ in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.
Claude. E. Dillon.

Constable. H. W. Tompkins.
CoROT. A. Pollard and E. Birnstingl.

Enamels. Mrs. N. Dawson.
Frederic Leighton. A. Corkran.
George Romney. G. Paston.

Greek Art. H. B. Walters.
Greuze and Boucher. E. F. Pollard

Holbein. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

Illuminated Manuscripts. J. W. Bradley.
Jewellery. C. Davenport.
John Hoppner. H. P. K. Skipton.
Sir Joshua Reynolds. J. Sime.
Millet. N. Peacock.
Miniatures. C. Davenport.
Our Lady in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.
Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst. Second Edition.

Rembrandt. Mrs. E. A. Sharp.

Turner. F. Tyrrell-Gill.

Vandyck. M. G. Smalhvood.

Velasquez. W. Wilberforce and A. R.
Gilbert.

Watts. R. E. D. Sketchley.

The Little Galleries

Demy i6mo. 2s. 6cl. net.

Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short outline of

the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A Little Gallery of Reynolds.
A Little Gallery of Romney.
A Little Gallery of Hoppner.

A Little Gallery of Millais.
A Little Gallery of English Pobts.
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The Little Guides

With many Illustrations by E. H. New and other artists, and from photographs.

Small Pott 8vo, cloth, 25. dd. net.; leather, 35. ^d, net.

The main features of these Guides are (i) a handy and charming form ; (2) illus-

trations from photographs and by well-known artists; (3) good plans and maps
; (4) an

adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the nalura.

features, history, archseolcgy, and architecture of the town or district treated.

Cambridge and its Colleges. A. H.
Thompson. Second Edition.

English Lakes, The. F. G. Brabant.
Isle of Wight. The. G. Clinch.

Malvern Country, The B. C. A. Windle.
North Wales. A. T. Story.
Oxford and its Colleges. J. Wells.

Eighth Edition.
Shakespeare's Country. B. C. A. Windle.

Third Edition.
St. Paul's Cathedral. G. Clinch.

Westminster Abbev. G- E. Troutbeck.
Second Edition.

Buckinghamshire, E. S. Roscoe.
Cheshire. W. M. Gallichan.

Cornwall. A. L. Salmon.
Derbyshire. J. C. Cox.
Devon. S. Baring-Gould.
Dorset. F. R. Heath. Second Edition.
Essex. J. C. Cox.
Hampshire. J. C. Cox.

Hertfordshire. H. W. Tompkins.
Kent. G. Clinch.
Kerry. C. P. Crane.
Middlesex. J. B. Firth.

Monmouthshire. G. W. Wade and J. H.
Wade.

Norfolk. W. A. Dutt.
Northamptonshire. W. Dry.
Oxfordshire. F. G. Brabant.
Somerset. G. W. and J. H. Wade.
Suffolk. W. K. Dutt.
Surrey. F. -^ H. Lambert.
Sussex. F. G. Brabant. Seco7td Edition.
Yorkshire, The East Riding.

Morris.
Yorkshire, The North Riding.

Morris.

Brittany. S. Baring-Gould.
Normandy. C. Scudamore.
Rome. C. G. Ellaby.
Sicily. F. H. Jackson.

The Little Library

With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Small Pott 8vo. Each Volume, cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS. Second Edition.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Edited by E. V. Lucas. Two Vols.

NORTHANGER ABBEY. Edited by E.V.

Bacon(Francis). THE ESSAYS OF LORD
BACON. Edited by Edward ^\RIGHT.

Barham (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Edited by J. B. Atlay.
Two P'olumfs.

Harnett (.Mrs. P. A.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE. Se:o7td Edition.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH Vj^THEK. Edited
by E. Denison Ross.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M.
Perugini.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Edited
bv F. Hi.NDES Groome. Two Volumes.

THE ROMANY RYE. Edited by John
Sam pson.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS
FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by W.
Hall Griffin, M.A.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN: with George
Canning's additional Poems. Edited by
Lloyd S.^nders.

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY. Edited by H. C.
Ml.N'CHIN.

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
GEORGE CRABBE. Edited by A. C.
De.^ne.

Craik (.Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,
GENTLE M A N. Edited by Annie
Matheson. Two Volumes.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited bv Edw.^rd Hutton.

Dante (Ali'ghieri). THE INFERNO OF
DANTE. Translated by H. F. Gary.
Edited by P.\get 1 oynbee, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Cary. Edited by Paget
TOYNBEE, M.A., D.Litt.

THE P.^RADISO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Carv. Edited by Paget
ToYNBEE, M.A., D.Litt.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
Edited by R. A. Streatfeild.
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The Little Library—continued.
Deane (A. C). A LITTLE BOOK OF
LIGHT VERSE.

Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Two Volumes.

Ferrier (Susan). MARRIAGE. Edited
by A. Goodrich - Freer and Lord
Iddesleigh. Two Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.
QaskelKMrs.). CRANFORD. Edited by

E. V. Lucas. Second Edition.
Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER. Edited by Percy Dearmer.

Henderson (T. F.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF SCOTTISH VERSE.

Keats (John). POEMS. With an Intro-
duction by L. BiNYON, and Notes by J.
Masefield.

Kinglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. With an
Introduction and Notes. Second Edition.

Lamb (Charles). ELIA, AND THE
LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA. Edited by
E. V. Lucas.

Locker(F.). LONDON LYRICS Edited
- by A. D. GoDLEY, M.A. A reprint of the
First Edition.

Longfellow (H. W.). SELECTIONS
FROM LONGFEIXOW. Edited by
L. M. Faithfull.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL. Edited by E.

JMilton (John). THE MINOR POEMS
OF JOHN MILTON. Edited by H. C.
Beeching, M.A.

Moir(D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH. Edited
by T. F. Henderson.

Nichols (J. B.B.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

Rochefoucauld (La). THE MAXIMS OF
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Translated
by Dean Stanhopf.. JCdited by G. H.
PowELU

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D. Godlet,
M.A.

Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. Paul.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON. Edited bv J. Churton Collins, M.A.

IN ME MORI AM. Edited by H. C.

Beeching, M.A.
THE PRINCESS. Edited by Elizabeth

Wordsworth.
MAUD. Edited by Elizabeth Wordsworth.
Thackeray (W. M.). VANITY FAIR.

Edited by S. Gwvn.v. Three Volumes.
PENDENNIS. Edited by S. Gwtnn.

Three Volumes.
ESMOND. Edited by S. Gwynn.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. EditedbvS. Gwtnn.
Vaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by Edward
Hutton.

Walton (Izaak). THE COMPLEAT
ANGLER. Edited by J. Buchan.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited
by. Tivelfth Edition.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
WORDSWORTH. Edited by Nowell
C. Smith.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Edited by George
Sampson.

The Little Quarto Shakespeare

Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes.

Pott idmo. In 40 Volumes. Leather, price \s. net each volume.

Mahogany Revolving Book Case. los. net.

Miniature Library

Reprints in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of

humanity, devotion, or literary genius.

EuPHRANOR : A Dialogue on Youth. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the edition pub-
lished by W. Pickering ia 1851. Demy
^'zmo. Leather, 2s. net.

The Life of Edward, Lord Herbert of
Cherbury. Written by himself. From the
edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the
year 1764. Demy yzjno. Leather, zs. net.

PoLONins : or Wise Saws and Modern In-
stances. By Edward FitzGerald. From
the edition published by W. Pickering in

1852. Demy ^ztno. Leather, zs. net.

The RubAiyat of Omar KhayyXm. By
Edward Fit/Gerald. From the ist edition
of 1859, Fourth Edition. Leather, is,

net.
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A New Historical Series

Edited by the Rev. H. N. ASMAN, M.A., B.D.

*Stories from Ancient History.
Bower, B.A. Cr. %vo. -is. 6d.

By E. *Stories from Modern History. By E. M.
Wilmot-Buxton, F.R.Hist.S. Cr.Zvo. is.6d.

The New Library of Medicine

Edited by C. W. SALEEBY, M.D., F.R.S.Edin. Demy 8vo.

Care of the Body, The. F. Cavanagh.
Second Edition, js. 6d. net.

Children of the Nation, The. Right
Hon. Sir John Gorst. 7^. iid. net.

Control of a Scourge, The : or. How
Cancer is Curable. Chas. P. Childe.

•js, 6d. net.

Diseases of Occupation. Sir Thomas
Oliver. T.OS. 6d. net.

Drink Problem, The, in its Medico-Socio-
logical Aspects. Edited by T. N. Kelynack.
jS. td. net.

Drugs and the Drug Habit. H. Sainsbury.
Functional Nerve Diseases. A. T. Scho-

field. -JS. td. net.

Hygiene of Mind, The. T. S. Clouston.
Fifth Edition, js. td. net.

Infant Mortality, George Newman.
7^. td. net.

Prevention of Tuberculosis (Consump-
tion), The. Arthur Newsholme. 10s. td.

net.

*AiR AND Health. Ronald C. Macfie, M.A,
M.B. JS. td. net.

The New Library of Music

Edited by ERNEST NEWMAN. Demy2,vo.

Hugo Wolf. By Ernest Newman.
13 Illustrations.

6d. net.

With
I

Handel.
_ By R. A. Streatfeild.

Illustrations.

With 12

Oxford Biographies

Fcap. '6vo. Each volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, 35. (id. net.

T. F. HendersonDante Alighieri. By PagetToynbee, M.A., ,

D.Litt. Wlih 12 Illustrations. ThirdEdition.
\

Girolamo Savonarola. By E. L. S. Hors-
|

burgh, M.A. With 12 Illustrations. Second
j

Edition.
I

John Howard. By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.,
j

Bishop of Gloucester. With 12 Illustrations.
|

Alfred Tennyson. By A. C. Benson, M. A.
j

With 9 Illustrations. Second Edition.
\

Sir Walter Raleigh. By I. A. Taylor. '

With 12 Illustrations. I

Erasmus.
_ By E. F. H. Capey. With 12

Illustrations.

Thf, Young Pretender. By C. S. Terry.
|

With 12 Illustrations.

Robert Burns. By
With 12 Illustrations.

Chatham. By A. S. M'Dowall. With k
Illustrations.

Francis of Assist. By Anna M. Stod-
dart. With 16 Illustrations.

Canning. By W. Alison Phillips. With 12

Illustrations.

Beaconsfield. By Walter Sichel. With 12

Illustrations.

Johann Wolfgang Goethe. By H. G.
Aikins. With 16 Illustrations.

Francois Fenelon. By Viscount St Cyres.

With 12 Illustrations.

Eomantic History

Edited by MARTIN HUME, M.A. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo.

A series of attractive volumes in which the periods and personalities selected are

such as afford romantic human interest, in addition to their historical importance.

The First Governess of the Nether-
lands, Margaret of Austria. Eleanor
E. Tremayne. 10s. td. net.

Two English Queens and Philip Martiu

Hume, M.A. x-^s. net.

The Nine Days' Queen. Richard Davey.
With a Preface by Martin Hume, M.A.
With 12 Illustrations. lof. td. net.
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School Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Crown %vo. 2s. Cd.

Examination Papers in English Histoet.
By J. Tait Plowden-Wardlaw, B.A.

French Examination Papers. By A. M.
M. Stedman, M.A. Fifteenth Edition.
Key. Sixth Edition. 6j. net.

General Knowledge Examination
Papers. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A.
Sixth Edition.
Key. Fourth Edition, ys. net.

German Examination Papers. By R. J.
Morich, Seventh Edition.
Key. Third Edition, ds. net.

Greek Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Nint/i Edition.
Key, Fourth Edition. 6s. net.

History and Geography Examination
Papers. By C. H. Spence, M.A. Third
Edition.

Latin Examination Papers. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Fourteenth Edition.
Key. Seventh Edition. 6s. net.

Physics Examination Papers. By R. E.
Steel, M.A., F.C.S.

School Histories

Illustrated. Crown Svo. Is. 6d.

A School History of Warwickshire. By
B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc, F.R.S.

A School History of Somerset. By
Walter Raymond. Second Edition.

A School History of Lancashire. By
W, E. Rhodes, M.A.

A School History of Surrey. By K. E
Maiden, M.A.

A School History of Middlesex. By V. G.
Plarr, jNLA., and F. W. Walton, U.K.

Simplified French Texts

Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.

Fcap 8zv. IS.

Abdallah. By Edouard Laboulaye. Adapted
by J. A. 'Wilson.

*Deux Contes. By P. Merim^e. Adapted
by J. F. Rhoades.

*Edmond Dant^s. By A. Dumas. Adapted
by M. Ceppi.

Jean Valjean. By Victor Hugo. Adapted
by F. W. U. Draper, M.A.

La Bataille de Waterloo. By Erckmann-
Chatrian. Adapted by G. H. Evans.

La Bouillie au Miel. By A. Dumas.
Adapted by P. B. Ingham, M.A.

La Chanson de Roland. Adapted by H.
Rieu, M.A. Second Edition.

Le Conscrit de 1813. By Erckmann-Chatrian.
Adapted by H. Rieu.

Le Docteur Math£us. By Erckmann-
Chatrian. Adapted by W. P. Fuller, M.A.

*Le Due DE Beaufort. By A. Dumas.
Adapted by P. B. Ingham, M.A.

L'Equipage de la Belle-Nivernaise. By
Alphonse Daudet. Adapted by T. R. N.
Crofts, M.A.

L'HisToiRE d'une Tulipe. By A. Dumas.
Adapted by T. R. N. Crofts, M.A. Second
Edition.

L'HisTOiRE de Pierre et Camille. By'A. de
Musset. Adapted by J. B. Patterson, M.A.

Memoires de C.\dichon. P.y Madam de
Siigur. Adapted by J. F. Rhoades.

*D'Ajaccio k Saint Hel^ne. By A. Dumas.
Adapted by F. W. M. Draper, M.A.

Remy le Chevrier. By E. Souvestre.
Adapted by E. E. Chottin, B-es-L.

Simplified German Texts

Edited by T. R. G. CROFTS, M.A. Fcaf. 8vo. ts.

Die Nothelfer. Bv W. H. Riehl. Adapted
by P. B. Ingham, M.A.

Undine und Huldbrand. By La Motte
Fouqu6. Adapted byT. R. N. Crofts,.M.A.

Der Muller am Rhein. By C. Brentano.
Adapted by Florence A. Ryan.

Die Geschichte von Peter Schlemihl.
ByA. V. Chamisso. Adapted by R. C. Perry.
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Six Ages of European History

Edited by A. H. JOHNSON, M.A. With Maps. Crown Bvo. 2.S. 6d.

Age of the Enlightened Despot, the,
1660-1789. A. H. Johnson.

Central Period of the Middle Age, the,
918-1273. Beatrice A. Lees.

Dawn of Medi/Eval Europe, the, 476-918.

J. H. B. Mastermao.

End op the Middle Age, the, i2Ti-ne,ri.

E.G. Lodge.
Europe in Renaissance and Reforma-
tion, 1453-1659. M. A. Hollings.

Remaking of Modern Europe, the, 1789-
i37i. J. A. R. Marriott.

Methuen's Standard Library

Cloth, IS. nst; double volumes, is. 6d.net. Paper, 6d. net; double volume, is. net.

The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius.
Translated by R. Graves.

Sense and Sensibility. Jane Austen.
Essays and Counsels and The New

.\tlantis. Francis Bacon, Lord Verulam.
Religio Medici and Urn Burial. Sir

Thomas Browne. The text collated by
A. R. Waller.

The Pilgrim's Progress. John Bunyan.
Reflections on the French Revolution.

Edmund Burke.
The Poems and Songs of Robert Bur.vs.

Double Volume.
The Analogy of Religion, Natural and

Revealed. Joseph Butler.
Miscellaneous Poems. T. Chatterton.
The Rowley Poems. T. Chatterton.
Tom Jones. Henrj' Fielding. Treble Vol.
Cranford. Mrs. Gaskell.
The Poemsand Plays of Oliver Goldsmith.
Thk Case is Altered. Every Man in

His Humour. Every Man Out of His
Humour. Ben Jonson.

Cynthia's Revels. Poetaster. Ben
Jonson.

The Poems of John Keats. Double volume.
The Text has been collated by E. de
S^lincourt.

On the I.mitation of Christ. By Thomas
a Kempis. Translation byC. Bigg.

A Serious Call to Devout and Holy
Life. W. Law.

Paradise Lost. John Milton.

Eikonoklastes and the Tenure of King>
and Magistrates. John Milton.

Utopia and Poems. Sir Thomas More.
The Republic of Plato. Translated by

Sydenham and Taylor. Double Volume.
Translation re\-ised by W. H. D. Rouse.

The Little Flowers of St. Francis.
Translated by W. Heywood.

The Works of William Shakespeare. Id
10 volumes.

The Poems of Percy Bysshe Shelley. In
4 volumes. With Introductions by C. D.
Locock.

The Life of Nelson. Robert Southey.

The Natural Historyand Antiquities of
Seleorne. Gilbert White.

Textbooks of Science

Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M.A., B.Sc, and G. R. MILLS, M.A.

Fully Illustrated,

Co.mplete School Chemistry, The. By F.

M. Oldham, B..\. With 126 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Cr. ivo, 4s. 6d.

Elementary Science for Pupil Teachers.
Physics Section. By W. T. Clough,
A.R.C.Sc. (Lond.), F.C-S. Chemistry
Section. By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. (Lond.),
F.C.S. With 2 Plates and 10 Diagrams.
Cr. Zz'o. 2s.

Examples in Elementary Mechanics,
Practical, Graphical, and Theoretical. By
W. J. Dobbs, ill.A. With 52 Diagrams.
Cr. Zvo. 5s.

Examples in Physics. By C. E. Jackson,
M.A. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

First Year Physics. ByC. E.Jackson,M.A.
With 51 Diagrams. Cr. %vo. \s. 6d.

Outli.nes of Physical Chemistry. By
George Senter, B.Sc. (Lond.), Ph.D. With
many Diagrams. Cr. Zvo. 3J. (td.

!
Organic Chemistry, An, for Schools and

; Technical Institutes. By A. E. Dunstan,
B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S. With many

! Illustrations. Cr. Zvo. zs. 6d.
Plant Life, Studies in Garden and School.

By Horace F. Jones, F.C.S. With 320
Illustrat'ons. Cr. Sz'O. 35. 6d.

Practical Chemistry. Part l W. French,
M.A. Fifth Editio7i.. Cr. Zvo. is. 6d.

Practical Chemistry. Part ii. W. French,
M..\., and T. H. Boardman, M.A. Cr. Zvo.

IS. 6d.
'Practical Chemistry for Schools and

Technical Institutes, A. Bv A. E. Dun-
Stan, B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S. Cr. Zvo. 3s. dd.

Pr.\ct:cal Mechanics. S. H. Wells.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

Technical .\kithmetic and Geometry.
By C. T. Minis, .M.I.M.E. Cr. Zvo.

3i. 6d.
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Textbooks of Technology

Fully Illustrated.

Builders' Quantities. By H. C. Grubb.
Cr. &VO, ^s. td.

Carpentry and Joinery. By F. C. Webber.
Fifth Edition. Cr. S7/0. 31. 60?.

Electric Light and Power: An Intro-
duction to theStudy of Electrical Engineer-
ing. By E. E. Brooks, B.Sc. (Lond.). and
W. H. N. James, A.M.I. E.E., A.R.C.Sc.
Cr. &7'o. 4s. td.

Engineering Workshop Practice. By
C. C. Allen. Cr. Sw. 3^. td.

How TO Make a Dress. By J. A. E. Wood.
Fourth Edition. Cr. %vo. \s. 6d.

Instruction in Cookery. A. P. Thomson.
Cr. Zvo. 2S. 6d.

Introduction to thk Study of Textile
Design, An. By Aldred F. Barker. Demy
%vo. js. 6d.

Millinery, Theoretical and Practical.
By Clare Hill. Fourth Edition. Cr.&vo. 2s.

R^poussfi Metal Work. By A. C. Horth.
Cr. Svo. zs. 6d.

Handbooks of Theology

The Doctrine of the Incarnation. By R.
L. Ottley, D.D. Fourth Edition revised.
Demy Svo. t2s. 6d.

.\ History of Early Christian Doctrine.
By J. F. Bethune-Baker, M.A. Demy Zvo.

10s. 6d.

.A.N Introduction to the History of
Religion. By F. B. Jevons. M.A.,
Litt.D. Fourth Edition. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d.

An Introduction to the History of the
Creeds. By A. E. Burn, D.D. Demy
Sz'O. 10s. 6d.

The Philosophy of Religion in England
and America. By Alfred Caldecott, D.D.
Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d.

The XXXIX. Articles of the Church of
England. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Sixth Edition. Demy Svo. izs.6d.

The Westminster Commentaries

General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College,

Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by R.
B. Rackham, M.A. Demy Zvo. Fourth
Edition. \os. td.

The First Epistle of Paul the Aposti e
to the Corinthians. Edited by H. L.
Goudge, M.A. Second Ed. DetnyZvo. 6s.

A Commentary on Exodus. By A. H.
M'Neile, B.D. With a Map and 3 Plans.

Demy Zvo. 10s. td.

The Book of Ezekiel. Edited H. A. Red-
path, M.A., D.Litt. Demy Zvo, 10s. td.

The Book of Genesis. Edited with Intro-

duction and Notes by S. R. Driver, D.D.
Seventh Edition Demy Z710. 10s. td.

The Book of Jor-. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. .Second Edition. Demy Zvo. 6s.

The Epistle of St. James. Edited with In-

troduction and Notes by R. J. Knowling,
D.D. Demy Zvo. ts.

Part II.

—

Fiction
Albanesi (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
SecondEdition. Cr. Zvo. ts.

CAPRICIOUS CAROLINE. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. ts.

LOVE AND LOUISA. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

PETER, A PARASITE. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.

Cr, Zvo. ts. Also Medium Zvo. td.

THE INVINCIBLE AMELIA: or, Thb
Polite Adventuress. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

Annesley (Maude). THIS D.\Y'S MAD-
NESS. Cr.Zvo. ts.

Anstey (F.). A B.WARD FROM
BENGAL. Medium Zvo. td.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Medium Zvo. td.

Aveling (Francis). ARNOUL THE ENG-
LISHMAN. Cr. Zvo. ts.

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. td.
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THE PASSPORT. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s.

TEMPTATION. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

6s.

ANTHONY CUTHBERT. Fourth Edition
Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

LOVE'S PROXY. A Ne-ji Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.

DONNA DIANA. Second Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s. Also JSIedium Svo. 6d.

CASTING OF NETS. Twelfth Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD. Medium Zvo. 6d,

Ball (Oona H.) (Barbara Burke). THEIR
OXFORD YEAR. With i6 Illustrations

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BARBARA GOES TO OXFORD. With 1

6

Illustrations. Third Edition. Cr. Zi'O. 6s.

Baring=Qould(S.). ARMINELL. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

URITH. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

CHEAP JACK ZITA. Medium Zvo. 6d.

MARGERY OF QUETHER. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s, Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

JACQUETTA. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

NOEMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

GUAVAS THE TINNER. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Mediu7n Zvo. 6d.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

INDEWISLAND. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE FROBISHERS. CromnZvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

DOMITIA. lllus. Second Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.
Cro'vn Zvo. 6s.

LITTLE TU'PENNY. Medium Zvo. 6d.

FURZE BLOOM. MediumZvo. 6d.

Barnett (Edith A.). A WILDERNESS
WINNER. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s. I

Barr (James). L.A.UGHING THROUGH
A WILDERNESS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Barr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

JENNIE BAXTER JOURNALIST.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

Begbie (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW; or, The Progress
OF AN Open Mind. With a Frontispiece.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s,

Belloc (H.), EMMANUEL BURDEN,
MERCHANT. With 36 Illustrations by
G.K.Chesterton. Second Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

A CHANGE IN THE CABINET. Secottd
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s,

Benson (E. F.) DODO : A Detail of the
Day. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE VINTAGE. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Benson (Margaret). SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

Birmingham (George A.). THE BAD
TIMES. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

SPANISH GOLD. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s.

THE SEARCH PARTY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Bowles (Q. Stewart). A GUN-ROOM
DITTY BOX. SecondEd. Cr.Zvo. is.6d

Bretherton (Ralph Harold). THE
MILL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

AN HONEST MAN. Second Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 6s.

Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Caffyn (Mrs.) (' Iota). ANNE MAULE-
VERER. Mediutn Zvo. 6d.

Campbell (Mrs. Vere). F E R R I B Y.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Capes (Bernard). THE EXTRAOR-
DINARY CONFESSIONS OF DIANA
PLEASE. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A JAY OF ITALY. Fourth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

LOAVES AND FISHES. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A ROGUE'S TRAGEDY. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GREAT SKENE MYSTERY.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE LOVE STORY OF ST. BEL: Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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THE LAKE OF WINE. MediumZvo. td.

Carey (Wymond). LOVE THE JUDGE.
Second Ediiion. C>- Sev. 6.f.

Castle (Agnes and Egerton). FLOWER
O' THE ORANGK, and Other Tales.

With a Frontispiece in Colour by A. H.
Buckland. Third Edition. Cr. %vo. ts.

Charlton (Randal). M A V E. Second
Edition. Cr. Zz'o. ds.

THE VIRGIN WIDOW. Cr. %vo. ts.

Chesney(Weatherby). THE MYSTERY
OF A BUNGALOW. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ts.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). THE GETTING
WELL OF DOROTHY. Illustrated by
Gordon Browne. SecondEdition. Cr. i^vo.

js. 6d.

A FLASH OF SUMMER. Medium Zvo. 6d.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME. MediumZvo. 6d.

Conrad (Joseph). THE SECRET AGENT:
A Simple Tale. Fourth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A SET OF SIX. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Corelli (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Twenty-Ninth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

VENDETTA. Twenty-Seventh Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THELMA. Thirty-Ninth Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ARDATH : THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Nineteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Sixteenth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

WORMWOOD. Sixteenth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THE
WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Forty-Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE RLASTER CHRISTIAN. Twelfth
Edition. \nth Thousand. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IX
SUPRE]MACY. Second Edition, i^oth

Thousand. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

GOD'S GOOD MAN : A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Thirteenth Edition. 150th Thou-
sand. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

HOLY ORDERS : the Tragedy of a
Quiet Life. .Second Edition. 120th

7 housaftd. Crown Zvo. 6s.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BOY: a Sketch. Eleventh Edition. Cr.Zvo.

6s.

CAMEOS. Thirteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Cotes (Mrs. Everard). See Duncan (Sara

Jeannette).

Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Crockett (S. R.), LOCHINVAR. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Croker(Mrs. B. M.). THE OLD CAN-
TONMENT. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

JOUA'NIS A. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE HAPPY VALLEY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A NINE DAYS' WONDER. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Seventh
Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

ANGEL. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

A STATE SECRET. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. y. 6d. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

KATHERINE THE ARROGANT. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Crosbie (Mary). DISCIPLES. Second Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Cuthell (Edith E.). ONLY A GUARD-
ROOM DOG. Illustrated by W. Parkin-
son. Crown Zvo. y. 6d.

Dawson (Warrington). THE SCAR.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SCOURGE Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Deakin (Dorothea). THE YOUNG
COLUMBINE. With a Frontispiece by
Lewis Baumer. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Deane (Mary). THE OTHER PAWN.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP. Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Dumas (Alexandre). See page 46.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everard
Cotes). THOSE DELIGHTFUL
AMERICANS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. Illus-

trated. ThirdEdition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

COUSIN CINDERELLA. SecondEdition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BURNT OFFERING. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Eldridge(GeorgeD.). INTHE POTTER'S
HOUSE. C>. Zvo. 6s.

Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Erskine (Mrs. Steuart). THE MAGIC
PLUMES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Fenn (G. Manville). SYD BELTON ; or,

The Boy who would not go to Sea. Illus-

trated by Gordon Browne. Second Ed
Cr. tvc. y. 6d.

Findlater(J, H.). THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fijth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Mediu?n Zvo. 6d.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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Findlater (Mary). A NARROW WAY.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

OVER THE HILLS. Second Edition. Cr.
%T0. €s.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A BLIND BIRD'S NEST. With 8 Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Fitzpatrick (K.) THE WEANS AT
RuWALLAN. Illustrated. Second Edi-
Hon. Cr. &V0. 6s.

Francis (M. E.). (Mrs. Francis Blundell).
STEPPING WESTWARD. Second Edi-
i.on. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

MARGERY O' THE MILL. Third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HARDY-ON-THE-HILL. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

GALATEA OF THE WHEATFIELD.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fraser (Mrs. Hugh). THE SLAKING
OF THE SWORD. Second Edition.
Cr. 5vo. 6s.

GIANNELLA. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

IN THE SHADOW OF THE LORD.
Third Edition. Cro^mn %vo. 6s.

Fry (B. and C.B.). A MOTHER'S SON.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fuller=Maitland (Ella). BLANCHE
ESMEAD. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

Gaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

MARY BARTON. Medium Svo. 6d.

NORTH AND SOUTH. Medium %vo. 6d.

Gates (Eleanor). THE PLOW-WOMAN.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY. Medium S-jo. 6d.

MADE OF MONEY. Medium Sz-o. 6d.

THE IMPROBABLE IDYL. Third
Edition. Cr. Zzio. 6s.

THE BRIDGE OF LIFE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Qibbs (Philip). THE SPIRIT OF RE-
VOLT. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Gissing (George). THE TOWN TRA-
VELLER. Medium Svo. 6d.

THE CROWN OF LIFE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Qlanville (Ernest). THE INCA'S TREA-
SURE. Illustrated. Cr. Zzo. ^s. 6d.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE KLOOF BRIDE. Medium Svo. 6d.

Gleig (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Qrimni(The Brothers). GRIMM'S FAIRY
TALES. Illustrated. Medium Svo. 6d.

Third

6s.

Seventh

Haig (J. C). IN THE GRIP OF THE
TRUSTS : A Story of 1914. Cr. Svo.

is. net.

Hamilton (M.). THE FIRST CLAIM.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Harraden (Beatrice). IN VARYING
MOODS. Eourteenth Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE SCHOLARS DAUGHTER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT-
TANCE MAN. Twelfth Ed. Cr. Svo.
ts.

INTERPLAY. Fifth Editioii. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Harrod (F.) (Frances Forbes Robertson).
THE TAMING OF THE BRUTE. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Hart (Mabel). SISTER K. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Hichens (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE,
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

FELIX. Sixth Edition. Cr. ivo.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN.
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BYEWAYS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Eighteenth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

I

THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Svo. 6s.

\ THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Seventh
j

Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

j
BARBARY SHEEP. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 3i. 6d.

[

Hope (Anthony). THE GOD IN THE
I CAR. Eleventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
' A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Ed. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

A MAN OF MARK. Sixth Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Sfo. 6d.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. Millar.
Eighth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Eighth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Mediu?n Svo. 6d.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. With a Fron-
tispiece by A. H. BucKLAND. Third Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GREAT MISS DRIVER. With a
Frontispiece by A. H. Bucklamd. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
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Hornuns (E. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NO TALES. Mediumlvo. &d.

Honsman (Clemence). THE LIFE OF
SIRAGLO\ALEDEGALIS. Cy.Zio. 6s.

Hueffer (Ford Aladox). AN ENGLISH
GIKL: A Romance. Second Edition.
Cr. %vo. 6s.

MR. APOLLO: A Just Possible Story.
Second Eaitien. Cr. &vo. 6s.

Hutten (BaroncBS von). THE HALO.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hyne (C. J. CutcUffe). MR. IIOR-
ROCKS, PURSER. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

PRINCE RUPERT, THE BUCCANEER.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6r.

Ingraham (J. H.). THE THRONE OF
DAVID. Medium &vo. 6d.

Jacobs (W. W.). MANY CARGOES.
Thirty-first Edition. Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d.

SEA URCHINS. Fifteenth Edition.. Cr.
%vo. 3.5. 6d.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated byWill
Owen. Eighth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated by Will
Owen and Others. Seventh Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 35. 6d.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 2S. 6d.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated by
Will Owen. Ninth Edition. Cr.Sz'o. 3S.6d.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated by Will
Owen. Seventh Edition. Cr. Sz/o. ^s. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated by Will Owen.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3.?. 6d.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.

Eighth Edition. Cr. 8z'0. 3^-. 6d.

SALTHAVEN. Illustrated by Will Owen.
Second Edition. Cr. &vo. 3J. 6d.

SAILORS' KNOTS. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.

James (Henry). THE SOFT SIDE. .S^^i^W

Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BETTER SORT. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GOLDEN BOWL. Third Edition.

Cr. %vo. 6s.

Keays (H. A. Mitchell). HE THAT
EATETH BREAD WITH ME. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

Kester(Vaug:han). THE FORTUNES OF
THE LANDRAYS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Lawless (Hon. Emily). WITH ESSEX
IN IRELAND. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Le Queux (William). THE HUNCH-
BACK OF WESTMINSTER. Third Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE CLOSED BOOK. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BEHIND THB THRONE. Third EdHion.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CROOKED W.-VY. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Levett-Veats (S. K.). ORRAIN. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium
Svo. 6d.

THE TRAITOR'S WAY. .^fedium Svo. 6d.

Linton (E. Lynn). THE TRUE HISTORY
OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON. Medium
Svo. 6d.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG. With a

Frontispiece by Charles Rivingston
Bull. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Lubbock (Basil). DEEP SEA WAR-
RIORS. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

*Lucas(St. John). THE FIRST ROUND.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. 43rrf Thousand. Cr. Svo.

^s. 6d. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

Maartens (Maarten). THE NEW RELI-
GION : A Modern Novel. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

BROTHERS ALL; More Stories of
Dutch Peasant Life. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PRICE OF LIS DORIS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

M'Carthy (Justin H.). THE LADY OF
LOYALTY HOUSE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE DRYAD. SecondEdition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE DUKE'S MOTTO. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Macdonald (Ronald). A HUMAN
TRINITY. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Macnaughtan (S.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M'NAB. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Malet (Lucas). COLONEL ENDERBY'S
WIFE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixteenth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CARISSUMA. Fifth Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY. Seventh Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Mann (Mrs. M. E.). OLIVIA'S SUMMER.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A LOST ESTATE. A New Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

THE PARISH OF HILBY. A New Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PARISH NURSE. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

GRAN'MA'S JANE. Cr. Svo. 6s.
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MRS. PETER HOWARD. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

A WINTER'S TALE. A New Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium. &zv. 6d.

ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS. A New
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

ROSE AT HONEYPOT. Third Ed. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THERE WAS ONCE A PRINCE. Ilius-

trated by M. B. Mann. Cr. Zvo. ^s. bd.

WHEN ARNOLD COMES HOME. Illus-

trated'DyM. B. Manx. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

THE EGLAMORE PORTRAITS. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE IMEMORIES OF RONALD LOVE.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SHEEP AND THE GOATS. Third
Edition. Cr. Zt'o. 6s.

A SHEAF OF CORN. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HEART-SMITER. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

AVENGING CHILDREN. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PATTEN EXPERIMENT. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

THE CEDAR STAR. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HOAD-
LEY'S SECRET. Mediu^n Zvo. 6d.

A MOMENT'S ERROR. MediumZvo. 6d.

Marriott (Charles). GENEVRA. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Marryat (Captain), PETER SIMPLE
McdiuDi Zz'o. 6d.

JACOB FAITHFUL. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Marsh (Richard). THE TWICKENHAM
PEERAGE. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also MediuDt Zvo. 6d.

THE MARQUIS OF PUTNEY. Secomi
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

IN THE SERVICE OF LOVE. Third.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GIRL AND THE MIRACLE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE COW.\RD BEHIND THE CUR-
TAIN. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SURPRISING HUSBAND. Second
Edition. Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

A ROYAL INDISCRETION. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A METAMORPHOSIS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE GODDESS. Mediutn Zvo. 6d.

THE JOSS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Marshall (Archibald). MANY JUNES.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SQUIRE'S DAUGHTER. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. TJiird Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Mathers (Helen). HONEY. Fourth Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 6s, Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE FERRYMAN Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

T.-VLLY-HO! Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

SAM'S SWEETHEART. MediumZvo. 6d.

Maud (Constance). A DAUGHTER OF
FRANCE. With a Frontispiece. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

.Maxwell (W. B.). VIVIEN. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE R.A.GGED MESSENGER. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

FABULOUS FANCIES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. SecondEd. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

HILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY : Be-
tween You AND I. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Meade (L. T.). DRIFT. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

RESURGAM. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

VICTORY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d.

HEPSY GIPSY. Illustrated. Cr.Zvo. :ts.6d.

THE HONOURABLE MISS : A Story of
AN Oi.D-FASHiONED TowN. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d.

Melton (R.). CESAR'S WIFE. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s

.Meredith (Ellis). HEART OF ^IV
HEART. Cr. Zvo. 6s

Miller (Esther). LIVING LIES. Third
Edition. Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

.\lso Medium Zvo. 6d.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER. Illustrated. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 35. 6d. Also Mediutn Zvo. 6d.

IN THE WHIRL OF THE RISING.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE RED DERELICT. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Molesworth(Mrs.). THE RED GRANGE.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

2S. 6d.

Montgomery (K. L.). COLO.^JEL KATE.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Montresor(F. F.). THE ALIEN. Third
Edition. Cr. Zz'o. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAN
;. STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Fi/ih Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.
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TO LONDON TOWN. Second Ed. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. 3r/^. 6s.

Nesbit (E.). (Mrs. H. Bland). THE RED
HOUSE. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Noble (Edward). LORDS OF THE SEA.
Second Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s.

Norris(W. E.). HARRY AND URSULA:
A Story with two Sides to it. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

HIS GRACE. Medium Zvo. 6d.

GILES INGILBY. Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

MATTHEW AUSTIN. Medium Zvo. 6d.

CLARISSA FURIOSA. Medium. Zvo. 6d.

Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK.
Medium Z710. 6d.

SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

THE PRODIGALS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE TWO MARYS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Ollivant (Alfred). OWD BOB, THE
GREY DOG OF KENMUIR. With a
Frontispiece. Eieventh Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Oxenham (John). A WEAVER OFWEBS.
With 8 Illustrations by Maurice Greif-
FENHAGEN. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. With
a Frontispiece in Photogravure by Harold
Copping. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

PROFIT AND LOSS. With a Frontispiece
in photogravure by H.\koi.d Copping.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. With a Frontispiece
in Photogravure by Harold Copping.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SONG OF HYACINTH, AND
OTHER STORIES. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MY LADY OF SHADOWS. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Pain (Barry). LINDLEY KAYS. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Sijcth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6s.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC :

The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.
The Last Adventures of 'Pretty Pierre.'

Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Sixteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE B.'^TTLE OF THE STRONG: a

Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

NORTHERN LIGHTS. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

*Pasture (Mrs. Henry de la). THE
TYRANT. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Patterson (J. E.). WATCHERS BY THE
SHORE. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Ill-'^trated. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

I CROWN THEE KING. With Illustra-

tions by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

LOVE THE HARVESTER: A Story of
THE Shires. Illustrated. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

Phillpotts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece

Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Also Mcdiuin Zvo. 6d.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE RIVER. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. tis.

Also Medium. Zvo. 6d.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SECRET WOIMAN. Fourth Edition.

Cr. ivo. 6s.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. With a Frontis-

piece. Third Edition. Cr. Zro. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s. A Iso Mediutn Zvo, 6d.

THE STRIKING HOURS. SecondEdition.
Cro^un Zvo. 6s.

THE FOLK AFIELD. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Picicthall (Marmaduke). SAID THE
FISHERMAN. Seventh Ed. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

BRENDLE. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF ISLAM. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.
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•0' (A. T. QuiUer Couch). THE WHITE
WOLF. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. (>s.

Also Medium %vo. 6d.

THE MAYOR OF TROY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

MERRY -GARDEN, and other Stories.
Cr. Zz'O. 6s.

MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Querido (Israel). TOIL OF MEN. Trans-
lated by F. S. Arnold. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Rawson CMaud Stepney). THE EN-
CHANTED GARDEN. Eourtk Edition.
Cr. &V0. 6s.

THE EASY GO LUCKIES : or, One Way
OF Living. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

HAPPINESS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Rhys (Grace). THE WOOING OF
SHEILA. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BRIDE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Ridge W. Pett). LOST PROPERTY.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo, 6d.

ERB. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Mediutn Svo. 6d.

A SON OF THE STATE. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 3^. 6d. Also Medium Svo. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New Edition-
Cr. Svo. y. 6d.

MRS. G.ALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE WICKHAMSES. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

NAME OF GARLAND. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

SPLENDID BROTHER. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

GEORGE and THE GENERAL. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Ritchie (Mrs. David G.). MAN AND
THE CASSOCK. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Roberts (C. G. D.). THE HEART OF
THE ANCIENT WOOD. Cr. Svo.

2s. 6d.

Robins (Elizabeth). THE CONVERT.
Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

Roseakrantz (Baron Palle). THE
MAGISTRATE'S OWN CASE. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Russell (W. Clark). MY DANISH
SWEETHEART. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Medium Svo. 6d.

HIS ISLAND PRINCESS. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Also Mediu7n Svo. 6d.

ABANDONED. Second Edition. Cr.Svo. 6s.

Also Medium. Svo. 6d.

MASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOYAGE.
Illustrated by Gordon Browne. Fourth
Edition. Cr, Svo. 3J. 6d.

A MARRIAGE AT SEA. Medium Svo. 6d.

Ryan (Marah Ellis). FOR THE SOUL
OF RAFAEL. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sandys (Sydney). JACK CARSTAIRS
OF THE POWER HOUSE. With 4
Illustrations by Stanley L. Wood. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

Sergeant (Adeline). THE PASSION OF
PAUL MARILLIER. Cro-u/n Svo. 6s.

THE QUEST OF GEOFFREY
D A R R E L L. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE COMING OF THE RANDOLPHS.
Cr, Svo, 6s.

THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

BARBARA'S MONEY. Medium Svo. 6d.

THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
Medium Svo. 6d.

THE YELLOW DIAMOND. Second Ed.
Cr. Svo. 6s. Also Medium. Svo. 6d,

THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Shelley(Bertha). ENDERBY. Third Ed.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

5idgwick (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS-
MAN. With 8 Illustrations by C. E.

Brock. Third Edition. Cr. Zz-o. 6s.

THE SEVERINS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Smith (Dorothy V. Horace). MISS
MONA. Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

Sonnichsen (Albert). DEEP-SEA VAGA-
BONDS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Stewart (Newton V.). A SON OF THE
EMPEROR : Being Passages from the
Life of Enzio, King of Sardinia and
Corsica. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Sunbury (George). THE HA'PENNY
MILLIONAIRE. Cr.Svo. y. 6d.

Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS.
Illustrated. Mediutn Svo. 6d.

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
Illustrated. Medium Svo. 6d.

ASK MAMMA. Illus. Medium Svo. 6d.

Swayne (Martin Lutrell). THE BISHOP
AND THE LADY. Second Edition.
Cr, Svo. 6s.

Thurston (E. Temple). MIRAGE. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

UnderhiU (Evelyn). THE COLUMN OF
DUST. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Urquhart (M.). A TRAGEDY IN COM-
MONPLACE. SecondEd. Cr. Svo. 6s,

Vorst (Marie Van). THE SENTIMEN-
TAL ADVENTURES OF JIMMY BUL-
STRODE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

IN AMBUSH. Cr. Svo. 6s,

Waineman (Paul). THE BAY OF
LILACS: A Romance from Finland.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SONG OF THE FOREST. Cr, ivo.

6s.
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Walford (Mrs. L. B.). M R SMITH.
Medium %vo. td.

THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER.
Medium ivo. 6d.

COUSINS. Medium Zvo. 6d.

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS. Medium
Zvo. dd.

Wallace (General Lew). B E N-H U R.
Medium Zvo. 6d.

THE FAIR GOD. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Waltz (Elizabeth C). THE ANCIENT
LANDMARK : A Kentucky Romance.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Watson (H. B. Marriott). TWISTED
EGLANTINE Illustrated. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HIGH TOBY : Being further Chapters
in the Life and Fortunes cf Dick Ryder,
otherwise Galloping Dick. With a Frontis-

piece. Third Edition. Cr. Zx'O. 6s.

A MIDSUMMER DAY'S DREAM.
Third Edition. Croivn Zvo. 6s.

THE CASTLE BY THE SEA. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE PRIVATEERS. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

A POPPY SHOW: Being Divers and
Diverse Talks. Cr. Zzio. 6s.

THE FLOWER OF THE HEART. Third
Edition. Cr, Zvo. 6s.

THE ADVENTURERS. Mediutn Zvo, 6d.

Webling (Peggy). THE STORY OF
VIRGINIA PERFECT. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Weekes (A. B.). THE PRISONERS OF
WAR. Medium Zvo. 6d.

Wells (H. G.). THE SEA LADY. Cr.

Zvo. 6s. Also Medium Zvo. 6d.

Weyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED
ROBE. With Illustrations hy R. C. Wood-
viLLE. Tiventv-Second Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6,r.

Whitby (Beatrice). THE RESULT OF
AN .A.CCIDENT. Second Edition, Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

White (Percy). THE SYSTEM. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A PASSIONATE PILGRIM. Medium
Zvo. 6d.

LOVE AND THE WISE MEN. Cr. Zvo.

6s.

Williams (Margery). THE BAR. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

Williamson (Mrs. C. N.). THE AD-
VENTURE OF PRINCESS SYLVIA.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Cr. Zvo.

6s.

'J'HE SEA COULD TELL. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s,

THE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

PAPA. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: The
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car. With
10 Illustrations. Seventeenth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s. Also Cr. Zvo. is, net.

THE PRINCESS PASSES: A Romance
of a Motor. With 1 6 Illustrations. Ninth
Edition, Cr. Zvo, 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With
i6 Illustrations. Tenth Edit. Cr. Zvo, 6s.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s,

THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS
ERRAND IN SP.'^.IN. With 17 Illus-

trations. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. With a Fron-
tispiece in Colour by A. H. Buckland, 16

other Illustrations, and a Map. Eiyih Edi-
tion, Cr, Zvo. 6s.

SCARLET RUNNER. With a Frontispiece
in Colour by A. H. Buckland, and S other
Illustrations. Third Ed. Cr. Zvo. 6s,

SET IN SILVER. With a Frontispiece.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wyllarde (Dolf). THE PATHWAY OF
THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Veldham (C. C).
Cr. Zvo, 6s.

DURHAM'S FARM.

Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crown Svo. ^.s. 6d.

The Getting Well op Dorothy. By Mrs.
W. K. Clifford. Second Edition.

Only a GtJARD-RooM Dog.
Cuthell.

Master Rockafellar's Voyage
Clark Russell. Fourth Edition.

By Edith E.

By W.

Syd Belton : Or, the Boy who would not go
to Sea. By G. Manville Fenn. .Second Ed.

The Red Grange. By Mrs. Molesworth.
.\ Girl of the People. By L. T. Maad«.

Fourth Edition.
Hepsy Gipsy. By L. T. Meade. 2s. 6d.

The Honourable Miss. By L. T. Meade.
Second Edition,

There virAS once a Prince. By Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

Whe.n- Arnold comes Home. By Mrs. M. E.
^lann.
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The Novels of Alexandre Dumas
Medium %vo. Price 6d. Double Volutnes, is.

kcrt.
The Ad\'Emtures of Captain Pamphile.
Amaurv.
The Bird of Fate.
The Black Tulip.
The Castle of Eppstein.
Catherine Blum.
Cecile.
The Chevalier D'Harmental. (Double

volume.) IS.

Chicot the Jester.
Conscience.
The Convict's Son.
The Corsican Brothers ; and Otho the

Archer.
Crop-Eared Jacquot.
DoM Gorenflot.
The Fatal Combat.
The Fencing Master.
Fernande.
Gabriel Lambert.
Georges.
The Great Massacre.
Henri de Navarre.

H^LfeNE DE ChaVERNV.
The HoRoscoiE.
Louise de la VALLifeRE. (Double volume.)

IS.

The Man in the Iron Mask. (Double
volume.) \s.

MaStre Adam.
The Mouth of Hell.
Nanon. (Double volume.) is.

Pauline ; P.\scal Bruno ; and Bontekoe.
PfeRE la Ruine.
The Prince of Thieves.
The Reminiscences of Antony.
Robin Hood.
The Snowball and Sultanetta.
Sylvandire.
Tales of the Supernatural.
Tales of Strange Adventure.
The Three Musketeers. (Double volume.)

IS.

The Tragedy of Nantes.
Twenty Years After. (Double volume.) is.

The Wild-Duck Shooter.
The Wolf-Leader.

Methuen's Sixpenny Books
3fedinm Svo.

Albanesi (E. Maria). LOVE AND
LOUISA.

I KNOW A 1\IAIDEN.

Anstey (F.). A BAYARD OF BENGAL.
Au8ten(J.). PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.
Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
CASTING OF NETS.
DONNA DIANA.
Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD.

Bari^^=Qould^S.). FURZE BLOOM.
CHEAP JACK ZITA.
KITTY ALONE.
URITH.
THE BROOM SQUIRE.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.
NOfiMI.
A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.

LITTLE TU'PENNY.
WINEFRED.
THE FROBISHERS.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE.
ARMINELL.
Barr (Robert). JENNIE BAXTER.
IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
THE MUTABLE MANY.
Benson (E. F.). DODO.
THE VINTAGE.
Bronte (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.

Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN.

Burton (J. Bloundelle). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS.

Caffyn (Mrs.). ANNE MAULEVERER.
Capes (Bernard). THE LAKE OF
WINE.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.
Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.). ANGEL.
A STATE SECRET.
PEGGY OF THE BARTONS.
JOHANNA.
Dante (Alighieri). THE DIVINE
COMEDY (Gary).

Doyle (A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette). A VOYAGE
OF CONSOLATION.

THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS.
Eliot (George). THE MILL ON THE
FLOSS.

Findlater (Jane H.). THE GREEN
GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE.

Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
GaskelKMrs.). CRANFORD.
MARY BARTON.
NORTH AND SOUTH.
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Gerard (Dorothea). HOLY MATRI-
MONY.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
.MADE OF MONEY.

aisBmg(G). THE TOWN TRAYELLER.
THE CROWN OF LIFE.

Qlanville (Ernest).
TREASURE.

THE KLOOF BRIDE.

THE I NCA'S

BUNTER'S CRUISE.

GRIMM'S
Gleigr (Charles).

Qrimni (The Brothers),
FAIRY TALES.

Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK.
A CHANGE OF AIR.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO.

PHROSO.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.

DEAD MEN TELL

THE THRONE OF

Hornun? (E. W,).
NO TALES.

Ingraham (J. H.).
DAVID.

LeQueux(W.). THE HUNCHBACK OF
WESTMINSTER.

Levett-Yeats (5. K.). THE TRAITOR'S
WAY.

ORRAIN.
Linton (E. Lynn). THE TRUE HIS-
TORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON.

Lyall(Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN.
Malet(Lucas). THE CARISSIM.'^.
A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION.
Mann (Mrs. M. E.). MRS. PETER
HOWARD.

A LOST ESTATE.
THE CEDAR ST.A^R.

ONE ANOTHER'S BURDENS.
THE PATTEN EXPERIMENT.
A WINTER'S TALE.

Marchmont (A. W.). MISER HO.A.D-
LEY'S SECRET.

A MOMENTS ERROR.
Marryat (Captain). PETER SIMPLE.
JACOB FAITHFUL.
Marsh (Richard). A METAMORPHOSIS.
THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE.
THE GODDESS.
THE JOSS.
Mason (A. E. 'W.). CLEMENTINA.
Mathers (Helen). HONEY.
GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT.
SAM'S SWEETHEART.
Meade (Mrs. L. T.). DRIFT.

Miller (Esther). LIVING LIES.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER.

Montre8or(F. F.). THE ALIEN.
Morrison (Arthur). THE HOLE IN
THE WALL.

Nesbit (E.) THE RED HOUSE.
Norris(W. E.). HIS GRACE.
GILES INGILBY.
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY.
LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
MATTHEW AUSTIN.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.
Oliphant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE.
THE PRODIGALS.
THE TWO MARYS.
Oppenheim (E. P.). MASTER OF MEN.
Parker (Gilbert). THE POMP OF THE
L.A.VILETTES.

WHEN V.\LMOND CAME TO PONTIAC
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE.

I CROWN THEE KING.
Phillpotts (Eden). THE HUMAN BOY.
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.
THE POACHER'S WIFE.
THE RIVER.
'Q' (A. T. Quiller Couch). THE
WHITE WOLF.

Ridge (W. Pett). A SON OF THE STATE.
LOST PROPERTY.
GEORGE and THE GENERAL.
ERB.
Russell (W. Clark). ABANDONED.
A M.\RRIAGE AT SEA.
MY DANISH SWEETHEART.
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.
Sergeant (Adeline). THE MASTER OF
BEKCHWOOD.

BARBARA'S MONEY.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Sidgwick (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS-

-MAN.

Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS.
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
ASK MAMMA.
Walford(Mrs. L. B.). MR. S.MITH.
COUSINS.
THE BABY'S GRANDI^IOTHER.
TROUBLESOME D.-^UGHTERS.
Wallace (General Lew). BEN-HUR.
THE FAIR GOD.
Watson (H. B. Marriott). THE ADVEN-
TURERS.

Weekes (A. B. ). PRISONERS OF WAR.
Wells (H. G.). THE SEA LADY.
White (Percy). A PASSIONATE
PILGRIM.
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